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SoBle factor readout changes automatlca./ly to Indlca,tf1 vertical.
seQ.sitMtY at probe ilp when'recommerided tOX Probe Is usert.
Similarly, sweep-rate reado.ut. changes automaticaffy when lOX
magnifler {s turned on.

By Jerry Shannon and Ahne Oosteihof

se\reral innovatio'ns iit the amplifier and ti:m~ base plugins en.hance operating case. For example. sCale factor
readout for eaCh amplifier is proYi-ded'by illuminating
tb.e knob skirt i?ehind the a'rea identify,ing the cor~(:t
scale fa-ctor, even when using the.recommendec1. lOX
probes. This same feature is'llsed in the time ·base plugins to indicate correct sweep Tate with the magnifier on
or off. The possibility of lIlcasuremem enor is thus
greatly ·r-educed.

1n the oscilloscope field, plug-in versatility has tradiLionally been limited 'to bigh'-frequenay' instrullicms.
Introchiced by Tektronix ill 1954, lfte pl~lg-in concept
al1O\vtd the user to easily and ine~~ensively change the
cbaral;teristics of.h:is ()~cilJoscope to cover ,(1 wide Tange
o£ applications.
.
Now, with th~ in.lroduction of the 5100 Sel'ies, the users
of low.frcquen<:y osCilloscopeswiU enjoy these S;Ul1e
benefits.
Since the s~me need (or versatility exists in the lowfreqllen~y as in the high;trequenry oscilloscope field. we
detcrmibedto d(~ Ollr bCSl to meet that need. Our goal
was to offer a laboratory-quality, low-frequency, plug'in oscilloscope at the lowest practical f.ost to the liSeI'.
We aho wanted w include many of the features stl(;h:a~
.cale factor readout, large screen CRT and solid state
stability found only in the-latest in·'trumellls.

The cboice between left· and right verticaJ plug-in is
made by depressing the DJSPLAY buttollon the respective plug.in. This button also switches the light on
be~incl the readout skirt, so a, glance is all that's needed
to immediately identify wbidl channels or plug-ins are
in lise. 'With neither DIS-PLAY button depressed, !.he
left hand vertiCal is displayed bur its readout is not
illuminated_
.

Breakthroughs would have to be' made· in many areas.
implifidl cin:Ilit uesign, new production techniques
(or CR.T's. $\ -itches and olhei' comf>onents,. and reduced 3sse!nbly and ~alibl'ation titt!e would have to be
achieved if we were 'to' reach out goal. The 'cnd resull of
Ollr ellorts in ,.11 of these areas is il series of products thou
bl'ing yqu new measurcmem capabILity, phIS a flexibility previously l.l1l'lvaiIabJe. in auy vthel' oscilloscope
syste.lll.
.

When two amplifier plug-ins are enabled, the main(rame automatically convert to the arteru.ate or
chopped Illpde of operation as selected by the DlSJ>LA Y
bntton on the tjme base. The switching sequence allors
two timc-slob (in dlOpped) or two sweeps (in altern:Il.e) to each vcrtical I lug-in, When dual-channel
plug-ins al'e used, each thanne! takes one. ~ime slot or
one sweep. In the dual-fjeam.1ilai'lll'rame; 'wit~:hing betWeen plug-ius is elimin<lted ~rs ead) amplifier is pernmnentJy connected to one vertical dettection system.

First in dlis ~hes is lhe 5-103 Oscilloscope System, a
general.purposc.low.frequency (DC to 2 MHz) oscilloscope featuring co t-s3\,ing innovations such as interchangeable. displ.ay modules, r.lug·i.ns, '~lIld bench to.
ra kmou.n.t ,convertibility. .Four· displClY modules, each
with a large 6 Yi!-inch CRT, give yOIl a choice of single
be,lm, dual .bearn, siugJe beam 5torage or dual beam
storage. You can readily change from one display module. to another or convert from bench to 5 \I.1-i neli rackmount· corifiguration io a malter 01 minutes. Nine
plug·ins give you a wide choice of vertical atllplifiers
and time base '.

THE MAINFRAME
Now let's take a closer look at each of the ,5100.SCl'ies
modulcs. The 5103N m'ajnframe module c;pl,llains the
low-vollagc power supplies. horizontal. and vert.ic.al amplifiers, lhe elec.troni<.· SWil !ling and logiC circuilry
for dual-trace operation between plug-ins, and three
rjlug-in compartmenL~, It will jll(erface directly with
any o[ the raUl' disllay modules in (l bendl or rackmount configuration. Any plug-in C<lJ1 be used in any
compartment to achieve X-V, Y-T or raster displays.
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THE DISPLAY MODULES

Each of the display modules uses a new 6~-indi. ceramic
CRT with an 8 x 10 division (y:! inch/div) in~r.l1al
graticule. The CRT, with·~:5li..V accelerating potential,
has a bright, wel.l~defined tr~lle. ~imple'st,of
disp.lay
modules is the DIO single-bcam'.dillplay unit. In addi,
tion to the CRT, it contains the high-voltage suppLy. a
voltage. current .and· lime. (2X line frequency) talibrator. the CRT controls-anel. the power switch. A beam
finder positions the bean).: on screen regardless of .the
setting of tile vertical or horizontal position controls.
The front panel Z.a,xis input wi,th DC to 1- {Hz band·
width requires, only 5 volts w modulate the bean1.

me

The Dl2 dual~beam display module is the same auhe
DID single-.beam ullit except the CRT. has two writing
guns and two pairs of vertical deflection' plates. BOt).l
beams cover the full 8 x 10 division screen. Also inCluded are sep~ate intensity and focus controls 'for e~ch
beain.
Single and dual·beam storage operati,on are provided
by the DB and DI3 display modules tespectively.
The bistable. split-screen storagc'CRT's have a un'ique
brightne~ control whi~.h permitS varying the stated
brightness to te.tain the.image (or'seveTal hours wit.hout
dalnage to the CRT. The brightness control, in cOn·
junction with other ,storage contro~s, also allows integration af repetitive signal~ to e!J'ecti,'ely increase stored
wl'itingrate.
THE PLUG·INS

The nine pll:lg.ins presently available include six amplifiers and Ihrce time bases. Simplest o( the ampljfiers
i$ a plug-in having just an input stage with a potentiollleJer~as a!l anenuatqr. Designated the; 5A21N, the
unit has a 50 mV Idlv sensjtlvityand is ideal (01: you
who have low-cost monh'or needs.
For :;imple measuremeht.~ where sigllals of varying am,
plitude have to be measured, the 5A23N with decade
attellllatOr steps and a 10mV sensitivity is available.
'Bandwidth is DC to 1 fHz.

Four display modules pictured trom 'top fp bottom flr8 ~illglB
beam, ,Ingle beam storag8, duaf beam and dusf 6e$m storage.
All feature a farge 6.~ If'SCreen and internal grat/cute.

A coinpanion plug-in, the 5B13N time bilSC, provides a
low cost· sweep unit with sweep ranges from 5 p:>/div to
0.5 sec/div ill decade steps. A variable control extends
the slowest sweep to 5 !lee/div.

I p.S/d1v- to 5 sec/div in ,t 1-2-5 sequence with a lOX
lTl.agnifier extending the' fastest sweep to 100 ns/div.
The unit offers versatile U'iggeriog'from DC t02 MHz.
.Doth trigger source and. trigger mode are ·seJeqed by,
p'Ushbutton. A single-sweep mode simplifies t,he C':lpt:uring of single-sh.ot pl:ten6itien~ for pho~9grapbing or
storing displays. Jnduded is an external hodzontal
mode }\'hi~ provides a con.venient means for m~ing
simple X-Yme~tl~ments.Sensitivity is S(),rnV/div with
DC [0 I.-MHz bandwidth.

When signals of only a few millivolts are to b~ measuted; the 5A1.5 provi:des 1, my sensitivtty and DC to
2-MHz bandwidth. The SAlaN ,offers th~ ,same !=haracteristics withdual-wd.~e',~apability~nch1diug the ~on
ve:nient ADD mode. ThiS' mode is especially useful
when signal differences between two points are tei be
measured while both po'juts are elevated by a common

signaL

.

Getting d9wninto the difficij,ltnuqQvolt \"cgion where
the ilpplicati(jlis~call for ,low noise' and high cOl)1u:i<;l11mode re]tc'tion, the,.5A2()N,and'5A~lNdiff'Cr~ntial am~
plifiers with FET input$ prqvi<i~stable operatiqn to 50
p.V /.div. B~ndw:idth is DC to 1 MHzl u.pper' bandwidth
Gan be limi ted to 10 kflz for noise reduction. Comm6nmode rejection at..,501"V /di", DC'co1!pled;, is LOO,OOO:J.

A--dual time ba~e, tbe5B12N. covers a wide range of applications. Olfer~ng the maximum in versatility, it inCludes tbe poptilarsweep swit~hing in~r<){tuced -in ,the
547 OsdIlQSco'~ . .In the dual-sweep mode, the A sweep
is slaved to the left plug~il1. amllhe B sweep is slaved to '
the right plug-in. This. gives you~ in effect. dual-beam
operation {or repe'titivesignals. The' tw9 sweeps can
also be operated in the conventional delaying.sweep
ill odes' with a IG-tUl'll delay multiplier p oviding accurate delay settings. Tbe 5BI2N also includes an external horiJ.ontallllexle for X-Y operation.

To pennitcomnlon-modemcl:\s,uremenLS with tl\e use <;>{
attCTIuatof probes, a probe h:l.ving accurate attenuation
. h(Js been develo~(l. The P6060 has LOX attenuation
a_nu provides. cortuncm:J?l.0de rejectiQu of 400: I at any
defleqiol) J<l.ctor when used w,ith the 5A20N or 5A21 N.
The 5A21N plug-m'"whilesimilarto the 5A20N, has the
adtjed feature of a: C\lTrent.ptbbe !input. Using the
P6021 current· pl·obe. bandwidth is' 15 Hz to 1. MHz
with sensitivilies fr.OOl 0.5 lnA/d.iv tP 0.5 A/div. The
nottnal lOOJ:{l low-frequency resp.onse of the P6021 is
extended b.ylqw-£r:equency correction in ~he amplifier
to,pel'mit measUl:ements at line freq.uency. This makes
the unit especially useful in power supply design 'work.

S,orne applications' require a verticaJ sweep or raster
presentation. This is easily accomplished by pLugging
any of the three time ·bil$CS into orie· of the verticaJ compartments. The 5103 -provides cOllvenJent front panel
access (or 'Z-axis modulation in lhese. applications.
A low-cost camera. tbe C-!), complements the low-fre,

quency 5lOo-Se.ries instrqments. Its fixed· focus, .fixedaperture design,IJlakes waveform photography simple;
An access door in the top of the camera allows· viewing
the CRT without removing the camera.

Many IQw·frequency applkMions make Ul)e of X-Y type
displays. As 'the mainframe ,has identical vertical and
horizontal de.a~.ction systems it i~ possil;>le to make accurate :ph<l,~ measurements t;Jsing two identical plugins. A control on the dellection amplifier board allbivs
phase caJibr::;ltion to. better than one degree at specific

SQme of the areas ex[>~<:[ed to penefit from the versatility of the 51'00 Series arc medical research, educational
instruction., low-frequency phase work such as sel'vos,
mechanical analysis using strain gauges and other .transducers, and ellgine analysis.

fre'<)ucncies up to') Mtti.
TW9 more time bases [muld OlJ,~ the seh:;ction of plugins available. The 5BION provides sweep ranges from

/Jue!-trece vertlcel end duel lime base plu(j-ins dler maximum versalility.
At lett above, both Ch 1 and Ch 2 are displllyed by both A and B sweeps.
Rig/'ltabove, adding 8 single trac(). pluf}:-In, w.ith A sweep on EXTERNAL you
can hav,e dual-trace X-Y, while right vertical ~nd B sweep provide Y-T.
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:SIGNALGENERAT'ICN&
CCNI:JITIC'NING
Plug-in ver<s~,rility ha~'-proveflits.wor.th in oscilloscopc:s,
counters, pulse generatqrs .and myriad otJ~er prexlucts.
Now this COU(~,Pt is e.xtend~d· to a new series of ir).sLru,
ments designed. to be the meeting plaCe for many different systems. We ·call them the~6.00.Series. modular
iri$ti'\lmen~. Th~tentl ''':modular'', is ,used here jJ) a
broad sense and includes pilclcagillg. itlterCdhn~CliQns,
inJ!,nl/ou~put cOilracteristics, power sup.plies and

WITH
AN,E:W
MDDULA'R

ac~sorjes.

SYSTEM

De.~igned to pemiit relatively free interpl,ay between
analog 'Uld.digital cireui ',most input& and outputs al'e
compatible with DT!,. and TTL logic levels. Howe er,.
they ·eli.lIer electrically slightly to .allow proper operatioll with nO.Il-DTL and non-TTL dtcuitS.

To get a teel for the versatility of [Qe series, let's look
briefly at the individual units,

8

You may also elect tQ'usethe I.C. bQaro and 26()1 mainframe pJug-~ns completely,independent of one anotJler.
Ten ,spare front panel jacks on the interconnection
board provide convenient interfa<;c point$. Front and
reilr panel U'NC conriedors on the 260 I ma.y also be connected internally to any jack on the I.C. interconnection boarel. The pre-regula tkd +] 7 and -] 7.' volt
supplies arc available '011' 'We board andean often. be
used to power linear'LC,'s where other than +5 voits is
req uiTell.

2601 MAINFRAME

The 26Qr'mainfram~,a basic element in the series, is a
power supply an.d. ifiterconncuing- system for 2600,
Series plug-in units. Providing pre-regulated voltages a.t
up:to 50 watts, the 26(H accommodates ~ix plug-in unit~.
Th~ pJ:c-regulat¢ voltages,are CUTther regulated in ~he
individual plug'ins and, ill..some instances, ll~a :to
po,wer DC to DC converter$. for spec;ialnceds..Tbis prQvidesJ'liaximum dccollpJing, beJwe~n uqits;

ijATEAND RAMP GEN'ERATORS

Now let's take.a look at lhe plug-ins. The 26Gl and
26G2 l1fe"b;l~itallY-l'aJ1lp generators and produce r~unp
voltages ideal for au;tlog:,·tim1tig application., such 3S
dcJayed triggering of pulse g¢neratj)rs, l,im~ bases for
1l10nit91'S, and rast,er generation.

A seventh plug-ill section m the 2,601 pl~-ys a vital role
in the versatility offered ,by 'lhe ZGOtfSertes, It cOntains
the jnterconncctiO'~ board" The primary ktnction of
this board is <;optfpl)ing plug;ill OIlit 0p~J:"~tion, processing s~gnals 10 or from ,a pI4g-in, or passing signals bet\\fe~n units. Thus, having planned and set up system
operation £rom the fr-ont panel, you can' duplicate
lhe con,nections bt;tweefl, linits on the' interconnection
board and then t'tick them away dot of sight. Spare
boards Ula.y be uscdto change rapidly from one setup to
;mother., Most' Illug:inftontpanel inputs and O'lltputs
are coupled through the interlace connections at the
.rear of the plug-ins am1- are dupJic;ated on tfie interconnection boal'd.

Several ramp tn9des are available to you. Free Tun,
gated, triggered, and gated trigger, plus manually gated
0)' triggered operation is t~adjly accomplished ft:om the
front, parieI. In addition. the 26G J ca,n be intelJlally
trigg,ered by the rate g!'!Il.erawr which is an integral part
ohhe unit. Th.e trigger .tnd gate levels, both input and
QjltpuJ, are compatible WIth lOgic levels used'
lllost
bTL.and, TTL ,logic devices.
.

in

A, convenjenl fe,:n\!'re is the abili,ty to terminate the
ramp at any-point in its excursiou: by applying a positive ,klgic 1 (0 the Ramp Reset input or a logic 0 .to' the
Ground: t~ Reset inpUL This provides fur some inter,
esting possibilities. For example. the 26GI or 26G2 cah
serve as a tillle-to--hcight convener, Tbe :rroplittide of
Ute ramp output can be rilade prop(lrtional 1'0 the input
pulse width simply by feediilg the pulse into. both the
Trig and Ground to Reset inputs, TJle ramp is then
started by tIie leading edge of the pulse and terminated
when tbe puL~ falls to zero.

Pictured below 'arc two ,of tbe, ill"tcn:.onnection:boards
currently avallabIc. Tbe board on tbe left is used pi'imarily to provide tntel'i":l)uo,ection lJetween:plu~"ins.
The board on the right alsq provides interconneCtion
hetwet:n plug-.in units but has rm exdthl~ a'dditional
fe:ltllre. Fourteen Hi-pin 'dual in-line pl:is ie, I.e.
s()(;kets, plus a locaUy regnlated +5 volt supply, are
mounted on the board. Ready connection hetWeen
].C.'s and thlt.,plug-in uni ts is lIUt(]e by talldard 40-mil
patch connectors. This permits-you to add the relays,
switches" pulse tranSfonllers, re,sistor networks, op amps
and JOany other (unctions av~dhble in the ~lual in-line
pachgc, to 'the Iunct10ns available in tlie 2600-Series
plug-ins. fnstruUlentversatiHty ,11US becomes virtually
unlimited.

In addition to the main ralllp output of 10 volts, several other signals arc available a t the froIlt panel. A Jvolt ramp outpUt serves as a cOllvenient tunc base for
the (YOI i 602 and 611 monitors which are idc;~l companion: units to the 2(iOO Series. The +3-vQlt Ran,tp
Gate" of the sau~e duration 'CIS the ramp. provides unbl,aQkihg for the monitor. A +3-volt, 1.5-p.S pulse coin·
ciden t with the sm rt of the ram p is bandy t.O trigger
YOl!r oscilloscope or other associated circuitry used in
the apllliqtion.
"Ve mentioned earlier that the 26Gl also contains a
r.a'cc generator. NormaHy fl'e~.runnjng·at 'a i;'equcncy
determined by the Rate aild Multiplier settings, il can
aJso be gat~d rnanllally or by an eXlernal g.ai:c. All that
is needed is reversal of an intemal 3-pin'conneccor. The
Gate ;lnd Ground to Gate inputs thell sene to gate the
rate g.enerator-. with tbe first pulse from the rale genel'atm' coillcidetlt with the start of the gate. The rate
generatOJ" TlJay be lIsed illdependen"t of the ramp generator' porcion of the 26G I.

Interconnection board at left, permits Internal connection be-,
tween plug-ins. Board 8t right" interfaces plug-ins' with 14 Ie
sockets. Board includes +5 V regulated supply to power IC's.
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PULSE GENERATION

SYSTEM APPLICATION

'rhe 26G3 Pulse Gener.lr:tor'p·lug-~il.unit provides precise teetanguJar'jmlses with am.plilUde to ~ lQ volts and
pulse du.rat·ion (fQm: I pS to ).I 'secollds_ Pu{~ risetlme
and falltiJne is less' Ulan 200 ns.·111 ~ddi tion, theuoit· h.as
twO other output modes. With the Pulse Duration control set to Bi,stable,.t'bc output changes state, witlH:acb
succee9lng.lrigg~r; that is, the OlHput goes to the. high
state on ol1e trigger and 10' [he low ,state 0[1 th¢ next. A
highly symmetricaJ wavefo1m or JniJses longer than II
seconds can thus be easily generated.
.

Now lei's look at how we can accomplish tlle objective
inc'ntioned above, that of determining nerve respoIlse
to closely spaced stimuli, ltSing the 2600·Scries instruments. The block diagram below shows the system we
canllsc to generate the val'iable-spaced pulses, includ..ing a 601 llI,onit01: to ltisplay the pulses. The systcru
~oI1$ists Jlf the 26Q I Majnfrallle. the 260J Rate/R,\lIip
Generator the 26G2 Ramp Generator, the,2f.)G3 Pl!lse
Generator and the 601 Storage Displa.y Unir;

The third mode. DC, .oru it is soinetlluL'S called,
"loc.Ked. orj", is appearin,g with incre~sing frequency on

...
SOt

the n~W6r pulse generators. ~n, this mode the ou.tput is
simply a DC level which .can be 'accurately set to allY
value up to ±IO volts by.means o[ the Pulse Amplit\1de
c,OlltroL Accuracy is I % of fuJI scale. full sc;aJe being J,
volt, 10 vol ts. or a v;Jlue you muy choose by selecting an
approptiateexternal resiuance. Output current up to
20 IDA is available to drive the sel.ected resis'totnce, howeyer, ma,ximum (lutput volt<igc is ljmited to .:!:IQ voltS.

J"l-,

I
2tG!

y

2tG2

r:- ....l

Three other outputs are :<\,vaiJable on the front panel:
the Pulse Start, a +3-volt pllls,e servinl{ as an Olltp~1t
trigger; the Pulse Gate. a +3-volt gate-'with the' same
duration as the pulse outllut; and (he Trigger Gate, a
+3-volt gate coincident w.ith. the start of ,the puls'e Olltput arId wbose widtJl is detel1nined by the Delay control
set,ting.

MONITOR

Z
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Simplified blockdiagrsm 01 system /0 produce pulse pairs
having gradually reduced spaping be/ween pulses.

Turning. to the 26G3 infTt~ts, we see a wide range of
c.ool1"01 [01' taning and stopping the pulse. Selection of
slope :11111 level, much the'smne as on your oscilloscope,
is avail,able. A preset + I-volt level is us.ernI, wheil triggering (rom logic cire-uits.- and a ramp input provides
(or triggering
any point on a + lO·volt J'amp giving
yOti a dwiee of accurate time delay befOre starting the
pulse. The Slew Ramp input offers som.e interesting
capabilitie,~: a ~ignal fed ,'i!1LO this inpllt is ~ombined
algebraicaJl)' wid} the· signal fed into the Ramp inptlt to
clfect triggering, This gives you a convenient, lneans of.
generating two puJse.~ whose time l'elationship can be
ltJade [0 change at a controlled, linea... rate.

Jrll.crconnection of tbc,ulllts and the control settings Lor
the respective units are shown on the interconne.ction
boanl worksheet at right. These worksheets are repli<;C1s
of the inten;olluection board alld. proville a handy ref·
erenfe for repeating the set-up for a particulclf measl1l'e{hem. Replicas of the frout panels of the plug-in units
are available with gummed backing for pasting ·011 the
worksheet as shown. The photo in the lower, right-hand
comer of the worksheet show tile signal generated by
the set-up,

at

The pulse train is initiated by i~re5Sing the M.anual but·
ton on the l!6G2. The 2(iG2 performs four functions. It
starts the pulse train, gates the ZOGI. provides the slew
ramp for thc 26G3 and dCtCOllincs tire tQtal·period.over
which the nerve will hc exercised, in this instance, 10
·secomls.
.

One of the cOlTlmon uses of this technique· is bnmd in
the field or biophysi.cal research, the objective being to
determine, the ability of a ncrv~ to respond to separate
stjlJluliocculTin~ within a ,brief time span. A Look at
bow we can- ac<;oJ1lpLilSh thiS ohjcCtive lIsing the 2fiOO
Series will serve to demonstrate the [Iexibility of the
system. but lirst let's linish our review of the 26G3
inputs.

The 26GI also performs four [ullctions. It determines
how often the2liG3 generates pulse pairs, ]>Tovil1es the
ramp input for the 26G~. determines, in conjllllnion
with the slew ramp amI the Oe!<IY control setting on the
26G3. when a stimulll' pu.lsc ,\iil! be generated. and provides the sweep and unblanking si~II:11s for the 60 I.

In addition to tIle Trigger. Ramp and Slew Ramp inpuis. there are Set lind Re ct inputs. A + I-volt signal to
the Set inJlut. will set the QUlptlt to its hiKh state regardless of 'the state of ;111 other inputs except rhc' .Reset
input. Conversely, a + I·volt si~a 1 to the Reset input
will set the output to its low sta e regardless of the state
oC aU other inputs including the Set inpuL

monitor.
The 26G3 merely stands by a IJd g-enenltes a pulse of the
appropriate duration and amplitude when its triggering level is reacJ:1ed.
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Now Let's ee 'vhathap.pen wheil we push ihe Manual
li~ltton on the 26 2. A ingle puls~. 1 v.olt in amplitude
and 300 p1i in dl,.lration i~ g.encJ;ated, follpwed by an
identical pulse· 10 illS late.f. The two pulses ate then repeated at 1.5 sec fniervals with the· time between them
reuuced 1.5 filS each time Lhey rcp.eat•. A resC:t pulse [rol11
the 26Gl pre,'cnfs dYe slew l'ajllp hoin trigg~rjng·the
26G3at the peak of its ex.c\ll"Sion, ptodu :"i.ill:f an un·
wal1tedpulse,
.

Access· to the opei'ational amplifier inputs and outputs
is via a Termin<rl Access Aclal:Hcr whic.h plugs into the
plug-in unil. The ad1tpter also provides ac;<:eliS to Lhe
front·panel connectors and thereg-uL1ted +J5all~ -15
volt supplies. Clips ·and jacks are mounted. on the
adapter circuit board liO y.ou can easily change-thc operational alupJificr..fu.llqion. A Tenrlinal Access Ad~pter
kit which inel u(ies a. ciJ·clIit board wit:h a. <l.l x 0.1 ·inch
grid ·ot plated-th·I'O{lgh hoLes is' availa.ble for -dmsu-u<:tjng cir uits to meet your.sPecific need.

OUTPUT' CONDITIONING
7000-SERIES COMPATiBILITY

One other impQrtant plug.inCLmcnuy availa.ble in dle
2600 SeTi;es is the 26A.I O{>ftrational Amplifier. It is a
higll-pO\Ver operational ,LQlplifier ideal for linnl processing of sign;.tls generaled in 260.():Sel·ies system. OUlpu.t c-dpabiHties are±50 V and ~p to ±50 lilA. Open.
loop gain is J0,000 into 3; I· kn lQad with:a unity gain
handwidth. of 5 MHz.-

The 2000 Series also brings new c:J.pabilities to rou.
who own '7000-Series osciUo 'copes, Through the usc· of
a.n adapteF, you can operate any of the 2(jOO-$eries pIng·
ins in your 7QUO·Se.rfes mainframe: ttllly plug·in ve.TS~

tllity at jts best.
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A la-.econd train of pai"ed pulses. eacb pulse 300 \IS in'dur.tioD. 1.0 volt in ...pl1t'udc.
Pulse pairs repeated at 1.S 8econd intervale with the tim. ~"tve.n pulse. reduced 1.5 -~a
each raretition. P1n 15 of U70 1n the 26Gl 18 connect~d to output C on the 26Gl tor a
reset mllse. A 601 Storage. J)1splay Unit serv..·. as roonJ.tor.

Interconnection board wo.rksheef shows connfJcllons between units, Ilont p~el con/ro" sellings
and waveiorrmf generated by sat-up. Notes include- signal paternatius and speciat instructions,
Worksheet provides permanent record of set-up,
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TEK'NIGUE: measuring the linearity of fast ramps
By Jof1f7 McCormIck, Project-Engineer

In the case of all idt:al ralJ:lp. the slope would be constant. To,
describe a ramp we· mily consider an ideal mill}) with the
desired constant slope 'rb.i4t. 'We willcaU the mean slope., plus
some deviations of the slope from this constant· value.
III

(t)

o=,.mo +

I ~t)

Where m (t) is the acural slope at any given time. lUo ~s the
.mean slope andJ(t) is the rionlineariry:of the ramp.

Pcr<:entage of II~niiJl~arity .~~ expressed by the' equation
% Nonlinearity = ,(In (t) - 100) x 100% =

John-recelved hi~ BSEE. with" distinction, from U of Kansas In
1962 and I1ls MSE with a Materials Sciences Option from
Princeton In 1965. W(th Tek. sInce 1965. hefJ8s contributed
much 10 fast-ramp, (flchno{ogy while. w9"~/ng 0(1 safTJPling
sweeps,

I (t) X Io(~
m~

Wi

Thc.nonlineai-it)' is a function of time and can 'be determined
if we know HI (t) aiid m.,. It is relatively easy':to nil'llSUre IU o
by k'lXling the T<I:mp into' the vertical s)'Steol of a £COpe and
m~llSuring its amplitude anel duratio.u: m (t) is the time
derivative of the ramp wlIveforl'!1' 'It is l>()~stblc to measure ,an
approximation to III (t) by severa! method.~. only one of
wbich we will discuss in detail here,
The derivati e of a )'Oitage that is ':\ !l11\(;tioll of time V (l) is
giNin by the 'b,!skdel1nition:
'
liv (I)
.
V (\+6t) - \' (l)
-at=tn (t)
Dot
limit

''The time measur~nieots.,yo.u lllakc with your oscilloscope can
only be.as accura,tc
the time base disl?la)'cd QP ihe. CRT
screen. Improvements in components. ramp generator cir·
cuitry and C T constroctioJ) have given liS time ba e speci·
'/it'C:! ;U;C\lrat'e witbin 2 or: .3%, llntl typically accur.ate within
I %. Wi~ th(~ grea'! strides being macle in vertical amplifier'balld~yidth has qmi~. the challenge of providing
last
s,yeeps Il<.'cdcd to [JrQpcrlydisplay these higher:speed ph!?·
nomena. Genentting:al1c1 mcasunng fa'S,I. liJlear ramps poses
uni(!ue prohJc:mu. Tllis article discusses a ."olufion for a,le of'
those: problems. that of measuring tile linearity oUast ramps.

a.

~t-+-O

'1\'11a l we ~...n measure is
m'l'

(I)

V (t+.6t) - V (I)
6t

6t finite·
It is obviou~ tb:\[ m· (t) is just the aveTage slope 61 Ihe hlllC-'
ti()~ V (t) measured over. a time 6t at cadI poim .il) time as
in Fig. I. Ac;OlJ.venicnt name fur 6t is thc'time resolution or
simply, the "resolution" of the measurement. Tbe 'resolution
is indicative of th~ detail .that can be resolved. If the slope
m (~) .has componelltS \yhich last {or a time on thc order of
6t as in Fig. t they will .be smoothed out in ·the measure..'ment. U the rdmp luiS a fast S'lart Iik.e the ideal Tamp in Fig_
2 (a) , tben the m· (t) ·Fig. 2 (c) will differ from tbea Will
clerivativ'c in fill" 2'(b) becau e of tJ:te finite resolution time.
The smalltr th~' rc.soliltio!, ritpc•. the closer m-(t) will be to
m (t) . Now let's' consider methods of measuring m· (t).

me

Tbert' arc tWQ important quantities ~ed to .~pccify a.ntl describe a ra.mp. These arc the mew Jope of the ramp.3Jld
lillearily or slope (levia.tion from ·tfl.e ri'!eafl. An ideal ramp
has a CO'I1 tant slope and is perfecl.IY linear. It i~ usuafly easy
to m£<i$ure the nrclln.slnpe of the ramp butlincari'ty measurements arc'llifficillt to m"kc' and "rc \Isually made in an. in'
direct rr1flllOe.r. This' is especially true in the. case .of vcr.>: fast
rflmps .(tcns of n... nosec.on~s in :1.llPgth) .
Th~ tCl'minology

used to describe linearity vades a.ccording
to the method used [Q measure it. i\ sam'pling oscilloscope
C<1ll form the basis for a . onvenicnt and precise method of
r<Uup ,slope and liite;,rjty iilclls·uremenu. However. before descrihing tlte lnetllO<! it will be netessa.ry to define a Iew tenus.

'MEASUREMENT OF m'"(t)
One simple way to Qbtniu, m,- (l) for. a, waveform would be
to pr6cess the "waveform ,,,ith an ana.Jog qifEerel.ltiator as in
Fig. 3. 'nlis works prelt.y well with slow l·atupS bILL is vet)' c1i£c
fiClLlt to implement for fast r.amps. A !Jetter method for (ast
ramps makes usc of sampling tedmi.qucs to timc:-collvcrl the
Tanlp to a slowcr-speed replic.1. Measuring the slope is then
an easy D1a{l(~l·. ~I he technique shown in ·Fig. '1 can be lIsed to
measure. V (t+6t) and V (l) , The ralOp wavdorm is fed into
two identical sampling heads, A&. U. e1I~h of which .p(otluces
a .DC '\'OI(ab~ iri its respective mCITIOl"Y. proportional to the
value'of the ramp voltag-c at a time lS when tbe strobe opens

DEFINITIONS
I\fathematkally speaking, the slope of a. waveform at ;IJlY
poiiH in time is the tlc.·ivluivc of the waveform with respect
to time. If V (I) i, a vollilRe wavc[onn, then tbe slope at an>'
time i~ g-iVL'll by
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Fig. 1; Re;solution limits measurement delai/. Compbnentslasting for a: time .on the order of l::,t'will be smoothed out.
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FIg. 3. Anaiog dlfferentiator is a convenienl means of meas"
ur-ing slope .lind /lneB/lty ot slower ramps.

V(I..)
STROBE @ TIME I,

(Al
111(1)
(8)

ACTUAL DERIVATIVE

moW : 1.\1 1-

RESOLUTION

I
I

I . ,'MEASURED DEAI)/ATlVE

(e)

Fig. ~. Measured slope differs from the aclual delivative because' ollh{3 flnlle ,e~9Iution time.
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thesmnplinggalc..lf tue mol>e time for dlannel !\ {ls.J
made dif[cl'cnt from thai lot channel B (lSi) by 'onl lime
(61)' due to uncqu,ill d,e:lays 'A anc! T •. then the voltage
measured hy rhe respective sampling.'.Jwads will he
v' A = ,. (Is.)
VII -'= V (t•• +6t)

I SIGNAL-V(1)

Fig. 4. Block- diagram of asempllng system to measure
V(t+l::,t) - V(t). Resolution is sel 'by diflerence in 'time of TA
and T•.

We qrn thtlfl slIbsrract· thcm ,l[ each time t.
V (tlt.A = V$O _. V'A=- (V (1+61) - V (t))

H we divide the dHfeJ'ence in slrol,c lime .6t wc have
V (t.h .... =- (V (c

At

f.;t) -

V (t» ==-,m* (t)

6t

A cOllvcnient'r'alizali,)f) or Ihe aboYetcchuiquc C,ifl! be ob.[ained with· a .~ampling system. set qp as in Fi~. 5. Thc system (onsi IS of it. 7DOO-Series rour·conipaqmcnl Ift.;.unframe. a
7TII, fWO 7SlI' , lWO S-l s:unpJiu.~ heads and a 7A.22. if the
signal [.lnnot. be !oauetl uy 50n then 11 probe ~uch as the
P6034 , »G03S-.or 1'6051 can he wed to l;Ollple the sigIlal LO the
power dh'idcr-tee. An alternate iopproadJ would he to use
S-M OT 5-5 >;impling head ill place of til 5-.1.
The gains of lwdl s:lInplinl; chann 'Is should he adjust. d so
thilt they arc equat (nolt;' Y;.Irial>lc front pilllel control on th

7St J docs not elrca the l;Hin or the ven sig out), This <:<H1 be
dOllt by inscning a variabl!! llttcnUatnr in the kads [rom the
vert Silt0tll to the 7;\22. :otfll>:,riLlj:(the amplitudes ~,f the t'lvO
vertical signal" Otlt is 'asily done wii,b the 71\22. JUSt feed
boll\ signalS djJleren~iaLly into tflc 7,\22 and adjust the ~li.os
lIIltilthc hase line .is at tht' same Ic;:vd bdt)rc am/alter the
ramp.

Fig. 5. 7000-Series system to measure ramp (VtJ. and slope
(m't) and display them simultaneously. Allenuator is placed Ih
series with 7 A22 input having largest signal so inputs to 7 A22
may be set to same amplitude.
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sample at the ~:t1IlC Lime and add a known lengtll or delay
]ine in tbe $igllal Ilath o(:olie of the ~amplilll; 1:l1anncls.

The resolution should be set II)' lmnillg the right hand 751 I
.Delay Control full CCW, grounding lhe ncg:lliv.c illjmt of
[he 7,\22 and ~t:uing th.. [eft hand 7SII Delay COlllr(11 for the
dc~jrcd .61 by ohscrvinJ::' the st~par:lljon of the t\"O lracc~ on
the Krten, Be sure to adjmt the gain of the 7A22 u.\ing the
variable if ne('es$ary so th;,l the tw.., traces have the s.mlC
amplitude on tlie 5Cl'Ct:n. The !'op ph"to bel"w i~ a typical
,display fo~ settiug resoJmion.

Two olher'facto" effect Ihc aceuraC)' of the lim:arity meas·
urements, These arc no'nliucarity in lhe venkal ropolIst:
ami nonlinearity in thc .!."ImpHng SVo"t..'f:p. Of the 1\\-"0, tht
~weep nonllnc:irity'is the dtlluinate dfea, -nit' linearity of
the ~weel) is ~pedfied to be within 3% over most of the Time
j'osition' Rangc and can he c,hccket! by the mual melhod with
accur.ltt: time mark~. For sweep speed~ wilh [ow magnifica·
lion the linearity is t}'pically !Jetter than 1%.
PRECISION O'F THE MEASUREMENT
Precisiun refers Lo the abilit), Ul measure ~rnall differences in
"gnal alllpJimdc and is limited primarily by noise, With the
system deKril>ed we can easily measure 1% diJfercnct~ in
slope. It nlUU bc borne in mind lh:l.t the response of the
751}', lilUSt be identicaL A convenienl way to assure this is to
set the dot response of born 7SII'~ to uoity, It is also im·
porlant that d~c. SCM rate he ,slow cnough for the bandpass
used 011 the 7A22.
RANGE OF SLOPE MEASUREMENTS
The upper limit on slo~, m· '(t) , in volls/nanosecond b
detenn!Il~9 by ,the ri~t·timt' of the salupliug s)'stern and our
ability toset tne resolution to be a smallllOrtioll of the ramp.
Tell w'twemy percent of' ramp durntion )'ic-ilb good results,
The system d~scribed pro\-'id« l"C5(llution from 10 ns to I('SS
than 100 ps. We should keep in mind that as lhe r('$Oluuon
time de,creases, 50 does the signal .out alld noise will he a
probltm. The 7A22 variable bandpa!ll may he usecilO reduce
1I0ise bUI the di~play rate must decr-ca~ propor(ionally. This
is easily done by varying tbe ,'!Call oolltrol on the 7'1'11,
The lower limit on iiI· (I) in \'OJ(sjl111IlO5eeond is set by
noise as tht; resolution time canllot be adjusted greater than
10 lIS without inSlrumtllt modificatioll. A useful lower limit
set ~y noise places the 10nge.S! T:lmp length that can be mea·
Silted with this system at al)(lUl 500 ns, However, :In e)(tem~l
del'ly Hile C,lIl easily be: inserted in the,signll[ path of one ~am·
piing channel to eXlend the lowel' limit.

Top photo is lyplcal dispf"y lor setting resolution. Bol/om pholo
shows ramp and its slope., Aberrations 8(8 caused by nontincarities in the ramp, Resolution is 6 ns,

After scttin); till' dcsirt~d r..solutioll or 6t.. the nt1:ath'c input
of the 71\22 is 11Ioved to Ihe DC positjon. Now displa)"t'tl ('In
the CRT ill lIic \'(illage dift"cTenti:il between tht: output.~ of
the sail)p!ns which i.\ I'ropOrtiollalw 6t and the slope of tht,
ramp. '\'easuring the llTnpliltJde of Ihi5 vo[t:lge differential
:md knowing at we aITi\"f~ allll· (t) or the slope of the rarnp.

CONCLUSION
\Ve ha\'c discussct! how difft'ffntiatiQtl of a fast ramp leads to
a COlH'cnicnt mel hod or 'neas-urilll{ r;llllp linearily alltl have
shown how 10 "(onurllet ~udt a me,lSllrcmelH s)'stem, A ramp
alld its slore, m· (I), are shown in the holtom photo at Idl.
The resolution is about 5% of tbc ramp lc'lIll'th.The·ti.~~tirne
of thl~ slol>C CHI be n,easu.roo its well as 'lmplitude, ovcr~hoot,
rinGing and droop, just as if mt'lm"fing a step rcsponst·, al)d
thcse (IUalltiti{'$ all l"l'late to how lim'ar the ramp is at any
point. The aJ\'lllltage of having Ihe ramp :lnd the slopt: displ11yed simultalleou~ly is lh:lt the eR't"Ct of circuit mljustlllenl~
afft·eting till:: slope are seen immcdialr.lt'.

The hOlloril "holl) 011)(1)"<: .,hows the slc)pe wit\"dorm :md the
ramp ",hose' .~IOlle il r('pn'5('nt~. ,\bc:rr:ltioM on the 51o!Je
w:tn:form ~re /.Iue lu mmliIlC:lriti~,s iii the ramp. The amplitmk or th{~<,(' abermlions relalivc to tilt: amplitude or the
sIO['t· \~lll-"donn b th(' t1l('a~ure qr tht' noulint'llritiC5 that exist
in lIlt' bmp.
ACCURACY OF THE MEASUREMENT
:\\though 111(, 11bsolll{e $lup.. in I'ok' ver llallQ:;ccund GHI be
Ul('asurl'd with Ihi,~ sptelll, Ihe :lO,'curary is not as ",'uoo as it i!
when me11suritll{ linearity unless the ~ystcm is t:alibratcd Ivil1l
11 ~ll(JII'1i slope, Colllribllti'JI{ to the ,,(curacy of the slopt
mea'<;lll'el1wnt an' lilr. :ll(llraC)' ur t 11(: ~:Ill,lpling diannel gains,
the lR"(:ur:Ky or the iA22 ::rain, anJ l,he accuracy with which
the tillle ~I i5 knowll.

TIle llhilitt, w dif{crt'ntillle fast ",a"dorms C:lI1 he Ul>Cful in
other applications a~ well, sueh as mt:<lSurinjt impulse reo
SpOIlSC hy differelHiating the step n:spomt:. Ditlcrellliation or
lhcoretical eKpressiotls h:u :tlwap been a useful technique in
ccnaiJ'l analy~i~ (sudl as Jillcarity of ramps), btu with w.c
ahility to measure the derivative directly and di~pla)' it.
although limited by resolution time, the lechniquc 1)t'Come~
('vI'n more useful.

One methjXl of diminatillg Lhe problem of :\bsolntc s....· eep
calibratio\l for "n:ur:ue £\1 h (f.l adjust for both channels 10
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·SERVICiNG -THE 770,4 :",IGH~EFFICiENCY POWE:R$UPPLY
By CharI" P'hrtrl/J.s, ,
PrQ!frJct'S.~"vIC9 Technlc~af}.,Fatto~y ServIce Centf!~
This. is. the"6rs:t in a serl/,tS of ai:i.:i~I~ ou 'crvicing'the 7000b~is for these
Ser,ies .qsd,l!.os,c.opes. The, 1104'~~~ 0\8
anicles- since it, contain! ~mOs't 'of,~thenew dr.cuitry. coIDlrone'nlsand ,collSlruction l'e<,hnilJ.ue.s w¢ wiUbc discussing, It
is n~~' OIU in,~elll !-O: di~.u tnc general tcchniql,4es 1.lScd in
u'Oublc$hooUug oscillpscopf: ({rCoiti)'.as these \Vcr .,fuvcrcll
cxt.Cnsivt:~y in the Fc;brua:ty 1969 tq:F~pruaty.l97(JisS11es ot
TEKSGOtrE'., Copies I,I -.these 1tr-ticles- are available through
~6.ur litfld 'eilgineer:
Prop~t operation 1)C' the regulated IQw-volt"gc '!lUpplics is
essential for die rest of the scope circuitry to.flli'lcdon prop'
erl)', so lcfs"loo~ ilt,fbis s"ectil)'!;l 1,it~t.

the in."er~ ruw. A sampte of the' secondary volta.ge is recti·
:fled aJ!d useUto-CO!1.rrol,th.e frequeucy of .a mOMstablcmull!.
~ibratQr. Tbjs multivibratoT, in mrrl. controls: ,die: lime thai.
-Clther·half ofJhe tnverter <:an be Iril:m<:rcd.: thlls contI:olling
dle inverter frequency. Cu:<:uit paFl,mcteTs are, such that the
Inidiivibrator"ana hence Ute itivcnet, 'always
,bcIQ:W the
resonapl frequcJ,lCY of the ~C ne,tworlc. Rememberi.ng that
the resonant LC lle't'I-.'o.rk. is in series with tbe priiilaiy cir ihe
powel."tr,aFlslon:riCT. we ca·n see 'tb:at,asthe inverler frequency
cllanges. the imp,ecL.1n of the LC.. network changes. Tl).e resutt:int .cbange in voltage droppeu ,acros tbe LC network
keeps tpe vQlta~applied_~ the',primary COllst:tnt, Pre.rein"
lalion to ~uf 1% is achieved by lltis',means.

me

run

re.

The h!gh~ciency:pow,ersu.pPly used i.11 th~ 770'l is a n~iv
concept in power sup})ly dcs'ign dtat result.s- in appreciahle
sil.Vi'l~s in vohune;- weight 1ll1d Power cons~plio.rl. 11 is
,qI1Jl,ld'·lljgb. ,ef.fid~JJcy'· l?ec:lU~ i1S ,effi<;i\;IlCY is ~Ol,ll 70% as
compared to 45% for convention-a I supplies. The ,ljne-tQ-DG
.coil ~iter/reg.ulaioJ: ~nt;\.iJ~s .most:' of lile llllCOJiVen(iqlFII
dTCllitry IlO our 'di~.c\lssion w,iJI d~;J,J Wimarily witb tttis
porti.ou.

Now. let's lUrn'our attcJuion ,to m;luQlesbootiog u.lc'supply,
Assume you have made ,the usual preliminary checKs; you
have power 'to the,ll1s!-rtIJUtlnt, tbe 'tine ~lee~r on the Te'1T
of tht jlls~,r\Jnlc,m is in the c;prr<;<:t posi~i9.n fqx the applied
line voltag~ and the, liue voltage is 'witbin specified limits,
The plu/fius' have bet;n Jetntr ed to e~,l~l1a.te the ~ssibi)jtyof t-heir causinJ> the f¥-lwer s'l.Ipply' U:!,Ql'iHunction.

Fi~l. let's,hr1eHy revle:w t,he uleory of ql~r~tion, The high·
',efficiency pOWel' sl1.pply is· essentially a DC-to-DC converter.
TJlc'line'volrage is tcctified, .. ~,)te.r~d and used to power an
itlvcttet whilib rllns,~tt aP1?roxilnllteh 25 kHz. The freq,llcl1cy
at which the in,vetter- rUlls.is dctcrmiued basiwJly uy UIC
.resonant frequency of a s:erics·LC oetwor)r. pla.<*l in series
with the prim.uy ,oC the .power transformCT. 1.1ie invertcr
driv.cs the primary of the power tr..Ulsfomwr supplying' the
des.i:re;d seco,~dary voltages. These ate then tec~,ifie(\. ftlt'ercQ
and'rebrulated Cor drt:uifuse.

With the instrument power off, check the two fuses located
in lhe Ji.ne scJec~or cover on -the. rear of the instrUm<:nt. If the
line fuse, 'F800, ,i o~n t~e '[)T'(iblem is p-ro.bably ill.t,he line
input circuitry. 1[ the inverter fuse, Fa] 0, iii ~ptn dIe .lnve.rter
circuitY)' is probably fa'lllly. In cith'ct (asc.i~ '\!'i-ll b~,'nccl:ssary
1,0 remove t~e 'Supply, from lhe mainframct (I) make furlhcr
checks, This.is easily <!e:)lle hy rernovln'g the {oilr screws on the
rear pan(·.1 that secure [be' po~c'r unit, thell sJidillg the unit
out"the rear of the instrumcnt,

'BefOTc r<Jmoving the power-lIni~ cover, check to see that the'
neon bulb- oil the left side of the pOwer o.nil,l.ias stoppt'd
flash,jng. Tile prilllaty storag~ capadtonl (is.I it andC8l1:

Pre,regula.ti"on d£ the yoltagc applied to the p~\'{e transfo~lel"is ,acC<:lmplished by c~ntr.olling the I't~ueJlCY at whidl
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Simplified, blocK dIagram 01 hH;h-f'fflc/ency low-voltage power supply.
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remain charged with high ,'oh:.:lg D for sever.u milllltes
arte.r the power line- is disConne~. When this voltage
exceeds about 80 volts the neon buJh ·Bashes. '''' hile servicing
Ule power unit. ,the discharge tiro . of Ule storage capacitot~
can' be speeded up by tempor.uily disabling the inv('rter
LOp circlIil.l>ulliuJ>.,.QBG4 belore turning uff.the scope power
allow· the inverter to keep nmnin fOl' a short time, tllu
draining rno t o'f the charge £rom the cap.i.citors. A voltmtlter
reildinK between test poilits 8/0 alld 811 on tJl(~ line inp'ut
bo:m:! will incjia,ltc the dlarge re,,~aini~g on the storage
c:ipacitors. Allow';H least olle JTiinlll-e fol't.h:t curren-t.limlting
Ihc1-:winors to. (,:f)j)1 heforc turning. 9ll the power ;tgaiil it Y0\,l
use this fast.dlsdlilTgC te hniqlle. Do nm :mc.mpt to (I!sch:lrgc
tlte capacitors by 'shorting directly a{"fOSs 'Ihcm as 'thi' wiJl
damaKe .tttcOl.,

You can now prepare to apply pOwer to the instmment.
Install the line selector co~·er. .Remove Q 60 to disable tbe
pre.regulator circuit. Connect your ti:st scope between ten
poilll 836 ....ild ground Oll t4c'jnvertcr board. Vertical sensirivity should be 50 VIdiv DC at the probe tip. the trilC<:
celllercd and the weep speed set to 10 Jl jdiv. Connect ~ volt·
meter between the +75 V te l point and ground 00 tbe recti·
fier lJoaru. Plug the scope into au autOtr:tns'formcr a.nd with
lhe line volt:lge. st!t ;at rem voh . turn the instrument on.
Slowly advan.ce lhe Iinc oltage while Wlltclling the te.u scope.
If the lr:tce. moves up or down, tlte inve~ter still has prohlcm..
If the trace holds steady, the inverter should start as the line
voltage appmadlcs 80 volts. \ square \Va.VI:' of upproxima.tcly
2!JJdiz and 2.00 volts will appear o.n tbe tc, t scope. Do not
a.dvltll~~ the linc voltage any fmther. Tbe +75 volt. suppi)·
should' not be allowed to c:xceetl 75 volts to prevent blowing
ilie iuvci:ter fuse,

'''ill

With the power·unit cover removed. orient tlle·supply with
the T(,ctificc board on top. ule Hne input boar~.'·on the left
aud th(' in\leTt~r board on the Tighl. This will make it COil'
nmient to I\"ct 10 all the te tpoints as w YQ ·a'll;>og.

RECTIFIER BOARD
You ae now ready to check the pre·tegul a tor circuitry. Turn
off the s ope :lnd return the linc vohage to zero volt. Rephtce
Q860 in its socket. Slowly advance the line voltage while
monitoring the +75 ...·oll supply. If the +75 VOllS llQlds
teady. y011 can advance the Unc' voltage tQ a normal sc·tting.
H the voltage is not table or if the signal being monitored
on test poillt 836 on the illvcrtc.r board is crrati in [[cclucney.
the pre-regulator iii' not workiuK proJl~rly, Tbe quickest
meu\od of trouble !looting this circuit i to 'check the associ·
ated trau istoTh with a cun'c tr:tcer or ohtllmet~r. The wave·
CorolS showu on tbe- facing page an: typicaJ Cor a properly
opcrating supply.

LINE INPUT 'BOARD
First let' ciled. the line input hoard. It' (airly'easy to teU if
lItis- ircuit is workin . The lleOIl hull> pre i<;>n Jy mcntiolled
will stan flashing wh 'n power i.~ applied. On orne units it
!l.lll/UU' a 'tead,)' glow. on j)lhe it GOJHinucs 'to' flash. The
voitag,e reading on test poillL.~ 810 and 811 hQuld.be approxi.
mately SOO volt~ DC tlep ndrn~ UpOl! the line voltaJ::' . Be
cardul nOI to ground iCny point ill t.lJis 'circuil except tCSt·
point. grouud OJ: ch. ~is,
T)'pic.al tTouble itl thi Circuit cal/sing the line fuse to open
ar boned diodes en the hridge, CR810, or a hortlXl c;lpacitor C81O, C811. Call! or al14.

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS
of the COlllponenu in t11e power suppl}' .:lrc readily
accc~iJ)Jc (rom ule top of the printed circuit boards. How·
eyer, whell it..is necc~ ary to re010\'e a soldcrcd·in component,
'we SUj:\'g'CSf YOll remo e rhe drellit board fr:om the assembly
and unS9ldcr llle component fl'oro the ba.ck sidc of U1C board.
The line input board and the rectifier board arc rcadil)'
'Mo~t

INVERTER BOARD
'ext in Hne i ule' .fswener tirCllit. The- pt6blellls most qlln·
mOil to ulis circuit arc open fuse F810, shorted. trallsistors
Q82!> or Q835" or sllOTlCd diodes ell. 25, CR835. CR828 or
CR8!l8. AI,I open inverter luse u uall)' in.dicalcs (ro.llole in
lhe.'jnvent".
Beforc working- In tJiis ir~uit. unplug the power cord :i.ncl
give the ~tOl'age C<lpile iLOrs time to lIisc1tal'ge. Remoye the
linc elenor cover COI1l:unillg the line and inverter Cuses.
We're now ready to makl' some rcsistance·cll(~ck.q on the ill.
vcrter b(l:nd,
'" iUI your ohmmetcr ClIO 111C X I
tween te t points 826 ah([ 836. Th

kO c::tle. take a reading be.
reading bowd bl: several
megOhm in Olle dircuion and:::: J.!i k!J with the te t leads
rever cd. Cht:ck betweell te·-1. poillls a6 llild 820. You should
get a high :Ina low reatling as before'. This cherb the tran·
SLlOrs and important diodes in the iuvener srage. If you
Act a low readin in both direct'ons 011 c'it1rt:r of these Ie t.~.
remove lhe trausi tor Lmm the side having the low reading
ill both dir clions, sec of readings between the appropriate
test poilll.!> "'ill showYhcthcr it i the diode or the transistor
that i defective. Diode CRS26 :lud CR886 arc nO! ("he ked
by the lIllov- pl'ocedllrc bllt will not prevent tit inverter
from rlllloin~ even if ~honl:'d. Once you achieve a hi:;h
n:sislan t; 011 both sides of lhe i1lvertt"r, it will probably
0pCTiILe wh II. you apply the prOpt'r power to it. However
hell)}'e ;lppl)'ing pOl'll'''. ;, '1uick cb'ck should bc m:llle on
rcuificr board lest poi'll 8',0 to "'round. Tbe resistance
should tx: .::::: 2 ku- tlI' 4() kn dependioo on the polarity of lh
meter leads,

Low-voltage supply removed tor easy serVlcmg. .Une Input
board Is on Ihe left sIde, rect/flef board on lOp. and Just the
edge of the inverter board is visible al the right:
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removed by, looseriing two or three screws. The inverter
boam is· somewhat mo'l;t' dilficul~ to remove;' ,the manual
gives tht: proper ptPct'dure.
"

When placing the, power unit back illto the mainframe take
¢,lre (0 properly dress the power unit cahles between the
p<.>wer ,unit and .the logic board. Lowering the swing-down
1;'3t(: on thc':right,~ide of the instrument will let you guide
the ca.bles fmo place.

Care' should be ell:crciscd when repladngQ825 or Q8~5
located Qll the ceramic h at sink. OJ) the invert~r bOard. The
u\ounuog $.Utds are soldered into the printed circui~ board
and may be broken loose by applying excessive torque.

'rp838

Typlca.·1 wavetorm ~t
fot properly
operatlnjj Bupply. MId-screen Is 0 Volts.

..
.
INST~U14ENTS FOR SALE

'!l6IA, $500. lIT77, . li.QO. 3S76, $850. Harola
Dove. 837 Uvalda St~.: Aul'o.~, Colo. 8OQIO.
(!l03) 343·2906.
'
3·!)14D. !lHAD, 524AD. 502. ,541, 543A,
i80A. 2 ea. 160A. 161. m3. 162. .Jlm KCIl'
n~'dy. Technitrol. Inc;" 382.') Whitaker Av~.,
('hila., l'a. 19121. (2.15) 426·9105.

575, OQO.·.H'anJi frank. Dynaco.,l'hlla.• Pa.
(215)CE 2·8000.
502.\'::202·/' Ron Calvanlo or Dr.l)enron.
M,3S!i. Gcn'l. HosplUil, Dept. ,0£ A:ncsrh.esia;
Forit Sr.. Wb.ke Bldg.. -!limon, M~.. 0211·1(617) 726;38!H, 726-2034. .
.
2 ca. QI31). 517. Dr. Frederic Davidson. E.£.
Dept.. John fWpkins
niv., ,Bal t'i more.
Md. 212.1 II. (301) !IU(i·!l300. Exl. 219.

51M. C. l),illZl;n., ~43 W.
6001~. (3.1~)639:17611.

601,

M~ln

St:. Cary, UL

925. Dr, Wltliam Splcl<.1er. Co'x

JII~t.itutc, 1152.5
Ohio 1r~429:

He~m

Southern Dlvd., Kellering,
'
.

5140. $250 or I",de for 3 in. model. Arthur
t'[altcr. HuovC;r Electric. 'H~ll"dr 2, Von
Columbus Airport, Colulubu . Ohio 43219.
(61 *) 235.963'i.
561A. M6 r 3M. Packa,ge price, $12.SQ. Pierre

Cathou, M1T Brnnch, ,".0: lIux J04, Cam·
bridge. l'da.~s. (j.21~9., (617) 86f\·5782.' ,
'5!lG, $100. ,5ll/51-B.: S85. nan McKCJioa,
(!)17) 725·'7211.
2,453. Dave Ballstadt. Optical Digiial S)'sICIIIS. 'P5 E. Higluva)' 36, Sr. Panl Minn.
55109. (612)

4B4·S.~89.

513D. Lou, Chait 2$34 Scrangt:.Placc. Costa
Mesa. CaU!. 92(j2(i. (71'1) 51!'i-6Ci3tl.
5-19, I A1,202-2,,2800 complete. J. C. Davis,
Republic Na.n llank. Sunsc! Plala, T'ucihlo.
Colo. 8.1004.

I'n the-'ncxti~ue of TEKSCOPE.v.:e will di5cliss the 7701 rug}]
voltage power supply.

~aveform at TP860. Note trequen'cy Is

Wav.ef.orm ',at "TP859. Frequenoy In·
crB-ased slfghtfy due 10 fine voltage
change.

611. Dr. t~'S Wanniuger. Gencral MJIIs.
Inc.. 9000 PIYll1Puth Ave.. N., Golden Valley. Minn: 5r~.1~i. (6.~2) l?4Q·34H.
561A. aA6, 3B3: Excellent COliWlion. $1000,
~tight a~.pt 321 or 321 A as pan paym,cnl.
(213) 79'..!:4·9G2..
'
3211.$850: CgOAp, NeW. $450. Harold Moss.
(21~) -398·1205.
536, 53/iHX; 53/54T, 800. $4, $1100. <ieo.
Schneider, l'rofcxray Div.. Lillon Medical
Products, 1601 Beverly lllvd.. Ll)!I' Angeles,
Calif, 00026. (213) 626·6861.

547. 422, 453, 502. Plug· ins, Cal. Fixtures.
Manzano Laboratori~. Lnc.. 146 Quincy

twice that

at TP836.

.

511~D,

300. (',arl Powc.Jl. 390V "Jackson
H):I'Y, Shelfjtld. AJit. 35660. (2U5) 38H330.

U-RM56IAf2A60f2B67 never used. Attradiv disl:Oliill. J. Wieland. 16950 Encino
Billi Dr.• Encino, Calil 91S16.

316• .$600. I. R. Compton, COlUpt:roni.cs;
322'Q - 16t\1 W~t, seattle, Wash. 98119.
(206) 284484.2.
2'H&? $175. 6~. Plug-,Ui, 100. Roger KIoep·
fm·. (517) 4-87·611 J.F.XL 392.

5HA_ Geo. Butcher. ~lc(tronics M:u:im',
P.O. ]lQX I L9-1, NCWIJort He:lch. Calif.
92G6~. (714) 67.~.1470.
.
1L20. Geo~na~. DYD3ir Elect.. 6~60
Fcd!lnll Blvd.. Sa.n Diego. Calif. 92114.
(711) 582 ·9211.
611. $2000. Dr, A. Sanderson. 'Hal:Vard
Uni .•. Electronics Dc§igil ·<:ehter. 10 ·Ox·
ford Sr.• Cambridge, Mass. 02138. (617)

1%-44.72:'
p/j(}4(j Prohe. Amplifi.er. 1'.5., $600. Bob
Walers. Jr.• Al~<"'T. 111(•• 1',0. !lox 11381,
Greensboro. ,:C. (919) 292-7450.
50!! w/Grid, Wm. ·Gelb. Gell> ,rchilirlg &

Lilliogrdphi:rlg Co.• lil;oo Walton 51.. De·
lroit, Miell. '~82JO. (aI3) %14848.
6ii; complete. Scope Can. Fred Samuel, Ch.
Engr... WXTV. Ch. .f:l, &II Ma;n' St.. Paler·
son, N.J. 07503. (2m) 345-0011.
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Ave.. '.E., Alpuqu.crque,. N.M. 87~08.

(505) 26.?· 7.!H 1.
514AD, $260.. ]. DalW<Jltlian. '!l1 Pm-tel; (,.
Waterlown. Mass. 02:172. (617) 924-6175.

2-~3IAiCA. S~5. 2'531I.tA~ S695. 5!1/54G.
$L50. 2M3. $12,) . .J. Boyd. Tall): Corp., 8301
l80th Soulh. Kelll, Wash. 98031. .(201.1)
251·5600, Ext. 6787'.
.
54!;B, I·AI, IA7. Scientilic Industries, 150
Herick Rd.• Mineola • .N:.Y. (.H6) 746·
5200.
!H'i. IJ-\4-. IA2.20.2·2. as padmge.ol· individ·
ually. Phil J)i.vjt.'1, Dala I:)i~pla}' Systems,

lIlt.• 139 TCl'woo,i Rd .. Willo\\l' Gro....e , 1'3.
19090. (215) 659-6900.
lOS. $100. Charles Yd,'crlon. JQ.J:l~'ll COU11ty
Jr. '(30Uege. RUi ville. Miss. ~9'13'i. (601)
761·31'>61.
:'116, .1020. !;64B/12JN. $876. 3A6" $-140,
3m, $544. 54~D, L360..1
$520; lAG,
.2S6. 201·1. '11G. 201·2! $124. 202·2. $124.
L:ll'TY CIa 'man, 5:JIH ~nt II WOOtls Dr..
='1.[ .• :\rlallta. Ga. 30342. (404) 2.S5·51112.
531A, cA, 202 Mod. A. :;00 package. Tom
Eckols, Dow June.~ Co., OaIl3~. Texas.

t\..

(21 4~ ~1E 1.·12 O.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
453. W. Pfeiffer, 13~2 E. Portland. Spriug·
field, Mo. 65804.. (4I'i) 869·0249.
519. john Banh. 'Rarth Curl''' 'i77i \·Vall
• t •• CleveIallU, Ohio 44125. (216) 521-51S6.
503. A. Ruhen, Medical Salc~ ,- Service. 270
I~. Hamilton 51.. A lien IOWIl , Pa. '18103.
(215) 437·2521).
R:,1il or n. wil h ur wi(hOllt PJug-In~. 11r.
Paul Colclllall, Un1\'. uJ' Rocb.c<ter Medical
Clltr.. AnaLOltly Oe:pr.. R()ch~':<le>·. ,'.Y.
14li20. (711;) ~75-2581.

A-2~44

TEKsco......,..VC)lum&~

Num~r2

M~rch 197"1.

. CuslO"mer. In·'ormatlon from T.l<IIonla. Inc., P.O. Boa 500. ae... rton, 0.-.0011· ·97005
... EillloiiGO'rifon AIII~ Al1lst: NBnc.y Saguer For rag1llilr receipt 01· iie\(SOOPE; conllct yow lQ·eal ~1.ld·· .n~I!I.lir.
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PROGRESS
IN
SEMICONDUCTOR
TESTING
fleo£
v/&ilk;/# Project Manager

Providing advancrmilnts in component metuuremenlJJ
thil new 577 Curill Tracer MilQSurement Systt!m com·
binu display storage and linilar Ie testing capabililin in
a nilW, inexptlnsiutl, itasy 10 IUtI' instrument.
curve tracer is a special purpose osdloscope used
10 display the performance characterr.stics of many
different types of electrical components. The name
"curve tracer" originated from the ability of these instruments to display the characteristic :urvcs representing the capabilities of active devices. Their use today includes not only active devices but also relays,
power supplies, !rnaU incluclKm motors, light bulbs,
connectors, capacitors, and other components.

The Mainframe

The 577 Curve Tracer mainframe contains the po.....e r
supplies. horizontal amplifier, vertical amplifier, collector
suppl}', and step generator. Controls for the collector
supply, step generator, and hOl"ilontal volts/division are
located on the 577 mainframe. Vertical deflection factor,
however, is controlled from the test fixture, allowing
selection of optimum ranges for the device being tested.
A new collector current measuring scheme for vertical
deflection was developed for the 577. A comparison
between this method and that used in previous curve
tracers is shown in Fig. I. Notice that in the 577 /l77
thc collector current is sensed in the tcst fixture rather
than in the mainframe as in previous instruments. This
has two major advantages. Fint, the collector supply
does not ha.ve to be isolated from ground a!l in previous
designs, resulting in a considerable cost savings in the
construction of the 577. Secondly, the test fixture can
be easily designed to measure the current in any lead
of the device under tcst as required, for example, in
the 178 Linear Ie Test Fixture.

l.
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To provide the most versatile measurement system,
modular coll5truction techniques are u!Cd. The 577
Curve Tracer Measurement S}'Stem consists of three
major sectiol\J; display module, mainframe, and tcst
fixture. Two display units are availablc; thc DI Storage,
a split.scrcen bistable storage unit, and t~.e D2, a large.
screen non·storage display \mit. Thesc attach to the 577
Curve Tracer mainframe; the display units can be inter·
changed in a matter of minutes. The mainframe al50
accepts plug.in test fixtures. Presently available are the
171, a test fixture for displaying tests of t...-o-, three-, and
four·lead devices, and the 178, a test fixture specifically
designed to display eharactel'istic.s of lir.ear illtcg'l'ated
circuits such a!l operational amplifiers. differential amplifiers, and regulators. The plug-in test lixlUTC concept
also allo....'S future expansion of the system.
Co~.r-Pfctureo I, the 178 Line8r Ie Tesr Flx/ure used
w/lh the new 577 Curve Tr8cer which offers display
storage. Most "near Ie tssls can be performed with
thla low·cost bench lop system.

"

~

I

~

Tektronix, Inc., long the leading manufacturer of curve
tracers, now introduces the 577 Curve Tracer Measurement System. This new, low-cost system makes the
majority of the measurements required to test semiconductors. In addition, it is a complete system for making extensive tcst! on linear integrated circuits.
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meePJremenl in 577/177.
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(bl Mlthod of collector currer'lt measurement ir'l 67&

Fig. 1. Block diagrams of t?e co/lector current measurIng cfrcuilry In the 576 and 577.

The DI,play Modules

Each of the display modules IISCS a 6Y2·inch ceramic
CRT with an 8 x 10 division (Y:z inch/div) intCl'rlal
W'aticule. The CRT, with 3,5 kV aoceleratinA: pOlcntial,
has :l bright, well-defined trace. Simplest of the display
modules is the D2 di~I)lay unit. It contains the CRT
with iL~ cont.. ol~, the high-volta~e supply, a beam (inde..,
and the l>o......er ~witch. In addition 10 the n01'l111\1 display function~ of the 02, the D1 display module provides storage on a split-~reen, bi~n:lble CRT.

2 Co~yrill~t @ 1972. T.tl'oni~. Inc. All ,jlt~tl ,.I1.....d. Print.d in U.S.A.
U.S.A. and fo,.illn P,ad"CIi 01 Tlkl'oni•. Inc. 0'. covered by U.S.A. OOld f«.ign 'ol.nl, ond/o. Pa'.",1 Ptnding.
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change l>oslllon when the magnifiers or X.I controls
arc used so thcy always indicate the correct measurement
value.

The Test FIxtures

The 178 Linear Ie Test Fixture allows the display and
measurement of linear Ie characteristics such as gain,
input cmrent, common-mode rejection ratio, and power
supply rejection ra:io. Its operation will be covered in
a separate article immediately following Ihis discussion.

For More ConvenIence, Add Storage

The Dl Storage display add~ new operator convenience
to semiconductor testing and makes possible measure·
menls which previously were either vcry difficult or
impoS!ible to make. Compari;on measurements where
you want lO directly compare the charactel'istics of onc
device with those of another arc made easier with stor·
age. An application of storage which uscs the split.
screen feature is storing the limits of device perfol'lnance
on one half of the screen and comparing it against thc
performance of another device displayed on thc other
half.

The 177 test fixture is designed to test two·, three- and
four-lead devices. This test fixture provides many of the
features found in previous curve tracers such as looping
compensation, Kelvin sensing, and interlocked high.
voltage collector supply (100, 400j and 1600 volt
positions) .
The 177 can measure collector currents at sensitivities as
low as 200 pA/division. This is made possible in large
part by the new collector current measuring scheme.
The mode switch on the 177 includcs a pa;ition which
allows measurement of emitter-base leakage or breakdown characteristics. Also included on this test fixture
is an independent -12 to +12 V bias supply which
can be used to bw the substrates of devices having
more than three terminals.

(

The changing characteristics of a device at different
opera.ting levels can be readily compared using storage,
Fig. 2 shows the collector Ctlfrenl of a transistor plotted
against the base to emiuer voltage, The curve at the
left was plotted at a vertical sensitivity of 0.2 nA/div,
Each successive curve is one order of magnitude greater
and the last curve is at 20 mA/div. In this way, the
pel'formance of the lransistot may be viewed and compared over nine orders of magnitude of collector current.

A new measurement possible with the 177 is campara[ive capacitance measurements to as low as I pF. The
difference in curre:1t required to charge and discharge
the capacitance from the collector terminal to ground is
shown by a loop in the display. By comparing the displayed looping of several devices, compar2.tive capacitance can be determined. Unknown capacitancc valucs
can be measured by using a refcrence capacitor to calibrate the display in terms of capacitance/division.

Storage can also be very useful to display the changes in
chat·acteristics of the device under tes[ due to some
external influence such as when heated or cooled. This
is an easy way to find the ~ero temperature coefficient
point of FET's and Zener diodes.

Operatrng the 517 with the 117

Operator convenience has bcen designed into the 5771
177 system to provide faster measurements and simpler
operation. The front panel has been simplified by eliminating several unimportant controls while at the same
time retaining the openHor conveniences pioneered by
the TEKTRONIX 576 Curve Tracer.
j

A new feature in tne 577 system is automatic shutdown
of the collector s.. . . ecp if more than 20 screen diameters of vertical deflection result (on higher current
rang-cs only), This will often prevent the device under
test from being destroyed if it is subjected to more current than is cxpec(ed.

Fig. 2. Storage dfspJay of a series of s/nglo cUlVes
plDtted a/ different verI/cal sensftfll/tles.

'1'0 pl'Ovidc easier setup, the front-panel pushbultom
have been color-coded. When all of the dm'k grey buttons are pressed in, the system is ready for most normal
1l1eaSllrcments, Lig:hls arc usccl behind the skirts of the
STEP OFFSET AMPL, I-IORIZ VOLTS/DIV, and
VERTICAL SENSITIVITY knobs. This makes the
selected mca.mremenl value readily visiblc.."-nothcr feature of the back-lit knobs is that the lig-hts automatically

Checking the characteristics of a device which is operated neal' or even beyond its specified dissipaLion limits
can be facilitated by storage. With the stoted displa)',
lhe device undel' test needs to be subjected to the polentially destructive conditions for only long enough to
stOI'C the tracc. For tests where it is desired to il1tcntionally calise the device to fail, the stored display allows

3

close examinatton of the conditions presem at the time
of failure.

in the DC mode, the relay coil is connected between the
collector and emitter tenninals. Then the collector supply voltage is varied manually. When the relay armature
moves, it induces a voltage change into the coil which
can be seen on the display.

Storage also allows more convenient pbtting of the
characteristiC! of devices when using the ?ulsed or DC
collector sweep modes. These characteristics are normally displayed as dots on the screen. Storage allows the
dots to be stored as the collector voltage is varied, thus
tracing out the complete curv~.
Some very unus\I<l.l tests CU" be made using storage.
One example is checking relays for pull-in and drop-out
voltage and current. With the collector supply operatcd

Taking photographs of the display is greatly simplified
with storage also, particular!)' when using the pul5Cd
or DC sweep modcs. Storage allows the complete display
to be presented at a uniform intensily and unwnnlL'd
di~plays can be erased as many time~ a~ nece~sary before
the correct display is obtained, thereby saving film.

LINEAR IC TESTING COMES TO THE CURVE TRACER

~;:n. ~1'a«J<~~

Project EngIneer

ulators. These tcst cards can be easily interchanged
to lest either type of device. The pin configuration for
specific devices is detennined by jumper leads on lhe
tcU card. The card can be quickly set up to test mmt
of the linear ICs presently available.

ntil now, testing of line.'lf ICs has been an expcn."ive, complex job. Most of the lC tc.sten prevtou~ly available either required special ten cards which
could test only one specific type of TC, .....ere computer
controlled, or needed external equipment to makc the
measurcmcnt. This limited the usc of IC testcn to only
the most critical or important tc~t areas sllch M manufacturing or inool:ling inspection. As a result, linear IC
testing was not available in many locations where it
could be very beneficial.

Testing Ie Amplifier.

The basic circuit configuration of the 178 with lhe
Amplifier test card installed is shown in Fig. 3. This
confi1;"uration makes it possible to test operational amplifiers under open loop conditions and allow !.he test
conditiom to be set up as specified by the manufacturer.

With the introduction of the new 577/177/178/0 I/02
Curve Tracer Measurement S)'Stem, Tektronix, Inc.
nO\y makes testin! linear ICs as easy and convenient as
testing transiston. The 178 was desi cd as part of the
577 Curve Tracer Measurement System to make it more
versatile and less expensive. In addition, since many of
the same al"Ca5 that require disc.rete component tcsting
also require J testing, this an.....llgement providcs extended test capabilities in a convenient, easy to use
system which rC<luires a minimum of bench space.

The Feedback Amplirier permits meaSlll'eInent of AC
differential inllut voltage without loading the inpuu.
The Sample and Hold Amplifier nullifies the effect of
DC offset voltage while allowing this voltage 10 be
measul"Cd without loading the inputs. The source resistors and load resistors call he c3!ily selected by frontpanel switches. The FUNCTION switch pl'ovide~ tnc
necesJary switching of Ute generators and a.mplifiers for
the different tests. Test conditions can also be changed
by varying the amplitude and frequency of the ,J. and
~ voltages to the Device Lnder Tesl

System De.lgn

The 178 plugs into the 577 Curve Tracer Measurement
System. The D I Storage displa)' is recommended for usc
with lhe 178 since it provides the best display of the
very low sweep rate which must be us..."'<1 to display
many linear IC characteristics. In combination with
these units, the 178 provides the complete capabilities
to measure and display the various parameters of linear
ICs. The 178 ill.c1udcs a sweep generator, positive and
negative s\lpplies, vcrtical mcaSul'cmenl sy!tem, feedback
loop for the device under tcst, and switching capabilities
to facilitate testing of the many varying pam.metcn under
diverse conditions.

peciiications given b)' the Ie manufacturer are at
typical operating level!. Howevcr, if you are designing
a circuit which requires the Ie to operate at different
levels than those specified (e.g., different output voltage
levels, load, frequency, etc) performance could be completcl~' different. The 178 all()\','S )'ou to check operation
of the amplifier IC under the !!pccific conditions al which
it will be operating. Typical chamcteristiC! which can
be checked on a linear Ie amplifier are open-loop DC
gain, common-mode rejcction ratio, po",,'er supply rejection ratio, input and supply turrent, phase shift, effect
of tht.rmal feedback, and check of popcorn and random
nOlSC. Some of these tests on a typical linear IC alC
sho\\'11 in Figs. 4 through 10

Plug-in lest car<1t define the type of IC that can be
tested. Presently, t",,'O t($t cards are available; a card
for testing IC amplifiers, and a card for testing Ie reg-
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Fig. 4. Plot of open loop gain with
bandwidth limited 10 ef/mlnat. no/st.
Small ebtrratfons In !fBce Indicate
popcorn norse. Calculating overall
gain:
GAIN _
-

OUlpUI l'OIrli" I"'/~
Inpill voIr.g....llIg

_
-

_ _~

Fig. 3. Bfock diagram of the J78 configured tor testing operational amp//ffers.

FIg. 5. OPfHI loop gain chang". ,e·
sulffng t,om chan,. In l08d. When
the output Is loaded, the power dIsslpatfon In the output 8Iage faisu
'he temperature of the whol. chip.
This change In femoeralUr. Gauses 8
changs In Input offset 'i'olrege that
chang8s low,'r8quency gain.

Fig. 6. ShowS the phase shift auocfated with gain at sevefal different
swe.p Irequ.ncl.s.

Fig. 1. Plot ot common-mode rtlectlon fltlo (Cf.fRR). NoNc. that
the CMRR Is changing trom point to
poInt. Overall CMRR clln b. calcuI.ted /IS Iollows:
CIoIRR
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FIJI. ••

PoW8f'SUPPfy

reJection ,atlo

(PSRR) with both - and - suppl/u
varIed oul of phS". Hor/zonlaf uf,
,hoWl change In supply IIOhage
while '11m/cal ad, shows dllferem!al
Input voltage. Calcu/alfng PSRR
trom +2 volts to +12 volrs:
I'SRR _ ... ~ roll•
-

..,1'~Oll _
dJlffftll.1 IIIp'Jf roll. 2.0 ,,;., , 5 V/d,v

Fig. 9. ChtX;kfng Input bias curf.,,'
.nd input ofilUlt curfent. Top ffne
shows poaWve Input blaa current ot
.bout 58 nA. Bot/om line shows neg.t/ve input bla, current 01 about 42
nA. Diff.rence betwesn polJlJve and
negative Input bl.s current I. the ottset current 01 about 14 nA.

0,5 diIi • 5 mlll'ifi
~.OOO

= 20

'0lI~ (~00Il)

"" 72 dO

5

Fig. 10. PosltlWl suppfy curtent plotled against positive auppfy volta"•.

Tetting IC Voltage Regulator.

to be tested under conditions approximating those of the
actual circuit. Some of the test! which can be made are
measurement of output voltage, line regulation, load
regulation, and measurement of input current.

Ie regulaton have come into common unge in lowvoltage power supplies. The 178 can display the paramo
eters of these device when the Regulator test card is
imtalled.

Summary

Fig. 11 show! the basic circuit conriguratio:l when thiJ
card is installed. The Sample and Hold Amplifier nullifies elfecu of DC output vollage on the Device Under
Test. The output d the Feedback Amplifier is propor·
tional to the AC changes at the output of the Device
Under Test.

The 577/177/178 Curve Tracer system joins many other
TEKTRONIX instrument.s which help the engineer to
better understand the di5c:.ipline in which he works. This
systcrn expands component measurements and makes
them easier for better product specification by the manu·
facturer, more elfC(;livc circuit design by the engineer,
and quicker instrument repair by the service tcchnicia.n.

Just as for amplifier les, the 178 allows Ie regulators
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e1ockwise. A trace similar to the one mown should
appear if the diode is good. Horizontal di5J>lacement if
forward voltage (Vf ), and vertical displacement is for·
wardc:urrent (If).

he need for some form of tester becomes obvious
to anyone who works with semiconductor device!.

By measuring parameters of interest, a tener provides
operating information about a device. A simple go nogo (static) tester provides a limit·
ed amount of data, and wually
only about a specific operating point.
Such things as breakdown, leakage,
or non-linearity may go undetected,
""mON
and device matching is very difficult.
Dynamic testerll in general, and
curve tracers in particular, quickly
provide information which is diHicult if not impossible to obtain with
a static tester.
Te:ktronix makes a variety of curve:
tracers, and each has its particular
advantages. Two leant entries into
the TEKTRONIX Curve Tracer
line are plug-in C.lrve tracer&-the
5en T and 7CTlN. The 5CfIN
is designed for use with the TEKTRONIX 5QOO.Series and the
7CTIN for the 7000-Serie!l Oscilloscopes. The primary advantage of
the plug-in curve tracer is that it is
now possible to have both a laboratory oscilloscope and a moderate
range curve tracer in onc package.
As handy as this is for bench use, it
is even more useful {or on-site rcpairs. Olhcr advantages arc low
cost and ease of cpcration.

Forward OJrrent up to 160 milli·

amps can be measured. By pressing

III.
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the NPN-PNP switch, reverse polarity voltage is applied to the diode
and reverse current or leakagc (IR)
as low as 10 microamps can be mea·
sured. Dy changing the .5 V • 2 V
and XIQ buttons, reverse voltagel
(VR ) up to 200 volts may be applied
to the device.
If it is desired to look at an Ia of
less than 10 microamps, return COL·
LECfOR/DRAIN VOLTS to zero
and release the +- 1000 button. This
increases the sensitivity of the VER·

TICAL AMPERES/DIY by a fac·
tor of 1000 and puts the plug-in into
a DC sweep mode. The nonnal display becorres a dot. Position the dot
to the upper right hand corner of
the CRT and increase COLLEC·
TOR/DRAIN VOLTS. I R as low
as 10 nanoamps can now be mea·

sured.
Tettlng Zener Diode.

When testing Zeners, usually only
the reverse or breakdown charactcr·
istics are important. Make initial set up and connections
as shown in part H with the .5 V - 2 V and XIO buttom
set to the appropriate range for the Zener being u.sed.
Advance COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS until diode
breakdo.....n occurs. Zener voltage (V z ) is measured
horizontally, and Zener current (Iz) i.s measured vertically. Zener'S up to 200 volts can be tested in this man·
ner, but the available powcr is limited to 0.5 watts peak
Pressing the NPN-PNP switch displays the Zener's for·
ward characteristics.

aCTIN CURVE TRACER

These units have becn designed lo make the usual tests
quickly, but even extensive tests can be done with a
minimum of difficulty. Powcr available at the tcst
terminals is limited to 0.5 watt. While this may seem
insufficient at first, most small signal devices can be ade·
quate:ly te!lted with this power level. Also, because of
this limited power, it is unlikely that a device will be
accidentally dcstr'O)'e.d and elTOn caused by device
heating are almost eliminated. Now let's look at some
of the tcsts that can be made with this curve tracer.

Te'llng Signal .nd Power Diode.

Te.lIng Tunnel Diodes

Set up controls and connect diode as shO\Nn in part A
of the Basic Measurement Reference Chart. For a functional eheck, ll!rn COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS

The important characteristics of a tunnel diode-peak
current (I,), peak voltage (V,), valley current (Iv), and
valley voltage (Vv}--ocllr ill thc fon.. .ard direction,

7

multiply by fl/div to obtain fl for the device under test.
Positioning or offset may be used to set the desired curve
at a convenient reference point.

normally wilh less than one volt aeross d:e device. Set
up as noted in part C with diode connections as shown.
Advance COLLECTOR/DRA1N VOLTS until tunnel
action occurs.. Any diode having an 1, less than 160
milliamps can be checked. The display will be adequate
for functional checks. If a more detailed anal)'sis B required. the horizontal lean can be expa.,ded by connecting the external output to an Amplifier plug-in.
By setting the amplifier dcnection factor below 50 m V /
div (100 mY/div ior the 7CT1X). the horizontal voltage
can be expanded as desired.

VCI(sat) is the colleetor to emitter voltage at a point
near or below the knee of the displayed curve. Va(aat)
is dependent upon base drive and collector current, lJO
these factors must be: considered if VCE(sat) is being
measured to verify a specification.
To measure BVao and ICEO, open the transistor baselead by removing it from the leu adapter or B/D jack.
Adjust COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS and change
.5 V - 2 V and X10 buttons until specified lao is
obtained vertically. Read BVcro horizontally. ICEO leu
than 10 microamps may be tC3ted by using the + 1000
button. BVCES and lCES are measured the same way,
except that the base lead is shorted to the emitter lead.
To measure BVCEI and ICEl, lhe base lead is connc<:ted
to the emitter lead through an exlernal resistor.

T..tlng Silicon-Controlled R.ctlfl.r.
& Silicon-Controlled Switch..

These devices may be functionally tested only if their
gate firing current is less than 15 rnA. Set up and con·
ncctions arc shown in pal·t D. Adjust COLLECTOR/
DRAlN VOLTS for fulJ scale deflection and advancc
STEP control unlil SCR or SC conduct~. If this does
not supply enough current to switch the device, pull out
the STEP OFFSET control and adjust aiding offset for
about 5 more milliamps. Forward voltage at any current
up to 160 milliamps can now be measured The revene
characteristics of an SCS can be tested b:, pressing the
NPN-PNP switch.

BYno is the reverse voltage necessary to break down the
emitter base junction. The easicst way to measure it is
to connect the ba!e lead to the emitter terminal and the
emitter lead to the collector terminal, leaving the col·
lector lead open. Adjust COLLECTOR/DRAII"
VOLTS until breakdown occurs, which is usually at less
than 20 volts.

To measure forwa.rd blocking voltage up to 200 volu,
connect the gate terminal to the cathode terminal directly or through a fixed resistor. Advanc:e COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS until the device stam to conduct as in diode b~akdown. When a current level above
the holding current is reached, the device will switch to
the ON state, and forward voltage will drop to a. low
levcl. Pressing the NPN-PNP switch allows measurement of reve~ hlor::king voltngl".

Te.ling Fleld·Effect Tr....'.tor.

(

Most PET's can be cheeked with the jCT1N and
7CfIN. Functional, ID5S, g., and V, are the most com..
mon operational checks. Placing the XSTR-FET button
in the FET position sets the plug-in to measure FET's in
the depletion region. The same test adapter can be used,
since the XSTR·FET bullon changes the internal lead
connections, and changes the transistor base current
dlive to opposite polarity PET voltage drive. However,
proper device basing configurations Do! specified by the
FET manufacturer mu5l be observed.

Teltlng NPN-PNP Tran.l.tor.

The ScrlN/7CTIN are designed to give functional, fl
or hr., and VCE(sat) measurements easily. Other tests that
can be made are BVao and [CEO, BYc!1 and leu,
BVcto and BVoo. Since the maximum peak power
delivered to the device is only 0.5 watt, most transistors
arl'.i safe from accidental da.mage due to excess poy.-er.

For a functional check, set up as in part F. Tum COLLEarOR/DRAIN VOLTS to obtain full screen deflection and adjust the STEP AMPL and STEPS controls
to display a family of curves. Joss is measured by turning
the STEP control fully counterclockwise. This applies
zero bias to the PET. and the single curve that remaim
is the loss curve.

For a functional test, set up as in part E. Set COL..
LECfOR/DRAfN VOLTS for fuU screen display (less
if transistor exhibits breakdown). Tum STEP c:ontrol
clockwise to increase number of steps until a family of
curvcs is displayed. Small signal p or hr. i! .o.Ic/.o.I. and
can be calculated from the display as follows: set collector current (lc) to desired leYeI using STEP AMPL,
STEP, and VERTICAL AMPERES/DIY controls.
Divide VERTICAL AMPERES/DlY setting by STEP
AMPL scning to obtain (J/div. Measure tl:e vcnical distallce between two curvc.~ ncar the desil''Cc. Ic level and

Small signal transconductance (g.) is tJ.I D/Ii.V6 5- To
measure g." obtain a display of I D as described for a
funetional check. Use STEP AMPL, STEPS, and VERTICAL AMPERES/DIV to obtain desired I D• Calculate g,./div by dividing the VERTlCAL AMPERESI
DrV setting by the STEP i\MPL setting. Measure
vertical distance between two CUfVCS and multiply by
calculated g.. /div. )f it is desired to look at an FET in
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Summary

the enhancemcnt rcgion, pull out thc STEP OFFSET
knob and adjust up to 5 steps of opposing offset. Since
the offset is uncalibrated, the zero bias (fDss ) point must
be marked in some manner.

The 5CT1N and 7CTIN are designed to give a rapid
check of device characteristics. Only a few of the checks
which can be made have been discussed here. For more
detailed information or for further tests, see either the
Tektronix Mcasurement Concepts Book "Semiconductor
Device Measurements" (PjN 062-1009-00) or the instruction manual for the particulat· plug.in.
~

Pinch off voltage V, is measured by increasing the STEP
AMPL and STEP controls until a specified pinch off
current is reached. V p is the step amplitude multiplied
by the number oi steps required to reach pinch off.

scn

NI7CT1 N
BASIC /l,lEASUREMENT REFERENCE CHART
OEVICE

A.

Signal &
Power Olode~

CONTROL. SETTINGS
COLLECTOA/DRAIN VOLTS
,5 V - 2 V

X,O
VERTICAL
+1000
NPN_PNP
XSTA·FET

O.

Zener Diode!

COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS
.5 V. 2 V

X,O

VERTICAL
......1000
NPN.PNP
XSTA·FET

c.

Tunnel Dlodll9

COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS
.SV-2v

X'O

VEATICAL
-'-1000
NPN·PNP
XSTR-FET

O.

SeR

~

SOS

COL.LECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS
,5 V - 2 V

X10

,.

vERTICAL
+1000
STEP OFFSET
STEP AMPL
STEP
N?N-PNP
XSTR·FET
NPN· PNP
TrilMlstof'9

COLLECTOR/DRAIN VOLTS

.5 V - 2 V

X10

VERTICAL
+1000
STEP OFFSET
STEP AMPL
STEP
NPN·NPN
XSTR·FET

F.

Field Effect
Transistors

COL.I.ECTOR/DRAIN VOL-S
.51,1· '1. v

X,O
vERTICAL
+1000
STEP OFFSET
STEP ArAPL
STEP
NChl+l·PCh(-)
XSTA-FET

TYPICAL WAVEFORM

CONNECTIONS

,

MIN
Out (.5V)
Oul (Xl)
1 mAlDIV
In (+1)
Oul (NPN)
Out (XSTR)

,

,

~/
,

MIN
As needed
As needed
1 mA/DIV
In (+1)
Out (NPN)
Out (XSTR)

,

,

~
, , ,

MIN
Out (.5 V)
Out (Xl)
1 rnA/DIV
In (+1)
Oul (NPN)
Out (XSTR)

~
,

MIN
Out (.5 V)
Out (Xl)
10 mAfDIV
In (+1)
In (oU)
1 rnA/step

,

,

,

,

,

~

'Out
ow (NPN)

Oul ,XSTA)

,

MIN
In (2 V)
Oul (Kif
1 mAlOIV
III (+1)
In (011)
S)'A/!tep

,

."
'I•
.....
'''''''.

~".,

t _v,

,'~ov

........."'..'..

-',

I"

-.....

'"

t .

-',

,
,

................1

....._,

"w
Match

Trllnsl.tor
Oul (XSTR)

_VOl

,

MIN
In (2 V)
Oul (Xl)
,5 mAID IV
In 1+1)
In (all)
.2 V/step

~

•

•

,
,~,

'0

t

"w
Maleh FET

_~e.

In (FET)

Mati Zimmerman-Matt began his electronics training while In the U.S. Navy and cont!nued his
studies to receive an Associate Degree In Electronics from L.ong Beach City College. In his six
years at TEK, Matt has worked In the Standards L.ab, CRT Support, and now 8S Design Tech·

nlclan In the S100-Serles group. Among the producls he has worked on here are the 5CT1Nf
7CT1N, 5100 Series, and TM 500 Series.
Mati Is married and tas two children. In his spare lime, he Is building a new house lor his family.
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DIGITAL
Digital Delay By Time

'if5\claycd sweep in thtl oscilloscope takes o~ ~ new face
d..!.Vwith the introduction of the 7D11 DIgital Delay
Unit. As a new corr.plemcnt to the Tektronix 7000 Serie~
of product~, the 7D11 can assist the oscilloscope user in
need of accurate, low-jitter sweep delays, or having
dclay-by-count applications.

The 7Dll has two basic modes of operation. The first
is the Delay by Time mode-where a highly aCCllrate internal clock is the time base from which delays are
derived. IlS function is still to notify the delayed sweep
when to run. Its uses, such as meruluring the width of a
given pulse or determining the stability of an astable
multi, arc similar to analog ramp delay methods in that
both deal in calibrated absolute time.

Before Dlgilal Delay

Until now, sweep delays and differential time interval
measurements have been made with the analog ramppickoff method. The function of the dc1a}ing sweep is
to: accept the desired trigger, initiate its sweep-a cali·
brated ramp, run out to the desired delay time as determined by the pickoff cornparatOi' circuit and generate
the delay gate that notifies the delayed sweep to start or
arm for triggering. The delayed sweep usually is set to
run a decade or more faster thall the delaying ramp.
The delayed ramp is then applied to the horizontal
amplifier and displays the waveforms of :ntercst with
added resolution.'-' Intensification on the CRT by the
delayed sweep gate helps in sclling the start of the delayed sweep to the point desired.

The selected delay time is set by the number that is
placed into a digital counter. Each count is related to
one pedod of the crystal controlled clock. The ambiguity
of one full clock period in starting the count is ever
present in mcthod~ using gated clocks. TIJis is overcome
by actually using a high frequency oscillator which is
phase locked to the clock crysh.l. The HF oscillator is
switched into a frequency divider at the time that delay
counting is to begin. This method yields a triggcr~
coherent clock that has a gate ambiguity of only one
cycle of the HF frequency. Once this trigger-coherent
clock gets started, the accuracy of the count is maintained
by the stability of the crystal oscillator. The tcmpel'aturccontrolled crystal oscillator in the 7D11 has 0.5 ppm
stability, suitable for most measurements. If more is
desired, the front panel extemal 1 MHz input may be
driven from an in-house timing ~tandard.

The analog ramp type delay has been, and still is, doing
an effective job. Some users, however, have applications
that now exceed its capabilities in the areas of jitter,
accuracy and linearity. Out of need to overcome some
of these limitations, tho 71)11 evolved.
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CRT Readout of Delay
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The selected delay, by time or events, is displayed on
the CRT READOUT of the ?OOO-Series mainframes.
Seven and one_half digits are displayed. For example.
in the time mode, for a delay time of 1 second, the CRT
reads 1000.0000+ in the upper readout channel; the
legend "rns" is displayed in the lower channel. The
least significant digit, then, is 100 os, as the 7D [ l's
internal clock is 10 MHz. The "+" symbol reminds the
operator to indude the setting of the Fine Delay (os)
control on the 7D 11 fronl panel. This conlrol is a 0 os
to at least 100 os analog delay in series with the digital
time delay. It is provided to allow delay time adjust·
Incot through a complete digital increment and obtain
all possible values of delay between. Where the hclidial
of the analog sweep delay was in control of the three
most significant digits, the Fine Delay (ns) is only
concerned with the two least significant digits of the
measurement. Readin~ of the digital delay significant
digits displayed on the CRT are unambiguous and
with the Fine Delay (ns) control, resolution to one nanosecond is possible.

,.,"",.,

=,,-J~"]"~"~"t"~'",."
[C''''r: r
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~
DO"

Fig. 1, The 7D11 measur(ng device propagatfon delay.

Forward-Reverse .nd Throttle

Measuring Delays <100 ns

A novel control is used to set the time delay or number
of events desired. A spring-loaded potentiometer is
suspended in mechanical as well as electrical center.
The absolute value of wiper voltage is llpplied to a
vohage.to.frequency converter to increment (or decrement) the display counter. The wiper is also compared
to ground to steer the direction rail of the display counter. In one control the decision to count forwards or
backwards is madc, and the rate of change of the count
is set by the magnitude of the rotation of the knob. For
example, a large count can be quickly set by rotating the
control completely clockwise and backing off as the
desired count is approached.

The fact that the 7Dli minimum time delay is 100 os,
doesn't prevent measurement of delays less than 100 ns.
The setup for that is depicted in Fig. 2. The waveforms
below show that the second pulse in and out of the
d.u.t, are measured and the difference reading T: - T 1
is the device delay
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SOME APPLICATIONS
Measuring Propagation Time

~

The application of a 7D11 measuring the propagation
time through a cable, network, or device under test is
depicted in Fig. I. A pulse generator is drivir.g the device
llnder tcst (d.ll.t.) as well as initiating the digital time
delay. The front panel delayed trigger output and the
d.u,t. output are observed using a dual-trace vertical in
the Alternate mode, The refel'ence trigger fOl' the Alternate mode is the d.ll.t. output. The 7Dl1 output and
d,ll.t. output al'C then alternately viewed while the 7011
digital delay is incremented, and lastly, the Fine Delay
(ns) is varied until the two waveforms ~oincide on
screen. When they coincide, as in Fig. I, the two delay
times are equal. The digitall'eading plus the Fine Delay
reading is the delay through the device uncer tesl.
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Fig. 2.
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Meesurlng device delays 01 less Ihan 100 ns.

Pulse Width Variations

A Synchronlzallon Frame Generator

Suppose the width of a multivibrator is to be measured
over extremes of temperature and po....-er supply toler·
ances. The leading edge of the multi pulse starts the
time delay. Digital, plus Fine Delay (ns), is adjusted
to place the trailing edge of the multi pulse in the
delayed sweep display at some reference graticule line.
The circuit under test is subjected to the voltage and
temperature extremes and the 7D11 delay is adjusted to
bring the trailing edge back to the reference graticule
line.

If a rotational or cyclic piece of equipment is being
observed, the 7011 can become a synchronized frame
generator in step with it if the equipment clock Ls the
event start trigger as well as the trigger events to be
counted. This is accomplLshed by setting the events
delay equal to the number of clock periods in the cycle.
For example, suppose a 127-bit pseudo-random·bit sequence generator is built, and a sequence-frame pulse
to establish the "beginning" of the sequence is needed.
The clock is counted with n = 127 events. A scope,
triggered every 127th clock, keeps the sequence in step
and stationary for viewing. The frame can be advanced
or retarded by changing '<n" to 128, or 126, for a moment and then back to 127. The whole sequence may be
made to ''pass in review" a bit at a time if large multiples of the sequence length, like n = 12700 are used
and "n" is shifted to 12701 or 12699.

Measuring Jitter
The stability of an oscillator or other astable circuit
can be measured (u~ to 0.5 ppm) with the 7011 triggering the delayed s.....eep. The 7011 accepts one of the
oscillator c}'Clel to trigger on and stanl a relatively long
time delay. A delared s....-eep speed is used that displays
approximately one whole oscillator cycle across the CRT
screen. The time delay is found which exhibi~ a distribution of jumbled waveforms but doesn't exceed a full
cycle. The time excursion of the jumbled waveforms is
measured and the contribution to jitter of the 7011
(2.2 ns or delay time x 10-', whichever is greater) is
subtracted. Then the adjusted time excurs:on over the
7011 delay time is computed.

Range Calibration of Radars
An example where delay by time or delay by evenu
are about equally desirable is the range calibration of a
radar -'Ct. Time delay using 6.167!JoS per nautical mile
could be used. However, handling multiplcs of this number may soon become tedious. CoO!ider then a gated
delay line oscillator built to run at 16.215 MHz.' When
turned on by the range gate (a11O turning on the Evenu
Start Trigger) the events triggered are counted at the
rate of 100 per nautical mile, a much easier number to
interpret.

Delay by Count or Event.
The Delay by Events mode of operation counts arbitrary
trigger events, and delh-ers an OUtput (notifies the delayed s\\-up) when the preselected number of events is
reached. The CRT READOUT no..... displays integer
numbers from (X)()()()()1 for one event, to lOOOClOOO for
ten million events. Where formerly the delaying counter
was incremented with 100 ns clock pulses, in the Bvcnt
mode it is driven with pulses irrespective of the time
between events. The trigger even~ can be periodic or
aperiodic, and contain any instability such a.s jitter and
drift. The 7011 will trigger on these events, as they
occur, up to a 50 ~Hz rate.
To determine when to start counting the selected num·
ber of events, the Events Start Trigger input must be
provided with a related synchroni7..ation p"Jlse of .orne
kind. In TV line selector applications, the start trigger
would be furnished by the vertical sync pulse, and the
horizontal sync pulses become the events counted. In a
like manner, the origin pulse of a disc memory becomes
the start trigger, while the disc clock will be counted
until the storage location to be observed is reached.

For radar and TOR type applications the one-wa}
propagation time is often the more useful piece of
information. A mode switch called NORM-ECHO is
contained inside the 7Dll. ECHO divides the time
clock by two. The readout isn't altered, so the one·wo.y·
trip time is displayed dircctly while the time clock is
doing the "out and back" computation for you.
Front Panel &. Interface Oulput.
As another customer benefit, the delaying intervalthat time from the start of triggered counting until the
time of the output delayed pulse-it applied to several
places. ThiJ wavefonn is available at a front pane!
connector. With the exception of approximately 30 ns.
the interval output is equal to the digital time delay
read on the CRT. With the aid of the Fine Delay (ns)
control, the :::::30 os may be added to its width making
the delaying interval useful as a prcci~ion width
generator.
As long as the 30 ns delay is reckoned with by using thc
Fine Delay, any arbitrary width interval from 100 OJ
on, can be found. In the Events mode, the delay interval
has the same tum.cff lag as it did when it turned on.
When "n" periodic events are countcd, the delaying
interval generates a width of n-I periods.

Delay by Event provides a significant improvement over
using absolute time for sweep delay when observing
C\lCnts whose repetition rate it an arbitrary or irrational
value, and contains cycle to cycle variations like (luner,
wow, line surges, or underdamped !lervo response.
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Delaying Interval viewing

INDEPENDENT or stand alonc uses of the 7DII, when
suitably triggered from an external generator, include
precis.ion pulsc width generator, synchronous divide by
N generator, TDR fault locator, and long tenn electronic
timer. Using Line trigger as the souree of evcnts, and
the Evcnts mode maximum capacity of 10 million, nearly
46.3 hours of delay can be obtained.

The delaying interval is also made available to the mainframe. In the case where the 7D1I is usoo in a vertical
compartment, a 'delaying pedestal" is ge:terated on its
vertical analog cllannel .. '-~ Wilen the '~crtical mode
button for this cllannel is pressed on, and the time base
and 7011 are triggered in parallel, the pedestal display
will show the start of delay at start of sweep-ollt to
the selected delay time,

Summary

Digital Delay can be used in the casual dcla}'Cd sweep
applications obtaining an ac<:uracy, linearity, and low
jitter never beforc achieved. Delay by Events gives
jitterlcss displays that track with the clock jitter, drift
and instabilities of the apparatus being obscrved. These
and many other mcasul'cmcnts arc now availablr: to
oscilloscope uscrs through the !lew capabilities and flexibility of the 7011 Digital Delay Unit.
~

As is customary with verlical plug. ins, provision is made
in the mainframe to supply the time bases with an internal triggcl·. Whcn a 7DII is used in a vertical compartment, it too provides a Irigger to the interface path
for time base triggers. Some of the examplcs in this
article depict the 7DII in 3-hole mainframes using this
path.
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TIME DELAY
Dlgll.1 Dela~ Rlngl~ormlr Moda: 100 n. to
I. In 100 nl Inor.m.n,•. Eeho Modi: 200 nl
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Ine,.mlnr.,
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""
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time Inro 50 Q Load: 2 nl e' I,". F,IIUme Into
50
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250 n•.
Oelay lnll"11 Out-Amplltude: 2 v or grnllr
Inlo open clroult, 1 V or grUlo' Into 50 O. Rlla·
Ume and Fllnlm.: 5 nl Or Inl. Aceurooy'
Equar '0 Oolly Inte,var len 20 to 30 nl.

a

READOUT
Ollplay_ 7111 digit wlln IUdlng zaro luppr.l.
Ilo~,
m, legend In Tlml DIllY MoCll. Plul
l+l .ymbel roml~d. 11le OPto'tlO' to .dd on thl
~INE DELAY (nl) ..lIIng.
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A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS AND MEASUREMENTS
ing instruments. The table also shows the limitations oj
tbe ADDED mode technique. The ADDED mode technique should not be disregarded as an acceptable method
for a differential measurement. Clearly its limitations
lie in relatively poor CMR. It should be pointed out
that many differential measurements do not require
the exacting capabilities offered by a differentia! am·
plifier. For example, the cancellation of the ripple
component from an unregulated power supply can quite
adequately be performed by the ADDED display mode.
However, when measuring a !mall signal such as you
might expect from some types of thermocouples or
bridge configurations, large common-mode signals can
be a problem due to the limited CMR capability of the
ADDED mode.

In Part I of this series we examined the basic
concepts of the differential amplifier and the common-mode rejection ratio (CMAR). We noted
that the main benefit attributed to the differential
amplifier was its ability to reject the commonmode signal thereby allowing us to measure the
desired signal In Its true form. We also discussed
sources of measurement error such as probes
and source impedance differences. We will now
address ourselves to the correct methods of making a differential measurement.
MAKING THE DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT

PART /I
UffJ here arc two basic forms of differential measure-

d.1 mcnts possible with an oscilloscope. The first is the
conventional form oC differential measurement between
Lwo electrical sources. Thll second is a differential comparator measurement. This latter technique is a difference measurement which compares an electrical potential against a reference voltage thereby deliberately
introducing a "common-mode" condition. It is normally referred to as the "slide back" form of measurement
and is a fOl'm of the null balance technique commonly
found in some types of eillctronic measuring equipment.
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The Conventional Differential Measurement
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Oscilloscope manufacturers provide two means of making differential measurements by conventional methods:

Jl
Jl

(I) a differential amplifier, either as a plug-in or non
plug-in with a dual beam or dual-trace display.
(2) a dual-trace ins,rumcnt, either plug-in 0:' non plugin with the differential measurement capability
when the instnllnent is used in the ADDED display mode.
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Fig. 1. Figure 1(8) shows 8 block diagram of the conventional dlflerent/al amplifier. Figure 1(b) Is 8 block
diagram of the "ADDED" moda techn(que In which tha
outputa of CH 1 end CH 2 are addsd slgsbrslca/ly.

Fig. 1 shows these two forms. The table in Fig. 2 shows
the features of tbese two types of differential measur·
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CIFFERENTIAL

ADDED MODI!

Typical eMRR

Typically bl·
tw•• n 10.000:\
10 100 °00:1

11)0;1

or

grllll'.

II 100 kH~ (422
Spu)

I.om 0C to
lCO kHz

COMMENTS
U,lng th, "ADDEO" mode, OMR can

IImlze<i

'"

NO

B111.ne.1 Input
Circuit.

'"

NO

Input AllplUla ...

YES

NO

High Senaillvlty

'"

NO

Typlc.1

NO

Till.

YES

High Input

8M Commanl.

Imp,d"ol

Nominal 1 m-o.
ohr'll Input Im-

by

ba np-

connecting Chmnnel. 1 " 2 Inputl

10 • common t(lUr<:1 (oallbr.10r) and ,~u.lIng
ChlMII 1 o. 2 GAIN lor minimum OM Ilplay.

PrO~1 CMAR
Compen.ltabla
0. mlllC'l.d lor
Ct.4RR

Ph..1 Co,..-clter

Fig. 2. Table 8howlng the re/atlv9
merits of a true dlllrmmtial amplifier and one using the "ADDED"
mode technique.
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The Differential Comparator

You will recall in Part 1 of this scries
we statcd that the differential amplifier
appears in two basic forms: namely,
the parapha.re type and the push-pull.
The only difference between the two
is that the paraphase has onc input
referenced to a fixed potential-this
is thc basic Conn of the differential
comparator. To make it useful, the
fixed potential is replaced by a calibrated variable DC supply which is
called the comparison voltage (V,).
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Fig. 3 shows a functional block dialot;;,,, .._ .,
,.,
....,t.o,
gram of a typical differential compara::::;1:..:
,. ,••1
tor system. Noti:e that we can operate this unit as a conventional differential amplifier by simply switching to
Fig. 3. A block dlalJram 01 a fyplcal dlffarentlal comps.rator. NotIce whan
tho DISPLAY mode switch Is In the A-B position tha unit becomBS 8 conthe A-B mode with the DISPLAY
vamlonal amplfl/ar.
switch.
From the practical point of view, we must recognize
Let's sec how we go about making a differential comsome limitation when making comparator measurements.
parator measurement. First, we establish a reference
position on our display by grounding both inputs, Then,
In order 10 measure a large potential or a waveform
which is superimposed on a large potential, it may be
selecting the appropriate input (positive voltage source
necenary to attenuate the input signal to within acto the
INPlfr, negative voltage source to the ceptable limits to prevent damage 10 the input circuits.
INPUT), we switch the other input to the comparison
The first thing we must recognize is that the probes
voltage (V~). Next, the comparison volw.gc is adjusted
until the trace "slides back" to the reference position.
and/or attenuators, plus the comparison voltage circuits,
will introduce an error by the amount they deviate from
What have we accomplished? Using the "difference"
their true valuc. Simply stated, a resistance divider with
principle we have introduced a "common-mode" cona tolerance of +0.1 % will introduce that same error
dition in the Corm of the comparison vcltage; that is,
to our final reading. You must be aware of these limithe comparison input voltage now equals the signal
tations when making an absolute measurement with a
input. We sec that we now have the ability to meadifferential comparator. These errors may differ from
sure any potential whether it be DC, complex in nainstrument to instrument so it is advisable to check
ture, or a combination of both-such as a complex
your instrument manual for these details,
wave superimposed on a DC potential. Thus, we have
an extremely versatile measuring tool. Notice, however,
DC OFFSET
it does not have the mechanism to reject any interferWhen making a differential measurement with a caning signal.
~

~
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ventional differential amplifier, \\IC are often confronted
with a situation whereby we have different DC conditions at the source of the measurement. Fig. 4 shows
two typical cases, one involving a biomedical measurement, the other an electronic circuit measurement. In
these ClUJe5 we must "offset" one DC potential against
the other and at the same time provide s,mmetrical
input conditions to tile differential amplifier. This is
tile purpose of the offset feature. Offset may be de!lCribed as another form of "slide back" whereby we
"cancel out" the cffect of DC unbalance, allowing true
dirferential measurement with the benefit! or commonmode rejection.

ing cables between the signal source and the amplifier, the following rules should be observed:
a) Make the cables u short u practical.
b) Make both cable! the same length and strive for
symmetry in all relIpect,.
c) Connect the cable shield, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
d) Avoid running the cables past known sources of
interference such as electrical switchboards and
the like.
In a severe common-mode environment, the method )'OI.l
usc to connect the signal source to the measuring instrument may be the limiting factor between an accurate measurement and one you have to compromise.
Improper use of ground leads rna}' introduce commonmode loops or EMI into your measuring system. Figure 5 shows the correct method of connecting lO the
signal source and some incorrect melhods that are frequently used.
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Fig. 4. Two typ'nf appilcat/oM requfrfng the offset
feature because ot d/lferent DC conditions a~ the source
the measurement.
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M8klng the Differenllal Meeauremenl
Fig, 5.
necting
Figures
nection

Now let's look at some b~15ic procedures to observe when
making differential measurement!.

I) Check the gain of the amplifier using a known calibration source. Whcn using a dual-trace amplifier
in the "ADDED" mode you will need to check the
gain of both verlical channels. Make sure both step
attenuators are set 00 the same deflection factor
and the VARIABLE controb are in tht" calibrated
position.

Figure 5(11) shows the OOff9ct mfltf/O(J of conthe dlflerentfaf amp/Wef to the signal source.
5(b) and (c) show the incorrect methods 0' conoften used.

Summary
Differential ampliriers vary in type and capability.
Some arc designed as true diHerential amplifiers from
the input connectors to the output terminals. Some,
such as the dual-trace unit operated in the ADDED
mode, oHer limited differential capabilit),. Othen provide a calibrated DC voltage source for highly accu·
rale comparison measurements. All are designed to let
you make measuremenu that are difficult, if not impossible, with single·input instrumenu. Selecting the
appropriate differential amplifier and using proper
techniques to connect the signal source are of equal
imparlance in achieving accurate dirferential measure-

2) If the measurement requires the use of probes, the
following point! should be observed:
a) Use only the probes recomm~nded for the instrument.
b) :Make sure the probes are properly compensated.
c) H the probes are CMR compensatable 5uch as
the TEKTRONIX P6055, connect l:oth probes
to a common source (scope CALIBRATOR)
and adjust them (or minimum common-mode
deflection.
3) If the mcasurement requires the use of interconnect-

menu.
In the concluding article in this series we will discuss
"guarded" measuremenu and other techniques thal
further enhance our measurement capability.
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SERVICING 5100-SERIES DISPLAY UNITS
gren g'(;;,t;UU'L1t~Service Support Coordinator

The High Volt-sle Supply
The circuitry for the high vohage suppl)' is shown in the
CRT circuit diagram in the manllal. The high voltage oscillator consists of Q252 and the primary windings of 1'240.
The lower primary winding provides the n«wary feed·
back for the oscillator. The drive 10 the oscillator is reg·
ulated by Q262, Q264, Q278 and their a!lSOciated components.

here arc five display units currently available for
the 5100-Scriu Oscillol<:opcs. These bclude single
and dual beam units with conventional CRT's and their
counterparts with Ilorllge CRT's, Much of the circuitry
is common to all of the units .0 we will limit our discussion
to the DII Single Beam Storage Display unit in the intel'clt
of brevity.

You will notice that the CRT grid supply is referenced to
the Z-axis amplifier consisting of Q222, Q226 and Q234.
Therefore, the Z·axis amplifier must be working properl)'
if we u.peCt to control beam current properly.

The display uniu contain the CRT and its associated con·
trois, the high voltaIC and Z·axis circuitry, ca:ibralor, boriwlltal and vertical amplifien, and in storage uniLS, the
.torage circuitf'}' ane. controls.

High voltage malrunetioos are readily apparent at the CRT
faceplate and usually result in one or two conditions:
I) No intensity.

The modular I)'PC constroction used in the 51 ()().Seriea
O.cillOlCOpe system i. a boon to the service technician all
il provides a quick means of ilOlaiing problem. to major
components. For eJ:ampJ~, if yOll SUfpe<:t trouble in the
indicator unit, it c:a~ be quickly checked by operatirlg the
o«illoscope without th~ plug-irl uniu installed. Und~r
theJe OOtlditions a defocused spot at or near the center of
the CRT should be obtainable ir the unit is working properly. The intensity or the spot ahoold be adjustable with
the 1l'\'TENSITY control.

2) Maximum intensit)', unaffected by the INTENSITY
control or Inlensity Range control.
Let's troubleshool the high voltage circuit auuming we
have the first condition, no intensity. Caution should be
obsef\~d when troubleshooting this aua as danger0U5I)'
high potentials may exist in the CRT circuitry.
Measure the CRT cathode supply (-3-400V) at the Il.V.
Te5t Point. If it is not present, Ihe gate of Q278 will rise,
pulling the source with it until CR.264 conducts. The source
of Q278 should measure about 0.6 V. This condition will
cui off Q264, which in turn CUll off Q262. CR262 will be
reverse biased. This condition should provide maxinHim
drive 10 the base of the high voltage oscillator Q252. If
you can verify these conditions within the regulato1' cir·
euit, you can auume it is functioning normally.

U, upon turning up the If'\TENSllY control, no spec is
viliblc, prcn the BEAM FINDER button. If the problem
is in the defle<:tion amplifiers, the llpot should appe:lr lltllnewhere 011 screen. Its position should point )'011 rlireetly
to the verticlll llmplificr, hol'i7.olllal llmplifier or both.
l.et's consider a sitU3tiorl in which the spot appeal'S to the

left of center screen when the BEAM FINDER is prened.
It would be helprul at this point to install an amplifier

The next slep is to check the voltages supplying the high
voltage oscillator. You may find the collector voltage of
Q252 is at _38 V. This would indicate a blown rusc in the
+4<lV supply. The fuse i. locatte in the 5100N Inainrrame.

plug-in in both the vertical and horizontal compartment.'
of the scope. If an amplifier is not available for tll llori7.ontal compartment, a time hue will do. Now p~ the
BEAM FI 'DER button and note that the position of the
lipol iJ .till to lhe lert of center sc~n. Pla:lt: a shorting
lead between the boltom leads of Rl23 and RI33 (refer 10
Ihe DeJlection Amplifier/High Voltage Board Pam Locadon Grid irl the mlnual). If this produces "10 change in
the spot position, interchange QI24 and Q134. If the spot
position reverses, QI34 mould be suspected of being open.
Ir the~ is no ch:tn.;e, interchange QI26 and Q136. Thu
should reverse (he spot position. If so, QI36 is probably
open.

The Z-AlIls Amplifier
If tile CRT cathode IUpply is norl1Ull and you hllve no in·
tensity or intensity cootrol, clled: the \'Oltage II the CRT
control grid. That voltage should be about -34-50 V. Watcb
Ihe CRT raceplate while measl.ITing the control grid volt·
age. If the beam appea" bUI the intensity is not adjUftabh;
the reference for the CClntrol glid suppl)' is incorrecl and
you are pro\~ding a source through your vohrneler.
Next, check Ihe voltage at the collector or Q226. It should
be about +65 V with the Il\TT}:NSITY control clockwise.

Should these procedures fail to locate the problem, it will
be n«CSSllry to investigate the p:lISive components associated
with the active devices just discussed.

If the voltage at that point is negligible, check the current
source transistor, Q234. U the voltage at the collector of
Q226 is high (+65 V or more), the beam current will be
at maximum and not adjustable. YOll should suspeCt Q226
or Q2Z2 or tlleir auociated circlIilry as being defective.

Problems in the vertical amplifier can be located using the
8<'lmc techniqut.
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If a display similar to Fig. 2 cannot be achiC\led,
check the voltage at TP3. It should swing from 0
to +200 V when R390 is rotated through its range.
Ideally the vollage should read +50 V, ±5 V.

The Slorllge Circuitry

Now let's take a look at the storage circuitry. Storage tube
characteriStics have a tendency to change with age. What
appears to be a defective unit rna>' only require c<llibrntion to restore it to normal operation. Here is a quick and
easy procedure for letting up the storage contre·I!.

(

Another point to check is the waveform present at
pin I (~) of P389. This should be a 12O-Hz saw·
tooth abom 15 V in alnplitudc. I\n)' irregularity in the
waveshape would indicate a defective bridge, CR329.

With thc power off, bsert an amplifier plug.in and time
base plug.in in their respective compartments in the main·
frame. Remove the right side cover and locate the storage
circuit board near the front of the instrument. Now perform
the following steps:

7. Adjust Non·Stol·e Level (R395). \'Vrite the entire
screen positive. Release UPPER STORE switch and
note that the upper screen background glow disappears
quickly (less than I sec). Adjust Non·Store (R395)
10 insure propel' upper screen backgroutld fade rate.
Half-screen storage should restmble Fig. 3.

Pull the POWER switch to on.
2. Obtain a trace using a l.ms/div sweep speed. The
trace should be sharply focused.

If proper uomge fade rate cannot be accomplished,
mealUre pin #6 of the harmonica connector at the
upper right hand corner of storage board. This should
be 140V ±1.4V. If Q396 il defective (Le,. open)
the display will appear as in Fig. 4.

3. Rotate INTENSITY full ccw. If the writing beam
cannot be fully c:<tinguished, push the BEAM FINDER switch and adjust the Int Range control (RN5)
\mtil the trace is just visible. Releasing the switch
should result in no visible trace.
4. Push the STORE buttons to the in position. Push
both ERASE but:ons at the same time to the in posi.
tion.
5. Measure the vohrlge at TP2. (See Fig. i·1 in the
Dl1/015 manual.) You should read +370V. R387
should swing that voltage about ± 5 V. If this can·
not be accomplished, tul'll the instrument off. Now
check the insulated heal sink jackets (black) on
Q362, Q364, Q372, Q392 and Q396. Acws to the$e
is accomplished by removing the large heat sink plate
at the rear of the instrument. Apply power to the
instrument and ebleck to see if any voltage is present
on the top portion of the black heat sink jackets.
Those showing an)' vohage reading should be reo
placed as the}' will improperly load the +S70·V sup·
ply. Reinstall the large hent sink plate.

(

If the +370-V supply is still abnormal, measure the
drop across eR3S? Thil is a protection diode nnd
should not be ecmdlleting during normal operation.
If the diode is in its zcnel' mode (about 34 V), Q386
is probably defective.
6. With the +370-V supply opemting propeJly, slowly
increase the truce intensity and write the emire screen
positive by slewing the trace vertically several times.
If the trace cannot be stored, rotate the Store Levet
control cw until storage is possible. If stOI'age still
cannot be aceomr.lished, check the voltage at TPI. It
should be about +125 V. If it is abnol'lllally high,
check Q356 and Q358. If that point is unllwally low,
check Q362 and Q364. The STORE LEVEL con·
trol R350 sholiid Iwing the voltage at TPI {;'01I1 about
+20 V to +290 V DC,

Fig. 1. TypIcal $Iored display with R3QO, CEt set lull
counttuclockwlse.

--I- ---lI-

---+
-1,

.

1-1-1-

Now tum lhe BRIGHTNESS control c1ock\\oisc. Once
the CRT screen i~ fully written, :ldjllst R390 (CEll
fully cell'. The display should resemble that in Fig. 1.
Notc that at the I>oint where the SCI'cen fills com·
pletely, the corners will l>ejtin to d:l.l'ken. The final
setting of R390 should l>e at a pOillt l>etll'ecn full
scrcen and the appearance of dark corner.'. Sec Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Typical slored display with R390. collimation
electrode control properl)' adlu$fed.
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l

Writing specd (in divisicns/second

=

211'

~

V. " )

substituting lhe display amplitude of 3.2 divisions
for V", the expression is reduced to
Writing Speed::::: 10 X F.
Thus. for eX;'lInple, if the sine walle generatOt frequency is two kilohertz 01' gteatcl', the maximum wriling speed of the CRT is 20 divisions/millisecond
(20,000 divisions/second) or greater.
The writing speed should be ;;:20 divisions/millisecond fOl' the DII, ;;: 200 divisilJns/millisecond for the

015.
Note: It may be necessary to repeat this step with
a slightly higher trace intensity or store level.
As the storage tube ages, its ability tlJ store diminishC!l.
This effect is first apparent in the center scree.n 31'ca,

9. Store Balance (R370), Measllre the DC voltage at
TPI. Probe TN and adjust Store Bal:mce (R370)
to a voltage idcntical to that at TPI.

Fig. 3. Typfcal half-screen stored display.

Inability to adjuu R370 properly eould be callsed by
Q372 being defective or possihly the 110-V l.ener
diode VR370 failing. A quick check of store balance
would be to check baektround level differences betwcen erase "in" lind "Out" positions,
10. Sensitivity Correction (R385). Obtain a display I)f
exactly 6 div of sine wave at I Hb: (non-store),
Switch to Single Sweep and push in both STORE
buttons, StOrc a trace and che.ck for exactly six divisions of signal. rl the amplitude of the stored display
differs from the lion-stored display, adjust R385 while
displaying the sine wave alternalely in store and nonstore,
Summery

This information pretty well covers the majority of ptmible trollbl~ ~pots related to Inc 5100·Series display units,
Even though the situations were hl'pothetical, an attempt
was made to familial'ize the technician with the circuitry,
and offer quick uncomplicated checks which in the long
run reduce down time.

Stored dfsplay rosuft/ng from fmproper flood
gun anodo vollago dlJO 10 open Q:JEltJ.

Fig. 4.

8. AdjllSt Store Level RS50.

Push store switches to
"out" (non-!Iore). Set TIME/DIV to 0,2 mste, Feed
a L5-kll:.: sine wave 5ignal into the veniclli input and
set the amplitude for S.2 div of deflection. Triggel'
the sweep and adjust INTENSITY to a point where
the tl'ace jtlu starts to defocus. Rellujusl the focus
for a sharp trace.

Most It'chnicians will agree tn.1l the be!t troubleshooting
aid is a good circuit description.
ABOUT OUR AUTHOR

Ken Klnmlln-Durlng his 13
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Marketing. Following a stln!
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Set tbe time b..1se Sweep Mode to Single Swecp and
crase the slorcd display. Alternately stOI'C and el'1\Se
,~inglc sweep~ while incrcasing the sine_wave generatol'
frequenc)' in .~rllall incrcments, Allow nbout five
seconds afler each Cl'lISurl'l before wl'ithg another display, Adjusl lhe frequency to tile hi~hest mte that
will pennil the vCl'tical transitions of the .~inc wave
display to store anywhere on the center 6 x 8-division
;\I'e" of the screcm, with no mort than a 50% loss
in luminance, 01' with the hl'eah in the trace not
exceeding 0.025 inch, This ii the lllaximnm writing
~peed of the! CRT,

Ken Is a graduato 01 DaVry Technical Instltule of Chicago. His hobbles Include photography. motocross
cycle competition and musIc a la Nell Diamond.

Maxitllllll1 wl'iting sl>Ce!d is calculatcd as follows:
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555/J,/(2) L, cart & probes, $3000.
Lnwnlllce F. Buckland, In(oronics,
Tnc., Maynard, Mass. (617) 897-8815.
RM564/3A6/3B3. C. T. Nottingham,
6024 Pulaski Pike, Ilunlsville, Ala,
35810.
5103N/DIO, 8 mos. old. Hcnry Liu,
Qun.ntum Dynamics, Inc" 19....58 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, Ca, 91356. (213)
345-6828.
453A (6), 545B/1A2/C-27, all w/
cam. Howard PlayerlJim Jacks,
Compute" Micro-Image Systems, 7825
Deering Ave., Canoga Park, Ca.
91301. (213) 310-0300.
54 (2), $650 each. Ken Olive, 115
Rainier Ave. North, Renton, Wash.
98055. (206) 228-2000 or 772-1800.
R520, $1950; RI40, $1550; RM529,
$1175; 015-0062-00 TV Sync separa·
tor, $75. All like new. n. C. Butz, N.
.T. Communications Corp., Kcnihvol·th,
N. .J. 07033. (201) 245-8000.
SAI8N.

Bruce Giessel, Box 14168,

Houslon, Tex. 77021.
Telequipmcllt D54, Ext. cond., Ben's
TV, 1105 Cedar, P.O. Box 116, Bandera, Tex. 78003. (512) 796-4567.
515·51, 53/51K, 53/54D, & a new
202-1. Entire pkg. Tor $625. Jim
Eytalis, Rockford Electrical Engineering Co., 21·08 Paradise Blvd.,
Rockford, Ill. (815) 962.1169.

Ad

'.
1//72Supplement

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

310A, Probes (3), best offcr. Tom
Wiehl, Maroll Bronze Corp" 2500
Plainfield Ave., Scotch Plains, N.J.
07076. (201) 232·0495.

532/53B, $600, best offer, or trade.
David W. Loder, 1951 I N.E. Halsey
#2, POl',land, Ore. 97230.

153, 7403N/7AI8N/7B53. Bob Slevens, Vector General Corp., 8399 To·
p3nga Canyon Blvd., Canoga Park,
Ca. 91304. (213) 346·3410.
545/L/M and 5OO/53A Cart, $900.
Walt flarbers, Western Co., ]).0. Box
186, Ft. Worth, Tx. (817) 737-1041,
Ext. 279.
Te!cquipmcnt S54. Jack Gamon, RiverSide Press, 1901 Woodall, Dallas,
Tx. (214) 631·1150.
516 w/Polaroid viewer & cover $650.
William D. Kraengel, Jr. 65 'Sunset
Rd., Valley Slrc:lI11, N.Y. 11580,

Teleqldpment TLD67, (2)
lOX
probes. Lomc 0, or Ha7.el ]. Krusc,
E, 17611 Appleway #2, Greenacres,
WA 99016. (509) WM-7374.

RM35A/CA, $650. T. E. Prescott,
1798 Rocky Creek Rd" Macon, Ga.
31206.
661/1SI/5TIA, $1350. Exe. eond.
Rapido,412 . Anaheim Blvd., Ana·
heim, Ca. (714) 956-3555.
56IA/3B5/3A5, $1800 or makc oTTel·.
At's TV Clinic, 1696 San Leandro
Blvd., San Leandro, Ca. 94577. (115)
183-4330.
RM515, Ed Wong, Clinical Laboratory, S. F. General Hospital, (415)
818-8200, X105.

lSI, $600; 1'6045 (2), $190 ea., R.
Perelman, Datac, Inc., 1773 S, Taylor
Rd., Cleveland, OIl 11118. (216)
371-5577.

'~53, Exc. cond, Bernard Terrill, 8
E, Rochestel' Rd., Ottumwa, Ia. 52501.
(515) 684-8707.

1·91. Cad Pl'tlfcr, California Micro.
w:wc, 455 W, MUllde Ave., SUllnyv31e,
Ca. 94086. (10B) 732-1000.
R1l6, 317, 453, 54SA, 54-7, 549, 555,
567, 575, 581A, 585A w/plug·ins. T,
J, Bruckner, Infotrac, P.O, Box 151
Livingston, N. J. 07039. (201) 267:

6560.
561A, 3A75, 2B67. Gil Weinstein, 32
Van Vleet Co"r', Cmton, N. J. (201)
471·3878.
515A, $315, Exc, condo Richard
Demers, 10355 Wells Ave., Riverside,
Ca. 92505. (711) 689-8652.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
5A14N, Bl'uce Giessel, Box 14168,
Houston, Tx, 77021.
3A6, 31..5 plug-ins, any condo Don
Campbell, Jamcs Development Co.,
2971 Occkcbach Ave" Cincinnati, 01-1
15220. (513) 751-6197 or 872-4721.
422 & scope camera in good condo
Carl W. Reed, Dakota Medical Sys·
terns, Inc., 503 1/2 N. 7th St., Fargo,
N.D.

SISA, $450. Robb Warncr, Professional Elcc'ronics, (801) 277-0200.

RM45A/CA/D, $650. Scott Stever,
44 Camdcn Place, Corpus Christi, TX
78112. (512) 991-4688.

Telequip",cn' 551 (5), $500 for
whole batch. Dr. F. McGuigan, Hoi.
lins College, Hollins College, Va.
24019. (703) 362·6531.

5240, $325, Exc. concl. Ken Woolf
Photo.Sonies, fnc., 820 S. Mariposa;
Burbank, Ca. 91504. (213) 849-6251.

Q, $150; 127 power supply, $300; D,
$100. Dr. L. Jerome Krove,z, CMSC
504-, The Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimorc, Md. 21205.

535A, 545A, 53/54G, D. Peter KarvelJas, Valparaiso Un iv" Dept, of
Psychology, V3lparaiso, Incl. (219)
462-3059.

453A mod 127C, $1850. Carl Amato,
39 Wyckham Rd., New Shrewsbul'y,
N. J. 07721. (201) 512-2962.

107 Sq. Wave Gen" $150, Exc. condo
Alton p, Witt, JI'" Quality Medic31
Elcctronics, 2291 Austell Rd., Suite
104, Marietta, Ga. 30060. (104) 4323308.

Type 82 Plug-In, any con d., T. E.
Prescotl, 1798 Rocky Creek Rd.,
Macon, Ga. 31206,

P6015 HV Probe, $150, Exc. condo
John Zielinski, Spitz Laboratol'ies
Chadds FOI'd, Pa. 19317. (215) 459:
5200.

321A, wanl (4) in operable conel.
Tim Medric, Goodyear Aerospace,
1210 Massillon Rd., Akroll, O. 41315,
(216) 791..3035.

516, $700. Stanley Kawalerski, Sun·
tronics, 6632 W. Archer Ave., Chic3g0,
Ill. 60638. (312) 586-9300.

1'6046 DiH. Probe w/Amp., $600.
Bob Waters, (919) 292-7150, Ext. 62.

503, Steve Kaplan, Dept. of B.E.,
Compuler Science, Rm 367 Cory Hall,
Un iv, of Calif., Berkeley, Ca, 9+720.
I L5 & 132 w/sweep freq. converter.
Bruce Hatch, Sound Genesis, 145
BrY3nt St., San Francisco, CA 94107.
(115) 391·8776.

Type T Plug-In, Mr. Sawyer, Electronics Dept. Winomt Area Voca.
tional-TeehniC31 School, 1250 Homer
Rd., Wino1l3, Mn. 55987.
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A new way to look at transients

(

)

The displ:t)' ami amdysis of fast, singlc·shot puhes has long been olle of
the lllost challenging pl'oblcms in oscillography. These IHllses result
frolll mC,lSUIClIIClib in a wide "ariel)' of fields such u taller 1'eSC....c.h. nuclear
research, compuler design and service, stress anal)sis of compOllcnlS. and
others. III the past. the only wa), to view fast ll"Oll\sicllts, which lila)' be :I
nanosecond or less in dUl'mion. has been LO use <Ill oscilloscope Wilh a \·jewing
hood or the vcry best scope/camera (:olllbinatioll. "111C:'<: methods have been
quite succcssfill as pro\'cn by lhe 1ll,1IIy thousands of TEKTRONIX ascitlo·
scop~ in installaliOlls of lhis kind. bUllhct'c arc S0111C obviolls disadvantages
One is the need LO d,lrk-:Hlapl olle's eyes before allempting LO vic II' a fast
ll'ansiCII t, AnOl hcr is thc ti Ille I'cq ui I'cd to dcvclo]l :111<1 :111:11 yze lile photogra ph
containing thc wavefol'lII. Still anothcr is the expensc :Illd incOl\\'cnience of
using 'ilm, p,lrlic:ularl}' when the w,lvc!'omls nced 10 he digitiletl for COlllptllcr
pl'Ocessing, :\Iany of the pl'c)c1ll mcthods for digiti/ing W,WC[OI'lllS from film
in\'olve hand I,,'ocessing wi th ICSUILalll titl\C-COIISllnl ing delays and possibili t)'
for errors.
The TEKTRO"IX Ri912 TranlOicllt Digitilci' .)ol\'cs these pl'Oblelll.s in a
unique <Ind novel way, :md in :ltldition, prO\'idcs feallll'cs 1I0t ;IV:lil:lble 011
earlier instnllllCllts, The fllncliOlu 01 writing ,tlill rC:lding, which in a nOrlll:11
osciLoscopc arc C:lrl'ietl out by thc sallie CRT bcam, are :Iccomplished by two
separ:lle electron bcams in the R7912: wa\'eform display is h;llldlcd by a thinl
beam in an allSoci:llcd llLonitOl', This :llIoll's 0l'tillll7illg Ihe dcsign or each
I'ullction to :leh icvc thc ovcl':lll goal 01 101 rge, IHight, high-resolu tion W:IVeI'01'lJ1
displays, The waveform can be di~pl:lyed on a TV monitor such as the
TEKTRONIX 632 to pl'Ovidc a bright, I:trge-~cl'eell display easily vicwable
in rcom-:Ilnbiellt light; equil':delll photognq)hic writing nlte in lhis mode is
050,000 div/~. In addition, the wa"elOl1l1 C,IIl be :lutomatietlly digitil.CtI: i.e..
thc waveforlHs ;1l'C I)rocessed into a compUler-colllp:ltibl fonmll.)o they ellt
be analrletl by a computer. Or, if desired, thc \\'Ol\'cforms Gill be stored in a
sc!r-<ontained memory (ol>tional) anti di~pl:l)cd on an X-Y monitor; an
equi\'alclll stored writing r:lIe of 8,000 di\l/~ elll be Olchievcd with no limita·
tion on storage time. <If display ;lrca is 8 hy 10 ccntimcters store<1 wl'iting
rate is equiyalent to 8,000 em/p.lO.)
Instrument Description

)

Fig. I shows a blOCK di:lgram of tile instnllllCIIl. TIle \\'l'iting scction of the
R7912 is similar to a convcnlional oscilloscopc, Tile inpul signul is acquired,
conditioned, :tnd amplified by vertical plllg-ins rt'Q1ll the TEKTRONIX
7000·$cries family. AllY of the 7A·$cl'ies plug·im can be IIsed, allowing a wide
choice 01 \'enic:lI capabilities rrom high g:lin (as 10\\' :IS 10 jolV/di\, with the
7AZ2 Din'el'cntial Amplifiel) to maximum bandwidth (I CHl with the
7A21N Direct Access Unit). Hod/olltal sweep :llld swcel) gate arc gencraled
b)' a 7S-&rin lime base plug-in,

3

Thc input signal is :lpplied to the CRT writing gUll.
Design and opcration of the CRT is described in :l.
special fcallire section of this arcicJc, The wnveform
wriuen 011 the target by the writing gllll is read OUI by
thc reading gUll. With tbe illSU'UlllCllt operating in tlte
NON STORE Illode, the rcading bealll SC;H)S the target
lineal'1y in a TV forlllat and operatioll is quitc similal'
to that of a COllVClllioll;11 TV call1era, Each lillie the
rcading beam Cl'osses a wriucn point, a small currcnt
Jlulse is genel'atcd inthc target lead, This pulse is ampli·
fied and processed to !H'o\'ide the "ideo output signal.
Synchroni7ing signOlls for the Re:ld S)'stem <lllt! the
associatcd video 1II0nitul' are b'Cllcratcd by thc S)'IlC
GcneraLor. The X ami Y Ralllp Ccnerator anc! SCOln

~

."

Amplifier produce the w.t\'cforms 1'e<luired to dri\'e tht
X ami \' deflection pl:UC5 of Ihe Read System,
III the D [GI1'A I, 1110lle, the re:HI sequcllce is chOlnged
while the write ~cqllcllce I'CUl:lins as ;dl'c::Hly described
[II this 1l10<tC, the larget is .~(,:lIIncd in steps ill a 512 by
512 matrix rathcl' thall lincal'ly, Also, fast scanning oc·
ctlr~ vertiC::llly in the DIGITAL mode which is opposite
to lhe NON STORE. mode wherc fast seanning is dOllt
in the horilOntal direclion ~s in convenlional TV,
Fig, 2 illustr;lIes these t\o'O Setll modes using silllpliliC(1
wavefol'llls and scan lines. The i'\ON STORE mode,
hcillg simil.U' to cOIl"elllional TV, will lIot be ex·
plailled further here,
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Vertical ~callning is used in lile DICITAL mode due
to the nallire 01' the waveforlHs nOl"mally dlgiti/,ed.

Notice thal 1'01' the simplified scan sho\\'l: ill Fig. 2B,
each \'ertic.d Sl'all line inlcrsecLS the WOII'cfortl1 ollly
oncc, In this Illode, addresses of points on the Ulrget are
transl'ened ilnd stored ill 111e11l0ry only when a U'iICC has
been Wl'1llen at that poinl on lhe target. This resldls in
the fastcst l'e,Hlout 01' inl'ol"llialiorl Ilceded to define a
wavefol'lll, and requires less storage sp'I(.:e ill 1l1ellHll'y
for lbe waveforlll. In a(lual operation, the trace is
several sal11ples wide and dl'cllitry is incorporated in
the inSU'IIl1H,:lll to reduce the amount 01' infol'lnalioll
which mUSl be cOll11lHl1lic<ltcd to definc a tracc, The
counlcrs :lnd logic circliits required 1'01' digital opera·
tion arc conlaine(1 ill tile Logic cil'<llit. The opLional
Memory allo\\'s w:\vcfOl'lns to be stored in the DICITAL mode fOl' later transfer to a compuler, or 1'01'
display on a storage display llnit lhrough a disp1:l)'
interface,
The R7!l1~ llSCS the CRT READOUT SYSTEM
pionecred in the TEI{TRONIX 7000 Scries to disp!;1),
I1le"Slll'elllcnt parameters :llong with the \\';\\'cfOl'1n.
These characters are written 01\ tile diode Ulrget by
Lhe writing bcam on a lime-shared basis and become
p;lt·t of the Olltput signal in the NON STORE mode.
An optional converter is available for usc ill the DIG)TAL mode LO take the re:ldoul inform<ltion directly
from the plug·ins and couvcrt it into an ASCII coded
form"t which becolllcs pan of lhe daLa COllllllullicaLCd
to the computer.
The optional Electronic Craticulc CClle]'atol' pro·
duces a dot alTay similar to the gl'atiCIIle on a conventional oscilloscope CRT. The electronic gl'aticulc is
written on a timc-:hal'e basis with thc inpm signal ,Ind,
like the CRT READOUT signal, becomes parl of lhe
outpUl signal from the Rcad System, TI',is elcctronic
graticule elimin"LCs pandl<lx associated with overlay
graticules and minimizes errors due to llon·line:lrilics
01' drift in the amplifiers or CRT deflection system,

Novel Circuitry-The Key to Perlormance
As )'OU would expect in a st<lte·of-the·;Il'l ins!1'lIl1lelll,
m;my novcl circuils Ill<tke up the Ri!l12, These includc
a highly stable -10 kV power supply, r,ll clectronic
gr;lticule generalOr, low·noisc :llllpJifiers, and IllIique

;It

several of lbese circuits in

Ramp Gencr'1I0r. A block di,lgnllll of the Ramp Gene1'<ltOl' is shO'\'n ill Fig, 3. T\\'o of thesc circuits arc used
in the R7!)12; one for the vertical <lnd one for the hori·
zontal. In lhe NON STORE 1I10de, the Illlegra tor gCller;l tes " high Iy Iineill' 1'i1111 Jl (w<lvefoJ'1ll A) whose Hill pi iwde is prechel)' set by t\\'o stable discriminators which
define tile upper and 10ll'cr end POillts of the ralllp, This
wilvcfonlJ is s)'llchroni7ed by thc action of the l)hase
Delector which coll1p"res the elld or the ramp with the
sync pulses, If there is ;111 enol', it changes the timing,
01' chargc CUl'l'cnt, or the integ-ratol' to insure proper
liming.

.-

,~.

Fig, 3, ll.ollnp GCIlCl;lWl',

In the DIGITAL mode, 5·l\IJ-b, dock pulses :lre connccted LO :1 Singlc·Shot i\hilli"ibl':II01' illld to a + 512
Counter. E;(dl lime the i\[ulti"ibratOl' fires, a small
alllOlllll of (\IITent is injectcd into the Integrator, resulting in a S[CP ilt its OlitpUt. The "o!l;lge of the OUlput
step I'cillaim st:l\ioll:lr)' during the J\'!llitivibl'ator's
quies('clll period. Afler :I number of ramp and hold
sLeps hnvc beel1 an:olllplishcd, the Uppel' Threshold
J)i~(Til1lillator rCSCL~ the Eml·Of-Ramp Flip Flop C,HIS'
iug the Integr;llor to resct. The circuit is then ready
to 11l'o{!ll('c ;1 nell' staircase \I'"velon1l. The output of
lhe End-Of-Ralllp Flip Flop and the + 512 Counter
arc compared hl' the I)h:lse Detector. If these pulscs do
not OCCLIr silllllhallcollsly, a corrCClioll signal is gen·
cl'<Ited by the Pha~e Detector ;1I1d lhe charging Cl!l'I'elll
of llle Itllcgr;llor is suitably ,tdjllsted, In this fashion,
tile Phase DetectoJ' inSlll'Cs th,ll precisely 512 steps arc
geller;lted for each vel'lical or horizontal scan, resulling
in a stable digitized wavcform,
Olle of the fcaturcs of this cirCllil is that the period
of the staircase C;111 be changed without :llfecting the
aCC;lIl'acy 0[' the staircase, This occurs in the opel'ation
of the R7!J12 when <I POilll is addressed on the target
\\'herc <l wavefOl'1ll has been writlen, Normally, lhe
stairC:lse holds ;It c:lcll step fol' ,lbOLIt 100 nanoseconds
II'llile the signal on lhc target lead is checked for a
change in stale since the prcI'ioLls sample, H therc is no
change, the staircase is advanced to thc nexl sLep, How-
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A close-up look at the crt
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WRITING GUN

READING GUN

HIGH FREQUENCY DEFLECTOR

~.:;;:;~,. r
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fig.A. Ri!.lJ2CRI.
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he Ollhl:llldill).; PCl'fOl'lll:lllCC of the Ri!lJ2 is dtle, ill
Jarl>c pi1rl, to the 'rEKTRONIX·dcl'c!'lpcd SCilll·con·
vener lUbe {or1l1in", tht hcart of thc syslcm, Fig, A ~how,~ a
drawiu,!;' of thc lIi1JC aloll,!;' with a plir)logr:lph of tllc final
prodllCl. "I 'he Illbe is (Iou ble·cl1<leti wilh Ille write gUll alld
rc,ld gUll f:lcillg" titdl other <t:-;bll)'. Thcse /iIlIlS :11111 their
assOci~IIC(II1clleLliol1S!rUClllrcs arc ~cp;lr:ttell by lhc t,lrgCt,
where sc:1l1 (01II'CI',iOll O((;urs, The dc,\iKll paramctcr,\ of
lhe tuhe were (>j>limir.ctlu)' mcans o[ Ol cOllllHHCl' proKr:ll11
to pro\'idc the lle~1 u':l<1c nns ill gllil slrllCIU~C lInd actockr·
atillg pOlcntial for lhc n:quiT'cd I'CSOllllioll alld !iCfln :ll'e~1
at thc large!.'

objectioll,tblc ill a precisioll mcasurcmcilt ilutrunlcnl such
itS the R7912 ,lilt! !lCCorHCS evel1 1Il0l'C of it problem whcli
lhe OIHplll sign:11 is COI\\'cl'lcd illto di~it:ll fot'lll (sec fj~.
C)
To :lccmlHHlMlillC the \'i1rinblc scan filtt'!; rcqllirexl of this
imll'ullIcllt, electrostatic (lclk:ctiol1 \\':1S chosel1 for the
relit! gun r;llhcr thall the electromagnetic methods liar·
nwllr lIsed for \·idicollS. Howtl'CI', if c1cctrO!ilalic focusing
i.~ IISe() ltlon~ with ClcCll'OSlalic dcflcctioll, poor shading

The input Sigll:d from the \'trtiGII all1plirler is applicd to
the hi,!;'II·[rc11"l:llcy ddktlol' which wlI~ist~ of tll'tJ hclic;ll
dday Iiues :lssell1hlcd il1l0 a lJal;1I1ced dellecliol1 systCI11.
The clLtil'c lI'1'ilillg'XliH Str\ll:UlrC i~ opcnllo2d ill -10 ltV
to Pl'o\'ille sm'lll ~pot £i1.c :ll1d fast Wl'ilillg ralC,
Tht !;Irgct collsists oj :111 arra)' or diodt junctions [orme(1
011 a silil;oll wafcl usillJ; illtegralCd·cil'cuit Itchuitjtlcs, Fig.
Ii sliO\~'s :1 llelailctll'icw of the silicoll 1:Il'get. A <lensity of
2000 (]jodes pel' inch )'ields thc lle,ired resolUlion for lhe
V2·bl'·:VS·jnch SGllllIC11 area, The CClllcr O,75·inch <!i:lmclcr
of thc ta~el is thillllcd to alJolil In microns to f;lcililatC
oper,Hiol1 ill the dOlllJlc-cndcd l1Iode (b)' cCllIparisol1, lhe
tlLickllcssof lhis ll:Lge is :II)OLlI 100 microtls).
The l'ead gUll l'rt>dllCC.~:1 IO\\"\'clocity cleell'oll bcalH with
mil1illllll1l ~h;[dill'" ;1I1d g'ood l'csohllioll, Shading is cililsed
b)' oll'·llonwII 1;lI1dillg' of the l)CillIl on the t<lrgel and re·
suits ill crrorb III the rCadOlll ~i~lla1. This is p:ll'ticul:ll'l)'
'r,JI' ;1 complelC di$cllssi'Jn of thc <IC,igll ('<:lll_~idcratioll~ thai
\\'CIII into Illl: CRT for Ihc Ri!1I2, rdcl' lCl "Stonge Tulx.: With

Silicull TargcI <::ll)lIlI'<'S \lerr ~'ast TI':LllSjCIl!~" h)' ltai'1I101UI
l-laJ'Cll, Rohal C;, Ollln,all,1 KennClh 11'. l-jawLcn,EI,'rlf/m;"'",
pp. !li·IO'!, "\\l8""! 30. I !l7:I,

SILICON OXIDE

WAITlNGB~
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10 MICRONS

fig, II. T:ll'gct delail.
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ch:lr;lCteristin result. To soh'e tllese problems, ;1 hybrid
design was tlcn:loptd comistinl{ of all elcctrosl;nic ddlcelioll S)'SICIlI Wn'oliliced by all ;llo:ial Ill;!!;lletil focusillA'
riel{!. The dcflecliull 1,Iales ;lcillally consist of a cylindl'ical
electrode pnllel"ll photo-etched 011 the inlerior I-all of the
lube (sec FiR" A), The ilxi;111l1,1"lletic field is pl'Ol'ided U}'
;Pl cxtemal solellOit1. Thi,~ confiJ.;lIr;tti()1l is (;;llIe,l;t dellec·
trOll dclkclioll &\,stelll,'

(

As the reading hemll is sC;llllled rlcross the t,ltg'et, it chat'ges
the [:ll'j;ellleg',tli\'ell' (Owanl> the read-Klitl catllcde l>Otenlial alltllhe t:lr1,;ct dimlcs ;Ire reverse IJiascd, High'n:locity
c!ectrons from the write gUll bombard the hack of the
t:I1'"el, crtatill" ekcu'ot1-holc pairs which difrlJ.llc thl'OlIgh
the target. This cause! the diodes 10 couduct alld discharge
ill the II'ritLen ;lrCa, When the I'cadilJl; be;HlI tlext scalls
Ihe wriuell arCH, it rcch:ll'"cs the diodes, protlucillg" :I
sil{ll:l1 cmrelll ill Ihe t:lrgctlc:ld. Aillplification alld proccssill/{ of this si!-:ual IHO\'ides the I'ideo or digit:11 outptlt
si!-:n:11.

'I'ur:t rumplele di.\cussiOIl of the clcfk'Cll'lJIl ~lslcln, scc "Elcc!I'on TmjcctlJri<'~ in 1 wislcd ~:IcCI"(>st;lIit: nc!!l:ctkm Yoh.,,"
hy E, F_ Rill, lIi1';f; T,mwu·/i"".\, 0" Elul"'Jllir /)u';rr,l, No'l'l1Ihel' l!Ii;1.
LINEAR VIDEO

Each of tbe vcrtic;t1 and horil.Ontfll step~ has a BCD,
coded address associated with il which is stored in the
optional memory or transferred to a COlllpuler when
v,did waveform data is delected on the targct. Both ,I
vertical :ll1d ;1 horiWlll;t1 address is rcquired to define
:t poitll 011 the l<irget. Sincc the dotl'lISlel' is a 512 by
512 m:lu-ix, there arc ovcr 250,000 addressable points
011 the target. The average wa\cfOl'm llorll1;dly requires
about 1500 poillts for complete definition, However,
under some conti itions Sll('h as d1l:t1·tl'a<·C openHiotl, t\\'o
waveforlllS may be stored in menlory situull;t11Cously,
To provide adequate slorage, :l '1000-word memory ha.l
beell prO\'idetl as;1ll option [or the R7!J12,

(
8, lo;Ical cne.
no $l\adlng.

01",1,1",
t~flohold
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cver, when a change is deteeLcd, lhe staircase holds at
this step for "bout Ui microseconds LO allow lime for
the address of this d~tta point 10 be transferred to the
computcr or stored ill memOI)', As ;\ rcsult, each staircasc 1I1it)' have;t difl"crc1lt duration sillce thc lIumbcr of
these pauses for addrcss L1'<llufcr will V;tl')' depending
on the nallll'e of lhe waveform writlen on the target,
In a conventiOllal feedback-stabilized circuit, this
wOltld result in timing varialion and an inaccurately
digitizcd \\';tvcl'onn, To pre,'cllt this, the clock input
pulses ilre interruptcd dlll'ing the address comnll1niciItion lime. Hoth the Sitl~le-Shot i'l'lultivibrator and the
-+- 512 Coullter rem a in inacti ve ll11ti I lhc dock rCSUlllCS,
Highly st:lble circuitry ill tbe IIHegrawr holds the step
Icvel vcry constOltll during the pOl usc, Thc overalll'eslilt
is th:lt when Ilonnal openlliOll reSUllles, the outputs of
the End-Of-R:tlllp Flip-Flop and thc -+- 512 Counter
h,l\'c been dcl;lyed by the same aI1101111t of lime, Thcrefore, no errol' sign,li is generaled al the input of the
Pha)e Detector ;IIHI Ihe rallip gcner:llor remains stablc
alld phasc locked evcll lhough Ihe period of the stair·
t·:t.~e ha.~ changed,

FI/;, C. t:lrCCti of s11:"lilll{ 011 di/;ilizcd \ i,lco.

Electronic Graliculc, Another intcrcstillg circuit is the
Electronic Craticulc Cencrator as ShOWll by thc block
diagram in Fig. 'I. This circuil gencrales all of the information needed to write the graticlllc 011 the target,
along wilh the waveforms and rCildout. At the end or
each sweep, this circuit is acti~,tled to begin producing
lhe gl'ilticule, Thc master clock signal provides a prccise referencc lor accll1":lcy; all O\ll]Hll signals arc derived from thc clock,
The electronic gr:nicule is <lcfilled on lhe scrcen by a
series of dots 0,2 divi~ion apaH for the Illinor divisions
;lud I division ap:u't for thc major divisions, When lhe
clCClronic gnHicule is <Icth·:lIed. faSt raillps are pro·
duced in lhe vertical direction, Since the first ramp at
the left side of the grOlticu!c must deflllc both Ihe lllajol·
and minor divisions, 'II doLS Illmt be displayed LO pro(!lICC eight major divisions, OW'illg this ramp the lllasteldock ill]lltl is connectetl directly LO llle DOL I\lul Liplexel'

7

which produccs one Z·,\sis illlell5if)'ing pulse for each
clock input.

gers the HoriWlllal StailCISC Cenel'<Itol' '\'hich mOves
the nen tracc onc secp or 0.2 division to the riglu. At
the s.:\Ille time. the output of the t\Jajor Division
Counter (+ 5) ch;lIlges t;lIe. c;lllsing the 001 Multi·
plexer to switch from the di,eci vertical doLS input
to the Vertical-DolS-Divided-by-5 Input. During this
vertical ramp. a dot is disl'lared every fifth dock pulse
to define a major division.

The Vel'lical Dot Coullter (+ '15) produces an output after 45 dock pulses. which $CI'Ves ;IS ;1 reference to
the phase-locked Vertical Integrator. Operation oC this
ralUp geller;ttor is ,illlil;lr to the Ramp Generator described pre,·iou.sJy. As the \'crtic:i1 ralllp is reset, it trig-
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Three llIore verlic;d r,lIl1pS are generated in this
manner. Then. (he output 01 the Major Division
Counter switches so that dou arc ;lg;lin displayed evcry
0.2 di,·isioll. f\ction continues until the graticulc is
complete. When tile HOl'iLQntal Counter (+ II) has
received II inputs rrom the Major Di\·jsion Counter
(+ 5) the Knllicule is complete and it resets the Grat·
knit: G:lling Flip Flop. This action (Urns off the Graticulc <.:01111'01 block and haiLS operation or this circuit.
About roU!' milli1tCCOnds ,u-e required to wrne the COlliplete gr;tlictde.

The Prool Is In The Performance
I'crrOrJlI(lIlCC of the insU'UIllCl1t is best s!wwn by the

(
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accol1lpanyillg photogr;lphs. Fig. 5 shows continuous
sincwavc signals <IS displayed by both:lll R7912 Tnll\·
sienl Digiti/.cr/TV monilOr (NON STORE mode) and
a TEKTRONIX 'i!J(H Oscilloscope, Idcntical plugins wcrc used for bOlh mC;tSurCIIICllt systcms. Fig. 6
shows thc rcconstructcd displa)' of a single pulse that
WilS digitilcd by the R79l2. The digit:tl information
was fed to a compulcr throllgh thc instrument's optional mcmory :md intcrf,lCt: circuits. It was thell reconstructed :lIId displayed 011 a TEKTRONIX stOrage
display 1ll0nitOl"_
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A fast AID plug-in
for the oscilloscope

Hideki Iwata

Ken Sternes
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ne picture is vlOrth a thousand words. And sometimes even a thousand ,,,,'oreis can't adequately
convey the information. vVe might paraphrase this to
say, "One waveform displayed is worth a thousand voltmeter readings." And sometimes even a thousand voltmeter readings can't adequately portray the waveform.
It's true, hmvever, that often a picture, or ,vaveform,
doesn't tell the complete story. The addition of a few
words, or figures, can impart a lot of valuable information.
The introduction of the TEKTRONIX 7000-Series
Oscilloscope with CRT READOUT brought us the
powerful measuring capability afforded by displaying
both waveforms and alphanumerics on the CRT at the
same time. To many, this seemed to be merely a convenience for recording deflection factors along 'with the
trace when photographing the screen. I t has proven to
be a convenience-and much more, for it has broadened
the role of the oscilloscope to include counters, DV1\1's,
computer-aided measurements and the like. Nmv a new
analog-to-digital converter plug-in for the 7000-Series
adds several highly useful measurements to your oscilloscope's repertoire.

AID converter, inverter power supply, dual-trace 100MHz vertical amplifier, readout control section and
trigger circuit; and a smaller module which plugs into
the front of the 7D12. Three modules are currently
available-the 1\'11 Multifunction 1\IIodule for measuring DC volts, resistance and temperature; the 1\12
Sample I Hold 1\IIodule for measuring voltage from
ground to a selected point, or the difference voltage
between any two selected points; and the 1\13 RMS Volts
Module for making true RTv1S voltage measurements.
\"'e will discuss each of these in some detail; but first,
let's take a closer look at the 7D 12 mainframe.

The block diagram in Fig. 1 sho,",,,s the major sections
of the 7D12 and the modules. The modules process
various analog signals- peak voltage, R1'dS voltage,
resistance, temperature, etc., and produce a DC voltage
which the 7D 12 converts to digital readout information
for the 7000-Series Oscilloscope. The 1'v12 and 1\/13 also
provide an analog signal for display.
The function of each block in the 7D 12 is readily
apparent except, perhaps, for the inverter power supply.
This supply permits floating the AID converter, enabling us to make measurements ,vith the input elevated as high as 1 kV. Triggering of the 7D12 can be
accomplished internally from a unijunction transistor
oscillator, externally thru a ENC connector, or manually by a front-panel push button.

The 7012 Plug-in

The 7Dl2 AID Converter plug-in is designed for
use with any 7000-Series Oscilloscope containing CRT
READOUT. The unit consists of two basic sections: the
plug-in mainframe, which contains a fast, 4!;2-digit,

7D12 PLUG·IN
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of plug-in module and 7D12 plug-ill.
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The AID Converter
The block diagram of the convcncr is shown in .Fig. 2,
and the associatcd timing diagram in Fig. g. The COil·
verler produces '11'2 digils with .. n accuracy of 0.01%_
Uasically, it is:I dual·slope AID convener with an autozeroing circuit. All of the s\... itch~ shown in Fig. 2 ;Ire
electronic switches such as MOS·FETs, JFETs and
diodes. The circuitry cnclosed by the dotted line is a
floating section powcrcd by thc invcncr power supply.
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To help in underst;lIlding how the converter works,
let's go through a nonnal sequence oC events:
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Before T.-Bdor~ the trigger pulse arrives at lh~
7012, SW2 ;lnd SW3 are d~d, and SWI is opened.
The input to the ICIolI convertcr, which has a currcnt
rectificr, is connecled to V lO ' The IC M I convener <Ind
"ulo·zeroing circuit :lrc nulled, and a cap:lcitor in the
circuit memorizes (he input ofCset voltage of an input
amplifier' in th~ IGNI comener. SW6 is closed so that
the ilHegratol" will stan integrating at the proper
voltage.

o

lo-II-When a trigger pulse arrives at to, the AjD
Stand-by Start-Ramp Generator produces an AjD
stand-by pulse to switch the states of S\J\TI, S\1\72, SW3,
and S\1\76 through the AjD Stand-by Logic circuit. The
input of the IG M I converter is now connected to VHi •
The input voltage VIN is equal to VHi minus V Lo '
II - 12-After 2 milliseconds, a start-ramp pulse is produced at t l to turn SW4 on through the Start Ramp
Logic, to start integrating the input current, liN' and the
counter is started by the clock pulse from the Clock
Synch. and Control Section.
12 -1 3-At 20,000 counts of the counter at t 2, SW4 is
opened, and SvV5 is closed to start integrating down by
the reference current, I REF . At t 2, the auto-zeroing circuit
is activated again by turning S\J\Tl off and SW2 and SW3
on through the AjD Stand-by Logic.
After I)-When the output of the integrator reaches

the zero level, a stop-count pulse is produced, and the
reference current is turned off at t 3 • The counter stops.
The content of the counter is then transferred to memory where the output is converted to an analog readout
signal. SW6 is turned on again to prepare the integrator
for the next measurement. The digital readout is equal
to (iINji REF) x 20,000. liN is equal to I V IN I jR IN where
R 1N is a discrete resistor in the I G M I converter, and I REF
is equal to VREFjRREF' The readout can be expressed by
the following equation:

Eq.l
\J\Tith the use of the auto-zeroing circuit, the IG M I
converter cannot drift more than 100 microvolts for the
instrument's operating range of + 15°C to +40°C. By
using a precision input amplifer with high gain and
high common-mode-rejection, VIN in Eq. 1 is made equal
to the voltage input to the 7D 12. V REF is a temperaturecompensated zener diode with a temperature coefficient
of 5 p.p.m.rC. The ratio of R 1N and RREF can be tightly
controlled by using matched resistors whose temperature tracking is better than 2 p.p.m. j DC. Therefore,
total maximum temperature coefficient is 7 p.p.m.re.
The required accuracy of ±0.01 % over a ±5°C temperature range is easily achieved.

15°C to 40°C. Either input connector can be elevated
I kV above ground, and the input impedance is 10 Mn
on all ranges.
Resistance from 0 to 20 lVIn is measured in six ranges,
with a resolution of 10 milliohms on the 200 n range.
The accuracy is ±0.09% of reading plus ±0.01 % of full
scale from 15°C to 40°C.
Both temperature and DC voltage can be measured
using the convenient P6058 voltagejtemperature probe.
Temperature from -55°C to +150°C can be measured
with a resolution of 0.1 °C and an accuracy of ± 1°c up
to 125°C and ±2°C up to 150°C. A pair of terminals on
the lVIl' s fron t panel provides an analog ou tpu t of 10
mVrC (O°C = 0 volts) . This output is available regarclless of the IVIodejRange switch setting.
The M2 Sample/Hold Module

The lVI2j7D 12 combination provides a unique measurement capability for the 7000 Series. You can measure
voltage amplitudes from ground to a selected point, or
the difference voltage between any two selected points
with an accuracy of ±0.35% or better. The sample
points can be triggered automatically, manually, or externally, with one of the most convenient sources being
the delayed gate from a 7000-Series Time Base. With
the delayed gate applied to the trigger Ext In connector,
the leading edge of the gate determines the SI sample
point, and the trailing edge determines the S2 sample
point. Fig. 4 shows a typical measurement using the
S2-SI mode. The reading at the upper left is the voltage
difference between S2 and SI' upper center is the TIME/
DIV, and the lower left reading is the vertical deflection
factor for the displayed signal. The signal display is intensified during the delayed gate; however, at sweep
rates of about 100 ns/div and faster, the intensified
portion will not coincide with the displayed gate be~
cause of the delay line in the oscilloscope vertical amplifier. The time interval between SI and S2 can be as
short as 30 ns and as long as 5 ms. For single-shot S2-SI
measurements, the time interval must be 150 pS or
longer.

Now let's take a closer look at the plug-in modules.
The M1 Multifunction Module

The lVIl j7D 12 combination forms a 4Y2-digit voltmeter
and ohmmeter, and a 3Y2-digit temperature indicator.
The DC voltmeter measures from 0 to 1000 V in four
ranges with a resolution of 100 p V on the 2 V range.
System accuracy is ±0.03% of reading ±0.005% of full
scale over the ambient temperature range of 20°C to
30°C, or ±0.04% of reading ±0.005% of full scale from

Fig. 4. Typical 52-51 measurement showing peak-to-peak voltage
of AC waveform. Reading is at upper left.
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10 Nanosecond Aperture Time

The M3 RMS Volts Module

One of the unusual features of the M2 is the 10 ns
aperture time. This makes it useful for measuring high
dv /dt signals such as the fast A/D converter waveform
pictured in Fig. 5. Accuracy of the measurement is typically better than ±0.25% if 40 ns is allowed for settling
time following an input signal step-function.

The ~I3 /7D 12 combination brings another unique
measurement capability to the oscilloscope-measuring
true R~IS voltages. The M3 measures DC, the true RMS
voltage of signals from 40 Hz to 100 kHz, and the true
R~IS value of AC + DC. The maximum input is 500 V
R~IS or 1000 V peak. Voltages are displayed digitally
on the CRT with 3 Y2 -digit readout, with a resolution of
1 111V achievable on the 2 volt scale. Accuracy of the ~I3
is ±0.25% of full scale up to 40 kHz on the 2 V and 20 V
ranges, derated to ±0.5% above 40 kHz. The maximum

Fig. 6 illustrates an application of the M2/7D12
teamed up with a 7D15 Universal Counter/Timer
plug-in to make accurate rate-of-rise measurements on a
ramp signal. The ~I2 is operated in the S2-SI mode. The
delayed gate from the time base plug-in is used to gate
both the M2/7D12 and the 7D15. The +2.35 V reading
in the upper left corner is the change in amplitude during the brightened portion of the trace. The time interval as measured by the 7D 15 is 20.92 fts and the 1X
indicates the reading was taken during a single event
rather than an average of several ramps. Accuracy of
the M2/7D12 in this mode is ±0.35%. The linearity of
the ramp can be quickly checked by moving the delayed
gate along the ramp and noting any change in the amplitude reading provided by the ~I2.

Fig. 5. Voltage level at any point on this
AID waveform can be made by positioning
the gate to start at the desired point.

E RMS

the ~I3, that is the time required for the readout to
reach its stated accuracy after a step voltage is applied,
is less than 2 seconds.
The ~I3 can measure distorted sinewaves such as the
outputs from SCR circuits, or non-sinusoidal waveforms
such as pulse trains with duty cycles as low as 4%. The
photograph in Fig. 7 shows the measurement of the
RMS voltage from a silicon controlled rectifier. The
R~IS value of the displayed waveform is the reading at

Fig. 6. The S2-S1 mode being used to accurately measure rate-of-rise on a ramp
signal. The voltage difference is+2.35 V
and elapsed time 20.92 fl.s.

Fig.8A. j\Ieasuring true RMS value of
AC+ DC waveform.
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permissible crest factor (E PEAK ) is 5. Response time of

Fig. 7. True Rl'viS value of SCR is measured
by the M3/7DI2.

Fig. 8B. Measurement of same waveform
with DC component removed by AC
coupling.

(

in Fig. 10. When the input is a positivc signal, the current path is through QI. Rand CIt l; when negative, it is
through Q~, Rand CRI' The volt;lge aCI'OSS R is KCIN
and )'ou will note that the current flows unidircctiOIlally ill the OUlput. The output current is thlls proportional to the absolute vahle of the input voltage. To
prepOlre the signal rol' squaring, the output current is
divided into I\\'O equal pans for driving the lllultipl),ing circuil. These lWO equal Clll"rents then pass to the
gain cell which squares, averages ilnd takes the square
root oC the illpUl CIllTents. The output of the gain cell
is ellual to the RMS value of the input voltage to the
i\H, btlt is referenced to sOllie positivc voltage rathcr
than the common buss. By using ;1 summing amplifier
this positivc volwge is SUbll';tctcd, bringing the output
back to the common reference for driving the 7012.

upper JerI, and the lower rcading is the vertical display
sensitivity. Another example, showing the effect of DC
on the RM$ measurement is shown in Fig's. 8A ;tnd 8B.
The w;werorm in Fig. 8A is a 2-voll pulse with a I-vall
DC COlllponcllt. Fig. 8B is the sallle pulse with the DC
componellt rCl1IO\cd by AC coupling the M3. 1£ the
pulse were symll1etrical, the Rj'vIS value in the DC
coupled reading would be ViZ times the AC·coupled
reading SillCe ER~S - j (DC) 1+ (AC RMS) I and, in this instance, AC RMS - DC - I volt.

Now, let's take a look at how the ~'13 fUllctions. The
block diagralll oC the l\HI is shown ill Fig. 9. Following
the input atlenuator, the signal progresses through two
separate channels. The lower channel is an amplifier
for conditioning lhe signal for db.play as an analog
signal, or waveform, on the CRT. The modulator
allows the floating input to be tnl1lsfOl'mcr cotlpled to
the chassis-referenced 7012 display alllj:lifier. Bandpass of the analog channel is OC to 700 kHz.

Summary

Thc 7012. with its plug-in modules. adds important
new me;lSl1l'elllent cilpabililY to yOllr 7000-$eries Oscilloscope. And. it is measurement capability with digital
ilccur;lcy. True R1VIS voltage, DC voltage, resistance.
tcmperature, ami vohage dirrerence betwccn :111)' tIVO
select;lble points 011 a waveform <Ire all measurements
available to you using lhe 7012 plug-in. '8

The upper channel cOllvel"ts the input signal to a
DC voltage equivalent to the Rl\IS vallie, ror driving

the AID convener in the 7012. The openlliollal rectifier and voltage-to-currenl convertcr. although shown
as two separate blocks, arc difficult to separate physically. A silllplified circuit diagram of the tWO is shown
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Teknique

Digitizing and
displaying fast pulses

up to 500 picoseconds per division. In the DIGITAL
mode, it is scanned off at a rate slow enough for a
minicomputer to handle, with a maximum writing
rate equivalent to 8,000 div j p.s. The NON STORE
mode provides bright, large screen displays at writing
rates equivalent to 30,000 div j I-ts.
Just how fast is 500 picoseconds? The fastest entity
known is light. In 500 picoseconds, light travels about
six inches. One source of light pulses which is receiving
increasing attention in many research laboratories is the
laser. A laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is a source of energy that occurs
within a very short time frame.
The pulse train produced by a mode-locked laser
often has fast pulses that are separated by only a few
nanoseconds. A switching method such as a dye cell is
used in conjunction with a mode-locked laser to permit
only a single pulse train to leave the laser cavity. The
individual pulses within the train can be as short as
five picoseconds. The ability to capture and display
a single pulse is limited by the response of the detector and the measurement instrument. vVith the
R79l2 and the 7A2lN Direct Access Plug-in, instrument rise time is 350 picoseconds at a sensitivity of
4V jdiv or less.

Hale Farley

D

id you know that high-speed signals can be quickly
made computer compatible? Or that they can be
displayed on a large screen TV monitor in real time or
stored on an x-v monitor in a refreshed mode? The
TEKTRONIX R79l2 Transient Digitizer can digitize
signals that occur in a few tenths of a nanosecond. The
signal is captured on a diode-array target at sweep rates

Dr. Gail Massey of the Oregon Graduate Center making
adjustments to a pulsed neodymium Y AG laser, using the

R7912.
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Fig. 1 shows a very simple mode-locked laser which
produces two basic 'waveforms which can be analyzed
with the R7912. Response of the Ilashlamps can be measured with the R7912 by either of two methods. One is
to place a current-sensing resistor in series with the
power lead for each lamp. A drawback of this method
is that multiple signal channels are needed, one for
each lamp. A preferred method of measuring Hashlamp
response is 'with a light pipe and photo-diode detector.
Now, the display shows the actual Hashlamp output on
a single channel. The R7912 can be operated in the
NON STORE mode to provide a real-time display for
adjusting the Hashlamps and setting the pumping
power. In the DIGITAL mode, the R7912 digitizes the
waveform to allow computer action on the signal or for
automatic computation. Some of the data that can be
obtained from this setup is:
• Total light output.
• Duration of light pulse.
• Peaks, breaks, or other irregularities in the power
curve.
• Area uncleI' the curve for indication of power (may
be determined automatically by the computer) .
• Auto-feedback calibration of the pumping pmver
to maintain desired light output (under computer
control) .
vVaveform B shown in Fig. I is the pulse-train output
of the mode-locked laser. Normally, this signal is ob-

(

(;lined using a beam-splitler mirror alit! a photo-diode
dCICctor.l\gain, the Ri9121..<l11 hCOpt::I'OlICd in the NON
STORE mode to produce a real·time display which
makes system ~lllp caJ>y. The large scrcell TV monitor
allows

fl'om

yOll

to vic\\" the tlClcc.:tor

;1(;l'OS~ ;,

briglilly lighted

OllljHll

c:!I>j])',

C"CII

white yOll make
s)'stel11 adjllSllllCIJl~, This W:lVCf0r111 (;;111 ,11100 be COlllpUled/.cd rOt, IllcasurClllCllL or output power, Fast
rOOIll,

Fourier Transl'orm <:OIllIHIl'llions. or IIlany other

COlli-

]Hllcr-aitlcd functions.
A l)'pic;d laser S)'.I(<::I11 is showll ill Fig. ~ . .sol11e or the
poillts where lIlcaSlll'CII1ClHS could IJC m,llie with :!l1
RiUl2 arc identified by the detectors shewn ill this

diagram. Typical waveforms that would result at these
IllcaSUI'CIllCIll pointi ;U'C also showll. A Pocke! cell is :I
lypical optical SWildl used ill l:l~cr syslcms. It .~lI'ilches
fast cnough to select all individual pulsc Olll 01' the
ose'LUlIOll O'oV,T"
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.\ variety flf dctenol's (ollill be llsed W Illcasurc the
dlec;t of the jJulse :It thc targct. Choke of lltC t1CtCC;tQl'
would be III,'lCI"III i11ed by the pllCllOlllCllU11 you desirc to
ItIC:ISIlI'C at tltc t:II'KCI. .sOIllC t)'pic;tl dClcnors Llscd arc:
• PlIO to <liodc-IIIC:LSlIl'cs l)hoLOll Jill.,,: i,e" Ilholo11,
01' various ctler/{ies and X-rays_
• "arada)' t'LIP-1l1C:l~L1I'CSd1<lrgc or pal'lides,
• '::llergy I cllarg'c :IIW Iy/cr-illeaslll'cs cllel'gy \'erSII~
dl;ll'ge,
• Beta spe("u',,1l1Clcr-lItC:lwl'es c!enl'UllS of v:lrioLl5
cnerg-ics.
• .sccuml;lrr e!CrLrOll dctec;lOr-lllcaSLII'Cs work-fulICtion thal"aueristics 01" variam ltlalerials,
• NCUll'OII IlctcctOI',"-lllC:I~IIl"CS neutrutl <lnivil)'.
\,Vaveror1ll C i.'l:1 lypi(al O\IIPlil waveforl11 jll'o{!lIc;cd by'
:lllY or the above delcnors.
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As ill thc previolLs mcasurcmcnt. the R7!JI:! can lJe
Llsed cilher ill the NON STOR':: or the DIGITAL
Illode, Fur systcm setup and alignment or real-tilllC
.. n:d)'sis of llle:IS\.IrClUcnt results, thc NON STORE
Illude lIsed with .. TV moniwr provides a good displ'ly.
Howcver, soille high-powered lOisel'S llltlSl allow scveral
III i n ules to cia psc IJclweCl1 pIII~cs, [n thal cirCu11lstancc,
the DIGITAL modc L1scd with a storagc monitor pro·
vides llle besl displa),. This sctup allows the display to
be viewcd and ;lllal)'l.etl 1'01" cxtended periods. Also,
new inl'orll1:tliotl C:\Il he wl'itten ovcl,the prcviolls trate
for direct COlllJ1ariwll
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11I0<1e·locked pulse tl'<Iin, The rejccted JlOl·tioll 01' the
pulse l1';tin Gtrl be scll.'iCd IJ}' pholo-diode delCt:LOr # I
al1d comp;ll'cd with the ;lIlq1lilicd output at phOl{)(liodc
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We mel1tiollcd pre\'iomJy Ih:lt the Olltput signal
frOIll thc dctenIJI's t:1I1 be digili/.ed 1'01' (;(IlIlputel' .. notly.
~is, It is not rea~iblc ill the.sc lilllited pagcs to de·
sc;rihe in dctail the cOlllplitations thal Gill be Illade on
lhe.<c sig-Il;t1s by tile lOllIPLltCI'. The operating Cilpabilitie~ :Irc 1I1aillir lililited b)' the abilities of lhe pro·
grallllllcr :tmll'hysi{·:dlilllitations of lhe I·OlllIHllcr.
III this :Il·tidc, II'C h:ll'e givetl ollly an ovcr-vicw of
thc IlleaSUn;llIel1t t'al'alJilil)' or thc Ri!JI'2. Transient
Digiti/cr. While I\'e 1I:lvc not OI11s\l"ercd all 01 thc ques·
tiOlls )"OLI 111;1)' ltOlVC rcg,lI'ding 11le;t'lUrCIIICllls to IJe
Illade with this Sy.<tClll, II"C hope to have illiplalltcd the
~ecd~ oL a ['CII' ideas which will gCl'lllill;ltc into solutions
lor y01l1' illllil'ililial Ille:IS\Il"C!IICllt problelll.~. ill
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Servicescope

Getting around in Tektronix
Instruments

M

ost electronic CqUiplHClll is pl'Clly complex inside. Especially when it
cOllies to locating specific components and circuitry while troubleshooLng ..he unie

ServiceabililY has alw<tys been an import."lIlt design consideration al Tek·
u·onix. Beginning with our first instrument, the T)'I>e 511 Oscilloscope. we
endeavored to milke components easy to locale and rcpla . f\nd leads wcre
soldered in, in <llllanner allowing them lO be c'lsHy lifted for troubleshooting.
The 110lChcd ccramic strips used ill later insu'lllllCllIS stich as the 535 and
545 made servicing almost a pleasllre.
Now, ,,"ith the ust of printed circuit boards and the auto1l1atic insertion
and soldering of COlllponenlS, ~ryicillg has be<omc a bit more difficult. Colliponen15 are reduced in size and compOllcm dellsity is vastly increased. Localing and replacing specific componcnu on <l crowded Cil·cull board can be ;.
re,d problem. Hcre arc some or tbc thing.s we arc doillg ill Tektronix 10 make
il easiel' rer you.

-
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Printed Circuit Board Marking
lHuch can be done LO ,H,:cOI1l1ll0dalC componellt mal'k·

(

ing H proper atlention is given to this when designing
the circuit bO<lrd. 'With space limited, we assign priorit)'
to marking active devices such as transistors and Ie's,
adjustable COI11POIIClllS, plugs ,lilt! connectors, and d,lllgel' points. Hoth the circllit s)'111bo1 and (alllrol nallle
arc usually shown fOl' adjustments. i\'lal'killgS follol\' the
A.S.A. code for cOl11ponent s)'llIbols-"Q" designates
transistors, "u" integrated cirCUits, "CH." diodes. "K"
relay.s and so forth. Incident,tlly, )'011 will fiud most
active devices IllOUII1Cd in sockets rather than soldered
on the circuit bo'\l'd.

The location oj' the tllllllbcr one pin for IC5, :uld the
proper orientatioll fol' Illulti-lead COlltlc<tOI'S arc also
noted 011 the primed circuit board. Somc of the Illost
useful mal"kinbTS al'C teSl points denoted by "TP'·. These
correspond to test JloilHs shown in the manual schematics and usually have provision for easily attaching ••
probe. The instruction nl;lnual also contains photos of
each primed circuit board with all COlllpOl1elllS and
adjllSll1lellts labeled,
Conneclors Play en Importanl Part
It's e:lsier to 1,lke things ap,ll't if leads and cables lenni·
nate in COllnectors. You'll find some re,!1 innovations
by Tektl'onix enginccrs in this al·ea. The llehola con·
nector provides a compact, inexpensive means of con·
neCling shielded leads to the printed circuit board.
Harmonica connectors :lceolll1J1odatc ten-lead ribbon
cable in a lllinillltllll of sp<lce and are easy to put on or
disconnecl. And llnique intcr·boan! connectors pl'o,
vide direct connection between circuit boards without
the need for cabling.

(

Color Coded WIres
This yeal' Tektronix applied color-coding stripes to OVCl'
75 million feet ef wire for usc in OUI· instruments.
Another 6 01' 7 million conductor fect of ribbon cable,
also color coded, is supplied by outside ve:'ldors. These
brightly eolol'cd lcads enhance the internal appearance
of Tektronix instruments, but that isn't the primary
]Jlll'pose for color coding, It scrvcs a vcry useful function
in building the instl'llment and in servicing it.
The color-coding scheme is basically ill accol'dance
with M IL·S~I'D-681 B. The color of thc wirc insulation
identifies the function or the lead as follo,\'s:

)

Black BrowllRed
VioletCl"ay White-

Grounds
Healers and filalllellls
B+ power Sllpplies
B- power supplies
Imernal AC Power
Signal le'lds

Color stripes arc added to these solid-colorcd backgrounds to further idelltify thc lead. For example, a
floating ground is black with a while stJ'ipe, The red
and violet power supply lead.. arc coded to dcnote theil·
deviation from grolllld or zero \'ohage <IS follows (tbe
numbers COl'1'cspontlillK to the Slandanl rcsistor color
code) :

+

'Jtl1 suppl),
3rt! suppl),
21ld supply
1st supply

:l.II &: 2·,1 X Series
2-3 &: 2-.3X Series
2-1 &:2·IX Series
2-0 &: 2·0X Serics

1st supply
2nd suppl)'
!inl suppl),
'lth suppl)'

i·U &: 7·03 Series
7-1 &: 7·1X Series
7·2 &: 7-2X Scrics
7·3 &: 7-3X Series

o

For eX:llllpJc, the 2·0 and 2-0X series :lrc used for tile
first. or lowest, positive power supply. The 2·0 lead is
tllc regulated bus. Tile 2·0 I is the decOllllled 2-0 supply,
If ,Il10lher le,HI is needed the 2-03 code is used. Tllc
11losttllweglllatcd lead ill thh sllpply is coded 2·09, and
if another lead is needed, the next lllost ll111'cgul:lled
leud is coded 2·08,
Thc gray base color is used for inlernal AC wiring.
Condltcton for the lille (hot) side, starting at the AC
input, arc color coded 8·0, 8·01. 8·02 in sequcncc. The
black stripe corresponds to tile black lead in the powel'
cord.
Conductors for the neutr,1I (cold) side are color
coded 8·9, 8.19, 8·29 in sequence: the white stripe corresponding: to the white Ic,ltl in the power co]'(I,
Sig-nal leads have a white basc color. The stripes
arc used only ror lead idelltification ,lIld have 110
signific:lllce.
The lise of ribbon cablc complicales the usc of color
coding to code wires i\ccordillg to function. In fact, it
becomes a practical impossibility considering the variety of ribbon cablcs used. There is a praclic<ll codillg
scheme that is useful. howcl'er. Color call be used to
denote the lcad position in the cable. For cxample, ,ill
leads in" ribboll Cilble havc a base white color, The first
lead, which \\'iJl be connected to slot numbcr one ill "
conneClOI", has a brown stripe: the ]\lImber twO lead has
a red slripe amI so on. This color scheme is used 011
ribbon C<lbles with two or mere comluctors.
Summary
Celling around in electronic instruments can be frus·
trating and time consuming. Well·marked chassis and
primed circuit boards, color·coded wiring, and inno·
vative connectors m·e all designed to make it easier to
get around in your Tektl'onix instruments, '8
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3: :30 H~ resolutiQn at ,gigahertz

:frequencies-a rie.w dlrecction i,n
spectrum analysis
Low incidi;'nlal,Flt{, ~~ ~ceuC1'l}.~~bllilY pe~l cx.\(ling
Jlleasurerilt-OI~ in ,I'l1r(areas of s~ctial puriLyand' do,Sc:-ill
.1i~tol1

!(llf:

8' ,CRT

ReADO'U-r.;....;.nicety.or necessil'~?

CRT R1::ADOlrr ,offers man}' bcm:iiu 10 the !Cope user.
"Priwision i niillh! 1\1 insi!rt you~ o\\!'JI'~lal.l!.

10

.Flexi'ble;diSc mea~~lements simplified
by digital delay
.
.A digital

Covet;:A cTose-up, vicw of
the display of the 71.13
Sp~trurn Analyzer. Th,ll
gR.'! Readout -displa-ys .the

Speelnlm AnalYZlll'c<mliG-l
'set.ting;. Center fr<:q~en~):
'is 1()21 MHz, frequency
'p~n i,5 20Q ~i/i!iv, re..'
:solutio'n
30 Hz and the
vIdeo HUM r~ ~et at 10 Hz.
The reference level at the
top ,of the screen I:' - 20
dBm and ~he' vertical deIJectiqn factOr is 10 dB/eli.. . .

is

del a)' plug· in

1'01'

7()()()''-Series Q~cllloscopcsi used
taKes the jitter. UlII fl-f ro.tal·

fj) the .Qelay~bY·.Eveofs' 1l1000e.
i,oK disi: mC'asuremems:
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Servicing the 46,5 Portable
·Oscilloscope
Some troub)e'lhoolillg"'h,iiu~and typi1::l1 »l"ObleOls
'encounter in sen'icing the t65 Oscill~1iscOpe.

~.m

may

Copyright C 19H.- Tektronix, Ino. All rlght~ 185.....d. U.S.A. and
Foreign I'roduci" of Tektr:onlx. lnc ,ala cl>vered by U.S-.A. and
Foreign Patents a.nd/or Pate.nts, Pendlllll. TeKTRONix, SCOPE·
MOBilE. TELEaUIPI,olENT IInd"1!f anI rtgl-.te"'d tradetnark, 01
TektroniX. Ino. Printed In U.S.A.

PerforrftJlnce Goal.

At inC6p~n. thi! 7(.13 progtalll ail)lcdt :a:equ 'nS"
ip,lernal FM an lrift by .It. ,prtler'o magnit Ide Wlth

c6U1JOen~ur.ate jmf)ro~~me in resolution (ap~bi1i .
Keeping in' in, tJlatm .. spectfllll! illl'!.Lyzers arc Ii '.
rc;ady som \ lrdl Cl;ilij ult to ·"()~rate. these'. ~prove ...
J elll~.c(J.d.ld pOL be
tfl11?lisbed aJ. aci ex.~l~~ 0fter·
I,.,uonal ease. Inueed, .additionanmproYCIl.l.eJlts in oller·
Mional implicit)· sboul< be Otl};h.t.
FirstLoc~1 O.~.~r;

'It· is th~ local o&citlat(i)r y tepl that detcrn'iincs 'tbe
performance achievable 'jil m.ast spectrum analyzer.
All C Hminat.A611 of . Ie ,'!iate> . 'tem reve:.}s that
th.e e a~'e ba1S;~lly

II

tiUalo~ un<lm' con iuer41i0lh: '

T}uise ar the 1st L.b. '~.'I .3:9$;f1i) 31.ld. tlj.e 2nd.O."

. 4-

T!

'l~ thoi of'
lall.'eCer.ence "~Ite j compr0mj~
b . ':he high phas noi.se-ilssociated witlliow-frequency
ref(M':ences, The.jn€~¥C in:n'Oi.se arises front thel'equire·
men'" LQr 'a.. higlleI' Ol.Wt!J>liGati~n rate 0LtJle funda.' mcmal os iIJ<jtor, whose lr1eh:l~if.)I' .is cbal'i! terized by
~e (oUowing cquRti -II:
..

. DE.
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Where: D.E·G is the degradation in ·spc.ctral purity in
dB al)d M .lsthe mult-ipJIcatioD factor. From the sran~·
pointo! phase noise it j,s desirable to choose a high rate
for the crystal.reference oscillator; however,. c<inflicting
requirem.ents ~sult. A I-Mfh reference rilte is chosen
as medium gl'Ound Ji>T the -Cst L.O. reference. This
pet)l'lits a reas()nabl~2nd,.L.O. tuning nmge·o{ ~ MHz
as. weIl as satisfying"the phase noise con~traint.
There is a unique bandwidth Eor any OSciUaLQr servo
system which· will yield optimum spectral purity. Thi
bandwidth is (j.eteTJllined by considering the. relative
spectra ot th~ re(erence Os(.:iJlator and the· vol tagetune.d oscillat9r ,(VTO) Wbich ~tp be locked. In the
1st L.Q. seno loop, l.be loop bandwidth is chosen such
that the e,Xcellent line-wjdth proper tie; nf the cry~tal
reference are' translated to the' YIG vrO. The: broad
noise pedestal associated w.ith. the same rt:ferente is'
rejected' In 'favor of the laster falling. noj~ sidebands
of the YIG Vip. TheF 1. perIotm":ll.ce of this system.
when,operating.ill (he loc.-.n:tode.. i~ ~n .the 1 Hz p.p art,~a.
2nd Local OllClllator

The 2nd L.C. usually consists of a V31'3clor·tuned oscil·
laoo1' operating in the region of 1.5 to '2.5 GHz. Exam·
ination of the prope.J'ties-o{ this oscillator type indicates
that under reasonable c;ircumstances. 200 lIt is the
minimum residual FM ~a:t can·, t>:«: .expec~ed as guaranteed performance withollt re ordng (0 external
stabilii,ttion techniques.
Jmpro,v.ing the performance of the 2/id· L.O. becom<:5
a problem of de~igning an oscillator at a frequency
where the desired stability and tuning r!luge can be
achieved. In thi~ Ctlse ,a vonag(Hun:cd"oscillator operating from 16 LO 19 MH;t. anU' whose J-esidual FM is
approximately 1 Hz pop, meets the requirements of a
reference f9r the 2nd L.O. system,. The stability properties of this reference ()sdlJator are transla.ted to .2.2

GHz by a ·type-two frequency servo,system as indi'Cated
in Fig. 2. The unstable' 2.2 Gilt O;:Icillator, coIJ¢ctor
tunable over 3. ±J.5 MHz range, is heterodyned with
a cryst,al-derived 2JSZ.5-MHz (FM <1 Hz .p-p) signal.
The product at, I7.-5 (± 1;5)' MHz 'is pJlaSe ·compared

,C"YITIU.

t - - - - - - - ( , ' ...---~=

.;:.-.,
'11'0

"T'tJ'(IHQYOlTAG(

' . . . .£foO.Dl

.f~g.' 2·•..SecopdL.O.

stabilization 5Y3tem.

with the 16 to 19 MHz reference osci.Jlawr and the reo
sultant error signal is amplified and fed back to the
collector of tbe 2.2 GH7. oscillator. Thus, the 2.2 GHz
L.O. is synthesized in such it manner that it replicates
the p-foductof the. J6 to 19 Mfb. oscillator and the
2182;5 MHz cr.ystal.de~ive<l source within the bandwidth of the servo system. The complete 2nd L.O.
system,oLthe 71'.'13 exhibilS a typical incidental FM cif
1 Hz pop.
A major distinction in the operation ·o{ the 2n.d L.O.
servo s~stem (ilS opposed to the lst L.Odoop) i that
it is functional in all modes of 7L13 operation. The 2.2
GHz oscillator is never allowed to a~-sume a free running mode -and is unde.r the control of lhe 16 to 19
MHz VTO £ro111 the time the instrument is turned on.
Collsequently,.lbete is no mention of a 2nd L..O. lock.
mode o'n the- analyzer fron t panel, and the stabilila·
lion of the 2nd L.O. in no way complicate'l the use
of the instrument.
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30 Hz

Re~utlon

Filter

In order to exploit the extraordinary stability of which
the 7Ll3 local oscillator system is capable, a 30-Hz
resolution position was made available to the user. In
light of the fact that the widest resolution bandwidth
in the instrument is 3 MHz, a center frequency of 10
MHz is chosen for the final IF. In order to keep system
complexity to a minimum, this requires that the 30-Hz
resolution filter be at 10 MHz as well.
This filter is of the well k.nown lower sideband lad·
der design (Fig. 3) . I t employs three quartz resonators
whose unloaded Q is in excess of one million and has
a nominal 60:6 dB shape factor of 10: I. These resonators, when exposed to temperature variations en·
countered in the instrument (0° > 50°C) , are prone
to alter their center frequency by a large fraction of the
filter bandwidth. In order that the 30 Hz filter be able
to maintain its bandpass characteristics under conditions of varying temperature, the quartz resonators
are required to have matched temperature.versus-fre.
quency properties.

7L13 through a mechanism employing two magnetic
clutches and a self-centering potentiometer. When this
system is operated in spans where the 1st L.O. is stabi·
Iized, the 2nd L.O. potentiometer clutch is engaged.
Starting from a centered position! it prohibits one from
achieving lock with the 2nd L.O. tuning control against
one stop. Further, access to the 1st L.O. potentiometer
is denied the user by disengaging the 1st L.O. potentiometer clutch so that he cannot mistakenly tune the 1st
L.O., break lock, and lose his display. When returning
to spans which do not require 1st L.O. stabilization, the
clutches alternate state returning the 2nd L.O. poten.
tiometer to its centered position and permitting tuning
of the 1st L.O.
Convenience Features

We have come to expect such user conveniences as
absolute amplitude calibration, freedom from spurious,
automatic frequency stabilization, coupled span and
resolution controls, display warning indicators and such
in our high performance spectrum analyzers; and indeed they are all present in the 7U3. The 7U3 goes a
step beyond and introduces the concept of full paramo
eter readout to spectrum analysis (Fig. 4) . All pertinent
information, i.e., center frequency, resolution band·
width, span, video filtering, vertical scale factor and
power reference level may be viewed at a glance or
permanently recorded by a photo of the display.
Performance

Fig. 3. Simplified circuit of the 30·Hz crystal filter.

Frequency Readout and Tuning

The availability of high linearity (typically.1 %) YIG·
tuned oscillators prompted the use of a digital frequency readout. This is accomplished by a digital voltmeter (DVM) which monitors the tune voltage of the
1st L.O. The frequency information obtained from
the DVM is multiplexed and displayed both on the
front panel, by a Iight·emitting diode display, and on
the analyzer screen via the Tektronix CRT READOUT
system. This permits the user to measure frequency to
an accuracy of ± (5 MHz + 20% of the frequency span
per division) ; 20% of a division being as close as one
can typically judge the signal position, taking into ac'
count the effects of observation and the geometry of
the display.
Simplification of operation was achieved through the
development of a single- k.nob tuning scheme. Pre·
vious analyzers have often had two or more tuning
knobs; and depending upon what mode the analyzer
was operating in, inadvertent adjustments of the wrong
tuning knob could cause severe frequency disturbances
in the instrument. This problem is eliminated in the

6

The graph of frequency tuning range versus resolution
on page 3 shows the performance of the 7Ll3 and other
instruments currently available. As is evident, the 7Ll3
represents a significant break.through in the area of
high resolution, high-frequency spectrum analysis. The
7U3 has achieved a high degree of synergism with
respect to spectral purity, resolution and drift. The
instrument is not limited by the cleanliness of its oscil·
lator system, as is so often the case with other high.
frequency analyzers. As Fig. 5 shows, the shape of the
30-Hz resolution filler is clearly defined for well over 60
dB. This performance, familiar to users of low-free
quency spectrum analyzers, is uncommon above a few
hundred megahertz and due largely to the very con·
servative 10-Hz FM specification of the 7Ll3.
Resolution is a significant feature of a spectrum
analyzer. Fig. 4 illustrates a 1476·MHz carrier, ampli.
tude modulated at 50-Hz rate with both sidebands
distinctly resolved. Fig. 6 shows the same carrier modulated at a 400-H2 rate along with residual 180-Hz linerelated modulation on the carrier source 60 dB down.
The question of how long a given stable signal will
remain on the display may be resolved by the drift
specification. Just how well the 7LI3 conforms to its 2

kHz/hr -drift specification is e\'id~nt iq fig. 7. This
time.lapse photograph,. made at hourly intervals, reveals a' total drift 'of " .kHz in {j hours wit.h 1,2 kHz
()«:url'i'ng:~n the'il.i:st :hour.
All ,of the IOr,cgoingpedormance features of the 7L13
woul<1 lose J11uch of their' impact Hthe analyzer were
not highly 'u.llmutle to illterlllodula,~iondistortion. It is·
this P~PI)CtLy which in large part de.tcrmill(.'S whether
the display 011 the an.alyier is real. ReLUfT!.ing to Fig. 5,
one oa01iCe th.at, III this Z-,tonelest ';it 1555, MHz with
5oo·Hz tone' separation, there are lil.> visible 3rd-.order
intermoclul~tion prod:Uc15.

1'0. ge,nera1, it is i.n. trume~-(,.~ like the 7 Ll3 w~~ch will
ease the burden' of loaking critical spectral measuremems. at high ·hequencies. An-d th'i~ 'abiH:ry will-set the'
direction for future in:tpi:ovemcrits 'in COlmounicatioll
equipment r)erCorman!~.

Fig. 4; l476.MHz ca.rfier modulated at 50 H~. Note full pa·

rameler readoul.

.
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FiJI'. 5. Two-lone lest at 1555 MH:r. 5how~ freedom from di$.
lorlion aloni with spectral purity and resOlutio!l' filter shape.
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Fig. 6.

147~-MH~

c.micr 1,00'?' AM modulated at a 400-Hz

ratr:.

Fig. 7. Time-lapse photo taken over a 6-hollr 'period shows
""ce1l"nt drift chM8cterisl.ics. uf the 7L13.
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AnOlher major ben fit war the redtl(,·tion of operator
error in making. mea ·uremelll.... -[ore than Qrle piece or
research hll ha<lto be redone bee-ause of Caully data due
to probe atteuuiltlQJl or uncalibrated knob setting~
going unnoticed. With (;~ T READOU , the ale
factor at the probe tip is automaticaU indicated when
the proper pr<>be i5 lIsed. An ullcalibrated khoh lletting
is denoted b disp1:lying; < or > before the reading,
e.g., <500 mV.
nd then fame a 1l13jor breakthrough in oscilloscope
cilpability. With the introduction of the 7Dl plug,in
th1l o!lciUosc::ape became il 500 Ult digita~ counter';
the CRT RE DOUT serving as thc display Cor the
coullter. Dd the scilla ope/counter C'ombination
opened the door to previou Iy diffi ult or impossible
measurement.. ror e ample, selectivclY'gated counter
measurement could now be made eil, fJy and accurately.
Another (ligi'tal plu il) added digital oltm~ter ami
temperature measuring capabilities. \ digital delay
plug-in provided.·.. digital d laying time base aDd the
ability to dela b, a selected number o( evcnts. ,pc trUl:n analy is W~lS included with reJercocc Ie cl, dB/diy,
frequency span rc oJution and other alibraled parameters all displayed by CRT READ() T.
nother significant mea urcmeDl apability was in·
trocht ed with thc Digital Pr0CC5Sing Oscilloscope. This
instrument manie the 0 'illOlicope to a ompuler or

de It-top calculator. Here-, ag;tin, CRT READOUT
pIa S it vital role in displaying the parameters of the
ignal displayed 011. the screen~ which may he cOQsiderably diffcrent from the signal fed to the osciJIoscope
input.
Getting a Word In

Tt didn't take. long for customers to voice a need Cor
pti'tting their own word in the readou.t-in{onnation
like the date, tcst nUl!lber or the engineer' name. To
accommodate the~ needli a "typewriter" plug-in was
developed. The 1MIlJ Readout Unit provides :t [ronlpanel keyboard to Write alphanumerics and a selection'
of symbols. Two ten-character word can be written on
the CRT screen, one at the LOp and one at the bottom,
in ule po ition asSociated with the ~Iected plug-in slot.

CRT READOUT In 8 Low Cost Scope
Because oC its pro en value. CRT READOUT is also
inducted in the new 5400 Serj~. a line of Jow-<:;oSt, 60
MHz, plug:i.n os ilJ~cope. Here a ain provision ~
-made to insert two ten<haracter words of your own
choke in the re,.doul via a 25-pin connector on the rear
panel of the scol>C. n optional plug-in program bQard
makes it eas to build your own words.
Summary
(;RT RJ::ADQUT h<l p'roven to be much more than
jU5l a. eonveniem:e, it is the leey that opens the door to
new measurem nts for the 0 illo ope user. Just what
the total benefit will be ICIl\ain to be det [mined.
\ e're ,till disco ering new o~ righl along.
ITc:IuIrope. January 1973, ".\
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II\caSUH'1l\ Ill, fIll' 'the

oscilloscope."

This photo waJ c1flled ~d identifi~d as
Tc t 6 U8i~g the op\ional read ut pro·
gramming board in the ~3.

The readout in this photo was programmed uy llie computeT in a Digiral
Processing Oseillo$Cop sY3tem. The duu,
ble V indic:ates.th . wa\-eIonn is the resultarlt of two. o)tag signa) 11lultiplied
together.
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J.eknique

Flexibl'e disc measurements
simplified 'by dlgitsJ del'ay
_

o jgnab frOn:l a ,...

~

f,.

,t

fkxible.djJC.3nd..i,t~

al3O(.iated circuitry can be measured
...:luting a colU/entional deb.ying sweeJ), HQ,,-evtr, jittc;r caused b): small
"p!=ed vmill:ions in the rotating disc can rilfufthe display diffi~l.\lt to in~t·
pret.iAnd when .yoq colISider iJJ.-!lJ. tHere may ~ 100.000 data ti.\f' orfll iingte
lrac:;k you can appr~ciate th~ tliMlculJY of 1000(jn~a fl':trUcular bit. T~e,7Dll
Digillfl 'iflay Plug-ojn c:asca p'lC tad:. ,.nlii~r.al)ly'.

The 7011 can. be u~d in any 7~Ser~ Ost;illoscol»C having CRT'READ.
o.UT. The- plug.in has tW!?, basic modn of oJXration. 1;'he first is1 pelayby~Tlnle moc.le. where a hig(lly ;u;curate h~tema. v1~ is the til1lCDasc from
whidi ddays are deriv~l....Djiitaj delaY5 (ropl'l()b hl<l,nosemnliS to 1. 5«004', ""
~

'.

in 100-11, iucremeu[S arc' ;tvaHahle in this lllo{l . -Po.
.b.elidial·con trolle"I,-'\.oalog dbby pi'ovide' ~m addl1ioihl
to 100 m.of c1cl.i)'pYo\.'i<lu g:tllne delay re 91utioll' up

o

LO

S~CTOA

r ns.

The eeood~llOde Q 9P ration, Delay·by-E¥euts, .i$
,the moac ,~e'te mo t jj;j.'tel'esteo ill, Iq(this app.li~jtioil.
:In this mode the 7DJ 1 punts arbitr-ary trigger events,
·{ftld: delivers aD Otllpot (,p.otifies: the delayed sweep)
.when tbe prellelected nuoiher 9£ event~· is,reached. The
unit cmcoun't events from 1 to 16.o.oo~ooo ~curriilg l(J
fates up to '50 MH"z, ~d the e'Vents e:an J,re Jie.ri~d,k
aperiodic,. alld '6rit3i~j-mLability .'i.lch a Ftter 'lltld
dJ.!ift.
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To ,,determi'tle when to , tart coun.ting the sele, tc~
number 'of c-ven,LS, we need 'to provide a J! hted syl'l·
cbronizaLia.o'puIiie LO t~u: Events Start Trigg~'r iilPI-l tof
I.he 7PILThi~,oou1d.be the origin pulse.or, perbaps, II
sector' pulse (r:l:nll, ;~he lIexible dis~ d~penlliJ1 ,~m the
Jrie'a, ureri1tn t to he made.
Now 'let'~ take 'a look at som,e measurements on the

flexib1e d'lsC .~YneQl. We wi.lL be'\~id'ng wit4 the Men~
;~.Il:c.lt·6:51Flex·ibl~ Dis!" Q.:ri~., ThIS sy rem: useS a d.is
·$pe.~d· of ~ 3?5 RPjl;<f.Dtp~nding on user requirelDeilt~,
·the. lata may be organized Oil the dis, in' mulLipl~ r: 'ords per track

(see:tor~. or.si~glcrecord IJ~

track (in-

dex) fOl:ma't. Ther.e ar~ 32· ~c~~r and 6.4 U'u kS'on the
disc. :Fig. I sho~s tJle fOIlllat'f9readH\:loeJe-,oIpperauon.
.The clo.ck fi-.equeri.c;,y \!scd. is 250, kH'Z·. Tne do<;k is

recorded ,Qn 'the hilck: along. with

the data

to penuit

acnirate readout pf datawitl1 vari~,tions in <liS<? sp-eed,
Fig. ·2 shows t.l1:e r<;:tlllionshJp b~tWeeo. the index ~nd
sector pl,l;hes. ;uri! tlleclpck. and·claf;;:l,:lJulses. The R.EAD
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Fig. 2, (b) WRITE diua timing- find si'gnal waveforms.

bead reads the c.ombineH dock anddata pu lses reconJcd
on the di c. Tl1..e.lU 0 logic amplHles. ul'l,d sepatates
cheminto two outputs: separateu- dlXk signals and
'epa rated data signal,

Signal Variations from T~~ck to Track
On~ of the problelllS en~untered hi llSlng a elise is tbe
change Ul All1lpl,itude of the :signal Oil t:he illsc as you
n:ibve ir,om,an (jitter track. ~o'~ inner I.ratk.. Fig. 3 (<I)
iii the signal from TraCk 00 ~md 3 (l~) the signal fl:b1l\
l~rae1c:. 63. The bottom waveform hI each j>liolo is the
analog sign.al fron) th~' RE D heatl; the:'top waveform
is the signal t;Ollvertell to a negativ~'goiJl~ TTL-coll\patible pulse.. You wi'll note the eyents Ilount ;s 1~47.
This indicates we have triggered the;EVENTS START
f}:Om one S~Clor pl,l~se and delayed o~1t tei permit us to
view the tart or cla La in the flex t sect.o..... -Thesl1 i ft 'of the
crain to the left in Fig. 3 (b) is duc' to' the fixed spacing
between dlC WRJTE -and. READ heads causing LIS to
'lliimore of the 1'36 bits·be"nveen. die stan of the ·se.cLor
pulse and t.he start of data 'as wemqve 'wwald the centel'
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Fig. 1. FOl1l1ats for data organir.ed fol' IDullipJe "e'llOrd per tr-a.ck
~sl::{"torl and single re,curd pe~ track (illdcx.).
.

Fig. 3 (a) The lower trace is ·raw oota from the READ head
while. reading Track 00. Upper trace is sigQaJ reconstituted
in LL-c~mpatihlc fonnal.
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.Fig. 3 (b)
Fig.

Ha)

SlJpie

Fig.: .5. \tim~ InterV3"1 from: end, of."
data in one. sector'--ta staN of· next
seetorpulse is easily vi~il.d with',::the,
7011,

signal iourcC' iu in

read fron;. To k 63.
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Fig.6f Setup foJ," making mcuurefnen,t '~is'played in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8. Setup for making meastirein Fig. 7.

~ejtt di~played

,c;r:

of tbe di~c. The sC:(up to,. liHtke this measurement is
:sht?wn in Fig. 4.
, ,Another pojnt of interest in.-the·~~y Jelll is tbe in~rva1
(tom end of data' to the s\art of the. ne~t sector. This is
iihowlY in Fig. 5.1'he upp~r trace shows ule data ending
-100 -p,.~, .from the' start of the sweep. The lower trace
showsthe.:next ~i:tor pulse startiniapprox-imately 500
JA/$ Ia.ter. The even-l,S cuunt of I()S7 'was ~Iecte<J to place
the leading edge of the sector puJse'co~enienlJyon the
venical-gratieule line. Fig. 6:shows the 170M setup for
this meastJremen'l.
The phofo in Fig. '7 shows some ul'te'resting sets of
signals jn the sytitem. There arc IOlf8data bits recorded
per seCl9J'. An events', QUnt ot io1tJ was selected so we
,:oould 'view tbe last- d;ita jn the sector and check for the
:8·bh stfubing'p~lse that would transfer the data {tom
the shift register to the conlpUlcr·tenninal. The faUowlng 'S-bit strobe pulse ttansfersrhe ,hift register to, the
next character. ,Fig. 8 shows the setup for til is display.
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Fig. +.Setup for making mealiUre...
menu liisplaYl;d iti Fig•. '3Ca) '"nd

3(1)).

Du~~

.-.

Filf. 1. An event&count of 10411 takes
us near the end of' -a sector to view,1111:
8~bit strqbe pulse '~o~4ig da~ frcim
the ,shift .regi.ter to tbe tWnlputer: ler,minal:

.Summary
These are just n few ~amples of the lise
the 7DII
Digita.l Delay unit- in maki'ng measurements in a. f1exiple, 4isc system. It provides a convenient' means'o{
lqelitiDg and'Viewing any Qf the thousands) or jn some
cases, ·milIions of bi ts o.f CIa ttf prese,n t 'inth~ d:isc syStem.
Other digital plug-illS um as -the 7Dl2' AID Converter and the 7IHD t1il.iver'Sal Couiite'rrTiml:l' are al~o
va)ua~Ie' -aids in Juaking accurate voltage and -liming
measurements in a dis<: system.
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Se-rvicing--the 46-5
portabl_e OscUI0seope
he- first thing JOll need to _kuowi'n servicing _<l..}>F<ldnct is_ how to_get the
cabiil.et -oft J'hisis Je$!) thall: ol>v1.o\) in ;lUuch of the packaging used
today. Y()v will fmd ittak~s a little longer to remove the :1,65 cabinet tpan
you)e ,LCcustQli\e.<l lQ With d~:453. :Hut there' a good reaso11. Tlle_1G&'is
pbuh.ds Iight~r than the 4~A. And, pan of the wefght redti (ien is achieved
b)' using the cabinet to lllcdkul.ica Ily strengthen the package; This l$acCOIUplisned by eXtending the t;~binel~light1y beyond the rear panel of the inSll"UI,ll('Tlt. When t.h.e re~r ring assemp.!y, wiili the feet attached, is installed and
~Igh~rrcd dow~ ii: '(lmptesses the cabinat and puJIs orphe main c~assis memo
!;Ier, st:ressiilg both.o1 them. Thh sL.res.s adds strengtlt to the pacl<age.

T

six.

The be 'tpl'oeedure for rCiIlo.viog; thecabirret L\ to Illlt the front cpver in
placersetrtlle iilstnlluent Oli the front cover and J'eniove -the six screws holding
the (.eilr ring assembly. Four of'these serve as niounting screws for 41cr<:ar
feet. 'The cabinet is d~en Ii~j pff venkally. Wh¢'n l'epr.~cillg the t:.abiiJcl on

Fig. 1. The 465 cabinp.r

i.~

re-

movlld hy -loosening six screws
on th!! rear pan"l.
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earlier instruments, take carc that the cabinet clears .
the components on the trigger-view board. In later
instrumcnts this circuitry is laid out on the trigger
board.
It wou~d be well at this point to make sure the instruction manual you are using matches the instrument you are servicing. Tektronix has always followed
thc policy of modifying the circuitry to improve perfonnance and reliability as the occasion arises. Modification information is added in the back of the manual
to keep it current with the instruments being shipped.
The Power Suppll..

When a problem area is not rcadily apparent from front
panel indications, a good place to start troubleshooting
is the power supply. Temporarily-high line voltage
sometimes causes the line fuse to blow. ·In instruments
below SN B080000, circuits powered from the +120 V
supply are protect~ from high line voltage by Q54
(QI514 in some instruments). Should the line voltage
exceed a given level, Q54 conducts placing a short
across the transformer secondary and blowing the line
fuse. When replacing the fuse you should use the specified value to prevent damage to the circuits protected
by Q54, If the line voltage in your facility tends to
J1.uctuate in the upward direction you may set the line
Range Selector Switch Bar to the high position. The
front-panel low-line light will come on should the
line voltage fall below the lower limit of the regulating
range selected.
Another problem you may encounter in the lowvoltage supply is CRI512 shorting and taking out
CI542. The cure for this is to remove CR1512. Do not
discard this diode as it can be used in a modification to
improve the high-voltage supply reliability.
The high-voltage supply is often difficult for many
of us to troublemoot. Here are some hints on servicing
these circuits in the 465. The first step is to isolatc the
problem area. There are three major areas of concern:
the high.voltage oscillator and DCerror amplifier, the
over.voltage protection circuit, and the secondary load
indu4ing the CRT and the high-voltage multiplier.
By disconnecting the appropriate circuit the high voltage should come ,up. Try the following sequence:
I. Remove the CRT socket - this eliminates the
CRT.
2. Disconnect CR1412-this eliminates thc over·voltage protection circuit.
!, Remove QI416 and place an 820 0 to I ko resistor
between the collector and emitter pins. This
allows;:::: 8 rna of tum-on bias current to start the
oscillator. If this does nothing, replace C1416 and
C1419. (C1419 should be replaced anytime the
high-voltage oscillator Q1418 is shorted.)
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If at this point the high-voltage reading at TP142! is .
:::::::-400 volts, the high-voltage multiplier is most likely
defective. In newer instruments this can be quickly
checked by lifting the dummy resistor that connect! the
multiplier ground. Arcing from this point to adjacent
circuitry sometimes occurs when this ground strap is
lifted. For earlier instruments you will have to remove
the vertical preamp board and the multiplier cover to
get to the high·voltage transformer and multiplier con·
nection. Lilt the transfonner lead and CR1421 from
the mounting post on the multiplier, connect them
together and dress them away from the mounting post
to prevent arcing across. If the negative high-vol tage
supply comes up now, the multiplier is defective. A defective multiplier will also sometimes cause high-voltage fuse Fl419 to blow.

Another condition that can effect the high voltage is
leakage in diodes CR1482, CR148!, CRI487 orCR1488.
These are in the CRT grid bias supply and can tum
the beam on hard or turn it off so you have no intensity.
Another point to check is pin 12 on the CRT; this
should be +150 V. Leakage in CI427 may pull this
point down in some instruments between SN B080000
and BI80000.
Check to see whether R1427, which parallels C1427,
has a zener diode in parallel with it. If not, your instru·
ment doesn't have the high-voltage reliability modification and it should be installed. It consists of adding or
changing just four components:
I. CRI476 located near Q1474 should be replaced
by CRl512 which you removed from the lowvoltage supply.
2. AO.I /<,F, 200 V capacitor should be added from the
cathode of CRI476 to ground.
8. A 180 V zener, Tektronix part number 152-028900, should be paralleled with R1427 with the
cathode to ground.
4. Lift the cathode end of CR1427 and add a 1.8 kn.
Y4 W, 5% rcsistor between the cathode and the
point to which it was soldered on the circuit board.
This completes the modification.
The Sweep Circuit

The sweep circuit contains several feedback circuits
and is difficult to troubleshoot unless you break the
feedback loop. A convenient means of doing this is to
puJl the Disconnect Amplifier, Q1024. This causes
one sweep to be generated and often provides a rapid
clue as to what portion of the circuitry is in trouble.
The horizontal amplifier circuitry is push.pull and
can be checked by the usual method of shorting the
two sides by means of a jumper. Another useful tech·
nique is to swap transistors in each nage and see if
the problem changes sides accordingly.

Fig. 2. A pOrtion Pf 'the irited'~ce 'board ihowjfiS locallonof
,the ,high .voltage,lnult'lplmr ground ~traP' and. other componentll,:,
"

-

The VertIcal AmpUfier
If, you flave occasion to service everal ~65's you ma,Y
note 'that s(JlJuLun"iLs have an integrated cirellit output
antplifiCl: whilri ;.othcr,s use di~te cqll1<ponentS. The
front plInel B:E.AM :F1NDER CQntTof prQvl<ies a rapkl.
m.eans· of detec;ting t o,\Il?le ,in 'this dre~litl)/~Pressjrrg
the J3EA.M Ff :OER buttOn sHpuld :bring the tr.ace 00screen vetticany'~ ICit doeso'tt, look for the .problem in
,the output aJ11plifiei' circuitry.

M'oving to the pr~amp,one qf ~hc.,mp(e elusive pro!?'
,lems 'You :.llIay ent.o'Um~r is '11-11 interm.ittent ,col;l~a9t,
between 'trilnsist"Ol:S and lJleij; sockets. 'Wh.,tt usually
happens, is tbe -wansislOl' is ~ulle<l. from the sOde,t,
.te ted and· found to be O.K. Wllen die transistor is
pot back into· the ~,ock,~t~ th~ pt9h~elh disappears.
Tjle ~allic cause~eJ1l to be a t~9deJH:Y ~or the :<;O!ltjletS'
to' "wick ,up" rbshl alld. sQlde't duriIl-g th¢. autQmatic
'flow S'olderiog,prc.K:ess A c1l;lllgeha~ beeh made in bi~ll)
u(aeturing l)rocedut.~s to overcome this, tci:Jdtmcy.lf
_you suspect tbat~otl have \his problem, you can d~iiil'
the ock.et w}Jti jsopropyl a:lcphol, using a wire (0
loosen. tli~ rosi~ ihside. A camel h~ir br.ush works best
'itt applying' ,L1,le is(Jpn~pyi an4..a :yringe i~ pandy 'fo;
blowing out dirt ','Partic\~s"
.

Another question often .. sked isliow.. (() get d\c tran1ii$~r pairs ,u ed in the prcaJ,lln,- prope.I)Y 1H0IJ.Uled in
their heat sinks. The e_a:si~~t way .i,~ to' first .inse.rt tlle
u"ansistor,i, ii), their sockers and then Sl\i> the ,heat .$lnk

'loosely o.v-et: theni, Next, extract the transistors aild
heat sink together by gripping the'heat sink firm"ly wilh
It pair of plie!:~. itnd' pulling. Continue t(l lw1d:'(jrm1y
with the pliers whi Ie '~lg-J1tening the screw i~l ~be J:tcat,
sink, Then reins<''Tt the .transist~ts in their s9,(:k~ts.,

,.r~g. 3.

A' J?Ortion 9.1 th~; intetfllte boiLtd 1howing the
oltage reliabilit)i :modiJiJ:ation i;Utalle<l.

fUg,h'-

c-ompensation. capadto~ ha:vea spring that prOVides
tension. When niaking theadju$lJilent it wi~ help ,to'
".rock it,in" to removhhe torqlleportion,cif ilie~piing,
tension. Just oversllool the desired &etting' a little aJld
then back o~ to the ,p.roper P~int.
~ech8nlc81 Con.'d.(8tf~n,

compon'ents tlsed'in the 465 Is [he,
s'iVli:cl1developed b.y TektiOnix. These are relatively'trouble-free but ,&c.asionaUy ,requiTe cleaning
·of the C(>ntac(s, lsopropyl'can be used for chi,S purpose.
Here ag;jin you wi,il find a came111ai.r br~1,!!h ha~dy.
Do not use-cotton ,swabs as they arc prone (tt s~ag ,on
COl'1tl1ct~, damaging, them.
O~ICf.: of ,th~uniqlJe

caUl

Speti!'iJ ca,re iii needt.'dwb~n, w.orking on th~ ve.nicai'
a~tenu"tor <Jlm switches, The' polyphen~'Jene oxide
boards are britrleand easiJ)' damaged by using 166
much r6rc~w.hen.tight~i1iug the screw.~ h(»)ding the cam
.swit~,h. Two 'fing~,t': 'on tIte ,scrcwdrive,r will provide
,euoqg:h torql.tc. Tllcse boards lJlso arc casiiy (hu:n;'l~ed
-by heat so' when sd,ldeNng 011 them. lise a ltilla,ir ij-cm
and ,get on and olF quil';:ldy:
,ele~nlng Ihelllstrument

The same procedures and,rilaterials wietT co dean other
Tek.tronix in;i.lJ::urllent,~ elt-n be used' for tlle 4'65. For
washing the ~p:tire in.s.lrt·nr-Ient -a ~ ution ~f one part
Kelile to twenty F~tt W:JteT can be ulled. FO.l'spot clean·
ing, el\'l)eciaUy ,hi' :the ilrea q( the verlka) attenua,tor
bOilFds-,yousnoulO 'lise isopi'opy1a1cohoJ. Carbon-based
solvents
daJ'llage the polyphellylene oxide' boards
llS~cl (or the al,..~en:uat\)r!;; This ·is also impon:mt to keep
in mind when lIsing . pray c-Oci}nnl:> in th,ili·are~ .

wm

While \v lie in the preamp a.e~~, another',condition
'soinet-lmes ou'urs that ~ppe,H'S t-o be drift in thevenical
(lHcnuator-compens;uion. In mQst cases this resul~ hom
the technique used in making the adjuslmem. The
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INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

!l60 Indicator. 126 Power Supply with cab·
inet. $145. Robert Kaplan, Eoasco Services
Inc.• 2 Rector St., New York, NY 10006.
(212) M4-4400.

549, IAI. Maurice Bruneau, Nashua Corp.,
44 Franklin St.• Nashua, NH O!l060. (603)
8811-7711, Ext. 506.

C-27R Camera, Polaroid roll film back and
bezel. Good condition. $1175. (2011) 8488614 after 7:00 P.M.

549, $1000. Mike Surratt, OECO Corp.• 712
S.E. Hawthorne, Portland, OR 97214. (5011)
2112-0161, Ext. M9.

546 (2), like new, $1250 ea.; 5411 w/CA,
$750. Consider good cash oller. Ivan Sundstrom, 695 E: 411rd, Eugene, OR 97405. (5011)
686-21180 evenings, weekends.

!l17, (2) 1121A's. Lindsay Acuff, Cleveland
Electric Co.• 557 Marietta St. I N.W., Atlanta,
GA. !IOlllll. (404) 524-8422.
4114 w/ cart and accessories, unused. Roy Mad·
ison. 1606 18th Ave., PO Box 1088. Tusca·
loosa, AL !l5401. (205) M5-2990.
4511A MODI27C in mint condition. $1750.
Charles Boster. Box 2!176. Apt. H-20!l, 635
Baker St., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. (714)
557·0792.
45!1. three years old, $1250. Fred Lindsey,
Vallejo, CA. After 5:00 PM. (707) 644-70!l7.
50!l, good condition. $200. Ray Lefebrve,
Electrical Eng., Louisiana State Univ.• Baton
Rouge. LA 708011. (504) 1188-5241.
514D (7). 514AD, 51 lAD, 531 fair condition.
Best offer. W. A. McConnell, Dutchess Com·
munity College. Poughkeepsie, NY 12601.
(914) 471·4500, Ext. 268.
517. less power supply. Will trade for 5110/
540 Series vertical plug-in. Dr. Shuster, Box
UI25, University of Conn., Storrs, Conn.
06268.
517A w/power supply, no cables. As is $U15,
Type B plug.in, 122 preamp, 280 trigger. E.C.
Fether, 87111 Marble Dr.. EI Paso, TX
79904. (915) 755·0226.
527 Waveform Monitor, MODI!l2. Thomas
O'Brien, 2194 Coker Ave., Charleston, SC
2M12. (8011) 556-8824 (home), (8011) 792·
!lO!lO (business).
531A, $400; 51111, $450; B, $50; CA, $165.
Exc. condition. Kurt Dinsmore. Box 67,
Richardson, TX 75080. (214) 271-2431 or
(214) 2!18·0591, evenings.
543B, IA2 plug·in, good condo $800 or best
offer. Pat Young, (415) 654·6855.
545A w/cart, 2 ea. Best offer. Neria Yomtoubian, Master Specialties, 1640 Monrovia,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627. (714) 642-2427, Ext.
218.
545A, RM liSA. IAI, CA and two ea. 54I's.
Howard Baugh, Wyle Computer Products,
Inc.• 128 Maryland St.• EI Segundo, CA. (2111)
678-4251.
547, IAI, lAS, like new, best offer. Paul
Fincik, Automation Sys•• Inc., 70111 Mar·
celie St., Paramount, CA 907211. (2111) 6H·
5810.

56IA/SA75/2B67, like new. Jack Gerylo.
5707 Santa Fe St., San Diego, CA 92109.
(714) 45!1·4013.
661'5T4/4SI, clean, like new. Want Collins
!lOS linear or equiv. dollar value. Ed Valentine, Top-O-Hill Rd., Wappingers Falls.
NY 12590. (914) 297-3461.
661/4SI/5TI, excellent condo Sell or trade
for real time scope around 10 MHz. George
Capasso, 25 Quarry Dr., Wappingers Falls,
NY 12590. (914) 297-75!18.
3S7, !lT7 TDR plug.ins, never used. $950.
Art Eberle, Columbia Gas Systems, 1600
Dublin Rd., Columbus, OH 43212. (614)
486·3681, Ext. 461.
21167 and 3A74 to trade for lIBll or 11M and
lIA6. H. L. Beazell, 104 Key West Dr., Charlottesville. VA 22901.
202-2 Cart, $100; E Plug-in. $60. Neil Pering, 28011 Kipling, Palo Alto, CA (415) 11212714 or Walt Sonnenstuhl, 41 Moraga Way,
Orinda, CA 94563.
C-SI Camera, excellent condition. Reasonable. Mr. Sinclair, 160 E. 84th St., N.Y., NY
10028. (516) 234·0200 (days); (212) 8619862 (evenings).
549 wf1AI. Bob Schmidhammer, Metric
Data System, Rochester, NY. (716) 1125-6550.
515, good condition, $1100. Hal Greenlee, 430
Island Beach Blvd., Merritt Island, FL
112952. (305) 8511-9991 (business), 6116.0805,
(home) .
R5103N /012, three 5A24N's. Almost new.
Best offer. Maurice Asa, Box 2947, Rock·
ridge Station, Oakland, CA 94618. (415)
654·2665.
2601, 26AI, 26A2, 26GlI. John Foster, N/J
Electronics, P.O. Box 577, Laramie. WY
82071.
211 (15). Richard Strickler, Storage Technology Corp., 2270 S. 88th St., Louisville, CO
80027. (1103) 666-6581.
TELEQUIPMENT DM64, new. $1,000 or
best offer. Alpha Labs, Inc., 21 IS No. Piedras,
EI Paso, TX 799110. (915) 566·2927.

.~
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5111A / CA / D. Wayne Siebern, St. Joseph
Power &: Light, 520 Francis, St. Joseph, MO.
(816) 2118·0025.
516, excellent condition. $500. Dave Friedman. (213) 8117-!I089.
564B w/2B67, 3A6, scope cart and C27
Camera, new. Also 585A with 511/54G and
scope cart. 661 w/4S1 and 51'1 and scope
cart. Excellent condition. Chemistry Dept.,
Univ. of Bridgeport. (2011) 1184·071 I, Ext.
1182.
(3) 51011·s. $450 ea. or best offer. Also (3)
5BION's, (3) 5AI8N's and (I) 5A21N. Jon
Orloff, Elektros Inc.. 10500 S.W. Cascade br.,
Tigard, OR 9722!1. (5011) 620-28!1O.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
160 Power Supply in working condition.
Prof. Winthrop Smith, U46 University· of
Connecticut, Storrs, CT. (2011) 4864918.
112IA. Marvin Loftness. 115 W. 20th, Olympia, WA 98501. (206) 1157-8336.
422. 465 or any portable scope. H. O. Van
Zandt, 18 Chandelle Dr., Hampshire. IL
60140. (1112) 6811·3690.
453 or 454. S. L. Shannon, G.T.W.R.R.
Radio Shop, 105 Hampton. Battle Creek,
MI49016.
520 or 520A. Al Dodds, Applied Video Elec·
troniC'!, Inc., P.O. Box 25, Brunswiclc, OH
44212. (216) 225·4443.
555 with time bases, C-12 or C·27 Cameras.
A. C. Smith, Jr.• High Voltage Lab., Cornell
Univ.• 909 Mitchell St., Ithaca, NY 14850.
2-2A60's. Darwin Carner, General Electric,
3001 E. Lake Rd.. Erie, PA 16501. (814)
455-5466, Ext. 26115.
2A63. Roy Schreffler, BOx 5111, Knox, PA
16232.
Plug-in vertical amplifiers for TELEQUIPMENT D411 scope. Wm. A. Richards, 46
Alderwood Lane, Rochester, NY 14615.
TELEQUIPMENT D67, D85. 4511 or 422.
Also llBlI plug-in. Hal Greenlee, 4!1O Island
Beach Blvd.• Merritt Island, FL 112952. (!I05)
8M-999I (business), 6116-0805 (home).
A-2923
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A 1000 em/us storage oscilloscope

J

ust two years ago laboratory storage scopes with stored writing speeds from
100 cm/,u.s to 100 cm//-ls were imr(Kluced. The fastest of these instruments
could store single events having,. risetimc of 9 ns and 3.5 em in amplitude.
Nowa new storage scope, the TEKTRON IX 7633. moves this performan~ up
to 1000 cm/J.lS to captlll'C single dsclirnes of 3.5 ns al an 'llnplitudc of 8.5 em.
To relalc this performance LO YOllr measut'ements let's review the speed
t1t.'Cded 1'01" recording single sincw(lvcs and stcps.

Wriling speed relationships
1'0'01" sincwavcs the lIlllximullI writing speed. \NS, is mcasured in
frCl:lllcncy, f, and amplitude, A"", :IS in Equation 1,
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Fig. I. Thi. 1I0111ograph shoWI a wriling
of 1000 Ctll/p.J will display a 3.5 ns
ri.s<:timc, 5.5 em in ~lIIfllitudc and a 100
MHz sine wave of 3.2 em.
Ipe~'t1

WSN -JrIA I1I

(I)

Ws.,. -

(2)

kA.r T,

lCl"lllS

of

EqUlUioll 2 describes the lJ1:lxillll11l1 writing speed of the vertic:d edge of a
pulse ill lernlS of amplitude, A.,r. allel 10 -90% ri5ctime, T,. The value of k
ranges from 0.8 for a linearramp, to 2.2 for singlc:!)olc RC response. A k valuc
of 1,0 is ~lIitablc for typical step responses limited by a fcw poles.

A 1I01llogl'apil 01' Equations J and 2 isgi\'en in figure I. for tbe 10 MHz to
100 MHz range. NOle that it 1000 cm/iA-s stored wrilingspced can record a 100
i\HIz sine'...ave 3.2 CIIL in amplitude, 01' a 3.5 ns risctilllc of ~.5 C11l amplitudc.
from the nomograph one might say that 1000 eml,!4S is 100 !Ii Hz stOrage, 100
cm/~ is 10 MHz storage, etc. (specifically for sign:\ls 3.2 em in amplitude) .
A sinewave and slep of equall11;Lximulll speed are shown in Figlll'c 2. The
sincwave frequency is 70 MHl. and the step I'iselime of 5 ns corresponds to a
system handwidth of 70 MHz (fmlll T, - a.S5f£). The alllplitude I'atio,
l\r/A",. equals 3.5/3.2, The displayed writing speed is:

WSI\I-".I'A"
.... !I. 1'1

x 70 J\HIz X 6.'1 div x 0.45 em/di\'

-630 cm/IJ-S
Thus far we have neglened the horizontal, or lillie base, component of
speed. 1n Figure 2. where the horizontal speed is one-sixlh that of the maxi·
lll\lm vertical speed, only a 1'70 increase in speed results fl'om'inclllding the
horizontal component. J[ the time b,lse speed is doubled. to onc·third the
maximum vertical speed. thc incrcase goes up to 5%. These small corrections
1>Clmit neglecting ,he horizontal componelll for most m:tXimlllll speed
considerations.
Although sinewaves arc llollypical of sign;ds we normally record, they are
used for speed \'erific;ltion for;1 couple o[ reasons-an aCCUI,lte speed is easily
set up by selectillg frequency and amplitude; and speed through an area is
verified in a single pass since the maximull1 speed occurs lwice each cycle.

(
Fig. 2. AllUred displ:!)' of a sine wave and
step or I:<"ll1a\ m:lII:imum spe<:G. Notl': rela.
tive aillplitude.

Now that we can relate lhe writing speed of the scope to the sign;t1s it will
capture, let's look at the operation of lhe slorage en used in the 7633.

3
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The transfer Ilorage crt
Thc crlused in tht 7633 is. in principlc,:l transmissionmodulation rcading dircct-vicw SLOl'age tubc. In more
COHlmon terminology we know it as halftone transmission storage or variable persistence storage. One of the
undesirable char.lcteristics of lhe halftone transmission
storage tube is that unwritten areas of the storage
target begin to fade positive due to positive ion generation in lhe flood elcctron systcm of the tube. As a
result, aftcr a few minutes, signals can no longer be distinguished Crom the bright background.
To overcome this limitation in view timc, wc havc
:ulded another storagc t:lrgel to lhe conventional halftone storage tube (see Figure 3).1 The two targets are
called the fast target and storage target. respectively.

-

The image is first writlcn on the Cast target and is then
transferred to the storage target which. by pl"oper selection of opcrating voltage. can be operated in cither :.
variable persistence mode or a. bistable mocle. In the
bistable mode the image can be stored until you choose
to erase it.
Perhaps at this point we should clarify the use of
the terms "variable persistcnce" and "halftone." The
crt can display shadcs of gnly, but since bOlh the instrument and the crt are optimil.cd Co.' high-speed variable
persistence performance rather than multi-lanai performance. ""ariable persistence" is the marc appropriate term.
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Trading writing .peed tor view lime
Figure 4- shows some of the writing speed versus view
time trading to be made in using II given variable
persistence scope and in chOOiing II particular crt targeL
Note that a range of writing speed and view times are
available. At the highest writing speed we see !.he
sensitiyity limit where it is no longer possible to achieve
more speed by accepting less view time.
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Fig. II, The tr.U15fcr ~IOI'agc lUbe cOnlaillS two ~lorngc
targcVl to llchicve fasl writil1g ~peetls with lOll! viewing
tllllel.

WrllIng speed and view time
There is a direcl relationship between writing speed
and view time. To better underst;md this relationshjp
let' look;lt the f;lctors determining the writing speed
or a stonge crt as shown in Equation 5.

\.

(I,IT\\') (3-1)
(aV) (CIA)

"",.

,

""""

TARGET
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Where:

~"'kholty L~~
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WS is stored writing speed.

1"/TW is we current density at the target-beam
current, I.... per trace width, 'TW.
(S·l) is the net posilive electron charge for eOlch elec·
tron arrival-~econdary emis.sion yield, 8, minus
lhe arriving electron.
6 V is the minimum voltage change on die target sur·
f;lcc that results in writing for the specified area.

CIA is the capacitance or the mrget surface to the
target mesh per unit area.
For rurther discussion, the parametas aV and CIA
are combined to 6 VCIA, the dtarge sensitivity or the
target.
We noted earlier that view time is limited by the num·
ber or residual g:u atoms near the storage target, being
ionized by flood electrons and collecting on the target
surface dlarging it positive. The signal waveform
"washes out" as the background increases in bright·
ness until the sigl~l can no lon~rcr be seen. The rasler
the writing beam moves across the target, the less the
charge placed on the larget, and the more rapidly the
trace is obscured by ion activity.

Fig. 4. Craph showing wrilillg speed \'ersus \'iewing lime
ror IWO differenl storage largell.

The operating point :dong the WS and VT curve is
determined by the storage mesh yoltagc. The stor:lge
level control, a front·panel control on TEKTRONIX
variable persistcnce scopes, pcrmits you to move down
the curye by decreasing the Slorage mesh vollage, for a
longer view time as less writing speed is needed.
As the fast target curve in Figure 4 suggCSl5, it is 1>05sible to make targets with higher writing speeds. Ho.....ever, when lhis speed increa,e is a result of improved
d,arge sensitivity, the rate of positive ion charging is
increased and the view time suffers proportionately.
~111e charge sensitivities of the rast and storage tar·
gets in the 7655 crt arc 5 picocoulombs/ant and 500
picocoulombs/ant, respectively, giving the fast target
a 100: I charge sensitivity advantage. Looking at the
rast target performance in l~igure 4 we see a writing
speed aboye 1000 cm/~ can be achieved. But the view
lime is below I second - much too short for useCul
viewing. It is evident we have traded tOO much view
time for writing speed.

5

Transfer, don't trade

This is where tbe uansCer Lechnique becomes useCul.
During the 0.1 second following wavcrorm capture by
the fan target, the image is transferred [rom the [an
target, to the storage target. A gain of about 1000X in
the slOred charge image accompanies this tramfer. Now
at the hstest writingspeed of 1000 cm/p.S we have a minimum view time o[ at least 30 seconds which is more
th:m adequate (Ol' most high·speed applications.

New model, new speeds
The fastest stol'C<l writing speed of the 762!S storage
oscilloscope introduced in lllid-I972 is 100 cn/~ (200
an/p.S for Option 12). USi!lg basicall)' the same cn,
how is writing speed increased to 1000 cm/,.s? This is
accomplished wiLh two new modes of operation-reduced scan seleclion and fast variable persistence.
In the reduced scan llltx!e, the operating voltage on
the crt write gUll is incre;lscd from 1500 V :0 3000 V.
Referring to Equation 3, Jb/TW increases by aboliL
2.5X and 8-1 is higher by abollt 1.6X (or 1I LOtal incre;lSc
in speed of 'IX. 'rhe useful display area is 8 X 10 div
(.'15 cm/div) in this mode.
Operating the storage target in the [ast variable pCI"
sistence mode r.lthcr than the fan bistable mode as in
the 7625, pl'Ovjd~ :1 speed improvement o[ lX. Referring ag:lin to Equat.on 3, the I::. V of the fa~l target is
reduced by !IX due to the new operation of the storage
t.·lI'get. This is because less change is 1'e<luircd for stor·
age. and gray scale signal levels are not discarded.
Combining the reduced scali with fast variable persistence.'1 typical speed increasc of 12X is realized over
the full'sCIIIl, fllst-bistablc mode of operation.
The 7633 storage controls

To conclude Ollr discllssioJl let's consider briefly the
fl'Olll pimel contl'Ols for the 7631~ (See Figure 5) . A set
of three push bUllons selects display modes of NONSTORE, STORE and SAVE. The SAVE mode has
Lhree uscs:
I) To prcvent loss of the captured signal. Er:ue and
sweep cyd~ are locked out in this nlCxle.

2) For extended retcntion of the variable persistcllce
displays. Turning the SAVE INTENSITY down
reduces the flood electron CUI'I'cm ;lnd extcnds the
view time ill pl'Oponioll LO the reduced intcnsity.
It can be lllrlletl off fol' hOlil's 01' I'etention.
3) To set up a "Babysitting" mode which will autOmatically give Ihe above twO performances artCI':1
future event. Tlte "Uabysitting" mode is entered
by pressing the SAVE pnsh bullOll after ERASE.
Another sct of push buttons ~Iects storage modes of
FAST. VAR PERSIST and BISTABLE. Note that the
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Fig. 5. •'rolll'!Mnel controb permit' (hoia: 0( 'longe

model u)(/ opcnuing (ondilio'lj for opcimum perfOllmlllC'e
on your appliclilion.

PERSISTENCE and ERASE controls are located togethcr and provi~ion is made for peritxlic crase. This
C:\l1 bc uscd ill three ways:
I) To peritxlicall)' Cl':lSC independent o[ the number
or \~avefonns stored during the periOtI.

2) To accept one waverollll for e;tch erase period
(time base seL to single s,,' p).
~)

To erasc ;It the end of sweep (01' sweeps). The
period is :ldjusted 10 cnd during the sweep ,lI1d
the erase cycle is delaycd to the cnd of that s\\·eep.

The STORACE LEVEL cOlltrol, as mentioned previousl)'. pcrmits tiS to decrease the storage mesh vohage
for longer vicw times :IS less writing speed is needed.
The VAST LEVEL CENTER adjustmcnt is pl'Ovided
to separately ;uljust thc fast mesh voltage for thc de·
sired tracking of the STORACE LEVEL on the two
meshes.
The REDUCED SC,\N switch operates independenl
of the display and storage mod~ and permits choosing
full·scan operation when the hlst 4X writing speed in·
crease is not needed. It is also cOfwenient to set up the
reduced scan display in nonstore before going to storage
operation.
All olthe 7000 Series advantages

In addition to high·speed versatile stol':lge. the 763~
offers all of the advantages of Ihe 7000-Scl'ies Oscilloscopes. Crt readout is standard equipmellt and )'OU
~all select fl'01l1 30 differcnt 7000·Scl'ics plug·ins to
"custom t:lilor" the instrument to your job anti expand
its cilpabilities :IS the necd arises.@
AcknoWledgments
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Using your
oscilloscope
probe

This is Ilu: first of a two-part article which d iSCllSSCS oscilloscope probes, what
happens when yOll attach them to ),our circuits, ;md some of the :ldVanl:lges
offered by active probes and CUI'rent probes. Part 1deals \",ilh the type of probe
familiar to most of lis-the passive voltage probe.

PART I The passive voltage probe

S

eeing is believing. Or is it? No doubt thcl"C !l;lve
been tillles when the signal )'ou viewed on your
oscilloscope didn't measure up 10 what you expected.
After thoroughly checking out your circuitry you
turned a suspicious qc 011 !.he scope-but did you HOp
10 consider the probe?
The function of the ideal probe is to couple tllC signal
of interest to the oscilloscope withom affecting the
signal source or the 5ignal wa\·eshape. As is often the
case, the ideal probe for every measurement doesn't
exist. Ho.....ever, a knowledge of probe characteristics
and how they affect the circuit under test will help )'OU
approach the ideal for your particular appli~tion.
The passive pro~ is. Ill' far, the most common type in
use today and provides the greate t convenience Cor
~neral purpose work. It is also the least expensive. The
tenll "passive" is ll$Cd to distinguish this type oC probe:
Crom one that uses active devices, such as FETs, to
achieve high input impedance and low input capacitance, even in a JX mode.

'5'0
&OV

8

.100A
300HZ

Passive pro~ come in a variety oC sizes and shapes,
with differing characteristics. The typical probe consisu oC a probe assembly, a ground lead and a shielded
cable equipped with a suitable connector for the oscilloscope input. T\'fost probes [eatlll'C interchangeable tips
and ground leads CO!' easy connection to various test
points. A unique fealUre oC most Tektronix probes is
the TekU'onix-patented coaxial (able with a resistancewire center conductor. This disuibmed resistance suppresses ringing due to the mismatch between the cable
and its terminations, when viewing Cast pu~ on wideband oscilloscopes.

(

Probes load the circuit
Low and medium frequency oscilloscope inputs arc
usu:llly olle megohm shunted b) 8 to 50 pI" oC CApacitance. lI.hny inslrurnents with bandpass above 200 MHz
have a 50-ohm input impedance and some have both a
50-0bm and one-megohm input.

When the scope is applied to the circuit under test,
the input capaciml1ce and resistance loads the circuit
and may ,liter the signal to be viewcd, Somctimes, the
loading allers the operation of tile circuit itself, These
loading effccts elm be minimized by using an appropriate probe. Jf the signal amplitudc permits, an attenualai' probe can be lIsed, reducint: both dc loading ,md
capacitive loading. Figure I shows a schematic representation of an attenuator probe and oscilloscope input.
The probe and scope input ~entially form an RC
divider. Since R 1 C 1 must equal R, Cz Cor equal attenuation at all frcquencies, we can sec that as R, increases,
C 1 must decreot5C. Thus. Ihe capaciwnce at the probe tip
can be reduced by going to higher valucs or alteflUalion.
COllllllOli probe altCllu:nions art XIO and XIOO, with
sollle probes having provision to ,witch between X 1 and
X 10. Others have I>lug-on otltenuators covering a wide
range of auenuation {rom X I 10 X 100.
Now, juS[ what changes occur when we altach a
probe. how will these changes affecl the signal, and can
we detennine the desired infonnalion Crom the display?
One of Ihe prim:lry considerations in detemlining what
the probe will do to the signal ,md circuit under lCSt, ill
the impedance o[ the sigllal source. In modern circuitry
source resistance varies from a I'nlction 01' an ohm to
greater lhan hundl'eds oC Ito and source capacitance
Cram I pF to grealCI' than 100 p}". To mil\imize probe
100Iding effects, a low impedance test point should be
selected for viewing when possible.
1''''''0 types of signals should be considered when dealing with probe loading effects: <I> pulse 01' step-Cunclion sources dealing with amplitude, risetime (t.,) and
transiellt response; and (2) sine wave sources conCCl11cd
with amplitude and phase relationship distortion.

(
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Measuring pulse Ilgnals
Let's consider what happens to a typical pulse signal
source (Figure 2 (a) when we apply a probe. Jf the
generator had a I, of 0, the output t,.1 ""ould be limited
by the integr.llioll network of R, and C. and would be
equal to 2.2 R.C., or 8.8 ns. Jf a typical passive probe,
such as the 1'60S38 (lOX, 9.S pf, 10 Mn) is used to measure this signal, the probes' input capacitancc and resist·
ance are added to Ihe circuit (Figure 2 (b)) . Since Rp is
»R.. R p may be disregarded. Using the risetime for·
mula, 2.2 R, (C,+<;,). the circuit ri.setime, trt J>e(:omes
U ns. The loading effect of the P60S'sB to this signal
source is the percentage change in risctime:
~l-~I

"'OM;-

sC.oPE ~

fig. I. T)piall lOX

'''''"and scope inpul.

IIltCnlllllOf

l'Ul$f IO!JflCf

ISns-8.8ns

-48%
8.8 os
The pen::elllage change that results from adding a passive probe to thll pulse source i.s directl~ related to the
capacitance added. The calculation to detennine the
alllount of change in risctime would be:
9.5 pI'
- XIOO---18%
C,
20 pF
This is a valid approach if the probe resistance, R.,. is
large when coml)ared to the source resistance.
Now lel's see what happens if we usc :II pro~ such as
the P6048 (lOX, 1 pF, I kO) to meMure this same signal
source. In this instance R p is not ten times greater lhan
R, :md lIlust bc considered. R p and R.. form a de di·
vider, reducing the amplitude :lnd modifying the source
imped:met. Usil1g Thevenin's theorem a new gencrator
source voltage and a lIew source resistance (Figure 2(c))
is calculaled resulting in: t,1 - 2.2 B.., (C,+C p ) -7.7 ns.
NOle that in relating this riSClime lO the riselime o(
Figure 2 (a), Olll' original circuit, the P6048 caused a
change from S.tlns to 7.7 os. The perCelll:lge of challgc
is less lhan Ihat causcd by the P6053B.
7.7 ns - 8.8 ns
I'en;cntchal'lgcXIOO--12%
8.8 ns
Jt is illlercslillg to llote tlt:lt rather than degrading lhe
sign:lI by slowing the risetimc, the probe modified the
source resistance and decreased lhe risctime making il
faster t!l:m it should be. But take a look al the output
amplitude; it hat been decreased LO 83.11% o( the value
withoul the probe, due La the voltage diVIder formed by
Rp and R,. In the firsl example, there was no change
ill the signal source amplitude when the probe was
applied.
And so we ee that the choice o( probe depends to a
large extent on \\'hich signal parameter we desire to
measure. Low capacitance is desirable when measuring
risctime. but high resistance is more important when
measuring amplitude. Choosing a low impedance tCst
point is desirable for both risctime and amplitude
measurements.
--XlOO-
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Mealurlng line wave signals
Now let's consider the effects of using the same probes
and the 5o,me source resistance and capacitance, ,\'ith
the generator supplying sine waves rather than pulses,
Here we will be concerned with ampliludc changes and
phase relationships.
We should keep in mind that the specified probe
input capacitance and resistance, e.g., 10 MO and 10 pF,
were measured at dc 01' low frequency « I MHz). Howeyez:. a signal Crequency increases. the equivalent probe
input impedance changes. Figure 4 shows ho"" the
input X, and Rp of the P60538 I)robc change with
frequency.
Let's assume a $(JUl'ce Irequency of 10 MHz and a
generator Yoltage of onc volt, ,md sec what the source
output vollage will be beIore any probe is applied (Figure 3 (a» . We see thal Eo., of the source only, is 97% of
the gene..... tor volt.'\gc_ Now let's apply the PG053B
(lOX, 9.5 pF, 10 Mn) probe and see the effect on the
source voltage. (Set Figure 3 (b» . From ue graph in
Figure 4 we find that R, is 40 kn and X, is 1.7 kn. Since
It" is »R" it can be disregarded in the C:llculations_ X,
is in parallel with X, giving us a total reactance, X. h of
545 n. From Figure 3 (b) we sec lhal Wilh lhe P6051H)
applied, lhe source output voltage haS decreased to ~H%
of Ihe genel'awr voltage. This represents a.3% change
from the unloaded iourec output voltage.
ow let's see what happens to the source voltage
when we aJ)ply the P60'18 (lOX, I pF, I kO) probe. (Sec
Figure 3 (c) ) . Since ~ is I ko and < lOR.. ,,'C must consider it in our calculations as in the case of the pulse
signal source. X, is 16 kO and in parallel with X, resulting in Xci or 760n. We fmd that \\'ith the 1)6048 applied.
the sonrce outpUt volt,lge is 81 % o( lhe generator voltage, for a change of J 6% from the llnlo~ded source
voltage.
Comparing Figures 2 (b) and (c) with Figures .!l (b)
and (c), we can see that for risetime measurements, the
low-capadtancc: P0018 yields better accuracy than the
1~5S8, while for sine ""a"c amplitude m:asurements
the de loading of lhc P6048 causes a larger error chan
the capacitive loadlllg of the )()053n. Note IromFigure
2 (c) thilt lhe P60'18111s0 causes a substantial amplitude
error.
Phase relationships

Since most attenuator probes h:lve a capacitive clement
it is e\'idelllihat the probe will introduce phase shift in
the signal being viewed. Source impedance is an important facior in determining the amount of phase shift
that occurs. For example, consider an amplifier driven
from a JO l','rHz, 50 0 source and h:,,'ing aT. output iml)C«ance of 2 kO. (See Figure 5 (a»). Let's look at Ihe
input and output using two 10 ,."'0, 10 pF probes. Re-
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(erring to Figures 5 (b) and (C) we sec there is a difference in phase or about 49° due to the impedance
difference in Ihe points being measured.
Now lct's look at the same two points using two I kO,
I pI" probes. (See Figures 5 (d) and (e)). The phase
dilferencc has been rcduced to about 2°. However, the
I 1:.0 probe causes a 67% signal loss due. 10 resistive load·
ing. Depending on the application, it may be desirable
to select a probe which offers it beller compromise ~
t.....een phase shift and signal loss, or we may use a differem probe for the rcspecti\'c measurements.
Summing It up
FI'Olll this brief diS(ussion we cjln see that what seemed
:t relatively unimpon:tnt part o[ our measurement system, actually deLel'lIlines to a lilrge extent what we see
displayed on our oscilloscope screen. All probes do not
have the same effect on the signal. And one probe is not
the ideal for all measuremenl'$.
Hel'e are some general rules we can follow to make
better measurements when using a probe:
I. AI.....ays check Ihe probe compensation on the oscil·
loscope being used to make the measurement.
2. Choose the lo.....est impedance tCSt point possible
to view the signal.
3. When making risetime measuremcnu:
a. Choose:t probe with Rand C as low as possible.
b. Scope and probe risctime should be short relati\'e to the signal risetime.
c. Observcd risetime is approximatel)' cqual to
the square root of lhe slim of the squares of all
the risetimes in the system. These risctimes include lhe rise lime of the signal source, the specified probe risetillu:, the spet.ified scope risetimc,
and lhe calculated risclime of the scope/probe
illpulsyStell1, including the effect of the source.
impedance.
4. When making amplitude measurements:
a. For sine wave measuremenlS, choose a probe
"'hich has thc highest input impedance at the
frequency of interest. Remember, loading error
changes with frec:(ueney.
b. For pulse measurements, choose a probe which
has a large input resistance relative to the
somce impedance. Input C is or no COllCel'll if
pulse duration is aoom five times longer than
the input Re.
In the second part or this series we will discu active
probes and current-measuring probes. While not a'
widely used as the passive voluge probe, they provide a
vOlluable extension to the signal measuring capabilities
of your oscilloscope. &
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Teknique
Bob Beville

Triggering the
oscilloscope from
logic signals

T

he triggering circuits of conventional oscilloscopes
leave much to be desired when auempting to :tna·
Iyze logic signals. While the dual triggering afforded by
delaying sw~p operation permits you to view long
pulse trains in delail, it doesn't fully meet the needs
associated with making digital measurements.
Logic designers \\'jll recall that in designing digital
circuits it is rOlltlnely necessary to construct (mille
pulses, index pulses or other event·signifying markcT'$ to
initiate specific circuit fUllctions. These signals llwke
ideal trigger points for the test osciIlOS(0I)C and are
often made available for that purpose. Sometimcs spe·

input and output indicators. A 5G-ohm 1l'L output
penniu cascading up to four 821', to achieve 3 word
length of 16 bits. Strobing ability is included. And a
front·panel switch changes the function or the unit from
word recogniler to that of logic driver.
Serving mostly as an AND gate, the 821 has four
color-coded input probe lead5 for connecting to the
desired logic points, The Word Selector switches, one
for each input, select the logic level: positive TRUE
(I), negative TRUE (0) 01' an off position labelled
"X" for 'don't-care' situations or applications requiring
less than four inputs. The output of the 821 is a TRUE
TTL level at 50 ohms, ideal Jor externally triggcring
an oscilloscotlC,
As ...... ith any AND gate, the 821 omput remains
TRUE for as long as the inl)lJts comply with the selected switdl pattern. The leading edgc is the triggering
edge in most cases, The output will fall following the
first input that disables the AND gate. indicating the
ANI) function is over. This is useful in some applica'
lions. For example, in [l 1-bil binary counter, the only
unique trigger! normally available are al the count of 8
01' 16 (carry). With the 821, a tl'igger can be dCl'ived on
each of the counter St:ttcs. See Figure I.

cial lfigger.trap circuits arc designed into the equip.
ment expressly 10 facilitate servicing. Fic:ld engineen
strvicing a piece of malfunctioning digital machiner)'
resort to luch items as extender cards, latch cards and
word-recognition circuits to construCt a "trigger trap"
near, in time, to the point they wish to observe.
One of the techniques used in troubleshooting digital
circuitry is appropriately called "babysitting." This
usually employs Ihe single·sweep fealllre of an oscillo·
scope to indicate, circuit block by circuit block, thnlthe
equipment is futlclioning 10 that point, Jt is a lime-con·
suming procedure and yields marginal information.
Another teChnique, equally time·consuming, involvcs
single-stepping the madline dock and recording the
status of input :lI\d output functions.
Such needs and techniques as these have led digital
designers and service pe:rsonnel to request digital triggcring features on their OICilloscopel- features that
accommodate the many special problems of digital designing and troubleshooting.
A Better Way
The new TEKTRON~X 821 Word Recognizer is de·
signed to meet just such needs when working with
Transistor·TransiSlor logic (ITL), It i5 a small in·
SLrument powered from the probe-power outlets of thc
7000 Series, 175 or 185 OscilloKOpes, or flve·volt logic
SUI)plies. The 821 contains a four·input AND gate. a
babysitter flip-nap, and light--emitting diode (LED)
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Expanded bit capability

Since the output is TTL comp:llilJle, 821's call behave
as TTL C0I11ponCr1ts if desired. An 821 lhell, C;11l be used
to drive ;mother 821. Should all applic;ltion requiring
more than fout· inpuLS arise, such :IS on tape readers,
printers, teletypes, terminals or other byLC-orienu:d mao
chinery, the ability of one 821 to enable another would
be useful. An inpm called EXPANDER INPUT is provided for this mode. When this input is left discollnected or driven TRUE by a positive TTL level from

another 821 or oLlIel- 'l~-L logic, the AND funcliOt1 i~
enabled. This is valuable in constructing the 8-inpul
AND gate. The output of the first 821 provides the enabling signal to the second 821, provided the first 821
performs its pOl'lion of the eight-bit AND fUllction,
This configuration is useful in triggering on control
ch;tractcl's, escape characters, End of Ulock, or any
ASCIJ chanlcter that is set into the Word Seleclor
switches. See Figul'c 2.

~
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Fig. 2. Two 821's connected in
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collfiguralioll perron" all dght-inpl11 !rigger
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The stalus Indicators

latch on to the affirmative

Activity on the output of lhe Word Recognizer is shown
on the front panel by an LED indicating the OCCUITence
of the selected word. The LED remains on if the input
word is quiescentl}' at the word bdng recognized.

A fea(Ur~ to as!iist troubleshooting techniques sudl as
"babysitting" monitoring and single·dock-singl~·in.
struction operation iii the WORD LATCH. In this
mode the output of the 821 (and its LED indicator)
will go TRUE if the expected word comes and sets a
nip-flop inrernal to the 821. figure 4 illustrates this
application,

The logic statcs of each inl)ut is indicated by LEDs
above the respective Word Selector switches. Each
input, through a buffer, is applied to a bi;table latch.
The status-indicator LEDs are connected to the latch
outputs and normally follow the input levels. Dynamic
inpuu are indicated by the flashing on and off of
these LEOs, Static conditiOllS are displayed, as are sequenced conditions such as those experienced when
operating digital equipmellt in single·clock-singlc-in·
SlrUClion mode. The 821 can also acquire data prescnted
in parallel format. In this mode, the STROBE INPUT,
with suitable choice of strobe po);lritl', can be driven to
capture and store llle input's status. See Figure S.
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Using the WORD LATCH in conjunction with the
EXPANDER INPUT the 821 becomes a multipoint
condition indicator, An 821, in conventional WORD
mode, enabling another 821 in WORD Lt\.TCH mode,
becomes <In a·input latch, Two 821's in WORD
LATCH mode, cach applied to the same lour points,
one enabling the secol1d, can indicate if one four·bit
word preceded ,mother.
Mealurlng time between non-adjacent words

Occasionally we find it useful to measure the time dura·
tion between twO non-adjacent words or timing points,
The WORD U\ TCfI RESET feature is applicable
here. As ilIu51rated in f'igure 5, the WORD LATCH
would be set by the first word. A second 821. outputting
on the second word. is applied to the WORD LATCH
RESET of the first. The WORD LATCH outpUt waveform then will ~ set from the time of the first word
until the second. This wavdonn can then be observed
on a scope or applied to a universal counter in Time
Interval mode. A push bulton is provided for manually
resetting the I:ltch.
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Fig-a. III a ,(.ala SIrl':lRI, Ihe info"m:l.lioll Oil four l:nes may
be Slrobc:tl inlo Ihe St~IU' Indicator uuchea a(ler l"'f actil'e
edge of Ihe sHobe: .igul.

fiS' -4. All 821 ill WORD I.J\TCfl l:lodes M'IS anti remaillS
the desired word,

let Olla: it recoglli'teS
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Display the negative

Yet another mode of the Word Recognizer is the ability
to be strobed to detentline if the word present on the
inputs is the desil'ed word or not. This is useful whcn
the desired word, a knowll patlern of bits, is subject to
occasional faultillgor dropouts. WIlcn the word pattern
is good, the circllit must not be misbehaving, hence
there is no object in triggering a scope to observe good
infOl'lnation. Thc STROBED WORD (not WORD)
fUllction, in effect, intcrl'Ogatcs the AND gate and dc·
lermines at the strobe time if the inputs have indeed
AND'd and conform to Lhe patlcl'I\ of bits set by the
'Nord Selector switches. On the outcome of this decision: "Do the inputs nnd Word SelcctOl' switches mismatch?", the 821 output will go TRUJ;: signifying "YES,
they do mismatch" or rem,lin FALSE, indicating a
match W;IS fOllnd, This configuration will be useful
around SeelOI" preamble decoders and similar READ
oriented circuits. Also maHnnctions of. circuits being
subjected to temperature 01" power supply tolerancing
can be observed in this mooe,
Again, the expansion mode for strobing more than
four inputs is applicable, Jt is required that only the
last82J be placed in the STROBED WORD mode and
is thc only OIlC that need be strobed, Th~ 821'5 before it
are in the collvelllional WORD mode because 01' the
'p:'lSS it on' naturc of the expansion configuration, This
application is shown in Figure 6,

~~
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Summary

Sorne problems and methods of troubl€sllooting digit'll
cirCllits have been discussed. The success of some tech·
niques rC<lllirc the ;lbility LO contrive the proper lfiggel·
signal in or'der to look closely at the problem. A fcw
applications using the 821 Word Recognizcr to construct a more desirable trigger wcrc described. The
821 should help solve untold numbers of triggcring
problems and speed isolation of the actual equipment
lllalfunction,
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The 821 as a logic driver

Thus [ar we have discussed Lhe 82 I as a word recognizer,
SWltched into the DR1VE mode, the input probes of the
821 become outputs capflblc of driving up to six TTL
loads each, This is llseful in siluations where inputs arc
to be manually stepped t.hrough their logic tnlth tables.
The Word Selector switches determine the levcls of the
driving Olllputs, I for HIGH or TRUE, 0 for LOW or
FALSI::. The 'don't care' (X) position opens that particulnr probe line. The LED status indicators, as do
the Word Selector Switches. show the word chosell.
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The 821 C;\tl serve as marc than just;\ source fol' ex·
tCI'llll11)' ll'iggcring scopes. Other applications attendanL
to, or independent of, triggering a scope sweep arc:
deriving Ihe EVENTS START signal for 7D11 Digit.1I
Delay 01' DO 501 Digital Deby plug-ins; and deriving
the START (A) or STOP (A,B) signal rOt, univers'll
counter measurements lIsing rhe 7015, DC 503. 01' DC
505 Universal Counter plug-ins,
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Servicescope
Shc:rwin FcNh;nn

Servicing the
TELEQUIPMENT 067
oscilloscope

T

he 1)67 is manufacLUred in England by Telequipment, a wholl)'-owned Tektronix, Inc. sub·
sidiary. Jt is a low<ost instrument reaturir.g dual trace.
delaying ,,,.cep operation and a band\\'idth of 25 MHz.

If )'OU are unbmiliar with the TELEQUIPMENT
line. it would be well to take a few minutcs 10 review
the front panel controls. Most of the control.!! and oper·
ating modes arc similar to those you find 011 TEKTRONIX instruments. The vertical cOllsisls of two
channels with alternate, chopped lind summing modes
and each channcl can be turned on or of[ independently
by push bUllons. Note also that yOll can select. the trig.
ger from dunnel I, channel 2 or both.
l\'loving 10 the trigger llIode section for A sweep you
will sec a couple of modes that may be unIamiliar-TV
F and TV L. These are used when "iewbg composite
video signals and permit yOll to triggcr at the f"lme rate
or the line r;lll'. When not viewing television signals the
normal mode of operation is to depress th~ iNT and +
slope bllllOllS, leaving the top thrC( bullons aLIt. Thc
LEVEL control select. the level at which triggering will
occur :lIld turning Lhe control fully counterclockwise
pul.5 you in the A TO Lriggering mode. Pulling out the
Variable Time/CM control ",ill gi\'e you a free running
sweep.
The horizontal section is comprised of A and B
sweeps. The A 5\,'eep is the main or delaying sweep,
while n sweep selves as the delayed sweep. The sweep
to be displayed is selected by two fmnt panel push but·
t0115. Wit..h hath OUlLons out, only A sweep is displayed.
The displ;lyed s....'eep can be magnified by pulling Olll
on the FINE position control. This is a 5X magnification of the cenLer two ttmimeten of the display. With
either the A illlensifled by B or U Delayed push button
depressed, you must have A s.....eep running and the n
sweep Variable Time/CM knob pulled to the NonC;lted Delay position to enable R sweep to run. (If )'ou
;u'e feeding a trigger to n sweep the variable docs nOI
have La be in the NOli-Gated Delay mode.)
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No.... that we're acquainted with the front-I,anel can·
trols, let's make ;1 quick. dll~d. of the control settings
before turning all the instnnllenl. Depress both CH I
and CH 2 push hultons to turn on both vel'Lic:d chan·
ncls and depress INT TRfC push l>uttonlOl' ch,lI1nel 1.
l\hke sure both hOl'il.Ol1tal D1SI>LJ\ \' bultons are out.
(A common misLake is to have B Delayed push button
dep~d.) Set A sweep TIME/CM La .2 ms, pull OUl
the VARIABLE knob and set the LEVEL control
counterclockwise. The I 'Ttrigger mode bUllon should
be deplUSed. Set.. t.he ASTIG, FOCUS and BRlL
LJANCE controls Lo center position and you're ready
to turn on t..he scope. You should have IWO t..races all
scl·een. If you only have OIlC trace and CH 2 positioll
control has no ell'ect, check to see that eiLher the CHOP
or ALT button is depressed. The eli 2 position can·
trol does not. function in thc SUM mode.

(

It would be helpful aL this point to apply a known
signal to thc venica.1 inpuu and dleck. out the "ariom
controls and 0pcl'aling modes. This will give yOll a
quick picture of the condition of the instrument and
often provide clues toc.ircuits that may be in trouble.

A Jook Inalde
Now JCt's take .. look inside the Dfi7 and locate the
adjustments we will be twcaking during calibraLion_
The side panels are easily taken ofT by removing the
two screws in t.he cal-rying handle and pulling the
paneh away and dowl1 [rom the instrument. Note !..hal
the traminors are mounted in sockets to facilitate sen.·
icing. The TD'IE/C~ switches for A and B sweeps are

(
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convenient "landmarks" for locating the circuitry associated with the respective sweeps and you will find
the ;l(ljUSUllCllts marked on the printed circuit board
by symbol number.
Check the power supplies
nerore slarting our calibration we should check the
power supplies. There arc three regulated supplies:
+12 V. -12 Vand +115 V. The high voltage is -1150 V
with an unregulated +8.5 kV to the anode. M~lkc sure
the voltage selectol' plug on the back of the instrument
is set to most nearly cOlTespond with t(:c actual line
voltage. Then set the power supplies to their propel'
value in the following order: +12 V, -12 V, +115 V
and -1'150 V. The +8.5 ltV should be check.ed but does
not have an adjusllllent. Ripple on the low voltage
supplies should be less than 10 mV and should be
checked with the A sweep TIM E/CM control ill EXT
X position.

Fig J. TypiClI
IHOI><:l'Iy

'~;lyerorm ill

TPllN when Rill

~1l(1

R33 arc

a(ljll~lC(l.

A frlgger set up
Since the triggering must be working properly to calibrate the rest of tbe instrument, it should be set tiP first.
Set the D67 controls as follows:

A TIME/DJV toEXT X
B TJrvlE/DJV La OFF

Fig. 2. Fronl·pancl

~a",roolh

OUq)Ul wilt. propcr holdolr

:ldjIlSlll1Cm.

A and H LEVEL controls to AUTO (full ccw)

All push buttollS to OUT
CH 1 and CH 2 inputs to GND
Connect a tesl oscilloscope with lOX probe to test point
12'1 located benealh the A TIME/D1V switch on
printed circuit board PC75. Sel the lest scope venic;;ll
sellsitivi ly to 5 III V/ d iv and the sweep rate lO 10 IIls/e1iv.
The adjustmenls are Rl2 ami R33 located JUSl below
the A TIME/DI V switcll. Tul'll RSB fully counLCrclockwise and sel R!2 to the approximale centcr of the l'illlge
in which an oscillation is observed on the lest scope.
(Note which direction you are tUl'Iling RI2 whcn the
oscillation appears.) J[ you want to check the oscilla·
tion, speed up the lest scope TIME/DIV ;md nOlice
the frequency is about I MHz. Reset tllC test scopc
TlME/D,IV to 10 illS. Every movement of RI2 and R,SB
should now be very slight. Turn R33 clockwise untillhc
oscillation just disappears. Turn Rl2 in the direction
lloted in parellthesis UllLil tbe oscill;ltion appears again.
Then turn R33 clockwise slightly until the oscillation
again disappears. Repeat these two steps until a tri·
angular wavefol'lU of about 20 to 10 Hz appears. Care·
fully adjust RI2 and R33 unlil the waveforlll is a
symmelrical triangle approximately 70 to 75 mV peakto-peak in amplitude and at a frequency between 20. 110
Hz. The ideal freqLlency is 30 Hz. (Sec Fig. 1)

Fig. !l. Typical MII'cform al TI'L2!i WhCll IHiZ :Hld R82
aloe propcrly adjusted.

Fig. 4. Appeal'allce of lracc while lICHing !WCCP 11 siallility
~1l0l is cau5(:d by disconnccring link

:lnd holdoff. Brighl
from Tl'I::iJl,.

l7

..
Horizontal amplifier balance
Before setting the hold off, the horizonlal amplifier
should be balanced. Set the A TIME/DIV s.....itch to
EXT X position. Connect a DC voltmeter across the
collecLOfS of TR277 and TR278 and adjust horizontal
position and FINE controls for a meter reading of O.
Now put the negative lead to ground and the positive
lead to the collettaI' of TR278 and adjust R297 for a
reading of approximately 53 V. PuJl out the FINE position control for XS horizontal gain, and center the spot
with the position comrols_ Push in "-JNE and reccmer
the spot with R292. Repeat th~ last three stcps
until there is no ~pot movement alld the amplifier is
bal:lIlced.
Seiling A holdoff time
The next step is to SCt the holdoff time. Set the A
TIME/DIV s"'itch to.5 illS and pullthc A V.'\RIABLE
control out. The variable control should be fully dockwise. Check to see that the horizontal FINE control is
pushed in. You should now have a free-running tract
on screen. Adjust RI09 on PC75 for a trace length of
10.2 divisions. Now observe the from-panel sawtooth
output waveform with your test oscilloscope and adjust
RI18 to make the duration of holdoff equal to the
duration of flyback; that is, the hol'iwntal portion of
[he waveform equ31to the negative going portion. (See

F;g.2)
Seiling A alabllity
Apl)!Y a I kHz squarewave signal to CH 1 input oC the
067 and set the controls as follows:
CH I input to AC
VOLTS/C,.,·[ to 10 mV
CH I push bunon ON
lNT TRIC push button I IN
TRIC MODE 10 IN,.
Adjust the I kHz signal for one division of deflection.
Set R125, located on PC75, Cully counterclockwise and
watching the tracc, turn RI25 clockwise slowly umil
the display locks in. Pull out A VARIABLE to make
sure thc sweep free runs. If not, turn RI25 clockwise:
slightly until it docs free run. Push A VAlUABLE back
in and recheck for a locked-in display. Rl')9, RIIS and
RI25 interact so this procedure should be rechecked
and set until the holdoff, trace length and stability arc
correct. Nov; depl'(:ss the SINGLE SHOT push button
and nOte that a single sweep OCCUl'S each time the
RESET button is depreued.
Setting A timing
The nextnep is to set A sweep timing. Apply .1 ms time
marks to CH 1 input and adjust the controls for a 5lable
display.
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Set A TIME/DIV to.2

IllS

(

Adjust RI1S for 2 markers per division
Pull out FINE position control

Adjust R285 for 2 markcl'S pel" 5 divisions
Push in FINE position control
Appl)' 1 ~ markers to CH I inpUl
Sct A TIME/DJV to.2 ~
Adjust C2lgA on TIME/DIV switch for I marker
per 5 divisions
B trIgger set up
Befol'e sctting up the n trigger yOll need to tUl'll off the
sco(-IC and unplug thc link fWIlI TI'l5S located neal' the
LOp middlc oC PC75. Turn thc leope back on and set the
controls as follows:

A TIME/DIV to EXT X
B TIME/DIV to OFF
Both LEVEL comrols to AUTO
B TRIC MODE to )NT and

+ !Iopc

DELA Y dial to 5.0
CH I VOLTS/CM to 10 mV
INT TRIG to CH 1

(

AI)plya I kHz 5quarewave to CI-I I input and adjust
the squarewave for a .2 division display. Connect the
tCSt sro~ probe to tCSt point 125 located just behind
the B TIME/DIVswitch on PC75. Adjust R62 alld R8t
in the same manner as was done in setting up A trigger.
the difference being, the signal on the test scope should
be a I kHz squarewavc oE about" V peak·to-peak. (See

Fig. S)
Setting B stability and hoJdoff
With the A TJME/DJV still ill EXT X, set B Tll\1.E1
DIV to .5 illS and pull out B VARIABLE COntrol. A
lrace Ihould now be seen \\'ith <In amplitude of :about
.2 divisions. You will note a bright dot appears on the
fl"ont of the trace (Fig. 4) . This is normal until the wire
link is put back 011 TPI5'. f[ a trace is not displayed,
adjust RI79 ul1til a trace appurs.

Connect the probe of the tcst oscilloscope to the
collector of TR165 and observe a sawtooth waveform of
appmximately 8G V. Adjust RIGS fOl· a ho1doff equal to
the fiyback. or negative slope. Adjtl5t R165 for 10.2 div
of trace length. Push in B VARIABLE control, and set
R 179 for a locked-in trace; then pull out B VARIABLE
and make sure thc tract free runs. R179, RI68, and
RI65 intcract so this proccdure should also be reo
check.ed and set ulHii holdoff, trace length, and stability
<Ire con-ecl.

....

Setllng B timing

'rou can use the same procedure [01' B timing ilS was
used for A with the exception that RI86 is Ihe adjustment (01' the .2 illS liming and C21[l1l (or the .2 /'-5
liming. There is no adjustment for X5 all lhe I~ sweep.
""ben timing is completed, turn off the scope and replace the wire link on TP153.
After replacing the link. set A TIME/DIV to .1 ms
ami n TIME/DlV to 20 s. Depl'css the A intcllS by B
DISPLA Y push bmtoll and check for proper operation
of the A intensified and n delayed llIodes of opcrOltioll.
This concludes tbe sweep calibration procedure.
The vertical secllon

Calibration of the vertical section is relatively easy and
the manual procedure is adeqnate so we will not cover
it here, However, lhere is one item of interest that
should be mentioned. If CI-I I and CH 2 have unequal
inputs and the SUM mode is selected, the sum o( the
two inputs will be seen on the crt. H the INVERT
switch on CH 2 is depressed, then the difi'trcnce of the
twO signals will be displayed, thus :\aing as a differential amplifier. Remember that in the SU f\[ mode only
CH I posicion COlltl'ol will position the tracc.

(

If yOIl ;ll'e removing parts or doing any soldering on the
lauer version. it would he advisable to do so from the
back of the board. This is the sidc with tile circuit ]'UI1S
Oil it and the crt should prob3bly be removcd (or acces·
sibility. When soldering on these boards it is importal1t
to .. void applying excessive hC,ll for long periods. Excessive heat will damage the rullS and lift p.. ds and
eyelets away from connections.

The crt is removed by taking off the back panel (1
screws), unplugging the crt socket and removing the
tlll'CC mounting scre\\lS on the left hand side of the crt
shield as viewed from the front of the scope. DiscOtlllC(I
the neck. pins and the anode lead, and slidc the cn and
shicld assembly toward the back until the crt clean the
front panel. It can now be removed by pulling il to the
left and forward.

Some service hints

A note of caution is in Ol'derwhen ll'oubleshootingthe
unblHnking circuit. This circuit is elevated to -1150 V
and it is cas}' to short out several transistors when prob·
ing around with your test scope leads. Using ,III isola·
tiOll capllcitor of approximalely .01 ;.d. 5-5000 V rating
at the lip of your test probe will limit the possibility of
shoning.

There arc two differellt versions of the D67. One hilS
printed circuit boards that are soldered through to the
outside; the other is soldered from the back side only,

Cleaning of the D67 should be done with compressed
ail' and a sort hrush. It is not recommended lhal you
wash the illstrulllent. 8

Fig;.!S. }\1I'O"'S indicHtc 1111'Ce 11I001lllillg scrcwI holding trt shield.
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Storage Portable
The TEKTRONIX 466 Storage Portable Oscilloscope adds fast-writing
storage to the operating convenience and many features of the popular
465 portable. Storage modes include variable persistence, fast and save.
With dual trace vertical, DC to 100 MHz bandwidth, delaying sweep and fast
storage, the 466 packs unequalled measurement performance in a readyto-travel package weighing just thirty pounds.
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What you
need to know
about testing

4kMOS
memories

David H. FI:U1illgam

I

t's gelting SO you can't tell a component from :t system. Now .....e have integrated
circuit memories in nat paclwgcs about an inch long ,mel hal£ nn inch wide, able
to store 4096 binary bits of information. And the size of the chip in slich 11 packa~e

is very small. of course.
BUI more draTll,l(ic lh;l.1l the sm,,11 size arc the low plice and the downward price
tfelld. The typical price for these 4·kilobillllCl1IOriCS (in large quantities) is between
$4- and $8 each. That's 0.1 \00.2 cents per bit. Rcgarc\lcl,S of the quantity of 4k MOS
memories \lscd to build bigger mClIlori!:s, the price per bit rcmnins essentially conSlallt. \-Vitl] corc memories lhe price per L>it decreases when memory Si7.C incrc;lscs.
Thtrc is a price crosso,'cr ravorinK i\oJOS for the snwller memories and cores for the
bigger memories.

The combill,nioll or 5111,111 si7.e :1I1d 10\11 Inice is bOllnd to be a winner. The dem:wd
for these memories is skyrocketing", For one thillf; the)' fill the need ror small, incxpensive mcmories lO go with microproccssors, :t r:lSt expanding LSI circuit technology itsclf,

(

Evcn though the 1k MaS memory Lypically has only 22 pilts or less, it isn't simple
to test. Jt looks like a snl;lll componellL but fCscmoles:l small digitnl systcm when

you consider what it takes to tCSt one thoroughly. Unlike rCUilC oorc mcmories the
individu:tl <:ompOllcnts and COnductors C:Ulnot be tested separ:Hely first. And unlike
ferrile corc memorics, failurel ;Irc not usually catastropic, as :t cracked core would
be, for example, Sometimes cenain combinations of bits won't store, or a bit 1ll1y
Ilot remain stored as long as it should.
The number of possible failure UlOtle combinations is astronomiC:l!' TeSlil1g all
of them is seldom pr,lctical UcC:1I1SC a point or diminishing reLUrns is quickly
reached in the tcst pl'ocess. An acceptance qualily level (AQL) that tolerates up
10 1% faulty memories llIay 110t be good enough for a user, nut :1 memory manu·
raUllfCr'S AQL that is much beller than that may oe h:lrd to 'fil1<l, llilrtl to belie\e,
or the proouct very costly. Wc should bear in mind, however, that the manufacturer's
AQL is bOlscd on an exlellsive sct of spccific:ltions, Not cvery u.scr will operate tht:
memory ovcr the [ull temperatufC r,Hlf\"c, 110r is he likely to encountcr nil or thc
"wont·c:lSc" conditions.
It seems clear that part or the mOlley S:ll'ed ill purchasing 4k MaS memories will
need to be spel1t tesling lhem, The <Iuestioll is, how to minimize lhat expel1!e,
Troubleshooting defective ekctronic equipment :It the cnd or a production linc
is very costly, and arter shipping the equipmcnt the troubleshooting cost is somC·
times impossible 10 calculate. We need to leu the device before installing it. Here
:lre a few words aoout how the 4k MaS memories work and how 10 test them.

How 4k MOS memories work
MOS memories arc built using ins\ll:lled'gate fidd effect transistor clemclIls. They
have such low leakage thal the small stray capacitance associated Wilh each element
mal' \)c used :IS a bit storage medium for scvcralmilliscconds at a time, The memories
,Ire built so that any OIlC of thc 4096 slorage cclls Illay be cxalllined for a high or

..
low sute, or altered to the opposite st.1te when necessary.
This means we ha\'e a rnndom access memory (R;\i\I) that
we C:1I1 read or write into in will. It usually takes about 0.5
Jd to CX:lIUiIlC or alter one cell, $0 it takes al)()lIt 1000 times
rl$ long (2 ms) to examine or alter all cc:115. Li'(e other ~emi·
conductor memorieJ, it complctely lorgeu ...!lat was last
stored when po'''er is turlled orr. ,,'unhcrmore, any cell that
has a high leHlI stored in it may disoCharge to an ambiguous
level ill a few lllilli$t.'COllds if it is 1I0t rc(rcshed Ilow quickly
dlarge is lOin is ~ferred to as IllCmo!') \·olatility. That it must
be reCruhed makes it a dynamic RAM; a static RAM would
nOl have to IJC ~freilll~d. The lc:ak.-do",·n is slow at low tem~
Pef:llures so the minimum rdrl:$h period is specified at the
maxinllun allowilhle opernting temper-lture: for example,
2 ms at 70 0 C. Fip;ure I shows a typical Cllrve of time versus
tellll>era Lurc for ;1 type i\11'7112 memory madc by M icro~
systcms Intcrnational Ltd.

Voo "" +12 V
V IMC - +15 V
V..
2V

.1

and low Slates on six lines (2" - 64) alld 4()9(j possible
combinaliOIlS of high alld low slates 011 twelve lines. In other
words, each cell would l>e addressed by a uniquc combination of statcs 011 the t\\'ehe address pins on the Ie. Some
memories have only six address lines :lTld therefore can be
built with only IG pillS in5tCad of 22. To addrcss a particular
«11 with only six lines you lllUll identify the column ~nd
row in two sequelllilil steps, with the (Int haIC of the addr~
telllp0l'lllrily nored in a latch built onto tlte memory chip.
)o'or )ou to write a high or 10\\ Je\·d into one or lhe celli,
that level must exist 011 one of the IC input pins reserved
for the purpose while lhe cell is addressed. 'I he line to tJmt
pin i usually cllled Data In. Sec Figure 2 fOr a typical st't
of labels (or thc difrcrcrn pillS on a 1\1. MOS RAM.:I Moto,ola MCMG605.

Motorola MCM6605.

V.. 1
A3 2
Preset' 3
Deta In
5
Chip Enable
Data Out 7
Chip selecl

•

.001
-10 0

'" •

PEC POINTe

20

40
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80

100

120

TEMPERATURE DEGREES CELSIJS

Fig. I. Shows the eff«t ot temper.lIture on refresb time. Although
at 70'C eacb cell should be retreshed every 2 inS or lat, rou might
be aMe to wah 10 m~. At 2;;·C the curve $hoWl refresh lime can
lypically be ten limes longer than at 70·C.

Memory conllguratlon
A 1096·bit memory l1lay be arr.lIlgcd with ilS ~Ib ill 64 rows,
with 61 cells per row. Or it may h;I\'e a diffe;tnt configuration, like 32 rows 0( 128 cells per row. It takes about 0.5 ,.s
to rdresh a cell, bLt an entire row may be refreshed at the
same time. The more cells you can relres.h at one lime, the
smaller lhe per«nla~ of time you need to dev()le to that
part or the husineu. Jr you had to refresh only one ~1I at
a lin'le in a 4\1. I1lCmory you would have a full time job juu
keeping all cells re(rcshed cvcry 2 ms.
The location of llny cell call be identificd. First assume
lhat they arc all physic:Llly arranged in il mauix ot rows and
columns. The combination of row number and column
number may then conslitute an adelress for allY c~lI. To
dctcct the high or low yoltage Slate of a partiClllar ~II, or
to cause it to go to a particular Slate, you must first identify
the cell by its addrtM. To do that with only 22 pins 011 tlle
memory. the memOIY must have two built·in aidreu decoding
circuits. a row derodingcircuit and a column decoding circuit.
A 61 x 64 m:llrix will usually have six pins 011 the Ie devoted
to addrei5illg rows alld another six pins devoted to addrcujug COIUllll1!. There arc 61 possible combinations of high
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A2 10
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A1
AID
A9
A8
A7
A6
A5

14 ReadlWrile
13 AO

12 V.

Fig. 2. Show! the pill usignlllcnu for a typical I!'~-pill 4k MOS
RAM. The twclvc llddrCSII lillC:II arc AO through All. V. is tlie
Ilcp;ative supply voltage, typically -5V. VII is lhe rderellct lell:l
voltage, tlSuall)' OV (ground). Vee is lht posiLiye .upply \'ollage
ror TTL elemCI"" typlally +5V. VD~ is the potith'e sUPllly Voll.
a~ tor MQS "JclIlcnu, t)'pically +12V.
To ~ad the \'oltage level at a particular cell, the cell is
first add~.ssed, then iu level sensed and tr.lJtsferrcd to a pin
called Data Output_ Whcther you write a voltage level illlo
an addressed cell or ~ad a voltage level OUL of the cell del>endl on the level yOll ;tpply to another input pin. That pin
is usually called Read/Write or Writc. One levcl on that pin
makes it possible to read and the olhcr to write. Thc act of
rea<ling should Ii0t dliluge thc levcl in a memory; reading
is non-destructive. In fact. in IOmc memories, reading a cell
allO refmhel the cell.
In addition 10 ~adillg or writing in a MOS memo!')', an
opcntion COIlied read.modiry-\nite is common. This mode
is used when you want to wrile new data immediately after
reading the data already thele. The operation make, it
ullllecess.ary to wait for a ncw clod pulse-a big timc-sa.er
whcn you realilc how much time )'011 might spend waitinl\"
Clock puisci lIIark the 1110mellt~ whcn the val'iOlls input

(

condilions will be ocamined or the lelocl on the Da~ OUI pill
conlidered valid, The clock line is 115ually ailed Chip En.
:lble. On some merrorics thc d:u" output line' is able' 10 dri\e
TTL logic cirolit directly, In tho.c cases the output line m:ilY
have three: stales: High, Low or flo:uing, .-loating is euentially the same as di.sconnCClC'd-unable to in8uellce the
circuit it drh'el,
One or two other inputs are required to make a MQS
memory function prol>erly, but IJrccisdy ,,'hn these inputs
do and what the'Y are called differs with the type of memory
and Ihe mauufacturer. In geneml, howeyer, when these lines
are driven with pulses Ih,l( have the' proper timing relation·
ship to pulses driving the otller inputs, tlley make it pouible
to read, write and refresh in the way intended.
All illpllts to some IHOS memories may be drh'cn direcdy
b}' TTL circuiu;, Olher memories may requirc:l drive higher
thall 5 VOllS Oil some inputs, 1\'108 memories thai drive -rrL
circuits direct I}' or accept lhe drh'e from Tl'L circuits
usually require a +:;.VOll SUPI.ly, A +12·volt supply and a
negalive supply of -2 volts to -9 volts are also rcoquired,
What testers should do
Now let's consider ·....hat's involved in lesting lhel(' memories,
III recent yean IWO kinds of lests on digital d~yices h:lY~ ~n
id~lltified- functional t~liLS and paramelric tem. 111e meriu
of the tWO Cale'gorics have been debawl repeated I}', A simple
example of a functional tCSI is .....hat you do wh~n you lubstitute a new tr.lOsi&tOr for one you suspect is no good ill a
circuit thal isn't operating properly. If the new transistor
restores the circuit to nonnal ope'ration, it ii reasonable to
say that the new ofte fUllctiolu L1tisfactoril}'. Ikcause thai'S
the main thing you wanl a 00llllKlllelll to do, SOlne will argue
Ihal function:.1 tesu "'Ilich closely simulale the end use of
1. cornponcm lire the most important IClIU :I uscr can make.
OLhers will argue that simulatiolL is seldom perfecl, and that
lhe ollly ju~ti£icaliol1 for calling a wllll.ancnt defective is
thai il docs Ilot do what Lhe malll1£;lcturer claims it will do,
\Vhell a componClll is tested to determine whether n p;lr,
ticular charaCleristic (parameter) meets lhe claims of the
m;lI\u[acturer, lhe tcn may be said to be a paramctric tcst.
l'aralllClric tests may be cau..'gOri7.ed as dc lCSts or ac tesu,
depending' on whelher lhe charactcristic beill6 tcsted applies
10 a stead}' state (dc) colldilion or a dynamic (ae) condilioll. Both p.1""metric and functional testing are usually
advisable' for usef$ of complex comlKlnents lil:.e 011:. MOS
memories.
Testing a memoir 10 sce whetht.'T it will worlt I:Itisfactoril)'
in your equipment includel being sure evc~ cell can nore
both a high level and a low levcl. There are several ways to
lest lor this. Vou might write a high into ~adl cell. then
check that rOll read a high from each et:J1, After lhat }'OU
",,·ould write a low into each cell anti checlt that every cell
l'Cad low. The ctlh can be addressed in an)" .sequence when
writing or reading, Anothcr way of IIl:lking this tcn is to
altern:ltc between writing a le\'el ;1I\c! reading that level.
progressing hom ctll to cell. To fCild and write both a high
;lIld a low nale on every cell lakes 16.11801 cpcrations (4 x
4096) ,

Olher similar tC5ts that take' more' operationJ, and COIlsequently more time, should follow t1us tCSt. II a giyen
memory did 110t p:lSll this fundamental te'st, however, further
tC1ting mighl be l)Ointlcs.s. It is desirable' to have lhe t ting
~quipment able to discontinue a teu and reject a part at any
time, It is abo desirable to Hgrtgate defecth'e memories
according to the fauh Ihat is the basis for rcje<tion. SupplieR
who accept them lor credit want to know why you consider
themddcctive,
Test patterns
Som~ MOS memory cells may write and storc properly under
:lll conditions except olle following it particular sequence
of memory operations. For examplc, because MOS memory
cells rely all stray capacitllllce liS a storage mediulll, the
charge status of it cell call sOll\etimes be altered when In
adjacent cell switches Slates, 1"0 excrcise a memory ill a W,ly
that tests this possibility rCCJuires it partiCU!:lr teSI pauern,
Some patterns for testing ION· bit memories have b«ome
fairly oomlllon and are given Ilames like Walk Data, March,
I'ing-pong. The Ping.pong pattcrn addresses successive
memory cells in all J>ossibl~ combillatiOIlJ and lakes about
2 seo;mds (.wer 4 million operations) 1.0 exercilC a Ik MOS
memory, To tcst a -ik MOS menlory using the 1.11JlC pattern
would take' aboul 52 seconds, 16 times as long. Such pattenu
require an amount of time proportional to Ihe square of Ibe
number of ceUs and are, thercf~, called N2 patterllJ,
Incidentally. N2 lest patterlll don't al""ays exerciac e"en
lit MOS memorics the' way you think. In some memories a
particular cell (the one with Ihe highest addrus number)
is addressed by the mere act of disabling the addreu inputs
to any other cell. That, in effect. makes each new address
follow the .same old address, limiting tlte number of combinations to N instead of N2.
Thirly.two seconds for a singlc tl'Sl may be prohibitive
from an el'Onomic st.. .' ndpoilll. Different test JlllLterns have
been develol>ed to lCSI 011:. MOS memrlries so they may bc
tcsted ill shorter, morc reasonable periods of dme with com·
l';lrablc certainty of (!etccting f;H1ltl, NclY and hetter test
IMlterns will be devcl0l:JCd. Some patterns work better on
one 1)'PC of 011:. memory than another becluse of differences ill
construction. A knowledge or the layout (topology) of the
thouunds of microscopic parts of a memory helps.. It ,il allo
hc1pfulto be familiar with the lUost likely causes of £ailurts.
TIle Icst program can then be wrillen 10 disclose the grealfSt
number of faults in a minimum of test time.
Technical requirement.
There are a few imponllnt technical requirements aMOS
memory tester should m~t, Some of these requirements may
be more fully appreciated by taking a 1001.: at lh~ read-cyde
liming wneforms that are a p:!rt of a trJ)ical 4k MOO melOory spec shee't. Figure 3. All bm th~ lut of these pulses must
be generated by the tcst e''luipmem and dcliyered to lhe
device input pins, free from ovenhoot and ringing, with
accurate amplilllue C1tcursiol1s and transition time (slew
rale) , There are also Sl)me critic:!1 timing relationships be:tween input pulse, lhal must be observed. For example, the
Ic,.ding edge of the Chip Enable pulse must IlOl occur nhc:ul
of the leading edge of any of the twelve add reM pubel. II
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is not easy to generate and deliver firteclI pulses 50 that they
arrive simuhanc:ously. The telter must be able to receh'e
and examine lhe statc or the Data OUt pulses, as well as
deli\'er properly timed input pubes in a proglammed test
pattern. To tCSt the v.llidity of any OUlput pu15c, thc tCSler
must know beforehand what the proper Slate or the output
pulse is, and bc able to test for it at precise:y the right
moment, Knowing tJ~ in,mt conditiolls leIS you predict
what the output pulse Itate ~ould be for any lcst cycle, so
the actual output is comp:tred with the prWictcd ampul.
The mOlllcllt or comp;uison (strolJc timing) is critical be·
cawe in most MOS memories the OutpUt pulses don't ~main
in a high or low state long in each crde but quickly change
to a Aoating state. It il al$() critical because of the transmission delay time introduced by tbe cable tllat oonnceu lhe
telt syst.t:m to lhe memory tcst fixture. Delay time is COIllIant, howe\'cr, and a well-designed tester tllk~ this into
account.

in e:tch cycle when the Ipecified maxh;num access time 11:1$
expired. and they end :11 iome specific later time depending
011 whether the cycle is a read or write cycle. A tester should
be able to gCller:.te fast, clean comll:ilr:nor stroOO that begin
anti end with precise timing.
Digital comp:lI'aton basically tel! whetbcr two levels are
the ~me or not the same: tJ\al i., both high or both low, or
OIlC high and the other low, But there arc limiu to what may
be Clllcd a high level :md what may be alled a low le\'c1,
The better digital comp..1.Taton c1lect. highs and lows against
different reference le\'els. These comparators:Lre called dual_
level COmlmT:llon. The: high and low rderence levelslhould
be programmable, in small, accurate increm.enll o\"er an
adequate ullge, to corropond "",jth the memory manu·
facturer'l definitiollS of high and low limits. With dual·lcvel
mmparaton you can lest for the elfecu of noiS(! voltage spikes
on output dala. For example, noise spikes big enough to
alter a -2." \'Olt high le\'el to a +1.7 voll level would go
undetected if +1.5 \'olu were selected as both the lower
limit of a high I vel and tJle IIpper limit of a low le\'CI, See
Figure 4.
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Comparison of tbe Slate of an actual OUlpllt pulse with
the ,tate of the predicted output pulse i. done in a digital
comparator. \Vhen the states arc not alike, an crror is det«ted and the component judgW defective. To make sure
that comparisons only occllr when they should, the com·
paraton arc strobed, Strobe PUI50 a~ gener.oted by the
t~ter :11 moments when valid mtmory Olltput data should
be arriving back. in t1:e comparator. '11lose moments begin
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Other considerations
There me otller important racton to know about when con·
5idcring whllt it memory tester should do. Becau8e testers
rnu5t be automated to cOllduct ,Ill the necessary tens in ;l
short period of time, they are not inexpensive, You should
consider how miltJ)' other jobs they may do when you look
al the price. VOIl should also consider obsolescencc and
cxp:ulClability. Oat:! bus construction helps assure versatility
and expalldability, and insurcs against obsolescence, Data
bus construction merely means that all thc controllable
modules, sections. lind piecc5 of equipment g'Cl instructions
from tile I}'stem conlroller section on common data linC$.
To add a piece of C(luipmcllt means that you room:'t it in
par:'lllel to the other pieces on the saml!' lines (data bus), and
that it ignores all data until il is addrcs.scd by the system
cOlltroller.
You spclld a good part of the time rf:quired for testing
devica like MOO memories in handling the deviCC.l-inscrting lhem into and rellloving them rrom the tcst fixture. To
avoid waning time, t\\,·o tCiI 6xtures may ~ u~ with onc
test s}stem. One fixture i! imoh'ed with tJle removing and
in5CTting process while the othcr conducu tou. A system

(

(

(

which can switch its tests autoffi;J.tically in this way should
p:l)' for iLself much lIlorc quickly tlHlIl olle that C,11l't. These
cOllsidcraliolls nrc only samples. There ,nc numerous others.
\'\Ie believe 'Ik MOS mClllol"ics will h:1I'<: a <!r'\Inatic ill011 lhe dcsilill of lIew electronic equipment. \VC also
thillk most cll~inccl's, ICchllici;lns aHd mallilhr<TS will need:tl
least rt good COllvcrsational kllowlctl.!:"c of how MOS lIlcm11l1cn~c

ories WOI·!:. .mel wille of the balic problems in testillg tl\(.111.
However, yOIl Ill:t)' llL~d to kllow 1I10l'C than most peoJllc
.1bollt tcstitl~ these melllories, :lnd probably much 11l01'C lhan
has apl>earcd here. III Illat casco our "JllllicfltiOIl EIlKillccl'5
would be glad to Irllk to you. They will waUL to tell you all
aoout lhe TEKTRONIX S-S~OO sedcs of lest syslems dlat
we believe do an outstanding' job of testing )\'[OS mCIllOlies
:md limil•• r {leviees. You'll find them good listeners, 100,8
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The logic probe
and the oscilloscope

ROIl Lang

(

W

hen the logic probe first appeared Oll the mCOl!HIn:men! horizon, it was louted by some as 11 low-cost
replacement for the oscilloscope in troubleshooting and
5Crvicing digiLallogic circuilT)'. Time has, indeed. proven the
logic probe to he a valuable tool in warkin,\, with digiwl
logic: not as a rcplaccmclll for the oscilloscope but rather as
it v;rJlIaLJlc ildjulll;t.

The province of the logic probe is fast failure detection,
that of the oscilloscope IJHlcpth arwlysis - a pcrfcl:t complement. With the logic probe the user Cflll often (luickly
loc.1tC " circuit {;Hllt or failure. The oscilloscope is then
brought into play to anulp.c the character of the fault or
failure.
Although designed primarily for fast checking and troubleshooting of existing digital circuits on location by service
personnel, thc logic probe is also a timc·savel for designers
of circllits bcing brcadboarded.
A digital logic prolJc's sole fUllction is to indicate the
state of the l~ic: I\igh, low, or faulty, i.e., open or in the
indeterulinate rallge. Thcre Me many logic probes that do
this. They usc incalldescelll lamps or Iiglll emitting dio<lcs
as indicators. Some probes ha\'c a olle.light rc:ldout using II
bright :Old :t dim imlic,1(ion, others h:\Vc two, three, or four
light systems: and at lcOlst onc uses four LEOs ns the rea(lout.
There is also a variety of options to choose from. In some
cases, these options are attaclu.'d to the probe externnlly.
Included arc storage or memory, fast re.~polBe or slow re·
sponst, strobe input, and accessory packages.

B

Thc TEKTRONIX 1'6,101 'l'TL Logic 11robe c;Qmbines all
the features necdl,«( to verify any logic condition in one
slllall, lightweight package. Two lights, red and green, arc
loc.1ted in lhe no><: of the probe. Therc tbey can be easily
viewed withoul moving your e)'e frol11 the poim under test.
The red light indicates logic 1 (2.15 to 5 V (Ie) Hnd the green
light logic 0 (0 to 0.7 V de) in the following lllfIIlIlCJ':

Logic Stale

Indication

Stc:ldy high state
Ste:ldy low state
Pulse traills
(normal switching)
Abnorlllal S((llC
(betwcer.l high &: low)
Opcn circuit (grcatCr
tlmn IOkO)
Exccssive inpul voltage
(gre:mr thall 6 volts)
AltcTllatil1J.; bctWCCIl lligh
nate :md ihdctermirwte
state
Alternating hctween low sta tC
'lUl! indeterll1lnat\: s!<.te
Singlcpulse (+)
Single pulse (_)

St\:;ldy rl'(llight
Stc:.dy grccn light
Blluking rcd and green
lights at full illlcnsity
No lights
No lighlS
HOlh rl'(l & green lights lit
nJinking rcd light

lliinkillg gr\:cn light
Green, red, then green
Red, green, then red.

The 116401 has II [:lS( responsc timc and recognizes pulse
widths as short as 10 liS. The circuitry controlling the indica·

tor lighu has a built-in stretch feature. Once a light is turned
011, the circuitry holds it on for 100 ms; once Ottinguished. it
won't allow it to tum on ag;ain for 100 ms. In the observation
of ""/lid pubc traim, this ghu lin~ to !UTn the light on and
time to let the eye ~ognilC lhal the light has come on and
lUrn~ off. If the signal repetition ratc ii Ixlow a HI, the
blinking of the 11ghu will folio.... the signal lepetition flue.
When the poilU being ol:oserved exceeds abom 6 V de. both
red and ~Cll Iighu will glow steadily. This leu the operdlor
know that an over-voltage conditiofl exisu in the circuitry
being checked. Bui~t·ill protection for the pr~bc input permiu momentary overloads up to :!:150 V de or rms without
dllmagc to the probe. AI high.input voltages. all easily rescuable fuse in the inpllt "'ill open and prevent circuil
damage. Probe input impedance is high in all Slates (7.5 kCl
paralleled hy 6 pf) 10 :15 llot to disturb tlle circuilllnder test.

In .'igure I III logic probe is being used to check the
output of a binary counter. The red and gretn lights ",.ill
blink on and off at a 5-HI rate indicating that the logic
le~1 i, lransiting from logic 0 to logic I and back.
TIle IC Test Lead Adapter used in Ihis application was
designed esp<cially for IC chip leads. It prevents tbe probe
tip from slipping from the lead under test and causing faulty
indiCltions or disrupting circuit operaLion. It is abo COil,
venient for probing components mOllnlOO on circuit boards,
such as resistors, capacitOr!! and diodes.
Figure 2 shows the logic probe being uscd to \'Crify lhe
inpuu and OUlJHl15 of a I>osiliyc NAND gate. When the two
inpLlu are low. the output is high; when pin 8 is probed.
the red light will come on. If thc inputs, pillS!) and 10. are
probed lhe green light will come Oil, indicating :1 low Slate.

The lellgth of ground palh reLUrllS is an often Ol'crlooked
cOluider:llion ill the lue of logic probes. The 1'6101 h33
proyision for plug~,'lng a short ground lead directly into the
probe. This is the same ground as the neg:ltiYe. or black.
power lead, but provides a collsiderably shorter path for the
fan06ignal aC<luisitioll encountered in TTL circuitry. This
elimin:ue5 ringing and o\'ershoot thu could cause false light
indications. Shari ground leads should be u~ in all
measurement.!;.

(

Many femum that are opti(Hlal or eyen add-on modules
all other logic probes are sundanl all the 1'6101 - for ex·
ample. the "store" mode. This holds the light readout on
until manually rocl and is a valuable aid in lingle'pulse
detection. ;\5 mentioned preYiously. pulse vidths as short
as 10 ns ClIn be detccted and indicated by the readout Iigh15.
Another feature. the "Slrobc" or gatc mode. is employed
when the coincidence of logic levels at two poinu Ileeds
10 be conflTlTled.
The P6401 at work
~l's put the 1'6101 to work in actual circui~ nnd sec how
it performs. Power is IIsually applied to the probe from the
circuit under tcst through convenient clip lc~ds attached 10
the probe. The red lead allache. to the +5 V de bUI and the
black. lead 10 the ground referenct bus. Now simply touching
the probe tip to the l)Oint under in"estigalio::l will indicate
the logic condition.
kiNKING GREEN LIGHT

8I..INKING REO LIGHT

COUNTER OUTPUT

Fig. I. 1'0401 measuring Ihe Olliput of a binary a'lLllllcr. The IC·
lead adapter on the probe 1lO$C prcvenc£ slipping of( the pin and
cau,ing cin;uil damage.

•
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I'ig. 2. The }'&l01 indicatill! the output of a NAND 8'lle.
Oflen it is IlCCCMary to know if an eyent has h:lppenoo.
This ffilly be :1 pulse thnt hapl>cns only once in seyeml
milllltes. Here the "StOTe" feature of the prolJc is uscd to
capture a single pulse that may be as narrow as 10 ns. Switch
the logic pro1Je 10 the "nore" wade wilh lhe switch IOCllled
on the pro1)c. It cnll 110W be :mached to the test point to
be monilored. (Sec Figure '.) The grcen light comes 011 and
stays on when pin 8 is probed; this is a logic O. The red lil,:tlt
turllS on when the fOIlT illPUl.S become positiye. causing the
output. pin 8. to go J>O'itive. It Jogie I nate. The twO ligh15
will Sla)' on e\'ell ir the probe is removed from pin 8. To
TC:SCt the probe. slide the "slore" switch back.. I( the "sto~"
mode i needed again. simply push Ihe "store" switch forward. If desired. Ihe probe may be atlarned to the circuitry
and left unattended. When the event happens. the appropriate ligtu will come on and remain on indefinilely for a
record of the event.
Many times il is desired to detect Ihe coincidence of two
pulses. The P6.t101 has tltis capabililY as a standard function.
To determinc coincidence, the strobe inpul of the probe is
conllCCted to the 5lrobc point Ihat the event is to coincide
wilh, .uch as a gate or Strobe pulse. H the gate or strobe il a
negative pulse. 0011l1eCt the strobe lead to the MrOii (ltrolJc
not) in pili on the probe. '''''ilh the probc tip, monitor the

,

point in Iluestion. (See Figufe 4.) If the indicatioll of the
evellt is to be retained, tile "store" mode may be met! in
combination with the stro!>c.

(

The probe recognition circuitry i5 gated oIT until the
Mll'ent of the strobe pulse. Therefore, wh,llever transitioliS
Qc\;ur at the probe tip will not lUrn all a light. When the
strobe docs occur, the pro1Jc is gated on. An evem at the
probe tip will be iudieated by the lights and I'Clained if the
"storc" modc is used. If the evellt docs Ilot happen for at
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Fig. 3. The PG101 IIstxl ill thc "storc" modc to indicatc coincidcnt<:
of four evellts. Pulsel Il5 narrow as 10 nI can be: G'.ptllred in the

liig.

"non::" mode.

OCCIHI

least 2 11S aftef the strohe, the grcen light will come 011 first,
<lnd stay on if in "store" mOtte; then the red light will come
on and stay all. Because of the short, 2·t15, period both sreen
and red lights will ilJ.pe:lr [0 come on together.

III s\llnmary. the 1'6,101 Logic Probe is a ligbtweight. dy·
namic, dccision-m1lkiJlg tool chat derivcs its powcr from the
cirellit under test to determine logic Hates, It can q\lickl)"
fine! flWl15 that cnn be corrected 011 the spOt. Used :l.lonc or
with an oscilloscope thc logic probe is finding incrc1lsing usc
ill desil;lling and troubleshooting systems S1lell HS point-of·
sale terminals, COtllIHIlCI·S. inventory COIHrol systems, vi<leo
tape record and pll,)'b:!ck systems, readout systems, or .111)"
other systelll using l-n~ logic, sillgularly. or in combinillion
with any other logic f"mily. '8

If, as in the techmques shown, the de5ired event docs not
materialir.c, the problem c:tll be tr.lce<1 [0 a faullY component
such as an Ie chip having the appropriatc inpul.S but a
wrong output. The fatllty component c:\n then be rcplnced
and the circllit put !.>ack iuto coneet op<;ratioll, or 11ll oscillo·
scope can be used to cl'(:\minc exact w:\vc sha~5 :111<1 volt:\gc
levels for all ill-<!cptll <l1l:1lysis of the problem.
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Teknique
Understanding
oscilloscope
triggering controls

M

Ol:ICrn osdllmcopcs offer a wide choice of triggering
controls that enable us to trigger 011 almost :lily signal. One recelltly introdllccd portable oscilloscope has twenty
comrols on the front paneL The popular TJ::KTRONIX
165 and 475 portabh~s each h:lVC twelve - morc thiln you

would expect. Wh}' so many triggering controls and
do lIu::y ;.11 do?

Wllill

The modern oscilloscope is a versatile. gC:lcral purpmc

External triggering is cOllveniellt whelL rOll're view·
iug:t series of el'ent! keyed to a single pulse, sllch ns the
index pulse on ;1 disc memory. or to a stable source
like the clock pulse IISed ill digital drwits. It also allowl
for the IlSC or all cxternal device, such as the TEK·
TRONIX 821 '''''onl RecogllilCr. to geller:lle :r single
lrigger pulse from a selecu:d pnttern of pulses such ill
:1 digital word.

S. Line - derived from a low· voltage winding on the scope
power transformer. The lint source is especially useful
when viewing smalll'ipple voltages all power supplies.
1l is also useful for viewing the fields in a television sig.
nal amI other even IS related 10 Lhe I>o"'cl' line frequency.
OHAnIM[ POSITIIU,

COUPLING

SOURCE

..

LEVEl

f.:i.'

to do so. That means we howe to be able to trigger on them.
There arc also many 'lpplications. such ,IS phOtOgl":.phillg
singlc-shot transients, thHI 01JJ for special triggning controls.
You may never nced to lise them irl your werk, bUL nu.ny
people do, so yOll find these contrals all most scopes.
Another f:lctor contrib\l~ing to the l;trgc number of trig.
gering oontrols is that m:my scopes have two sweeps - a delaying and :t <lelayed, each with its own set of triggering
controls.

8(OlY'OITRIGGER
e~.,

i

instrument IIsed in mall)' disciplines. We want to display :111([
InCflSure a wide vnt'iclY o( signals and we need to "stop" them

xro

A ~NO B
TIME/OIV
.....0 DELAY TIME

Moll

.JI, ,

Now let's look at each comral: what docs it do and when
should it be used? Triggering conlrols call Lx> divided into
four groups: triggering source, coupling, mode, alld variable
oontrols such as trigger Ic\'c1 :lilt! holdofI.

llllll 2Oi>f

powell

As the name implies. the trigger·source controls detel'1nine
tbe origi n of the sigmtl that will be used for triggering. There
arc usually three sollrces:
I. Interllnl - part of the signal fed into the vel'tical :rrnp·
lifier, and the wurce most commonly lI~ed. 1n multi·
ch:mncl or dual·beam soopes you also need to choose
which chanllel, or beam, you will trigger from internally.
This choice is often a SOUl'CC of triggerlllg problems.
What typically happens is we reed the vertical 8ign:11
into aile channel :tl1d fail to notice thu the trigger
selector is set to the opposite channel. Another pitfnll
is trying to oper;lte ill the ALTernate mode with only
one input signal.
2. External - from a source ell.[ernal to the scope. This
signal is fed into the external trigger input connector.
The most common prol.llem here is that the signal
amplitude o(tell exceeds the r;lllgt of lhe lrigger Icvel
control. Some loopes have an EXT + 10 posit!oll to
nttenu:tte the external siguaL An allernntc solution is
to lise a probe on the external ill(luL Usc of :r probe
has the added adv:lIHaile of ll1irlirni~il1g JO;lding on the
trigger somee.
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undes.irable £requcncies riding on the triggering signal cause
problems. low·levc:l signals oflcn oolltain hum induced by
stray magnetic fields. You can get rid of the hum by using
AC U' REJECT coupling. Conversely. you can eliminate
high.frequency noise causing triggering problems, by usi~
1\C HF REJECT coupling. You will, no doubt, uac the AC
coupling position mmt often. but you will also find the other
positions valuable in difficult tri~ing sitllations.
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Trigger modes
There;l;re at least three triggering modes available on modem
oscilloscopes: automatic, normal and single-Iwccp, I'eak·to·
peak automatic. a special form of automatic, is included 011
some illstrumell\.S, High.frequency sync is usually found on
wide b.1ndwidth alld lampling instruments,

00·'

I!I

MAGNIFIER

l!l"
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In the automatic, or AUTO, mode the sweep frcc·rum ill
(he abl'lencc or an adC(ltl:ue trigger signill. This provides a
convenient reference trace Ort<SCfCen. Early leopes with
AUTO triggering had no trigger level conlrol in the AUTO
mode. The signal being viewed was superimposed on a ft·
generative trigger .ignal gcncrated in the tri~r circuill'T'
When tJle combined signal reached the appropriate: level the
sweep was triggered. This pcrmittt.'d }'OU to look at different
amplitude signab in a circuit without having to readjust the
triKKcr level colltrol. With the AUTO mode in today'. instruments. trigger level control il maintained. When the Ii&,lIal is ouLSide the rangt: o£ lhe level setting, the SWf:'Cp free·
rum. This type of h«·running di5play is weful when
mcasuring the pe:tk-to.peilk amplitude of a signal without
observing the wavcshape. as in bandwidth measuremcnts.
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Trigger coupling
Thc lriggcr coupling controls arc. basicHlIy, p:lssive filLCrs
th:lt eliminate unwanled sign:II•. Choices of couplillg lISIWl!y
includc dc, :tc. :Ie 10w.frC<luency reject. and <Ie high·frequency
reject. The frequency range of the various coupling positions
on the TEKTRONIX 475 :Ire shown in Figure 5.
Dc coupling is used to trigger on slowly changing signals
such as;l; slow r:UllP, 011 low.repetition.rate sigllals, or to trig.
ger at a given de level. On mQ61 KOI)('s. when you use internal
triggering, lOu can ~et the trigger le,'el control for triggering
at a dc level reprelCllted by some point on the crt screen,
You can easily \"tt1fy the setting by rot;l;ting lhe vertical
I>osition control and noting that triggering takes pla~ at the
desi~ point. On lither instruments lhe trigger takeoff is
ahead of the "ertical !>OSition control, and you can't prede·
lermine the de trigger level sclling without using an external
signal. This configuration has the adV".mtage tJ,at the vertical
I>osition oomrol has no elI Ct on the dc triggeling point.
The ac coupling positiolls a\'oid the effects of dc preacnt
ill the triggering sigual. In the AC position, signals from
about 60 l-h to the upper balHlwidlh limit of the vertical
:lmpJifier ,Ire passed to the trigger circuits, 111 $Dme inst:metl,

12
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III the 1'.1' AUTO mode the peak'la-peak :unplilUde of the
trigger signal is impressed aero» the trigger le,'el conll'ol. If
you have an adeqmlle trigger, the sweep will be triggen.'ll
regardlcs.s of the IC\'el control Jelling. So you cau look at
different signal 1c\'c15 withoul adju5tillg the level control,
but you mairll.. ill cOllll'01 of the l>oint :It which triggering
occurs,
The NORA'IAL mode is 10 called becausc it handles the
wideSt r:ll1ge of triggering sign:,ls. It is the mode normally
uSI..'d when you have Ii complcJo: wavcform to trigger on, or
whell the signaL Frequency is outside the range handled by
Ihe AUTO mode. In Ihe NORMAL mode, the sweep will
not run in the absence of a trigger, so }'OU ha\'e no reference
lrace.
HF SYNC is typically used ~'hen thc amplitude of tlle
high.frequency sign:lll is tOO low to trigger on solidly. or when
the frequency is beyond the b:lllldwidth ClIpabilities of the
trigger circuit. The TRIGGER LEVEL and TRIGGER
HOLDOrF contro15 usually set"\'e as the sync oontrol ill
this mode.

The SINGLE SWEEP nlOde is used "'hen you w:lInt 10
photograph tr:uuicnu or low.repetition r:lle c,·ents. Here'.
lhe usual procedurc. Set up the triggering controls in the
NORMAL mode. using the calibrator as a signal source 10
simulate the tr:l.T15ient, Theil, with the ulibrator .ignal still
:lpplicd. go to the SINGLE SWEEP mode and adjust the
intemity and focus C0l1trol5 whilc pressing the RESET but·
ton repeatedly. Once the SClUp is completed, remove Ihe
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Fil:l'.B. 1'1'CtluCllcy range of each positioll of lhe COUPLINC switch.

calibrator signal and appl)' the signal input Itad, open lhe
c.. rnera shutter. and press the RESET button. The READY
light will come on, indicating that the sweep is ready to
receive a trigger. ""'hen the evellt occurs ,mel the sweep is
triggered. the READV light goes Ollt, indicating dIal a sweep
has occurred. The camera shutter is then closed. Clearly,

this procedure is mudl easier thiUI trying to synchronize the
camera shutter to the evenL

(

Trigger level, slope and holdoff
Trigger level ;lnd slope selection are sometillles combined
in one (omro], as ill !,"igurc 4. More o(tell dllry arc scpanue
controls. Trigger slope refers to the direction t:tc leading or
trailing edge of thc signaL travencs whcn triKYering takes
place. It does not re£Cr to the de level of the signal. For example, if the SLOPE control is in the plus (+) position,
triggering will occur on the rising portioll of the waveform.
In the minus (-) position, triggering will take place on the
f,tlling ponion.
The TRIGGER LEVEL control sclects the point Oil the
slope where triggering will occur. When triggering internally
you should be ilble to trigger at .my point Oil an oll·scrccn
display. If you hllvc R clispilly several clivi~jons in amplitude.
the TRIGGER LEVEL control will have (I wide range over
which the sweep can be triggt:red. Fo!' low·amplitude displays
triggering will occur near the 0 setting of the LEVEL control
ami tl'iggering will seem to Ue very tOllchy. That's because
lEVEL/SLOPE

l
FiR' 4. Two IlH:lhods of handling the TRIGCER LI';VEL and
SLOI'E function. 1I0th lunctiollS arc accomplished wirll one conlrol shown at left. Concr:nlric controls at righl accomplish both
fUll(tiol1s and OCCl1PY about rile !.unc fronl'p:ll1e! l?'lce.

tllc LEVEL COlllrol doesn't have much signal over whiett to
rnnge. Tile l11uge of the TRIGGER LEVEL control when
Iriwring extcrtl(llly is dilrcrC11l for different il1StTlllllcnt
types. It will typical I)' l>c al le~st +1.5 V to -1.5 V in the
strilighHhrough position and +15 V to -15 V ill thc EXT
+ 10 position.
The TRIGGER LEVEL comrol cnnnOl discriminate betwecn pulses of the sallle amplitude. This is where the
TRIGGER HOLDOFF comrol come! imo plar. You lIlay
w~llt to trigger on a partiwl<tr pnlsc in a pulse train, but
the pulses norm.illy have the Ullle :nnplitude. When the
swcep n:covers <tlld is ready to be triggered, the Hext pul:re
wm trigger it. Depending on the TI(\,IEJDIV Jetting alld
the sweep recovery time, triggering m<ty or may not occur
at the !Io1me point in the pulsc tmin each time, nnd the di~·
play will be unst.able. The holdoff control lets you adjust
holdoff time to avoid this conditiol1. If }'our scope doesn't
have a holdoff control, you can achieve the same e(fect using
the VARIABLE Tll....IEJCM, but the swt:ep will he unc;tlihraled. H the scope has a delaying sweep, S\VEI~P LENGTH
cnll serve as it holdofF control.
Summary
OscilJoscol>CS typically h<'lvC many triggering controls. But
each serves a useful purpose. For most o( your work, )'011
probabl)' need only a few trigger controls. But when you run
imo a less-than·ideal u'iggering Jigna], you will find those
"extra" controls indispensable.
011 Tektronix itlSlrumCIILl we makc it as easy as possible
to Ule lhe triggering COlllro[s. For example. with all of the
trigger switches in lhe "up" position, or the top row of
tl'igger push buttons depressed, you should have a trace on
scrcen. H the display is flot st.tble, a slight 'ldjustment of the
TRIGGER LEVEL control may be all that is necess'lry. In
most cases it's that siruple.

Triggel'ing comrols may seem numerous, but each one b
thel-c to lIl:tkc your scol)C e'lsicr to lIse; put them all to work
for YOll. i!t
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Service scope
Troubleshooting
digital circuits
If you haven't had mudl cockpit time troubleshooting
digiL'l1 circuits, you probably t.bink it's a tougher job
than it is. l\'Iost every experienced troubleshooter you
talk to who kno.....s both an:tlog and digiwl circuits
agrees thitL digital circuits aTC IlW h easier to u·oublc·
shoot.

Just as the analog man needs to know aboul transistors. gain, feedback, dividers, etc., the digital tn;lI1l1ccds
to know ;lbout AND gates, OR g:lles, inveners, flip·
flops. ;Illd multivilmllOl'S. The vaSl majority of digiwl
integrated circuits are made til) of these elements or
combinations of them. Of the group. flip-1101'S and
multi-vibrators an~ probably the tough~~ to learn and
retain. Therefore. IJaTl I oC this discussion will review
f1ip-llop lundamOltals.

PART I Fundamentals of flip-flops
OIl nip-flopl ha\"c twO output!. designated Q and "q',
or sometimes I and O. The tWO outplllS a~ complc~·
menu oC one another; if Q is at :II high IC\'d Q will ~ :n a
low level and vice·versa. Sometimes ollly one of two outpuU
is used and in th3t case the UIIUM.'d outpu: line may lIot
evell be dlOlwn on your schcm:lIic. 0011"( Jet that confuse you.
The diuingllishing Sylllbois :Ire the input symbols. All Hnes
except Q :lnd"'Q" are input Iilll'S.

M

T flip-flops
The simplest Aip-Rop is the T flip-Jlop, wmctimes called the
triggered Aip·f1op. It has only olle input; others have at ]C:ln
tIVO. The JlurfXlsc of the T type f1ip.flop is to provide :t11 out·
1'111 which !WilChcJ to IU Olllx»itc state cad'. time a trigger
pulse is imroducerl. When the outputs revene from a given
Uatc the Ie is said to toggle. A T type flip.flop can be m:u.le
by conn«ting logelher 5e1'eral inpuu on the }K flip.flop.

o flip-flops.
Next in simplicity is the gated D tY1>t: flip-flop. IOmelimcs
called. lat.eh. This type of nip.nop allows binary data 10 bt:
trolOsfcrred from tbe J) input to the Q output when the gate
input (C) is at d,e proper le\'C1 but blocks the transfer of
data when the G input is in lhe opposite (un:usertcd) Slate.
When the G inpu: goes to the unusened state me outpuu
~main (latch) in their existing states.
Clocked D t)'pe flip.flo»s only transfer dala when a dock
pulse arrivcs. The level at I) is then translerred to Ihe Q
output and the 1e\'C1 at Q remains ulltil the next clock pulse
arrives. If the d:Ha input level is the sanle :1$ when the hut
clock pulse arrived thefe will be no change in output. Vou
could say the output is updatt:d just the same. The symbol for
the clock input h \lsmllly CK. with the input mal'ked ...,ith an

11

arrow point (-c> ). CI), CL Of Care iIIlso used and the
point is sometimes omitted.

afTQW

Clocked R-S and J-K lIIp-flopa
Practically all R..s f1ip·lIop8 :lI1d }K flip. flops arc c1ocktd.
The J.K inputs all a J-K flip.flop arc the data input lilies.
The It·S inpuu 011 all It-S flil)·f!oP are the data input lines.
The st:lle o( the outpuU on an It·S or J-K flip·nop dcpellds
all the combination of states of the lWO daul input lilies
",'hen a dock Jlulse arrivcs. For all R-5 Hip.nop thcre :lre four
combinatiom: <I) S HIGH and R LOW. (2) S LOW and
It I-flCH, (11) bOlh LOW. and (4) both HlCH. For a j-K
f1ip·f1op the same combinatiolls of J and K input& apply.
There is no dinerence in bellavior betwccn an It·S and a

J'K. lIip·/lop except for the cOIllbination ",'here both data
inputs are H ICII. For R-S flip-flops the output IC\'eb of both
the Q and Q lines are indelenllinate when both data inpuu
are HIGH whcn clocked. For J-K flip-nops both outputle\'els
switch (lOggle) Crom their existing s:tates ir both J and K arc
HICH ,",'hen clocked. The outpuUi of R..s all<l}K flip-flops
do not dlange if both data inllllU are LOW when clocked.

(

If the two datll inpuu n~ in opposite states when docked,
the: Q output should go to the !klme state as the S input of
the R-5 mp·flop. and to the 1.1me state as the J input of dIe
J-K lIip-nop. Schem:llically the output lines ar normally
drawn direc:tly opposite the inputs to which they rorrespond.
Thal is, Q is drawn opposite the S input on R-S flip-naps and
opposite the J input all the }K flip.lIop. wllile the Q olilpm
i. drawn opposite lhe R illpUl or K input.

Edge-triggering and pulse-triggering (Masler-Slave)
Clocked flip-flops a~ $;lid to 1Jc: edge.lriggered or pulse·triggered. When pulse.triggered the outputs should not change
until the trailing edge of the clock pulse occurs. Whcn edgetriggered, no reference is made to the Icading or trailing
edge of the clock pulse. Input data istransferrcd to the output
during and immediately following the acth'ating transition
oC the clock pulse. An activating transition may be ul~ing
or down.going, but not both, depending on the flip-flop.
Both up-going and dowl\.gcing transitions of the clock
pulse activate something in master-sla\"C f1ip·f1ops. One ed~
stores the levels of the data inpuu in the Rip-Raps and the
other edge transfen the Stored data to the output lines. Each
output transfer llas to be prectded by input storage. so you
can say the leading edge .tores :lIld the trailing edge tunsCen.
This mUlt be kept in mind when a malter-slave Ril>-nOp is
checked for proper oper:uion bttallse input data sometimes
switches in the interval [)etwetn the leading and trailing
edges of the clock pulse. That is notusua.lly the case bUI ",'hen
diagnosing a trouble it lllay be particularly confusing.
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ComplicaLing diilb'11OSiS evell further is the f~ct that sO]l1e
m,lstcr-s]avc flip-flopl will :1lw<I)'5 slore the hig.l level if the
data input level ch:lIlgcs bCl\"CCll !c::nling 'llld trailing edges.
This happens whether the high level occurs firoL or ]aH :md
is caBed "ones coltching". J\'lastcr-slavc f1ip.flops with "d<ltalockout" store ouly the [cI·d seen dming and immcdi:ncly
following the leading edge transitioll.

The accompanying diagr.tms for the various flip. flops
should help d •• riC)' their operation for you.
In the Ilext iUlle of TckscOll'c we will discuss some b.1sic
tecllniques ror trollb!cshoming digital circuitry.

J-K and R-S Flip-flops with Preset and Clear
Asserting PrCSCl or Clear ovcrridcs all othcr inputs.

WhCll Presel is ;,sscrted (but Clear is nOll Q goes HIGH
and .111 other i'lPIl!S ilfC irrelcvant.
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Whcn Clear is nsscrlccl (bill PILoset is nOl) Q g'O(:5 LOW
:U1d all other ill]lUIS are irrclevaill.
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Clocked D Type Flip-flOps with Preset and Clear
Presct 01' Clear ovcrrides all othcr inpulS.
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Whcn I'rc~t:l :m(l CICilr arc both aSilerlcd lJoth OUlputs
arc HIGH I.l\ll will llot penial e'>'en if both Preset
and Clcar are Ullassct'ted ill the l;allle time,
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When I'nosc! is unasscrtcd afler Clc..r has beell unas·
serlcd Q will remain HIGII ulltil .. dock pulse arrives.

J~K

and R-S Flip.flops with Preset or Clear
Assening PI'csCt 01' etC:1!' ovcl'l'idcs aU othcl' inputs.
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.J·K and R·S Edge-triggered Fllp-llops
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A hand-held DMMiniscope

H

do you pronounce DMMiniscope? Some may say "DMM miniscope,"
others "DMM in-a-scope." Either way it accurately describes the new
TEKTRONIX 213 DMM Oscilloscope which combines a 3Y1z-digit digital
multimeter and a I-MHz oscilloscope in one compact instrument weighing
only 3.7 pounds and measuring 3.0 x 5.2 x 8.9 inches. You can hold it easily
in the palm of your hand or suspend it from a convenient neck strap. It's
battery powered and ready to make measurements wherever you take it.
OW

The DMM
Dave Allen

The 213 makes all of the measurements associated with a high performance,
3Y1z-digit multimeter and displays the results in large clear numbers on the
crt (1 cm x 4 cm for the four digits, plus sign and decimal point) . The brightness of readout is set by the side-panel INTENSITY control.
Dc voltage and current are measured on five ranges from 0.1 V full scale
to 1000 V full scale, and 0.1 rnA to 1000 rnA full scale. True rms readings
of ac voltage and current are provided over these same ranges for frequencies
up to 40 kHz. If dc coupling is used in the rms mode, the readout will show
the true rms value of ac plus de. Since rms and dc voltage measurements are
made using the oscilloscope probe, you can view the waveform, or measure
the voltage at the same point by simply pressing a front-panel pushbutton.
That's all it takes to transform the oscilloscope into a DMM, or vice versa.
In the DMM mode, resistance is measured with an accuracy of 1% or
better over five ranges extending from 1 kn full scale to 10 Mn full scale.
Excellent overrange capability of 200% full scale is provided for all ranges
except the 1000 V, where input is limited to 800 V because of probe and input
component considerations.
The oscilloscope

Although small in size, the 213 offers many of the features of much larger
oscilloscopes, and some even the larger scopes don't offer; for example, a
built-in capability for viewing current waveforms, with calibrated deflection
factors from 5 pA/div to 100 mA/div. Current waveforms are viewed using the
mA-n input on the instrument side panel. Input shunt resistance ranges
from 0.3 n to 1000 n depending on the current range.
Why combine a DMM and scope?

There are basic similarities between a DMM and an oscilloscope. Both have
calibrated sensitivities, or measurement ranges; both require some form of
readout, or display; and both are used by those engaged in designing, manufacturing and servicing electronic equipment. These few similarities make it
worth considering means to combine the two instruments, especially for those
applications demanding portability.
The TEKTRONIX 200-Series Oscilloscope package was selected as ideal
from the standpoint of portability. It was small enough to hold in the hand,
had a rugged, double-insulated case for elevated voltage measurements, and
was battery operated. The crt would make an excellent readout device for
digits as well as waveforms. The major problem was space. How do you get
the circuitry required for a DMM inside a package already designed for the
minimum volume needed to house the oscilloscope circuitry?
A partial answer is to make the circuitry do double duty-serve both func-
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tions. While an obvious solution it's not as simple to
achieve as it appears. For example, both instruments
need an input attenuator but the requirements are
quite different. The oscilloscope needs a wide-band,
"clean" attenuator; the DMM a higher precision attenuator, 10 megohm input impedance, and not much
bandwidth. A self-imposed requirement dictated using
the same probe for both oscilloscope and DMM voltage
measurements, for operator convenience.
Common Input circuitry

The 213 uses a straight-through (IX) probe working
into a lO-megohm attenuator. A Tektronix-designed
cam switch provides five ranges for DMM voltage, current and resistance measurements, and 14 calibrated
steps for oscilloscope voltage and current waveforms.
The input amplifier also serves both the DMM and
oscilloscope. Discrete component design was selected
to obtain sufficient bandwidth for the oscilloscope and
achieve the 0.1% gain accuracy required for the DMM.
The output of the input amplifier is connected to either
the DMM or oscilloscope circuitry by a front-panel
switch. The same switch applies operating voltage to
only those circuits needed to perform the function.
The DMM circuitry is similar to that used in other
TEKTRONIX DMM's, with special attention given to
achieving maximum performance within the space and
power available. Overrange indication serves as an excellent example of the value engineering found in the
'213. There are basically three possible sources of error
due to an overrange signal: the Input Amplifier, the
AjD Converter, and the RMS Converter when the permissible crest factor is exceeded. Overrange indication
is provided in each of these circuits, with overrange
indicated on the readout display as scrambled plus and
minus character segments, and 8's.

The DMM readout

Readout for the DMM is provided by a novel Tektronix-designed character generator IC that produces
X, Y and Z signals to drive the crt deflection and blanking system. The X and Y signals always form the sevensegment display character 8. To form the characters 0
through 9, the character generator converts serial BCD
data inputs into Z-axis (or blanking) output signals
to blank the necessary segments. The BCD data consists of four groups (one group for each character)
supplied from a 4-decade counter IC. Also supplied
from the counter are four outputs that provide spacing
current to the horizontal amplifier to properly position
each character displayed. The character generator also
produces plus or minus polarity signs and the decimal
point. A portion of the Y output signal is fed to the
horizontal amplifier, giving the displayed numerals
a slight tilt for a more pleasing appearance.
The power supply

One of the most challenging design goals of the 213 was
to power the instrument from just two nickel-cadmium
D cells providing 2.4 volts de. These two batteries power
a high-efficiency supply producing voltages of 0.6 volts
ac, and +6.5, -6.5 + 15, + 75, and -1000 volts de. Efficiency is about 78%.
The inverter is a switching regulator type in which
the amount of energy transferred to the transformer
secondary is determined by the on-time of the switching transistor. On-time is controlled by the frequency
of an astable multivibrator. As battery voltage decreases, the operating voltages decrease. This results
in a change of the astable multivibrator frequency

Fig.1. Side view of the 213 showing the current and ohmmeter inputs, and other instrument controls. The oscilloscope probe and power
cord are wrapped in place at the rear of the instrument.

which alters the on-time, restoring operating voltages
to normal.
Low-voltage shutdown

A low-voltage shutdown circuit operates as a battery
condition indicator and battery deep-discharge protector. When battery voltage drops to +2.12 volts, the
power indicator LED extinguishes. Operation will continue until battery voltage reaches about +2.02 volts.
At this point an SCR conducts, effectively shutting
down the astable multivibrator and, thus, the supply.
Low voltage supplies

The low-voltage rectifier-filter circuitry uses Schottkybarrier diodes which provide low power dissipation because of reduced junction voltage. The Schottky-barrier
diodes also provide fast recovery needed at the high
multivibrator frequency (::::::60 kHz) , resulting in an increase in power supply efficiency.
High voltage supply

High voltage is generated by an 8-stage multiplier that
takes about 190 volts peak-to-peak from the inverter
and produces about 1300 to 1400 volts across the multiplier. The crt accelerating voltage is obtained after the
seventh stage of multiplication and is set to - 1000 volts
and regulated to within 1%.
The battery charger

The 213 contains a battery charger converter that
enables the batteries to be charged when connected to
the power line. Charging occurs with the instrument
turned on or off. The converter is frequency controlled,
with the battery charge current regulated by a saturable
reactor. As current flow changes in the saturable reactor,
its inductance changes causing a shift in the operating
frequency of the converter. As the converter frequency
shifts away from resonance, the output voltage decreases, regulating the charge rate.

Mechanical considerations

One of the outstanding achievements in the 213 design
is the packaging. Nearly every cubic inch inside the
package is occupied. There is no main chassis in the
unit. Five printed circuit boards surrounding the crt
are interconnected by square pins mounted on one
printed circuit board, inserted into jacks on the adjoining board. Only a few interconnecting cables are
needed. The two-piece insulated cabinet fits snugly
around the assembly, maintaining the boards securely
in place and providing operator protection for elevated
voltage measurements.
Servicing the 213

Troubleshooting the 213 is simplified by using extender
cards for the AID Converter Board and Power Supply
Board. Extending these two boards opens up the 213
for easy access to circuitry while the instrument is operating. The extender boards are available from Tektronix.
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Specifications on the 213
DMM

Resistance
Rlngea-l kO to 10 MO full scale in 5 ranges.

True rrns readings of voltage and current are provided for all waveforms with a
crest factor of 5 or less.

R••olutlon-l

n on l'kO scale.

Wi~~~~o·5:{or~~~r~~i~ to:o%O~fn;~iITsec~ref~:: ~Sc~wlthin

1 kn

Dc and Ac Voltage
Rlngl-o.l V to 1000 V full scale in 5 ranges.
Overrlnge Capability-At least 200% of full scale. Except for 1000 V range.
R••olution-100 /.LV at 0.1 full scale.
Dc Voltage Accurlcy*-For 250C ±5 0 C. Beyond these limits add temperature
coefficient.
Within 0.1% of reading ± 3 counts. Temp Coel Is (within
0.015% of reading
0.04% of full scale) per ae.
Within·0.1% of reading ± 1 count. Temp Coef is (within
0.01 % of reading + 0.01 % of full scale) per °C.
10.00 V and
Within 0.15% of reading ± 1 count. Temp Coef Is (within
100,0 V Ranges
0.01 % of full scale) per °C.
0.015% of reading
1000 V Range
Within 0.2% of reading ± 1 count. Temp Coef is (within
0.01% of full SCale) per °C.
0.02% of reading
*Accuracy for battery operation. For ac line operation add 10°C before computing DMM accuracy temperature coefficient.

0.100 V Range

+

1.000 V Range

+

10 kO

to 1 Mf!

W~~J20Y0'~~r~~JrnBgd~9o=:OiOJ~oOfnf~IT~~~e10pe~r;~6~lthin

10 MO

Within 1% of reading ± 1 count. Temp Coef Is (within
0.05% of reading
0.02% of full scale) per °C.
*Accuracy for battery operation. For ac Ime operation add 10°C before com~
puting DMM accuracy temperature coefficient.
Settling Tlme-2 seconds within 2 counts.

+

Readout
Numbe, of Dlgltl-3V2 digits plus decimal point and sign.
Dllplay 81z8-1 cm high by 4 cm wide (5 characters).
Overrange Indication-Readout displays scrambled characters.

+

RMS Voltlge Accurecy*-For 250C ±50C. Beyond these limits add temperature
coefficient. Temp Coef Is within 0.05% of reading +0.1% for full scale per °C.
Within % of reading shown ±5 counts at frequency shown.
40 Hz to
4 kHz to
Dc
4 kHz
40 kHz
0.100 V Range
2.5%
1.5%
3.5%
2%
1%
1%
1.000 V Range
10.00 V Range
2%
1%
1%
1000 V Range
2%
1%
1%
1000 V Range
2%
1%
2%
*Accuracy for battery operation. For ac line operation add 10°C before computing DMM accuracy temperature coefficient. Accuracy limit Increases linearly
for crest factor greater than 2. Up to twice Indicated limit for crest factor of 5.
Input R.slltence-l0 MO.
Input Capeeltence-Approx. 150 pF on 0.1 V to 10 V ranges, 100 pF on 100 V
and 1,000 V ranges.
Settling Tlme-1.5 seconds within 0.1% of reading in dc mode, 2 seconds
within 1% of reading In rms mode.
Maximum Input Voltege500 V (de
peak ac) for 0.1 V to 10 ranges dc coupled,
800 V (de
peak 8C) for 0.1 V to 10 V ranges ac coupled,
800 V (de
peak ac) for 100 V and 1000 V ranges.

+
+
+

Dc and Ac Current
Rang8-0.1 rnA to 1000 rnA full scale In 5 ranges.
Overrlnge CIPlblllty-At least 200% of full scale.
R.lolutlon-100 nA at 0.1 rnA full scale.
Input Shunt Reslltenee (Approximate)
Scate
0.100 rnA
1.000 rnA
10.00 rnA
100.0 rnA
1000 rnA

Resistance
10000
1000
10.20

1.20
0.30

RMS Current Aeeuracy*-For 25°C ±50C. Beyond these limits add temperature coefficient. Temp. Coef Is (within 0.05% of reading +0.1% of full scale)
per °C
Within % of reading shown
±5 counts at frequency shown.

I

40 Hz to
14kHZ to
4 kHz
40 kHz
0100 rnA Range
2.5%
1.5%
4.5%
2.5%
1.5%
3.5%
1.000 to 1000 rnA Ranges
*Accuracy for battery operation. For ac Ime operation add 100C before com put·
Ing DMM accuracy temperature coefficient. Accuracy limit increaSes linearly
for crest factor greater than 2. Up to twice Indicated limit for crest factor of 5.
Settling Tlme-1.5 seconds within 0.1% of reading In dc mode, 2 seconds
within 1 % of reading in rms mode.
Mlxlmum Input Current-2 A rms Or 3 A peak on sny scale.

I
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Vertical Dellection (Voltage)
Deflection Factor-5 mV/div to 100 V/div In 14 calibrated steps (1·2-5 sequence). Accurate within ± 3%, Uncallbrated, continuously variable between
steps and to at least 250 V/div.
Bandwidth-Dc to 1 MHz (-3 dB point) for 20 mV/dlv to 100 V/dlv deflection
factors. Dc to 400 kHz (-3 dB point) for 5 mV/dlv and 10 mV/div. Lower bandwidth limit (-3 dB point) for ac coupling Is 1 Hz or less.
Input Rand C-10 MO paralleled by approx. 150 pf for 5 mV/div through 1
V/divand 100 pf for 2 V/dlv through 100 V/dlv.
Maximum Input VoltageInput Condition
Dc COUPled, 5 mV/div to 1 V/div
Ac coupled, 5 mV/div to 1 V/div
2 V/div to 100 V/div

Maximum Input Voltage
peak ac) at 1 MHz or less
500 V (dc
800 V (dc
peak ac) 500 V peak ac
component
peak ac) at 1 MHz or less
800 V (dc

+

+
+

Vertical Delleclion (Current)
OenecUO" Faclor-5 p,A/div to 100 mA/div in 14 calibrated steps (1~2-5 sequence. Accurate within ± 3%. Uncalibrated, continuously variable between
steps and to at least 250 mA/div.
Bandwidth-Dc to at least 400 kHz (-3 dB point) for 20 IJ.A/div through 100
mA/div deflection factors. Dc to at least 200 kHz -3 dB point) for 5 p.A/div
and 10 IJ.A/div.
Maximum Input Current-2 A rms or 3 A peak for any range.

Horizontal Dellection

Dc Current Accurley*-25°C ±5°C. Beyond these limits add temperature co·
efficient. Temp Coef is (within 0.02% of reading +0.04% of full scale) per °C.
0.100 rnA Range
Within 0.5% of reading ± 3 counts
Within 0.25% of reading ± 3 counts
1.000 to 1000 rnA Range
*Accuracy for battery operation. For ac line operation add 10°C before computing OMM accuracy temperature coefficient.

Dc

OSCILLOSCOPE

I

sweep Rate-2 1J.s/div to 500 ms/div in 17 calibrated steps (1-2-5 sequence).
Accurate within ± 5%.
Horizontal Magnifier-Provides continuously variable sweep rate settings between calibrated settings. Extends fastest sweep rate to at least 0.4 IJ.s/div.

Trigger
Internal Ac Coupled (Auto)-Triggers on deflection of 0.5 div or more from 7
Hz to 1 MHz. Sweep free-runs In absence of trigger signal or for frequencies
below 7 Hz.
Internal Ae Coupled (Normal)-Triggers on deflection of 0.5 div or more from
7 Hz to 1 MHz.
External Dc Coupled-Triggers on signals of 1.0 V or more from de to 1 MHz.

Crt
6 X 10 div display area, each div is approx. 0.2 in. Internal black line, non·
illuminated graticule. P43 phosphor is standard.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
Power Sources-Internal Ni Cd batteries provide a typical operating period of
3.5 hours at maximum trace intensity for a charging and operating temperature
between 20°C and 30°C. Internal charger prOVides for charging batteries any
time the Instrument is connected to an ac line even if the Instrument Is turned

~'t ~cp~~r:~:ig~t;:r~eu:~~:~~~~I~e~n~eJr~g~:~g:.h~~llb~~~~r:r~~I~~~~I~~~P:P~~~~'fmately 16 hours. External operation from 90 to 136 V ac (48 to 62 Hz). Option 1
allows operation from an external 180 to 250 V ac (48 to 62 Hz) or de supply.
Power consumption, 8 walts or less.
Insuletlon Voltage-SOO V rms or 700 V (de + peak ac) when operated from
internal batteries, witlf line cord and plug stored. When operated from ac. line
voltage plus floating voltage not to exceed 250 V rms; or 1.4 X line
de
peak ac not to exceed 350 V.

+

+

Sweep delay today

O
Dave Dunlap

scilloscopes with calibrated sweep delay have been around a long time.
And most users are probably quite familiar with conventional sweep
delay. There are, however, some important new ways to delay sweeps. Have
you used digital delay? Do you know when to use digital delay instead of
analog delay? Do you know what kinds of digital delay units are available?
What ar.e the different ways to minimize display jitter on your crt screen?
How much does sweep delay improve time measurement accuracy?
Scope users and buyers should understand this subject to make intelligent
selections of the instruments they will need, and to make good use of the
instruments they have. We hope to-help you understand the subject more
clearly.
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Fig. 1. The TEKTRONIX 475 provides analog sweep delay using
a calibrated ten-turn potentiometer. On some scopes this control
is called the DELAY TIME MULTIPLIER. The number of dial
divisions between the start and the end of delay is multiplied by
the TIME/DIV setting, to compute delay.

Fig.2. The TEKTRONIX 475 with DM40 or DM43 provides
analog sweep delay with LED readout. The readout is set to zero
at start of the delay and the readout shows the delay time when
the DELAY TIME POSITION control is set to the end of delay.
No calculations are necessary.

Conventional calibrated sweep delay

by waveshape or appearance what part of a wave train
to look for. You will, however, sometimes know how
much delay time is needed to display what you want.
Then having calibrated sweep delay is important; you
just crank in the numbers you need, to see what you want.

Conventional sweep delay is most often used for the
same reason you sometimes use a sweep magnifier ...
to get a better look at something not near the beginning
of the sweep. When you magnify a sweep most of the
former display goes off screen. To see any of those
regions again you merely adjust the horizontal position
control. To accomplish the same thing using conventional sweep delay you switch to delayed-sweep operation and rotate the delay control to see what you want.
In effect, the amount of magnification is equal to the
ratio of the delay range to the duration of the sweep
being delayed and is frequently greater than 1000 to 1.
Without either sweep delay or sweep magnification, the
only time you can see what you want, at the sweep
speed you want, is when that event immediately follows
the instant of trigger recognition. To see events that
happen considerably later requires considerable delay.
The conventional way to delay a sweep is to (I)
initiate a ramp signal that (2) generates a secondary
trigger signal when it crosses a selectable voltage level,
and (3) let that trigger initiate the sweep you need to
display the later events. The delay you need is selectable
with two controls: one sets the slope of the ramp and
the other sets the voltage level the ramp must cross. By
generating linear ramps, and by using a linear multiturn potentiometer for the delay control, delay can be
accurately calibrated.
Now when you are looking for a particular freightcar
in the middle of a wave train you will not always know
how to recognize what you are looking for. Bright zones
on the trace, indicating the point of delay, often help,
but sometimes don't when you are unable to distinguish
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That is fine when you know the speed of the train
and the length of the cars. But what if you don't know
all that and only know that the 138th car is the one you
want to put in the scope window? Then you can count
them as you parade them past the crt window if need
be. When that is so, you probably don't want to personally parade 138 pulses past your crt window counting them as they go, with the possibility of being interrupted somewhere in the middle of the count. And
what if the count is 13801?
Digital Delay

Fortunately, there is a better way. Digital delay-bycount plug-ins are available that will count the pulses
for you more quickly, more reliably, and with far less
frustration. The 5B31 is one such plug-in. It is used with
5400 Series Oscilloscopes. The 7Dll and DD 501 are
two others. 1 The 7Dll is used in 7000 Series scopes;
the DD 501 is for use with any scope.
Delay-by-count is digital delay. When you count
cycles of a timing waveform before you trigger a sweep,
you have digital time delay the same as counting seconds before blast-off. Digital delay makes particularly
good sense when working with digital circuits. One
waveform often looks so much like another that other
means of identification are called for. The count, the
number, is sometimes the only identification.
Display Jitter Eliminated

Delay by count does other things for you. For one

thing it follows time jitter. It follows jitter so well, in
fact, that it can make you believe your jittery signal
has no jitter. With conventional sweep delay using the
Triggerable After Delay mode, you can also sometimes
stop display jitter. What's the difference? Mainly that
the Triggerable After Delay mode doesn't work where
the amount of jitter is greater than the time between
adjacent pulses in the region you want to investigate.
In such a case if you were trying to trigger the delayed
sweeps on the 138th pulse you would find that some
were triggered on the 137th or 139th pulse, producing
a confused display. The likelihood increases for relatively long delay periods, for example when trying to
look at pulse number 13801.
Even when your signal is not jittery, conventional
sweep delay can contribute enough of its own jitter to
be a problem at times. With analog delay, delay-generated jitter is proportional to the delay range used,
not the delay used, and is usually spec'd at either
1/20,000 of the range or 1/50,000 of the range. A delay
range of 20 ms (2 ms/div x 10) might contribute as
much as I p's of jitter and still meet a 20,000: I specification. An effective magnification of 2000 is all it takes
to produce one division of jitter with a 20,000: I spec.
If the displayed pulses were less than I division apart
in such a case and you used the Triggerable After Delay
mode to stop jitter, about half of the sweep would be
triggered on one pulse and the other half on an adjacent pulse. If all the displayed pulses were identical in
shape and spacing you could not tell the difference; but
if the pulse shape or spacing was different the display
would be confusing. What is worse, the display may
even be a little deceptive. For example, you may see a
narrow pulse among others but fail to notice that some
sweeps run through its baseline, indicating the pulse is
only there part of the time.
Delay by count works like Triggerable After Delay
to ignore jitter, except that time variations between
counts are completely ignored. Pulses produced by rotating devices, such as a magnetic disc, usually have
widely-varying time intervals from one cycle to the
next. Furthermore, the cycles occur at a relatively low
rep rate. Jitter is one thing and low rep rate jitter is
another. And to make matters worse, alternate sweep
operation cuts any basic rep rate in half. Few conditions
are worse for a scope operator than to attempt to interpret jittery dual-trace displays using fast sweeps that
are blinking at you. Storage is a big help when there
is no jitter. And delay by count will stop the jitter.
You don't have to know the right count to delay by
count if you can recognize what you are looking for.
You can range from one event to the next and parade
your wave train past your crt window the same as with
conventional sweep delay.

Time Measurement Accuracy
Digital delay by count provides very accurate time
delay intervals whenever it counts very accurate timing
signals. Whereas most analog delay systems have a specified accuracy between about ±3'10 and ±0.5'1o of the
reading, digital time delay accuracy depends largely on
the accuracy of the timing signal. The TEKTRONIX
7D II has a built-in 500 MHz timing signal phase-locked
to a 5 MHz crystal oscillator that is accurate within
± I part in 2 million. It will count up to 10 million
internally generated 100 ns pulses to provide up to I
second of delay. You can add from 0 to 100 ns of analog
delay to the selected number of 100-ns increments, with
an accuracy of ±2 ns. Two nanoseconds amounts to
±2'10 when the delay is close to one 100 ns increment,
but is only ±0.2'1o or less when the delay is I p's or more.

Usually more important than accuracy of delay, however, is accuracy of delay difference. For all time interval
measurements except those less than about 50 ns, sweep
delay can be used to reduce time measurement errors.
As most scope users know, to make such a measurement
with conventional sweep delay, the difference between
two delay dial readings is multiplied by 1, 2, or 5 ...
usually in your head. We call such measurements differential time measurements.
The first dial reading is made after the delay control
has been used to position the waveform so the beginning point in the waveform for the time measurement
coincides with some vertical graticule line. The second
reading is taken after the delay control has been rotated
to position the ending point in the waveform to the
same graticule line. You must always be able to identify
the beginning and ending points of a time interval
measurement regardless of how the measurement is
made. Although this technique is a little more time
consuming than making the measurement directly from
the crt scale, it is independent of crt non-linearities
and possible gain errors of the horizontal amplifier.
The technique typically improves accuracy to about
±0.5'1o to ± 1.0'10 of the reading.
Accuracy invariably falls off for measurements of
very short time intervals, and precisely where it starts
to fall off depends on the particular oscilloscope. It
falls off for the same reason that time measurements
scaled directly off a crt suffer in accuracy as the distance
scaled gets smaller and smaller. The difference is that
smaller sections of a potentiometer have to be used
instead of smaller sections of the crt scale.
There is no point whatever in trying to use calibrated
sweep delay to improve measurement accuracy beyond
the crossover where reading directly from the crt (scaling) yields better accuracy. Even with the speed and
convenience of a method of making differential time
interval measurements, described in the next para-
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graph, accuracy improvements for short time intervals
are marginal when compared to directly scaling the
crt. The crossover depends on what kind of error you
are apt to make when scaling the crt directly, compared to matching points in the waveform with a
graticule reference line. Few people would consider
the difference to be greater than 1/10 major division.
That error would be an additional 1% for a 10-division
crt measurement, or an additional 2% for as-division
measurement, etc. See the discussion on time measurement accuracies on page 11.

exceed the count or readout capabilities of the delay
generator. The TEKTRONIX 7Dll will count up to
10,000,000 cycles of a signal having a frequency up to
50 MHz; the DD 501 will count up to 100,000 cycles
of a signal having a frequency up to 80 MHz; and the
5B3I will count up to 100,000 cycles of signals up to
35 MHz. The signal cycles you count may be part of the
signal you later display, so the scope bandwidth can
limit the maximum frequency your delay generator
gets to see.

Digital readout of time delay

No discussion of sweep delay should ignore the subject
of Word Recognizers. The two basic reasons to delay
a sweep are to make time measurements more accurately, or to get a clear, magnified look at something
happening later than your available triggers. In many
digital circuits the proper moments to trigger to get
a clear magnified display cannot be predicted. For example, you may want to display only what happens
immediately after the last of all inputs to a logic gate
go true, and can't tell which input that will be. The
simple solution is to simultaneously probe several
points in the circuit under test, with an equal number
of probes that go to a device that will recognize the
moments when the unique combination of logic states
occur. If you can recognize those moments, you can
generate the special sweep triggers needed. How many
points you have to probe to recognize specific digital
words depends on the equipment you are probing.
Most digital words are expressed in multiples of four
bits (4, 8, 12, 16, etc.) and the TEKTRONIX 821
Word Recognizer is designed with that in mind.

TEKTRONIX 464, 465, 466 and 475 Oscilloscopes are
available with digital multimeters DM40 or DM43
integrally attached 2 , and one thing these multimeters do
is provide 3Y2-digit LED readout of differential (delay)
time measurements. No dial numbers need to be read,
logged, subtracted or multiplied. By merely pressing a
ZERO button when the first point in the measurement
is positioned on a reference graticule line, the time
difference may be read out directly from the four LED's
as soon as the second point is positioned to that reference line. Although the technique provides only marginal improvements in accuracy over the conventional
method, human errors in mental arithmetic and reading
the dial are minimized, and measurement time is reduced dramatically. The reduction in measurement
time practically eliminates errors due to delay drift.
Delay drift can easily be observed, when it is significant,
because it requires continued readjustment of delay to
keep the measurement beginning or ending point in
the waveform, on the reference graticule line. Delay
drift can sometimes appear to be significant when it is
not, because the delayed sweep speed is faster than it
needs to be.
For time interval measurements more accurate than
about ±0.5%, digital delay plug-ins may be used. The
7D 11 can be used to measure 1 /-,s intervals with an
accuracy of ±0.2%, 10 /-,s intervals with an accuracy of
±0.02%, etc. Only digital counters have comparable
accuracy and, unlike most counters, the measurements
can be made between two points on a waveform that
may differ in voltage.
Not all digital delay generators have built-in timing
signals like the 7D 11. In those cases, to delay by counting cycles of a timing signal instead of by counting
cycles of a signal from the equipment under test requires an external time mark generator or similar
instrument. If you are looking at digital equipment
that has its own clock signal, that signal is usually the
best delay reference you could get. Be sure the clock
frequency is not higher than the delay generator can
count or that the maximum count required does not
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Word Recognizers3

Usually the trigger generated by a Word Recognizer
is used to initiate a sweep, but it is also useful to
initiate a period of delay before the sweep is initiated.
That delay can be digital or analog, depending on your
needs. The output from a Word Recognizer is usually
applied directly to the external trigger input of a scope
or sweep plug-in. If that scope or plug-in has delayed
sweep operation you can easily cue the delay you need
off of that trigger. When you want to use digital delay
the output of the Word Recognizer is routed to an
external trigger input to that unit instead.
The new digital delay units offer improved measurement ease and accuracy for many applications. Analog
sweep delay is still the best solution in other areas.
Tektronix plug-ins provide you the option of choosing
either, or both, delaying capabilities. ~
by count is dis~ussed in the Jan/Feb 1974 issue of Tekscope,
and the 7DII is discussed in the Nov. 1972 issue of Tekscope.

1 Delay

2See Tekscope for Sept/Oct 1974
3 See

Tekscope for Mar/Apr 1974
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Time interval measurements made with an oscilloscope
are made between two points on the displayed waveform
that represent the beginning and end of the interval to be
measured.
One way to make such a measurement is to scale the
distance between those two points directly from the crt
graticule. The distance will be proportional to the time
interval.
Another way is to use a sweep delay control to pOSItIOn
first one then the other of the two points to the same
reference line on the crt graticule. The two numbers read
from a dial or window represent the time interval measured.
The difference between the two numbers will be proportional to the time interval. This method is called a differential time measurement. Both points in the waveform
don't have to appear on the crt screen at the same time
when making differential time measurements. Nor does the
time/div selected, or sweep speed accuracy of the displayed
sweep, have a direct bearing on the accuracy of the measurement.
When measurements are made by directly scaling the crt,
special care must be used when reading and interpolating
the scale to assure best measurement accuracy. Most observers agree that, with reasonable care, most measurements
can be kept within ±1/20 major divisions by interpolating
the scale to the nearest I /lOth major division. That amounts
to a scaling error of ±5% for one division of separation
between two points in the waveform, but only amounts to
±I % for five divisions of separation, etc. When the time/
div on an oscilloscope is calibrated in a 1-2-5 sequence all
time measurements can be spread over four divisions or
more, except for time intervals less than four divisions of
the fastest sweep, Because most measurements can be spread
over more than five divisions, a ± I % scaling error is a conservative figure for most measurements made with care.
Scaling errors should be algebraically added to the accuracy of the time base used for the measurement. You
should assume time base accuracy is at the margin of the
specified accuracy. The time base accuracy for the 475 is
specified as ±2% for the I, 2 and 5 ns per division settings

and ±I % for the other time/div settings, The blue curve
on the graph shows time measurement accuracy when you
combine scaling error with time/div errors,
The black curves show the accuracy you can expect when
making differential time measurements with the TEKTRONIX 475 oscilloscope. The 475 is available with either
the conventional lO-turn calibrated delay dial or with a
digital multimeter, DM40 or DM43, integrally attached,
The DM40 and DM43 allow you to set the first delay reading to zero so the second reading may indicate the time
measurement directly. Pushing a button is all it takes.
Numbers representing the time interval measured appear
with 3\1 digit resolution on four LED's. Curves for both
types of 475's are shown.
The improvement in accuracy offered by the DM40 or
DM43 over the conventional lO-turn dial is primarily for
time intervals less than 1/10 of the delay range used. For
the shortest delay range that amounts to 50 ns or less. The
reason accuracy is better is primarily that the DM40 and
DM43 provide five times better time resolution than the
lO-turn dial. Accuracy with the 10-turn dial is ±O.I % of
the full lO-turn range for measurements involving a difference of less than one turn. Accuracy with the DM40 or
DM43 is ±I % of the reading, ±l count, with one count
being equal to only 0.02% of the full range. Below about
5 ns, directly scaling the crt should improve accuracy.
When making differential time measurements, visual
errors involved in positioning the trace are generally considered insignificant because the displayed sweep can be
made very much faster than the delaying sweep. For example, a 50 ns time interval measured using the differential
method can be displayed at I ns/div, and a visual error of
±1/20th division would amount to only ±50 ps (±O.I%).
For similar reasons delay jitter or drift on the order of
I :20,000 or less seldom interferes significantly with the accuracy of a differential time measurement.
The convenience, speed, and freedom from human error
with which accurate measurements may be made with the
DM40 or DM43 recommend it most.
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Digitally delayed sweep

Electronic circuitry is becoming increasingly digital. In
most digital systems the time relationship between
events is determined by clock pulses. A convenient
means of viewing a particular event in such a system is
to count the clock pulses that must occur before the
event takes place. The sweep is then triggered and the
event we desire to view is displayed. Since the delay
tracks the event regardless of its timing variation, jitter
is eliminated or greatly reduced.
Delay by event

The new 5B31 Digitally Delayed Time Base brings just
such a capability to TEKTRONIX 5400 Series Oscilloscopes. Operating in the delay by events mode, five
thumbwheel switches permit you to select delays up to
99,999 events. The events can be as short as 20 ns in
duration and at frequencies up to 20 MHz.
Delay by event is particularly useful when working
with "floppy" discs'" or other rotating devices. Counting can be initiated by the index pulse on the disc, and
the thumbwheels set to count the number of clock
pulses to take you to that portion of the disc you're
interested in viewing. Since you are triggering from the
pulses recorded on the disc, jitter caused by variations
in disc speed will not be apparent in the display.
Delay by time

For many applications delay by time is more suitable
than delay by event. The 5B31 brings the benefits of
digital delay to time delay measurements by means of
an internal I-MHz crystal-controlled clock. In delay by
time operation we are again counting events but the
events' occur at precisely one microsecond intervals. The
five thumbwheel switches provide a choice of delay
times from 0 to 99,999 its. Differential delay time, that
is, the difference in delay between two points on the
same sweep, can be measured to an accuracy of 2 parts
in 105, or within 0.002%, considerably better than that
achieved using analog sweep delay.
Reducing display jitter

Figure I shows how jitter originates in a simple clock
and counter delay system where the clock is not triggered from the signal. Total delay time can vary as
much as one clock period because there is a random
interval between the trigger and the first clock transition counted. This random interval causes jitter. One
way to minimize jitter is to select a high clock frequency. But this requires a fast counter in addition to
the fast clock, and is expensive.
The 5B3l uses a unique circuit to achieve 10 ns or
less of jitter using a I MHz clock. You would normally
expect up to I its of jitter with this clock frequency.
A single fixed-rate ramp, referred to as the "held
ramp", is used to absorb the random time between the

trigger and the first count. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the main trigger, the clock and the held
ramp. The simplified block diagram in Figure 3 shows
the major circuit elements used in generating the held
ramp, and achieving digital delay.
In delay by time operation the its pushbutton is
depressed. When a trigger from the Main Trigger
Generator occurs it gates the I-MHz clock to the counter and, in conjunction with the Ramp Flip-Flop, turns
on the Ramp Current Generator (held ramp). The
ramp runs up until the Transition Detector senses the
first change in the state of the counter. At this point
the Ramp Flip-Flop switches, interrupting the ramp
charging current. The ramp holds at the interrupted
level until counting is completed. The End of Count
Detector then switches the Ramp Flip-Flop, restoring
the charging current. The held ramp then continues
its run-up to the level set by the Comparator. Total
run-up time is I its, excluding "hold" time.
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Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating why jitter occurs in a digital delay
system when the clock is not triggered from the signal.
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Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating how held-ramp operation accommodates differences in the clock-trigger relationship to reduce
jitter to 10 ns or less.
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SWEEP OUT
Z-AXIS OUT

Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of the 5B31 Digitally Delayed Time Base.

The Comparator output drives the Sweep Gate FlipFlop which enables the Sweep Generator, and provides
a signal for trace intensification and a Delayed Gate.
At the end of the sweep interval, information from
the Delay Thumbwheel switches are loaded into the
counter, and the Main Trigger Generator and the held
ramp are reset.
The held ramp operation reduces jitter from the
expected I p's to 10 ns plus I part in 107 of selected
delay. For time delays longer than 200 p's, the 5B3l has
less jitter than an analog sweep delay having a jitter
spec of I part in 20,000 of delay range.
In delay by event operation, triggers from the Event
Trigger Generator substitute for the I-MHz clock.
The Transition Detector, Ramp Flip-Flop and Ramp
Current Generator are inoperative in this mode.
Operation begins with a trigger from the Main Trigger Generator. The Counter counts pulses from the
Event Trigger Generator. At completion of the count,
the End of Count Detector enables the clock input of
the Sweep Gate Flip-Flop. The next pulse from the
Event Trigger Generator switches the Sweep Gate
Flip-Flop, thus eliminating the propagation delays associated with the Delay Counter. The outputs of the
Sweep Gate Flip-Flop perform the same functions as in
delay by time operation.
In normal (undelayed) operation the trigger from
the Main Trigger Generator passes directly through
the Delay Control AND gate, and an OR gate, to start
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the Sweep Generator. With the P.s or EVENT pushbutton depressed the trace will be brightened at the
end of the delay set by the thumbwheels if the delay
is within the range of the displayed sweep.
Summary
The 5B31 is the first time base plug-in to include digital
delay. While the time delay range is not as broad as
some analog delays available, the ease of operation, low
jitter, improved delay time accuracies, and delay by
event capability make the 5B3l Digitally Delayed Time
Base a valuable addition to the 5400 Series Oscilloscope
family.@!
·See "Flexible Disc Measurements Simplified by Digital Delay",
Jan/Feb 1974 Tekscope.

Troubleshooting
digital
circuits

Trouble8hooting digital circUits
.
In the Nov/Dec 1974 issue of TEKSCOPE we introduced the ~ubject of
troubleshooting digital circuits with a summary of the fundamentals of flip.
flops. That was because flip·flops are one of the basic microcircuits used in
digital l.eo's and are the most formidable Of the basic circuits to become
familiar
are going to develop your troubleshooting skills beyond
mere rep
at suspect circuit boards it is essential that you get to know
basic logic circuits.
.

PART II There are s9me good, practical tools around to help you trouble.
shoot digital circuits. They range in sophistication from logic probes to logic
SCQ es, but the more sophisticated instruments are usually limited to produ
or tngineering design work. The ordinary oscilloscope is
us
ost sophisticated instrument practical to use for field service.
the least expensive, the smallest, and with their indicator
e probes, the handiest. Oscilloscopes are needed to show
timing
ionships between signals and show their precise voltage levels.
The approach
.There is such a variety of electronic products using digital circuits that you
.wonder how much you need to know about each product to find troubles
fairly quickly. The answer depends on how much experience you have and
what the products are, but we think beginners must understand at least
enough to operate the product. Your ability to operate the equipment will
have a great effect on where you begin the troubleshooting task.

There are usually several things you can do to test the operation of de·
fective equipment that will help in isolating the problem area. You will
need block diagrams and circuit diagrams to get acquainted with how the
various parts of the equipment work together. When you have not had a
chance to learn the equipment, taking time to read the titles of the blocks
in a block. diagram, and to read the names and labels of the important input
and output lines gives you better information than you might suppose. You
will surprise yourself.
The normal task of isolating a failure is to try to identify the section or
area that probably contains the defect. In equipment that has lots of circuit
boards one should first try to isolate the defective board. If replacement
boards are not available, the next task is to find the specific defect, usually
an I.C. Sometimes a defective I.C. may be quickly located by merely touching
it with your finger to see if it is very hot. Power must be on, of course, and
if there is any shock hazard possibility whatsoever you should not reach into
the circuits to do this.
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The place to start troubleshooting is at the symptom,
the point where you are witnessing improper performance. You should try to create several symptoms of the
problem because a comparison of symptoms will usually
give a good clue to what basic function is not being
performed. Knowing that and knowing the board that
performs the function will get you close. Extra time
spent at the outset with the symptoms will usually pay
off by eliminating large sections of the circuits from
consideration. For example, you may find that the
equipment always misses a certain count, or that it only
fails in one mode. Remember, however, that the problem cannot be fixed from the front panel unless it's an
operator error. Once you have explored the symptoms
thoroughly it is time to get inside the equipment.
The first shot

If you are able to reason where the trouble may be
located you should change the board, if a spare is
available. If normal operation is restored, you have
identified the defective board and may confine further
troubleshooting to that board. If it doesn't, you should
change the remaining boards, one at a time, replacing
each board in its original position.

In some cases you will not have any spare boards or
be able to reason what board is most apt to be faulty
from the available symptoms. In this case it is best to
treat the equipment as if it were one unit and track the
symptom back to wherever it leads you. Start at the
point where you see the error. You might have a light
that doesn't come on, or a wrong reading, ete. Starting
at this point you should work your way back through
the circuits, in fairly large steps, toward the normal
origin of the missing signal or erroneous signal. Follow
the circuit diagrams. Maybe the origin is a switch on
the front panel that normally turns on a light that isn't
working. Pick points to place your probe where the
signal goes through fairly simple gates, if possible.
These are the easiest points to check for proper operation. Eventually you will either find a point where the
signal is blocked or you will wind up at the switch.
Perhaps the switch is faulty.
When taking large jumps it is easy to skip the point
where the problem is located. But once you find the
signal you are looking for, you can stop going toward
the origin and follow the signal in small jumps, checking each gate in the signal path until you find the
point where the signal is blocked.
Now the signal can be blocked for several reasons.
The component where it is blocked could be faulty, or
another signal be missing at that point that would
allow your signal to go through. A third possibility is
that there are signals present which should not be there
such as Preset, or Clear, or an Inhibit signal. If the
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component plugs in, it is usually simplest to replace it
and see if that solves the problem. If it doesn't, or if the
IC is soldered in, you may need to do some more
troubleshooting. Probe all the input and output lines,
Vcc and ground. If one input does not have the right
level, or right signal, you should pursue the cause for
that in exactly the same way you started out.
I f the schematic diagram or service manual does not
show the basic make-up of that IC you will need to
refer to the data book that the manufacturer of the IC
supplies. Probe the pins of the device itself, not merely
the socket, if it plugs in. Occasionally contacts in the
socket are defective. In cases where a replacement component is not handy you may sometimes temporarily
borrow one from another part of the equipment or
from some other equipment. Be sure to put good components back in their original sockets.
Sometimes a Preset or Clear line is tripped so fast
that you may not detect it with your logic probe or
scope, if set up to look at slower signals. Sometimes you
will need to increase the sweep speed of your scope to
see these signals. At other times you may need to use
the Single Sweep Ready light as an indicator that a
single or low rep rate signal occured. The Strobe mode
or Hold mode on the TEKTRONIX P6401 Logic
probe may be used for a similar check.
The second shot . .. shorted outputs

There are times when an IC may appear to be defective
but is not. At such times your troubleshooting may
have just begun and you will have to take a second
shot. HIGH levels are never quite as high as the supply
voltage level when things are working right. In a TTL
circuit with a +5 volt Vcc supply level, for instance,
HIGHs would normally be some level between about
3.5 to 4.5 volts depending on the load, although they
theoretically can be as low as 2.4 volts. Measure the
voltage level. If it measures the same as Vcc there is
probably a shoh between Vcc and the output pin. The
same simple test can be done for a LOW. If you can't
find a few hundred millivolts on an output when it is
LOW, it may be shorted to ground. If you have a
HIGH at the output of an IC where there should be a
LOW, it may be because the output is shorted to Vce.
If you think you have found an output that is shorted, disconnect the circuit component that should be
driving that line, lift the pin on the component that
drives the line (as described later) and try again. If
normal operation is restored at the floating pin, that
component is OK. Bend the pin back and replace the
component.

An output that is shorted may be the input to several
other components and anyone of them may be causing
the trouble. If they are easy to disconnect, try one at a

time, being sure to get them back right. That bears
repeating. Get them back right! Any trouble you accidentally put into a circuit that is already not working
right will vastly complicate the problem. Two troubles
at one time is more than double trouble. For this reason,
avoid having two people troubleshoot the same job
unless they work toge~her closely and cooperate every
step of the way. If someone besides yourself has been
troubleshooting, look for double trouble. Suspect IC's
to be plugged in backward or to be the wrong type.
Sometimes a shorted output may not be caused by a
faulty component or socket. Solder "bridges" are a
common kind of short. Look closely at all soldered
points on the circuit board that are in close proximity
to another conductor. Check any adjacent pair of
solder points that look too close. Solder "tails" or
lodged pieces of wire can usually be found by close
inspection.
If you still can't find the short try using an ohmmeter with milliohm resolution. This is how: You turn
off the power and remove the circuit board if convenient. Then you put the ohmmeter on the lowest scale
and put one probe on the output pin and the other on
ground or Vcc, depending on the nature of the short.
You will measure only a low resistance if there is still
a short. If you move the probe from the output along
the circuit board run that connects to the pin, you
should notice a decrease in resistance as you approach
the locality of the short, and an increase in resistance
as you move away from the short. Holding one probe
lead very steady, move the other up and down the run
to the point of minimum resistance. Stop at that point
and repeat the procedure using the other probe lead.
The short should be very close. You may have to use a
magnifying glass to see some hairline shorts. Sometimes
the sharp point of a scriber gently scraped between
runs will remove a short.

The ohmmeter technique is especially good for locating shorts on a run that wanders all over the place, like
if Vcc was shorted to ground.
In some cases it is hard to pinpoint a trouble because
most everything indicates a particular IC should work,
but it doesn't. These cases are usually caused by the
IC output being overloaded or because input pulses
are arriving that are hard to detect.
Lift a pin or two

If your Ie's plug-in you can unplug anyone, bend
one of its pins out of the way of the socket, replace it
and try again. To do this you should always use a pair
of long-nose pliers and bend the pin right at the point
where it comes out of the package. You will only need
to bend it about 45 0 to clear the socket. See figure 1.

Fig. 1. When Ie's are plugged into sockets you may isolate any
lead by temporarily unplugging the Ie and unbending the lead
about 45" at the same region it was originally bent.

On flip-flops that don't seem to be working right
(except that a new one doesn't fix the problem) you
often need to lift more than one lead at a time. Narrow
pulses are sometimes fed back to the Preset or Clear
pin by a faulty IC elsewhere and will upset your attempt to go on. By lifting one, or both, of those pins
you can usually tell where to look next. It will be necessary to tie some inputs either HIGH or LOW when
they are lifted.
Temperature sensitive intermittent problems

You can't find troubles that are not there. The trouble
that goes away when you start looking for it is the most
elusive kind. Often that condition is a temperature
sensitive one and you can make it occur by raising the
temperature of one of the boards. The heat from a
bench lamp or hand-held hair dryer is usually enough
to do the job. But take care; you can sometimes quickly
overheat a board that way.
When you can get a trouble to come and go by
applying and removing heat to a whole area, you can
usually finish the job quite quickly by combining the
heating act with a cooling act. What you do is use a
pressurized can of circuit coolant and spray different
components while the board is hot. When the defective
one is cooled the trouble will come on immediately.
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When others are cooled it makes no difference. The
blast of coolant should be brief and closely confined to
the component suspected of being faulty. Sometimes
you will think you have located the trouble spot when
you are actually only close.
Summary

I. Know basic AND gates, OR gates and flip-flops.
2. Know how to operate the equipment being serviced.
3. Study block diagrams and labels of input and output lines.
4. Create as many symptoms of the problem as you can
to get the best clues about where to look.
5. Substitute good circuit boards for ones suspected to
be faulty if they are available and can be changed
quickly.
6. Carefully check temperature of components with
your finger if there is no shock hazard.
7. Substitute good components for ones suspected to
be faulty if they are available or can be borrowed.
8. Trace back through signal path from symptom toward normal origin of missing or faulty signal.
9. Take large steps toward origin until you find a
normal signal, then small steps in direction of signal-flow to find where the signal is blocked.
lO. Try to pick points to probe that are outputs of
simple logic gates.
II. At point where signal is blocked look for defective
component, missing or fautly input signal, or extra
input signal.
12. Put original component back in socket if it is not
defective.
13. Be sure to put boards and components back correctly.
14. Trace source of missing, faulty, or extra input signal the same way as when you first started at a
primary symptom.
15. Probe pins on device not pins on socket.
16. Look carefully for single or low rep rate pulses.
17. Check for shorts or excessive load on output of I.C.
where signal is blocked, when other factors seem
normal.
18. Lift I.C. output pin to isolate from load if I.C. is
not soldered in.
19. Lift I.C. input pins to identify faulty inputs of I.C.
if it is not soldered in.
20. Heat boards to cause intermittent faults to occur.
21. Cool one component at a time and observe results
on heated boards. ~
'See Nov/Dec 1974 issue of TEKSCOPE
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INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
53/54D; $40; Instruments, Inc., 3432 Midway
Dr., San Diego, CA 92110. (714~ 223-7156; c/o
D. C. Kalbfell.
160, 161, 162, 163 & rack adapter; Sell or
trade for 130 LC meter; Terry Perdue, 1470
Wilson Rd., St. Joseph, MI 49085; (616) 4297566.
190, 105, 107, 180; $500 total. 511AD; $200;
Dan Love; (213) 359-9141 X583.
211; $650; Mark Kimball, Control Engineering Assoc., 1702 Riverdale St., W. Springfield,
MA 01089; (413) 732-2936.
212; lOX attenuator pkg; BNC adapters;
case; manuals; $700; James Branchaud, Bell
& Howell Co., Honolulu, HI; (808) 847-4056.
310 with access.; $300 or best offer; Tony
Thomas, 3303 E. Denny Way, Seattle, WA
98122; (206) 655-4470.
422; Ceavco Audio-Visual Co., Inc.; 7475 W.
16th, Denver, CO 80215; (303) 238-8463. Ask
for Steve or Paul.
422 with 2 probes; $1000; Hugh Hansen;
(213) 640-1291.
453 w/EMI Mod & miniature probes; $1800;
David Rimi, (214) 337-5454 or (214) 941-1255.
453, $1250; 454, $1800; RM561/2A60/3BI,
$575; D & K Plug-ins, $35 ea.; W, A. Shirer,
9350 Carmichael Dr., La Mesa, CA 92041;
(714) 466-3578.
465; $1550; S. L. Shannon, (616) 965-8087;
Battle Creek, MI.
465; $1600; George Coomes, 1680I Veronica
E Detroit, MI 48021; (313) 775-0843 Home
or (313) 273-5855 Bsns.
507 (3); $2300 ea; A. R. Miller, Electro-Craft
Inc., 1124 Dorchester Ave., Dorchester, MA
02125; (617) 825-0980.
512; $200; Mr. Singhmanan, 122 Nelson Ave.,
Peekskill, NY 12550; (914) 737-6502.
514A; missing pwr. cord & probes; $450; John
L. Lenzo, 14 Hoffman Ave., Poughkeepsie,
NY 12603; (914) 454-5335.

535A, CA; Bill Telekamp, MSI Data, 3180
Red Hill, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
535A (2), CA (2); $300 ea. scope with plug-in;
Seymour Hamer, Telemet, 185 Dixon Ave.,
Amityville, NY 11701, (516) 541-3600.
545A/IA6/CA/P6013, C27 Camera, cart;
$1000; F. H. Bratton, 2133 Birchwood Ave,
Wilmette, IL 60091; (312) 256-2440 (eves.)
545 w/CA; $715; Mr. Richard Stan, 26177
6 Mile Road, Redford, MI 48219; (313) 5336700 (Bsns), (313) 422-7698 (Home).
545A, G, 500/53A cart, 2 probes & hood;
$1100 or best offer; K. A. Murphy, JohnsManville Prod. Corp., 814 Richmond Ave.,
Richmond, IN 47374; (317) 966-1561.
545L, $695; 585-82, $950; 661-5T3-4S2A, $850;
Frank Chance, S&C Sales Co., 319 Market St.,
Camden, NY 08101; (609) 963-5700.
549, IA2 202-1 cart, best offer; Jim Warner,
McGraw Edison, Olean, NY 14760; (716) 3727700.
561, 2B67, 2A61; $700; Leo Larsen, 4659 Is.
Sh. Dr., Pinckney, MI 48169; (313) 229-4651
(eves.)
564B Mod 121N w/3A6, 3A7, 3B3, 2B67;
John Forster, Consulting Engineer, PO Box
48, M.I.T. Branch P.O., Cambridge, MA
02139.
564B w/3A6, 3B3, $1800; 3A7, $350 or best
offer; Jairus Lincoln, 44 Chandler St., Somerville, MA 02144.

(4) FM 122, (I) RM 125 for FM 122, rack
mount; $100; Barry Fox, Optronics International, Inc., 7 Stuart Road, Chelmsford,
MA 01824; (617) 256-4511.
TLD67 w/probes; $700; Robert Rahn; (213)
360-0785.
TLD67, Don Relyea, Hoffrel Instrument,
Norwalk, CT; (203) 866-9205.
106, 191; Frank Redder, Cornell Univ.; (607)
256-3552.
317; Dan Rasmussen, Jr., 323 Fuller St., Richland, WA 99352; (509) 943-3369.
324; Jerry Staab, Autometrics, 4946 N. 63rd
St., Boulder, CO 80301; (303) 449-1662.
453 or 454; Cash; Dr. Gordon, 1435 W. 49th
Place, Hialeah, FL 33012; (305) 822-1100.

647 w / IOAI & IlB2; $800; Solidstate Controls, Inc., 600 Oakland Park Ave., Columbus,
OH 43214; Call Jeff Powell (614) 263-1886.

4551,4701; Robert Krause, Medical College
of Pennsylvania, Cardiology Section, 3300
Henry Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19129.

647A, IlB2A, IOAI; below
Sherman; (213) 363-4401.

Y2

price; Michael

2901; Call (203) 446-0280.

7504, 7A16, 7A15, 7B50, 7B51; best offer;
Audrey Jackson', Epps Air Service; DeKalb
Peachtree Airport, Chamblee, GA 30341;
(404) 458-9851.
7504, 7TIl, 7B53A, 7SIl(2), S3A (2); best
offer; Charles McQuire c/o Dynamic Measurements Co., 6 Lowell Ave., Winchester,
MA 01890.
7613 w/7B53A, 15% off list; Gregory E. Peacock, Telaid Systems, Inc., 6725 Variel Ave.,
Canoga Park, CA 91303; (213) 884-5440.

531A, IAl, B; $600 or best offer; Eric Greenstein; 218 Foster St.; Brighton, MA 02135;
(617) 783-0881.

7A15, Henry Kallina, 5th & Walnut, Atlantic, IA; (712) 243- 2901.

532 with spare CRT & Access.; Wayne Burkhardt, RFD 2, Spencer, MA 01562; (617) 7659711 X2318.

7B51; $275; Richard Baum, Electronic Instrument Labs Corp., PO Box 208, North
Olmsted, OH 44070; (216) 779-7766.

535-S2; 53/54C plug-in; Marty Planthold,
Science Press, 300 W. Chestnut St., Ephrata,
PA 17522; (717) 733-7981.

7TIl, 7SIl; Sid Sanders, COMCO, 300 Greco
Ave., Coral Gables, FL 33134; (305) 445-2671.

535A; $850; Terry Barnum, Communications
Systems of Albany, 6 Highland Ave., Albany,
NY 12205; (518) 482-4435.

DM 503 Opt I, TM 503, FG 501, PS 503,2601,
26AI, 26A2, 26G3; John Foster, NIJ Electronics, PO Box 577, Laramie, WY 82070.

575 for 530 or 540; J. E. Fivecoate, Centaur
Electronics, 743 S. Webster, Kokomo, IN
46901; (317) 452-2739.

7503 w/7A12 & 7B52, 181,516, CA, 53/54B,
R, Z, L plug-ins, 160/161/162/163; (213) 3485524.

535, 53/54C, 53G, $200; 105, $40; mise plugins & Equip.; (215) 648-2477 Bsns; (215) 9338175 after 5 p.m. Home, Ask for Roy Russell.

DM 501, TM 503; 25% off list price; Jim
Kavitz, Washington Electronics Service, 3368
Lee Highway, Bristol, VA 24201; (703) 4669036.

(3) 611; $2750 ea.; G. Payne, Hughes Aircraft Co., 2020 Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside,
CA 92054; (714) 757-1200 X314.

517A (3); $250 to $400; Gene Wilkerson,
Photographic Consultants, Inc., 10 Brookhill
Rd., East Brunswick, NJ 08816; (201) 2572794.

531A, $400; 533, $400; CA $165; 127 plug-in
power supply, $200; Kurt Dinsmore, Box 67,
Richardson, TX 75080; (214) 238-0591.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED

533A, cart 202-2 or 202-1; Bob McKibben;
(509) 943-9141 X31.

514D, 160A, 161, 162, 163; Best offer; Al
Royce; (714) 734-0623.

531 with 2 plug-ins; $350; R. Tsubota, Rt. 2,
Box 442, Ontario, OR 97914.

DC 502; Allen Drabicki, AJ Electronics, 7870
Hawthorne Dr., Liverpool, NY 13088; (315)
652-7425 (eves.)

R568/3A2j3B2; $1067; E.D.A., Box AE, Cupertino, CA 94014; Attn: F. Shriver; (415)
941-3968 or (415) 948-8812.

4oo2A w/Joy Stick; Connie Shea, GTE Sylvania; 189 13th St., Needham Heights, MA
02194; (617) 449-2000 X2617.

531 (2) with plug-ins & carts. Best offer over
$300 ea.; 422 (2). Best offer over $475 ea.;
General Kinetics Inc., 12300 Parklawn Dr.,
Rockville, MD 20852; (301) 881-2044.

C30A-P, 454; A. Okaya, Optical Data Products, 38 Vitti St., New Canaan, CT 06840;
(203) 966-1432 or (203) 966-5968.

(5) CI2-P. $375 ea; (3) CI2-PE, $690 ea; (5)
projected graticule 016-204-00, $120 ea; John
Belicka; (203) 348-5381.

lSI; Mike Levitt, Systems Concepts, 524 2nd
St., San Francisco, CA 94107, (415) 494·2221.
lSI; Stuart Nelson, Systems Concepts, 524
2nd St. San Francisco, CA 94107; (415) 4335400.
3A3, 3A9; Jerry Hall, Iowa State Univ.; (515)
294-1423.
3A9; Peter Costigan, 10 Quinton Drive,
Nashua, NH 03060; (603) 882-7940 (eves).
3A73, 3A3; Dr. Ronald Hoy, Cornell Univ.;
(607) 256-7473.
3A74; Jim Godwin, ROH Corp., 107 Technology Park, Norcross, GA30071.
3B4; Dale W. Fitting, Memorial Hospital,
Radiology Dept., 1924 Alcoa Hwy, Knoxville, TN 37920; (615) 971-3701.
7AI5 or 7A18; Henry Kallina, 5th & Walnut,
Atlantic, IA 50022; (712) 243-2901.
IOAI; cash or trade for IlB2; Jeff Cook;
(805) 962-1080.
82 & 81A plug-in; G. W. Hui, 5807, Gomer
Pyle, San Antonio, TX 78240; (512) 696-6501
(Bsns), (512) 684- 3940 (Home, weekends).
P6038; Mr. Leo Berries; GTE Sylvania, Box
360, Muncy, PA 17756; (717) 546-3191 X134.
Scope, 20 MHz, single trace minimum sensitivity 5 mV/div; Duane Johnson; (206) 6247498.

C30A w/case, $300; Ed Phillips, Programmed
Power; (415) 323-8454.
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lectrical transmission lines and cables go most everywhere. You sec them
on poles and lowers and coming OUl of the wall. But mostly they aTC out
of sight. Like the arteries and capillaries that carry blood to our body cells
they lace our cities. ships :lnd airplanes and keep the parts perking, healthy
and unified. Some arc mOTC vital and critical than others. Some have to be
carefully placed and cared for. Others need to be fixed only when they fail.
But whether you arc testing a new installation, guarding against deterioralion, or finding a fault, the need [or quick, simple diagnostic cable testing is
the same. Here is the story of the development of two new state-of·the·art TDR
Cable Testers for the ficld.

Two
weatherproof
TOR cable
testers for
field use

Why two testers
The need for a high resolution (100 ps to 150 ps risetime) battery operated,
portable TOR cable tester of moderate price wa~ recognized shortly after introducing the 1501 TOR for the CATV market in 1971. Market studies then
abo showed the need for a portable TOR tester for lines longer than 2000
feet, where 150 ps risetime is [00 fast for their bandwidth. Therefore, we
developed two reflectomctcrs at the same time ... the 1502 for high resolution
and the 1503 for long range. The two instruments resemble each other physically but have some important electrical performance differences.

Exception:.J ruggedness and complete protection
from bad weather are vitally importam in the field. The
1502 and 150!! al'e both designed to be operated out·
doors in the worn kind of weather ... wind, rain, sleet,
snow, ocean spray, or dust SIOnllS,
For guidelines on safet)·, ruggedness and weatherproofmg, \\'C used the dewiled criteria in a U,L. Safety
Standard ,md in the new US :Military document J\HL-T·
28800/\ for Typc I I, Class 2, Style A Test Equipment.
Equiplllcill of that Type, Class, and Style qualify for
use 011 aircrall nigln lines, for example, and, inciden·
tally, aircraft cable lesting is one of the foremost applicalions for the 1502. The 1':;03, medianicilly equivalent
to Ihe 1502, is I)rimarily for testing telcphone lines and
communicatiOIlS cabling. Both refteetometers meet prac·
tic:tlly all of the requirements specified in MIL-T·
28800A. The table to the righl i.s extracted from that
document to show the requirements specified for Class
2. Style A Tcst Equipment.

the cover. The covel" matches the one·piece case and is
made of the same material. The cover and case form the
entire enclosure [or the waterproof instrumenL Four
screws attach the case to Ih instrument chassis and hold
pressure against the seal on the bad:. side of the front
sub-panel, The one-piece. metal handle is attached 10
lhe sides of the case by adjustable allen-screws lhat
apply smooth, friction.loaded pressure so the handle
may be used as a liltable ,~upport, It also lets yOIl
rotate the handles out of lhe way for stacking several
instrumenu,

The weatherprool package

Tempcnture, Operating
(degrcci Celsius) lit Relalive Humidity to 100%

Style A instrumcnts are ones which have a case dt:lt
ser\les for storagc alltl shipment, :lS well as adverse environments. Called 01 combination case, it has to be vel'y
rugged to withstand all kinds of weathcr and the shocks
of ..ough handling alld shipment. What material is best
for such :1 C:lse? "fter careful consideration of various
metals and plastics, CYCOLQY KHI)· plastic was
chosen. That malerial is" 1% ADS 1)lastic and 59% poly·
carbonate, It combines the oULSlanding strength and
resilience dJaracteristics of "OS, with the flame retardant charactcristics of some polycarbonates. Although
MIL-T·28800A docs not specifically require the case
material to be Bame retardant. a consciousness of Vl.
s:lfety standards convinced us of the value. The main
thing favoring a metal case was thac it is a good shield
against eleclro·magnetic interference, either due to
radialion {rom the Rellcctollleter or radiation into it.
But lhal problem was solved by using metal shielding
around the chassis and frame of the instrument, inside
the plastic case. Both the 1502 and 15013 meet lhe Elec·
tromagnetic compalability requirements of MiL-T28800A.

Toopcrate either Relleclometer you must remove the
watertight cover, T,.,·o easily operated, spring loaded,
over<el1ter latches are built into a reCCM in the cover.
They engage notches on the inside of lWO front panel
knob·protecting guards that are part of the front panel
casting. The hitches, being recessed, can't be acddent·
ally released, When snappcd into place, lhc cover makes
a water·tight Pl'cssUl'e seal against the panel with a
gasket surrounding the edge of Ihe cover. Vvhen unsnapped, the cover contains useful (Iccessories for operation and a small, waterproof, oper.uor·s manual. These
items are kept secure by a hinged dool" and latdl insidc
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1502/1503
PERFORMANCE

CLASS 2 REQUIREMENTS

Temperature
Non-operating
(degrt'Cs Celsius)

-62 toM

-40 to 55
(Ponable:
-16 to 55)

S~llle; batterics
excepted.

Same; baucry
hours re((uced
at cKtrCmes

AltilUdc NOll-opcrlllillg

50,000 {t.

Samc

Altil\ldc Operating

10,000 £1.

Same

'-

Silmc

Umin.

Samc

Vibration Limits
(Maximum)
Minimum Vibration Test
Time/Axil

IS- "'on<

Shod, Pulse (Lt:vel)
(Ten Shocks)
Bench Handling

Crash SilfclY (Mounting

"
V"

~,on<

N/A

S:III1C

~'on<

Rase)
l'-Ullgusll1cn Material

V"

Same

Salt Atmosphcre
Structural Paru

Yes

Same

[xplosi\~ Atmosphere

V"
V"

Same

Sand and Dust Resistance

Same
150211503
PERFORMANCE

STYLE A REQUIREMENTS

Transit Drop

30 inches

12 inches

Watertighl (! feet)

Co\er On

Samc

Splashproo£

Co"cr orr

Samc-

oripproof

Co\"er orr

Same-

48 hours
20 Percenl

Same
Same

Salt Atmosphere Exposure
S:llt Solution
Sand and Dust Rcsinance

V"

• Not lo'ith optional chan recorder
8

k0:8i'l~r«ll nK1~"'al"

or IkIo...·\\'arner Corl"

Same-

(

(

I

I

I

(

I

(

~
I

/
{

,{/
I

I

(

..
Battery pack pocket

Because the 1502 2.nd 1503 are bauery-operated there
will be occasions when continuous use for more than 6
hours requires substituting a t'resh hattery pack Cor one
lhat is discharged. A discllllrged battery pack is easily
removed by loosening t.....o thumb screws on the rear of
the case and unplugging the emire pack. The balleT)'
comparlment is an integral part of the plastic case, a
waterproof pocket that contains the enti:e pack and
isolates the instrument circuitT)' against the p055ibility
of contamination from chemicals leaking from defective
cells. When plugged-in, with the thumb screws tight·
ened, the battery pack is isol:tted from the weather by a
waterproof seal.
PUlling the battery pack in its own pocket posed a
problem to calibration and maimenance 1>(01)1e. how·
ever. How do you power the instrument with the case
off? Although the reflectollleters may be operated from
AC line voltage, the battery pack is used Cor filtering
rectified voltage so itlllllSt be connected. The problem
was solved without requiring it special adapter cable by
making the cabinet pocket CQnnecto~ a feed·t.hrough
type with plugs on one side and matching receptacles
011 the other. That way the chassis mounted connectors
have the corfeCI spacing. style, and sex to oate direct..l)·
with the banery pack connectors. Standard banana
plugs and jacks WCfe combined and used to maintain
watertight integrity.
An identical problem applies to the power cord reo
ceptacle. You would like to be able to power your instrument with the case off, using the same power cord M
stored in the front cover. A special feed·through power
cord receIHable.and.plug was designed and mounted in
the rear of the casc.
Prepared for the worst

With the front cove.' off, a 1502 or 150S is ready to go to
work. But it may have to work in the rain and wind
without .....at..er getting inside. so all front panel open·
ings had to be sealed. Some special seals .....ere developed
for the push-buttons. Crt, and power switch shah, but
conventional commercial seals we~ available for the
rotary controls. The POWER switch must be pulled to
turn the instrument on and pushed to tunl it off. The
instrument is totally sealed by attaching the front panel
cover, and that automatically turns the power off by
pushing the switch in. Good waterproofing measures
keel) sand and dust out ""ith no additional attention.
Portable maintenance equipment has to withstand
inhuman treatment and the MIL·T·28800A test sequence requirtd the instrument to maintain its water
tight properties after being subjected to a Se(lllenCe of
26 twelve·inch drops.
The main problem withstanding drops was supporting lhe crt. At 110 point is it rigid I}' connected to the
chassis. InsteOld, its faceplate is forced against a silicone-
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Fig. I. TC3t .{guills gcncntcd b)' lhe 1502 and I!'iO!l and how rt.
f1cction, aI": IlIc'U\ll'cd ami e~lnellSCd.

rubber cushion by preuure against a tluck cushion at its
ba~. The o·t neck is protecled againnlateral shod by
a doughnut-shaped pla.stic piece supporting it. A weat.
point in the cn gun structure itself was discovered
and corrected while conducting the drop tests. The
bench handling drop tests were mild compared to the
other drop tests. Now let's take a look at some of the
measurement capabilities of the 1502 and 1503.
1502 ..• wldesl bandwidth baUery-operated
pOrlable TOR

The SLCI>pulses generated in a 1502 have the shortest
risctime of an)' hO""n battery-operated I)()rtable TOR.
And the bancho,lidth of the instrumem is greater than
:IIlY other portable TOR. The displayed rise time of a
(nearby) relle<.:tion is J10 ps or less lind that defines the
limit of distance resolution. Since transmitted pulses
prop:lgme at a rate close to 1.5 ns I>cr foot in cable
having a dielectric of solid polyetllelene. it takes' os to
go one foot and fCturn, or 500 ps to go 0.1 foot and
return. The shonest distance scale on the 1502 is 0.1
foot per division so the scales and the band .....idth are
adequate to accur:ltely diagno~e all cahle fal.ll.~ and im·
per[ection~ that are not so distant that. they :1I'e masked
by high frequency attenuation of the cable itself. Faults
separ;lled by as little as 0.6 inches can be resolved over
short distances.
Common cable faults are 0l>cns, shorts. k.inks, £rayed
shielding, poor splice. bad connectors, ",'rong impedOlnce cable. water soaked $Cctions, defective loads. ele.
The 1502 lets you examine up to 101 feet of cable at 0.1
foot pCI' di vision or up to 1010 feet at J foot per division.
To get a preview of where to look fOl' a fault, the FIND
position of the FEET/DIV switch lets you see a full
2000 fCt!t at one time. Oplional models of tile 1502 may
be ordered that are calibrated in METERS/DIV.
The vertical scale of the 1502 is calibrated in dimensionless uniu that correspond to the ratio of the ampli.
tude of the reflected signal to that of the test pulse. The
Creck leucr p (Rho) represents the fractions. The knob
that controls the vertical scale is I:lbeled mpjDlV (milli.
rho per division) mther than p/DIV so the units rna)' be
whole numbers. The seven poliition switch goes from

500 mp/DIV to 5 mp/div, covering a 100 to I differentt
in sensitivity.
1503, .. long range Impulse TDR
Time Domain Reflectometen use step-signals, impulse
signals, or bursts of RF sinewaves. Step-signals have
signal components covering the widest bandwidth and,
therefore, offer tlle beSt diagnostic stimulus to 3 fault
for responses in graphic fonn. But long lines t)pically
auenuate high frtquency compohenu so much that
high peak power must be transmitted or the attenuated
reflections will be buried in noise. Step-signals with high
peak power suitable for testing very long lines require
such high average power that a light, portable TDR
cannot be operated very long without discharging the
battery pack. For this reason and others, narrow haJ£·
sine shaped pulses (impulses) are generated in the 150!J
and applied to the transmission line being tested. You
have a choice of 10 ns, 100 ns or 1 pS impulse width.
Narrow pulses are attenuated Illore than wide I>ulses
over a given length of transmission line, so wide pulses
are used where narrow pulses would be attenuated too
much. Very long transmission lines usually call for use
of the wider puhes. Fortunately the accuracy of fault
location is not si~nificantly degraded by use of wider
pulses. as long as the width is only a \'ery small per·
centage of the two way propagation time of the distance
measured, Some?'hat shorter but lassier lines, like
twisted pair phone lines, may also require the wid~r
pulses.

lmpulle return lOll
Sinewaves of a given frequency are attenuated by a
predictable amount in a given type: of transmission line,
Such losses are usually expressed in dB perunit distance,
as dll/100 ft. That figure lets you easily calculate how
much signal amplitude to expect at any point along the
cable and how much a I'eflection will be attenuated
before arriving back at the input, knowing onl)' the
kind of cable. Impulses o[ controlled width and shape
are also attenuated by a predictable amount, although
calculating the amount is not as simple as for a singlefrequency sinewave. Use of a table or graph corre:sponding to the kind of cable and lhe character of the impulse
is a practical solution. Any signal energy tllat gets
reflected back doesn't have the opportunity to go di·
rectly through, so is "lost" by being rerurned. Sintt
rtfl«tometen indicate reflected energy it has become
common practice to express the relati,'e magnitude of
such reflections in tenns of dB of Return Loss. You
should keep in mmd, however, the distinction between
th~ measured amplitude of a reflection and the origina.1
amplitude of that reflection, Reflections undergo attenuation coming back to the signal source the same as the
original signal is attenuated going down the cable.
impulse amplitude in the 150! is 5 volts into a trans·

mission line having an impedance that matches the
selected source impedantt of the 1503. A choitt of SO,
75,9!J, or 125 ohnu is selected by pushbuttons on the
front panel. In some applications such as testing long
antenna cables, where RF I)ickup ma), be very large, the
150!J may be used in platt of the 1502 because the high
amplitude pulse helps override the stray pickup. Also
the input circuits of the 1503 are prot«ted from
most accidentally introduet:d external signals of high
amplitude.
Set your own zero relerence
The multi· turn DISTANCE dial on the 1502 and 150!J
has !kligit readout, Wilh four graduated divisions be·
tween the digits of lhe least significant row of digits.
Dist,l!\ce measurements madc Wilh this dial arc lile
differential time measurcments m;lde with the multi·
tUI'll de);lY time dial all lOme oscilloscopes. However,
the dial can be set to zero (000) and the zero-distance
reference point in the TDR waveform positioned to the
desired graticule line on the crt, The ZERO REF SET
control is used for that purpose. Jt i.s espedally handy
for making distance measurement.s that begin at the end
of an interconnecting test cable: instead of at the CADLE
connector on the front panel of the reflectometer.
In other words, distance measurements don't have to
start where: the TOR puhes emerge from the reflectometer, they can start where the pulses emerge (rom
the output end of a patch cable and enter the cable
being tested. That way the propagation velocity o[ the
patch cable doesn't need to match that or the cable or
transmission line being tested. Nor do you need to
remember to subtract iu length from the distance meas·
ured. The impedance of the patch cable should match
that of the cable being IC1IICcl, however.
To complete the measurement, the DISTANCE dial
is rotated until the fault or impcrfection of intercst
moves to the selected gralicule reference line. Then the
distance to the faulL is indicated directly by the numbers
on lhe dial. The d«imal point position for the indio
c;lted distance will depend on which multiplier and
scale is used.
Zero reference check-Iomethlng new
The multi-turn DISTANCE dial really doesn't have to
be set at 000 before positioning the starting point in the
TOR waveform to the reference graticule line. l)ushing
the ZERO REF CHECK button docs the 5.'\me thing as
setting the dial to 000. If you think you may have
bumped a knob or changed the setting o[ the FEET/
DIV switch since positioning the beginning point to the
reference line, or don't remember for sure: which grati.
cule line was chosen for reference, you only need to
push the ZERO REF button to be sure. Should there
be an error it may be corrected while the button is
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preMed. rather than rotating the multi-turn dial all the
way back to 000.
Chart recordlngl. ealler, easiest
Whallllay be \'iewell on the screen o£ the 1502 or 1503,
may be easily and ineltpensively recorded by an ol)tional
plug-in strip chart recorder. Or an external X-Y recorder Illay be used.
The Standllrd plug.in module suppli~d with a 1502
01' 1503 suppl ics ~ta Illlard <llllpli tude X and Y deflection
signals and a pen-lift signal to dl'ive an external com·
mercial X·Y recorder. BUl the simplest way to m;lke a
recording is with the plug-in strip chart recorder. No
skill is required. no external equipment is required,
and the COSt 01' a recording is less than that o£ a photograph. Any time the condition or a cable should be
documented on the scene. this recorder is recommended.
A stnl) chart .. an wide by 25 an long is available in
about 20 seconds after moving the RECORD-CA:\·IERA
swilch to the RECORD position.
In the optional strip dlart recorder the duration of
the scan is automatically adjusted to corrcs?ond with
the .speed of the paper. The recorder makes n momentary pause while the stylus heau up, counts holes in the
edge of the paper to adjust the crt beam scan speed.
turns off the stylus heat when the right number of holes
pass a photo-cell. turns off the paper drive motor when
the chart has completel)' emerged from the recorder.
and electrically brakes the motor so it stops b the right
position to draw the next gral)h.
CRT phosphor flooded for taking pIctures
h is important for some customers to take ~icturts o£
TDR "signatures" of cables and terminations in good
condition. That is so they Illay pl'cpare documented
instructiom 011 ho\\ to recognize faults and gradual
deteriorations for lcchnicians ming the 15u2 and 150~.
But the power required to edge-light thc crt gt'lltic\.lle
lor photographing is excessive in some batte..y operaled
ponable instrulnent5. Total opel'ating power required
by the 1502 and 1503 is only 2.5 W;IllS, one third of the
power of one small Christmas tree bulb! So a new idea
was perfected-Jlood the crt phosphor during rctrace
instead of blanking the crt beam. By gating on a high
frequency oscillator connected to the vertical deflection
circuits, and controlling the retra speed, all the l)h05·
pilor crystals on the entire en screen may be excited by
the one Crt w.·iting beam during retrace. The effect is to
illuminate the phosf>hor so the parallax-free internal
graticulc lines stand out in good contrast. A three-position toggle switch on lhe frOllt pancl, labeled CAMERA
ill olle position, selects that mode of oper:llion. An
option,1I camera belel adapter accommodate, the TlK·
TRONIX C30A O5cilloscol>C camera.
Low amperes, long hours

Several techniques were used to extend the batteT)' oper·
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ating time. Using sampling principles conserves pO\\'er
bci:ausc the fast. wideband circuits are operating only
a small portion of lhe time and low bandwidth circuitS
generally don't rc<luire much power. Extensive low
power CMO IC technology was used in the design. In
addition current ror the circuitS requiring high peak
power is lllrned off most o[ the time and turned on only
shonly before being required eOlch sampling cycle, That
helps reduce power requiremCllts further. The 1502 and
15011 will opcrate on batteries for al least 5 houl'S. including twcnty strip charts.
Battery pack protection
Nine rechargeablc size C cells are connected in series
to make the battery pack. Complete discharge of any
one of the cells in a series-connected pack can be a
serious probtem because further dischargc of the other
cells tends to reverse the polarity or the charge for the
weakest cell and ruiru it. Then, because there is no
practical way to replace onc cell at a timc in a battery
pack, the whole pack must be rephlced. That is expen·
sive. To protect the battery pack, a voltage·sensing
circuit automatically switches power off when the battery pack voltage drops below <t safe level. A battery
charge meter on the front panel gives you an indication
of when the charge level is getting low.
In summary
Design of the 1502 and 1503 Timc Domain Ref1ectometers combined $Cveral diverge:nt fields of highly
technical expertise to provide practical. rugged. exceptionallyeasy to use instruments c;lpable of coping with
the instalJation and maintenance problems of a vastly
increasing number o£ cables and transmission IineJ. The
designs have been completed aftcr extensive consultation with SOlllC of the most knowledgeable of our
potential customcrs.
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R. Michul Johnmn

Anew
50-MHz
oscilloscope

N

ew things should be exciting. nut what call be exciting abOut a 50MHz oscilloscope - wc've had this mC;tSUfcmClll capability for a long
time, Removing the cabinet fwm the TEKTRONIX 455 unCQvers much
that's new, and llluch that iscxciling when we consider the impact on the 455
and instrul1lents that \I'ill 10110\\'.
From an exterior viewpoint, the all·plastic cabintt, :md its shape, is new to
!.he 400·series ponables. The contoured design and lough, glass·filled. sh(Xk,
resistant pl:utic result in a light, exceptionally rugged case. The material i,
CYCOLOY KHP-, the same as that used in the field-proven 200-Series
instrumcnlS.
While newness is exciting. some things are better leh unchanged - front
pancl layout, for instance. The controls on the 155 are JUSt where yOli find
them all the popular wider·bandwidth 465 and 475 oscilloscopes. There afC
son:e subtle changes, such as slllaller push buttons, giving the front panel a
morc open appearancc. lnduded are the same Opcl,lling conveniences found
on the wider bandwidth portables - :llItomatic indication of the deflection
facIoI', whethcr the signal is applied directly or lhrougll a lOX pl'obc, alHl the
ability to view the extern:11 trigger signal simply by pressing a frollt·panel
pushbutton.
The vertical and hori7ontal sections look as though they may be plug·ins.
They are not. Rather. they are bolt·in modules for ease in manufacturing and
sen·icing. Both rcsult in lowcr cost (or you.
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It ltuy be appropri:nc :ll this point to discuss the 455

design goals. The key large! was to build a ql1:l1ity
50· 1'1 rib. pona ble oscillOlicope a lll\in i IlIUIll COSt. SCI OJ ice·
:Ibility lI'as high all the list of priorities. Two major
altCI'Il:ltivcs were aVililable: I) use existing components
(rom wider·bandwidth illstl'lll11cnts, lhcrcb}' shortening
engineering time b.lt increasing componcr.l cost, ,Iod
2) design new cOllll>oncnlS spccific31ly for the 50·M liz
b:mdwidth. The l:ltter appmach was adopted with one
major exception - the cathode ray LUbe :5 the ame
35 that Ilsed in the 465. Newly designed. the cn offered
little room for improvement in cost savings,
The vertical section
Wideband :tllenU:ltOI'S :lrt: typic:ally difficult and expensive to build. Ilen= was a I)l'ime candidate fo: attenlion,
The \'enical attenu:l.lor <ls..'iC:llIbly in thc 455 is radiClII)
dilTerelll (rom tll:lt l.SCl1 in other TEKTRONIX instl'u,
menu. The aCluatOI as:.clllbly. contacts, :lIld attenuator
components are mounted ill a l\\o.piece molded plastic
frame. The :lllenU:tlor componellts arc assembled on
lWu ecr:lIII ie substrales, One sllbstrate conl;lins lhe IX,
lOX allli IOOX attCllllators; the other, twO 2X gain.
~witl hing a tlellIcttOrs, The ;lllenuaLOr resistors ilrc
thick·fi IIll, laser lri Illilled to Ihe I'recise at lelllHl lion ratio,
Usinl{ the Ilew eomtl"lu.:tion techniques, ;tsscmbly and
calilmllion time is rcduced subSlanli:llly, and the abililY
to scI'vice the ;lllellualOI' ol1ce it is installed in the
instrulllen t is greatly enhalH.:ed. The len·step .. (tenua tm'
pl'o\'ides ntlibl':ll.cd deliCt lion factOI'S from 5 mV to.5 V
PCI division in a 1-2·511C<l'lence. The t\\·o venic:11 channels «Ill be clllc;lded by feeding the output cl channel 2
illto channel I. giving a 'iCnsitiviL)' of I mV Idiv at 20
~II b bandwidth.
A glance at the vertical amplifier section reveals a
large ceramic substrate (I" x 1.5'·) and relatively (e\\'
discrete components. The subslrate is a hybrid containing tWellly thick-film resi5lOrs ;lI1d two chips comprising about 6010 of the vertical amplifier circuitry,
Both vertical channels arc accommoodted on the single
substrate. Ch,lIlnel switching, variable gain, and posi.
tioning cil'cuitry are locnted 011 the substrate, with the
switching logic supplied external to the hybrid.
In addition 10 pl'Oviding these [llnctions, the hybrid
provides an outpllt signal of 0.1 mA/div La the delay
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Fig. 2. The h}bl"id nl IOller left contains :LI.>oIlI 60% of Ihe ,,~:.
l~ the compleled p:lckage.

,-crllcal allll'lificl' cil'CLliny. At Hlp lefl
The 40'pin mounting, !ockcl i~:H rigl,,,

linc dl'ivCI' transiSlol's, and a 50 rnV /div triggcr output
signal (rom each channel. It is illlcrcsting to notc that
a dc level change of ollly ~ volLS occurs belwccn the
inpul and output of the hybrid. It is powercd by +5
volu and -5 \'olts, and consumes about 2 walt". ThennOIl dissip..1.tioll is accomplished b)' lin aluminum multi·
spoked heat sink bonded to the hybrid, The spoke
design assures adequate cooling regardless of the scope's
position,
Some of rhe lcchniques used in manufacturing the
hybrid are of interest. Iligh.rrequeney processes are
used to achieve a clean amplifier response without the
need ror numerous peaking adjusunents. After the
chips are mounted on the substrate. the unit goes
through a. series o( bllrn·in cycles to stabilize lhe cireuill')' and weed OUl marginal uniu. 'Following this
opcration, laser trimming is performed to match channcl gains to within 0,5 pcI' cenl. TrimminK L1.kes place
with power applied to the hybrid, climinating timeconsuming trial :\I1d cnor.
With the illcrea~illg popularity o[ integraled circuits
one may logi<:;llly ask, "Why isn't the entire vcrtical
integratc<I?" Jt could be. But it 'I\'ould not be compatible
with the design goals (or lhe 455, Some circuits are
dillicult to (abricate with current processes, hence expensive. Providing optimum performance at minimum
COSt dictate<! the usc of discrctes for some portions of
the circuitry such as the FET input source followers
and the output amplifier.
The horizontal section

The horizontal section consisu o( livc circuit boards:
one each for trigger, sweep. hori70ntal, time base A. and
time base B. The boards interconnect directly without
the need for cabling.
Several new componclIts arc uscd in this 5C<Lion.
Mosl promincnt is the new timing swilCh (Fig. S ). The
timing bo:lrcls for lime bases A and B are integral
parts of the switch. The actuator is moullled between
the two boards, with the entire assembly removable as

a tlllie Accessibility to all o[ the timing components is
excellent evcn with the switch in place.
FOllr new integrated circuits wcre dcvelopcd for the
horiW1'Ilai sectioll: trigger, sweep COlltl'ol, sweep gen·
erator and hodzOlllal preamplifier. Identical units are
used for both time bases, with slight variations in functioll for delayed sweep operation. The Miller integrator
uses discrete dual F£T's in a run·down configuration.
The horilontal preamplifier IC converts the sweep to
push-pull signals and provides the XIO magnifier and
positioning circuitry. The horiwnt;tl output amplifier,
loc:lled in the main module, providcs the final sigrl;ll
amplific;Hioll lO drivc the hot'izontal deflection plates.
Twenty-two calibrated sW('''eP rates [or time base A
range from 0.5 sldiv LO 0.05 j.<$/div in a 1-2-5 sequeuce.
Time base B ranges (rom 50 Ills/div to 0.05 /As/div in
nineteen steps. The XIO mllgnifier extends both sweeps
to 5 ns/div.
The power supplies
The low-voltage power supply pt'ovide~ three of the
regulated low·vo~tage sources (+5 volts, -5 volts, +82
volts) usetlto operate the main, vertiCal and horiwlltal
modules. High·gain amplifier cells with dHrerelltial
inputs monitor vari;ltions in the output voltages and
provide correction signals to the series regulating transistors. Shon-circuit protection is provided for each of
the supplies. A fourth low-voltage supply (+95V) is
produced in the en circuil.
The crt circuit contains the Z·axis circuitry, en intensi ty. focus ,lnd ,Istigmatism COil trois, and higll-"o\ tage
supply. A unique high-efficiency type supply is used
to generate the high voltage. Energy from the unregu·
lated +32 volt supply is stored in an inductor during
it portion of tbe oscillator cycle, llnd then discharged
into lhe primary of the high-voltage ll':t:lsforl!lcr later
in the cycle. The supply operates at the resollOllll fre·
quencyof the high.voltage transformer, which is ;lbout
15 Hh. Acccler:tting voltage is 12 k V, providing a
bright trace even when the (aster sweeps are running at
a low rep rate.
An available option includes a de to ac inverter
permitting operation from either a 12 01' 24 volt de
source, sLich as the TEKTRON1X 1106,01' from standard ac line voltages.
Mechanical Innovations
Much of what's new and excIting in :he 155 is the
result of mechanical innovation. The vertical attenuator. timing, and trigger switches were designed to minimile production and asscmbly time. and maximile
serviceability. The modular construction also simplifies
assembl}', testing. :lIld servicing. The seven printed
circuit boards comprising the entil"e unit interconnect
directly. eliminating extensive cabling. As a convenience in sel"vicing. extender cables are available for
remoting the horiwntal :tnd verlical 5tctions. Ready

Fig.4, The limillg b("'I"\I~ (01" wlh «illle h:lles fon" ;Ill integral
or Ihe TI~m/DIV SWiICh.

]l>lrl

access to the power supplies is provided by removing
just four rear.panel screws.
Modularity w;\s c\'cn extendcd to the lOX allCllll,1l0r
probcs supplied with the '155. The probe body, cable.
and attenuator box :ne sep:'Il'ale assemblies that plug
together. Accidentally yanking the probe cable camcs
no damage. The probe tip, oflen damaged from extensive usc, is easily replaced wilhout disassembling the
probe body. or lise of a soldering iron.
These. and other innovations in the 155, al'e the result of an intensive engineel'ing- eITon to provide yDU
with state·o[-the-an 50·jv1H1 measurement capability
at the lowest possiblc COSl. We arc plcased with the
results and confident )'OU will be, too.
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TheTM 500
mobile
test lab

I

r.. 1949 Tektronix designed and ofreroo Lhe first Scope-MobilC-, our regi$o

l~red lI"dde name for a mobile can for oscilloscopes. It was an installl
success. Later models ha\"c a lilt-lOp. making them convenient to U~ whether
you arc sitting or standing. They ;II'C functional, rugged, and good-looking.
We a~ proud 10 say they ha\'e ~II almost universally prdcrred to other
makes and arc probably the most widely used kind of cart made csl:.ecially
for electronic test instruments. Scope-Mobiles have a historical significance in
the devclopmelll of the TM 500 Mobile Test Lab.
The right kind of mobile cart docs mort for you than you might imagint.
Even if )OU have used a Scope-Mobile, and like it, you may not have stopped
to consider all the benchts. Let's take a look at a reVi. Keep in mind that whal
the right kind of C;lrt Colli do for a scope it can do for other test instTument.s.
B~nch sl):lce savings is C:lirly obviou."l, Any instrument yOli can wheel up to
your bench you can power while slill all wheels, BUl a cart is an extra bench
that doesn't take exIra noor space permanently, Jl won't crowd you except
when you W;lIlt to be SUl'rounded by )'Ollr work. Properly barricaded you can
even avoid some oC the friendly COllveTSlition that interrupts )'011 when you
least want to be, And it's e;lsy to wheel the carl out oC the way when yOll don't
need it,

A mobile test bench

When )'Oll can't bring lhe work to YOllr bench :l. mobile cart lets you bring the
bench to Ihe wOI"k. There are numerous instances when yOLi would like to teu
somebody's work with your own instrumenu, evell j( inspecting is not your
job, Maybe you're uncomCortable with someone's conclusions, diagnosis or
test methods, They won't think kindly oC allY challenge that "equires direct
sub~litution of yOUI' instrUll1ellls for theirs. A side-by-side comparison is more
tactful, more scientific and more convincing,
Sometimes there is linle or no choice about tnking your instruments to the
job. The job may be to test an X-ray machine that is bolted to the floor. Small,
por:able instruments llsuall)' come to mind in that situation. liUl if the job is
""ithin your own plant, laboratory. or instilutioll, illstnnnenLS on wheels may
be more practical. You may find 110 bench or lable ;lvailable otherwise. And
""hat if you need more instrumenu than you can cany in both hands?

r

Borrowed instruments relurn
8orrowed instrumellts come back quicker when they have wheels. Ever notice
that when a cart seems a pan oC the instrument the (wo tend to sta)' together?
People don't ask. to borrow merely your cart. When they borrow the instrument, the cart goes "lith it, naturally. Now when somebo<l)' needs to borrow
your instrllmelll he needs it, and he would gladly tote it awa)' himself if

Fit- 1. " TM ~ Mobile Ttst

uu

is piClured at dglll beinJ IlJW to urvice an aulOln:lllic

c:ornponttH inJoertion In<ll(hinc. The lab illChu.lcs a stonge ClIKillCl'(lDpt', l)\IM. COUlller. IUll(·

tioll generalor, pube generator. po"'er luppl)' and digital deby unit.
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Fig. 2. Checking Olll a tiophislic:lled m;lchill(

COllllO]

ullit, U5ing a

TI\1 !iOO l\fobile '1'<''51 Lab.

ncccssary. But what about bringing it back? He never
has a need to bring it back; and if that is inconvenient
you 111;IY hit:L snag getting it back whcn yOIl need it. YOLI
arc much more likely to get your instrument back as
SOOI1 as his need is satisfied if it has wheels.
A mobile test lab
II' you know the benefits of a Scope-I'\'lobile yOll can
readily understand the significance of a compact laboratory on wheels, having only one power cord and a
built·in way of ffilnimizing test cablc·cluttcr. For yCars
many of our cusLOmers h;lve dcsigned their own mobile
test labs using TEKTRONIX Scope-Mobiles. Now,
with the Tl\·f 500, wc can oller a wholc series of plug-in
test and measurelllelll inslnllllcnts that work togelher
neatly on wheels as well as bench LOpS. The impOrtatlCe
of this idea, when it elllbodies precisely the capabilities
you have needed but couldn't alTOI'd in a cuslomized
mobile test lab, i. just now becoming hilly apparclll.
The concept is enthusiastically ....'elcomed by a wide base
o( customers. They are telling us, in a spirit o( discovery,
110\" much the)' like what they sec, how Illuch they use
what they buy.
A TM 500 Mobile Test Lab look~ like an ordinary
Scope·j\·!obile with bUllch of spare plug-ins sllspended
from the tilt·top tray, a familial' sight-But a closer look
reveals (I) lhat the plug-ins don't even wcrk in a scope,

,I
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(2) that the plug-ins :lre basically separate, indepemlent il1su·umcnts thal merely share the same mainframe
and regulated DC supplies, (3) that they will work
tCbTCther with internal patch cords as well as (rom panel
jumper c;,bles to reduce test-lead confusion and clutter,
and (4-) that the whole mobile lab, including all oscillo·
scope, will operate from one AC power outlet. An avail·
able option permits coupling signals between plug-ins
located in separate power mainframes, via rear-panel
connectors.
Some people who need a mobile lab have given up 011
lhe idea because tbe variety 01 instruments they require
is so great they don't believe they could put them all
together and have a synem small enough to wheel
about. The small size and big variety of the TM 500
series of test instruments will surprise you. There are
over 25 plug·ins to choose fl"Olll at present, including
signal generators, amplifiers, counters, timers, multi·
meters and a do-it-yourself plug-in chassis. ·We know we
won't be able to supply every "widget" some pcople
can't do without. And j( you need a "widget" custom·
designed, your designer will be far ahead by having the
hardware and the DC supply voltages he needs, at the
outset. The rest o( the design will be the most fun for
him, $0 you can expect (Iuicker results as well as lower
cost. Speaking of costs-the modular idea behind the
TM 500 plug-ins is like that two edged sword: one edge
lets yotl do yom job better, the other edge cuts our costs
so we can Cllt your costs.
Vou may need a mobile Lest lab if you are involved
with any o( the following:
-MaintCluncc or calibration o( equipment that can't
be moved
-Verification o( performance of equipment that c:ln't
be spat'ccl
-Production check.·out oE equipment on the floor
-Qu:llity assurance at the other (ellow's station
-Process control equipment that's all over the place
-Presently tOting or canillg annlo:lds o[ miscelhllleous instrlllllellls with yOIl
A. mobile medical system
A good example of a 1.'1....' 500 Mobile Test Lab is one
called !\ofICS, a Medical hlSlrumentation Calibration
System. Sec .Figure S. This system is ideal for the mainten:lUCC and calibration o[ various medic:d instruments
found in hospiwls. These include Eleclrocardiographs
and Elcctrocanliogmphic Moniloring Systems, Coronary Resuscitation c.-nts, Diagnostic X-ray Systems, 111fant Incubators, Electrocautery, and Diathermy
Equipment.
Ju the six slots that arc pari of lhe two TM 503maillframes there is a lllllitimeter, lime-mark generator,
counter, (unction generator, ramp generator and a di((eremial amplifier. On the tilt-top tray is a storage

..
oscilloscope. This particular .set of insu'umen Is has been
carefully selected to meet the requiremcots of a large
number of hospitals, but variations are easy to make.
An Industrial mobile system

Consider another example - final a$Sembly and test
checkout of large equipment on the production floor.
Here is a typi al picture: A manufacturer of computer
peripherals has a large production area with twenty or
thirty pieces of equipment being built in place, with
one or tWO tedll1icians assigned to eadl station. A C,,,",,
oscilloscopes on Scope·Mobiles are already being shared
between different stations. Some counters, digital multimeters, generators, etc., that )'ou can't allord to have at
every station are also shared. Where do lOU put them?
You may stack them on tOp of the equipment, then on
top oC each other ""here they sometimes get bumped. Call
and break. 01' you may put them on the Hoor where you
kick them, stumble over the power cords, or have to
stretdl the test leads to make ),our hook-up. Test leads
get intermittent th.at way. Or maybe you ha\'e to unplug
scveral pieces of equipment to find all the AC outlets
yOll need, and tum off somebody elsc's equipment by
mistake in the middle of a test. Not being able La distinguish between the C<)uipment \','hich is purchased to
be shared and that which goes with each station. questions will arise about who owns which instrument and
whose job it is to keep the instTliment in good condi·
tion. The mobile test lab straightens out such disorder.
A large variety or combinations of instruments can be
selected to make lip a TM .soo Mobile Ten Lab. Selecting the righl combination for a given requirement takes
a little thought, bllt 110t nearly as much as if yOtl had
to specify the entire l'cquil'cmcnls ror a Cllstomb.ed
mobile lab. Free assistance in making such a selection
is ,lV<tilabIc fl'ol11 youI' Tektronix Field Engineer 01'
Rcprescntative. 8

Fir. S. l'ietUl"('d .II .i,ht il th(' TM 500 M('diaol InJirunl(:nt Cali,
bration S)'Il('I'. (MIC:tl with tesl hUlnln1('llb !ltlrom ror .Iol"rviOllg
Ih(' illltnlnl('lIt.llioll nu!d in l_pila!1 and OIhu metlical facilitia,
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Transmission
line
characteristics
... a review

.

A

ll electrical transmission lines have what is called characteristic impedance. or zoo \'\Tc'rc aware of the importance of this dlaracterislic
when we want to assure maximum transfer of energy between a transmitter
and antenna, or wille OLlieI' signal source and ilS load. However, we mal' not
all be aware'of the signilic,lIlcc of this char,lctcriuic in locating faults in transmission lines, or may not have developed a dear understanding of the differences between lnlllsmission lines, and why they behave as they do. This review
of baiic transmission line characteriuics Inay help.
USf: of the term "impedance" usually implies a frequency dependentt, so it
is a little surprising that the dlar3cterinic impedance of a cable is not a
frequency dependent charaClCriuic. To say characteristic "resistance" would
be erron~lls, howevcr. because power is dissipated when current passes
through a resistance, and there is no po,",'er loss in a transmission line that may
be attributcd 10 its characteristic impedance, The term "impedance" is a
better choice. because its value is detcnnined by the inductance and capaci·
tance of the cable, as we shall stt latcr.

Fig. J. UndergwIII,<1 Cilble u!ted in 1O'ide·boInd data tl':lllJ,,,Wion Iyster:u romains twelve
coaxial lines alld o\er fifly lwisled pain.

I

-0'"

o
Fig.!. Fonn"Ja ,ill lOp )icldl CharaClerinic imJ>e<lanCle or 1l11l'1lllcl
lillO with lir dicl«lric: boclom formula is lor CO'I,Jal lmes.

Consider whallakcs place if we apply a step function
of vol tage to a cable. 1£ we sudden Iy apply 50 volts across
a 50-ohm cable. olle ampere of CllI'rent starts to now. All

of this initial current is used to chal'ge the capaeit.wee
between the conductors of the transmission line. That
capacitance exists uniformly along the entire length of
the line, and a change in vol13.ge on one end of the cable
cannot cause a change <lllhe other end any faster I..han a
voltage wave front can propagate down the cable. The
cable is charged at a uniform speed to a unifonn volt·
age as the ,,"'ave front moves through.ThLs speed ranges
between 66% and 100% of the speed of light for common dielectric materillls, depending on the diekell'il;
used between the condllctors. The speed of light is gO
centimeters per nanosecond so \.11e propagation velocity
is between 20 and SO celllimetel'S per nanosecond. Since
SO an is very close to I foot you can also express the
speed as I to 1.5 lIS per foot. Aher we capacitance in the
entire length of cable has ~en charged, voltage is avail·
able to apply acros the load. You might say that is when
the applied vohage arrives at the lo:td.
Factor. determining Zo

Since even straight wires have inductance, and every
inch of cable capacitance is charged by CUITent passing
through the two cable conductors, it is not difficult to
visualize how inductance and capacitance are the two
factors that detennine the characteristic impedance of a
cable. As )'ou \\'ould expect, cable impedance incre:u«=s
as the inductance per unit length increases. And, as )'OU
would expect, cable impedance decrca~s as capacil.1.nce
per unit length increases. These twO factors jointly de·
termine how much eurrc=nt will fiow when a given voltage is suddenly applied.

Characteristic impedance is equal to the square root
of the LIC ratio (Zo = j L/q, where L is the induct·
ance oC a gi\'en length of cable, and C is the capacitance
of the same length. The actual length doesn't matter
because capacitancc and inductance are directly proportional to length.
Two things dctCl'll1ine the cap;lcitance per foot or a
coa:tial cable: the dielectric comtant of the material
separating the conductors. 'I1H.lthe ratio of the diametel'
oC the conductors. The inside diameter of the outer conductor and the outside diameter of th~ inncr conductor
are the dimensions of interest_ Inductance per root IS
determined only by the ratio of the diameters when the
conductors arc non·ferrous. ThereCore. usually only twO
physical faclol's d~terl1line the capacitance and induct·
ancc :111d, consequently. the characteristic impedance:
(I) the ratio of the di:uuctcls and (2) dielectric constalll. Their relationship is expressed by the formula
Zo = (13SIIt) loglO Old, where Zo is the characteristic
impedance, 0 the inside diameter of the outer con·
duclOr, d the outside diameter of the inner conductor.
ami II: the dielectric constant.
You can't tell the irnped;lIlcc of a coaxial c;lble by its
;Ippe.lrance but you C;1Il be sure its impedance is com·
paratively high if its inner conductor is re.latively small.
In a similar way parallel \.win·lead and twisted·pairs
which have condllctOl'S that are widely spaced. com·
pared to their diameter, will h.lV~ a higher impedance
than if the same conductors are closely spaced.
Propagallon velocity
We touched briefly on propagation v~locity earlier in
this article. It is int~resting to note that propagation
velocit), is not dependent on the physical size of a cable,
the impedance of the cable, or the capacitance per unit
length. It is dependent only on the dielectric 11UIlel'ial,
01' malerials, separating the conductors. Polyethylene is
the most COlllll10n dielectric mute.·ial used in coaxial
cables al1(l underground po.....e.. .lines, and the material
that reduces prop:lgation ve.locity most ... to 66% or
the speed of light in air. Polytetrafiuoroethylene (PTFE
or TFE) is even more stable than polyethylene and will
not melt or f10\\' at temperatures up to 200°C. This
material is also known as Teflon-, a DuPont trade name.
Velocity is inversely proportional to the square root
of the dielectric constant (V 0: I/~). C:lbles with
mostl)" air or gas fol' a die1<..'Ctl'ie have a propagation
velocity close to the speed or light. When the dielectric
is a mixture of two materiah, such as polyethylene and
air, the propagation velocity is between that for the tWO
materials. Polyethylene foam is an example of sudl a
mixture. When the electrical field between parallel con·
ducton extends into the surrounding air the effeethe
dielectric constant is also ome value belw«n that for
:til' and that for the solid matnial. Twin·.lead TV cable
and twisted pail' phone lines lire examples.
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Characlerlstlc impedance and TDR
Single

Ih':li{J~1 Shieh.!

anLl Stl'andcd CcnlC\' Coll<ludOI'

1>01l1Jle Shicld anti SualKh:d

Cem~r

Conductor

lloulJlc Shield anti Solid Ceiller Contluaor

,,.... 1'I1101'~1 JnckcI Ol'er Single Shield-Solid Cenlcr Collductor
SlIpporlcd ill I-lollow I'oll'ethylene Tul1e b)' T ..'istcd
I'olrcthyl~ne 'I'hre;ub

I'olycthylenc t'oam,t'it1ed Corrug-dlt:d COPfM:1" Shield

-

The capacitance of 50-ohm coaxial cables using non,
ferrous conductors and solid polyeth}'lene for a dielectric materi:l] is close to I 1'1" per centimeter (30 pF per
fOOL), That is lrue regardlcu of the she of the coax
because it is the ratio of thc conductor diameters that
dctermines the capacitance per unit length once you
have settled 011 the dielectric material and the kind of
conductors.
J( a coaxial line is sharply bent or conlpl'eSSCd in some
region there will be an increase in c:lpacitance in that
region and, consequently. a reduction in characteristic
impedance Ihere. 1£ part of lhe outer conductor is worn
away there will be an increasc in impedance at lhllt
l)Oint. Anything that causes the characteristic imped·
:lnce of the transmission line to deviate from iu nonnal
value will cause a signal passing through the cable to be
partiall}' reflected at that point. It is at this point that
Timc Domain Reflcctometry or TDR enters the picture. H we know the propagation velocity oC the line,
we can use a TOR to measure the distance to the fault,
greatly simplif}'ing the task of locating Ihe problem, A
good deal of information about the nature of the fault
can also be delennincd by even a relatively inexperienced operator, Now let's look at some other cable
characteristics.
SIgnal ottenuatlon faclors

Iiollow J'ol)cI hylcne Tul>cs Support Centcr Collductor

I'reuurit(.'t! Iligid

Lin~ Y8~

tu ()\oiI"

""'-

Two Inwlated Shields for UcltC1' Shiekling or "Guard"
Voltage on Iml('r Shield

Sleel Mc,"cllgcl" WheSuppol'" Jllo:il.>le Cubic When
Susp('ndcd. lIelween !'olct

,,-_.-.=
nat Ribbons InSlead ot Round Wiru ror Shield Reduce
LoMeI Abovc About t GHz

Solid Shield Over Solid TJlE Il1lulatioll-RuggeU, SUlble,
Giphcm Cable
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Vollage lind power losses in a cable are caused principally by the resistance of the two conductors, at low
frequcncies, and by skin-effCCt and diclectric losses at
high frequenc),. Losses duc to skin-cffect increase as
frequency increases. and so do dielcctric lQMCS.
Skin-cffe<:t is a high frcquency phenomenon which
limits current to the surface region, or skin, of a conductor, As frequency is increased, less ami h:ss uC the
available metal docs any conducting, In effect, the skin
gets thinner. increasing the series resistance of the conducton as frequency inCl'e:ucs. ]n coaxial cables lhe
inncr surface of the outer conductor and the outer surface of the inner conductor OIrry most or the current at
hjgh frequencies, Somc large diameter coaxial cables
have a hollow center conductor to avoid wasting the
metal in the middle, Dielectric losses are relatively
small for IUQSl dielectric malerials and usually can be
ignored for frequencies below about one gigahertz.
Altenuation of a high frequcncy signal passing
through a transmission line is proportional to the
square of the length of the line, Therefore, attenuation
is usually expressed in decibels per unit length, as
dBflOO feet. The frequency must also be stated because
attenuation increases wilh frequency and is approximately proporlional to the SqU:lfC root of frequency.
When expressed in decibels, allenuation may be easily
calculated for any specific length. For example, a kind

o( cable which :lllcnuates a 100 MI-h; signal 2 dBllOO
(e<:t could be exptued to attcnu"te the S;Jme signal 0.2
dB jf jt ....'ere ten feet long. When wideband signals are
carried over a transmission line the waveform is distorted by the greuter attenuation of the highcr frequency componcnts. The distortion may be mostly
corrected by passing the signal through an amplifier
having complemclHary characteristics. Cable TV line
amplifiers and telephone relay llmplifiers provide such
a function.
Coaxial cables have a practical upper frequency limit,
the frequency at which the cable starts to, aet like a
waveguidc. Waveguides will propagate signals with
mudl less attenuation than coax but they are narrow
band transmission lines. 'When wideband signals arc
applied to a coax and some frequency components extend beyond the frequency where the coax behaves like
a waveguide, the coax begins to ac( little like a freqllcncysclective filter.
The cutoff frequency is inversely proportional to the
sum of the conductor diameters (f co ex I/D+d) for any
given dielectric. so the smaller the cable the higher the
frequency. Since bigh frequency signals ami small cHam·
etcr cables produce tbe most signal attenuation, signals above about 10 GHz simply can't be carried vcry far
over coax withollt sevcre atlcnu:tlion, The cutoff frequcncy for a 50-ohm cable with polyethylene dielectric
(a DId ratio of 3.6 to I) and a I cm diameter (D), is
closc to 10 GHl. t\ cable having the same dimensions,
but with ail' for a dielectric, would have a cutoff freq llency close to 15 G j-Il, 50% higher. Some cable lll<lnUfacturers are consel'vative in their claims and state the
cutoff frequency to be 90% of these figures, or less.

,I

to usc air exclusivel}'. however. because the center conductor must be supported somehow. Discs, beads or
spiral windings <lre used to support the center con·
ductal' in m<1ny cables ha\'ingmostly air for:t dielectric.
The optimum impedance for lowest signal loss per root
is achieved when the ratio of diameters (DId) is 3.6 to
1. With that ratio. use of (tny ordinary dielectric Imterial will result ill the cable having an impedance bctween 51 ohms (polyethylene) and 77 ohms (air).
Loss per foot is reduced by using larger cubles, of
course, but lhen COSt is also greater. Sometimes lliC
cable diameter is dict,lted by lhe amount of current the
conductors must cany, 01' the peak voltage that may
sometimes be applied. Exces~ive temperature rise in a
center conductor can melt the dielectric and cause a
short between the shicld and center conductor. Uec,Hl~e
of skin-effect. high frequency current heats up the COIlductors more than an equal :1l110UIlt of low frcqucncy
currellt.
Sometimes high impedance cables are chosen so tll,lt
a high impedance signal source m,ly deliver the maximum alllOllllt of voltage. For example, only abOllt lulf
as much voltage would be delivcred over a 50·ohm cable
to a 50·ohmload, as yOLl could deliver to a lOa-ohm load
ovcr a 100·ohm cable. But slllall di,lmeter high impcdIlnce cables are fragile ,md difficult to build to a c1o:>c
tolerance beca usc of tlte ex tl'e1l1el y small diameter of tile
center conductor. The DId ratio of " 100-ohm cahle
with a polyethylene (Iiclectric wOllld be 14 to I. but 11
200-ohm cable of the same sort would h,lve a Did ratio
of more than 100 to I. i!1

DesIgning tor minimum 1088

Ordinary transmJssion lines range in il:lpedance be·
tween about 50 ohms and 300 ohms. The impedance is
rather critical in some applications and of only minor
importance in other C<lSCS. The 300 ohm twin,lead on
a TV antenna matches the antenna impedancc and
thereby transfers the most signal power to the receiver.
However, the "neutral" wires surroundillg the insulation on a power line directly buried in the ground only
act as a protective sh ield. AI though tlleir presence makes
the line a coaxial cable, these wires ordinarily carry
littlc 01' no CUlTClll, The impedancc of the power line as
a coax is nearly inconsequcmi,ll unless being tested
with a re(Jectometer. Hy contrast tile 75·0Iul1. %-inch
diametCr coaxial lines used extensively for wicle band
telecommunicatlons are meticulously designed and
manufactured for minimum signal loss and the most
economiClli use of materials ,md equipment.
Where minimum sign<11 loss per fOOl is most important, a coaxial cable having an impedance of 77
ohms, with <1ir for a dielectric, is best. It is not possible
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INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

503, ~!I50; L:.fry M}'hre or nob Cllster, J Ifllli.
die Mathinel')', 01975 3nl SOUlh. Seatlle, \IIA
98134, (2<JG) 7G2·76oo.

575 w/ad;lpten, $580; Fred Davis, Yale Unil .•
(20!lJ 4!!6.8949.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
C27, $400; 1.\011 Oppell. (203) 255·2861.
D4~R,D1~.J,G;JcrrySolDcr,

(507) 855·!>\!!l5
(llOlIle) Qr (507) 355·20:'0 X!l20 (Work) .
1)6i (2). nob Hcim. Delta USIIS Mach, 1723
Hill100ck, Cretna, L/\, (50-1) IIGB·H02.
FM 122 (4), RM125 for flMI~2, rad. mount.
$100; Barry l'ox, O(llronics lnl'l, 11K, 7
Stuart Ittl, Chelmsford, MA 018'24, (617) 256.
4511.
H \lui! (IQ, S55 ~a.; T unit, 545. DOll, W:UD.
ington AVlonio, SC;ltllc. \VA, (2OG) 762·0190.

1'6013, $15, Jim Critd, CH EkctfOllics, 5500
C..stlchrtlOk Dr., R;I!eigh, NC 27604, (919)

R3S·2250.
RI49A Op I, $5,375: Harold Dougher!)', S;\t·
lcdicld Electronicl, (60.8) 257-4801.
RM567 w!6R1A, 31'5, !lS2 wjo sampling
hCillb, tnld, for 25 MH7. realtime scope; C.
II. Wilsoll. lIox 52, Richardson, TX 75080
(214) 82(HS03.
554,5300; Arthur C. Albin, 18209 1G7th Ave.
NE, Woodil1l'ille, WA 98072, (200) 48G.Q6IS.

<:if'

90290.

Enl"

519, £2500; 1'.1111 Thoma" High voltaiC
lIurHngtotl.1o.1A OlfJO!!. (617) 272·l!l1 X28.
!i!lIA, E, CA; Howard GOIl1'neau. Mcdtronio,
(2IS) 84!1·1?70.
531, 53/54C, $4~; Steven K, Ro\)cr1!\;, Cyber.
troll:cSy~'elm, \'0 Rox 1800'1, LniJisl'ille, KY
40213.
!iSI, 1.1; Geo. nrc:indel. 3!i18 1st Ave. NW,
Statile, WA 98107.

511r., K, $450; jay Staiger, jerrold Ele<:tronics,
200 Witmer Road, I-Ionham, I'A 19014. (215)
674·~aOO, X454.

211, ~!iOO; Mr. St:lflley Lestcr, Iloio::c Div.,
Mech. Tech.. Tne., Hyde I'ark, NY 12538,
(914) 229·2171.
262, 100A, 105, 130, S!O, 291, 1'0046; Rill
Groschen, Circllit Suppl)' Co" 15109 Minnc·
LOnka Industrial Ill-'d, MinnClOnka, MN
55313, «(12) 933·2281.
!l10A;
tucero ,;208) 342·2711 X416,
lJ,et"'(''Cll 8: 0 to 5:00.

call/OC

1. 422, $1000 w /ud. access.; john Smith, Colum·

bian, 1'0 Bol' 180, Vancouver, WA 9ll(jOO,
(206) 694-3391.

.',

519 ",{access" $2250; Mr. U~e, R k D Con·
suit, Inc., !I13S HooleI' Dr., Topanga, CA

TLS54; Syro Steel Co, Mr. j~lllCS R~yni3h.
II iO N. StateSt., Girard, ON H420.
lUi, 5995; Charles Dlack, 3138 Fairview Ave
1\;,st,Sealtle, WA 98102, (206) 321·8950.

122; C. W. Ewing, Se:uon Hall Univ., Dcpt.
of Chemistry, Somh Or-mgc:, NJ 07079.

'3-

517A, pwr spl)', Scopemobile, $600; Jeremy
Scego:r, Hancock, VT 05148, (802) 767·51:.2.

531 1'11I~.ins: D, G, R, S (12 ea); Jim Kl\Oall,
EI DilUllO Collegl:,l-Iawtllorlle, CA 90250,

7U!H; lerry 1'05ter, Mangood Corp., Streeter
Amet biv.. Cra)'slake, 1(. 60030, (312) 223·
4801.
?1l53AN, $72.'>; A. V. Center, 61 16 N. Lin~'Oln
Ave., ChiCll~1 lL 60659, Aun: Mr. 1'~111 Rol'I"
ton, (312) :039·7700.
II'l: L. J.. C!c:mser, G82~ ShcnarulO;:lh, AIlt:n
l'ark, MI 48101, (SI5) 381·5708.

.,

[107 ,:!I) , Surge Scope $2,!I00 ea,; t\. R. Miller,
eci- 112'1 Dorche3ler AI'e., Dorchester, MA
02125, (617) 825·0980,
!;l4n: Warrcn King, Itt. !I, 110,," 27, Silvertoll,
OR 9788L (50!!) 87!!·1959.

TtS54. $350; Joe Lucas. Seattle, WA, (200)
1)55·!l!l31 (Work), (200) 14(i·9435 (I lome) .

!lSI, ~400; lIill 1o.!cCulle, (408) 756·1000.

;;. 122,5900; Robert Canh:er, Tillles I'ulllishing,
Co" 205 W. 12th st.. Eric. I'A lijr.t)l, (814)
'156·8531.
122, S900 - 51200; R, Corley, Llairtl-Alomic,
Inc" 125 Middlesel' Tpk,llcdford, I\IA 017!10,
(617) 276·6202.
·154. $2000; C~'Orgc Janllery, Ridgefield, CT,
•..(203) 4!18·522G.
465fD/lfoI!I; Ronltld M, Lonl, 110 Ilima L.lIlc,
A 1'0 San l:ratlcisoo,
9G!i5!1; (808) 0125110'1.
1~!i, SIt~M: Tell'Y l\Ielinller, (9Ui) 258·2001.

,.

517 .... fcart, IAI, IL40, 1!!2 ]lwr. ~ply, 1'0008
(2) ,1'6028 (2), llr. (5), Mr. I. Johnson.
Ceneral Researeh Corp., 7655 6ld Spring·
houllC Road, Westgale R~.,careh Park, Mc·
Lean, V,\ 22101. (705) 895·5900.

585,81, K, 51000; 661, !iTS, 4S!I, 51000; I'Cle
Edw;lTlllon, DAB AS/locialel, !12 9th Ave.,
I",addon Hgu, Nj 08035. (600) 547·1i96.
002, Iv/std 01" Pi phosphor; Mr. Norman
Lallt~, 222!14.l james Allen Circle, Chau·
worth, CA 91.~11.

Gil ('.!), 52,000 ea.. 161O; Ron Kocher, Pro·
cess Control, I'I'G Industries, )'011 11472,
l'iltSllurgh, I'A J5238, (112) l!62·5100.
611 (2),4601,52,100 ea.; Dr. S, j. Mustric,
Denver, CO (S03) 255·4677.
1101A·I, $1,t;S2.50; Mel jenschke 01' .11m
Lancaster, Uill; Springs Cable TV, Ilol' 1871,
!Jig Springs, TX 19720 (915) 263·6259.
4010·1; Dr. Willard Cra\'e;, Towson Slatt
College, Td'v!lOll, MD 21201 (301) 823·7~OO
X611.

4010·1; Th,;lma Trageser, jolms Hopkllls
Univ., Ilalt;more, till) (4.0~ Ames Hall),
(301) !:lG6·!!~OO X519.
5103NfDIO. !iAI8N, !it\21N, r.nI2N, Iknnis
Luther. Wilhite JnSITllmelHS, 7685 Wasb.
Avc. So.. E<lilll, /liN 5!l13~ (612) 944·255.5.
73IS, 7AIBN, 7R!iSAN, pmbe. (2). $2,800;
Chuck Ullman, 13130 S. Yukon ,\I'e., Haw.
thorne, C,\ (21!1) 913"1191.
7704, ?AII,:', '/AI.~A, 7.rr;o, 7U7L list lCM
25%; John Newb/, Union Drug, lS6 )Ius
Tcnninal Roo, Oa Ridge, TN 57830 (6n)
48!·8429.

547, IA2, cart, I'at Phillip!, Data 100 Corp.,
7725 Wuh. Ave So., Edina, MN 55435, (612)

941·6500.
5,19, 54? 546, IAI: Well 'Miller, 3845 Bireh
Ave.. NCWI)l)l't 1\.c'ICh, CA 92000. (714) !HO·
5231.
lt4:'Il, $1000; Mr. I'eterson, Remote Record·
ing Services, #19 J-lillel'oft, Cheri')' Hill, NJ
080~~. (609) ,',47·1796.
551, CA, n ('~) ; fin!i; li02A; Nm'nl:lll Allman,
J~.t\.1, Corp" Magee Avc.. Stamford, CT,
(20S) M8·'1277,
5GIA/3A72/2n67. can, hood, lllluuals, Mr.
johnson, (617) r.8!!-016D.
!'iGIA, 5A6, lI1\4. $900; t'Ted Wong, Kaitrollics,
870 MahlcrSt.. B\lrlingame, CA !HOlD, (415)
697·9102.
5M, IlM!l67, 5300 ea; 2D67 (2) 510D ca., C.
W. Jellkin~, 2251 W. 4520 50111b, Salt Lake
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Beginning 'with this issue, a nt'i\' section entitled "New
Products" will appear in Tekscope. It includes the information formerly contained in the New Product

Supplement that accompanied Tekscope. To simplif)
Customer Information from Tektronix, Inc.,
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

printing and distribution, product prices arc shmvn on
the attached inquiry card rather than as a part of the

product description. \Ve invite you to use the carel for
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A5 MHz
digitally
controlled
spectrum
analyzer

D

igital control of insu'lI11.lentaLiOn is rapidly coming into vogue. Besides
being the popular thing to do, what are the advantages to users of spectrum analyzers? One important advantage is the operating ease achieved by
simplified controls, and the ability to place those controls for maximum
operator convenience. But there is much more.
The iJJore includes an automatic starHlp mode that switches in full attenuation to protect against inadvertent overloads damaging the input
mixer, and sets the center frequency at zero with the O-Hertz marker displayed
on-screen for a quick operational check. M ore also includes new capabilities
to measure signals masked by noise, and more precise measuremen ts III ade
with greater ease. These are just a few of the benefits in store [or users of the
7L5 Spectrum Analyzer. Others will be apparent as we discuss the 7L5 in
greater detail.
The 7L5 is a 0 to 5 I\IHz spectrum analyzer designed to operate in any
7000-Series mainframe having crt readout. It occupies two plug-in compartments, leaving the other two compartments in a ·J-hole m,lin[rame available
for time shared time domain measurements. A unique plug-in front end overcomes the performance limitations imposed by trying to accommodate a wide
range of input impedances, and permits an 80 dB dynamic window over a
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Fig. 1. Signal drift is ea,ih' obscncd using: Ihe max hold function.
Split memory is used to <lispl;l\' frefjuenc\ excursio1l ol't'r timl'
inlel'\';t1, and frefjucllC\' al time pholo \\'as laken.

Fig. 2, Two slllali signals in Pl'l'Sl'11Ce or nOise

t~illl

no dig'ilal

aycraginp;.

Fig, 3. Same ,ignal, ;IS in Fig. 2 wilh Ihe signals below tile sweep
cursor digitall\' at·craged. Noise is greall\' reduccd and Ir1le sillall
signal amplilude of -102 dBnl is indicllcd.

+

reference level range of -128 dBm to
2 J dBm. Cali·
brated displ;lys are maintained for both dBm and dBV
llleasuremen ts, selected bv a [ron t'panel swi teh.
Front-panel controls
The uncluttered front panel of the 7105 gives the ill!'
pression that the unit is easy to oper:,te. A.nd it ls. Digi.
tal controls yield many benefits in the design, manu·
facture, and usabili ty of the instrumen t. They allo\\'
placing the controls for operator convenience, and give
a much wider range than is usually available with can·
venrional analog controls. For example, the Reference

.J

Len'l conuol ha'i a r,!llge of H~I dB in I dB :ll1d 10 dB
steps, ;Ind thc Dot Frequency control covers a range of
(J to ·1~19~).7;) HI! in 250 Hz and 10 kHz steps. Digital
0pcLltion ;tlso silliplifie, the coupling or two or more
controls. eliminating expensive and complex lllcch;ll1icd configuLl tiom. \ Vi th the Resol ution con trot j 11 the
COUPLED position and the TIl\IEjD1V in AUTO,
optilllum s\I'ecp rate and resolution are automatically
selected [or e;lch posi tion of the FREQ U EI\' CY SP.-\'N /
D1\' control. giving onc·k.nob control or these three
functions 101' lil;lll\' :1jJplicatiolh.
OI1C or the Ltnors th;u mak.es [he 7L5 easY to operate
is Janliliar Ijolllellclatllre ;111C] Junction 101' the (rol1tp:mcl COilLlOk Thc nujor [unClion that m:lv be un·
ramili;lr to YOU is digital stoLlge, so let's take a look at
this section fir.sl.
Digital storage
Four IJushblitlOllS :lI1d one Y;lrj;lble control handle the
digil:tl stoLlge lunctioJ]'i of the iL:S. \\'ith none of the
pll,hlllltrOlls ;IClII:ltcd, the ullit operatcs as a cunven·
lioll;!i ;IlLtlv/Cl. Wilh either D1SPL\ Y .\ or B :IClll',lted,
the digiul SltJ];lge sCelion is ;ICll\'ated, ;Ind the blight,
sleldv d isph\'s :l11d mcasurcmen t capabili tics ailorcled
IJy digied storage COllie into play, 'rhc Illcmory is splil
into t\l'O seniom or 251; X·axis locations each. \Vhcn
both .\ ;llld g plIShhllttOllS are ;lcW;lted, thc sections
are interbrcd :t1lo\\'ing upd;,ting of ;tII 51~ horilOnLd
ICJ(;ltions. In[OrIlI;ltion ill IJOtll Illemory sections is upd;lled nc)'\' s\I'ecj! ullle'iS the S.\VE .\ pushbuttoll is
;Ictllalcd. Wi tll S.\ \' E"\ and D ISPL.\\' .\ actuated, data
in .\ I1lCIllOn :II'C dispbved, but not updated. sen'ing as
a ref crClltc :lg~lillSt \rhich the COlllents of B Illelllory
can IJ(' cOlllp:lred.
"\ 1l);lxilllUI1l hotd function is availablc by ;'eluating
the :\L\X lIOLD conllol. In this mode, the IlUXilllllm
a1111)1 i wdc stored ill cvery horilOntal position of the
Illcillory is dispbved. The inform;,tion is llpd:lled cvery
s\l·ecp. \\'ilit the reslllt;lJlt displ:tv a Clllllul:ltive envclope
as a progressioll oj titlle. Figtlre 1 shows such a display.
Using split mClllO!)', the lIat LOp pede'it;il sitO\\'s the
fretjuencv excursion of an oscillator as it shifted about
one and one half divisions across the screen, while the
second hal[ of the memory displays the oscitlator freq uency at the time the photo \\,;IS taken. This Iu netioll
is useful in checkin,g for signal drift as in Figure I, or
[or unattended Ilion iLOri ng for the presence 01 sllOn·
d ur;llion signah .
.\ unique fe"ture 01' the 7L5 digiLll storage is the
ability to dif!,it;illy a\'crage the ;Illiplilude of the dis·
played signal. The til resllOld 10r;1 veraging is con tin ua Ii y
adjustable frolll the bottolll ol the displ:ty, for no averaging, to the top of the displaY, lor averaging atl dis·
played signals. The averaging thrcshold selected is indica tcd by a sweep cursor displayed on the crt (Fig. :Z,
,'\). The cursor control senes as a baseline dipper
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Fig. 4. Simplified [ullctional block diagram of the iL5.

control in the non·storage mode. The averaging circuitry has a bandwidth equivalent to a 2.5 Hz to l2.5
kHz filter, as a function of the sweep speed selected, and
sweep rates are not as limited as with conventional
video filters.
Now let's consider the conventional functions of the
7LS.
Processor control simplifies operation

)

Two custom l\fOS processors developed by Tektronix
control the frequency tuning (horizontal axis) and
reference level (vertical axis) functions. These chips
decode the front-panel controls and serve as an interface
to the remainder of the circui try.
The vertical processor detects which plug-in front
end is in use and selects the proper dynamic window
and the appropriate vertical readouts. It decodes the
reference level selected and chooses the appropriate
attenuation and gain settings. Four attenuators are
available; -1, 8, 16, and 32 dB. These are selected in
conjunction with gain steps of 1,2, '1, 8,16, another 16,
and a post variable resolution gain of 60 dB, to achieve
the desired reference levels. For example, to select a I
dB change in gain, (above a reference level of -29
dBm) , we insert 4 dB of attenuation and 3 dB of gain.
The Reference Level control is a 16-position, 360 0
rotating switch consisting of two circuit-board switch
sections having eight pads each. The output oE these
two sections generates two square waves 90 out of
phase developing what we call a 4-level, 2-bit gray code;
a gray code being a binary number which changes one
bit at a time. vVhether the number increases or decreases depends on which direction the knob is turned.
The output of the Reference Level control is fed into
an 8-bit up-down counter that, in conjunction with
other inputs, provides the 8-bit code for the vertical
processor to set the reference leveL A ROM contains
attenuation and gain information for each reference
0

)

level selected, and switches attenuation in or out by
means of TEK-made relays. Gain is inserted or removed
by CMOS analog switches in the IF, Variable Resolution (VR) , and post-VR stages.
The front panel INPUT BUFFER pushbutton provides a quick, easy check for intermodulation (1M)
distortion and reduces the likelihood of I M products.
Activating the input buffer inserts 8 dB of attenuation
at the analyzer front end, and compensates by inserting
8 dB of post-VR gain to maintain a constant display
amplitude for input signals. It also provides a cleaner
50-ohm termination (than a mixer) at the input, for
those applications requiring it.
Frequency selection

The frequency control system combines a synthesizer
with digital techniques that permits setting the frequency with six-digit resolution and excellent stability
immediately after turn-on. A dot is displayed on-screen
to indicate the point on the display that corresponds
to the 6-digit readout. With the DOT MKR control
fully counterclockwise the dot is at center screen. The
dot can be positioned to the left side of the screen to
operate in a "start" mode, with the readout always
displaying the frequency at the dot position.
The 1st L.O. consists of three phase.locked oscilla·
tors. Two of the oscillators (A and B) control a third
oscillator to generate a digitally stepped, or synthesized,
10.7 to 15.7 I\IHz output. The A and B Oscillators use
divide-by-N synthesizer loops to generate 100 kHz and
10 kHz signal steps respectively. In addition, the B
Oscillator output frequency is divided by 40, thus generating steps of 250 Hz. The A and B OsciUators are
swept by the shaped sawtooth input to generate a swept
frequency output across the full frequency span. To
achieve an 80 dB dynamic window and exceptionally
low residual Fivf, A Oscillator is swept when using frequency spans of 500 kHz/div to 5 kHz/div, and B Oscil-
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lator when using spans 01':2 kHz/ div to 50 Hz/div. High
stabili[)/ is maintained by phase-locking the system during sweep retrace, or every I DO seconds when operating
in a norHvieeping mode.
The output of the 1st L.O. goes to the 1st Mixel
located in the front-end plug-in module. The resultalll
10.7 i\fHz signal is fed to the 1st IF Located in the
main plug·in. There it is amplified and then mixed
with the J O.·]S l\f Hz signal trom the phase-locked 2nd
L.O., giving ;1 2nd IF 1requency 01 250 kI·I!. Passing
through the 2S0 kHz gain switched amplifier, the Variable Resolution circuitry, and the Log Amp. which
provides up [0 r;o dB of switched gain, the signal is
tben detected and passed to the logic circuitry lor display along wi th the frequency dm and the averagltlg
cursor (Fig.·J) .

Careful attention to design at every stage yields excellent intermodulation performance with 11\1 products
for two on-screen -40 clBm signals down at least 80 dB.
Internally generated spurious signals are -130 clBm,
or less. referred to the inpllt mixer. Noise specifications
are equally impressive: -105 dBm at 30 kHz resolution
and improving to -135 dBm, or less, at 10Hz.
?\ow let's turn our attention to the mechanical aspects
of the 7L5.

(

Mechanical innovation

The design goals lor the 7L5 provided challenge and
opportullity for many mechanical innovations. One of
the major goals was to develop front panel controls to
satisfy ~I concept of instrument architec[Ure having a
plug-on front panel for ease of manufacturing, assem-

c

c
Fig. 5. Digitally con [rolled
circuitry allows construCtion
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bly, and servicing. To meet this need, il rotary s\vitch
llsing optoelectronic concepts (no mechanical contacts)
,vas developed. The switching elements \overe to be
localized in the knob, and the entire assembly \\'as to
plug into the front panel. Further requirements dictated a minimum of 30 positions, smallest possible size,
capability of mass production, high reliability and ease
of repair. The end result of Illany designs is a s\vitch
contained in a knob shell 11/ in diameter and % 1/ long.
The separate parts of the switch are shO\vn in Figure G.
Basically the s\vitch consists of a detent mechanism, a
5-element LED light source, a slotted shutter wheel,
and a 5-element phototransistor assembly. The 5-element optoelectric array gives a capability of 2:;, or 32
switch positions.
Both the LED's and the photo transistors had to be
positioned very accurately in relation to one another
and in relation to the shutter wheel. A package was
developed for them with the five LED's in series instal-

i'H1l-'1
o
I

I

I
I
I
I

Fig. 6. Elements of the optoelectronic .~idlch-Jll-a-knub thaI g'cncrates a ::i·bit code for control of lime/eliv anL! frcqucncy span.
(a) rctainer ring, (b) phololransistor holder asscmblv. (c) spacer
ring, (el) shutter. (c) light ballIe, (f) LED array holder awcmbly.
(g) spring washer, I,b) delent assembly, (i) shaft asscmblv. (j) knob
shell.

)
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controls are identical except for the number of positions. They generate a ':I.-level, 2-bit, gray code as discussed previously.
Other mechanical techniques contributing to the
outstanding performance of the 7L5 include numericalcontrolled milling of the honeycomb chassis, and chemical milling of murnetal gaskets for effective shielding
of some areas. A unique U-shaped feed through device
reduces cost and complexity by coupling signals between compartments without the need for cables and
connectors.
The outboard chassis on the left side of the 7L5
s\vings out, providing easy access for servicing without
extension boards or cables. The entire unit can be disassembled in minutes, into the major components
pictured in Figure 5.
Summary

The IL5 combines frequency synthesis with digital
technology to produce a 0 to 5 ;\JHz spectrum analyzer
with exceptional accuracy and frequency stability. Crt
readout of measurement paralueters and simplicity of
operating controls assures easy, error-free operation.
Digital storage provides a bright display, and averaging
techniques that allO'w peak levels and averaged signals
to be displayed together. Plug-in front-end modules
yield low-noise levels ;md an 80 dB dynalnic display
range. Digital controls give precise selection of measurement parameters, simplify mechanical construction,
and speed servicing.
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led on a lead frame, and encapsulated in transparent
epoxy with integrally molded focusing lenses. The
phototransistor chips are also mounted on a lead frame,
wired in parallel, and encapsulated in the same manner
as the LED's. 'The shutter wheel is chemically milled
for economic precision production.
The output of the switch is a S-bit code at a level
which interfaces directly with c.:\JOS logic. Two switches of this type are used in the 7L5. They are the TI ME/
DIV and FREQUENCY SPAN IDIV Controls.
The RESOLUTION, DOT FREQUENCY, .\ND
REFERENCE LEVEL controls also are knob switches,
but of a different ty·pe. They are circuit board switches,
\vith the s\vitching elements located inside the knob.
The DOT FREQUENCY and REFERENCE LEVEL
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Bob Beville

Transition counting
with an oscilloscope
M

any people involved with troubleshooting digital circuits are continually looking for a better
\vay to do the job. And people building instruments to
test digital circuits are likewise looking lor beller ideas
so their instruments Illay do a better .iol). ,-\ vcry powerful technique called transition counting has been used
by sorne Il'lanu[aClurers of circuit board test cquipment,
and a transition counter has no"\' been cOlllbined with
the most popular Tektronix oscilloscope, the "HiS, for
servicing digital circuits. This technique ;llld this instrument are undoubtedly just tbe kind of "better way"
many people have been looking for. The tin'le-saving,
money-saving potential is vast. \Ve would like to tell
you about the techniquc, how we have combined a
transition counter 'with an oscilloscope, and what that
can do [or t\vo grou ps of people.
The first group is comprised of those who are concerned about thc grell expense of their inventory of
replacement circuit boards, the long shipping delay for
repaired boards, or, perhaps, the red-tape ;lIld delay
uncertainty through Customs when exchanging boards
between countries. The second group: those people \vho
are concerned abollt the high percentage of tL,ining
time required to keep their highly qualified technicians
familiar with nc\\, equipment.
Truth tables vs count comparison

.I\Tost engineers and technicians become familiar with
truth tables when they first learn about logic circuits. In
school you get a pretty strong impression that the state
of an output is dependent on the combination of HIGH
or LO'V states on the various inputs. ~rhat is a way of
envisioning the operation of a logic circuit tint is like
taking a snapshot. . it freezes the action ..-\lthough
we are aware that the inputs nonnall)' change states,
and that the outputs normally change states as a con·
sequence, there is little point in trying to envision the
action. The action of going from a LO\V to a HIGH, or
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from ;1 HIGH to a LO'V, is simply called a transition.
If you ,2;0 from LO\V to HIGH and back to LO\V, you
Inve had two transitions.
A simple two-input ;\ND gate which has one input
repeatedly going between HIGH and LO'V should
have an output 'which goes through an equal number of
transi tions d uri ng an y in tena I \\1 hen the second in pu t
remains ;It the asserted level.
By using the signal at the second input LO gate a
digital counter, the transitions at the output and at the
first input m;lY be counted and the numbers compared.
]f the Al"D gate is functioning properly the two wi1l be
the same. In other words, with the right digital counter
and ;\ suitable set of input signals, you can determine
whether the AND gate is functioning properly by
counting transitic)Jls.
This principle does not seem very important until
you realize it ;Ipplies to complex Ie's and large sections
or digital circuits, as \vell as to individual gates and flipHops. Using the principle, entire circuit boards may be
tested, and faults isolated to the component causing
the trouble.
If a circuit board is tested and found to be faulty \vhat
then? The trouble may be isolated and the faulty element identified and replaced on the spot, using the
same transition counting technique. You don't have to
be testing boards: you lllay be troubleshooting a portion
of a board, or the entire equipment the board is used in.
The main data needed when counting transitions is
a set of numbers showing the proper numbcr of transitions to expect at any point. Such data may be written
OJl the circuit diagrams adjacent to the corresponding
points. Figure ~ shows a circuit diagram labeled for
using the transition counter technique of troubleshooting.
For the numbers to be valid, the time intervals during
which transitions are counted must be identifiecL In
most cases such intervals correspond to either the
period of one cycle of the signal at some point in the circuits being tested, or thc width of a pulse at that point.
\Vhen a probe is connected to the identified point, and
the counter set to recognilc the proper gating interval
from the signal there, only one other probe is needed:
the troubleshooting probe. \Vith that probe you may
check counts;1t any other point.
For the gating inter\'~tls to be correct and the num·
bers to be valid, the equipment must be operated in the
proper mode. For some equipment the proper mode
lll;IY be a special diagnostic routine. For other equipl1lel'lt it Illay be lllerely how the controls anc! s\vitches
arc set. Either way, a few informative sentences, or a
set-up procedure, can identify the mocle.
So transition counting depends on knowing three
things: (1) the right number of counts to expect, (2) the
right count-gating time intervals to select, and (3) the
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Fig. 1. The top of a 465 MOD 7191\ Oscilloscope. showing the con-
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)
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trols and display window of a buill-in digital counter. The oscilloscope probes may be llsed with Ihe counter at the same time they
are used [or the scope. Input altcnuators for the scope reduce the

right mode of operating the equipment containing the
circuits being tested. The equipment designer is probably in the best position to supply this information because of his familiarity \vith the various operating
modes and circuit functions. \Vhen the designer has a
TEKTRONIX "Ui5 Oscilloscope Mod 719A, it is no
chore at all for him to compile the information. He
merely picks an appropriate operating mode to exercise
1110St, if not all, inputs, identifies the count-gating
signal, measures the counts with his ·J65 at all the
various points, and logs the counts on a circuit diagram.
Forever after, troubleshooting is fast, simple, and convenient for anyone who has a ·165 i\lod 719A.
The information does not have to be supplied by the
designer. ;\ skilled service technician can do a comparable job. Nor does the information have to be COlllpiled ;It the time the equipment is designed. It will pay
many service organi/.ations to compile such information
as a supplement to the service manuals they presently
use. It will also pay equipment manufacturers to compile and furnish such data on equipment introduced
years ago, if it is still being supplied and posing a service
problem.
i\laking a transition counter part of an oscilloscope
makes good sense. Very little extra room or cost is required because many of the circuits are common. That
says the price for the combination can be less than a
separate counter and oscilloscope. Of equal importance
to most people is the convenience of having one piece of
service equiprnent that will do most jobs. Even the scope
probes sene a double role. See Figure I for how we combined a transition counter ·with the ·165.
Capturing the counts

The vertical input signals are routed internally to the
transition counter circuits, as 'well as to the scope circuits. The transition counter always looks at the signal
that arrives at channel I on the dual-trace scope. Transi-

signals to the right size for the counter when they are the righl
size for the crt screen. ivfOD 719A counts signal transitions not
signal cycles. Signal cycles will be one half of the number indicated.

tions of that signal are what you count. The signal that
arrives at channel 2 may be used to gate the counter on
and of[ l,vhenever tile CH2 GATED pushbutton, or the
CH2 PERIOD pushbutton, is pressed"
\Vhen the A S\VP pushbutton is selected, counting is
enabled during those time intervals when the A sweep
is HlO\'ing the crt beam. And l,vhen the TOTALIZE
pushbutton is pushed, counting is enabled each time
the RESET button is pressed.
To count transitions of the signal at channel I, you
trigger the counter on that signal. To gate the counter
on and all with the signal at channel 2, you trigger the
counter gating circuits with that signal. Proper triggering for each channel is indicated by a monitor light
located next to each TRIGGERING ADJUST controL
The scope sweeps don't have to be triggered except
when the A S\VP G.:\.1'E is used for the coun t gate. But
l,·... hen they are triggered, you can display the signal
being counted, the signal doing the count-gating, or
both. The channel I and channel 2 VOLTSJDIV controls govern the amplitUde of the displayed signals and,
also, the amplitude of the signals arriving at the counter
trigger circuits. The scope may always be used as a
signal monitor if count-triggering should be difficult
or unstable.
Transition counting can be done using the A sweep
gating signal as the count-gating signal by pushing the
.-\ S\VP GATE pushbutton. That allows you to use only
one probe anytime you can be sure that every transition
you want to count is displayed on a particular sweep. A
continually variable count-gating signal may be simulated by varying the length (duration) of the A sweep.
The length is controlled with the IO-turn DELAY
TIME POSITION control when the B ENDS A mode
is selected. The duration may also be controlled with
the VAR (Variable) TIME/DIV control.
\Vhen the equipment is not apt to have a count-
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Figure 2

By labeling each signal lead on a circuit diagram with the
number of transitions that should occur on that lead during
identified time intervals, the cause of a wrong number Illay be
traced to its .wurce. \Vrong counts arc traced to the source of
error back along any signal path where there is also an
erroneous counl. Any path where there is a correct count is
ig·nored.
The proper time intervals during which transitions are to
be counted must be identified. That is sometimes done by
indicatinl{ the source of the gating signal, and what portion
of the signal corresponds to the correct intervals. If the time
interval signals in vour equipment are apt to he faulty you
may simulate the right interval with the scope.
The scope sweep gate signal may be used to gate the
counter when the pulses occur in easily recognized groups. Or
the sweep gate signal lIlay be set to have a duration determined by a given number of clock signal transitions. You
merely trigger on the clock signal, count clock signal transi·
tions, and varv the sweep length until the right number of
transitions are indicated. That sweep gate signal is then used
for all the rest of the transition counts.
}'ou can simulate a faulty lC in the equipment shown in
the above diagram by lifting pin:; of U2. The result will be
an erroneous COUllt of 4 at its output, that appears at all
points along the path to the FRA 1\JE signal output. Anyone
that can lISe an oscilloscope and follow a circuit dia~ram can
find the fault in a matter of minutes even without knowing:
what the equipment is supposed to do, or how to operate it.
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Trou bleshooting 1nstructiollS might read like this:
Equipment Operating Mode:

Set the three toggle switches to position shown on diagram.
Oscilloscope Operating Mode:

Horiwntal ... B Sweep at .05 I's/DIV, A Sweep at 20 I'-s/DIV,
.-\ INTENS pushbutton in.
Triggers ... A Trigger in NORM mode, AC Coupled, CH2
source, + Slope, Holdo!f in B ends A position.
B (DLY'D) Trigger .-\C Coupled, CH2 Source,

+ Slope.

Vertical ... CHI 1\lode, I V/DIV with probe, AC Coupled.
Probes ... Troubleshooting probe on CH I, triggering probe
on CH2, both connected to resistor R8, the clock signal.
Control Settings ... Set A TRIGGER LEVEL Ilear middle
of triggered range as indicated by the TRIG li,t.;ht.
Set B (DLY'D) TRIGGER LEVEL Ilear middle of triggered
range for triggered B sweep, as indicated by a shortened
sweep when DELAY TIi\IE POSITION control is moved to
a bout mid range. Set Delay Time Position can trol and CH I
Triggering Adjust for a displayed count of 2;H.
Troubleshooting

All points may now be checked for the proper number of
transitions indicated on the circuit diagram, using only the
trou bJeshooting probe.

)

)

gating signal that is much more trouble-free than signals in other parts of the equipment, a reliable gating
signal Illay be simulated in the scope by varying the
s\veep length. You do that by counting a specified number of signal cycles in the equipment, llsually clock signal cycles. ,-\11 exalllple is the equipment shmvn in
Figure 2. The FR.-\\IE signal Olltput from that circuit
'would normally make an ideal gating signal, because
the period of one cycle (2 transitions) is properly related to :tli the other inputs and outputs. But nearly
any fault, including the one introduced by lifting pin
5 of IC U2, changes that signal period and therefore
makes it unsuitable. Instead, the scope is operated in
such a way that a gating signal of equal length is produced in the scope. You knenv it's the rig-ht length 'wIlen
you set it to give you the right count of clock signal
transi tions.
It is inlportant to note that the particular defect
chosen ,vould not have been detectable with a logic
probe becOluse no output was locked lip HIGH or
LOW.
Transition counting' ClIl also be done on ol one-shot
basis by selecting the TOTALIZE pushbutton and
pushing the RESET pushbutton each tinle a count is
ready to be IlLlcle. ·rhis nlOde is very lIseful for troubleshooting non-repetitive sig-n;ds, stich ,IS you lllay find in
a calculator when a particular calculation is in error.
\Vith this lllode only one probe is required.
The DlSPL.-\Y Tl:\IE control will hold and display
any count indefinitely, or enable fresh counting to
occur frequently.
0!oisc spikes as wide as 50 ns or 100 IlS may be ignored
by a count-pulse width discrinlinator pushbutton.
,\ vcry unique and llseful feature is a count CO:\fP.\RATOR mode or operating the ·11)5 \fod 719:\.
\f,llly till1es circuit trolll)!es ,Ire intermittent, so erroneom counts only OCCtlr occasionall~i and, thereFore, only
occasionally lll,ly be reco~ni/ed. By .':iwring a correct
count once For a particular point, all subsequent counts
for that point may be compared electronically..-\ny
discrepancy between a ne-\\' count and the stored count
will illlmedi:ltcly be indicated by a .NOT EQUAL
light on the ·j(i5 \[od 7]~L-\, and the erroneous count
will be displayed until intentionally replaced.

Even if ;'ou have never lIsed transition counting as a
troubleshooting technique for digital circuits its simplicity and speed will he apparent once you understand
the principle. The main bottleneck most people perceive is compiling the count data and getting the information included in their service manuals and circuit
diagrams. Once you try the ,165 :;\focl 7] 9:-\. for acquiring
that data you can see how much more time and money
-will be saved servicing the equipment, compared to the
investrnent in acquiring the data.
Complex digital equipInent deserves special attention in the design and early production stages to profit
most from transition counting principles. Here are the
things to consider doing:
L Add sockets, connectors, or special circuits to accOllnllodate jumper cables, resistors, ROi\f's, etc., that
are to be part of the diagnostic plan.
2. Characterize the product's performance early in
the first production stages, with transition signatures
recorded 'while the product is exercised according to
the diagnostic routine.
:). Document the signatures on the circuit diagrams
and in troubleshooting procedures.
.J. Stan a f<lult-and-repair reporting system.
5_ Build a library of erroneous counts and associated
faults.
Ii. Document any new signature \vhich is caused by a
circuit modification.
SPECIFICATIONS 465 MOD 719A

Display: 4- digits: up to 9999 counts.
Input signal amplitude, CH 1 or CH 2: 10
whell displayed ovc'r 2 di\'isions or more.

III V

pop or greater

Input signal frequency: 10 .\lI-ft or Jess.
Time between transitions: .\l least :'){) l1S or 100 ns depending" on \VIlYrI--! DISCI-U.\Jl:'\,\-'rOR selected.
Gating signal: Channel 2 signal period or pulse width: .-\
S\VP G.\TE duratioll". manual RE.SET (TOT."\LIZE).
Count Comparator: Detects intermittent bult by stOring'
indicatingcorrect (ount.

:lIld

,Iny WlIlll

that is !lot eljual to the pre·loaded

Triggering Monitor Lights: Indictte when the counter is
trig;g-<:!"e'c! on the' CH 2 ('()unt-g-:ltillg signal ,11HI trigxered on
Cl-T I sig'nal tr<lnsitions.

'ftl

)
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Dave McCullough

Storage
expands your
oscilloscope
measurement
capabilities

(

F

ast moving events-lIo'!.\' do you view rheIn? If the events are electrical
signals, the best way is to use an oscilloscope. For convenient viewing on
a conventional oscilloscope the signal Illust have a fairly high repetition rate.
But what if you \Vant to view single events, or slO'wJy changing signals such as
those created by a difference in temperature? Then the cOI1\'cntional oscilloscope alone isn't your solution. \'Ol! could llse a camera, or you could take
advantage of a storage oscilloscope.
Storage, in an oscilloscope, is the ability to retain the image of an electrical
event on the cathode ray tube, after that event ceases to exist. Image retention may be for only a few seconds, or for weeks, depending on the type of
storage. Different applications often require different types of storage. To
ensure full coverage of your measurement applications Tektronix provides
three types of storage:
Bista bie
Variable Persistence
Fast "'fransfer
Each type has advantages and limitations that make one more suitable
than the other for a particular application . .\ look at the different storage
types applied to typical applications may help you select the one best suited
to your needs.

(

Bistable storage

The lllost important characteristic of Bistable storage is long- retention or
vie-\\' time. \oTicw times range from one hour to weeks, depending on the technique used to achieve Bistable stOrage. Long vicw times allow extended signaI analysis without fear of losing the display. They also extend your ability
to compare signals. Two or more repetitive sign;-tls occurring at essentially
the same time can be easily compared, but \vhen there is a considerable time
lag bet\veen the two signals, one must be stored until the other occurs. A
typical application is the need to compare signals before and after making
circuit design changes or adjustments. In such cases, we need to keep the reference signal stored, while repeatedly storing and erasing the signal we're
adjusting. For these applications Bistable Split~Screen storage is available. III
this type, the phosphor sLOragescreen is divided into two independent sections,
upper and lower, with independent storage controls allowing you to erase
either half of the screen without alIeering the other half. This split-screen
capability is unique to Bistable storaKe 'where the phosphor is the storage
medium. 1t is not available in the Bistable storage discussed later, where the
storage medium is a mesh.
If you need to display waveforms of slcl\\", repetitive signals with fast risetimes, that appear as a slow-moving spot traveling across the crt, you should
choose Bistable storage. Such a signal is displayed in Figures -1 and 5 using
[\'1,'0 different types of storage. \-Vhen the spot velocity of the rise time portion
of this type of signal is approximately twenty times the horizontal spot velociry, you will find it diflJcult to get a satisfactory display using \,.'ariable Persistence storage (see Fig. 4) . ;\djusting the Variable Persistence storage controls 'will only cause the horizontal line to bloom more (at one extreme) or
cause the rise time to disappear or fade quickly (at the other extreme).
12
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If your application fits into one of the following
categories and you want storage that is the lowest cost,
most rugged and easiest to operate, your choice is Bistable storage:
• Comparing signals that occur at greatly
differing times
• Viewing non-repetitive events
• Displaying slow moving waveforms, or
• Requires the split-screen versatility.
Now Jet's consider another type of storage.

)

Variable Persistence storage
Producing high contrast displays is the most outstanding capability of Variable Persistence storage. This
allows you to view signals that are beyond the display
capabili ties of con ven tional (non-storage) or Bistable
storage instrumen ts. The dim conven Lional oscilloscope displays produced by fast, low rep rate signals
(see Fig. 6) can be converted to bright, easy to view displays with Variable Persistence storage (see Fig. 7) .
The high contrast ratio (stored innge to background
brightness ratio) of Variable Persistence provides llluch
greater contrast than the '1: I best-case contrast ratio of
Bistable storage. This high contrast ratio comes at the
cost of view time. \Vhile Bistable storage techniques
provide up to weeks of view time, Variable Persistence
is limited to a few minutes. View time available is proportional to the stored wri ting speed needed, as illustrated in Figure 2. Also, as shown in Figure ~ you can
increase view time by using the SAVE mode of operation.
For many applications, limited view time olfers ;l
lTleasuremen t ad vantage. \Vi th Variable Persistence.
once a signal is stored it automatically starts to fade
away. This characteristic automatically erases t.he display. It also illustrates the sequence in which the events
occurred (Fig. 8). A persistence control allows you to
choose the rate at which the stored signal fades. The
controllable range varies from the specified view time
at maximum writing speed (see Fig. 2), to almost instant disappearance.
Here are sorne typical applications where the ability
to can troi the persistence, or view time. is a va I ua ble
aid to measuremen t.
• Identifying the order in which signals occurred
(Fig. 8)
• Observing the change in the signal while makingcalibration adjustments (Fig. 9)
• Suppressing signal noise
• Producing bright displays (Fig. 7).
If one of these categories describes your measurement
needs. Vari able Persistence storage is vour best bet.
Fast storage
A t.hird t"pe of storage is provided bv Tektronix to
meet your needs lor viewing very fast, low repet.ition
rate or non-recurring signals. It is called Fast storage.

Fig. l. Portion of split·screen Bistable storage oscilloscope front
panel showing storage controls,
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Fig. 4.. Slow repetitive signals with fast risetimes are dimwlt to dis·
play using Variable l'enistence storage as in this photo.

Fig. 8. Sequence of evcllts is handily di,play"cd by the fading cJnr·
acteristic of Variable Persistence storage displays.

Fig. 5. .'rhe same w"vdorm as
storage,

Fig. 4 displayed using Bistable

Fig. 9. Changes in the waveform as calibration adjustments are
made are readily discernible in this Variable Persistence display.

Fig. 6. l'ast, low rep rate signals are diflicult to view with a (onven,
tional(non·storc) oscilloscope.

Fig, 10. 'T'he outstanding stored·writing cap~.biJity of Fa~t Variable
Persistence is dramatically illustrated in this ph010 of a single
evellt having a risctimc of 3.5 ns.

lT1

rig. 7, The same signal as in l'ig. (; displaved using Variable Persis,
tence storage.
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Fig. II. A single burst of 100 MHz Ilobe is captllTed by Fast Variable Persistence storage.

(
'-

Fig. 12. Signal displayedusingVariabk Persistence storage. Note
rising and falling portions a~e not visible.

not a consideration for selecting one type over the
other. However, in Fast Bistable and Fast Variable
Persistence, that writing speed relationship is no longer
true. Fast Variable Persistence can exceed Fast Bistable
capabilities by more than seven times. The same basic
trade offs, long view time in Bistable and high contrast
displays in Variable Persistence, are stili true for the
Fast Bistable and Fast Variable Persistence modes.
The nomograph in Figure 9 is useful for selecting the
writing speed needed to display a given sine wave or
step rise time (tr) at a certain amplitude. For example,
to display a 16 ns risetime signal three centimeters in
amplitude requires a writing speed of 180 cml f.Ls.
Figures 10 and II show the ability of Fast Variable
Persistence to store a single event having a rise time of
3.5 ns, or a single burst of 100 MHz noise. A comparison
of the ability of Variable Persistence and Fast Variable
Persistence to display the same waveform is shown by
Figures 12 and 13. Two fast signals occurring one minute apart are displayed in Figure 14 using Fast Bistable
storage.
If these are typical of your measurement needs, your
choice should be fast storage.
Summary

Fig. 13. Same signal as in Fig. 12 displayed using Fast Variable
Persistence. Rise and fall times are dearly visible.

)

Fig. 14. Two fast signals occurring one minute apart are easily
displayed using Fast Bistable storage.

)

In this type of storage the signal is first stored on a
mesh in the crt, that is optimized to achieve maximum
writing speed. The signal on this mesh is then transferred to a second mesh which can be operated in either
a Bistable or Variable Persistence mode. These two
modes are called Fast Bistable and Fast Variable Persistence.
Writing speed is the most important consideration
for choosing Fast storage, and stored writing speed is
increased up to 1350 cmlp.s using Fast Variable Persistence. The Tektronix Bistable and Variable Persistence storage types discussed earlier have approximately
the same writing speed (5 cm/p.s) , so writing speed was

Each type of storage has advantages and limitations
that make one more suitable than the others for aparticular measurement application. Bistable storage offers
long view times, a low cost, and rugged, split-screen.
operation. Vmiable Pel"sislence provides high contrast
and the ability to display different stored intensities.
Fast storage offers increased Bistable and Variable Persistence writing speeds. Only at Tektronix will you find
all three types of storage, and they're available in the
plug-in oscilloscope or portable oscilloscope that's right
for you, If you can't choose, we have multi-mode oscilloscopes that include the best of all three types. it
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Servicescope
(

Apotpourri of
modifications
and service
hints

Fig. l. Components within dashed lines replace Rl211 un original
diagram.

THREE EASY MODIFICATIONS TO MAKE YOUR 465
OSCILLOSCOPE DO SOME JOBS BETTER

\Vhcn the 465 was designed, some special performance
features \Vere omitted because they would be of little
or no value to most customers. But for those ·who need
the features and are able to make the mods themselves
we can offer pans and instructions. !\Iod descriptions
follow:
Equalize X-Y Phase 10 2 MHz

By adding

tVI'D resistors, t\\'O capacitors, and a small
variable inductor you can modify the horizontal deflection circuits so the phase difference bet~veen the horizontal and \'ertical deflection circuits may be adjusted
to be less than 3 degrees to 2 I\IHz. The circuit card
where the parts arc installed comes \vith holes to make
it easy to install the additional components. The com·
ponents are located next to the X Gain adjustment pot,
R1215. Resistor R121], in the original circuit, is removed and discarded. The changed section of the cir·
cuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Following is the list of
required parts:

]-32]-0077-00,
1-283-0594-00,
1-114-0278-00,
1-283-0672-00,
]-317-0151-00,

Resistor, 62 0, 1(,~6, 'i~ watt
Capacitor, 1000 pF, 1%, 100V, mica
Inductor, 4.5 to 12fLH, variable
Capacitor, 200 pF, 1~;~, mica
Resistor, 150 D, 5(:~·,
,vatt

ys

1 kHz Calibrator Frequency Made Accurale to

± 1%

This mod requires adding a small potentiometer and
changing five resistors and one capacitor to have a dif·
ferent value, tolerance, or temperature stability,. The
amplitude calibrator signal may then be set to precisely
] kHz and used as a timing reference for sweep cali bra-
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tion checks as well as a voltage reference for vcrtical
deflection checks. The following capacitors and resistors are needed and used to replace those llsed in the
original circuits:
1-285-0758-00, Capacitor C1592, .05 fLF, 2~);~,
'JOO V Pol v carb
1-321·0f)G5-09, Resistor R1591, 61.9 kG, 1(,~'~1' 1/" watt
1-821-0381-00, Resistor R1592, 90.9 kn, 1(!~~" liS watt
1-321-0268-09, Resistor R1593, G.(H kn, I
,~ watt
1-321-0385-0(1, Resistor RI594, 10(1 kn, I
y" watt
1-317-0G22-00, Resistor R159G, 6.2 kD, 5~r~" ~/i; watt
One component, a small potentiometer, must be added:
1-3J 1-122-J-OO, 500 n Variable resistor, 0.5 ,vatt
\Vhen Rl593 is soldered into place the bottol11 end
should not be connected to ground as S1101,'l'l1 in the
original circuit diagram but \!'.;ired in series \vith the
500 D variable resistor. The bottom end of the variable
resistor is connected to the +5 volt supply instead of
ground. Varying the resistor sets the calibrator signal
frequency.
Dual Trace Chopping Rate Increased 10 1 MHz
This mod requires eight pans, three of which replace

original components. It reduces trace brightness somewhat in the chopped mode.
Capacitors C356 and C368, and resistor R356, should
be replaced with ones shmvn in the parts list below.
These parts arc shown on the Vertical Switching tEagram in the service manual (070·1861-00). R370 should
be removed and not replaced.
Nmv modify the CRT Circuit diagram in your service manual according to the partial diagram in Fig. 2.
The remaining five parts should be soldered into the
circuit according to the diagram.

\.

7300,7400,7600 SERIES -50 V SUPPLY FAILURES

There has been a higher than normal number of failures of transistor Q896 in the power supply of scopes in
the above series. By adding a diode between the base of
Q896 and ground it will be protected. A silicon diode
is installed in parallel with diode CR894 with its anode
grounded. iNe use a diode having the characteristics of
a IN4152, part number ]52-0141-02_
464,465, AND 466 ERRATIC TRIGGERING

Fig. 2. Circuit changes to increase chopping ratc

to 1 MHz.

\Vhen a display is sometimes erratic when triggering on
low amplitude signals it may be caused by part of the
sweeps being triggered from tbe opposite slope than the
one selected. The condition can be corrected by changing four tunnel diodes from one type to another. Diodes
CR550, CR552, CR650, and CR652 should be changed
from a type having part number 152-0125-00 to a type
having the part number 152-0125-01. A good way to
recognize diodes having the right part number is that
the letters GE appear on them.

Here are the parts you will need:

575, 576, 577 CURVE TRACERS

1-281-0629-00, Capacitor, C)56, 33 pF, 5%, 600 V
1-283-0100-01, Capacitor, C368, 0.0047 .uF, lor:~, 200 V
1-315-0303-00, Resistor, R356, 30 kn, 5%, 0.25 watt
1-281-0557-00, Capacitor, CH78, 1.8 pF, 500 V, NPO
1-283-0057-00, Capacitor, C1479, 0.1 .uF, +80(;~-20~~
1-3 15-0470-00, Resis tor, R 1479, 47 n, 5~~, 0.25 wa tt
1-152-0141-02, Diode, CR1479, IN4152
1-151-0301-00. Transistor, QI4-79, 2N2907

\Vhen the brushes on the variable transformer (used to
control the peak collector voltage) wear out they may
be replaced with new brushes [or about 1/lOth the cost
of a new transformer. For the 575 or 576 use a brush
\vith part number I ]8-00gZ-00. For the 577 use part
number r 18-0033-00.

CHANGE YOUR 5L4N TO HAVE A 20 Hz TO 20 kHz
LOG SPAN

The log span is normally 100 Hz to 100 k Hz [or the
5iAN Spectrulll Analyzer. But it is easy to change the
span to cover 20 Hz to 20 kHz to fit the audio frequency
spectrum. Here is what to do if your 5LIN has a Serial
N umber below BO:1031.~:

i,ls w, metal film
(321-0222-00)
2. Change RI202 to II kn, l/S w, metal film
(321-0293-00)
:3. Change R] 200 to a 2 kn, 0.5 w, 10%, trimmer,
(311-1265-00)
.J. Adjust R 1200 for the proper span at 20 HI.
I. Change RI204 to 1.01 kn,

TM 504 GROUND LOOP

\Vhen Tj\I 504 mainframes with serial numbers below
BOl1370 are used to povier an SG 502 signal generator
the signal distortion m,ly exceed normal limits. The
problem appears on the SG 502 only when the signal
frequency is an even multiple of the line voltage frequency but Illay appear on other plug-ins as very low
level hum. To prevent the condition remove the top
and bottom cover of the Ti\I 504. Locate the section of
the circu it card shown below and cut through two circuit board conductors as shown. Remove the connection between the ±33 V COl\Ii\fON and chassis ground
(at the junction of C-20 and C-22 via a solder lug).
Connect the junction of C-20 and C-22 of the circuit
board at the poin t be tween J 10 and J20 marked CO iVt
Cut

r~tn

You can change the span by adding or removing a
jumper wire if your 5L4N has a serial number higher
than B030312.

)

PLUG-IN EXTENDER CABLE PRECAUTION

You can save hours of repair time by observing two
simple precautions when using plug-in extender cables.
I. Be sure power is turned 0[[ when connecting either
end of the extender.
2. Be sure both ends of the extender are connected
properly.

Cul

Fig. 3. T.\f 504 circuit board changes

[0

fUn

removc ground loops.
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New products
New products
New products

r\

'£
1502 and 1503 TOR Cable Testers

5444 Dual-Beam Oscilloscope

The 5444 Dual~Beall1 Oscilloscope is a new member of
the 5000 Series. Used with the 51344 Dual Time Base
plug-in and two plug-in vertical amplifiers, it is virtually two oscilloscopes in one. Both beams can write anywhere on the 8 by I O-clivisioll screen.
The 54H will display a one~shot signal at two sweep
speeds or two one~shot signals at any sweep speed. Only
a dual-beam scope wi th two sets of horizontal deflection
plates can do this.
If you need to compare more than two signa Is, the
5444 can display up to four repeti ti ve waveforms in the
alternate or chopped mode, or up to 8 at reduced b:md·
width. Four single-shot events may be displayed at
sweep speeds up to 100 ,u.s/div in the chopped mode.
The cn provides a bright display, has an illuminated
parallax-free internal graticule, and provides readout
that automatically documents the sweep speed and vertical defiection factor fO!' each beam. A user-addressable
readout option allows you to write tip to two 10-character words of your choice to identify the photograph,
the device under test, etc. The T.EKTRONIX C-27
Option 1 Camera with 10,000 speed ftIm and the Wri t~
ing Speed Enhancer (or PO! I phosphor option) m,lke it
possible to photograph a one-shot display to the full 60
i\lHz bandwidth of the system.
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The 1500 Series meets the most stringent cnvironlllcn tal
specifications for Hight-line rated test equipment. These
portable TDR Cable Testers are at home operating in a
deluge or a s,md storlll. }lnU,try in Alask,l or August in
Texas doesn't bother them_ Bouncing around in an oH'the-road repair vehide or being doused \loith salt spray
on board ship doesn't SLOp them either. They're small,
self~contained, ruggee!, ane! battery oper;llecl.
The two Cable Testers lise TDR, a proven technique,
to pinpoint faults to;1 fraction or an inch in short lines.
In longer lines they resolve faults to within a yard as far
,I\\'ay as 50,000 leet, depending on the cable characteristics. \Vhat can you test with this series? Just about any
cable assembly fro III lamp cord to coax, pIllS a variety of
broadband components (antennas, connectors, equalizers, sensors, etc.)
The J 502, for lines up to 2000 feet, provides fractional inch resolution. It uses ,I 110 ps step test signal
into 50 ohms. The ISO;) works out to 50,000 feet. It u,e,
an impulse test signal into 50, 75, ~J:), or 1~5 ohms. Both
versions are eq u ipped for record ing a "signature" of
line characteristics using most any external X·Y Recorcler. Signa tures can be checked on a rou ti ne basis
allowing problems to be identified ant! corrected before
catastrophic failures can occur. An optional plug-in
strip chan recorder is available (option oj).

('

,

\

455 Portable 50-MHz Oscilloscope
The 'J55 COIll oines 50-:\1 Hz band width, dual traces, and
delayed sweep in it rugged, value-leading portable oscilloscope. This instrument provides a cost-elIective means
of bringing needed performance Iea tures and accuracy
to field service applica tions and to man\' production
a ppl icatians as well.
ACCUl';ICV and measurement Lmge of the -155 ;lre suitable for virtually all servicing of digital and analog
equipment. Veni'cal sensitivity'Llnges to 5 mV/div with
± ~F?~ accuracy (I 111 V /div wi th channels cascaded).
5v,-'eep rates extend to 5 ns/div C2(;~) accuracy lor 50
ns/div and slower, 3'% lor 5 ns/div, 10 us/div, and 20
ns/div). Diflereutial time measurement accuracy is
± 1.5(?~.
In ;tddition, the 155 offers features designed to make
measurements faster, easier, and more error free. These
include: ligh ted dellection factor indica tors, trigger
view, variable trigger holdorf, color-coded 11lodubr
probes, moduLlr construction for e;ISV serviceability,
;Ill d an easilv understood color-coded con trol p;mel. To
further enh:lIlCe its use in service and industri;11 environrnents, the ,155 is housed in a rugged, shock resist;Int plastic case. Optional h;ltl.ery operation rrees the
155 rrom dependence on ae lines.
The ·155 is an ide;t! choice ror servicin~ small to
medium scale COllljJuters, compllter IJcripllcrals. industrial control equipment, l11iliLlrv or cOlllll1cnill collllllllll iel Lions ge;ll', uUice machines, ;lIld Jloint-of-s;t!c
terminals.

E4010 and E4010-1 Graphic Display Terminals
These t\l'O terminals arc economy models or thc popular
TEK TRO i\ IXjO I I) wm pu tel' 'graphics tcrm inal and
h;1 ve ;dl theW I(J's fe:1 tures except lor the traditional
th Ulll bwheels [(l con trol the cro,s-h a i I' cursor, eLI phie
inpur is duough the keyboard. The [1010, :lTld its hardcopy compatible version. thc E-IOIO-l, h;l\'e II-inch
J!icker-free storage tubes, Ij~)-character "\5C1 I set (upper
case), and 1021 x 1021 dddress;lble points. ,\11 TEKTRO:\IX interfaces, options and peripherals are compatible with the terminals, including the graphics
tahlets and disc mcmorv units.

The 4923 Digital Cartridge Tape Reader
The ·1923 Digital Tape Reader is the perfect storage device to team up with the TEKTRONIX ,4010 family of
Computer Display Terminals or the 01023 Terminal. In
fact, any prod Uel usi ng RS-232-C data comm unications
lincs can be used with the -1923 Option I.
lnrormation is stored on a DC~WOA 3:\1 Data Cartridge with a data capacity of 200,000 8-bit bytes. Data
format is 128 8-bit byte records with variable length
files. The standard model operates up to 10K baud, depending on the terminal environ men t. Option I lets
vou select a baud rate from 110 to 9600.
, Operating the ·192.') is as simple as one, two, three.
You have front panel controls [or Reverse, \Vrite, Stop,
Run and Forward.
The COll1[Juter can :Iccess ST.\RT READ (DC I) and
STOP READ (DC.'l). During a READ operation the
·1~)23 provides a line-turn-around character if a De3 is
encountered in the data. Once a DC:l is read, the lollowing stored chaLlcter is read ;ll1d sent, and the unit stops.

2701 and 2703 Step Altenuators
'rhe 270 I and 270,3 Step :\ttenuators are small, laboratory-quality, wideband bench-top instruments for
attenuating brge value radio- and video-frequency signals. The 2701 is a 50 ohm attenuatar particularly
useful in making receiver sensitivity and distortion measurements. Its r:lnge of attenuation is 0 to 79 dB, in I dB
steps. A front-panel slide switch selects dc (direct coupiing), ;IC (protects against de ol1sets), or dc TERM (a
:;0 ohm precision termination).
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The 270:1 is a 75 ohm attenuator lor television,
eXTV, telephone, and radio applications. A frompanel switch extends the range from 79 dB to 109 dB,
making an ideal accessory for wide-range measurements
of cross modulation, signal-to-noise ratio, receiver sensitivity, etc. Attenuation can be selected ill I dB steps
with tens and units cam switches. The value selected is
shown in the display winelow. A block has been incorporated on both rear panel ports to protect against
acciden tal burnou [ from high dc offsets or ac power on
center conductors.

rugged. stable silicon photodetector incorporates accurate photopic spectral correction.

!,-~~~
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WP 1205 Digital Processing Oscilloscope (OPO)

1" Luminance Probe
The J652:j I Luminance Probe is the newest probe for
the .J 16 Photometer;' R;ld iorneter. The )652:1 is especially useful for measuring a very slllall spot or a small,
distant area of light.
Now you Gill take a precision light-measurement tool
into the field and make measurements in difficult situations. The J 16/J6523 is tough, compact, jight (about 5.5
pounds), battery operated, and stabilizeel for reliable
indoor or outdoor use.
The )G5?3 has a measurement range of 0.1 to 19,900
foot-lamberts (I [0 I ~J9,90() nits for the metric version).
will measure a spot as small as 0.23 inch (smaller with
commercially available close-up lenses), and has an
optical sighting system with a 9-degree field of view. Its
Q

:Most of the products pictured here are making their
initial appearance in Tekscope. Others have been
announced by Tektronix in the last few months and
are included here IJccause of their wide range of

The \Vp 1~(J5 DPO is a low-priced starting package for
customers with a restricted budget. The package includes one 7A IG vertical pI ug.in, one 7B70 time base
plug-in. a CPll51 controller with a 16k memory, a
modified ASR-33 teletvpe, ,1l1d paper tape npo TEK
BASIC software.
The \VP1:!.05 has an interrnl Jk sellliconductor memo
ory. adequate to acquire and display one wa"e[onn with
scale factors. But a standard option is available providing a .Jk. memory. The CPIl51 controller with 16k
memory provides adeq ua te program space lor most
lIser applications since specific software rOll tines may
be selected when initially loading DPO TEK BASIC
software.
Option 02 deletes plug-ins, option 08 substitutes a
·lk processor memory [or the Ik memory, and option
09 changes the line voltage connections for ~30-V
operation.
application. \Ve invite you to use the inquiry card
accompanying Tekscope if you would like more
complete information on any of these products.
A·3169
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A desktop graphic computing
system
Tht' TEl\.TROi\lX 11:\S\C C;l'<lpldc COlll]JlllillR ,'iystelll combines hip;!l·!cn,j lL\SIC·
language inleraction, huill-ill

('(llllplllillg.

aud local t:IjJC lllClllOr\-plus tlie lliliquc
gr;lphillg' {,~lpalJilitics of the Tcklmllix
displ;lY·

8

Graphing with the 4051 Graphic
Computing System
Craphillg with tile ·10:"01 l1l;lkcs SCI 1St.'. YOIi
gr<lph using' YOIH \I\\'11 data 1I11ilS, Wilh tile
[nlcrpn:lcT cOllvcning your dat;l llnits to
Craphi( Display Units for plotling Oil t!le
10:")1 crl or a peri plwl':I 1 de\ict'.
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A high-stability 100 kHz to 1.8 GHz
tracking generator
A cOlnpallloll to thc 7I,1:3 Speclrulll All
aln.cr, thc TR :"j(J:! 'rracking LCllcrator
pro\'ides a hig-hly-talJlc, lc\eJcd sigllal I'm
{harancri/.ing dClict.:s al](1 sysleills up tll
lht.: fllil I.H e[ll bandwidth of tlte 71.1:l.

]:5

Delayed gate aids oscilloscope
digital measurement
Usillg lilt.' delayed g-alc to COllll'ol digital
plug·ills ill;1 ,000 Series Oscilloscope. opcns
llie
door lo some uiliquc llleaSlllTlllelll

clp'I)Jility.

]7 Repairing probe tips, bodies,
and boots
,"iOI1IC hinls for I-d_:epillg \'our probes ill
p;olld Ilpcratillp; conditioll :11 lilillilllal cost.
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New products
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ith the cost of memories ,llld processors Oil till' declillt'. the ccollomies 01 ,~cdl' or hig- computers ;IIT
slowly diminishing'. C01l11llullic;IliollS costs <In.' high. 'J'here
;m.:' often long' ,v:tits fnr,'rcsu]ts, :llld thl' system CIIl tab.' as
much :1.'; 4ll l;.;, of its time trying' to figure out wh;l!: to do
JH:Xt. Like big' cities, big colllputers arc fraught witb prol>lems. 1n the future, more and lllore cOlllputing' will Ill' dOlle
locally at the desk 0[' el1g'illccrS. Ilusillcss ;ll1al)'sts, scicJltists,
etc.
As society progresscs tecllllo!og-icllly the problems faced in
all fields increase in complexity, People need to de"ote all
their eller,!.n' to \vhate\'Cr is l';lC:ing' them. Having; to underSt;llHI the problems oj' putr.ing together a computer system
should not he Olle of their tasks. So the 4Wl I is 110t a collcc~
tion of hardware ;111(1 paper L;lpe for a user to f.!;et along- with
sOlllchow. lllste:ld, it is desig;lled so all of its facilities ;lre
e:lsy to lISC. It avoids user perceived COl1lplcXlty. /\ desktop
system should he ;111 extension 01' a lIser's mind. The 40!)]
docs this in four w;lys:
1. It is a m;lcllille using a people-oriented hig'her-level
Iall,!.';u:q.!;e ... extellded BASIC.
2. It uses g-raphics to help :1 user perceive a problem more
n:l(ur:dly, sce a solutioll in perspective.
3, The acquisition o! d;IUI by and from instrumentation
CIlIl be handled using' the S;llHe bnguage
extended'
B.~\SIC.

4. 'rl1e 4()5l call efficiently :lccess host computer files.

The language
For those who ;ilrcady know B,-\src; as :t prop;r;nlllllillg
l:ll1gU:Ig-C littlc needs to be said about its simplicity and COil·
\'(TS;ltiol1al c!l;lractcr. i\ lot 01' \T1')' careful. capable thinking'
,vCnt into the development of lhe: l:ingl:agc to makc it simple
to learn as well as suitable for a wide range of disciplincs.
'rod;1)' it is 'widely used. Only a few hours with ;1 self-study
book gi\'es you ;( I'eel for the lallg-u:lg-e..-\ few days of study
will make you ,Ill apprclltice programmer.
The main thing experienced prograllllllers qucstion is
whether BASIC is acIequ;lte to sol\'c their toughest programs.
\1\'lle11 you already know :1 more complicaled lallgllag-e ;1l1d
l1a\'e access to machines that usc it, lhere Ill:!y be little opportunity or reason lO le;ll'll about the limits of BASIC. That

factor will prob;lbly retard wide~spread understanding of its
gre;\t power. Howe\'er, counterb;dallcing that factor will be oili
people who recognize the comparatively small investlllent
necessary to de\'e!op the e:-.:pertise with B.\SIC to know, in~
stead of guess at. its Iimit;\tions. For people who already
Know a languat-ie like FOR'fR.\N, learning' HASIC1s a snap.
There is el'ell a tutorial tape cartriclg'e [or the 4051 that is
like ;1 progTammed instruction course. It is good for begin~
ners as well as experienced programmers.
'fhere probably is no "pure" form of B.-\SIC in practical
use. l\Jost equipment uses extended forms that dirkI some·
wh;l[ frOlll one manufacturer to the next, and el'en from olle
kind of equipment to the next from the sallle manufacturer.
But these clillerences typicdly (lon't came big problems.
ilrany progr;lllls already written in B,-\SIC can be used with
Iinle or no ;tlteration in the 4051. And alterations are simple
to make right from the keyboard, using the edit facilities.

VI£\\,PORT': Controls how Hlnch of the output surface is
used for a t-iril ph and where the bonmbries
will be,
\VINDCHV:

Controls what portion of the available X,Y
coordinate data will be placed in the view·
port.

SCALE:

Divides the X,Y coordinates of the viewport
into segments cOlTespondinp; to the proper
numeric values for the graph.

POINTER:

ClUses the machine to display an arrow posi.
tion~lble with the optional Joystick.

DRA\V:

Draws a straight line between the present
position of the cursor ;llHI :l specified point
in the \VINDO\V,

RDRA\V:

(Relative draw) Dr,lws a straight line be·
tween the present position of the cursor and
a point in the \VI N DO\V specified relative
to the posi Lion or the cursor.

}\IOVE:

Like DRA\V except no line is produced.

lUj OVE:

Relati\'e mo\'e. Like RD RA\V except no Ii ne
is prod uced.

i\X1S:

X and Y axis li nes are drawn anc! scale tic
marks located.

GIN:

Graphic Input. Rewrds the location o[ the
graphi{ point: either the point of the arrow
or the lower left corner of the normal 5 x 8
dot matrix rectangular cursor.

ROTATE:

Causes relative draw or relati ve mOl'e to fol·
Iowa path that departs from the normal hy
a speci fied lllnnbcr of radians or degrees.

Language extensions for graphics
'fhe ability of the 4051 to depict information ill graphic
form, as distinguished [rom simply displaying alphanumeric
characters and a few straight 1ines, may be its most valuable
feature. But many who need computer data in f.;raphic
fClnn may not e\'en know it. You need to think about it a
littlc to Know. And if you hal'e always expeeled computer
output in the form of letters ;Hld numbers, because that is
all you h;II'e seen you IUI'cn'l secn enough. \Vhen it comes
to your pay check, for example, char;lcters you call take-home
pay 111;11' be deilr enough. But how docs your t;1 ke,home pay
ol'er the past 120 Inomhs comp;\re to the cost of ]i\'ing? You
might be shocked but if this were ~l stielltific business statis·
tic. it would be far better to know than to guess. \Vould you
like th;\t information in a column of 120 figures. or would
you prefer a gTaph?
'I'he need to COlli/Hire d:lt;1 is just as real as the need to
have data. A computing system that doesn't help you with
the comparisons you need to make may be doing only hall'
its job, And graphs prOl'ide a vcrsatile means of comp;lring
data j n an easy to understand form.
Only eleven keywords arc added to BASIC to h,lIldlc
graphics. Here are a few key concepts representee! by Key~
words:

Listener, talker, controller
The 4051 is designed to control the operation of instruments in the same sort o!' way as larp;er computer-based
systems. \Vhether you wan t to simply monitor [wel analyze
processes, or control processes, the capability is built in.
Perhaps top on the I.ist of the advantages the 4051 orrers
over former test and process controllers is that it has a new
standanliled, g-cneral-purpose, interfacing system (CPIB).
This system, now standard in the U.S., is close to being an
international st:llHbrd. Peripheral instruments under control of the 4051 may be classified as Talkers, Listeners, or
both. '1'l1e ,H)SI may talk, listen, or control, according to its
prop,-ram ;lIHI signals on the GPIB. The way in which it goes
about this is what has been standardized. Commercially
available 'ralke!'.'; or Listeners arc already compatible. Future designs will be. The 4051 is at the forefront of a new
era of instrument test, measurement, and process control.
The U.S. Standard is called IEEE Std 488-1975. It W,1S
adopted this year. This standard was sponsored by the IEEE
lnstrumentation and l\feasurement Group and is based on
work initiated by \-Vorking Group 3 of Technical Committee
fiG of the International Electrotcchnical Commission (lEC).
The full title is IEEE Standard Dig'it.;d Interface for Pro~
grall1ma1Jle Instrumentat.ion.

The importance of the stancbrclto man\, customers is hanl
to overestimat.e. 1t means that equipll1er~t built to comply
'with the standard should work together as a system regardless or who made it. It doesn't. mean that an\, combination
of compat.ible pieces constitutes a wortlnvhild entity, but it
does e1imin;lle the costlv, confusing- need to cIo custom interrace design work to m:lke some l~ieces of equipment ...vork
together that were not. orig-inally intended to.
IEEE StcI488-1975 is for digital data interchange between
as many as fiftcen pieces of equipment that are separated by
no more than a t.otal of 20 met.ers of interconnecting cables.
Ihta is cxchang'cd with the 4051 at any ratc up to 7000 byt.es
per second and is transmitted in 8-bit bytes over the 8-line
Data Bus. Each data byt.e tr;lllsfer is controlled by a halld~
shake routine over a 3-wire bus. Five other signal lines arc
devoted to interface management.. Fig·ure I shows the bus
structure that is shared between different devices that can
be connected together in a system. Although any of the devices may talk or listen, only one rnay control the others and
itself. The 4051 has that capability. It constitutes an exceptionally uni,'ersal tool for controlling sopllisticated processes by continually acquiring and analyzing data before
issuing new pn)gTam instructions to its listeners. A copy 01
the Standard may be purchased from: Standard Sales, IEEE.
1H5 East 47th Strcet, New York, NY 10017.

Data communications
·1·!le 4051 rear panel has conncctors that provide standardilcd data tr;lllsfer paths with peripheral equipmcnt in the
oUlside world in two standard ways. One is via lEEE Std

Functional description
Microprocessing unit (MPU): Directs systems operations. So~
licits one instruction at a time from the ROM by placing a 16bit address on the ADDRESS BUS. Decodes and executes the
instruction received on the DATA BUS, then fetches the next
instruction.

General purpose interface: Provides asynchronous communications with and control of instruments and other peripheral
devices designed to be compatible with the IEEE Std 488-1975.

Read only memory (ROM): A semiconductor memory with
36K 8-bit byte capacity containing full permanent set of
BASIC instructions for the microprocessing unit.

Data communication interface: Provides communications with
data terminal equipment or data communication equipment designed to be compatible with EIA Standards RS-232-A, B, or
C. A second RS232 output-only interface is available for control of printers. Both are optional.

Random access memory (RAM): A semiconductor memory for
temporary storage of intermediate results of arithmetic operations and BASIC instructions for the microprocessing unit.
Contains 8K, 16K, 24K, or 32K 8 byte storage capacity.

Optional firmware: Another part of the Data Communications
Interface. Contains receptacles for one or two specialty plug-in
ROM's that may be bank-switched under program control to
substitute for the internal ROM.

Display: Rectangular, flat-faced, ii-inch diagonal, direct-view
storage crt. Serves as the primary output device for alphanumeric characters, graphs, and line drawings.

Peripheral interface adapters (PIA): IC's that are part of a
family of components that includes the MPU, ROM, and RAM.
Integral sections of the 4051, such as the Keyboard, Magnetic
Tape Unit, GPIB Interface, and Display Unit, are connected to
the DATA, ADDRESS, and CONTROL buses through these
adapters. Although such sections are integral parts of the
4051 they are considered peripheral vyith respect to the MPU.
Each adapter has unique 16-bit addresses that it responds to
when the MPU wants to communicate with the peripheral at
those addresses.

Keyboard: Primary user input. Statements in BASIC are typed
here and each alphanumeric character appears on the crt as
it is typed. Appropriate calculations and other responses to
each completed statement immediately follow the last keystroke in each statement. Editing keys allow programs to be
altered and typing errors to be corrected. User-definable keys
make it simple and fast to execute anyone of up to 20 preprogrammed sub-routines by pushing the right key.
Plugwin magnetic tape unit: A 3M~' Data Cartridge with capacity
of 300K 8-bit bytes. It allows the operator to make a permanent
record of whatever may be stored in the RAM and allows data
and programs to be placed in the RAM from the tape.

(j

Joystick: A single handle control for arbitrarily positioning the
axis of a graph to a particular point on the crt screen.
Hard copy unit: A unit for copying all the data displayed on the
crt screen at any particular time.

488-1973, just discussed. The other is optional and is part of
what is called a Data Communications Interface. It works
with equi pment that complies to EIA Standards 11..5-232 A,
B, or C, transmitting data serially one binary bit at a time
to such peripherals as line-printers, keyboard terminals, and
to host computers.
A Data Communication Interface is made optional to
avoid having to charge all customers for both kinds of interface circuits. It is for two-way communications, full duplex,
or haH duplex_ oeld, even, or 110 parity. The baud rate can be
either 110, 150, 300, GOO, 1200, or 2400 selectable by the user
under progr:ll1l contra!'

DATA BUS

Intelligent graphic terminal

)

I t is e;l.sy to see the value at the 4051 as an intellig'ent terminal. The !ion's share of the charges for time-shared computers usually falls into three categories: the number of
seconds the computel' is working for you, the number of
minutes you arc connected to the computer, and the number
of mi nutes you arc using' the phone lines. In most cases the
connect charges are the most expensive part of the bill. You
can reduce these charges by taking programs off the host or
by using the plug-i n 4051 tape to transter data to the host.
That saves accessing it through the keyboard at the slow
typing speed of the operator. Reductions in connect charges
alone will typically pay for a 4051 in Jess than a year.
\Vhen your deSk-top machine has access to thc vast amount
of data th;1 t you may store in a large computer, it is a great
convenience. That way the data doesn't havc to be dupliCHell in other storage devices amI may be updated as frequently ;IS necessary. \'Vilen you can convcniently give your
computer only those problems too big for your desk-top
machine yOll also s;I\'e money. That bccomes an inviting
practical possi bility if your local terminal has enough in telligence to communicate directly widl a host computer. It
lets an operator interact only when he needs to, instead of
acting as interpreter between his loCal desk.top machine and
a remote wall-to-wall computer.

DATA BYTE
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MANAGEMENT
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The new technology
Several recent technological at! v; 111 ce l1le illS have made it
possible to reduce the size, cost, and complexity o[ the 4051.
The 3Ml1 Data Cartridge is a small, fast, inexpensive magnetic tape cartridge that plug's into the front, containing 30n
Feet of tape able to store up to 300]( 8-bit bytcs of data or
program instructions. This tape reads [rom, or writes into,
an integrated circuit random access memory that is part o[ a
!'amilv of Ie's that make up a commerciaJlv available microc{)mp~l[er family. The microprocessing unit that is the hcad
of thc binilv, is abo the workhorse ot the {OS!. Thc architecture of tl;e whole system is based on it. A wired-in 3GK
bytc read-only memory contains a full, permanent set at
instructions that arc responsivc to BASIC language statcmel1ts made from the keybo;lrd or the program in progrcss_
Part o[ that memory is reserved for bank-switching to one or
more plur.;-in ROi\I's to expand on the primary set of instructions if needed. This feature makes it possible to add specialpurpose tunctions to the machine in response to'a particular
application problems,

------EQI

Fig, 1. The '1051 uses the lEEE Standard Digital Interface
Programmablc Insirulllcntation portraycd hcrc.

[or
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Graphing
with the
4051 graphic
computing
system

U

l1ti.! a few years ;lg'O the equipment necessary to .makc graphic displays 'with
;l computer was eXln..'mely expensive. Then the invention of the bi-stable
storage crt at T'ektronix Jed to the development of crt computer terminals and software t!l;lt gave the l\'orld a simple, inexpensive g-raphic system. Until the 4051 came
along', however, gTaphinl2; required the help of a host computer or calculator. 'fhe
40!) 1 has great computational power built-in. It can do computations and display the
re~ults graphically all on its OWI1. And it call be made compatible with host computers throup;h :1J1 optional RS-232-C standard imcrfacc, making it casy LO me
existing prog-rams and the huge (\;Ita-bases that some people have on tap at a host
computer.
Operating the 4051 so it will display data graphically, as \vell as with alphanumeric characters, is much easier to learn than you would suppose. If you already
kll(rw BASIC as a programming lang'uage, the task 'will be especially easy. There arc
only eleven additional keywords to learn. And once you understand their meaning
and [unction, the whole process of plotting graphs \vill probably be clearer than it
ever was before. If you ha\'e used TEKTRONI)}. PLOT-Ill software with a Graphic
Computer Termin:tl you will ;dreatIy he familiar \vith most of the words. For the
4051 they are:

VIE\,VPORT

DRAW

AXIS

WINDOW

RDRAW

GIN

SCALE

MOVE

ROTATE

POINTER

Rl\IOVE

'rhe Cartesian Coordinate system is a \vay of identifying the locatioIl of any
point on ,1 plane by first dr;l\ving and .scaling· two straight perpendicular lines in
the plane. The lines are called axes. A unique pair of numbers corresponding to
the scalar distance between any point and each line, will tell you where that point is.
After scaling the axes with appropriate numbers, the relationship between two
variables, X and I', call be shown graphically by calling one axis X, the other Y.
(Sec Fig. I)

The viewport
,"Vh;lt thinl-';s should you decide first when you proceed to make a graph of this kind?
For one thing- you decide \vbat portion of the available gTaphing area you want to
use. \Ve call that portion the viewport. How would you describe it? You could
identify where its four corners are. Th;lt v·multI take four pairs of numbers. Or you
could identify the four lines that are the sides of the rectangle. For example, if the
available gr;lphing area were a sheet of 8~/2 by 1] inch graph paper consisting of ~<1
inch sCjuares, it would have M parallel lines rUlwinl-'; the long direction, and 44
par;dlel lines running the short direction. Let us say the paper was placed with its
long edge down.lf you wanted the \'iewport to be a 5 by (] inch rectangle with its
long- edge down, and its lower left corner 3 inches to the right and 2 inches above
the lower left corner lines on the paper, you could describe the left, right, bottom,
and top edges as lines 12, 3(j, 8, and 28 respectively.
In the 4051 Craphic Display System we use the Graphic Display Unit concept to
define the location of the \'iewport (sec Fig'. 3.). A Graphic Display Unit is defined
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Fig. l. 'The Cartesian Coordinate System provides a convenient
way to locale any point on a two·dimensional plane. An example
is shown below.
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to be 1% of the shortest edge length of a given graphic
device. It can be thou gIlt of as a percentage of a distance
rather than as a discrete indivisible unit. For example, a
distance of 23.12 GDU's is different from 23.13 GDU's.
The use of GDU's permits using the same program to place
a graph on the 4051's display screen. an external X·Y pIotter. or any future display device in the 4050 family,
It is important to differentiate between Graphic Display
Units ;IIHI the user's data units, 'rhe ouly time you, as a -l051
user, will work with GDLJ's is when you use the VIE\\'·
PORT command to locate your gTaph on the display device, At all other times you deal with your own data units
whether they be fortnights. furlongs, or whatever.
\\lhen you usc an appropriate set of four numbers wi th the
VI EWPORT statement, the 4051 will automatically confine
its graphing within the boundaries described by the num·
bers. You may still choose to write outside that area with
alphanumeric characters, however.

Resolution
The choiccs of" boundaries for the viewport are limited to
100 by 130 Graphic Display Units when graphiug- on the
4051 crt. But that should not be understood as being the
resolution limits or the '1051. The resolution limits depend
primarily on the characteristics of the gTaphic readout de·
vice. \Vhen the readout device is the 4051 crt, the resolution
limit is determined by 10-bit digital·to<ll1alog conveners in
the 4051. This translates to l02'1 increments in the horizontal direction and 780 increments vertically. \>\Then the
'1051 addresses an external gnphic readout device, like all
x-v digital plotter, resolution will be limited by that device.

The window and the scale

Fig. 2. The drawing surface of Ihe 40:)1 crt display represenl5
I he first quadrant in a Cartesian Coordinate System as illustrated.
Thc 100\'cr left corner of the display represents the point of
origin, The X and Y axes are markcd of[ in Graphic Display Units
10 illustrate this cUllcept,

The Cartesian Coordinate graphing world of the 405 I extends to numbers as hig'h as 10 J08 for points in all four
q lladrants_ That is an exteremcly vast pia nc com pared to
the portion occupied by any ordinary graph. For most data
it is much morc th;1l1 adequate. \>\That portion of that vast
plane the dat;t you want to examine fits into cau be regarded as the window you wish to look at. \Vhen the
\VI NDO\V statement in the 4051 is followed by the mini·
mum and maximum values for the horizontal and verticd
data that you want to graph, you are prepared to fill the
viewport with the graphic data you W;ll1t. It doesn't matter
what units the data is in, or whether some data entered may
fall outside the limits, Any graphic data entered that falls
outside the limits will be automa tic;dly ignored. but the
rest will he displayed,
An alternate way of fitting the data you want to view, to
the viewport where it will he dispbyed, is to usc the SCALE
statement. Then the graphic data is scaled down to the area
for the graph by specifying how many user units fit into one
Graphic Display Unit.

Axis and tic marks

1~'

Fig. 3. The VIE\VPORT statement conlrols the boundaries of
the drawing surfafc. SOIllClimes it is necessary 10 reduce the size
of the drawing surfacc to leave rOOIll for prinled messages. The
statemcnt for the ahUlce viewp0rl would bc VIE\YI'ORT 50, lOO.
50. 100

Once the minimum and m;lxilllum values for each axis has
been identified, the window is defined and the location of
each axis can be determined. The :\XIS command automaticalh"-draws horizontal and vertical axes, with tic marks
if desired.
H the range of numbers on either axis extcncls both sides
of zero, the other axis line will be drawn through the point
,. corresponding to zero. Otherwise, when all \';tltlCS are positive, the axis intercept point will he at the lower left corner
of the window area. The 40:) I will draw axes in the customary way simply by deLluIt, ol1ce it has the window informa~)

omitted as the vie\\lport parameters are automatically set

to

n, J 30, 0, 100 by default on system power up and after the
execution of an INIT statement.

Dot matrix, pointer, gin
\Vhen the 1051 crt is producing an alphanumeric or graphic
readout, the position of the last character or point is identi·
fied by a blinking marker. The marker is a small 5 by 8 dot
matrix the same size as the outer limits of an alphanumeric
character. The POINTER command places a small arrow
on·screen. The position of the arrow can be controlled by
an optional Joystick, or selened by the user definable ke.ys.
Using the GIN command, the X-Y coordinates of the POlllt
selected by the arrow are assig'ned to two yaria bles and can
be used by' :1 progT:lln to keep track of its position.

About speed

Fig. 4, The ease with which graphics can be generated on the
4051 is illustrated by this graph which wa~ drawn using just seven
program ~teps.

tion and receives the AXIS statement. Tic marks on one or
both axes will be added automatically if the AXIS statement
is followed by numbers for the desired size of the increment.
The tic marks are automatically spaced and located on each
axis to correspond with the user's units for each axis. N um·
bers can be added adjacent to the tic marks later if desired.
Logarithmic axes, however, require a different technique.

Absolute and relative moves and draws
In one seme you drav.' a iiraph with the 4051 very much the
same way as you would by hand, with a piece of chalk on a
blackboard. The chalk can be moved from one point to
another without drawing a line, if you lift it. On the 405 J,
the crt beam is turned off for I\fOVE statements and turned
on [or DRA \V statements. The same is true for relative
move (Rl\IOVE) and relative draw (RDRA\V) statements.
The difference between absolute and relative moves is that
absolute moves are stated with respect to the last point the
beam was moved to. The same is true about the di [Terence
between absolute and relative draws.
A line is drawn each time a simple DR/I.\V command is
executed. From that, it is easy to make the assumption that
the 10S1 takes a lot of time to draw a complex curve. But
nDt so. By storing data points in two matrices, eyen a long
series of draws is executed very rapidly. The array variables
representing the two matrices are specified in the DRA\V
statement.
How really simple it is to draw a complex graph on the
4051 is best illustrated by considering the graph in Fig. 4.
It took just seven program steps to construct the graph:

JOO VIEvVPORT 10, 120, 10, gO
110 'WINDOW -10, 10, -10, [0
120 AXIS 1'1/2,2
130 MOVE -10, 10*SIN (10)
140 FOR 1=10 to 10 STEP 0.2

ISO DRAW I, I*SIN(I)
160 NEXT I
The VIE\VPORT statement was used to reduce the size of
the graph on the display. If we had wanted the graph to fill
the screen, the VIE\VPORT statement could haye been

10

Evervone wants to know how fast his computer or calculator
is. It'is a natural, important question that is very difficult
to answer satisfactorily. The same question applies to the
4051, and is even a little harder to answer. If the 4051 is
controlling peripheral instruments and is waiting for data
from one of them before finishing a computation, it would
be misleading to talk about how fast or how slow the 4051
was. On the other hand, if it is merely calculating 50 fac·
toriaL or doing a similar bench mark computation, you
would like to know how the time it takes to perform this
function compares Witl;l other similar equipment. But what
are vou to conclude when some of thc bench marks arc met
bett~r by equipment A than by equipment B, but other
bench marks are met better by B than by A? You can start
by being selective about which bench marks are more typi·
cal of your work. That is !lot a bad way. It leads yOll to
the conclusion that the speed question may be answered satisfactorily by comparisons on each job. The main thing we
want to know is whether a machine is fast enough for our
job. If, on the average, it i~ slower than what we are used
to, it follows that it should be more economical to be worthy
of consideration. If, on the other hanel, it docs the things
you want it to do, as fast as you expect, and has the price
;lTlcl advantag;es you can't equal elsewhere, it is fast enough.
For most iobs, the 4051 speed is comparable to a minicomputer ex'ecuting a BASIC program. The gTaphic capa·
bility, ease of prognmming, and low cost of the 4051
Graphic Computing System can be important factors in
solving your application problems in a more effective and
productive way. It certainly bears looking into.

(
Fred Tekwski

Ahigh·
stability
100 KHz to
18. 6Hz tracking
generator

T

racking- generators. ''lorking \vith spcetl'llm anal}'Zers, offer significant advantages over other frequency-response measurement techniques. A continuous, well·defiined display, freedom from clistortion, 'wide dynamic ranJ<e, and operating ease arc all benefits derived [rom using' a tracking generator/spectrum analyzer system.
These advantages arise from the faet th:j(. the tracking g'cnerator's output fre.
quency is synthesized Ironl the spectrum analyzer's loell ()sciJlators. crhc trackinggenerator's Output frequency is always the same ;15 the instantaneous frequency of
the analyzer, and the frequency stability is essentially equal to that: of the analyzer.
High-resolution, hig'IHwbility mC'lsurcrnents up to J 10 .\lHz have been possible
for some time using; tracking' generator/spectnl1l1 analyzer systems. Now, two new
tracking generators, the 'fIt SOJ and TR :)02, designed to work \vith the 7L12 or
7Ll3 Spectrum Analyzer, extend this measurement capability to 1.8 GHL The 'rR
501 and 'TR 502 are essentially the ~ame instrument \vith the exception of the
output attenuators and logic interface in the TR 502. For purposes of brevity
we will confine this discussion to the TR :)02.

Design goals

(

The primary desig-n goal for the ]'<R 502 \vas LO build a companion
tracking generator for the 'iLlS Spectrum Analyzer, whose output
would faithfully track the 7L13, maintaining 10 Hz 1"j\1 stability and
display flatness over the entire ](}O KHz to 1.8 GHz
range, This promised to be no easy task. Another
goal was to package the unit in a two-wide plugin to be housed in, and powered by, a "1'I\J bOO
l\.fainframe, This would open the door to
added measurement capability through
working- with other ''1'')\1 500 plug-ins, For
example, by plugging a DC 502 Option 7
Digital Counter into the 1'1\1500 l\-Iainframe powering the TR 502 you can
ma~e selective frequency lneasurements, .dth counter accuracy, up
MHz. \Ve'll discuss this
detail later. NO\v
at hO\v r.he TR 502

Theory of operation
The spectrum analyzer
(7LI2, 'iLl!))
up-converts its input signal frequency to a 1st IF of 2.095
GHz by mixing with the
]st LO (local oscillator). It
then c!mvll-converts the
2.095 GHz to an IF of 105
I\JHz by mixing it with the
2nd LO frequency of2.2GHz.
The Tit 502 Tracking Generator reverses this sequence.
Referring to the block dia·
granl in Fig'ure 2 \'/~ see that
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Fig. I. Block diagralll o[ the TR 002 Tnicking Generalor.

the 1st LO and 2nd LO [rom the spectrulll an;J!yzer arc fed
into the TR 502. A voltag,e controlled oscillator running at
2,095 GEz is mixed with the 2nd LO input of 2.2 GEl. 'fhe
resultant 10:) i\l lIz di [ference freq L1ency is llsed ill ;1 phase
lock loop to keep the 2.095 Gl-lz oscillator in step with the
2nd LO.
The lst LO input signal ranges from 2.1 to 3.9 CHz ;llld
may be either a constant or swept frequency depending on
the operating, nlOde of the spectrum analyzer. The 1st LO
signal is mixed with the 2.095 G Hz sig,nal, with the resultant
lower difference frequency becoming the output signal fre·
quency of the tracking genen tor. The output sig,nal is filtered, amplified. automatically leveled, and applied throufi,h
a step attenuator to the output connector 01 the tracking
generator. Now let's look at the block diagram in greater
detail.

The 1st LO signal
The in put signal [rolll the spectrum <In;l!yzcI" 1st 1.0 is amplified to a !e\'e! of about (j miV iJy the 2.1 GE z to 3.9 G Hz
limiting amplirier. Frol1J the limiting amplifier the signal
passes through a series of isolators and filters to the output
mixer, 'fhe LO sign;ll !el'el at the outpUt mixer is about
5 III iV.
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Sel'eral dillerem types of filters <Ire used in the TR 502.
each chosen lor its particular characteristics. The 4.5 GHz
low-pass filter is a tubular type, while the 2.1 to 3.9 GHz
bandpa~s rilter is a Hi·element interdigital filter. An inter·
esting side'point is that in manufacturing the imerdigital
Iilter, combined tolerances arc held to less than (J.()01 inch to
eliminate the need for tuning the filter.

The role of the 2nd LO
'I'Urll ing' to the 2nd LO in put, we see that the si!-illal passes
through a 20 dB attenuaLOr, to a 2.2 GEz low·p;\SS filter, and
thence to a two·diode baLmced mixer. All of which arc
hOllsed in the IOur-Clyity bandpass filter assembly pictured

ill

l~ig-.

2.

The 2.2 Gl-lz signal is mixed witl} the 2.095 GHz oscillator ~ignal to generate the ] 05 \IEz sign;li used to phase
lock the 2.09:) GHz oscillator. The 105 i\IHz signal is di·
\ided by two and compared to a 52.5 \IHz crystal·controlled
mci Ilatm to dc,'Clop the compensating phase lock signal.
The 2.095 eEz oscilbtor L1ses a resonant micro-strip line
ill the collector of a common-base tr,ll1sistor oscillator to
establish its frequency. It is tllnecl over a range of about
20 \1 Hz ill' varying the collector Y()klfi,e to change the colICClor-to-llasc Glpacitance,

iE

~

~'he 2.095 GHz signal passes through a directional coupler ~
to a PIN-diode attenuator where initial adjustment of the
output level range is made. The signal then passes through
a 2.2 CHz 1m'\' pass filter to a second PIN-diode attenuator,
where automatic leveling of the TR 502 OUlFut signal
occurs. Since the IF amplitude level Ollt of the mixer tracks
the rf signalle\'el (with about 6 to 8 dB of loss), we control
Output signal amplitude by controlling the rf signal level
into the mixer. From the leveling attenuator, the rf signal
passes through an isolation amplifier providing about 7 dB
of g;lin and gTeater than 20 dB of reverse isolation. Its omput
dri\'es the output mixer throug-h a 6 dB attenuator.
The 2.095 CHz oscillator, normalizing, leveling, and 6
dB attenuators, the IO'w-pass filter, and isolation amplifier
are constructed in a comprehensive hybrid and micrO\vave
package (dubbed CHAi\JP by tbe project engineers) . This
type of construction offers tremendous flexibility and econOlny compared to earlier techniques.

The output amplifier
The output amplifier section also uses the same type of
construction (See Fig. 2). The Imver conversion frequencies
from thc output mixer pass thlUUgh a 3 dB attenuator and
1.8 CHz low-pass filter to the '\videband amplifier. The 3
dB attenuator provides a wic!eband termination for the
mixer. The 1.8 GI-Iz low~pass filter is an elliptic function
filter, flat to 1.8 CHz and rolling of[ with a sharp notch at
2.095 GHz. The () to 1.8 GI-Iz signal is amplified by about
40 dB by the four-stage wic!cband amplifier, then passes
through another 1.8 CHz low~pass filter to the power divider ,Inc! level detector. Each stage of the omput amplifier
is supplied by a separilte bias supply. 'rhe bia.'i circuits and
amplifiers are connected as a feedback loop with the collector load current of the amplifier sensed by the input resistor
to the operational amplifier. -rhis voltage is compared to a
+ JOV reference. The operational amplifier output drives
the base of the rf amplifier to set the bias, holding the collector voltage constant at +10 \'olts. The 1.8 GHz Imv-pass
filter following' the amplifier attenuates frequencies above
1.8 CHz which may be generated by the amplifier.
The level detector is a directional peak detector that senses
the Ion·vard powcr but not the reflected or reverse poweL
Forward power is indepcndent of the load. The output atlenuator providcs calihrated I and IO dB steps of output
power over the range of () dBm to -59 dBm, with a variable control ackling up to 2 dB of attenuation between
StCps. The output amplitude is flat within ±0.5 dB from
100 KHz to 1.8 CHz. The TR 502j7L13 system is flat within
± 2clB over the same frequency range.

Operational innovations
\Ve mentioned earlier that the TR 502 could be used with
the DC 502 Option 7 Digital Counter for making accurate
frequency measurements. Throuf','h an innovative technique,
usinr.; dual rf outputs, frequency can be measured accurately at spectrum analyzer sensitivities. The theory of this
powerful convenience is very simple. The s\\'eep r.;enerator
in the analyzer StopS at mid·screen, and a command is sent
through the tracking generator to the counter to count.
V/hen counting is completed (in IO or lOU IllS), the counter
commands the analyzer to continue the sweep. The user sees
the moment,ui-' pause as a bright dOL at mid-screen. The
count time, and hence the resolution of the measuremem, is
determined by the phase lock mode or the analyzer.
\Vhen the analyzer is operated in manual, external sweep,
or a non-sweep mode, the counter will count continuously.

The DOT INTENSITY control on the TR 502 enables the
logic circuitry for counter measurcments and sets the dot
intensity on the analyzer display.

Mechanical innovations
The bulk of the rf circuitry is housed in the left-hand portion of the plug"in. \Ve have already mentioned the comprehensive hybrid and microwayc pacbg'e used for the
2.095 GHz oscillator and associated siy;nal path components,
and the 0 to 1.8 CH;.: amplifier. Pretesting of the individual
substrates in thcse units saves considerable final tcst time
and substantially reduces the likelihood or encountering a
defective unit in final test. The cost of repairing' these units
is also minimal since a Iailure docs not necessiwte repbcing
the cntire unit. The defective substrate can be quickly isolated and replaced at a fraction of lhe C01it of thc entire
assembly. The rig-ht hand hall' of the plug·in cont;lins a 6compartment honeycomb casting that houses the 105 1\1 Hz
amplifier, 52.5i\IHz oscillator, the ¢/f detector, and thc bia1i
and leveling' circuits. Excellent shielding, g-ood rf environment, rug'g'edness, and good sef\'iceability are provillcd by
the honeycomb strucwre.

Summary
The TH.. ::J02/7LI3 Tracking- Generator, Spectrum Analyzer
.sy.~tem provides highly accurate frequcncy response measure"
ments over the range of JOO KHz to 1.8 CHz with resolution
to 30 Hz. -rhis narrow))andwidth resolution yields a wiele
dynamic r~lI1ge (> J lOdE) permitting' ll'leasuremems well
down on t.he skins of device responses. The system can be
used with the DC 502 Option 7 Digtt.:ll Counter to select
and accurately determine frequencies up to 500 i\H-h. As a
C\IV source, the TR 502/ 7L13 offers a stability of IO HI.
when the analyzer is in a zero-span (non-s\vcep) mode.
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Delayed
gate aids
oscilloscope
digital
measurements

T

he oscilloscope is basically an analog meaSlll'cment device, \\Fe say "basically"
because, with the introduction of digital pltl?;-ins for the TEKTRONIX 7000Series Oscilloscopes. digital measurements 'were added to the oscilloscope's
repertoire.
One of the major advantages oj m:lking dig-ital measurements with an oscilloscope
is the ability to view, and select, the precise portion of the sig-nal to be measured.
'rhe du,l! time base Gi]labilitics of a plug-in like the 7H53A,wit11. Delayed Gate
outpul, permit some highly selective dig-ital mcasufcmcnts.Typical applications
include accurate tirne measurements between rwo points on the same 1vave[onu,
an ~\(CHrate COUllt of eVClHS in a sudden burst, or accurate voltage sampling between
any two points on a w;\\'dorm, Figures 1 through !l illustrate these measurements.
In each instance, the Delayed (;ate is used to control the digital plug-in.
'rhe brightened portion of the trace corresponds [0 the time and duration of the

,~

rig. l. The 7D12 A D converter plug·in with an \J2 Sample Hold \lot!uk measures the
voltage excursion on the anode of a silicon-controlled rectifier t the instanl il is gated on,
rhe period of me;lsuremeJ1l is selened by the lJelaved Cate, d splavcd on the lower lrace,
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Fig. 2. The Jlumber of pulses in a burst arc readily counted by
bracketing the burst with the Delayed Gatc to gate a digital
counter plug.in such as the 7D14 or 7D15.

Fig. 4. The function of the frOnl-p;llJel \'ARIABLE control is
delennined hy lhe position of the Vari;dJ1e Selector Connector
showll in the upper photo. The Delayed Cate Out COllnector
shown in the lower photo applies the Delayed Catc Out 10 the

Fig. 3. The time between two selected el·ents can he accurately
measured by using the Delayed Cate to start and SlOp a counter
such as the 7D15 Universal Coulltel)Timer. III this photo CH A
of the 7DEI is armed by the Delaved Gate rise and eH B is armed
by the fall. The COUllt is staned by the rise of the third pulse and
slopped by the rise ol" the sixth pulse. The lower trace is the
7D15 pseudo gate display shmving the counting- inlervaL
Delayed Gate, and to the period during' which the digital
me;lsurement will be made. 'rhe start of the Delayed Gate
is controlled by the Deby Time T\fultiplier, while gate width
is selected by the Dehycd Sweep 'fBI E/D1V (for the coarse
adjustment). The Dtlayed Sweep \'ARI:\BLE senes as the
fine width adjustment.

Internal GATE and VARIABLE selection
To simplify operation and reduce from-panel complexity
yet main lain \'ersatility. some controls and connectors on the
7B5ilA front panel ar~ made to perl'onH dual functions, as
selected internally. Figure 4 shows the VARIABLE functions avalLlhle by relocating the \'ariable Selector Connector,
and the Delayed Gate Out Connector that ~lpplies the Delayed Gate Out to the D1.YD TR1G IN connector. It takes
just a few minutes to make the changes needed to obtain a
\'ariable Debyed Gate at the front-panel.

1Ii

DLVD crRIC IN

C01Hleclol".

Summary
Dig'it~tl measurements on anah\!.:;' sig'nals arc greatly enhanced by combining digital instnllllents with an oscilloscope. 'rhe Delayed Gate, available with most dual time
bases, is a po\\'cdul tool ('or nuking' precise gated digital
me;lsuremelllS. ~

Servicescope

Replacing
probe lips,
bodies, and
boots

Ron Lang

O

scilloscope probes take a beating. Not because scope users abuse them, but
. . . . because they gel a lot of lISC. And since today's circuitry contains many small
components mounted in as little space as possible, probes have to be physically
small to work on them. The probe cable also HIllSl be small to minimize the weight
Vle hang on the circuits.
The smaller the probe and cable, thcrnorc subject. they ;uc to cl;llnage. "'Nhen a
probe is rbmaged, it can often be rcp:lired for much Jess than the cost of replacing
it. I-Ierc arc some service hints that will help you make those repairs.

Tips
]\Jost new 'rEKTRONIX probes ;·lccomnH>r!:Hc slllall illlcn:hang;cablc ;;lip-on tips.
But many of us make a practice of using- the probc without a sliIH)l1 tip and that
makes the unprotected built-in tip subject to breaking- Clr bcnding. 'frying to
straightcn a bent tip ,vill sometimes bre:lk it. 'fhen either the huilt-in tip or the
entire probe body mu"t he replaced. 'J'he built-in tips are less expensive hut on some
probes they arc not replaceable. It is siruplc to tell which m:1Y be replaced, however.
Unless the cylindrical metal ground slcC\.'e extends all the 'way to the edge of tile tipboldel" the point is replaceable. Sec Fig-me Iii and lb .

Fig. 1. Two tyrlCs of
probes. 'rhe one ,\t
is,

. ~~~~~~';;~~.USCd
~

on 'rEK'fRONIX

\\'hilc the one at right

'r!llTC are two types of built-in rips but they arc not interchangeable. The
fClllowing table shows which tip is ['or which probes.

Usc tip 2()().()!87-00 with

lIH'SC

2()()·Scrics scope probes:

010·0262·0 I
010·0262·02
And with this probe:
P6055
Usc

Ol().(12G2·()3
o1O~0262·04
() 1(HJ::G2·05
And with 1I1csc probes:

HZ"25
P6049B
1'6053B

•
PGOG;3A
1'606:).\
1'607:):\

P60G2.A
-1'wo differellt metllOds can be used to removc replaceable tips. 'fhe first method,
,vhich can be used for all replaceable lips, is pictured in Fig. 2. A sharp pair of wire
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~rounding sleeve.
~~ The second method G1I1

be used for removing some tips,
anc! avoids the possibility of damaging the f!,"rounding sleeve
\vith the clltters. It involves using a small rod to drive the
tip out from the rear. Different size rods are needed for
differem probes. For the following probes a rod with a
diameter of about 0.15 inches should be used:
Pl1049B
PGO!)!)
P6053B
PG065A
P(iO~J4B
P6075A
For the following 200·Series scope probes use a rod with a
diameter of' about 0.05 inches:
OIO~0262~OO

Fig. 2. The replaceable probe tip can hc rcmovcd as illustrated
hcre. Carc should be takcll not 10 squcczc or nick thc gTot11lding
s!ccw:.

..........

~_/

/~

':;.::"

Fig:. 3. Thc rcpl:lce1l1CIll lip can be pressed into position by tap'
ping sh:nply with a 3/ J(i" hollow shaft nul driver (or similar too])

as shown here.

01 O-()2G2-0 1
010-0262·02
Other replaceable tips cannot be removed with a rod.
To remove a tip with a rod, insert the rod into the rear
of the probe body making sure that the rod is seated on the
plastic tip-holder, and drive the holder out.
To replace a probe tip, use the procedure shmvn in Fip;. 3.
The Ie test tip is placed over the probe tip, and a 3/16"
hollow shaft nut driver is used to press the tip into position.
Bodies
The screw-on probe bodies on some or
the probes listed below m)ii5;\j!t\l~j~b~!!l4~~4~~li!l;!~!ll!~fl:lJ;'l'
contacts. \Vhen that happens a llev,'
ordered. A new stvle bot!).' mav be
old style by ~. itlsi~le the
in the new style. See Fig;. 4.
For2(H~(H47~03
use
PG049A
204-0579-00
use
PG053A
21l4~1l57(H)3
PG054A
use
P(j06~')A
204·0579·() I
usc
204-0579-02
PG075A
use

Boots
j[' you arc encountering probe cable breakage ncar the
strain relic! boot on the scope-end of the rollo\ving' probes
you should know that replacement cable assemblies have
long-cr hoots CJ() 111m) making the llew assemblies more
rcli~d)le. Here ;lre the probes and assembly numbers:

PtiOS3A

:1.5 It 010·I)OS3-01_. __
G.O it () I0·G053-03_.
9.0 It (ll 0-6053-0~') ..

lise
usc
use

17,)~II()I~01

3.t:i It OIO-GOS3-11.
(j.O It OlO-GWI3-13_.
9.0 it OlO-I){E)3-IS ...

use
use
usc

175-1'135-00
J 75-1139·02

" it o I o~Goe,.j~ II
(i.1l It 01lH054~13 .
9.0 it 0IO-G054-15 ...

use
use
use

175-1173-03

3.:) It Olo~GoGI~()1.
(i.O It 01 0·00(; 1~03 .
9.0 It OIO-I)O() 1·05

usc
usc
usc

175-1173-02

175~1139~OI
175~1311~01l

1'(;05;-)B

l'(i004.'\

-

.J.:)

175~1311~01

175~1383~01
175~1401l~OI

PliOG]

Fig. 4. Thc new style probe body can bc distinguishcd frolll the
old style hy noting thc six raised ribs insidc the cnd ncar the
threads.
cutters is llsed to scparate the plastic tip from tbe gTounding'
ske\'e. Gripping' the probe tip between the plastic and
grounding' ske\'e with thc CUllers, pull the tip free from
the "TOlll1dln'" sleeve with ~l sideways roekillO" motion of the
D
'"
, t ?
CLltLers. Care ~hould bc taken not to squeeze or nick the
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175~1174~01

175-1205-01

PljOG:J.-\
(i.1l ft OlO-G()(i:"i-13..

usc

175~1383~01

9.0 It 010-GOGS-15 ...

usc

175 ~ J.100~0 I

n.1l fl 010-G07:,)·13...

use

175~1383-(II

P/i07:)A
Replacement pans may he ordered throug;h your local Tektronix Field OlTice or Representative.

Newproducls
Newproducls
Newproducls

WP2005 Waveform Digitizing Instrument

4006-1 Computer Display Terminal

The \VP20():'":i \'Vavcfonn Digitizing Instrument is a high·
speed waveform \'iewing' package that features brig'IlL, stored
displays of transient or repetitive \v:lvefonns. Its high performance includes IJ:lndwidth of !:il,O l\IHz at !OmVjdiv or
J CHI at "lV/eli,' (using' the 7A21N Direct Access Unit),
sweep speeds to n.S m/div, and stored 'writing speed to
8,000 div/t-ts. cfhc nc\v ti05 Storage .Monitor 'with its bright,
vari:llJJc persistence storage display makes it feasible to
olfer the \VP2005 without the 1350 l\lemory Display Unit
used ill other \\'Dl viewing Vlcbg·cs. 'rill' resulL is the least
expensive \'icwing package for those wishing only to sec the
~h;lpe of a transient, or to overlay sLlccessivc transients and
obscrve changes or anomalies.

The new TEKTRONIX 400G-l Computer Display 'rennina1
brings graphic display capability rig-hI. to your desk top at
a new low cost. The II-inch stora,U;e tube provides crisp,
cle,lr disl)}a)'s with 800,000 viewable points (I024X by 780Y).
It has ;lll on-screen capacity of 2590 alphanUlneric characters. You can transmit or receive data at selectable rates
of 75 to 4800 baud.
The 4006·1 is supported by extensive software products,
and is compatible with the 4631 Hard Copy Unit for dry,
high-quality, 8~/z x II-inch copies of any information displayed on the 4006-1 screell. '}'h(' Dii!,'ital Cartridi!,'e 'rape
Recorder, a 10\\'-cost off-line d;ll:a stor:lge device, is also compatible with the 4006-1, For more complete details on the
4006·! use the reply Gml accolllp;lIlying' Tekscope.

Copyright @ 1975, Tektronix, inc. Aii rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A.
Foreign arid U.S.A. Products of Tektronix, Inc. are covered by U,S.A
and Foreign Palents and/or Patents Pending. Irllormalioll in this publicalion supersedes all previously published material. SpeciticatiOIl and
price change privileges reserved. TEKTRONIX, SCOPE-MOBILE, TELEQUIPMENT, and ~ are registered trademarks of Tektronix, Inc., P. O.
Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077, Phone: (Area Code 503) 644·0161,
910-467-8708, Cable: TEKTRONIX. Overseas Distributors in over 40
Countries.

.
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Newliterature
Newliterature
Newliterature
A new TEKTRONIX TM 500 Catalog is now available. It
contains the most up-ta-date data on new 1'I\J 500 products,
such as the SC 502 dual-trace oscilloscope ,wel 1'1\J 515 Traveler IVfainframes, and is the most complete compilation of
performance specificltiol1s for the entire line. Also included
arc thirteen articles discussing' the application of TI\J SOD
instrumentation in areas v;lrying from field servicing- of digital equipment to the \'il>ration analysis of turbincs.

A new 32-page booklet entitled "Portable Oscilloscopes
For all your Servicing Needs" provides complete specifications on Tektronix extensive line of portable oscilloscopes.
Included is a discussion of the factors to be considered in selecting the port;lble best suited to your needs.

Curve Tracer Application Note 48K1.0 entitled "Testing
Optoisolators" descrilJes the use of the TEKTRONIX
577/177 Curve Tracer to check most of the important optoisolator specifications. "resting these devices before they are
installed can save mallY costly hours of troubleshooting in the
prototype, procluetiollS, and test stages of manufacturing.

To receive copies of this literature use the inquiry card
companying Tekscope.
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2 A 16-channel logic analyzer for the 7000 Series
A plug·in logi anahler wilh buill·in Ill·bil word remgniler transform ~our 7000 . ric~ 0 (i1l()~C()pe inw a
high·performance logic anahsb 1001 for worl..ing in the
digital domain.

A plug-in word recognizer with digital delay
A companion plug-in for Ihe 1..\ :'01 prO\ ide\ data ac·
Cluisilion wilh high-impedance auhe probe~, IG-hil word
recognilion. and digilal dela~.
The \\'R :;01 can al.o operate a. aland·alone word
recogni7 r or digilal dela\ unit.

12 The FG 504-a new standard in function
generators.
A 40-~IHl function generalOr \\ilh (;.11'> ri. lime. 30'\011
peak·to-peal.. OUlPUt. and pha e locI.. oITe., a neW Ic\el
of operating cotl\enience. \eratilil\. and ,ignal generation.

16 A new low-cost 500 MHz probe
The circuil·loading effecl of a new FET prob i: cOmpared wilh that of high-impedance passil'e probe.
Designed w work inlO :jO n or I :-'fn, the prohe fealures
dc off el and wide dynamic range.

19 New products
Included arc a hosl of new producl\ for r\' and CAT\'
broad ."Ier . d -ignel\.
rvi escope, a rcgul, r fealure, doc not appear in this
i 'ue becau e of space con ideralions. II will remlle in
the next issue.
CO"er: '-llme of the unique feaIII re. of the 7001 7000
. erie:. logic analYler sy\lem arc present d in this arti tic
Irealment. 1 he digilal readoul abme the Iraces how
Ihe numb 'r of clock puJ es occurring bel ween Ihe Irigger
and cursor positions. n.e readoul helow the Irace is Ihe
binar~ word pre enl al Ihe cursor po ition. (The trigger
and cursor posilion arc not shown in this display.)
Copyright © 1976, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. U.S.A. and
Foreign Products 01 Tektronix, Inc. are covered by U.S.A. and
Foreign Patents and/or Patents Pandlng.
TEKTRONIX, TEK,
SCOPE·MOBILE, TELEOUIPMENT and
are registered trademarks 01 Tektronix, Inc. Printed in U.S.A.

A16-channellogic
analyzer for the
7000 Series
ore than ju~t an 0 cilloscope. This is the phra e
often u 'ed to describe the 7000 Serie . And for
good rea on. Plug-in er atililY tran I' I'm 7000 Serie
o cilloscopes into counters, digital Illultimeter, pectrum anal zer , time-domain refle tometer ,cur tracer', rapid. can spectrometer, etc. .ow, with the introdu tion of the 7DOI plug-in, 7000 eries Oscilloscope
become tate-of-lhe-art logic analyzers.
The 7DO I i a 16-channel, logic timing analyzer that
pre ents data in the familiar 0 cillo ope-t pe, timerelat d dia ram pictured in figure 1. But, as you can
ee, there' much more that meets the e e in figure I
than ju't the u~lIal multi-trace, logi timing diagram.
'everal feature~ have been added to aid you in anal zing the di pia ed data.
lote the two verti al row of bright dots. he row
at the left in licate the triggering point. In thi intance, we have elect d the po t-trigger po ition, whi h
mean that 90o,~ of th data di pia ed 0 urs after the
trigger. Pre·trigger and center-trigger po ition are
available at the flip of a switch, to give ou a wide range
[ data to view.
The econd row of bright dot in the di play provide
a ref renee point for making tim omparison between
di 'pla ed channel. This row of dot an be po itioned
an where on the horil.Ontal axi by mean of the ursor
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Fig. I. A wealth of information is available from Ihe display gen·
crated by the 7001. The illlensificd clots al left show the trigger
point. The daIs about IWO divisions to the right are a movable
cursor. The number of clock pulses occurring bel ween the twO

bright dots i~ displayed at Ihe LOp of the screen. The lG·bit binary
word at the cursor po~ilion i displayed al the bOllom of the
screen. Right to lefl corresponds with lap 10 bOllom.

here are two path through the 'Word RecogniLer,
synchronous and a yn hronou, electable by a (rontpanel wit h. Tn the asynchronou' mode, a variable
filter is in 'erted in the trigger path that prevent
glitches and other anomalie from cau ing false triggering. \\lord recognition of bit ombinalions of shoneI' duration than the filter etting i inhibited. Maximum filter width i at lea t 300 n .
he trigger point indi ated on the di pIa i most
accurate when operating the \'\lord Re ognizer in the
as nchronous mode with the filter et at minimum, or
when u ing an external sampling interval. h tri gel'
po ition indication i les a curate when triggering
from hannel 0, or when the a nchronous filter is advan ed clockwise.

The built-in "ford RecogniLer operates independent
o( the re t of the logi anal zero When all of the onditions required (or word recognition are met, the data
acquisition cir uits are enabled and a HI ignal is suppli d to a front-panel connector, for triggering an
oscilloscop or other associated equipment.
\l\I'ord
RecogniLer OUlput occurs each tim the conditions are
m t, ",heth I' the logi anal leri operating in the tore
or di pIa mode.
For application where it i de irable to page through
a long equence of e ents, a companion plug-in, the
7D10, provides digital dela b up to 10 7 events. he
del a ed trigger output of th 7D I0 er e' a an external
qualifier or trigger (or the 7DOI. The 7DIO count
events at rates up to 50 MHz.
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Fig. 2. The 4-k memory in the 7001 i formattable_ One of four
4 x 256-bit sections is shown. It can tore 1024 bilS from one chan·
nel, 512 from lWo. or 256 from four channels. In 4-channe1 opera-

lion the Data Seleclor funclions as a 4-bil shift register. in 8- and
16·channe1 operation as 4-bil latche .

Data inputs

Let's take a look at how this is accomplished (see
figure 2). he 16 data inputs are arranged in groups
of four, each group coupled to a corre ponding 4 x 256Bit R M. In the 4- hannel mode of operation, the Data
Selector functions as a 4-bit shift register, acquiring
four bits of data input from channel O. The Data Latch
transfers the data from th outputs of the Data Selector
to the inputs of the four, 256-Bit RAMs. Through
a three-gate arral~gement controlled by the DATA
CHA
EL switch, the outputs of the RAMs can be
added to give us a single 1024-bit memory, two 512-bit
memories, or four 256-bit memories. he function of the
Data Selector is also on trolled by the 0 T
HANELS switch to pass four bits of data from one channel,
two bits from each of two channels, or one bit from each
of four channels, to the Data Latch.

Up to 16 chann Is of parallel data can be acquired
simultaneously by the 7001. Minimum loading (1 fn,
5 pF) on the circuit under test is achieved by two active
probes with multiple inputs. Probe qualifier and external clock inputs are also provided for in the active
probes.
You have a choice of threshold levels for the probe
inputs-a preset +1.4 volts for TTL applications, or
selection over a range of ± 12 volts by a front-panel
variable con trol.
Data can be clocked into the 7DOI in either a synchronous or asyn hronous mode. In asynchronous, the
lock may be either internal or external at rates up to
100 Hz depending upon the number of channels in
use. To match the resolution of the measurement to
your specific application, sample intervals derived from
the internal clock may be selected over the range of
5 ms to 10 ns, in a 1-2-5 sequence.
A formattable memory

One of the most useful features of the 7D01 is the formattable memory. Consisting of sixteen 256-bit random
access memories (R Ms), the memory can be formatted
by a front-panel switch to store four hannels with 1024
data bits per channel, eight channels with 512 bits per
channel, or sixteen channels with 256 bits per channel.

Data acquisition and display

Figure 4 is a simplified block diagram of the 7D01. Let's
refer to it and go through a cycle of acquiring and displaying data. A good point to start is when re et occurs.
When display time ends, a reset signal is generated by
the reset circuitry. This resets the trigger flip-flop, trigger and address ounters, and the store/display flip-flop,
switching the memory from the display mode to the
store mode. Data, which is clocked into the Data Latch
at the high-frequency clock rate, i transferred to the
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Fig. 3. he 7Dl 0 Digital Delay plug-in is an ideal companion for
the 7001. It will count up to 10' arbitrar trigger event, periodic
or aperiodic, and deliver an output after Ihe preselected count has
been reached.

memory at the memory low·frequency clock rate, starting with the end of reset. The high·frequen y clock rate
is determined by the S MPLE INTERVAL switch setting, and i divided by 1,2, or 4 time to e tablish the
low-frequ ncy clo k. Data is clocked into the memory
until a trigger 0 cur , and for a period following the
POSITION wit h
trigger as determined b the DA
setting. For example, in the CE 'TER po ition, half of
the memory fill after the trigger occur.
The input teering and latch cir uitry determine
how data will be input to the memor . In the 4-channel
mode, the data from channel a i' clocked eriall into
one 4 x 256 ection of the memor , as previously di ussed. The data from channels I, 2, and 3 are clocked
into their re pective memorie imultaneousl, in a
similar manner.
Occurrence of the trigger, switches the trigger flipflop, gating on the trigger low-frequency clock. The
10w-frequen y clock is the store clock (high-frequency
lock) divided by I, 2, or 4 times, depending upon the

6

setting of the DAT CHA
ELS switch.
eparate
1-, 2-, or 4-time divider i used for the trigger lowfrequency clock becau e of pha ing considerations related to the memory low-frequen y clo k.
The trigger counter ounts 16, 128, or 240 ounts
(depending upon trigger po ition selected) and then
generate the first flag. During thi flag, the memory
clock is summed with a gate derived from the trigger
10 k, to generate a gate that witches the Store/Di play
Flip-Flop to the di play mode. Transition from tore
to display is thus made in pha e with the memory lowfreq uency clo k.
The display clock, which runs at 2 p.S, now become the
high-frequency clock. It, in turn, is divided by I, 2, or 4
to be ome the memory and trigger low-frequency clocks.
During di play time, the outputs of the sixteen, 256-Bit
RA Is are displayed in serial fashion, as determined by
the Output teering and ]\,Jultiplexer circuiu-y.
]n the disllay mode, the trigger counter counts
through 256 count of the display lock (equivalent to
one display line) and generates a se ond flag. This Rag
reset the sweep, blank the crt, and selects the next
hannel to be di played. Thi flag al 0 goes to a divideby-16 ounter that ets a Hag when ixteen channel have
been di played. , hen the display time ends, a re et
pul e is generated and the tore/display c cle tart
again.
To further enhance the f1exibilit of the 7DOI, a
choi e of two displa mode - Full Display or Fir t
Trigger - can be ele ted by po itioning an internal
jumper. In the Full Di 'play mode, the trigger to the
Trigger Flip-Flop is inhibited until the ddre Counter has completeI ycIed. hi assure that the memory
i filled with valid data.
Tn the First- rigger mode, it is conceivable that a
trigger may oc ur before the memory is completely
filled. If thi occLlrs~ the display is blanked during the
time that invalid data would be pre ented.
Data outputs

Data from th memory is available in both parallel and
'erial format from an internal 25-pin onnector. I 0
available are th display/store, flag, fram , trigger inten ify, anel master re et outputs.
Two inputs are made via the connector: record enable and external eli play clock input. n external dispIa cIo k i required if the data are to be output to
omputer [or further analysis.
Summary

he 7DO] i d signed to offer high-performance, 16hannel logi analy i to 7000 erie u rs. U ed with
con entionaI oscilloscope plug-ins in a four-hole mainframe, you an have both an oscillo cope and a logic
analYler in a ingle package. The formattable memory
offers unparalleled flexibilit , and the high-speed data
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of the 7DOI.

acquisition and minimum loading afforded by active
probes makes the 7DOl ideal for working with higher
speed logic families.
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Pete Janowitz

Aplug-in word recognizer
with digital delay
F

or sports fans, instant replay quickly became one of the most appreciated
improvements in televised sports programming. Engineers have long had
the ability to view critical "happenings" in their electronic circuitry, with the
aid of oscillo copes.
ow, with the introduction of logic analyzer, an engineer ha not only
acquired in tant-replay capabilities. he can in tantly replay and view sixteen
channels simultaneously. It' a ompanion tool, the word recognizer. that
enables him to recapture the a tion at any point he chooses.
Sometime the word recognizer is an integral part of the logic analyzer. In
other in tance ,it' a separate entity - like the new TEKTRO IX WR 501
Word Recognizer. Designed primarily to work with the L 501 Logic Analyzer,
it occupies a ingle plug-in compartment in a TM 500 mainframe. When
ordered with the L 501. the package is called the LA 50lW and include all
of the interfacing hardware needed to couple the WR 501 and LA 501 mechanically and electrically.
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The WR 501 can also function as a stand-alone word
recognizer/digital delay unit for those needing to expand the triggering capabilities of their logic analyzer,
oscilloscope or other equipment. For example, \VR 50ls
can be cascaded to obtain greater word width, dual
word recognition/delay, or delay "nesting" (delay within a delay).
Using the new P6451 high-impedance (I J'.'fn, 5 pF)
active probes, the \VR 501 can acquire up to sixteen
channels of data, plus an external clock and qualifier
signal. J\hximum flexibility is allorded by using twO
probes, each with nine inputs. Separate threshold controls for each probe facilitate working with systems
using mixed logic families, with preset threshold voltages for TTL and EeL signals selectable by front-panel
switches. Variable controls provide a choice of threshold
voltage over a range of ± 10 volts.
The Qualifier.input can be used to expand the word
recognizer to 17 bits, gate the external clock, or do both.
In the LA 501\-'1', the external clock can be gated by the
Qualifier input, allowing you to selectively clock data
into the memory.
Synchronous or asynchronous operation

In some applications it is advantageous for word rccognition to be synchronoLls with the system dode For
others, it is desirable to generate a trigger whenever the
word pattern occurs. \-Vith the WR 501, the choice is
yours at the nip of a switch.
In the synchronous mode, the external clock signal
acquired by the probe clocks the Sync Flip-Flop to generate a word recognizer OLltpUl in step with the system
clock.
In the asynchronous mode, a word recognizer Output
is generated whenever the selectcd word pattern occurs.
A selectable-pulse-width filter with a range of 5 to
300 ns is automatically activated. to reduce the possibility of false triggering due to glitches or data skew.

The trigger output pulse generated by word recognition, or word recognition plus selected delay, is brought
out to a front·panel BNC connector, and also routed to
the LA 501 via an internal multi-pin connector. The
output pulse is TTL compatible, with duration a function of the operating mode and signal inputs.
Interfacing to the LA 501

Special provisions are made to interface the WR 501
and LA 501 without the need for external connections.
The sixteen data inputs, external clock, and word recognizer output are coupled internally through a short
cable assembly, to the 25-pin probe·input connector in
the LA 501, in place of the P6<150 passive probe. The
sixteen data inputs to the \VR 501 ,Ire always present
at the interface connector, irrespective of front-panel
control settings. This arrangement of the 'VR 501,
interface, an<.l LA 501 make up the LA 501"'1'.
The threshold controls on the \VR 501 now control
the probe inputs, with the threshold control on the LA
501 affecting only the fronq)anel external trigger and
the BNC probe inputs. Attenuator probes can still be
used with the liNC inputs for channels 0 through 3 on
the LA 501 by selling the INPUT to nNC. Data channels <I through 15 will be supplied from lhe \'\'R 501
inputs. This givcs you three individual threshol<.l controls and the ability to view inputs separated some <.Iist'lllce. The attenuator probes can handle signals up to
± 500 volts to aCCOlllnlOdate llIany realtime situations.
If you have a necd for 16-bit word recognition while
viewing more than four other data channels, you can
remove the interface cable and use the \VR 501 as a
stand-alone word recognizcr. The optional P6450 passive probe can then be used with the LA 501 for data
acquisition. The output signal from the WR 501 is
coupled cxternally to the LA 501 external trigger input
in this instance.

A built-in digital delay

Another useful feature incorporated in the \VR 501 is
digital delay. You have a choice of delaying by up to
99.999 clock pulses or words at dock rates up to 50 MHz.
Delay by words generates a trigger at the nth occurrence of the word so we can see what happens at the end
of a program loop, for example. The count is set by
convenient push-button thumbwheel switches.
The delay count is started by an Output from the
word recognizer when word recognition occurs. For
those applications where you want to use the delay
without the recognizer, you can start the count by using
a single bit from one of the data inputs. Just set the
appropriate WORD SELECTOR switch. A front-panel
push-hutton lets you reset the delay counter manually
at any point in time. Reset is automatic when the selected <.Ielay is reached.

Technical details

The WR 501 performs two major functions - word
recognition and <.Iigital delay. The simplified block
diagr,1I11S in figures I and 2 will be useful in understanding how each function is performed, and how
they relate.
The sixteen data ch,lllnels acquired by the \·VR 501
probes pass through a differential FET pair, with one
Output going to the word recognizer, and the other output through delay lines to the interface connector. The
delay lines provide zero hold time (or the LA 501 data
inputs.
The Qualifier can gate either the word recognizer or
external clock, or both, or can be turned off when not
needed. The delay line in the word recognizer signal
path provides zero hold time for synchronous operation.
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Fig. I. implified block diagram of the word recognizcr portion o[
the \\'R ;iOI .. ignals from thc si"tcen data input channcl can be

couplcd dircclh
operation.

The 5 to 300 n filter i a tivated whenever a nchronous triggering i sele ted, and an be et to a ure
valid word re ognition.
Output trigger ele tion i controlled by the frontpanel switch labelled
LO K-OFF-WORD , which
corre pond to the Dela In / u t block in the diagram. In the delay OFF po ition, the word recognizer
output goe direct! to the output buffer and output
converter driver. The onverter tran form the output
ignal from E L to TTL level.
In the dela IN po ition, which corre pond to either
d la b word or dela b clo k, the dela circuitr i
in erted in the trigger output path and no trigger output ignal i generated until after the ele ted dela ha
been a ompli hed.
Moving along to the dela
ircuitr block diagram
hown in figure 2, we ee that the Dela By ele tor
route either the 'tem clock or the output from the
word re ognizer to the ounter ir uitr . The word
re ogniler output alo goe to the tart ircuitry to
initiate counting.

Five decade COU11lers are u ed. The least- ignifi antbit (L B) counter i EeL, with the remaining counters
- 1.. 'oUllter operation is es 'entially traight-forward,
using a 9's complement scheme. The Hold blo k is a
tat h that hold the 9999 Detector output level until
the L B ounter rea he tbe nine count, while allowing
the TTL counter to be re et.
, hen the elected ount i rea hed, the Dela Output
Flip-FI p i wit hed, generating a dela ed trigger ignal. The delayed trigger i routed to the Trigger eletor for availability a the utput trigger ignal.
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Summary

The T\I 500 Serie family i~ de~igned to allow you to
configure your mea urelll nt package to fit your meaurement need. The h igh-perlormance LA 50 I ha
been meeting many 01 your log-ic anal 'leI' need . ~ow,
the" R 501 with it) hig-b-impedance probe, l7-bit
word recog-nition and dig-ital de!;, expands 'our log-ic
anal)' i capabititie) to include even the more sophistiated measurem nt\..\nd you are not limited to the en-
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re el pro\ides for reselling the counter whene\er Ihe full (OUIll
ha, not heen reached.

Rineering' and produ( tion environment. The L.\ 501 \\',
WR 501, and the SC 50~ pack d into a T:\f 515 mainI'ramc giv )'ou a complctc lop;ic analy~is system in a
suitcasc. They will help you solve those touRh logic
prob! ms, \\'herever )'ou en(ount r them.
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Ira Pollock

The FG 504--a new standard
in function generators
A

t 40 MHl, with 6-ns rise time, Tek's new FG 504 is the fastest function
generator available today.
But what hould really get function-generator u 'er excited is that the F • 504
combine more features than any other generator on the market. Most of the
operating I lOdes are independent. . nd the front-panel controls allow simultaneous usa e. Yet it is no more complicated to operate than your average
fun tion generator.

\Vhat all of this refinemenl and versatility will mean
to many users is an opportunity to make one instrument
do the job of several, to a degree never before possible.
For example, many users will not have to buy a separate
pulse generator.
A few specs. The TEKTRONIX Fe 504 is a twOmodule-wide, 40.MHz, 6·ns rise time function generator
with 30-V pop output, variable rise and fall, log and
linear sweep, phase lock, and amplitude modulation
capability. Its calibrated frequency range is 0.001 Hz to
40 i\,rHz in ten decades, with an extra range from 20 Hz
to 20 KHz for audio applications. The audio range can
be changed to an intermediate or custom range by replacing an illlernal capacitor.

lets the generator resume operation from the poilll of
interruption.
External modulation capabilities

External control of frequency over the 1,000: I frequency
range is available via the voltage-controlled frequency
(VCF) input. Signals applied to this input cause frequency modulation. The carrier frequency can be as
high as 40 J\'IHz, with a modulation bandwidth of de
to 16 KHz at maximum frequency deviation (higher
with less than 1,000: I deviation).
Digital data is often transmitted using Frequency
Shift Keying (FSK). FSK can be generated by applying
the digital pulse train to the VCF input and manipulating the" I" level, and seuing the carrier frequency
to the appropriate "0" frequency.

A clean sweep

Automatic AM

Using this one instrumem, custOmers can sweep test
audio ,llllplifiers, speakers, tone colllrols, filters, and
graphic equalizers. With sweep widths to 1,000: I, the
Fe 504 can sweep theentire20-Hz t020-KHz audio band.
The audio band, of course, is not the only frequency
range the Fe 504 will sweep: mechanical resonances at
low frequencies and slow sweep rates are as easy to
investigate as the center frequency of an IF filter. Both
illlernal logarithmic and linear sweeps allow the user
to sweep up to the 1,000: 1 frequency range as fast as
100 p's, or as slow as 100 seconds. Setting the lower and
upper limits is quickly accomplished with concenlric
START and STOP dials.
Now here's convenience. If you're involved in an
application that requires frequent switching between
twO frequencies - such as checking filter or amplifier
bandwidths - you simply pre-set your upper and lower
frequencies. Hit TRIG SWEEP and you get the lower
frequency. Hit the STOP FREQ button and you get
the upper frequency.
The internal sweep can be manually or externally
triggered, with settings ranging from + I V to + 10 V. A
linear sweep output voltage (0 to +10 V) simplifies log
frequency plots when sweeping the main generator log·
arithmically. Semi-log paper can then be used on a
chart recorder.
A welcome feature is the HOLD button thal allows
you to "freeze", or stop, the output voltage at all fre·
quencies below 400 Hz. People using sub-audio frequencies are often involved with analog simulations or elec·
tromechanical experiments, such as mechanical stress
analysis or servo·system testing. If, in the course of an
experiment, it is desirable to stOp the progress and ex·
amine some intermediate result, the FG 504 allows the
user to do so, retaining the voltage. This simplifies
testing where you want to stOp and measure a slowly
changing voltage, or sLOp a system that you're COILtrolling with the FG 50'l's output. Releasing the button

Complementing the FM capabilities is a dc-coupled AM
input that provides either external voltage control of
the sine wave amplitude or standard AM.
On the FG 50·1, AM is automatic. Just plug the signal
into the AJ\f input and the carrier amplitude is cut in
half. A positive-going signal increases the amplitude,
and a negative·going signal decreases the amplitude to
full, 100% modulation.
With a dc offset on the modulating signal, doublesideband, suppressed·carrier modulation is possible.
Modulation bandwidth is de to > 100 KHz.
Dynamic reaction of AGC, squelch, or other amplitude-sensitive circuits, such as Dolby systems, are easy to
test with a square wave on the AI\.., input, which varies
the output betwecn twO different signal levels.
For classroom use, the Fe 504 can be used to demonstrate modulation theory. l\'loduIation ability is also of
great interest in the fields of receiver design, testing,
service, and analysis.
Phase lock - a new feature
Until now, phase lock has been largely ignored by designers of function generators. This is rather surprising
when one considers how much the ability to lock the
frequency and phase of a signal generator to that of a
reference signal increases the versatili ty of the generator.
Applications for a phase-locked function generator
abound in both the analog and digital world. The design of push-pull amplifiers, for example, is greatly
facilitated with signal generators that can produce both
sine and square waves that are 180 out of phase.
Measllring the square-wave response is a convenient
method for dcriving frequency-response information:
risetirne-upper 3·dB frequency; sag-lower 3·dB point;
overshoot-damping .md pass-band flatness. This is an
ideal application for a phase-locked FG 50·1 and another
function generalOr such as the FG 503. The same setup
can be used to analyze quadrature·phase detectors by
changing the phase difference to 90 0 •
0
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Fig. 1. Variable rise and fall times increase pulse flexibility as
shown in this photo.

Fig. 4. A true four·quadrant multiplier permits normal AM or
double-sideband. uppres ed-carrier modulation.

Fig. 2. The FG 504 provides 30 V output with 6 ns rise and fall
times. ideal for design in MOS and other logic familie .

Fig. 5. The upper trace i a frequency·swept square wave signal to
an op amp. The lower trace i the op amp output, showing slewrate limitation.

Fig. 3. Generating multi-pha e clock signals is greatly facilitated
b the pha. e-lock capability in the FG 504. laved to a master generator. the FG 504 will follow over a wide rep rate range.

The obvious application for pha e lock is to lock an
FG 504 to a hou e tandard or crystal 0 cillator, and
have an extremely stable ource of high-amplitude sine,
square, and triangle waves. dding a 00 501 to the
FG 504 permits integer-frequency division, for limited
ynthesizer applications. For example, a 20-MHz reference divided by 247 yields a 12.35-,.,..s period, within
0.05% of the time Cor a radar mile.
With a digital logic signal for a reference, and the
variable phase used to set relative timing, the FG 504
output can be adjusted to give a bi-pha e clock.
biphase clock can help to solve logic-race problem. Most
microprocessors use bi-phaseclocks. Using a phase-locked
function generator, instead of a pul e generator with
delay, ha the advantage that changes in the ma ter-generator frequen y will not perturb phase relationships.
The FG 504 can be phase-locked from 100 Hz to 40
MHz. Lock and capture range is ± 10 major dial div-
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isions (+ lOX frequency multiplier etting). With the
dial et at II, for example, the lock range i from I on
the dial to 21.
Gated and triggered modes

nother feature that add to the vel' atility of the FG
504 i the gated mode. n external ignal or the manual
push button can control the number of cycle that are
generated in a burst, as well a the time that the bur t
is initiated. The use of a 00501 with the FG 504 makes
counted·bur t operation possible where the u er selects
thumbwheel switches in the 00 SOl to determine the
number of cycles to be generated in the burst.
In addition to use with digitallogi , gated operation
is used in uch acou ti applications as tone-burst te ting
of loud peakers, sonar, ultrasonic imaging, and anomaly detection. The starting phase of the output waveform is adjustable over a ± 80 0 range.

The signal can be attenuateel up to 50 dB, in 10 dB
steps, by a step attenuator, and a constant-irnpedan e
variable attenuator an add another 20 dB.
A post-attenuator offset

..

~

_ . _

_

c=.-=~_-=-__

__

Jo::-

Fig. 6. Typical logic packagc consisting of a T1\1 506 Mainfral:ne,
DO [.01 Digital Delay. PG 50 Pulse Generawr, FG 504 FunCllolt
Generator, and DM 502 Digital Mullimctcr.

In the triggered mode, the FC 504 genera te' a single
cycle of the selected wavdorm for each cycle of the input
signal, or every time the manual button is pushed. s
in the gat d mode, the starting phase of the selected
waveform is variable over a ± 80° range. With square
waves, the phase control acts as a delay control with a
range of about 90% of the pulse duration.
Triggered operation is particularly useful in logi
applications such as pulse shaping and level hifting.
For example, a short-duration, ECL-amplitude pulse
can be converted to a Ci\IOS-level pulse of longer duration, or a sine wave can be turned into a T L-Ievel
square wave.
Square waves are not the only useful type of triggered
waveform. Triggered triangles and sine wav s are used
in mechanical-impulse tests. With the pha e control at
one end, sine-squared pulses are approximated. Sinesquared pulses find wide application in such areas as
tran mi sion-line testing, or testing the impulse response
of bandwidth-limited systems, since the energy in a
sine-squared pulse is concentrated in a narrow band.
The Dirac Delta function, in comparison, ideally
requires infinite bandpa s, and so rules itself out of
these applications.
A unique output amplifier

The outr ut section of the FC 504 is unique for a function generator. s in most function generator, the output amplifi I' acts as a vohage source behind 50 ohms.
Unlike most other function generators, the signal swing
at the output amplifier is a constant 30 V peak-to-p ak.
Past generators have plac d the variable control in
front of the output amplifier and al 0 summed the offset
terminal at the amplifier input. This i all xc llent
scheme, due to its simplicity and low cost, for a lowperformance generator.
However, in high-performan e instrument· problems
arise. Fa t output amplifier tend to change rise time
and aberrations with signal amplitud and off et. he e
problems are avoid d in the 'C 504 by running a constant-amplitude signal into the amplifier and doing all
of the attenuation and ofT eUing after the amplifier.

Probably more important to the user than the postamplifier atten uators i the post-attenuator offset. Dc
olf'et is generated with an adjustable current source
wired in parallel with the amplifier and attenuators.
OlIset range is -+- 7.5 V, independent of signal level.
sers will find this arrangement particularly convenient in determining optimum bias points for amplifiers,
logic thr sholds, and comparator hysteresis limits.
he 50-ohm output impedance has a low-reactive
component, providing minimum aberrations to signals
delivered to reactive loads or at the end of unterminatecl
cables. This allows the user to take aclvanage of the full
30- V signal swing, even with 6-ns rise time pulse', to
drive J\IOS circuitry or to observe the large-signal transient respon e of linear circuits.
ot all pulse generator application call for fa t-rise
pul es. he variable rise- and fall-time feature of the
FG 501 facilitates testing of circuit parameters such a
amllifier slew rate or omparator response time.
Most of the logic famili s nm\' in use have a linear
region in the middle of their swing. Observation of the
eHects of traversing this region is made easier with
longer transition times on the input signal. In the FC
504, the rise and fall times of the sq uar wave are aelju table [rom 10 ns to 100 ms.
Finally -

independence means versatility

A major way of in uring the versatility of the FC 50-1

wa' to make the features as independent as possible. For
example, the sweep operate independent of the other
s ctions, so it an be used to trigger or gate the function generator.
By taking advantage of the J-V to IO-V trigger level n
the input and using the triggered sweep with the FC 50'!
in the trig er d mod, the user has a simple delay generator. Delay times from 10,.,.s to 100 s are possible.
Usin th fr e-runnin sweep as the gating signal,
the u er an have a free-running burst generator with
either singl -frequ ncy burst· (sw ep width set to zero)
or swept bur t . An external signal can be u ed to trigger swej t bursts.
The FC 504 is currently availabl as a tand-alone
unit, omplete with mainframe and power supply; or
as part of a measurement s stem comprising other TM
500 modular instruments. ~
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Ron Lang

Anew low-cost
500 MHz probe
M

any of us take for granted that an 0 cilloscope display is an accurate representation of a circuit waveform. This is not necessarily true. An
oscilloscope has an input impedance of typically I Mn paralleled by 15 to
20 pF. probe of some ort usually is u ed to extend the input of the scope to
the circuit under test. There i also a certain resistance and capacitance
associated with the probe. When the probe is connected to the oscilloscope,
an overall impedance of the probe/oscilloscope system is presented to the
circuit being measured. This loading of the circuit under test can appreciably
alter the signal to be measured, as evidenced by the photo in figure 1.
There are three main chara teristics of a probe that determine it ability
to couple the signal to the oscillo cope without altering it: input resistance,
input capacitance, and bandwidth. The input resistance should be high
enough to prevent changing the signal amplitude; input capacitance should
be low enough to have negligible effect on signal rise time; and bandwidth
should be wide enough to faithfully reproduce the signal waveshape.
An active probe is best-suited to meet all of these requirements. For example, the new P6202 FET probe has an input impedance of 10 Mo and 2 pF,
and a bandwidth of dc to 500 MHz. Let' compare
this with the typical passive

. . . .o !~i i i i i i i ~p~r~o~b~e~l~la~V~i~n~g

a n input impedance of 9 Mn and 12 pF, and a
bandwidth of 250 MHz or less, and see how each affects the signal
under test.
Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of a passive probe and scope. The RC
time constant of the sum of the probe-head 9-Mo resistor and 12-pF capacitor
must equal the time constant of the sum of the probe-cable capacitance, the
compensating capacitor (which is adjusted to compensate for different scope
input capacitance ), the scope input capacitance, and scope input re istance.
The probe, when properly compensated to match the scope input C, then
forms a 10: I voltage divider for dc, with the 9-Mo probe resistance, and
I-Mo cope resistance; and a compensated ac voltage divider with the 12 pF
of the probe capacitance, and the cable capacitance plus the scope capacitance.
But now look at the FET probe/oscillo cope equivalent circuit. It is 10 Mn
and 2 pF. The FET probe ha a 50-0 line driver, which isolates the probecable capacitance and oscilloscope I-Mo, 20-pF input, from the probe tip.
The input of the probe is actually a FET stage; it presents a high input
resistance, 10 Mo. The low capacitance, 2 pF, is due to the short distance from
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Fig. 1. The lower waveform shows the rise time of a circuit as
measured using a passive I robe with 10 pF input capacitance. The
upper waveform shows the reslIlt u'illg an aClive FE probe with
les' than 2 pF input capacitance.
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Fig. 4. Input impedance versus frequency for a P6054A passive probe, and an activ FET probe. R p of the FET probe
remains essentially COnstant throughout its bandpass.
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the probe tip to the FET. plus the low input capaci.
tance of the FET. The FET drives a 50-n line-driver
stage that drives the cable from the probe head to the
compensation box. The compensation box contains the
Output amplillers. dc offset controls, and a switch to
"switch out" the 50 n load if the scope input is 50 n
instead of a high impedance.
Figure 4 shows the effects of input resistance. R p, and
input capacitance, X p, versus frequency, for a passive
probe and a FET probe. The passive probe R p falls to
about 350 0 atlOO MHz; X p is about 120 n at 100 MHz.
The R p of the FET probe remains fairly constant
throughout the frequency range and is high enough in
resistance to not enter into the circuit-loading calculations. The X p is 800 n at 100 MHz.
Assuming a circuit source impedance of 8 0 and
20 pF, consider rise time and amplitude effects of a passive probe and a FET probe on the circuit. See Ilgure 5.
In a pulse circuit, the t, of the circuit is:
tr circuit = 2.2 RC
Assume t, of pulse is 0
= 2.2 x 8 x 20 pF
= 0.35 ns
'Vith the passive probe attached, the t,pp is:
trw = 2.2 x 8 x 34 pF
= 0.6 ns

t rpp = t, o[ circuit
with passive probe

'Vith the FET probe attached, the trm is:
t,FET = 2.2 x 8 x 22 pF
t,FH = tr of circuit
= 0.39 ns
with FET probe
t,w - t, circuit
100= 0.6ns-0.35ns
IOO~71"
x
0.35 ns
x
10
t, circuit

t'FET~.t,ci~cuit
t r CIrCUit

X

100 = 0.39ns - 0.35ns x 100 = 11'7t
0.35 ns
0

With the passive probe there is a 71 % change in rise
time due to the input C of 14 pF. but only an 11%
change with the }<"ET probe due to the lower input C
of 2 pF.
Now consider the amplitude effects with the passive
and active probes. When the passive probe is attached
to the circuit (see figure 6 (a)), it presents an impedance of the R p and X p ,It 100 MHz. Ignoring the phase
angle because it is small, the equivalent circuit looks
like figure 6 (c). The waveform presented to the scope
Ex 89
is then, 89 + 8 = 0.92E, an 8% change.
Now consider the FET probe attached to the same
circuit "(see figure 6 (b)). The X p is equal to 800 n at
100 MHz. The equivalent circuit with the probe at·
.
Ex800
tached IS as figure 6 (d), 808 = 0.99E, a I % change.
The higher input impedance of the FET probe has
a smaller effect on t, and amplitude.
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FET probe advantages
The first advantage of a FET probe, then, is very low
input capacitance and very high input resist,lIlce, resulting in less circuit loading and truer signal representation.

The FET probe has an active input that provides
low input capacitance and a higher frequency response
than a passive probe. The frequency response of the
P6202 FET probe is dc to 500 MHz (-3dn).
The P6202 also has dc offset capabilities. This means
that any dc voltage up to ±55 volts can be ollset without
any degrading of tbe probe response. The advantage is
to measure a slll,lil ac voltage on a large de component,
at the full bandpass capabilities of the probe. A switch
on the compensation box allows the dc offset to be
switched in or out.
Another switch on the output connector of the COIllpensation box allows the probe to be used with either
50,0 or high-impedance inputs. When used with a 50·n
input. the 50-n load in the output of the probe is
switched out. When using high·impedance inputs. the
50-n load is switched in.
A built·in power supply allows the P6202 to be used
on any instrumentation, including counters, without
having an external power supply or accessory power
available. Jt can be used with 115 or 230 VAC, 50 to 60
Hz power sources.
Optional accessories are a slip·on ac coupling cap to
block unwanted dc components (above the 55 volts of
dc offset), and a slip-on lOX attenuator to make the
input 100 times attenuation, still ilt IO·Mn and 2-pF
input impedance.
Summary

The new low·cost P6202 FET probe offers several ad·
vantages over the passive probe for many applications:
wide bandwidth, very low input capacitance, high
input resistance. dc offset, usable with either 50 0 or
high impedance inputs.
Small and rugged, the P6202 can gel into tight places
and yet stand the rigors of production and testing.
The 0 to ±6 volt dynamic range and ±55 volt offset
capability make this low-cost probe applicable to a
diversity of measurement needs. The optional lOX at·
tenuator and ac coupling heads extend the operating
range of the P6202 still further.
The P6202 includes a BNC connector that provides
scale readout on the lOX mode to instruments having
readout capability, yet maintains compatibility with
non-readout instruments. I!:
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670A Picture Monitors

The H05fSpectrum nal
combination can be
u ed to di pIa the frequenc ore pan e characteri tic of
RF and IF tage of an
HF or HF tran mittel' u ed
toda in the world. ix cr -tal marker po ition are
provided.
In addition to ideband te ting, t pi ally done in a
TV tation once a week, the 1405/ Ie trum nalyzer
combination can perform the following tests: log amplitude di play of ideband re ponse, in- ervice te ting,
spectrum anal si of the transmitter, differential gain
measurements, aural tran mittel' deviation, antenna
VSWR (with directional coupler) , ba eband response,
and complete loop te ting including
L.

The new li70 \ eries ansi. t of preci. ion 0101' picture
monitor for l'\
C and PAL
levision tandard. The
erie u e a 17-inch Triniton to pre ent a pi ture who e
harpne i enhanced b a new feature - variable aperture control. The monitor are factory et for an accurate white balance at D6500°, however, you ma ' chao e
to ad jut to our own tandard.

1410 Series NTSC Generators

Con i ten y between EK RO~l :-'Ionitor i a
major benefi LIn the 670, \ erie on i ten is a hieved
through uc of the simple-to-converge Trinitron, excellent lamp tabilit, and a highl regulated E
Le. th n 1% hange in ra tel' ize will 0 ur with large
,\PL change, and blanking and bla k level are extremel stabl , too.
Individual line in the vertical interval an be examined in detail using the expanded vertical dela
mode. Horizontal delay is also provided. The 670A
features inputs isolated from ground, eliminating the
need for pc ial hum-bucking transformers. Optional
output are available that take advantage of the preci 'ion de oding circui of this monitor eries, to provide an ac urate ector cope di pIa u ing a low-co t
x- monitor. The monitor are compact, requiring only
15.75 inche of rack pace.
1405 Television Sideband Adapter

he 1405 Tel vi ion ideband dapter i u ed with a
pectrum anal zer, such a the 7Ll2 or 7Ll3, to anal le
the ideband re pan e of a tele\'i ion transmitter.
Connected to the 7 12 or 7Ll3, the 1405 generate a
compo ite- ideo ignal, the picture portion of whi h i
a on tant-amplitude sine wa e ignal that sweep from
15-0-15 MHz. When this -ignal i u ed to modulate the
TV tran mittel', th sideband re pon e of the tran mittel' will be displayed on thepectrum analyler.

he new I-no erie of lT
n Pul e and Te t ignal Generator are high-performan e in trument offering all the advantage of modularity, at price generall
a ociated with unit of ingle-piece on truction. To
suit our pe ific need', 'ou ma hoo e from a wide
sele tion of s 'nc-pulse and te t- ignal generator function to be combined with the mainframe providing
the color tandard of our choice. hould you develop
additional te t-signal requirements in the future, plugin card construction insures a quick and easy retrofit for
you. ny combination of five test-signal generator module driven by one sync-pulse generator is feasible.
The Sync Pul e Module and the Te t ignal jVlodule
plug vertically onto the 14 I0 Mainframe interface
board. Front-panel control and witche are mounted
on the module with ea il -removable extenders proje ting through the front panel. vailable module
include three s nc-pul e generator, a olor-bar generator, a convergence pattern generator, a linearit ignal
generator, and a lR fBla k Bur t generator.
1470 and 1474 CCTV Signal Generators

wo new ignal generator', the 1470 and 1474, are deigned pe ificall to economi all meet the needs of
CC V operations.
The fir t generator, the 1470 CC V Color ync and
e t ignal Generator i a compact, economical unit
de igned to provide gen-Io k sync plus a selection of
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high-quality full·field test ignal. Among the sync and
timing features of the 1470 i the ability to color genlock to composite video from all normal ource, including mo t helical can video tape recorders. (When
gen-lock operation is not required additional aving
will be gained by ordering Option I.)
The second generator, the 1474 CCTV Color Sync
Generator, has the performance features of the 1470
but does not produce te t ignal .

servicing and mea urement ,a well as increa ing senitivity for EMI mea urements within the 30- to 890MHz frequency range.
The M 511 is al 0 an ex ellent amplifier for use
with any wideband cope such as the 475 or 485, or with
the 7 16 or 7AI9 where low-noise nanovolt sensitivity
is desired.
Input impedance i 75 n. Reference level is calibrated
in I-dB teps from +79 dBmV to 0 dBmV. Intermodulation distortion is at least 70 dB down. V WR i 2: 1.

Sync pulse generation

he sync pul e functions of the 1470 and 1474, like
those of other TEKTRO IX generators, are of broadcast quality. These generators can operate as master
ync generators or as units fully or partially timed from
external sources. Color gen-lo k of the highest quality
is a standard feature.
Front-panel push button election of external ubcarrier and ync i provided for your convenience. If
external ubcarrier is lost, the 1470 and 1474 start
monochrome operation automatically and a warning
light appears.
1480 Option 6 Waveform Monitor

Test signals

he 1480R Option 6 i a high-performance television
waveform monitor designed for u e in your television
operating center or by your field ervice force. Option 6
is especially designed for measurements in long-distance, video transmis ion system using 124-0 balanced
lines. Self-normalizing WECO-style input jacks allow
thi in trument to operate in a 75-0 sy tern without externally terminating the ring input. With the e features
the 1480R Option 6 ha been designed to operate in
either a 124-Q balan ed or 75-Q unbalanced y tem.
Vertical sensitivity, with automatic bandpa limiting, has been increa ed to 0.05 volts full scale for making
differential pha e and gain measurements with Bell
Kelley or Telemet est Sets. 5· to 12·second, variable
sweep has been added to measure low-frequency distortions and system boun e cau ed by large APL changes
in the video signal.
.

Push-button selection of test signal in the 1470 implifies your testing operations. When you ele t color bars,
multiburst, convergence, or window; ea h test-signal
push button used cancel any other te t signal selection.
To make a linearity test with a staircase signal, you use
only two button: Subcarrier on/off and high, low or
medium PL. For flat-field testing the 1470 ha the
unique ability to produce red, green or blue signals to
simplify color picture monitor adjustment by eliminating the need to turn beams on and off. Flat-field white
is produced by depre ing all three buttons. Yellow,
cyan, or magenta fields are available by just depressing
two of the three buttons. Ea h test signal is of the highest standards of the industry, providing essentially aberration-free transitions and accurate, flat levels_
AM 511 CATV Preamplifier

The AM 511 C TV Preamplifier i a TM 500 Series
plug-in unit de igned to operate as an ac e ory for the
7Ll2 and 7Ll3 pectrum nalyzer. It i particularly
useful for mea uring- ignal-to noi e, radiation, and field
intensity to FCC specifications on CATV, television,
and FM installation. Other uses include radio-system
A-3374
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CorYtents
2 A big step forward for direct-view stora.~e.

on, new? 3l -'-torllw.-: O$('i11 pe combin 400 Hi.l.
bandwidth and 2500 anll' 100'cd wrlrill
pee:d in :i
four pll)~.ill 7000 Seri mainframe. 19 brin '011 a new
high ill p('rfi)rm~ntt: amI 'e alj)lrr in a ~n rlll Plll'~
o 'ilI/). ope,

Ii

Co~nter and oscilloscopo' combination makes
difficult measuremel'lta.

t!ecli"e oUlIrer lIlt'amremeJ11 ilTe ("a~y IV'Jl1;Vte '\Jing
an nsdllos.;0nc wilh dc:l;lyiog weep and dUiI Ita C alge-lJraic ,Id,d fllll~l ioils.

I r 'Testing three-termlnel regulators with' a curve
tracer.
A ;;77/178 Cun'c Tta.cer pro it.!' all ideal all. '& 'r 11 Ih .
nl."C<1 (or performing ShOTI run, fnCQndnl; ill. p flion lCSUi,cirruir d('~igl1, llT dc\ ice cha'mJ:wTi'l~lioll lIr three·lcrrili·
nal .:~~ulalur~.

1·1

Tektronix products get ~.i.rty. too!
I'arl 11 <Icser;
"dry cI anillg" 1l:c1l1liqucs or those
\l~r.l who can'! rclc:a
their inSIJ'lllllcn. IUIIJ: ("lIl1ugh
for;1 thorough i\':! II joil.

Co\'d: Dr, Gail Mas~' flf On-gall (~radllllll" (;(,nler IUU'
iC5 a VAC la-'ler pllise ,LOTed ;lIld rli pi:. cd on ,hi: 400
i\f H 1 iRS I . I('n*" O.d llo§CYIpc.
Copyright
-1917, Tektronix, Inc_ All rig"" reserved_ U.s.A. -lllld
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Counter and oscilloscope
combinatio,n makes
difficult m'easurements
o<l~rn le~[r()lli(' C()lIn,[er~ arc \'er~alile. Ii turatC instnllllCnls u 'cd i,u ~
wule viI,nel)' of ;Ippll 'allon . Howe\'er, many mCCi"UrClUl'nt are (lIff)c.ull or e en jOlPO~ ibl· 10 llwkt' wilh ("on 'cmiOlial 'OlInLcrS, Here arc a Fe\\'

M
.

ex:tlUp\e~:

PERIOD GF. INTEREST

~"----:---'---"·I

,.

-

-I

'.

WIDTH OF INTEREST

"'1->---- TIME INTERVAL ,.OF INTEREST . -...·.'......

iiiii

r-

FREQUENCY OF INTEREST

.

;

VERTICAL SIGNAL OUTPut
Mainfr'ilm~~j'

Bandwidth

ArlJpHlude

7900 Series

140 MHzitllh 7A24
or ·1A2:6
75 MHzwtth 7'A 18

SOCtmV{alvlnto 1 Mn
25 mV/div into son

7700 Series

70 MHrwllh 7A24.
or7A26
55 MHz with 7A 1~

500 mV/ div into 1 Mil

769.o::Serie,l;

75 MHz wi\h 7Ala

7503/7504

55 MHz with 7A12

500 'rpVjdiv Into 1-M!l
25 mlJ14lv lilIe 50 f!

7313/R73P ..

20 MHz.with 7A1a

SOO'-mV/aiv into 1 Mil
25'mVj(1lv Inlo 50 Sl

549.:

'> 5 MHz witf11Al

1.S·V}divlnlo 1 M!i

544/546/547/
RM544/AM546/
AM547

~5M~J'zwl~ lAl

300 mV/dl... I'nlo;l M-n

_.

S85A!A535
54'SA/BI
AM545A/B
,

, 5 MHz with 1A'l
~

2ii MHz with lAl

2~ mY ldlv

Into so I!

sqo mV/dlv rnte-

1 Mfl

.25: mv/ di-v into 5,0 !l'

1.5'V/div inlo'l Mil

h2. V/ div. ipto

1 M!1

Fjg; J..

eoU,I(( ". und os~HJo~(.-ope set lip f ':aie,i~ur(" ','he \vidlh of
rhe <lIeV3Ictl. puT e di,:pla~·cd. 0)1 the uSl;iUos('opc ('1'1:.

Fig, It q:KTRONTX osofltl.'>WpC!s having l!rl<lyell gate: and "cl'tical sj~Il111 OlltPIU.> suil.aJ·llC {lIl' lhis 'applicarion.

III each cXlIlhple. the ('ounter's .trigger. cirniIts callllo1.di ' :timinatc I>clwc n the part O' < the w;w form o(
in wrest and th~ partllo.t of intere t.:
r\. few COlliHers offer inp.lIt g-ating that"allow" the iA·
pUl -i~nal cl!;lrlllel of·t1le counter to h gated.OJl and off
with an c. lema] g:JlC 01', OilLrol igl:l:d:Thismakes IIl0st
of thes difikul t III e:.lSUr" mel}' . JYo~sibJe-i ho,ve~'er. the
<t'pprop-rl'atc gating :igllal i raY ly~o.o'Venient\.y. a\tailable.. ·~<;:w <;outlter. (IlkI' Vari,t.!?Je·l{oW~Qtr or 0 -l<1y,
which .il1trO(t~i;es ~ \"U 'able del;J)' in tlleTilll~ [merval
lIlOtlt;, bet.\\' en·'WJ1co.Chilnnel. rtfgg~rs' a~:<;t Channel
13 i:,pcnniLted to trig'~ t. Thi' rea'lUre a-I.:;o fnakes sotlle
of thes' difficllltnteasureillcl)ts possible. Qlit it·can QI1I
he uscd ill the Time .Ilil.cn'ltl 1llode, <Ind. ,the <lpproximale amOUllt of delay l'eYllir~d mus ~) kfJOwn.
.
Almo. l all,. of dlese -tlitfi ult nJea lIl'emen~ can, of
WUI e, be lIl:lde din~ .fly Witl1 <:!h. oscilloscope. but nOl
wi th the Sal.110 t1cKrec cif ac('ul'<\<'Y a cowiter o,[CI'S,

(lrigg-ering Ic\;d) C.IA be set so iila t the ('Oumer li·igger.s
only ou the-desired pOI"tion:
I(.a .J)ual:'J"ra.· .P Jayed'w~ep 0 cil IOSf ope with a
el'li(:Ld Stgno1l Otl.tplll and a rielayed Gate Output is
Uj d in co:Ojul1 rion with the. outlier, no other ·equipment i~ .reql.l il'-CO. The Delaid Gatc erves·as!be Ilere .
sary'p,ttlsc, the Iiu;d-Trace Amplifier pCl:[Ollll' ~he SUl)I'
IlliogTu,o.cttc.m, and U1C cn,ical ~iRnal Output. (a w,wc·
forn~ ·idenUt,,.lto th:JC displayetLolJ. the cnol' the Oil 'illoscope)is :<:qnllcped -:to the inpul (If I.becOilU tel'. Figur:e
l $hows:~ 7/iO~ j~hintrallle, 7:-\18 DlIal·TI:acc AUIJ)l.i6rr,
7B5f3. Deli! 'cd SWCC;) Ti,lie 13asc, <;Ind DC 5051\ HiveI' al CciullWrjTiillCr in thc dc\cribcd tbl1figutatioJ'1.
Figul'e Q, i~:.<I'ch;in of 1~EKTR()NI . O.5dllo cores \vitlt
the neee '~lry wlHbinalinll of features, ..md the halld·
width and aml!1iwdc oCtile Vertical Sign,!l O~tPlitS.

Co_unt9r ..a nd osciIlosc9pe
A COllrtter ::uid 01.11 OS( ino

flp('
an 1)e 'oillbin{;d ill.lo
IJOWCliJ'ul i'il:¢asui'cmeht tQol .chat ~an conveniently
m:tk lhese olhcl'wbe difFi ull or 'cvenihlpo.o;: ible meas·
lIrCmenL~. vVith thc tCl;hlliqIJ'C te)
des ribet!,. the
countcr can be made to \llCa 'lIre any' elected pOrtion
qf the waccforUl, displayed on rhe rn'illos ope. Thu,
the .ficribility and vi_ual vel'i-rlC<ltioll offere« by all
l>~ciJ.l()sL'Ope 1. ,lJlllbined wilh,tlre accurac: of a C:OUnlCl',
The te<'hnique ,il1\'oJ e\ SUPll1ll11g or algebraically
add.ing the pOTtion of th.e waveforfn of intet~1. with. a
pulse so that the pul'c c'l:e:lles a voftage p d tal upon.
whicH t.lie portion of interest rid '. vVit.-h a pq.rtion 01
\hc WrlV(;fOl:ill elev~Hcd, ·the o.unter"s trigg ,- threshold

iI.

be

Making the me~suremeht
Th!" waveForIll, a l~onion of which is tq be Ilwaslired, l.S
COllJH'cted, to..Channel I vcrti al input, or tbe osdllo·
S 'ope and the COJ1trol~ lIre et for 11 s'til.ble display ;-11)'
pro illlateJy (wo di\>isiollS in <I III 151i tude, The wide
range of.inpuL'ampliludes a labor<Llory ostilloslope can
afcl';,fJt 'olfet'S the ilddcd , dvantage of lii.~nal conditioning;. illnpl'lrying' or atlenu~Jting a waveform prior LO
bing conlleClcd 1.0 lhl:' tou!ltcr 'input'.
With !he waveform portio-noJ lflteresc di~played 011crecn, the o!ici!Josropc' J-10rizOl wI .Mode.5witch is
pl;rcecl io tbe liul'nsifi d mode :lnu the bl'igohl.l"lled. pur,
tio,}-o£ the tn/(.~ j" mljusleulo intensify the portion of
iiltet'est. The Dclayed Gatc OmpUI. a. pu.lI,c wbose
width and position rclaliv(' to the osciilosc;ope trig 'cr
po.im is identicul to the imensiflcd Jlorlio!! <IC the 11'<1('(:,

7

l() Challnel i: vcnical inplH, The Vcr,
ti'ill :\lodtl ~wildl is ~et 10 Channel 2 ;.rnd Ille currlrob
:ldjli~{,{'l.1 for ;, ,Ii~l'b)' two dh'isions in amplitude,
SwilchinK In Ihe Alj;;clJr:'lc Add l\looe. the t\,'O 'wavel(II'm,~ (th.c dcl:r}'cd KalC and lhe input waveform) will
Ilil'" be ~Ullllllcd ;11ll! fhl' ("f)lllbin:nion will be ;tppro"i.
lll<llcly (Ollr divi,~ions in ;l1npli\IJlll' ;IS in Figlll't: J. If
the. debyt·t1/:.Jle is positioned )1l:01'erl)', the portion of
thc illl'lIl \,':-\\'cfori't (If inler('_'t will be elcvated approxi.
Ill;) tt·il' tWI) divisium.
TIle: l)... dll"scope~ Vertical Signal OutpUL is now
fOllliecled to the HHUltCI' input :tlld the (;l)untcr'~ TJi~.
$:"cr Levcl ('lIlltl'ol i~ SCt so the courllcr lrigger,~ only 011
Ihe dc\',. leu IlOrt iorl.

Ii Ihcll ,(1/111('( rcd

Setting the counter trigger level
If the ('Qunitr h;l.~;' DC Trig-gel' L.evel OUtpUt, the trig,i:cr lew:1 GUl he !it'l by monitoring tlth OUtput with a
0:-' 1:\1. St'll i'ng -i I tn Ihe desired vOlt;l~e Inel a~ rcad
(!'O1ll tIlt' uS<'illu:;('opc'S HI. H ule counter docs IIOt ha\'e
:l DC Trig),Y{~r' Lc\'l'l Olllptll, Lhe rollowillg tClhnitiLic
1,-111 ;'lid in ~t ting lhe coun tcr trigger level.
The :1l'1l1>litude of th~ vollaRl' pedestal is.lq\"ert.'<'I applo:'(irnatdr ,')0'\ by adjusting the osdll~:ope\ Chillinel ~ Vari:lu!e Valls Iler Di\'i~ion conlrol for if displ;]),
:lbUlil tinct': (livi~ioll" in ;IlIlJllittlllc. Adjustill/'; the
COllllll'r'~ Trigg-tT Lcl'el (ollu'ul ill t11e positive dircftlOIl
IIndl the wurHCI' q~lits: triw-ring. then ill the ncgative
direCtion lIllt,l Ihe ('OIIlHer just ~'art.~ Oluillillg, or
l..uunt,~ cn:uicillly. wilJ St.'t lhe ('IlLlOler W lriggcr-on the
pOsilil'e'l1lo..;t portiull of lhe input waveform, 1\")11'. n;lIlrninj.{ lhc Ch,lIme!:! Volts ]lcr Division COlllrnl to liS
tlrigill:d pu..itioll (a fOlll' di\'ision display) will rcsult in
the l;QU rller Id~w:rill~ ;11. the 5U',~~ poin t 011 the elevaU'd
pol'lioll of the W;II'c!orrn, This samc tedmiqut' ,-an be
llSt·d l<J ~ct thc ,OUl1le:r's Lri!('g-er 1~I'el :11 other than tire
~wv;, pOilH if de,ircd,

Counter modes
Nn..... kt\ <'Ollsi,lt'r

lnaldll~ ~e1tned

pulse Q" q'de

{lIC"S'

urerllt'lrlS in 111(' \'arit'll' (Ilunter luodes av'lil:lhlc. lIlli·
\'cl's:,1 ,Ouillers.. :IS opposed to ;"iug-Ie runellon or f('to.
'1ll1'l1l)' ,lilly 'flllnler.~, oller a Y'J.ricty of modes sur-h:ls
l'rc-fi(J(.1. \Yidlh. ;lIld Time IlllCr\'al. OIS well a~ Frcl.Juen·

tY. E:lrh mode retluires Illat the widLh of [he oscillo·
.~,opc's dd;l)'ed ~:llt'-Ihe c1e\';Jling pulsc-lJe sN a little
dilfcl('ntly,
Period
If ;1 pcriotl IIl(:a~un;llleHl j" tIl be llIilde, tbe pcde,u;t!
nil lSI he wide cll"u~h ,lIld so pn.. ,ilibncd ill til11e 1!l;1t the
cnLire period !/f inlerest i~ clev:lled as shlll\-"n 111 Figure
3. In the Period mude. Lhe (:Ollnu;r will lri~ger ;It it
point Oil the first posili\'e or negati\'e ~oillg- ~rope.
whidK'\'t'r is ,..elected. ilml;ll llle ~alllC POillt on lhe 1'01·
lOWing ,lope or rlw ):!I!l(' [l1l1:lriLy,

Emplo)'ing thi.. ledlllillue, Ihe I'c"iod moue can be
l're(jUcllCY ( F - ...:_) WhCll the frequency \'aries, or whell it is if blU"t or ,lIil-p, 111 the Frequency
1l1OtI(' il eOUluer lllea~ures the ;ll'erage input frequency
durin!'; lhe galc tinre. However. with this t('<:hniquc.
frequcncy [an be me;lsure<! lor itS short .. period ;1.\ one
qde, Thc linearity of " swept frff/lIenc:y Gtll e\'en be
lllt:;r,\u red cycle hy cyde.
ll~ed to lHea,~urc

Width
Jr a width measurement i,~ fO be made. the SCt·up is tht·
~arlle ;lS fnr:l peri()(l IlIC;ISUremel1t, excel'll thac lhe elev,nil1g: pedestal nlU~1 only be wide enough to .c!cntc
til('. w'llth of Interest i1~ shown in Figure 4, 'rlle e:ounter
in Ihe "Yidt'h mooe will lllC:lSllre the time between a
poinr on Llle first slope of lhe .)Clcucu polarity and the
s:nnc point on the followill/{ slope of the opposite

polari,y.
Time interval
:\ t'oullter diat offers ;1 Time lrlle-I'\":d mode has twO
input dlanrlcls ;ll1tl rne::lSurc~ the tillle hClI\'cen ....· hen
the filS{ c!l;l1ll1cL Ch:lI111e! A, lrigg:ers ,lnd the second
channcl. Channel H. trigRcrs, The slopes and trih'l-:Cr
le\'(~b for c:Ich dlalm~l (;111 he sclcfted illlJcpcndellfly,
III Ihe Tinlf: Jr'llcn';tl mode. ell;mllel n is held off (nut
pefmil,tc(\ La triKger) until .-\ lrig-g-('r~; hOI,·ever. CII:II1'
!lei II l":lllllOl normally be held oil' or prevenled [rom
triggering the neXI time the Input w:I\'eform rcadlC~
its t.rigger !c\·el. With Ihi5 Icchniljlte. 1\ C:;lll be held oft
as Jung ;lS rctjuired 10 permit the counter to measure
lite {illl(' 1:x:twct:1l ;l1IY dc~il'ed point's on the inj)\ll W:lve·
for1l\. Unlike the: I'crioJ ;lIHJ Width modes, the width
of the Jl('de,~tal or cle\':ltillg pulse is adjl].~ted to be
sli~Jllly nan'ower th:1I1 lhe til1lc ill[crV;11 uf illterc~t. As
shown in Fig-1l1'e 5, lhe '\ uiggcl' I"\ltol i.. SCI In ulp,j.{cr
just ;I~ it \\'as in the \>Vitlth or Pcriod 11l(K!cS, bill the K
tl'i.':rner levt'l i.. ,'i('[ bl'luI" the: level of the pedcslal. 'l'llel'<:'
(orc, II will llo! trig-~er until Ihe clf.\':lIing: pulse ha~
l-e:lnrIlCc! to Ihe luwcr le\'el :uHl Ihe input w;j\'e(orm
P;j,~~(:s rhrou/Il,h the U 1Jil':ger Ie"el, Ii. (';111 1.1(> hl'ld ofl' Ol'
1'reyelllNI fmn\ tri~'cring ;l~ I"n~ ;).~ d<:sirtd by incr(';.s·
in/{ lhe widlh of tJlt' 1Jt.'tle\lal.
~nwll 1';lri;lIions ift pl'de~t,ll width should (:1l1lS(; 110
\'ui:llinn ill fQIl11ll'l' n:adillg if th" pedestal is limped}'
positiflllcd, If the C'(1tI1ltt'r displ:ly varies din:t·tly with
pcdcstal'width, all erroneous readil1~ isl:lt'ing obtaincd,
The two inp.ut dl:lllnl'ls ClIl lIe turtnccted {O:l sil1Kk
wilvcfur1l1 vI' w two SCp;'I'<ltl' wa,·donllS. :nlll :. ponioll
0" either w;tvdm III rail be sl'kncd :tllli c1ev;Llcd. :\ 1'01"
lion uf (';reh of 11\'0 W;IVt.. fOrtIlS < an ;lbo be t:Ie\':ltcd ,uul
thereby sclefled. howcver, this I,'ould require an addi·
!ion:,1 j>lllst· ;ulli ~\lllllllill~ :lllq,liliC)',
FrClquency
.\I;lkillg rn:qllcl1('Y llle:lSllrCHlt'lli-'> dirtxtly i) llQI !Jra(li.
nil ll~ing this ledmique he( :W'it the rOllnter's g;ltt" :uld
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the tl~" .. ting pulse would han to he synchronized.
fre<luency measurements nn be malle. 35 mentioned
earlier, in the Period mooe• .:and, bttause rrequeuq is
the reciproc:al of lime, tbe con~nion issirnple.
Averaging

In the Period. Width, ... ncl Time lnu:rval modes. it is
often desirable to ayeraKc 10 achieve lhe desired accuracy. If the coullter ofkn W.idlh Averaging and Time
hllen'al .'\vcraging. it is simply a matter of switching
to that moor:. The counter will aa:umulatc ~ading$ in
dec:ule multiples and average them. ;0.;0 ch;tnge in the
procedure for a single Time hnerval or Width measurement is necess:try. For ~riod :t\'e~ng, however. ;an
alteration 10 the l«huique is nettSS3ry. In period ave....
.aging, the numlJer of periods to be averaged mun .. II
be e1evatt'd. To avera~ 10 periodJ. 10 or more suettssiYcor continuoWi periods must be elevated. To average
100 period$, 100 or more sIK:cessi,,·e or ~ontilluous pe-riods lllust he elevated. A larp;er numbtt of averages
can be sclcaed. but since the purpose of this technique
is t~ make a selective measurement of a mtall portion
o[ a signal, it is unlikely mat higher avcraging.£aclon
will be cOll1ll1only used ill the Period mode.
Uling • norMtel.yed ...., oecilioecope
H a Non·Dtlayed Swtel' Oscilloscope is used, a separate
pulse I;enentor with deilly, like the T~1<,.TR.ONIX
PC 505 or PC 508, must be inoorpoJ:at.ed to gcnerate the
necessary pulse. The pul"se Jtt'nerottor llIust have delay
$0 iLS output can be positioned in time relative to the
input ,",':wefonu.
If the oscilloscope does not have an AI~bn.ic Add
mode,:t sep,lrate :tlllplilier like the AM 501 c.an be in·
corpor.ued to serve this fun.ction.
The TM, 500 product line provide$ an ideal solution
to the> prollJem. FiKure 6 is :t diagram .~howins the
SC 502 Non.Delaying Sweel> Oscilloscope. PC 505 Pulse
Genc..."ltor, AM 501 Amplificr, lind either the DC 503
or DC 505A Univenal CoufHerjTilller with the appropriaJe interconnections in ,he TM: 500 Mainframe.
Thia particular syatem" is usable (tOIll dt· to between
50 kHt and 100 kH/.• limited by summing amplifi.erbandwidth and pulse Ke1lerator rise times.
DlgUa' delay

When it is lIet."Css;lry to delay dte triggering Or. the c.uunt·
er for a large numb(r of plll~ or cycles, it c.m become
impractical due to the limited resoJution offered by the
crt of lUI oscilloscope, even with a maKJ1ifier. For- example, it would be ahn95t impossi"b!e tu position the
pulie or pedeital on the one thouS@.ndth input pulse
to me:t$ure its period, width, or time imer-v-oIl. E\'Cu
with a times ten maj(nifier, there would ~ ten" input
pulses or cycles per division on the cn. The DO 501
Digital l>tlay solves this problem. It can delay by up
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to one hundred thousand evenu :l.lld generate a trigger <It the selec:ted number of events.
When the DO 501 is used with Litis technique. it is
connected :u shown in Figure 7. The input signal is
cOllnected tu the DO 501 Start and [,'ents inpuu and
the inpul of me OKilloscope. The output of the Digital
Delay is connected to the External Trigger inpat or the
O$ciUoscope, :md the a.ppropriate number of events,
pulses. or cycles to be delayed is dialed l,Ip on the DO 501
from panel. The counter is' driven by· the summed
pedestal and signal from the scope vertical output or by
a separate summing amplifier. \Vhen the se.l«ted number o( evenlS lak('J place, the DD 501 puts out a trigger
that trigxers the ICOpe ;lnd the delayed pte. A Cuter
oscilloscope sweep speed can now be u5«l, which offen
enough resolmicm to position the elevating pulse.
If it is ueces.sary to delay by time, the counter's tinte
ba.seoutput l.-an be connected to the 01) SOl inpuL The
rowltUI tillle biISC i'l("tIl 411 a clock. thaI. the- OD 501
counes.
!rrOfMOu. reading
Some, ranges o( input repetition r,Ues can cause an os-cilloscope to trigger on different pulses on eadtliweep.
ho....'evel'. this can be oorrtttcd with Tri~ Hold-off if
the oscilloscope has this feature, or with the Vi'lriable
Time Per Divi~ion if it do&! not. In either case the basic
repttition rate of the oscilloscope's sweep gene......tor is
changed 50 that the oscilloscope triggers at ltle same
poilll or on Lite 5:'1IlH: pulse (or ei'leh sweep. With the
tcchnique dest.TilJed in Ihis note, it is possible to have
essentially the salllc problC'lI'l with a counter. The
coullter has :I.me3llurement cyde time or repetition rate
which is determined by the length of time it takes to
make ehe IllCaliUremCnt. plus the display time. As shown
in rhe period llIC:lSllrcmcnt ill l:igure 8, if thc collnter''s
IllCmmrelllcnt cyde tillle r~tllts: in the display time end·
ing in the middle of the period lP be measured, an er·
roneous periQd 'measuremenl. results. Ami I.he same
thing (-an occur in the Width. or Tillie ineerval modes.
Tht indication is :10 erratic l'I~adjng or a ~adiJtg that
is tOll large. The fourth waveform from dIe tOp in Fig1,lre ~ s1IQw$ :tn e.-roneOIlS, IOU loug, period. To correct
the problem, the collnter's display time is incre:a.scd
with the Display Time Control as s1IQwn in ~'igure 8.
The counu~r now has a slower repetition rate or longer
measurement cycle time and doe. not reset·in the mid·
dleoC the period, widlh.or time intefY.d to be mea.sured.
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reKulalcs tlle su IJply \'OJl<lgCS :Ind ,provid~s the {t"'fetian
selt'Clor switrh~ .....hirh sellS up the in.ternal cin:lIit:.~ fOf

the appropriate tcst.~. The 178 also l'las pl'ovisioJl. to
sweep die inplcll supply volL1ges at a selected rate and
:lIllliJitude for litre l'l1:ulalion and other tests.
FOllr ba~ic testS <til three-termilial regula Ion t.ah l~
performed on .the 5i7/178: IO:ld regulaiion. line regulation, quiescem or t:OlllrtlO'i\·cu&;rCIH. and dropoUl voltage. A firth lett. ripple rcjeqioll. call also be performed.
depcndinl,ron hO\-\' it is s~cificd. The devi~ ca," be
tested Over :II~ input range. of 0 tQ, (i0 volts.....,jih loa,tl
cun:eTIIs Ul) to 2 am percs (pulsed).
Load regul8tkm

l..oa(treg-lJlati(1O i~ the eha'ngc in regUlalDI' OUlput 'tollage over tile sp«ificd rimge of load t.'t1rrent, with pro'vision m:lde to keep (hip tcmper:lture coostant.
This test is do.ne b"n the curve tracer using th'e step
generator as a (;U1Tcnt sillk fJr variable loltd. The step
gener:ator is openued in 't!,c"plIise mode to provide a
load that is :lcti\'e.£or only a sm.-II P~I:t of the duty cycle,
thU5 kecl,iT1K c;:hip diuip;ltion·low and liossible tempera·
turc J'ise small.
The display fn Fi lire I shows the change in omput
voltage (verlk.11 axis) as the lo.ul current is stepped
o\'cr thc specified 1":.1Il1{e (horitontal axis). In jo'igu.re ~
the verlkal sensitivity has been inc;:re•.tse.d to ,improvc
the resolution of the mc!\Surcmeh"t. The Output Volt·
a~e COIjlpaJ'ison Dial i... -set so the trace O'osses tht bot10111 graticule line I))'~dsely at tht rated load curren't
point. The change hi OU1VUl voltage is then easHy detenuined by multiplying the VERT UNlTS/DIV set·
ting by the in\licated change i.n Oll.tput volta~e on th~
vertil::ll axis.
Line regul.,lon
i\JlOlhel' il}Jpon:l1lt spt.'(·if~c_aliotl we need to check i...
li1J(~ reglll?tion-the dlilngc in n.·gulator uutput vol tagt:'
over;1 spedfie<J.rangr qC input voltage_witH pro\'isions
maue \1.J keep the chip Lenlperature coilstanL.
The (urve tracer tJrO\·ide.~ ihe Ileu:ss:lry test condi·
tionshy addinn ":1 ...wept voltage to the illpUl VOIL;lge
suppiy, while providing a l'onstant, short duty·cyde
loalUOT the output.
Tn the display ill figure 3, the vcrtjealltx.ls reprC$Cllls
regulator Olltput vollage deviation froJll the colllli:lri·
son "O!tOlgt', aud lhe hm'iwotal i1xi!l_.r!':prc~ntsregulator
input voh<lgc.
.
Line rcgulation characu:ri...tits at tlilfereift values of
lo;lU OlrrCIll CllI he checked hy .'\Cuing the -lltep gener;I'
tor- 10 sl('Jllhrough the dcsirl:d rauge of load oarrellts as
in Figllrc 3.
Quiescent or common current
A th.ird char:u;teri,;li!; often Qf intcrc:;t to the circuit
"de.~ignel' is the l'lUTent used by the rCf.;u!;ttor for its in·
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lern":tl functioning. n is called quieKem or common
(jurl"ent. The regulator ~e5t unit II.<;CS a conliDon-tl.·nninOll supply to 'prod"uce an t1rtificial groulld through
which the t1eviee-under-test qll·i,!!sC~I.Jt l:urrent.is lllCil!urcil.
""he. curve vacer can display quiescem rurrent under
"three diJl"erelH _conditions: steady statc, "with' constant
load and line (input) voltage c.!t;mge. and with constant
inpt~['vol(ageand changes in tbe IQ:.ld. Ch;mges in input
voltage are providc!l by the swe.~p generator on the 178
Linear JC Test Eix,-ure. Load changes arc prodacc<.l by
using the 577 $tep_ gen~r;ltor ll1 the currcriksillkitlg
'
inode.
The displ61Y in Figure 4 plots qu'iescent cunent on
the vertical axis, ven:us load current on the horizontal.
Dropout voltag!lllt••t
fourth charac~risticof interest that can be checlerl

Th~

with the 577 Curve Tracer is ~~ropout voltage. The
dro}l:OUl voltage t~t is ...ilililar.t() the Une r:egulation
test except, in tbis im.tancc, we are concerne.d ,.vith. the
minimum input'Vol.tage at which 'the regulator no 10n"ger ·r~lalcs. Figure 5 is·an iJlustr.nion of the drOpOlll
voltage tc... t. The inpUt'Olltput volt<lge tli'fferential at
which the drcuit,~ascs to regulate is de!J:Cudcnt upon
load currenl ;llId junction lemperalurc,and is typi~ally
two vQIt....
Ripple rejectIOn telt
Rillple .rejection t.esu GUI :llso be performed 011 lhe
(urve Iracer :IS displayed in figure 6. The supp,ly voltage iuwept at a frequency just-below 120 H~ 10 prOduz:e
_tl'!e di.. play. Each U"acc represents a different load cur·
rent as presented by the~step generator. Storage is a
ne<:e:i.~ity in a(';hi~vjng (hi! di_splay sincc it takes about
;1 .\erontllt:) produl"e.
Conctullon
The 577-DI Storage Curve Tractr ..... ith a ,178 Line'lr
JC Test Fixture lind Three-Terminal Regulator Test
i:fnil pro\'ides a low-I:05;' versalile me.lns of perforOlin~
incomiog inspection tCSts, circuit design. or devicc dlaractel'i~a,tion of thrce·lenninal regulators. Most of the
specified t(:l;t~ iao be performed. The 577 abo ~erves as
it valu<lhlc- 'lIlaly,tkal tool l(I eval,U:Itt., those devices reo
jected hy highly aiJlomated incOJiling insp«:::ction system..., and to an;J.lyze performance under operating COil·
ditions"olher lb.an those spcdfil."tl on the spec sheet. 8

r.

P£g. 1. L<!adr'egltl ticiO:'te~!. OUtput, \'6h:tl{~ dbplayed~erticiillyat:
SO mV/dlv; ,~ffilet to +5V; load qltrtnl lJlSplayl:d honzontliJly u,
20,niAldi\!:
'

Pig••• 'Q.lIi~Ccnl . ~urr'en'l les!. Q.ui'escellt CUTtlmt dis('laycd v~r·
liea.!1y at 2 mA/d •.\·; lern current aT center.screen; load currcnt (1Isplayed horizonlally at 100 In.~/dl\l.

"fig.2. S,iine lll.i:asurclilflll a.~ Ffg.d, oxc,cpt vcttjcaJ S(~I,k.l1 ivil.' in,
creased.to improve resolutioo. and ,trace !uoved to bOllll!ll of screen
for casier. \'C:ltiillR"

Fig.,S. Dropout vo'lr.agt:'lcsl. Output vottag(' displnyecl v~njc;;llly OIL
10 'mVicliv,:'J;op nfle," I~ offset 10 :iV; inplit,'H,lla,ge di~pl:Lycd huri·

Fig. 3.. Lim: Tcgularion test. Output voltagc d"ispl3yed venially at
1;: mVidiv; input \'()Ilnl?rc displayed horizonlal1y ',!t "V/div, load
cunClllS'lrC Joo Illi"-jsLep.

lODtaU' n(2V fdiy.

Fig,6; Ripple rejection [es!. Outpul \'(lll,age ll,i.,play<.:c! n!rticaU)'

.11 ::; lIl\Tiiliv: input voltage di pJa}ct.l horitOllla1ly at 2" lUi\': load
currents are 100. mA/slep-.
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Servicescope
Tektronix products,
get dirty, tool

U,~ \I. 'tQQthlll'US'1 .mll dl:(~rJ:tut to

dtan the bwb;f
wilh w;.rm water, The side
CO"tcn em I~ l'tll!UVI,.«t :11I1I, :r19ng wh,h the 1;'(,ll.lom
p:mel, b¢w:lshcd 'tC1':n-:lIel}' aller rcmo~'il\g the in~lrll.
. IIlClH (1'0111 the booth. Tbey shll(dtl be I'l<lc't.'d ill lilt
and

i

t'Olltlt":(.t.,rs,

1II111

rin~

(J\'en to dr')'..<:';ull11)ressf.'d ail" is uscd 10 ,'eIlHive a~'I!,II(:~l

water

pranil"tblc. fmm Ihe frulll panel are... ;md the
ill" then placed in the uvell for 15 w 20
Illinute;s. j)rUlltil you're rcijd}, l<l work nil il.
'the gr4lliclI1e >l,nll grruif'ule cover mar I~ ~Ic<aned
a) desu"ibc(l i{l I:!otfl I. ,\ Will'll of c:llltioll rq;:i'r~il1g the
\I~ of ~Ia~ dcaller..,.wmc le,wI;' a statk <harge. 011 the
1(1"00(I('"ule, whkll will dhwn the en 1I,tce limit It bl~ls
q,ff. SOap aJtd w;ueds the beSt ..bliltloll .
:Ill

in~tI'ulllcnt

.A ir filter... Gill he dc;med c:hil~' Wilh dc.:tCrKCllt ;:end
h9t w:l.lcr. A qcansing powder. ~uch :-IS T\jax, sp.Tii'tUed
on a wet fillcrand ,lllowf'(II()SO;lk;1 lllinute or m'o, will
hell) on e-,:uiI gl"(:tty ones. 'Ve recollllllcnd nOt u$ing oil
UT filler COal 6J1 ;lny filtCllll'lS lhere is the IXJoSsihility of
oil ~uing inside th~insp'llll1ci,l,lt,

,
at
used
Ia batechnique"
or
II Part I

thili :Irtic Ie' we descTibed lhe tool,$ and
10 gi\'f~

~t1~ T~trOSHx in~lfllll!C:Jll

would ~ a n1Pre f\'pprOIJrj·
:Ile terlu. TNore a~ times when thf CII~rOltlel· oeed,.
quid. tum a«)llnt! on an imtolmem and (';uf't tolerate
th.

liel"hHlu '"((hower"

the 2-1-hoor dryillR time nccd~1 (01' a "'et wa<;h. In IhiS'
iO\lanre f
dc:)ning may .erve '" a u:a$6t1.. bl~ alter,
n:1(ive.
The w"'h..booth l11~kes a com'enwlHlll;u:c toyerronll
lhe dry dt\lnjn~ 0lliralioo, With tht: side and )>olloJIl
J:~allel, trntov('d. (OmIH'~1 ajr"jll1d a ~ltlaU n.aim 1)1'\I~h
""iIlTtIlI('l\'e nUn! (If the inlerillf' 4"'~t. 1I91CMi t,\le, inlottll111em ha"
n in."I fI:..e:I~)' f'llvirqPlllcnt.
.1'0 c-Itlan the rrolll I):lnel you should' rcilUtall \,hc
~dc rover!) ..nd Iightlr ~P"'d! the (rOIl.ll"'''Inel .mly. u~ing
W 5% KcJi~..ollllion and ri~~with water, Be c.'::lre,
lui Pot to
exc'CSs wat('r in Jhc in$l,rlJnl(1)l, JUSf. a
little Sllr., apl,Iied 1)11 :t1l,anRle wurkj(l~f.

drt

set
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caeanllng C8m awftchea'
UpleSJ 1'Oll areJJa,,;ng pr9~lei)IS w~~ lhe calli $witr!Jc:;;
in the lll"lrumenl. we do n.Ot tC((ltlllnend rcmol,jllJ:{ the
~wU('1l r.O\'t~r:iI dming the cl-eanillK proJ:c(llIl'e. You
~houhl illS(t

I:lke (:IfC:" Iwt tQ spt:lY ~(Ietergent jl1lo the'

S\fjtc~C!I.

H ';i c-:nh ~witrh neC(l.'l dean'ing. this <;all best, be ;Ie-

tompllsh((l by :removing the lI~'h('h l;O\er and SI)fflying
Ihe"sWltdl with a !iaru soJuti61l of Kclite .SPf"'.lY white
lll.it~l;ln c;;qual amuun,l Qf 1Il1ll110ni;1 (lJon-Sullsing. Ililll·
liIJap)' tYj>e). The !i.,\·itch should Ihen be thOl"UUghl)'
rill~t with ')uh or diMTIlf'(1 w;ller:. The it\lfhch n:'llllaClJ
"hp1l1~1 thell be )pra}'c''l:l with i~PTOp~I,;I,I.c:oh.oJ, lei $("1
rhr (jH ~cnlltl$, all,d blown 011,1, with COIliPI'~ air.

Dc.-

c;l1i;onall)' plJel':Iw the .'Iwil( ti iu ,all l.lhSi l,lc~n" while the
akQIIOI j§ ~Iill un l,he omt;1cl il(ea. :lInl wbiJc !)Iowing
IJlltlh<l: instrument. O\·en dt1> in lhe wual Rl.. nner.
Cjlm ~whchea ncet! "9 lubl·j('UtiOn as Ihe;lwitdl l};ltb
lire desi~1 to 0peTllle dry Wr the life or the instrll'
mt'IU.

Conclu.lon

Whether yOlt wel wu1ih or d,ry.clean ;.m inst.ruinell't will
be"determlnedb . how dirty tile in trllmefl't is. 'und the
lime avaihbLc to do 1.J1C job. Solid.state iQstrUfilCn.ts cail
be washed as easily. and safely fill vacm.im tube types.
P'rewulions agajtlst~p ,3 fog detergent'and water. di·
rectly on power t-rnnsfOrillel" ahd, !;>Vel'cd ,cam swlidl6.~
sit .'I.!/d be diligcnl1y ob,e\-,ved, Cleaning agents slich as

trichlorct~yl~lle" Freon. and, Qther .- '/Jutlllnmg llatoKen .• h,oul I·, n~t he '(1 ed. The)' C,In d~m:ig~ ;.tlmninwll

decrj'olnir 'capaeHor , ::tn.d Jiuibe printed'

'I'

uir boar~:

l'uatedals I 'cd ioci'll-ioil appLicacion .
It take' valuable rime lO properly clean an iOUl'li'
ment. Howe'ver, the i'mp1'Ov.ement in maintainabiJi.ty
,and the increase,in- u:ser sati. ',aclioo make' the 11JV.est·
IDem OJ ,,"otthwbile -one.

'ir

'Fi'lf. J. Dne PhWlpo, l;"L'tIJJ')' Srl'icc CC'lll'r. wa~hC$" 700Q.Scries Oscil\os£opc..
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Customer maintenance
training classeS for '77
All

,lil.~"C.'

'1'lll~l"I~

i'i

11(1

\dll tw conducted ,I( Ik;I\'Crlllll. 01"q.:01l.
fn' J"r d;hW' t>Xtept ;I'i nOJted.

All mailllen;incc d:l.~cS w:wh 0l'l·ration. signal f1oll".
c:J.1ibriluolI, ll"fJlIh1c·sh'j(Hing ;111(1 l"c-pair of the lepre·
.'K'ntativc illstrlllll('m.:\ rombin:'I1iotl of leClUre ;lIld lao
sessiuns ;Ire the usual 101'11I:11 for Illaintl;I.I:1ntt Irdinill~.

Any pn'silidy \ilcnllure be_~ides
will he lIl;dk'ti difl'nly to Y911.

Illail1tcllrlllq~

nf:,Hlllah

7704A17904/7633
Tht> 7006 ..;el"ies I bs*s ;Ire a \dllihinlttioll of the i70'1:\1
i\I()·1 i ifl:l!l oseilloswpc~. The pl'crcqtlisitc for the 79fH I

7633 d,ISS is \1":1 in ing (011 Ihe 7704 A. <':I:I.:>s utlralion is t \\'0
weels". firsl week dl~nHecl to 7 I O·IA, secom.l W(.'('l 11e\'OH:d
790-ljiG.'tJ. PluR-ins (;Ill!;ht arc rCIJrescnt;uivc Of the
HIOSI frequent I)' purc.hased ullilS' widl the-$c llI;lin
fr:lllll·S.
Cla,~ {IHlc.~: Junc 1.1·2'1, 1977
,.\ug. S-l!/, I!J7i
Oct. I j.28. IlJii
lkc.5·J[i.IY7i
465/475
The 'lu:Jf'li5 ()~dllujl'OPCS m;!i'lItcit':J.,lKC .c1ass is !'aug-ht
10 the mmpOlH'11l le\'el or tl"Otlhle~hootinl{ anti repair.
The SltldClll i~ c'ntollr:tged t(l stud), the cin:uit descril'"
,iOll poniull of the rl:"~IW:(li\'c lI1;llltla1. Class duration i~
om' w('ek.
Cb!>.S Datt's: JUIIC 2/-:luly- J. l~n7
AUR. L2-2(]. 197i
l<)

Ol'l.31,;..'o\'.·I,I!177
S100/S400
Tllt: 5100ir,WIJ nseillns{';IK'S arc new prodUC1S on lhe
19i'i CII~toll1cr tr:lin;ng: schcdul('. Represenlative plug·
ilh ;l1'(' :.elened lor lhese I'rO\.!I1I.. ls. Cbss f!ll1'ali o l1 i~ onc
1\

ed,

Cbssdilllh: .Jul), II·]!,. I!JTi
1'\U\'. i·IL 197i
Logic Analyzers
The iDOI/UF-I lo~i( :l.llalper is a new pn~luct on lhe
1!1i7 Cll:.IOlllt'l" Il"ai1lin& sdlctluk. The prospeuivc studCllt i~ enrulIr:lg-cd w :>tudy lhe circuit descriptiol1 III
the 7UO I! 1)1' '.llal)u:ll. (:J;lS~ II 1ll':lli(1Il is one \\·cck.
Ct:l:'~ (btc; SejJl. 11· W. l~li7

Tl!KTAONIX, INC.
P.O. BOX 500
BEAVERTON,OR,91005

TM503/DCS03/DMS02
TGS01/PGS"tU/FGS01
The T~f500 pr:(ldllct;; \eJected for ilhlrllt"tion repre:.ent
c;lch uf the m:ljor clllcgnrics in the Tc:.t and :',Ica.sure·
IIlem area. CIl\5s duration i$ one week.
CI;I.s) ualcs: JUlIC Ii-IO, I!Jii
Aug. 1·5. IYii
Oct. 10,1'1. 1977
WDI-R7912/13S0
The ~(lldcllt lllll'l han: Opt'r:llj'"lal kll()ldedgt, uJ lht·
7iO·I,\ ,el'ic~ l,.'willosropc: Ill' ;tl,;" 11111.~1 ha\'c ':llisf:lllnri·
Iy IflUlplcu·d shill) of the, :\udio (.:ircl1it dC\f"TiIJliun
Il'ainillg" pro.':r:lI11 011 lhe R79JL. This P;IC\';';I/.:I; (11fi~.
~7UH.ot') i~ <I'o'ilibhlc for ,\)175.UO lhroll~1L IIle loct! Tektronix (jeld ol'fin': il .\!Ioilld he ordered al lea-r liO II,,)':.
prior to Clil~' p;ll'ti,iIJ:'li(11l a~ t.lH.' .sIIVjt:l-t 111;11(;l"ial b
ql,litc JCIlKlh}" (:Ial>~ tluralil ll1 II> I)llC wee!.. ...\ d;I~.s rec ul
Si(lO per st lIden l j". har~ecl fOI" I his tl':'Ii ning.
Cb~) dale,,: .Jllly Il·I~. I~Jii
O.-t. !\·i. l~tj7
DPO-P7001/CP11S1
f\'o 1",-,1011ICr m:lilllCn;lI11e dil5.\oes are "dlCllukd 1"<"1\"
1!.l71.. \11 :H1dio I ll"ntil dl.'~c l'il'doll ll.lining' parkag-c is
;I\'ailable lor $IS~i.OO thnlllKh yUill' loc,l Tl·kilullix
lidd orfic('. l';lrt 11IIlldll'I' (nli~_2Ifl;_On)

4051/4631
Thl"W51 intf'lli,.;tll1 termill:11 is iI new prUdl1Ll UII1IL,('
1~1i7 nl,IOll1t'r traininK M:hCtlule. l'ndcrsl<lllding of
IIliclnpmn:~ol is nCCl:ss:,ty for full ,11'pr('(iJlion of
d~.~J. l"Imtl'l'.t. CLI~)( duralion i~ 111-'0 week.,
<:I:I.'>s J);llCS: J\1ne 20,1111)' I, 19;;
Dcc. 5·lIj~ 19ii

4010/4014/4631
The .1tI1t1/ !tlJ2/·!t)H/·100Ii graphic <li:'l'l<l)' Icrminal
da~.~ i~ lilll~hl tn'llo:irtlll'vf'! mailllCll:\llIl;':; glc;llcr
dt~plh is lauR'lI whell sipwillol\" I·Olll.CptS arc llccc~~aq',
(:1:Ixs dll 1':11 ion is olle week.
Cl;l~h Ihlt·s: Junt· Ii·ltl, 197/
Oct. :1·". 197 i
:\ov. i-I 1,1977
4081/490S/4641
The '1081 illteJli.~(;1ll lermill,ll w~tCIll i~ iI HCII" prodllu
01' the I !rii (.ll.'lOlJl(·f t f;) j 11 ill~ Sl.hC11 u k. lJ wlcntall{1 i II~
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Some thirty years ago, when
Tektronix started in the instrument
business, most oscilloscopes were
indicating devices. With the development of regulated power
supplies, triggered calibrated time
bases, and integral calibrated signal sources, the oscilloscope was
transformed from an indicating device into a measurement device.
Standard components were
used to build the unique circuits
designed by the engineers, and
about the only parts fabricated by
Tektronix were the chassis, cabi~
nets, and front panels.
It soon became evident that if
oscilloscope performance was to
continue to advance, improvement
in the components available \vas essential. And so we set about designing and building better cathode
ray tubes, developing more stable
timing capacitors, winding highly
reliable low- and high-voltage
transformers, developing low reactance potentiometers for attenuators, and designing distributed terminations for wide band
amplifiers. Special coaxial cable
\vith a high resistance center conductor \vas conceived to stretch the
bandpass of passive probes. And
new devices and techniques for
mounting components shortened
manufacturing times and improved
serviceab il ity. 1nnov3 tion continued until, today, the state-ofthe-art oscilloscope is vastly different from that of thirty years ago.
Progress in spectrum analyzers and other microv/ave products
at Tektronix is following much the
same pattern. State-of-the-art performance is being achieved through
inno\'ative circuit design and the
development of ne\v and improved
micro\vave components.
Working wi th frequencies
in the microwave region requires
special skills. Materials exhibit a
different set of characteristics at
gigahertz frequencies, and physical
dimensions and surface conditions
become important design
considerations.

A very capable team possessing the unique skills needed, is involved in the development of new
microwave devices at Tektronix,
from the concept stage through
manufacturing and evaluation of
the finished product. Their design
skills are augmented by modern
computer technology employing
programs such as COMPACT,
SPICE, and GLUMP-a TEKdeveloped program.
Sophisticated processing
facilities are required to implement
the exotic designs of the microwave
engineers. Precision machining,
chemical milling and plating, advanced thin and thick film hybrid
technology, and integrated circuit
design and manufacturing all
contribute to the success of the
effort. Innovative people in each of
these areas regularly respond with
unique solutions to difficult
problems.
Thin film technology at
Tektronix is exemplified by the thin
film assembly shown in figure I.
Resident on the 3" x 3" quartz
substrate are fifty circuits, each
containing three capacitors and two
resistors. Metal conductors are laid
down on the quartz substrate using
a proprietary process which yields
low-resistance, well-defined conductors that can be soldered, wire
bonded, die attached, or gap
welded. The deposited resistors are
heat treated in a high-temperature
bake to achieve the desired resistivity within ± 5%. Laser trimming
is not used as it disturbs the
pattern-an undesirable situation
for geometry-sensitive microwave
devices. Passivation is performed
using a pinhole-free organic material that provides a high vol tage
dielectric for the capacitors deposited on the substrate. Breakdown
voltage is in excess of 500 volts, and
dielectric losses at microwave frequencies are substantially less than
can be achieved with silicon
passivation.
New techniques for mounting
microwave substrates have also

Fig.1. Thin film technology at Tektronix is
exemplified by this 3" by 3" quartz
substrate which contains fifty circuits. each
consisting of three capacitors and two
resistors. Resistors are brought to the
desired value bv high·temperature bake
rather than by laser trimming

been developed. Microstrip (condudor above ground plane) becomes very lossy above about 8
GHz. A suspended substrate
technique is used that completely
encloses the substrate with ground,
thereby greatly reducing rflosses.
This technique is merged with
stripline to produce a balanced distributed transmission medium that
can be designed to create complex
microwave assemblies such as mixers, amplifiers, oscillators, etc.
Augmenting the device development and processing areas is a
well equipped and competently
staffed microwave component assembly area. Electrical performance is directly related to tolerances
on most mechanical parts used in
microwave assemblies. An excellent
example of this is the three-sphere
YIG-tuned preselector that gives
the 7L18 its excellent wide-band
spurious-free calibrated performance. YIG-tuned filters are not new;
what is unique is the precision with
which the elements of the filter are
assembled, and processing of some
of the materials.
Optimizing frequency tracking
between the three filter sections requires extreme care to ensure that
the pole pieces are parallel and the
YIG spheres are equidistant from
the axial centerline of the pole
4

pieces. Another important consideration is the orientation of the YIG
spheres to minimize the effects of
temperature and magnetic field
variations. A mechanically complex
fixture is required to attach a YIG
sphere to a beryllia rod so the
sphere can be rotated about the 100
crystallographic axis. This allows
the sphere to be rotated so the best
possible axis, the 0, 8, 13, can be
aligned parallel to the applied
magnetic field.
Other considerations such as
minimizing spurious modes and
coupling variations call for special
attention to the design and orientation of the coupling loops and cavities associated with each sphere.
The external waveguide mixers that allow 7L18 users to perform
accurate measurements to 60 GHz
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excellent examples of the value
,ghly integrated electrical and
mechanical design.
The basic approach to the
design of a high-performance
broadband harnl0nic lllixer is to
2"-

L

~imize the unwanted parasitic
inductances and capacitances as-

sociated with the mixer diode
nlounting system, and to provide as
much rf energy as possible to the
mixer diode. Achieving these two
goals will result in optimum broadband flatness and conversion
jcienc y.

The 7Ll8's external mixers use
a very small Schottky-barrier diode
and tungsten" cat's-whisker" type
probe mounted directly across the
high-fields region of a ridged waveguide. Mixers of this type are not
new. They were built twenty years
ago using standard waveguide and
older style silicon point-contact diodes. The use of a tungsten "cat'swhisker" probe dates back even
f
\er, finding wide use in devices
Clc." ,ng World War II.
New technology in the fabrication of silicon wafers is the primary
factor contributing to the high perFormance of the 7Ll8 waveguide
mixers. An array of hundreds of
4.7 /Lm diameter Schottky-barrier
diodes on a 0.010" X 0.010" silicon
wafer was developed by Tektronix
specifically for use in these mixers
(figure 5). Newly-developed metallurgical processes are used to pro,..1~e a diode which can survive in
Junpackaged environment and
withstand the pressure of the
tungsten probe. These extremely
small diodes and the smaller still
(0.001" diameter) probe provide

Fig. 4. An internal view of the 40·60.5 GHz
mixer showing the ridged waveguide
construction. The diode matrix is mounted
on the smail (jisc in the left portion and the
tungsten "cat's whisker" protrudes through
the small hole in tr,e ridged portion, The
black wedge is a carbon block termination.

In addition to the careful design of the special mixer diode
assembly, refinements in the mixer
housing further improve broadband
flatness and conversion efficiency.
Conversion loss is minimized by
using ridged waveguide. This type
of structure concentrates the rf
energy in the gap between the top
of the ridge and the adjacent waveguide wall. where the mixer diode
assembly is located. Therefore, the
diode can become saturated with rf

energy at power levels as low as
-30 dBm, but can easily withstand
up to 10 mW without damage.
Further improvements in flatness are achieved by designing a
standard-to-ridged waveguide
broadband transition into the
mixer body preceding the mixer diode, and a tapered waveguide load
beyond the diode to terminate
the rf line.
Summary

This has been just a brief
glimpse into the microwave capability at Tektronix. The key element,
of course, is people. Dedicated, innovative people not content with
the current state-of-the-art. Supporting the innovators are craftsmen operating in many disciplines,
and extensive research and manufacturing facilities to transform
their" dreams" into realities.
Realities in the form of instruments
like the 7L18 that help you make
microwave measurements with
greater ease and convenience, and
confidence in the accuracy of the
end resul t. 8

minimal junction capacitance and

probe inductance, thus eliminating
resonances and
-"imizing reflections. The tip of
the tungsten probe is etched by an
electrochemical process to produce
3 - t..'trp but rounded tip. This is imI:
.lnt in maintaining ohmic contact against oxidation of the
tungsten, without damaging the
metallization and destroying
the diode.
i~band parasitic

Fig. 5. External mixer diode consists of a sil'lcon wafer contain'lng an array of
hu ndreds of 4.7 u m SchottkY-barrier diodes. Tungsten 'Tat's whisker" probe is
0.001 inch in diameter.
.

A High Performance
Transportable Microwave
Spectrum Analyzer
erence and incoming signal levels
for rapid analysis of differences. We
will discuss some of these innovations, with others covered in detail
elsewhere in this issue.

Precision microwave measurements typically are difficult and
time consuming to make and usually limited to a laboratory setting.
Nowa new microwave spectrum
analyzer, the 7Ll8, offers substantial improvement in the speed and
convenience of making such measurements, and can be hand-carried
to the site.
Covering the spectrum from
1.5 GHz to 60 GHz, the 7Ll8 extends
the 7000-Series user's choice of high
performance analyzers over the
range of20 Hz to 60 GHz. The 7Ll8
can be used with any 3- or 4-wide
mainframe including the
militarized USM-281C.
Several technological innovations contribute to the ease and accuracy with which llleasurements
are made. Advanced YIG-tuned
filter design gives spurious-free displays from 1.5 GHz to 18 GHz. External millimeter-wave harmonic
mixers of improved design provide
specified calibrated flatness from 18
GHz to 60 MHz. Advanced phase
lock techniques yield a usable resolution capability of 30 Hz through
X-band (12 GHz) and 300 Hz resolution to 60 GHz. Custom LSI signal
processing chips provide splitmemory storage, computation of
average value, displa:y of maximum
signal level , and comparison of ref-

6

Microprocessor based control
system
One of the major design goals for
the 7L18 was to achieve a quality
\ve call "transparent." Transparent
means the controls have been
human engineered so the operator
can use the instrument v,rithout
conscious effort, and the instrument
gives accurate, unambiguous results. This goal was realized by implemcnting a microprocessor-based
control system.
The microprocessor has
changed the basic concept of how
test instruments are organized. Beforc, instruments \vere organized
much like a spoked wheel, with the
front panel being the wheel's hub.
The spokes were the various assemblies directly controlled by
front-panel knobs and switches. The
rim of the \vheel was the various assembly interconnection of both signals and interacting controls. Now,
the microprocessor is the wheel's'
hub, the front panel is relegated to
being one of the spokes, and only
signals travel the rim of the wheel.
Before, instrument designers
were forced to compromise many
aspects of their design because of
the difficul ties of controlling a complicated system with a limited
amount of logic. Now, this barrier
has been removed. The designer is
free to optimize his design, knowing
that with a n1icroprocessor he can
devise a control system.
The span attenuator circuit in
the 7L18 is an example of this process (see figure 1). Previous microwave analyzer designs required
tv,'o, and sometimes three, attenuators: one for the span knob, and one
for the band switch, to attenuate
the s\veep for harmonic conversions, all in cascade. Some phase

lock techniques require another
that is proportional to the first local
oscillator frequency. This mUltitt(
of attenuators caused signal-to.
noise degradation of the s\veep signal but made it possible to control
the oscillator sweep width with a
series of user~operatedswi tehes.
Only one span attenuator is
used in the 7L18. The microprocessor sets it to the proper valt,r,
which is computed from the span l,
per division knob setting, the band
switch setting, and the local oscillator frequency (in the phase locked
setting only). A complex algorithm
chooses the attenuator setting and
determines when to go into phase
lock. The result is simplified design
and improved signal-to-noise ratio.
Other functions performed by
the microprocessor includc: computation of center frequency from a
digital voltmeter reading that is
proportional to the oscillator
quency and band switch setting;
reading the IF gain switch, RF
attenuator, and band switch settings and computing the proper IF
control settings and the reference
level; reading the time per division,
span per division, and resolution
bandwidth settings and performing
the appropriate control functions
when automatic time and resolu~
tion bandwidth functions are
selected; and sending informati01(
to the crt readout for Center Frequency, Reference Levcl, Resolution
Bandwidth, and Span per Division.
The microprocessor used in
the 7L18 is the Intel 4004, a 4-bit
processor well suited to this use.
The control bus consists of four address lines, four data lines, a data;
input strobe line, and a data output
strobe line. This bus is carried
throughout the 7L18, touching on
most of the major circuit board
assemblies.
To get an overall picture of
how the 7L18 functions let's consider the simplified block diagram

Fig. 1. Special attention was given to minimizing the number of connections between assemblies as evidenced in the
block diagram of the 7L18 span control system.

Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the 7L18. Note the elements that are affected by microprocessor controL

shown in figure 2. A signal entering
through the coaxial input filter first
passes through the RF attenuator
and is then sent to the YIG-tuned
preselector. The 3-sphere YIG filter
(described elsewhere in this issue)
provides a voltage-tuneable bandpass filter that selects which signal
is to be applied to the first
converter.
The first converter assembly
contains the first mixer and a
coupler for the external mixer input
on the front panel. (Three external
mixers handle input frequencies
from 18 GHz to 60 GHz. The first
mixer is a singly-balanced mixer
that operates in a harmonic mixing
mode. As the band switch is
changed, the mixer bias is varied to
enhance the harmonic content of
the local oscillator (LO) current in
the mixer diode for the conversion
in use. This optimizes mixer performance for each band.
The first LO operates in a frequency band of 2,0 to 4.0'GHz. The
first IF frequency is 510 MHz, To
pass a signal from the input to the
first IF, the preselector must be
tuned to an appropriate frequency
with respect to the first LO. For
instance, if it is desired to pass a
signal in the range of 1.5 GHz to 3,5
GHz (Band I), the preselector must
be tuned at the same rate as the La
but 510 MHz lowe:', Band 2 covers
2.5 GHz to 4.5 GHz. On this band
the preselector tunes at the same
rate and 510 MHz higher than
theLO,
In Band 3, which covers 3.5
GHz to 7.5 GHz, harmonic mixing is
used for the first time. As noted previously, the mixer bias is varied to
enhance, in this case, the second
harmonic of the La. With the second harmonic enhanced, the effective frequency of the La is from 4.0
GHz to 8.0 GHz, The preselector is
tuned at the rate of the effective
frequency of the La but 510 MHz
lower in frequency. Band 4 (6.5 GHz
to 12.5 GHz) and Band 5 (9,5 GHz to
18 GHz) are similarly tuned using
the third and fifth harmonics.
The preselector has a
bandwidth of about 50 MHz but
8

Fig. 3. The vertical section and front panel module are hinged tor easy access (;:;
circuitry. An e>:tender extrusion gives access to individual circuit boercL 1:",
7L 18 can be operated outside the mainframe in this configuration by rnean~, cf
flexible extender cable

significant unflatness will result
unless the preselector is tuned to
within about 2 MHz of the correct
frequency. Special attention was
given to temperature and drift
compensation to maintain the
accuracy of the oscillator and preselector control circuitry.
The oscillator tune voltage,
which includes both the sweeping
component and an offset corresponding to center frequency, is
amplified by an amount appropriate to the harmonic in use (XI, X2,
X3, X5). A second offset is then
added to tune the preselector to the
correct frequency.
As men tioned previously, the
first converter assembly includes a
coupler that sends the first La signal to the external mixer jack on the
front panel and returns the 510 MHz
signal to the first IF. The first IF has
two inputs from the first converter
assembly-one from the coaxial
mixer and one from the external
mixer jack, The signal from the
external mixer jack is preamplified
and sent to a switch that selects
between this signal and the coaxial

mixer input signal. The amplifie/
following the switch is variable
gain to compensate for the wide
range of conversion losses caused
by the use of harmonic mixing.
The amplified 510 MHz signal
is then filtered with a 3 MHz band
width filter and converted to 10 MHz
by the second mixer and the second
LO at 500 MHz, The second LO is
amplitude regulated and the harmonics used as a calibrator signal.
The 10 MHz signal is amplifi{
by a variable gain amplifier controlled by the IF gain control. It is
then filtered by the various resolution bandwidth filters, sent through
the log amplifiers to be logarithmically converted, detected, and the
resulting video sent to the digital
storage system.
(.
The digital storage system (described in detail else-where in this
issue) eliminates the need for a
long-persistence type storage crt to
display the slow sweeps required
for high-resolution measurement"
In addition to providing flicker-free
displays, the digitized video signal
is processed further to provide sev-

eral computed signal parameters
cch as average value-ideal for
~,iminating the effects of noise,
comparison of a reference signal
and an incoming signal and display
of only the differences between the
'0, and the display of maximum
111coming signal level over an extended period of time.
Mechanical design
In microwave design, mechanical
innovation is often as significant as
circuit innovation. This is particularly true in the 7L18 where the
,?al was to package the electronics
_Jr a state-of-the-art microwave
spectrum analyzer in a 3~wide
7000-Series Plug-In. Easy access
to internal modules to facilitate adjustments, maintenance, and
occasional repair was a must -all
to be accomplished without compromising RF performance.
After extensive consultation
with the electrical design team,
precise space allocations were
-"reed upon for each of the circuit
nctions. The bulk of the circuitry
resides on 4" by 5" printed circuit
boards fitted into V-shaped extrusions. These extrusions interlock
with extrusions on either side of the
unit providing mechanical stability
and a mcans of shielding between
adjacent modules. Any module can
be removed without disturbing the
structural or functional integrity of
the other modules. An extender extrusion is available to give access to
individual circuit boards while the
)18 is operating outside of the
mainframe using a flexible extender
cable.
Further access is accomplished by a hinge between vertical
(signal input) and horizontal
sections, and the front-panel module (see figure 3). The front panel of
')C horizon tal section also is hinged
,(5 provide access. The 7L18 can be
operated with either or both of
these sections swung open.
One of the most challenging
"chanical design problems was
housing the phase~lock system
which gives the 7U8 its outstanding stability. Several assemblies
had to be well isolated to ensure

spurious free response, yet located
in close proximity.
The needed isolation was
achieved by housing the critical
phase-lock circuitry in an aluminum milling. The milling utilizes
solid bottom wells into which the
individual circuit boards are
mounted. Compartment to compartment interconnections are
made by jumpers that pass through
slots cut in the top of the side wall.
To enhance the isolation further,
each circui t board has an indi vidual
cover that fits under the outer cover.
To reduce incidental hum
modulation by stray line related
magnetic fields, the master sweeping oscillator is shielded in two
layers of magnetic shielding. The
resonator itself is shielded in a
small mu-metal enclosure and the
entire oscillator circuit is shielded
\vithin another mu-metal can. This
reduces hum modulation to a very
low level.
Numerous other mechanical
design innovations in the 7U8 include direct input to the front-end
attenuator; a 40:1, two-position,
center-frequency control with a
proprietary detent system that
locks it firmly into the selected posi~
tion; and a compact front-panelreadout drum that indicates both
the selected band and its associated
harmonic. Precision bending of
semi-rigid coax to eliminate reflection and minimize transmission
losses was achieved with special
tooling that controls bend curvature wi thin 0.5° and assures accurate plane relationships.
Summary

State-of-the-art performance and
state-of-the-art packaging are combined in the 7LI 8 to give you new
measurement capability and
unparalled operating ease in an
instrument that can easily be
transported to your measurement
site. The addition of this microwave
spectrum analyzer to the 7000Series famil y allows you to make
measurements over the spectrum of
20 Hz to 60 GHz with a high degree
of confidence in the results.
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Digital storage is a relatively recent
innovation in spectrum analyzers
and is usually found only in those
covering the frequency spectrum
below 100 MHz. Why, then, digital
storage in a microwave spectrum
analyzer?
The excellent stability made
possible by state-of-the-art circuits
and components permits resolution
measurements of 30 Hz at frequencies up to 12 GHz and 300 Hz up to
60 GHz. To scan through and fully
display a 10 kHz spectrum at 30 Hz
resolution requires scanning at
more than 20 seconds per sweep.
The usefulness of storage at these
sweep speeds is obvious-it lets
you view such slow moving displays
flicker free. A storage crt could accomplish much the same thing. But,
in addition to simplified operation,
digital storage offers other advantages; for example, signal averaging
to reduce the effects of noise, capturing the peak level of a signal,
displaying drift in a signal, and
comparing an incoming signal to a
previously stored reference signal.
In this article we will discuss
some of the problems, and solutions, involved in developing a
digital storage system for the
TEKTRONIX 7LI8 Microwave
Spectrum Analyzer.
The average calculation
The first problem considered was
the necessity of performing an averaging function for smoothing of
the waveform. This is usually done
in an analog manner using a low
pass fil ter called a video filter. The
major problem encountered in
smoothing digitally is the wide
range of sweep speeds over which
the 7Ll8 operates (20 sec/div to I
ms/div). This is a large dynamic
range over which to do digital
averaging.

The solution to this problem
involved finding a practical method
of performing division rapidly. After
considerable research, we adapted
a technique employed in an early
hand-operated mechanical
calculator-that of using a series
of subtract and shifts to effect
10

division. The numerator and
denominator are justified left and
subtractions are performed until
the denominator is larger than the
numerator. The denominator is
then shifted one place to the right
and subtraction continued until tlfl
division is completed. Using this
technique allows us to perform a
division of a I7-bit denominator
into a 25-bit numerator and arrive
at an 8-bit quotient in 18 microseconds-a speed adequate for
our needs.
The technique was first im- 1"
plemented in the TEKTRONIX 7L'"
Spectrum Analyzer. The circuitry
occupied two printed circuit boards
totalling about 60 square inches,
used 60 integrated circuits, and
consumed a moderately large
amount of power. When the 7LI8
was conceived, it was evident we
would not have nearly the same
space and power available so we
set about making the necessary
reductions.
Nearly all of the digital circuitry was put into two custom LSr/
circuits-one for the horizontal
-function, the other for the vertical.
These two Ies, along with external
D/A converters, operational
amplifiers, switches and switch debounce cireuitry, and connectors
are contained on a circuit board of
less than 20 square inches (see
figure 2).
The two chips are tied together
into one coherent unit by a major
synchronizing pulse which occurs(
every 9 p.s. Data is stored serially ift'
the 8k X I random access memory.
This simplifies some of the other
chores to be performed and provides some unique operating features. For example, you may want
to read out the memory contents
into an external device. This is ac-(
.•
complished through the use of an "
external "handshake". When a BUS
REQUEST signal is received, the
address bus on the memory goes
tristate once every 40 microseconds
and gives an external device accesE\
to the memory for one 9 p.s cycle.
The external device must provide
the addresses and whether the in-

formation is to be read or written.
The entire memory contents can be
read out in about two milliseconds.
Memory with a difference

The digital storage memory in the
~18 is functionally (but not physi)Ily) divided into two sections-A
and B. Several modes of operation
are available to you. You can store
data in A or B, or in both. There are
512 A values and 512 B values. When
both are displayed, the origin of B is
shifted such that the A and B coorAdinates are interlaced giving you a
'yplay of about 1024 increments.
When the SAVE A function is
activated the data in A memory is
held, and only that in B memory is
upd~ted. In this mode, all of A is
drawn and all of B is drawn, each in
a separate trace.
A third display mode is available, called B-SAVE A. (B minus
SAVE A). In this mode the displayed
values are the differences between
the B and A values for the same X
coordinate. This is a very convenient mode to use in aligning fil ters
and other devices where you can
tune for a null. However, an interesting problem arises if the device you are testing is active. The
reference waveform is stored in A
memory and the unknown is stored
in B memory. If the device is active,
the B waveform may be larger than
A resulting in a shift in the zero reference line. Then, for a particular
application, where should the refer,~ce line be positioned-center\"4reen, at the top, or at the bottom?
(It is set near top-screen at the factory.) We resolved this problem by
allowing you to select the position
of zero reference through the choice
of a digital word. We created the
mathematical expression B-A +K,
i~ith the value of K set by the
r~lected digital word, which you
can program.
Now let's take a closer look at
the two LSI chips developed for the
digital storage system. As we
pointed out earlier, the storage display system is partitioned into two
sections - the Vertical Control Circuit and the HorizontalCOn1:rofCir-

cuit. The vertical chip contains circuits for vertical acquisition, vertical display, peak detection, signal
averaging, Z-axis blanking, and
special Y-value processing. The
horizontal chip contains the horizontal acquisition address counter,
horizontal display counter, ten-bit
RAM address multiplexer and a
program logic array system control
matrix. External to the two chips
are two 8-bit digital-to-analog converters, two lO-bit digital-to-analog
converters, one lO-bit latch, 8k bits
of random access memory, and all
required analog functions.
The vertical control circuit

A simplified block diagram of the
vertical chip is shown in figure 3.
The vertical analog voltage is converted to a y..value binary number
using an 8-bit successive approximation register. Eight clock cycles
are required to perform the analog
to digital conversion. For one clock
period between each conversion the
successive approximation register
produces a low-going pulse called
SYNC. This is the synchronizing
pulse mentioned earlier that ties
the two chips together into one
coherent unit. Nearly all functions
of both chips are related to this
pulse.

5torageCb~tfg;1~'~~i;riit

Fig. 1. Front-panel
you to store one or two traces or;<,'
display the difference betwee~thetwo.

The averaging circuit has
three distinct parts: the grand total
of all the Y values (for a given X
coordinate), called the numerator;
the number of samples corripri~ing
the numerator, called thede-:
nominator; and the subtracf~Iid
shift circuit which performs the division. As each new Y value iscon~
verted, it is added to the eight least
significant bits of the numerator.
Each carry from the most significant bit of this addition is simply
counted by a 17-stage ripple

Fig. 2. The dig'ltal storage circuit~y in the 7L5 occupies the two boards at right.
The same function IS performed In the 7L 18 by the singie board at left.
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Fig. 3. Simplified block diagrams of the integrated circuit containing the vertical portion of the storage circuitry.

counter. This counter and the
eight-bit sum are cascaded to form
the 25-bit grand total. Each time a
new sample is added to the
numerator, a second 17-bit ripple
counter is incremented, generating
the 17-bit denominator.
A division cycle is started
when the horizontal chip detects a
change in the X coordinate. It sends
a logic START DIVIDE signal to the
vertical chip. Ten clock periods are
required to load the divide circuit
with the numerator and the denominator, with the actual divide
taking an additional eight periods.
The cycle starts on a SYNC pulse
and the first bit of the quotient is
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available shortly after the positive
edge of the first clock pulse following the next SYNC. As we discussed
previously, division is performed by
repeated subtract and shift. The
quotient is created serially with the
most significant bit first. Since only
eight-bit accuracy is required. the
divide circuit is loaded with the
eight most significant bits of the
denominator and the sixteen most
significant bits of the numerator.
The peak Y value reached during the last set of samples has been
stored in an eight-bit shift register.
At the start of a conversion cycle, a
serial compare circuit is set to the
state" don't know if the old or new

number is larger". Each bit of the
new and old value is then com- (
pared, most significant bit first. art~
when one number is found to be
larger. a flip-flop is set and the
larger number is stored in the shift
register. A multiplexer circuit
selects either the peak or average
value to be routed to the memory,
based on the setting of the front .
panel PEAK/AVERAGE control. ~.
One of the special features of
the 7Ll8 is MAX Hold. When this
function is selected (by pressing a
front-panel pushbutton), the larger
of two values-the current mem01(
value at this X coordinate, or the
previously selected peak/average

I

I

value-is stored in memory. Because the memory cannot read and
write simultaneously, the current
memory value was read at the same
time the divide circuit was being
prepared, and was temporarily
(·""tilred in the vertical display
,lrial-to-parallel shift register. The
circuit which selects the larger of
peak/average or memory value is
functionally identical to the peak
detector.
Timing for setting up the
divide and clearing the numerator,
;~..n
nominator, and peak circuit is
..Introlled by a ten-stage Johnson
counter. Nor gate taps are taken
from appropriate stages to develop
the necessary clear and latch timing
pulses.
As we discussed earlier, all
data enters and leaves the memory
serially. Data read from the memory enters an eight-bit shift register
and, timed by SYNC, is transferred
to the vertical display latch. This
shift register is used for other purposes, so the DISPLAY ENABLE
signal allows only display informa-

tion to be transferred to the display
latch. One example of data moving
through this shift register is during
a B-A display. The A value is first
read from memory and stored in the
shift register. As the B value is read,
the subtraction is done serially and
the answer is fed to the shift regisier. The subtraction must be performed least significant bit first so a
set of exclusive OR gates change the
order of extracting B from memory.
The direction of shift for the shift
register is reversed also to present
the most significant bit to the
proper display latch. The answer is
transferred from the shift register to
the display latch by the DISPLAY
ENABLE signal.
The subtract network does
more than just B-A. The actual
expression is B·A+ K where K is a
serial input external constant
specified by the user. This permits
you to place zero reference at any
point on the display. To avoid possible confusion, when B-A+ K is offscreen the subtractor blanks the
display.

When SAVE A is disabled and
both A and B are being displayed,
maximum resolution of 1024 elements is displayed. If this display
shows a very narrow pulse on the
screen, it is possible that the top of
the pulse is a single X coordinate
wide. If this maximum value were
in B memory, and SAVE A turned on
then display B turned off, there
would be an apparent drop in
amplitude on the screen, For this
reason, when SAVE A is turned on, a
special circuit on the vertical chip
compares all A and B values with
the same X coordinate and stores
the larger in the A memory.
The vertical chip also contains
a three-bit synchronous counter
which identifies which bit of the
eight-bit vertical value is to be read
or written by the memory. This is
the only memory addressing done
by the vertical chip; all other addressing is under the control of the
horizontal chip.
The horizontal chip

The horizontal chip is considerably

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the integrated circuit containing the horizontal portion of the storage circuitry.
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less complex than the vertical chip.
Asimplified block diagram is
shown in figure 4.
The X analog voltage is converted to a horizontal address for
memory by the use of a ten-bit
tracking analog-to-digital converter. As the sweep moves to the right,
the counter increments. As the
sweep retraces, the counter decrements. Each time the counter is
incremented, there is a new X coordinate, and a START DIVIDE is
generated to start the storage cycle.
When the counter decrements, no
START DIVIDE is generated. The
increment clock is SYNC and the
decrement clock is the basic 1 MHz
system clock. When SAVE A is activated, the counter skips every other
binary number, thus only B coordinates appear as addresses.
The stored waveforms are recreated by reading from memory
the Yvalue and converting this
value and its X location to analog
voltages. The counter which cycles
through all the X IDea tions is located on the horizontal chip. By the
use of a multiplexer, the memory
address is switched from display to
acquisition.
The "intelligence" for the system is contained in a programmable logic array (PiA) ROM-state
machine. The PiA controls which
trace is going on-screen, when to
switch from read to write, generates
the B-A coordination signals with
the vertical chip. controls the incrementing of the display counter,
and handles requests for memory
bus. The memory bus request allows an external device to read or
write memory contents. When a
BUS REQUEST signal is received,
an eight-clock cycle is selected
which will not interfere with other
functions. When that time becomes
available, all address lines and the
read/write lines go to the high impedance tristate mode for the next
eight clock cycles. It can then be
accessed by external devices.
The Programmable Logic
Array on the horizontal chip is
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sweeps necessary for such measurements make storage a valuable
adjunct.
The power and space available
for the storage circuitry in the 7Ll8
provided an engineering challenge
that was successfully met, with
time-saving operating features
"
added as a bonus.~

w{>

Fig. 5. This series of photos shows (top)
display in SAVE A mode, {center) display in
B mode, (bottom) display in B-SAVE A
mode.

modeled after the classic
Huffman/Moore finite state machine with the PLA performing the
combinational logic. The advantage
to a PiA and the Huffman-Moore
machine is that the system logic is
extremely straightforward and easy
to follow. Changes to the system
become very easy to effect.
Conclusion

Digital storage is not usually found
in microwave spectrum analyzers.
However, the outstanding stability
of the 7L18 makes possible 30 Hz
resolution measurements at
gigahertz frequencies. The slow

A Phase Lock
Stabilization System For
30 Hz Resolution At 12
Ghz
--"f first question when engineering

,....$ confronted with the 7L18 Spectrum Analyzer stability requirements was "is it possible?" Today
we can easily say" yes". For a while,
though, we were not at all certain
that the 7L18 stability goals were
attainable. Consider the fact that 30
R.",resolution at 12 Ghz is a ratio of
) 108 . Consider further that this
had to be attained in a sweeping
system, with over 80 dB of display
dynamic range, without introducing spurious responses. The implications of such specifications can be
quite frightening. What follows
is a discussion of some of these
implications and the implemented
solutions.
A balance of compromises
All frequency stabilization phase
lock systems comprise certain basic
elements such as a sampler, reference oscillator, error amplifier, etc.
The designer, however, has many
choices of block diagram
implementation.
The first block diagram choice
on the 7L18 was whether to sweep
the first and second local oscillators
or the first local oscillator only.
Figures IA and IB show the two
choices. Assume that the stability of
th.i\first (2-4 GHz) oscillator reJ:es locking at a full screen span
width of 500 kHz. By the time we
get to 40 GHz, at the 10th harmonic
of the oscillator, the 500 kHz becomes 5 MHz. Let us assume also
that the first oscillator will be
locked in 1 MHz steps. These steps
are also multiplied by the operating
. bonie number, assumed ten for
orff example. Thus, the total range
required for sweeping and centering is a minimum of 15 MHz. Add.ng to this some minimal safety
range we end up at about 17 MHz.
The implementation of figure IA requires that the 500 MHz oscillator
sweep 17 MHz.

a.

Fig. 1. (a) During phase lock operation, the First L.a. is locked and the Second L.a.
is swept and tuned. In Fig. 1(b), the First L.a. is swept, tuned, phase locked, and
mu Itiplied, while the Second L.a. is fixed.

This system has the advantage
that stability is virtually independent of operating harmonic number
so that the same specifications
apply at all input frequencies, and
it avoids such complicating features
as a conversion harmonic attenuator. The difficulty is that 17
MHz is a very large percentage of
500 MHz resul ting in a loss in stability. Furthermore, this requires a
nearly-impossible-to-design sharp
cutoff, flat, 17 MHz-wide filter in the
first IF.
One way of reducing the required tuning range is to lock the
first oscillator in smaller increments, for instance 500 kHz.
However the reference noise is multiplied by 20 log M, where M is the
ratio of locked oscillator frequency
to reference oscillator frequency.
Therefore, a two to one reduction in
reference frequency means a 6 dB
degradation in sideband phase
noise; not a very attractive
prospect.
Another technique of reducing
second local oscillator tuning range
is to lock the first oscillator in small
synthesizer tuning increments. But
room and power constraints
prohibited this.

The compromises implicit in
figure 1B are different. Basic sweep
width requirements are not multipI ied at higher operating harmonics
since this happens automatically in
the mixing process. But other
difficulties creep in. All instabilities
experienced by the locked oscillator
are multiplied by the conversion
harmonic number. Thus, incidental
fm is dependent on frequency with
a ten times degradation, for example, at 40 GHz compared to 4 GHz.
The input reference and sweep oscillator are used to lock a relatively
wideband oscillator (2-4 GHz) as
opposed to an essentially fixed
frequency 500 MHz oscillator. As we
tune the first local oscillator to
change input frequency, the ratio of
reference and locked oscillator frequency changes. This means that
the ratio of any movement or
sweeping of the reference oscillator
also changes. To maintain a constant relationship it is necessary to
normalize the reference sweep
voltage through a conversion
harmonic attenuator.
Clearly the implementation of
figure 1B is much more complicated. But, barring the use of a
reference synthesizer, it also gives

better stabili ty for the lower conversion bands. It is the technique.
chosen for the 7L18.
Adding improvements

As indicated in the previous section,
an important key in getting good
stabili ty is to sweep as narrow a
band as possible. The first choice in
this respect was to sweep the first
rather than second local oscillator.
A further improvement was to
switch between four fixed reference
oscillators to get 1MHz steps at a 4
MHz reference. This is theoretically
worth 20 log4 = 12 dB in sideband
phase noise improvement.
The complete basic implementation is shown in the block
diagram of figure 2.
The four megahertz reference
is used to generate 20-nanosecond
wide, 4-volt strobe pulses which are
further sharpened up to a 100 picosecond or less risetime in a snap
diode circuit. This drives a sampling phase gate to generate the
phase lock error signal. Phase gate

characteristics are important in
transferring the full cleanliness of
the reference signal to the local
oscillator. Precise balance between
coupler arms, sampling diodes, and
strobe pulse amplitude level has to
be maintained to prevent reference
strobe harmonics from getting into
the local oscillator, thus creating
spurious responses. Control ofbalance and amplitude level also
permit phase lock loop gain optimization for best sideband noise
characteristics.

Balance control is obtained by
constructing the phase gate, as well
as associated circuitry, on an interconnected array of three alumina
substrates. These substrates include
a flat 2-4 GHz coupler to obtain a
sample of the local oscillator, a
resistive power divider to separate
the local oscillator input into two
channels, two terminated sampling
diode chips, a combiner and integrator to drive the error amplifier, a
balanced snap diode driver with

snap diode, and two couplers for
coupling the snap diode generated
strobe pulses into the sampling
diode lines.
Defining stability
Wi th all this fuss about getting

things stable it might be useful to
explain what it is that we are after.
Figure 4 shows an illustration of the
three elements which are affected
by phase lock stabilization.
Drift-a gradual shift in center frequency with time, temperature, l!}~
voltage, etc. IS a relatIvely slow p\.
nomenon. Incidental fm on the
other hand is a fairly rapid random
frequency shift or perturbation. It
can be analyzed as a narrowband
fm modulation process. When this
is due to power supply line related
ripple, we get coherent sidebands.
These can be quite troublesome for
a high resolution instrument like
the 7LJ8. The sideband noise pedestal shows the "far down" stability
performance of the oscillator.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of 7L 18 phase lock system. The inner loop serves as the frequency reference for the outer loop.
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Unfortunately, the stabiliza- 'on circuitry affects the three sta.,ility elements differently. The
choice of performance is, therefore,
a matter of compromise.
Drift and incidental fm are
)ely related to sweep or tuning
wIdth and to the isolation of the
oscillator from the environment.
A wide tuning circuit must, by it's
very nature, have elements which
greatly affect frequency. Ifuncontrolled environmental factors such
as voltage or temperature get into
frequency sensitive elements of
_) oscillator, then we have drift
and incidental fm. The solution is
two fold-reduction offrequency
sensitivity and isolation from the
environment.
Frequency sensitivity is
reduced by locking the main oscillator to as narrow a tuning reference
as feasible. Some of the efforts at
reducing reference sweep and
tuning range have already been discussed. In addition, many not so
Jvious steps have been incorporated. Observe from figure 2 that
the basic crystal reference oscillators differ from each other by only
8 kHz, i.e., 15.800 MHz and 15.808
MHz. Eventually, of course, this
small difference is multiplied to
become I MHz steps (2 GHz/l6
MHz=125, 8 kHz X 125=1 MHz).
The offset oscillator moves 640
kHz/64 = 10 kHz. This gives extraordinarily little overlap when
s~tching between the four refer."" crystals. Oversweep, false
locks, failure to switch crystals, or
failure to lock to the right crystal
can all cause annoyances or worse.
The usual procedure is to have
plenty of oversweep range for
safety. Not so in the 7L18. Here
extra effort in the lock, search, and
.,lltrol circuitry was traded for a
I~rower sweep range.
Once the main oscillator is
locked to a reference, the sideband
"ase noise characteristics are demined mainly by the reference
oscillator and lock loop bandwidth.
Obviously, great care must be taken
to make the basic reference oscil-

Fig. 3. Phase gate assembly includes a 2-4
GHz coupler, a resistive power divider, two
terminated sampling diode chips. a
combiner and integrator to drive the error
amplifier. and two couplers to couple the
strobe pulses 'Into the sampling diode lines.

lator as clean as possible. This
involves choice of crystals (type of
cut, Q, mounting etc.), choice of circuit, and isolation from the outside
environment. But even the best reference has a wideband noise floor
and the sideband noise level comes
up as 20 10gM (M=multiplication
ratio). Therefore, the higher the reference frequency the better. For the
7L18, the basic reference frequency
is 4 MHz (16 MHz +4). This is multiplied by 500 times to get to 2 GHz,
producing a 54 dB increase in apparent reference sideband noise.
Had we used a I MHz reference the
increase would have been 12 dB
worse.

Fig. 4. An illustration showing the three
elements affected by phase lock
stabilization - drift, incidentai fm, and
phase sideband noise.

This performance area is accentuated in the 7Ll8 because of the
sharp 4:1 resolution shape factors .
More gradual resolution bandwidth
roll off permits use of a dirtier lock
reference since the phase noise can
not be resolved. As a consequence it
was considered worth the complexity to go to a four crystal reference
system in order to save up to 12 dB
on phase noise.
Finally, it is essential that sensitive circuits be well isolated from
undesirable outside influences. The
crystal oscillators are separated
from the offset veo by a mu-metal
housing. The reference oscillator
system sits in a separate compartment of a multicompartment milling. Other elements of the phase
lock system are mounted in the
remaining compartments of the
milling. As a final measure, all
compartments are enclosed on both
sides by mu-metal plates. Input and
output connections are handled
through special feedthrough
capacitors to create the highly
isolated compartment shown in
figure 5.

A closer look
Now let's take a closer look at how
the phase lock circuitry does its job.
It is easier to understand if we discuss it in two parts. The first covers
the generation of the strobe, or reference frequency, to which the YIG
oscillator is locked. This is called
the inner loop. The second part
discusses the circuitry necessary to
lock the YIG oscillator to the strobe;
we call this the outer loop (see
figure 2).
The inner loop
As you can see from the block diagram in figure 2, the inner loop consists of three oscillators: a stable
crystal reference oscillator (referred
to as the reference oscillator), a
moveable reference oscillator (referred to as the offset oscillator),
and the controlled oscillator, which
is phase locked to the sum of the
reference and offset oscillators. The
controlled oscillator frequency is
divided by four and used as the
17

source for the strobe driver. This
strobe is used as the reference to
which the YIG tuned (2-4 GHz) first
LO of the 7U8 is phase locked.
The reference oscillator is
comprised of four crystal resonators
at 15.800, 15.808, 15.816, and 15.824
MHz. A 1Hz change in this oscillator moves the strobe 125 Hz at
2 GHz and about 250 Hz at 4 GHz
when the offset oscillator is centered at 12.8 MHz. Therefore, the
8 kHz spacing between crystal frequencies moves the strobe lines in
increments of 1 MHz at 2 GHz. Both
the positive and negative supplies
of the reference oscillator are zener
referenced to reduce the affects of
power supply variations and coherent side bands from other circuits in
the 7U8.
We use the offset oscillator to
sweep the controlled oscillator for
interpolating between lock points,
and to provide fine tuning. The
offset oscillator frequency is divided
by 64, then added to the reference
oscillator frequency, and again
divided by 4 for a total division

ratio of 256. When locking the YIG
oscillator at 2 GHz, the strobe signal is multiplied up about 500
times, depending on the reference
oscillator frequency. This means
that a 1 Hz change in the offset oscillator will move the YIG oscillator
frequency about 2 Hz (500/256)
when the strobe line is at 2 GHz.
You will recall that the multiplication ratio depends on the YIG oscillator frequency, thus a 1 Hz change
in the offset oscillator will cause a 4
Hz change in the strobe line at 4
GHz.
Because of noise consideration, limitations on the linear
sweeping range of the offset oscillator, and the bandwidth of the
16.012 MHz crystal filter, the recentering range of the offset oscillator
is only 1.2 MHz on-screen at 2 GHz.
Consider that at 2 GHz, the strobe
must also move 500 kHz (±250 kHz)
to give a fine tuning range of one
screen diameter in the widest phase
lock position, plus provide a sweep
of 500 kHz. This means that the
strobe must move another 1 MHz.

Fig. 5. Milled housing contains phase lOck system. Mu-metal shieldirlg is used
extensively to create highly isolated compartments

The total range of the YIG oscillator, therefore, must be 2.2 MHz at
2 GHz. Hence, the offset oscillator
must move 1.1 MHz because of the
2:1 multiplication ratio discussed
previously. In the offset oscillator
circui try, the varactor, zener diod("
and operational amplifiers must ~
carefully selected for noise to give
good performance at an equivalent
YIG oscillator frequency of 12 GHz.
This is equivalent to looking at the
12th harmonic of the offset
osci llator.
A mixer combines the refer- (f'
ence oscillator, at about 15.8 MH~
with the controlled oscillator, at
about 16 MHz. The difference frequency of 200 kHz is applied to the
phase/frequency detector through a
low pass filter which prevents the
15.8 MHz and 16 MHz signals from
getting into the phase detector.
These frequencies combine with
harmonics of the 200 kHz to produce a family of crossover spurious
responses which must be down 150
dB- no small task. Careful shielding.
is a must at this point.
A phase/frequency detector

and compensation amplifier (Fs)
lock the output from the mixer, to
the offset oscillator. This lock loop
has a bandwidth of about 10 kHz
because it must be swept.
The output signal from the
controlled oscillator is filtered by a
6-pole monolithic filter to remove the
residual 200 kHz sideband (200 kHz
being the update rate of the phase/.
frequency detector) before going(
the strobe driver.
One final comment on the
inner loop function. Since the

strobe rate is about 4 MHz, there
will be a strobe frequency line approximately every 4 MHz to some
frequency greater than 4 GHz. (the
upper end being determined by
the bandwidth of the phase gate
sampler). At 2 GHz, the strobe frequency increments in 1MHz steps
when a crystal in the reference oscillator is replaced by an adjacent
crystal. The range allowed in the:
offset oscillator moves the strobe 1.2
MHz at 2 GHz to give a 20% overlap

l
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(see figure 6). At 4 GHz, the minimum spacing due to incrementing a
crystal is 2 MHz. However, the
strobe harmonic at 4 GHz now
moves twice as far, or 2.4 MHz,
when the offset oscillator is varied
)oefore, thus no additional
range is required from the offset
oscillator.
The outer loop

The discussion thus far has been
concerned with the generation of
the strobe reference. Now let's cons~.·
der the loop that locks the YIG osJator to this reference. The outer
loop portion of the block diagram
is shown in figure 2.
The outer loop performs a host
offunctions as follows:
• Connects the compensation
amplifier to the YIG oscillator
when in phase lock positions
• Provides search when not locked
• Delays connecting the error

amplifier after the strobe is
turned on
• Varies lock-in range as a function of tune voltage
• Com mutates between crystals in
the reference oscillator
• Locks the YIG oscilla tor to the
strobe
• Senses when lock is achieved
• Moves the strobe reference to
recenter the YIG oscillator
• Connects the sweep and offset
oscillator filter after lock occurs
• Limits hold-in range
The compensation amplifier
.')1. search oscillator form a condilJl:ally stable amplifier that requires the phase lock loop to have
acquired, to become stable. When
the loop is not locked, the compensation amplifier oscillates at about
a 3 Hz rate. As the amplifier oscillates, the YIG oscillator searches
'\lmount somewhat greater than

_""MHz.
The search voltage moves the
oscillator more than the distance
between strobe lines to ensure that
"either temperature effects nor de
balance errors from the phase gate
will change the lock-in range. As we
discussed earlier, the lock-in range

Fig. 6. The recenter range of the offset oscillator is ± 20% to provide adequate
overlap between adjacent crystals.

when the YIG oscillator is at 2 GHz
must be greater than I MHz, the
spacing between crystals, and less
than 1.2 MHz. the maximum recenter
range of the offset oscillator. At
4 GHz these numbers are 2 MHz
and 2.4 MHz respectively.
The output voltage of the
search oscillator is monitored, and
when this voltage exceeds an absolute value determined by the tune
voltage, a lock inhibit command is
given. In this manner, the allowable
lock-in range is varied a factor of
two as the oscillator is moved from
2 to 4 GHz.
When the allowable lock-in
range is exceeded, it means the os-
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,jrn"3O ,h,'5 as E :.:.-..'] 3t Oregon State and
!
::. ,::' -?3r "~0 unrv, or ,!Jort/and.

cillator was not able to acquire lock
with the crystal in use, and a new
crystal is selected. The inner loop
has time to settle before the search
oscillator comes back into lock-in
range and the new crystal is tried.
Eventually the YIG oscillator
locks to the strobe reference and the
search oscillator stops oscillating.
When this happens, lock is sensed
after a fixed period of time has
elapsed to ensure that the lock is
real. The crystals are then no longer
allowed to change.
The next step is to recenter the
YIG oscillator so that a signal onscreen will be in the same place as
before the lock was initiated. This is
done by applying a correction voltage to the offset oscillator from an
8-bit digital-to-analog converter,
until the error vol tage from the
phase gate is zero. This D/A must be

very stable to ensure low drift of the
offset oscillator. If, for some reason,
the D/A doesn't have enough range
to recenter the oscillator, the lock
sequence is started again, with provisions to ensure that the next crystal in the sequence is the first tried.
After the YIG oscillator is
locked to the strobe reference and
returned to the frequency it was before lock was initiated, the sweep
voltage is connected to the offset
oscillator to sweep the reference.
The bandwidth of the outer loop
must be wide enough to ensure that
the loop remains locked during
sweep and retrace. This bandwidth
is about 10 kHz for the 7Ll8. The
hold-in range of the loop is about
4 MHz to allow for the sweep, fine
tune range, and drift of the
oscillator. ~
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Two New Graphic Display
Modules for the OEM
System Designer

(
Lots of options

In designing the GMA series of
graphic display modules for the
OEM market, many packaging and
performance options have been
made available. Both the GMAIOlA
and the GMA102A feature modular
construction within a sturdy, wire-

Fig. 1. The GMA 101A Graphic Display Module designed speciiic"liv for

trH"!
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market.

Business, engineering, science and
education are all looking more and
more to the computer to solve specialized problems. In the publishing
field, large word processing systems
with graphic display modules are
used to layout and edit newspapers.
Computerized circuit board layout
systems are in use throughout the
electronics industry. Programmed
instruction systems can be found in
elementary and secondary schools
as well as in universities.
All these applications require
the ability to interact with the system and graphically display words,
images, or complex phenomena.
Graphic displays are thus in increasing demand by system designers to
help make these new, specialized
computer systems more compatible
with non-programmers and other
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"non-computer types," who will be
using them.
To meet this demand, two new
graphic displays, the TEKTRONIX
GMAIOIA and the GMAI02A, have
been designed specifically for the
OEM market.
Using its direct view storage
tube (DVST) technology, Tektronix
has for many years been a leader in
the design and manufacture of high
resolution, low cost graphic display
modules and terminals. With this
new OEM configuration, system
designers can now tailor the DVST
display to their specific system
needs. In addition, the GMA series
for the first time offers fully developed store-refresh capability, the
ability to display stored and
refreshed graphics on the DVST
screen at the same time.

form chassis. The 19-inch display
screen can be oriented either horizontally (tv format) or vertically (
(page forma t), wi th a viewing angle
of either 90' vertical or tilted back
15'. Each unit includes a powersupply, a vertical and horizontal
amplifier circuit board, a high voltage and Z-axis board and a storage
board. Space is available for three
additional circuit boards, which
can be selected from Tektronix' list
of performance options or built by
the OEM buyer. The list of perform,
ance options offered by Tektronix(
includes vector and character
generator boards and extra current
capacity for use by OEM-designed
circuits. A hard copy interface is included as part of the standard display package. It can be removed, as
an option, for OEMs who will never
need hard copies directly from th{
display. Both basic display modub
are all digital except for the X and Y
inputs which are analog. With the
interface options for both displays,
the user also can drive the X and Y
inputs digitally through use of a
16-bit, fully parallel, TTLcompatible format.

Low cost graphics
The GMA101A has the highest resolution for its price of any graphic
display on the market. Since the
image is stored on the phosphor of a
nVST screen instead of in memory,
is required with a refreshed display system, DVST displays allow
high resolution, high density
graphics to be displayed at a relatively low computer overhead. Over
3200 inches of vector or over 8500

al phanumeric characters can be
stored on the 19-inch GMA101A
>;play screen.
. The many peformance and
packaging options available with
the GMA101A make it usable in a
wide variety of applications including word processing, graphic
display terminals, and graphic
work stations for computer aided
design systems.
The best of both worlds
The GMAI02A offers the same precision graphic displays offered by the
GMAI01A, with the addition of
store-refresh. Along wi th stored
graphics, up to 1500 inches of
refreshed vector can be displayed
with the GMA102A.
Combined storage-refresh displays have been made possible by
the development of a DVST technique called \vrite-through. Using
write-through, intensity of the electron beam is slightly reduced to just
below the storage threshold level.
The beam then writes on the phos"\or, but the image is not stored. By
. drying the beam intensity, information can be displayed in a combination of storage and refresh.
In the past, the chief disadvantage of DVST displays has been the
inability to selectively edit the display without erasing the whole
-reen. With the development of
~re-refresh, the GMA102A offers
the best of both worlds: the low
cost, high resolution graphic displays obtained with DVST storage
nd the selective erase obtained
with refresh.
Th is combined storage-refresh
display will be useful in applica-

tions \vhere a moderate amount of
display interactivity is required in
the creation of very complex, high
density graphics. These applications include the design and layout
ofIC masks and printed circuit
boards, newspaper page composition, and map making.

store a display on the screen phosphor, eliminating the need for
costly refresh memory, however,
allows the design of very low cost
graphic display systems. The choice
between DVST and directed beam
has thus always been one of cost
\'c-rsus refresh.

Costs versus refresh
Designers of graphic display systems have traditionally made heavy
demands on display technology.
Computer aided design systems like
those used in map making, for
example, require precise, high resolution, high vector density displays.
Of the lour presently available display technologies-DVST, plasma,
video (raster) and directed beamonly DVST and directed beam have
been able to meet these demands.
Both DVST and direct beam provide high resolution (60 to 110 addressahle points per linear inch)
and high density (from 3,000 to
10,000 inches of displayed vector).
Directed beam displays are by nature refreshed systems and thus
also provide selective erase capability. DVST displays have traditionally been pure storage devices, with
no refresh capability. The ability to

A new question
With the recent reductions in the
price of refresh memory, it appeared
that directed beam displays were
gaining on DVST in this competition. Now that store-refresh has
been added to the picture, DVST
displays should continue to offer the
most favorable cost/performance
combination for many years to
come. System designers no longer
will ask, "Do I need refresh?" The
question is now, "How much refresh
do I need?"
A good example of an application of the combined storagerefresh capability of the GMA102A
is its use in a computer aided circuit
board design system. Displaying all
the runs and pads of a six layer circuit board with a refresh display
requires a considerable amount
of refresh memory. Using the

.,

Jo.,,~

Fig. 2. The sturdy waveform chassispermits the 19-inch screen to be oriented
vertically or horizontally with a vieWing angle of 90 degrees vertically or tilted back
15 degrees.
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High speed vector generation

GMA102A, the circuit board layers
can be designed and displayed one
layer at a time in refresh. Once a
layer has been brough t-up and
edited in refresh, it is stored on the
display, and the next layer is started
in refresh. This use of refresh and
storage to build a circuit board
allows selective editing of each
layer, but requires only one-sixth
the refresh memory (for a six layer
board) of a directed beam display.
To augment the write-through
capability of the GMA102A. a high
speed vector generator. option 42,
and a high speed character generator, option 43, have been developed.
These two options are available on
separate circuit boards that plug
into the spare circuit board connectors in the GMA102A. Complete
digital interfacing to both these
circuit boards eliminates the need

Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of the GMA 102A.
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for the OEM to design complex
analog circuitry.
Option 42 utilizes a digitally
based hardware vector generator
algorithm and an active deglitching
circuit to provide clear, high speed,
repeatable graphic displays. With a
writing rate of 90,000 cm per second, up to 1180 inches (3000 cm) of
graphics refreshed at a 30 Hz rate
can be displayed on the GMA102A
using Option 42. Stored vectors
can be drawn at up to 4000 inches
per second.
This hardware vector generator provides theoretically 100% repeatability for each refresh cycle,
with less than 0.05% of a full line
length non-linearity. Fifteen different dash patterns and two line
widths are provided. 12-bit positional resolution is used to achieve
high precision positioning (absolute
or relative) in 3.5 mil steps. The active deglitch circuit filters out noise

at the digital-to-analog converter
output to provide glitch free vectors. Besides drawing vectors to
drafting-like standards, Option 42
draws vectors that are smooth. This
is achieved by illuminated spot
overlap -an outgrowth of the him("
addressability feature coupled wIth
the essentially continuous nature of
the GMA102A phosphor surface.
Spot overlaps of 55%, worse case,
are achieved on vectors written at
even a 45 degree angle.
Option 43 provides four character fonts and the ability to creatr
a display of over 400 refresh chara"
ters at a 30 Hz refresh rate. Both
Opton 43 and Option 32 (a combined vector/character generator)
feature interchangeable ROMs for
alphabets and type faces. Made by
Motorola, these ROMs can be purchased for different alphabets and
type styles. The characters are
created in a 7 x 9 dot matrix. In the

storage mode, Option 43 can generate up to 7000 small characters
(90 x 110 mil) and 2000 large
characters (160 x 195 mil) per
second.
Option 32 is a storage-only
ftor/character generator circuit
u6ard for use with the GMAI0IA.
It can draw stored vectors (absolute
addressing only) at up to 3940
inches per second with 3.5 mil
steps. It can generate 1000 large
(160 x 195 mil) and 2000 small
(90 x 100 mil) characters per sec'Jd. A refreshed display cursor is
, 0 provided. As with Options 42
and 43, Option 32 features completely digital interfacing.
A practical, low cost, display
exerciser is available as one of the
support options. For OEMs, this
exerciser is especially useful by
their engineering group in verifying
the display specifications and interfacing requirements. It is also useful by the OEM's manufacturing
group in incoming inspection and
quality control. In addition, a variety of other service devices and
design aids, such as a breadboarding kit, are available for use by
OEMs in making it easy for them to
integrate the GMA displays into
their systems.
Plenty of room for added value

The all-modular construction of the
GMA series should be a welcome
feature to OEM buyers. The wireform chassis construction method
s selected because of its high
,', ength-to-weight ratio, its openness, and the ease with which it can
be modified. Cables can easily be
threaded throughou t the unit and
card cage; additional modules can
be added with little trouble.
The choice of vertical or hori77.~
.n
n tal display orientation is offered
'J10 additional cost. Rackmounting is easily achieved.
The low voltage power supply
module includes easy line voltage
selection, fusing, appropriate heat
sinks and a cable to distribute
power to the circuit module. However, a line cord is n()tpipyidedas

.
J

.

OEMs desire the flexibility of connecting the unit directly into their
console power distribution units.
The circuit module provides
an interconnect board with room
for six plug-in circuit boards.
Enclosed in a card cage, it offers
easy performance modification and
convenient access to components
for service. The additional plug-in
slots provide space for further
product development by either the
OEM or Tektronix. Besides the performance options already mentioned, this space could be used for
a serial ASCII interface board, a
keyboard interface, a microprocessor controller with local
refresh memory, or a custom
vector generator.
Graphics solutions for today
and tomorrow

Tektronix has led the graphics display market for almost ten years
in the development of low cost,
high performance graphic display
systems. With the development of
store-refresh in the GMA series and
a solid commitment to the OEM
buyer, we believe that DVST technologywill have a growing impact
.on the graphics display market for
many years to come. iI
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New Products
Finite Element Modeling
System Reduces Model BUilding
Time and Cost

DL2 and DL 502 Digital Latches

The TEKTRONIX FEM181 Finite
Element Modeling System is
designed to reduce the time it takes
to build models and eliminate the
time-share costs usually incurred
by this activity. The FEM181 operates independent of the host computer. It allows the structural
analyst to create models, for example, of a wheel or motor mount,
wing or turbine blad'e~ verify its accuracy, and format the model data
into a form compatible with the
input requirements of the host finite
element analysis system. Once the
data has been formatted, it is transferred to the host computer.
The basic system consists of a
19-inch storage-refresh cathode ray
tube display, a terminal keyboard,
a 10 megabyte disc memory, hard
copy unit, and the flexible, finite
element modeling software package. The software package is
designed to speed model building,
provide the analyst with a variety of
modeling options, and make the
system easy to learn.
For further informa tion on the
FEMI81, use the inquiry card accompanying this issue.

Digital latching capability is now
available for the 7DOl and LA 501W
Logic Analyzers. The TEKTRONIX
DL2 and DL 502 Logic Analyzer Digital Latches are designed to detect
glitches in data that cannot be captured by the logic analyzer alone.
Glitches as narrow as 5 ns can be
latched and expanded for easy
detection.
The DL2 is designed to plug
into the 7000-Series Oscilloscopes
and the DL 502 plugs into a TM 500
Mainframe. The latches enable the
user to asynchronously capture
pulses shorter than one sample
interval. and both feature 16 channellatching capability.
A Versatile, New Digital Tester
The new TEKTRONIX 851 Digital
Tester is a portable, easy-to-use digital tester ideal for field service
and production testing. The 851
combines many of the functions of a
DMM, counter, timer, logic probe,
thermometer, and an oscilloscope
in a single package weighing only 13
pounds116 kg. One knob allows you
to dial22 different functions.

Eleven functions measure timing,
two register plus and minus peak
voltages, three carry out DMM
measurements through separate
leads, and one reads line voltage at
the outlet. Another function allows
you to take temperature measurements with an optional temperature probe. The 851 also makes
four self-measurements to correctly.
adjust each of its four input thresl(~
olds to the logic levels of the
'
equipment under examination.
Altogether these functions
allow you to:
• Measure system parameters.
• Check for signal activity.
• Correct synchronization
problems in
e,lectro-mechanical
subsystems through
adjustment or repair.
• Identify boards or compon(
parts of the system in need of
replacement.
The measurement capabilities
of the 851 make it particularly suitable for servicing computer peripherals, small business systems, and
industrial control equipment.
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A Multi-Function Digital
Service Instrument

The digital products population is
exploding. And how to effectively
service these products is of prime
concern to both suppliers and users.

A substantial shm"c of service ac·
tivity in digital systems isdevOlcd 10
maintaining and adjusting elec-

tromechanical devices as weI] as
troubleshoot ing computer peripherals. point-or·sale terminals, microprocessor systems. and other
subsystems. This cnlls for the use of
several types of instruments -ascillosco~s, COlilllers, digital mul~
limeters, logic probes, and usually
some ::pecialized instruments.

The TEKTRONIX 851 Digital Tesler. a
new concept in service instruments,
was developed 10 meet such a need
- increasing the customer service
cnginE..'Cr's effectiveness and efficiency in performing rout ine preventative maintenance, non-routine
alignment and adjustment, and
troubleshooting,
The major design goal was to incorporate the needed measurement
capability in a lightweight portable
package that would be easy to carry,
easy to usc, and highly ,'eliable. Easy
to use dictated that front panel controls be kept 10 a minimum, and that
they be easy to understand and operate.lt was decided that every
measurement should bc converted
to an unambiguous numcrical readout that would cnable the opera to"
to quickly det.ermine nOI-mal 01"
faulty operation right downla the
component levcl.
Considerable effort was pUI into
hum'ln cnginecdng to tailor the 851
to the varied work envil-onments encountered by the customer service
engincer. The sloped-rronl-pancl design was chosen 10 yield <l large
rl'ont-panc1 area providing an unclut tered appearance and easy access 10controls.1t makes the unit
convenient to use whether it 'ssitling
on the floor, the workbench, 01' atop a
computer cabinet. A rurthel- advantage is that storage space can bc
provided rO!- probes and accessorics
without adding to the overall dimensionsofthe unit.
There arc very few controls on the
r,"ont panel. the most prominent

being the FUNCTION switch. With
this single control, twenty-two functions can be selected - eleven mcasure timing, two measure plus and
minus peak voltages, Ihree pcrform
DMM measurements, and one rcads
line voltage supplied 10 the 851, Four
positions measurc threshold volt,
ages on the threc counler probes,
and the final position measun~s
tempe.-ature using an opt.ionallcmperature pl"Obc. Thel'c aloe three scts
of probes that are used with the 851
- threc countcr probes for channels
A, B, and C, two DMM probcs, and
the optional tempemturc probe. Except ror Ihe DMM and temperature
meaSUI-cments, mOSt measurements
are made using Channel A. Channels
Band C arc used for some timing
functions, and the gating or Channel
A signals,
Operation is greatly simplified by
the color coded FUNCTION switch.
channel control arcas, and probes.
The colored bands on the FUNCTION switch correspond 10 the colOJ"cd bands on the pt"Obe. or probes.
to be used fo" a pal"liculal' runction.
You willnOle that rorsomeorthe
timing runctions all three probes
are uscd.
There is" minimum number or
controls rOf each channel - just ~I
SLOPE switch and THRESHOLD
COl1lrol. The,"e are no attenuatol',
gain. or coupting conlrols to worry
about. Since somc measurements
require sensing both HI and LO
levels, Channel A is provided with
two THRESHOLD controls. The two
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thresholds can be made to track by
sclling the LO threshold above the
HI threshold. A front-panel light indicates when you are in this mode.
The threshold levels may be set over
a range of -30 to +30 volts with a
resolution of 10 millivolts. by setting
the FUNCTION switch to the appropriate position and reading the
threshold voltage on the display.
Each THRESHOLD control has a
detent position present for TTL trigger levels.
Logic state indicators for each
channel provide a logic probe capa·
bility for the 851. Channel A has
three indicators- HI, LO. and X for
signal activity in the in-between
state. Channels Band C have only HI
and LO indicators. Either of these
two channels can serve as a logic
probe while Channel A is being used
for another measurement.
There is one other variable control
on the front panel- the INPUT F1LTER. Digital signals often contain
noise generated by race conditions,
ripple countel"s, etc. While these signals are not large enough to affect
circuit operation, they could be
sensed by the wideband amplifiers
in the 851 and cause erroneous
measurements. To prevent this, the
input filter can be set to reject signals having a duration of less than
50 nanoseconds. up to as much as
300 nanoseconds, It can also be
turned off to accept all signals above
14 nanoseconds. The filler operates
on Channels A. B, and C.
FUNCTION
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Fill. 3 The -+ PEAK function mea9.Kes the mosl
positive peak 01 the Input signal. The cIs.P.'&Y will
show a negallve runber II f.e mosl positive peak

....

h8l"pens to be a negative voItaga as In this exam-

fn keeping with the goal of providing an unambiguous readout for all
measurements, the 851 is completely autoranging. The FUNC
TION switch is color coded to indicate the proper probes for the measurement and brings the necessary
circuitry into play to convert the
input signal to an appropriate display. The readout is a large, bright,
five-digit LED display. Timing
measurements use all five digits,
while the DMM provides 4Y.t digits.
The display is updated three times a
second for most functions. For timing ot' gated functions, the display is
hdd until a new measurement occurs; the display for any measurement may be saved indefinitely b)'
putling the DISPLAY switch in
SAVE. A CLEAR TEST position
clears the display, resets the counters to zero, and gives a test reading
of ±8.8.8.8.8 to verify proper operation of the readout. The autoranging
function can be deactivated by placing the RANGE switch in the MNL
mode. This is sometimes desirable
to prevent the readout from changing ranges while making adjustments to equipment.
Self test an Important feature.
T:'e ability to quickly determine the
operating condition of your test instrument can often save many

wasted hours of troubleshooting.
The CAL OUT signal provides such a
capability for the 851. When all of
the probes (e/lcept temperature) are
attached to this signal, you can step
through allthe functions and get a
unique reading for each function
that assure you the the instrument
is operating properly. The CAL OUT
signal is dependent 011 the setting of
the FUNCTION switch. In the + and
- Peak V positions the output remains at + 8 volts for two seconds,
then alternates between +8 and-4
volts at a 5 kHz rate for eight sec·
onds. This special feature is used to
compensate channel A input for accurate measurements. For the other
functions the output alternatesat a 5
kHz rate continuously.
A look at the functions.
Wilh this brief overview let's take a
look a\ the functions performed by
the 851. Specifications for the 851 are
shown at the close of this article so
they will not be discussed in detail
as we consider the individual func·
tions.
The digital multimeter functions:
de volts, ac volts, and resistance are
performed by the DMM section of
the 851. The DMM inputs are fully
floating and rated at ±500volts
peak. Considerable effort was expended to ensure the 851 would
maintain measurement accuracy
and safety specific;.\tions over (he
wide range of humidity and temperature e);pectcd Lo be encountered by
a scrvice-type instrument. Components such as precision thin film attenuators for the front end, relays for
the autoranging circuitry, and Teflon
ICsockets, wires, and solder cups for
making connection to the circuit
board were all selected to ensure
conformance to the rigid specifications .
Several functions use the dual
slope analog-to-digital converter in
the DMM to measure the signal but
do not use the DMM input probes.
These include plus and minus peak
voltage. percent duty factor.
threshold levels, line voltage. and
temperature. The + and - Peak V
functions provide a direct readout of

the most positive or negative peak of
a repetitive signal applied to Channel A input. The positive peak docs
not have to be a positive voltage. For
example, -3 volts may be the positive peak of a signal whose average
level is - 5 volts dc. The converse is
true for negative peaks.
The measurement is accomplished by comparing the input signal to a de voltage from the peak
detector circuit, instead of to the
voltage from the THRESHOLD control. H the input signal peak exceeds
this dc level, the peak detector increases the dc voltage. Conversely, if
the input peaks do not reach this dc
level for a sel period, the voltage is
decreased. The resulting dc voltage
is measured by the analog-to-digital
converter portion of the DMM.
The Percent Duty Factor function
averages the time the input signal is
aboveor below the Channel A
threshold setting and displays it as a
percentage on the digital readout.
The slope switch setting determines
whether the measurement is the

percentage of the time the signal is
HI or the percentage of the time it is
LO. Duty factor from 0 to 100% can
be measured at dc and overa range
from 40 Hz to 10 Mhz.
Frequency measurements aloe also
made using Channel A. Frequencies
up to 35 MHz can be measured to an
accuracy of ± 0.005% of reading
±Icount.
The next three functions - Period,
Width, and Transition Time are tim·
ing measurements which involve
the counlingof an internal 100 MHz
clock These measurements are
made using Channel A only and in
much the same mannel' as using a
counter. The slope switch setting determines whether the positive or
negativc pulse width, 0.' the rise or
fall time is measured. Minimum
measurable pulse width and transition time is 20 nanoseconds.
The Totalize function is similar to
that found on other counters and is
performed using Channel A. The
DISPLAY switch is used to start and
stop the count. The CLEAR TEST

M••le,
Clock

----.

e 1<1'1 to
Clllb'llor

position of this switch sCI'ves as a
reset, and as a test function for the
display. The readout is updated 100
times a second for this function.
The functions we have discussed
thus far require only the use of
Channel A. The next five functions
use two, and sometimes all three,
channels to make the measurement.
Frequency Ratio AlC uses Channel
A and C inputs. This measurcment,
basically, counts the number of
events on Channel A that occur during the period of one evcnt on Channel C. A typical application for this
function is checking a divide-by-N
counter. The measurement can be
made even when a random clock is
used.
The A Count (B-C) and A Transitions (B-C) functions use allthrcc
inputs, with Channels Band C used
to gate the measurement of a signal
on Channel A. The threshola and
slope settings on Channel B define
the start of the gate while those on
Channel C define the termination.
The two measurements are simi-
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Fig. 4. A simplilied block diagram 01 the 851.
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lar with the exceplion that the transition function counts each time the
A input signaltr3vcrscs from LO to
HI and each time it traverses from
HI TO LO as determined by the
hannel A threshold scltings.
Thc tnlnsition countcr can be a
powerful digital troubleshooting aid
with a Iiltle advance preparation.
Transition counts can be taken on a
known good instrument and "ccorded on the logic diagrnm. The
gating points for Channels Band C
are ,.Iso noted. When a problcm occurs, verifying the transition counts
can often lead quickly to lhe problem area or faulty component.
The linaltwo timing functions,
Time (B-C) and Time (B-c) use
Channels Band C togate an internal
clock which is counted and displayed. Time(B_C) measures the
time betwecn two events, while
Time (B' ) measures the time two
signals are in coincidence. Coinci·
dence provides a quick means of
making meaSUl'ements of four dif.
fel'cnt logic combinations: Band C,
Band C. Band C, and Band C, simply by the appropriatc choice of
Channel Band C slope switch
sClIings.
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The four Threshold functions provide a convenient means of setting
the individualthrcshold controls
without the need for applying the
input probes to a reference soUl'Ce.
Each control has a detent position
presel to a TTL level (0.7v for A LO,
2.t V for A HI. ~tnd 1.4 V for B and C).
The threshold voltages can be set
over a rangeof -30 to +30 volts wilh
a resolulion of:!: 10 millivolts.
Line vohage fluctuations and low
line voltage often cause equipmenl
malfunctions. With the 851 powered
from the same out lei as lhe equipment under test. thc Line V function
provides a quick, safe mC3ns of
measuring the line voltage, An
internal conm.-. ction applies linc
voltage to the DMM circuitry fordirecl readout; there is no need for an
external probe.
Temperature is an optional measurement capability available on the
851. This is often lhe fastest technique to use in locating a faulty
componenl.lt is usually a com padson type lesl-looking for a compo-nent that is considerably hotter than
its neighbor. Surface temperalUI'CS
can be measured over a rnnge of
-55 0 10 + ISOGC.

A simplified block diagmm of the
851 is shown in Figur'c 4. All of the
measuremcnts made by Ihe 851 arc
converted to digital information and
displayed on the 5-digit readout.
The Counter Input accepts signals
from the Channel A, B, and C inputs.
Depending on the function selccled,
Ihe Counter Input supplies pulses to
the Counter, gates the Countel- while
it counts internal clock pulses,ol'
suppl it.'S dc voltages to lhe digital
multi meter (DMM) for conversion 10
digital infOl'mation. The DMM uscs
a convcnLiOll<11 dual slopeconvcl-sian lechnique.
AUlonmging, an important fealurc of lhc 851, opCl'atcs on all of lhe
functions. It automatically selects
one of eight possible opera I ing
ranges. Not all ranges are permitted
for each function. Maximum and
minimum range logic prevents automatic change to an illegal range.
When switching [rom onc function
to another the range selected for the
previous funclion may be illegal for
the new function. An illegal stale
logic circuit senses this condition
and presets lhe range to one SUItable
for the selected function.
The Countci' is a IOO-MHz counter.
The signal 10 be supplied to this
counter is selected by the cot,lnter
source sclcctor logic. It lllay be the
signal rrom Channel A input, the
DMM clock, orsome frcquencyup to
100 MHz fl-om the master clock. In
all fUllctionsexccpt DMM, lhe
maximum count displayed is 99999.
In DMM functions, the count is rcstricled to 19999. The binarycoded-decimal (BCD) output of the
counter is strobed into storage registers and thence 10 the display.
The display consists of five sevensegmelll, half-inch, LED displays
and four LED range lights. A BCD to
seven-segmenl decoder driver converts the BCD information from the
5tol'3ge registers to signals which
drive the seven-segment display. A
digit-sclcctlogic signal gates one
slorage regisler and one scvensegmenl display at a time so only
onc BCD to seven-segment decoder
drivel' is needed. Leading zero sup-

pression blanks leading zeros in the
three left positions except for the
first zero to the left of a decimal
point. The display is updatcd threc
times a second for most functions
and 100 timcs a second in Tot<llize.
The MaStCl" Clock oscillator is a
crystal-controlled oscillator with
100 MHz. output. The outpul is buf·
fe]"cd and passed through a differential amplifier to shih the output
from ECl to n·t levels and pl"ovide
somc waveshaping. One output of
the differenlial amplifier is applied
to a frequency dividcr string for division as needcd to operatc the va."i·
ous 851 circuits. The other output is
applied to the counler source selection logic where it can pass directly
to the decade counters fOl" the timing
functions.
Some unique circuitry

While manyofthecil"cuits in the
8:5 I are typical of technology in
common use today, the."c were some
unique problems to be solved. The
input filter is a good example.
Each input channel requires two
input filter cells - one for posilive
going pulses and one for negativcgoing. (Channel A has an extra sel of
Ii ltcr cells 10 accommodale the uddilionallogic light funclion.) This
means we need eight individual
fi Iter eell~, all contl"olled from one
front-pancl control. The problem
was how to get all eight filter cells
to trnck.
The filter is a pulse-width, not u
b~ndpass type Illter. Basically, all
eight individual cells are controlled
by two adjustable current sources
(one for each group of [our cells). A
current source and Iypicallllter cell
arc shown in Figure 5. When the
fill!.:." is turned on, CutTent is
supplied by OIOIA, UIOIA, and
U1018 to 0102, eSlablishing;) charge
on CI that sets the output level at
point B. Point B drives an output
Ilip"nop" When the input signal at
point A goes HI, 0102 turns on h.. rd·
cl"rapidly charging CI, The output at
point B naturally follows. When
input A steps La, CI starts to dischut'ge at a ]'ate established by the
current supplied by the current
source. Now if input Asteps HI again

before point B goes low enough to
trigger the output nip-nap, the ncgative going pulse appearing at the
input will be ignored.
Since the CutTent source is the key
to determining the pulse width to be
passed, Ihe solution to getting the
filter cells to track lay in supplying
equal CUlTents to each cell. This is
achieved by placing the two maSler
current source transistors, OIOIA
ancl 01018. on a common substmle.
The individual cell cun'ent sources
arc placed on two substrates containing five transistors each. The
current in UIOIA will be mirrored in
UIOIS, C, D, and E providing the
same current to each of fOUl" cells.
The capacitor, CI, is vadable to
compensate for small differences in
currents and str.. y capacitances.
With the filtc."on and maximum
"on" current being supplied from
Ihe mastel"CutTenl source, the niter
will pass pulses 50 ns or longer in
duration. shorlc." dum.tion pulses
are filtered out. With the filter
turned off, the emitters of the
malched CUITent sources U lOlA, B,
C, D, and E are grounded and the
source CUtTent is determined by the
value ofRx. This CUtTent is much
larger than was supplied by QIOIA
and enables CI to"discharge fast
enough 10 pass all pulses delivered
to the filter. With the filter off, at high
current, the stored charge uf 0102's,
base-to"emmiter junction helps
speed up lhe discharge of CI enabling very shorl pulses to be passed
to point B
The Peak Voltage detector circuitry in the 851 is of interest in that
it docs not use the conventional
sample and hold approach; it rcquires a ]'cpetitive signal of 40 Hz or
mOI"C, The circuil will respond to
peak signals of 25 nanoseconds or
longer. This rcquit,cs the detector to
respond rapidly 10 changes, and yet
maintain thc input level if no
changes ate occurring.
In Peak functions, theoutpulof
the input comparator goes to a Tekdeveloped hybrid circuit that
stretches thc inpul signal to about
SO microseconds. The output of the
stretchcr charges a capacito." in

small steps each time a signal is
sensed, with Ihe resultant de voltage
fed back to the inverting input of lhe
input comparat.or. The feedback
voltage will innease until il is
higher than the peak of Ihe signal,
then no further inCl"euse will occur"
If the com para lor input signal
does not cross the inverted input
level within 25 milliseconds, thc
capacitor is discharged rapidly via a
timing circuit, pulling down the
feedback voltage unlil the hybl"id
slretching circuit receives u signal.
The feedback vollage will then be
equal to the input voltage peaks. The
de lcvel fed to the inverting input is
filtered and routed to the DMM for
conversiOll to a digital readoulofthe
peak measurement.
Safety and reliability.
Much orlhe 851 design effort re-

volved .. round keeping power usage
low to eliminale lhe need for u fan,
and keeping ]'eliability high. The
majority of integrated circuils ill the
851 are pretested and then soldered
in, Extra space is provided for the
DMM positions of the FUNCTION
switch to prevent arc-over from high
vollage inputs to sensitive circuitry.
We have alrcady discussed some of
the Sleps taken lO ensure meeting
specifications ove" a wide range of
tcmpcrature and humidity.
The DMM input and probe can,
neclors arc designed for maximum
operator safety. Extra protection has
been employed to p."event coming in
contact with the signal vohage even
when the probe is removed frotllthe
instrument while still attached to
Ihe ci]"cuit under test. The unique
connectors for the counter pl"Obcs
also assure the probes will remain
with the 851 instead of being bar·
rowed for another instrumenl.
Summary

The 851 was designed to provide the
customer engineer with a multifunction test instt"umcnt that would
be easy to usc, highly portable,
highly reliable, and enable him to
complete his service fUllction on lhe
first call in most inslanccs. That's a
big order. We're confident the 851 is
equal to the task" it
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851
Specifications
EleclrlclIl

rACV, oev,

va

Input Filler
(Narrow pul.1 'oJo~tlon) mu Inpul rap 'RiO ror pU11t
raJ.c:lo~ _ 20 MHl,
A."OI - o~ I~d 50 nl ± 20% to >300 nl.
Chann.l to ~tlnnnal dela~ mllmalch: <1l10% GI .01.
II nO.

Inpul,

{I)

Rulillnel and C.pacUanee _ 10 Mil ::1:1,.. and .p.
pro~ 100 pF. Red 10 DI.c~ llumlnal. ("cU. onlvl

+, -

Peak Voll.

Ra"Ot- ::I:3(l Y.

M.. hr. Inpul Vorte". (:$1 kH.)_
:t:SOO v (pUk) 'Old larmlnalle g.ound.
:1:500 II ("uk) blaok lo.mln,ll" ground,
±500 V ("uk) .ltd 10 bllCk It,mlnml.
:1:250 V (pukl 'ad to black II'mlnll In U lurw;lIon,

Aee.. ·.~~_ ::1:2% or roadlno :1:3% GI p·o Ilonal :l:gel
mV. 1.\,. lima b.twlln 'ac.." ..nl PIla.,. 25 mi. Paa~
amplilud" mu.' b<t malnl.lnod lor ., leut 26 n•.
E~llrdad tamPlraIU'. ,ange: add ::I: 1% or ,eadlng:
:I: I'" olp.p Ilgnal ::1:10 mil.

Rell.lance

Frequency

R.ng .. _ 200 n, 2 kfl,
and 50 Mil.

kll, 200 kll. 2 M!I, 20 Mil,

2(J

Acc..,.cy-

Aecu,.~~

n.

l! kl1, 20 kn,2oo kfl: %0.3% o! ""ding ::l:~
CctUlIll lOI". prObe '(lII.l.nOI)
2 .... n: :1:0.5% or 'lIdlno :t:~ CGUnli.
ro Ml'I: :1:5% 01 re'dlng :t: 10 ownt•.
50 Mil: :t: 10% or 'Iadlng :t: 20 COU",.,
hlt"ded lamp".t ..,,, ranga: mdd 0.2% on 200 l!
through 2 Mil and 5% on 2(J M~ and 50 Mil ""1/<11.

200

(l Hz ,<IIolullon). 1 MHI. 10 MHl,

Time Measuremenls

(10~.

reeolutlonl, 10 m., 100 m" I I,

MiniMum Tim. lnl"Yal_ 20 n•.

0.005% 01 r.,dlng ::l: I count :I: Tllggar

T,lg\ll' Error±
ThrOlllold Erlor,
d'/<I' ollignat, aIUma.ta,1 Ihr"hold

"ocufloy _
2 V .nd 20 V:
:I:0.6~ 0' reading :1:4 ~ounlt. 40 H~ 10 t kHz.
::1:2% ot ,oadlnll ::I: ~ ~ountl. 1 kHz to 25 kHz.
>9~ full lull.
200 V Ind 350 V:
::1:0.6% ot "adlng::l:~ counlt, 40 Hz 10 I kHz,
E~llndld temperalu .... range: add ::1:0,2%.

Th'O,hold !:rlor,
<1'111' ollignall II limo aloplh,,,,hold
::t: Inpul flltora"lIlng

v, 200 V.

Counting
(Totlll~". r,,,quOnC~

1.110, .¥anll counl, and lIanll.

lion, cClUnq

and 600 II.

Aeo ....o12 11,20 V and roo II: ::1:0.1% ot ,OIdlnO::l:3 co"nll,
SOlI V: ::1:0,16'1'. ot 'eadlng :*:3 oo"nl •.
hlondld lemperalurl rlnga: add ::1:0.06%,

Normal-Mode Rejecllon Rallo
(00 ¥ollll- 2:«1 dB al !iO to IlO Hz, For oaak amolllude S6X tull Icale.

Mu Inoul F'lqu"ncy-36
UanlllGn c:eunllng).
Aecu,.c~

_

r'eq~.ncy

(AO and Do volll) - 2:80 dB.1 df;: 2:60 dB .1 SO IG60
Hz; ;::'62 dB on 360 Y.

Faclor

AenOI _ 0 10 100%

v tnd

~o

~O

nl.

:t:3% :I: T,lgool E"o" x I~%
Puin P""o<!
16010250 V,

::t:

300nl .,
Puln Wldlh'"

MechBnlcal

Temperature
Allflga _ _ 66° 10 +lso<'C.
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A New Concept in Data
Representation: The
Complete Integration of
Graphics and
Alphanumerics

The use of computel" gruphics is
nothing new to enginee."s, scientists
and educalol·s. Fo!' years they have

been using graphics display lel'mi·
!luIs and compuler controlled plotters for such applications as display-

ing three-dimensional structural
models, drawing graphs of statisli·
cal functions, 01' illustrating the vm-·

ious concentrations of minerals in a
soil sample.
Now with the increasing empha-

sis on analysis. planning, and data
display in all corners of the business,
educational, and governmental

community, a whole new group
of computer graphics users is
emerging.
A new way of selling a concept
A few years ago, for example, the
pt-esidcnl of a large national bank

came up with an innovative application for computer graphics. One of
his responsibilities was to meet with
prospective clients - people who
were thinking of using the investment and trust services of the bank.
After a few minutes of bantering dollar amounts and percentages about
with these potential cuslomel's,
ho\..ever, he noticed that their interest would often begin to wain. He
considered this problem and decided that the bank must find a more
dramatic, easy-to-understand manner of presenting their banking and
investment concepts.
On the advice of the head systems
ana:yst at the bank, he authorized
the purchase of a TEKTRONIx graphics
display terminal and put a programmer to work writing a set of
programs to display investment
data.
A few days after the system was
complete, the bank president was
again asked to meel with a potential
investor, This ti me instead of telling
the oank's story, he and the prospcctivecliclll sat down at the tcrminal
together and he showed him the
story. He first drew graphs on the
display screen of various national
financial statistics such as the GNP,
innation rate, and Dow Jones avcr·
ages over the paSt 10 years. Thcn he
displayed graphs of the fmancial ac-

tivity of his bank over this same time
period - assets, sales, earnings
per share.
Next he turned the keyboard over
to one of the bank's investment
counselors. He showed the potential
customer a vadety of investment
plans that the bank could undertake
for him, and graphs of the probable
rate of return on his investment for
each. At the same time, the inve;t·
ment counselor made copies of the
graphs of each of these plans with a
TE.KTRONIX hard copy unil.
The result? The investor was delighted with the presentation and
the bank got a new customer.

A picture makes all the
numbers clear
Tektronix' graphic display tel'minal
solved this bank president's problem for one basic reason. Graphic
displays ;\I'e much easier to interpret
than lists of numbers. They show us
immediately the trends, cycles,
peaks and valleys, They allow us to
quickly comprehend the situation,
project into the future, and make decisions with confidence. They help
us illustmte to others what we are
doing, what we can do for them, 01'
whya particular course of action is
the best one.
Though the power of a graph 01'
charI to quickly and clearly communicate infOl'mation is well recognized, computer users in the past
have shown more interest in the
output of alphanumeric data from a
compuler, than in the computer's
ability tocreate a graph of that data
When a graph was needed, they genel-ally resorted to a pencil and a pad
of graph paper.
But now, as the sizes of data bases
and models al'C increasing, and the
time frames for decision making are
decreasing, financial analysts, busi.
ness operations managers, and
economists, as well as engineers and
scientists, are beginning to look for
quicker, more efficient tools for representing data.
An alphanumerics terminal or a
graphics terminal?
To satisfy this growing demand for a
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fast. cosl-effective method of pmclueing graphs and charts of data.
Tektronix developed Ihe 4025 Computer Display Tcrminal- a complelely new concepl in daw representation. The 4025 is a rasler scan
(video) display terminallhat provides allihe features of a high performance alphanumerics terminal
such as data enlry, ediling, and
forms fillout. and also provides the
abilily to translate data quickly and
clearly into graph orchart fonn.1I is
really two terminals- a ,&!aphics
and an alphanumeric tenninal- in
one. II's a gralpha tcrminal.
The 4025 is the flrsl terminal with
gnlphing capability designed spccif-

wards e:l:pandablc. Form fill out and
graphing are offered as options to
the 4025. They can be added to the
basic termimll at any time.
Part of a growing family
The4025 Computer Display Terminal is part of Ihe new 402Q-Series of
raster scan terminals developed by
Tektronix. The sedes also includes
Ihe 4024. an alphanumerics-only
version of the 4025. The 4024 is provided for use in multiple lerminal
configurations, where graphics is
nOI :-equired at each work station.
Both of these terminals are microprocessor based systems. intenc.ed fol' use as an interface be-

Fig. 1. The 4025 provides scrnling 01 both graphics and alpt'enum9flcs at the same lime.
Here beth data and a graph ol tle 0018 are view-ad at the same time.

icft lly for t he al pha nurncl'ics tcrm illal uscr.1I. gives tennimll usc'"s who
al'e prim;.lI"ily interested in entering
and manipulating words and nUIllbct"S the added capability of displaying that informalion in easy-tointerpret graphs and charts. It answers the queslion, "1·low do I justify
the expense of a graphics tcrminal
that gives me graphs quickly and
efficiently. but that I'll use only 20%
of the time?" The answer is that the
othcr80%ofthe time the terminal
can be used rordata eniry. editing,
forms Fill out, or on-line inquiry. just
:IS is done with the strictly alphanumerics tel'minals available
today.
The cost effectiveness of the
gralpha terminal concept is further
enhanced by making lhe 4025 up-
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l\\1ccn H llsel' ,Inc! n compuler. The
kcybo<trd is connccted to the display
unit by a thin nexible cable. The display unit contains the communications intel"facc and possibly one or
more optional peripheral interfaces,
as well as thc display electronics.
Both the 4024 and 4025 pl'Ovide full
al phanumeric capa bi Iity.
The bright, II-inch diagonal video
display provides thc standard 80
characters across and an unmatched
34 lines deep. instead of the more
common 24 lines. Thc 3to 4, vertical
to horizontal. ratio of the display
arca of lhe screen provides the ideal
proportion for creating useful, attraClive displays of any combinat ion
of gmphics and alphanumcl'ics. A
P39 phosphor is used on the display
sCI-ecn. Its green shade reduces
fa tigue from m.... ny hours of viewi ng.

liS relmivcly long persistence n:duces nicker.
The keyboard features a standard
office typewriter layoutl'ather than
the ASCII configuration. This layout
was selected bt.'Cause it is more
familiar to typists and other nonprogmmmcrs" Also included on the
keyboard is a numeric pad and 16
lISC" definable keys. Four of these
USCI' definable keys are preprogrammed to provide the standard keyboard edit ing features -line
delete. chamcte'" delete, line insert,
and character inse'"t- at the touch
of a linger.

Forms fillout for fast, accurate
data entry
Forms lilloul can be added to eilher
Ihe 4024 or the 4025 with the forms
ruling option. Forms fillout is a fca.
lUre found on alphanumeric terminals (sec Fig. 3). which allows the
user to di\'jde the display screen into
specific areas called fields. A field is
described by its location, length. visual tlttJ'ibutes, and logical alll'ibutcs, and may consist of ~It most
one line. The fields are set off with
ruling lines and alphanumeric
labels. A programmer genel"ally
constructs a form locally and stores
it in the host. The terminal operator
then recalls thc fonn from Ihe compllter with a command t)'ped on the
keyboard. With the fOI'm displayed,
Ihe opel'ator can enter dala or tables
quickly and efficiently merely by
tabbing through the form. Virtually
an)' source documcnt can be recl'caled with this forms ruling
package.
A complete selection of visual and
logical attributes is included in the
forms ruling package to alia\\' portions of the scrccn to be highlighted
or protected. The visual attributes
include enhanced, blank. and blinking fields on the 4024. and on the
4025. inverted and underlined fields.
Logical allributcs include protected, modified, alphanumel"ic. and
llumeric only.
Easv graphing
The central theme in the design of
the 4025 is to make it easy for the
use!" to display graphics and [II-

phanumcrics. All the hardwarc and
software has becn designcd wilh this
concepl in mind. To fully undcrstand how this concept has been implemented. the performance of the
4025 can be divided into thn..-e functions: basic graphics, report gencration, and hard copy.
For graphing pUI"JXiSCS. the 4025
display screen is divided into 640 by
480 addrcssable points, providing a
I'csolution of71 addressable points
per linear inch (28 points per ccntimcter). This resolution is marc
tha n sufficienl for crcat inl; clcar,
prccise line graphs, bar gmphs, tllld
pic charts.
To aid in making graphs.
Tcktronix provides its PLOT 10 Easy
Gl<lphing software packagc. This intCI"aCI ive package is highly usel'
oricnted, allowing even a novice
terminal operator to gencrate complex graphs and chans with a
minimum amount of training. Given
a set of dala. it is possible with this
soflware package 10 generate a
graph in a few seconds after answcring only a few simple queslions.
Axes can be scaled inany units and
incrcments. G.-aphscan be made up
of solid and a varielyof wcightcd
and textured lines. Variable shading
and textures are also available for
bar charts. Pic charts can bc drawn
with onc sect ion of the chal'l pulled
out.
A versatile report generation
terminal
The 4025 is Ihc first computer dis·
play lerminal to tml)' integratc
graphics and alphanumeric capabil·
ity into one mainframe. It pl'Qvidcs
thc ability to CI'caIC a display thai
combincs graphs and charls wilh
alphanumeric texl and tables, and
further, to scroll the graphics and
alphanumcl"ics together. I
The concept of scrolling is probably more familial' to users of al.
phanumerics terminals. It is the
ability to I'evicw page aftcr page of
alphanumeric information as if it
werc on a sCI'ol lor rollcr. Most al.
phanumeric terminals that offcr
graphics can scroll alphanumcrics
only. When grnphic informal ion is

Fig. ~. The keyboald leallJres a slandard office typewriter layoul plus a numeric pacland
si~leen user·definable keys. In Ihe LEARN mode, virtually ellery key can be programmed
!Of aoother character Of character string.

FIg. 3. A bms ruling opllon lor the <4025makeslt asimple lask to le·create virtually any
source document.

displayed on slich a syslem, il is on
the screen in ils set area alllhc timc.
If alphanumel'ic informalion is
scrolled while graphic information
is on the SCI'ccn, lhe characters arc
written over thc gl'3ph. The 4025 is
the only tcrminal on the rnarkello
offer scrolling of bOlh alphanumeric
and graphics.
An example of Ihe convenience of
being able to scroll both alphanumerics and graphics is in thc display of financial data. Thc graph of a
parlicular funclion can be kepi off
screen and continually updated,
while the user is filling out forms on
the top pan of Ihe screen. When the
user wishcs to look at the gl'3ph, hc
merely scrolls it onto the screen.
Two or Illore graphs can be displayed on the 4025 SCI'eell mlhe
same time. or a l'epOI't cun be created

that pl'ovides n Ilurnhcr of pnges of
lext and gmphs combincd. This feaIllI'C is ideal for wurking with large
bodies oflext and graphics together.
In this casc the terminal usercun
define a diffel"ent alphanumerics
and grapnics area for each page, fill
in Ihe words and graphs, thcn scroll
llwough Ihc various pages of daHl.
Such reports are not only infol'mative but also very attractive.
Thc si;,..c of the 4025 memory is the
only limil 10 Ihe numberof graphs.
charts, 01' text charnctcl's that can be
displayed all the sCl'een and stored
in memory for laler scrolling on
screen. Both the 4024 and the 4025
offer a minimum of 4k of memory,
expandable to 32k. Wilh an average
of20 characters pCI' line, up to 30
pages of alphnnumerics and graphs
can be slored in the full32k melllory.
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Permanent hard copies

When ils time to save or distribute a
graph or reporl, a number ofTekdeveloped copy and graphic display
peripherals, which can be connected
to the 4025 through the peripheral
intcrface. arc available.
The 4631 Hard Copy Unit, for
example, duplicateson·screcn and
buffered displays of alphanumerics
and graphics - up to 53 lines by 80
characlers on an 8Y:t by I I inch piece
of paper. TeKTRO:-lIX liard Copy Units
are dry copiers, as opposed to a line
printer or plotter. The 4631 produces
a clear, sharp copy of the 4024 or
4025 screen in a mailer of seconds.
The ability to copy both alphanumerics and graphics makes
lhese copies \'ery useful for distribulion to customers and management
or to keep for records.
For detailed camera· ready
graphics and alphanumeric output

•
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- in 9 colors- the 4662 Interactive
Digital Ploucr can be selected. II
produces ink copies of both graphics
and alphanumerics. Copies up to II
by 17 inches can be made on paperor
film for use in an overhead projecto,".
You can view and edit information
with the 4025, then when it is corrected, plot il with the 4662.
The 4642 Printer is also available
for copying alphanumedcs output
only. It is designed far use with
either the 4024 or the 4025.
for large presentations, the 4024
and 4025 can be connected direclly
to a video monitor or large screen
video projector.
Direct interfacing

All the standard lype of inlenacing,
such as RS-232C and current loop,
are available for the 4020-Series
terminals. Both the 4024 and the
4025 are easy to interface to any
computer, because they use
English-formatted command sequences. In an eITorl to get away
from escape sequences, which arc
not recognized by all host com·
puters, each command is represented by an English-language
ASCII string.
A polling interface and polling
controller are also available that allows one 4025 and up to seven additional4024s and 4025s in any combination 10 be polled by the hosl
computeI'. The polling controller is
housed in the first 4025, so at least
onc 4025, is required to operate the
polling network.
The first polling controller offered
for use with the 4020-Scries terminals provides an interface to an IBM
370 computel-. It causes the 4024s
and 4025s to emulate an IBM 3270
terminal. The polling controller also
includes an RS-232C peripheral
interface. With this interface, a
single hard copy unit or plotter can
be used to copy datn from any of the
terminals connecl,ed to the polling
controller.
Customizing the 402Q.Serles

A number of other features are provided that allow Ihe 4020-Series
tcrminals to bc used for specialized
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applications. Using the LEARN
mode, virtually every key on the
keyboard -81 keys alltogcthercan be programmed for anolher
character or character string, which
is then inserted whenever the key is
struck. This allows commonly used
character strings, words, or com·
mands to be invoked with a single
key stroke.
Another useful feature is the abil·
ity to divide the display screen into
two arcas: the workspace and the
monitor. The per-Hal' controls the
total number of lines assigned 10
each area. 30 lines may be assigned
to the workspace area, for instance.
and 4 lines to the monitor area. The
workspace is generally used for
forms fillout, graphics, or for entering and examining alphanumeric
data. The monitor space is used for
sp<..'Cial communications betw(."C.n
Ihe computer and the operator. It
may not contain forms or graphics.
Whcn a user is entering dala into a
form in the workspace, for cxample,
and the computer wishes to send the
USCI' a message, the message isscnt
to the monitor area. The monitol'
area providcs a convenient method
of communicating with the compuler \vithout interfering with a
f0l"l11 or graph on Ihe screen.
Gralpha: a concept for today
and the future

Whcthcr its busincss or financial
management, government agencies,
or the marc lraditional users of
computer graphics -engincers, scientists, and educatOI"S -the demand fodast, efficient methods of
tuming alphanumeric data into
casy-to-interpl"ct graphic displays is
gl"Owingat a rapid pace. With its
upward expandable packaging and
full performance alphanumerics
and graphics, the 4020-scries has
mel this demand and will conlinue
to meet il well into the future.
The gralpha terminal is a cost effective concept; a cost effective solu·
tion to Ihe problem of data rcpresen·
tation.

e

'see Ile article on page 13 of !his issue of

Tekse:ope b more information on !he abIilyof Ihe

4025 to sed gtllptvc:s.

The Virtual Bit Map Brings
High Resolution Graphics
To the Alphanumerics
Terminal User

In the past, comput.er display ter-

minals have, in general, been designed either for graphics- graphs,
charts. thr(."C-dimensional models,
maps, elc. - or alphanumericsdata entry, text editing. forms fillout and on-line inquiry. Now with

low cost video chips, microprocessors, and the declining cost of mem-

ory. it is possible to produce a lowcost, raster·scan (video) terminal
thai combines the lwO functions in
one low cost package. This new cat·
egOI"} of t.erminal is called a gralpha

terminal. I
In designing Tektronix' version of
the gralpha terminal- the 4025
Computer Display Terminal- we
had two design criteria. We wanted
to oITer the user as much flexibility
as possible in creating combined
displays of graphics and al·
phanumerics. For example. we
wanted to be able 10 place graphics
anywhere on the display screen and
to be able to scroll both graphics and
alphanumerics. The second criteria
was to be able to handle almost all
conceivable graphing needs with a
moderate amount of graphics memory.11lcse needs included both the
ability to create complex graphs.
and the ability to store a numbel' of
graphs in the graphics memory at
one time. Such a terminal could be
used for gnlphic analysis and data
display as well as for generating repons that combine alphanumeric
text and graphics.

Bit map graphics
Meeting these critcrin called for an
interesting variation in the traditional method of storing graphics.
Most .-aster-scan terminals that
offer graphing capability use a bit
map for sto.-ing the graphics data.
With a bit map. one bit in Ihe
graphics memory is assigned to ench
addressable point on the display
screen - one bit for each dot. The
graphics memory is then scanned
one row of dots at a time tocrente
the graphics display. The scanning is
done with a simple counter. No display list or pointers are used.
To combine alphanumerics with
the graphics display, a separate ai-

phanumelics generation system is
provided. Some sort of mixing technique is then used to combine the
graphics with the alphanumerics. A
video mixer is one example.
The most significant drawback of
the bit map method of storing
graphics is that the graphics can not
be scrolled. The display windowof
the bit map is defined as the boundaries of the display screen, and can
not be moved. Another limitation is
that a bit map memory is a very inefficient way of storing graphics. A
large percent of the memory is used
to store spaces or voids in the
graphics area.

Displaying words and numbers
In order to make more efficient use
of graphics memory and to allow
scrollingof' graphics on a raster scan
terminal. a new technique for storing graphics data called a virtual bit
map was developed.
To better understand the virtual
bit mapping technique. it is helpful
to understand how a raster scan
tcrminal generates alphanumeric
characters (see fig. 2). The display
screen is divided into alphanumeric
cells which are 14 dots high by 8 dots
wide. 80 of these alphanumeric cells
filtogether side by side to form a row
of characters. With lhe402S, up to 34
rows of alphanumeric cells can be
displayed at one time on the display
screen. A doL is equivalent to the
width of one I"aster line. so that it
takes 14 raster scans locreate one
row of characlers.
The 4025 uses an intcrlaced rastel"
scan system. Every other row of dols
is thus scanned with each complete
scan of the display screen.
The alphanumeric data to be displayed comes from Ihe host computer, a mass storage device, or the
terminal keyboard. A microprocessor in the terminal uses this data lO
create a display list. which combines ASOI character codes.
character set attribute codes (upper
or lower case), and field attribute
codes (blinking field. enhanced
ficld. etc.).
The display controller scans the
display list one row of characters at
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a time and uses each ASCII code for
fetching a dot matrix character from
a character generiltion ROM, which
is then displayed on the crt screen.
The virtual bit map technique

Creating a display of alphanumerics
and graphics with the TEKTRONIX
4025 is somewhat like putting together a jigs.'l.w puzzle with lhc help
ofa compuler_ Using a software program such as the PLOT 10 Easy
Graphing softwarc package, the
4025 user inilially eSlablishes a
graphics region on the display
screen. Thc rcctangular graphics region can be placed anywhere in the
display arca. Thc remainder of the
display area is then considcred alphanumerics region.
The microprocessor-thcn further
divides the graphics region into
graphics cells. A graphics cell is the
same size as an alphanumerics cell
- 14 dots high by 8 dots wide. When
the micropl'C)Cessorreceives informalion from the host computer telling it the size and location of the
graphics region, it uses a firmware
program to create a uniform array of
dummy address pointers in the display list. Each of these dummy addresses potentially points to onc
graphics cell of infQf'mation stored
in the graphics memory.
Next the 4025 operator defines the
graph parameters and inputs the
data to be graphed. Using tll1 incremental plotting algorithm, the mic·
J"Oprocessor writes the dot pattern
for the desired graph in the graphics
memory. A writable RAM is used for
the graphic memory. It has been designed to be written into by the micl"Opl'ocessor as an I/O device. Its
output is designed to look like that of
the character generation ROM.
The ilddresses for each of the
graphics cells that contain graphics
information m-e thCll exchanged fOIdummy addresses in the display list.
Those graphics cells that do not contain graphics information appear in
the display list as spaces.
Alphanumeric codes are also written in the display list just as with an
alphanumerics only tcrminal. The
resulting display list is made up of
codes to generate specific characters
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with the character genenltion ROM
and addresses in the graphics memory fQl-the dot pattern to fitlup
speciftc graphics cells.
Using the display list as a guide,
the display controller pulS togelher
thc alphanumeric-graphics puzzle
from the top of the display to the
bottom. When the display controller
scans the display list and comes to a
part ofthc list thaI has been designated as graphics, it goes to the
graphics RAM. The pointer in the
display list points toa group ofbytcs
that designates the dot pattem for
the part of the graph that is contained in that particular graphics
cell.
This technique of allocating
graphics memOI-y is called a virtual
bit map, because it appears to the
terminal user that every address-

,,

OI.~1I'

able dOl location in the graphics
area is assigned a bit in the graphics
memory. In reality. only those
graphics cells in the display area
that actually contain graphics information are assigned bits in
gl'aphics memory.
A virtual bit map thus makes morc
efficient use of memory than the
traditional bit map technique,
where each addressable dot location
in the display area is allocated a
place in the graphics memory, even
if the actual graph takes up only a
small amount of display area. A
complex graph, for example,taking
up the entire display screen can be
stored in 16 kilobytes of graphiCS
memory using the virtual bit map
technique of storage_ With the traditional bit map technique, this graph
requires twice as much memory. The
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Fig. 1. Simplified bIodI di8l9ram 01 the .025. The Display Usl oonlains alphanumeric
c:odes tor Itlecharacter-general:on ROM and addresses In !he graphics memory lor !he
dot pattern il specific QfapNcs cells. Using the Disolay Lis! as 8 guide.1tle Display
Controller assembles the dlsptey a Ine 81 a time_ The display is Inlertaced.
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Store two or more graphs
Morc than one graph can be dis-
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graphics scroll with the alphanumerics, since the gruphics information is contained in the list the
same as the alphanumerics.

.,
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••
••

•••
••
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played on the screen at one time, The
microprocessor merely designates a
new section of the graphics memory
for each additional graph. The
amount of graphics and alphanumerics that can be stored in the
4025 at one time is determined by
the siz.c of the display list memory
and the graphics RAM. 4 kilobytes is
the st3ndard size for each of these
memories in the 4025, but each can
be expanded to 32 kilobytes. It is
thus quite possible to create a graph
that extends vertically off the page
and can only be viewed in its entirety through scrolling or hard copy
(ifit is 53 rows or less).
Create special characters

Besides containing graphs, the
graphic memory can also be used to
store user-defined characters,
character sets, or symbols not found
in thechamcter ROM. Under the di-

rection of user software, the characteror symbol is merely written in
one of the graphics cells. It can then
be inscncd anywhere in lhe display
Jist by specifying the addresses of
the graphics cell.
Summary
The dcmand for an easy-to-use
gralpha tcrminal that can display
graphs, charts, and alphanumcric
tcxt in an allractivc format is on the
increase. It is the virtual bit map
method of sioring graphics that
makes this kind of a terminal
possible.
The ability 10 store a number of
graphs in the graphics memory and
toconstruct a multi-page report that
combines text and graphs on each
page gives the 4025 considerable
flexibilily ror use in data analysis,
reporl generation, and data display.
Scrolling both graphics and alphanumerics makes the 4025 extremely
convenient to use, allowing both
text and graphics to be quickly reviewed and edited. 8
1See lhe 8Ilicleoo page 9 of this issue 01
Tekscope lor a discussion of the graJpha
cOI1cepl.

OIlAPHlCa
Cl!l.L

FIg. 2. In the 4025, graphk: dati Is stored In
{lfapt'lc cellS (b) containing the lame number of
element, as alphanumeric cab (8). Graphic
mcmOfY Is required only 'or those coils containing

ASCII Co'-IO,
t: In 01",1., Lift

ASCII Code 10.
Spiel In OllpllV 1.111

graphic daltl: empty gmphli1 I:lllSllrll treated as

spaces. Thlsgreally reduces the mcmOl'Y require<!
lor graphics.

s<lvings in memory is lhcgrc~llcst for
small. si Il1ple graphs.
Report generation
The virtual bit map gl'aphing tech-

nique also solves the problem of
being able to sc1"o1I graphics. The
display list can hold more information than can be displayed 011 the
screen at one lime. cl"OlIing and
paging arc used to make it all visible. Scrolling is accomplished by
slarting the field al a point in the
display list that is designated as
being a fixed memory location -the
beginning of a line. To scroll the display, the display controller sequences through fixed memory locations-line by line -01· jumps 34
lines at a lime- paging. The
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Evaluating Test Data with
Computer Graphics
Compulcrdisplay terminals have a
versatility that extends fal' beyond
final-data presentation. One of the
more effective applic3t ions of the
terminal is to usc it fot" a p.'climinal"y
view of raw data and any intermediate stage of data reduction.
This previewing technique can be an
impressive diagnostic indicator,
Ii me saver, and data compactor.

D.I~et

LI~g

Acoustle
O,lye.

Prusurlzed
T.~k

Dala previewing at Georgia Tech.
Data previewing is being utilized at
the Georgia Institute of Tech nology,
where the Aerospace Engineering
300 illig

Department is using a TEKTRONIX

4012 Computer DisplayTcrminal to

make a preliminary analysis of the
data acquired from impedance lube
meaSUI"cmenls during the burning
of solid-propellant rocket fuel. This
previewing is done before investing
time in extensive data reduction and
data presentation.
Aerospace scientists at the Institute are processing information
with a minicomputer-based data
acquisition system, The computer
program is divided into two sections
(overlays) that. due to their length.
must be placed into the computer
memory separately. One overlay is
used for data acquisition, the other
for data presenlation.
By concluding the first overlaydala acquisition -with a gmphed
data preview on the 4012 terminal,
the research team can quickly ascer·
tain if the desired test condilions
were established,
If valid test data is not attained,
then the research team can repeat
the experiment wilhout a software
delay, because the data-acquisition
overlay is stilt in computer memory.
If necessary. preliminary runs to vcr·
ify proper instrumentation funclion
and test conditions can be made
rapidly and easily with the 4012
preview-display formal. After a test
series, the scientists can load the
long, more extensive data prescntation overlay into lhe computer, canfidentlhat the desired test condilions were obtained and that only
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Fig. 1. To minimize pressure differences across lhe de~cale IranSducer dlaphrams, the
Impedance lube Is enclosed in alJ'e6surized lank or shell. A sound source 01 known
fr~uenC\' and the propellant sample are pfaced al opposite ends of the tube, Alter
prcpellant Ignltlon,lhe amplitude and phase of the result ani pressure oscillations and lhe
temperature in lhe tube are monil03red,
significant I"aw data will be used for
further data ('eduction. This preview
technique can save the scientists as
much as I ~ hours per tesl.
Solld·fuel rocket research
For the last two years, G<.'Orgia Tech
sClentisls have been conducting
basic l"esearch on solid fuel rocket
propellants fOI" the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research. Primarily,
lhey are investigating the phenomenon of combust ion instability in
solid-fuell'Ocket motors by sludying
the interaction between sound
waves and the combustion process.
When a solid propellant burns, it
produces turbulent conditions in the
combustion cham be." of the I'Ocket
motor. This turbulence is perceived
as noise. The noise or pressure nuctUOltions produce nuctuations in ihe
combustion process. If the interaction between the pressure and combustion oscil lations are in phase, the

pressure waves tend to amplify the
combustion oscillations, which in
turn, amplify the pressure nuc(ua·
tions. Undamped. this disturbance
can seriously impair the effectiveness of the rocket engine performance and even cause failure of the
combustion chamber, usually between 10 to 10.000 Hz.
At G<.'Orgia Tech, Dr. Ben T. Zinn,
the principal investigator; two research engineers, Dr. William Bell
and Mr. Bob Daniel; and a graduate
student. Mr. Mohammed Salikuddin
have spent three years exploring
some of the important parnmcters of
this problem and creating a viable
testing pl'Ocedur'c.
Testing fuels in an Impedance tube
The experiments are centered
around the study of the combustion
process using an impedance tube at
preSSUI"CS from 15 to 350 psig. The
tube is a 6-fool-Iong stainless steel

pipe capable of testing propellant
samples two inches in diameter. Although solid-ruel rocket chambers
are orten designed in gargantuan
sizes (10 to 15 feet in diameter). the
diminutive impedance tube provides an efrective testing apparatus
that can be used at minimum cost
and maximum sarety.
At the beginning or a test, a solid
propellant - portioned to burn for
approximately 4 seconds - is
placed on a stt:e[ plate that is secUI"ed inside one end orthe impedance tube. At the othercnd, an elcctropneurnatic acoustic driver introduces sound into the tube at a controlled frequency (Figure I).
The fuel sample is ignited at the
initiation or the testing procedure.
The sound from the acoustic driver
sends incident waves travt:ling
down the impedance tube to the
combustion area. Thel-e, the wave
interacts with the combustion pl-ocess and is reOected back towards
the driver. The renected and incident waves combine to form a standing wave along the length orthe tube
(Figure 2). The amplitude nnd shape
of this st<lllding wave is dependent
upon the amount of sound absorbed
or amplified by the combustion process and upon the phase relationship
of the incident and I'eflcctcd waves.

matelya 3,0000 increase in temperature from ignition until steady burning is achieved_ Once the temperatun,' stabilizes, thel-e is only one or
Iwo seconds whel-e reliable, steady
standing-wave readings can be obtained.

Fig. 3. The signals trom the pressure transduC6fS
and thermocouples are amplihed and simUltaneously S£mpled and held. A multiplexer samples
each data channel. and lhe voltages Elm convertEld 10 dlgilized 'orm. The sampling rate is oontrolled by lhe pElcar. The raw signals are recorded
on a dis~, using the computer as a butrer.

Measuring the standing wave
The scientists use transducers (condenser microphones) to measure the
amplitude and phase of the standing
wave at different tube locations.
They C<'In then determine the ratio of
the incident to the renccted wave.
Fourle,- analysis is applied to filter
the pressure signal at the test frequency fl'om harmonics and noise.
Testing restrictions caused by
temperature changes
The amplitude of the sound in the
impedance tube is fluctuating
wildly because there is approxi-

Fig. 2. The shape 0' Ihe standirg wave can be ,econS1rucled by analyzing the amplitllde.
phase, and temperal\Jre measu'ements taken along the impeGlnce tube. The standing
\'jave shape makes It possible to determine how much the oombustioo process amplitied
or anenuated the acoustical oscillations.

Test equipment
The Aerospace Engineering Department's data acquisition equipment consists of a.
Neff amplifier;
Preston GMAD-Il twelve-channel
analog to digital convertel' with
multiplexer;
Hewlett-Packard 3320-A frequency sythesizer;
TEKTRONIX 4012 Computer Display Terminal;
and a Hewlett·Packard 2100S 24K
memory computer with two direct memory access channels, disc
storage with a cnpacity or2.5 million words. and a tr",nsrer rate of
128,000 words per second.
Data acquisition
Dnta from up to ten transducers and
two thermocouples are taken during
an experiment. After being
amplified by the Neff amplifier, the
transduCCI' signals appear at the
input of the A 10 D converter in a
±2Y.t volt range (Figure 3).
Data Anaylsis
The reseal-eh tcam previews dlCCXperi mental data with two displays
on the 4012 tenninal to determine
the valid clatn ranges (Figures 4 and
5). The displays plot the standing
wave's amplitudt: and phase relationship versus ti me as recorded by
each transducer_ The time period of
steady combustion can be determined by a visual inspection orthe
display. The terminal keyboard is
used to communicate the valid beginning and ending test parameters
to the computer; subsequent data
presentation and analysis is restricted to this data segment
(Figul'e 6).
There. the analog signals are converted into digital data that arc
stored in 8·bit bytes (I bit to indicate
the polarity and 7 bits for voltage).
The A to D converter compacts t\vo
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tbe long data-prcscntat ion overlay
is loaded into the department's
minicomplIter(Figul"c 7). Thealltput of this pwgram is steady-slate
amplitude. phase, and temperature
information from the cxperiment.
This data is graphed on a plot tel' and
listed on a teletypc. Selccted dala
arc taken and tmnsmitted to the
university's CYBER 70computcr
system for final analysis and presentation. Essclltially, the CYBER 70
analyzes the amplitude. temperature. and phase data; pel-forms a
least squares curve fit; and indicates
on a line pl'inter how much the
sound is increased by the tested
pl"Opellanl.
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Fig. 4, ThesejraPhSdlsplaYedonthe 4012 terminal and copied on a TEKTRONIX 4631
Hard Copy Un I show the O$cillatlng pressure amplilUde in decibels versus nondimen·
slonal time at sil( a>clal stations along the mpedance lube. The propellant Is ignited at time
T..20; tha increase In temperature causes fIlJCluations in lhe amplituda unlirUme T-40.
After this point, lt1e t9l'f'l4J9fature reaches a conslanllevel, Ihe amplitude variation dl·
mlnlshes, and desirable lest contlllons are achieved from T-40 to T.,BO.
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Summary
Data previewing is an impol-tant
time and cost saving technique for
this and nHwy other applications,
This particulal- application calls fOI'
a terminal that is reliable. versatile.
and l"easonably priced. The4012
meets all of these requiremenls, ~
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Fig. 5. These plots show the corresponding phase dillerenc9s between the pressure
oscillations at the six roclsl slatloos along the Impedance tuDe. The phases are referenced
to one of the transducer sll7'als. Betore iQnilion, Ihe oscill<!tions are ;1: 180 degrees out of
phase wllh lhe relerence signal. After igl'llllon, the pressure osclllalions are almost In
phase. By meaSl.Jring these phase differenoos, it is possible to determine the capabikiy of
the propellant 10 drive unacceptably large oscillations In e rocket molor.

8-bit bytes ioto a 16-bit word. Six
words then, represent one measurement sample.
The frequency synthesizer acts as
a pacer und controls the rate at
which the A and D converter digitizes and stores the data. This rate
can be sci to optimize the accuracy
of the amplitude and phase data for
a given frequency, The multiplexer
sequentially Slores the digitized
data from the pressure transducers
18
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Fig. 6. The raw dig~ized data are converted to
amplitude and phase data and displayed on the
Teklronix compuler display terminal. [, propor test
cooditions were not established during the <I second propellant born, the test can be rerun with
minimal time dela}:

and thermocouples into a memol')'
buffer in the computer. When lhe
buffer is full, the data is stored on a
disc to allow morc rcadings La be
taken into the computcr. Upon completion of a test, the raw dala is read
back from the disc into computel'
memory as I'equil-cd.
Data presentation
Aher4012 terminal previewing has
isolated valid raw-data parameters,

Fig. 7. AmplitUde, phase, and temperature data
versus time are plolted and printed. Final data
analysis to reconstruct the sianding wave is per1000med on a CYBEA 70 computer.

New Products
The DF2 DIsplay Formatter with
7001 and 7603

P6303 Dc Current Probe with AM 503
Amplifier

The New C-28 Crl Camera

I

New Display Formaller Offers GPIB
ASCII Capability

Digital designers can now look al
disassembled GPIB (IEEE Standard
488-1975) activity with the
TEKTRONIX DF2 Display Formatter.

The DF2 also formals data stored in
the 7001 memory in ASCII format
with fUI"ther decode in hexadecimal,
binary, or octal notation on the same
display.
The DF2 works as a compnnion to
the 7001 Logic Analyzer. Addition .. 1
display formalling capabilities include: liming, mapping, hexadecimal. octal, ancl binary. An automat ic
data comparison feature cnnblcs the
user to cntch intenninent faults.
Synchronous operation enables
the user to vicw blocks of the 256
CPIB inSlructiollsstored in the 7001
memory, 17 instructions 31 a time.
Disassembled instructionsol activit yon the data bus, transfer bus
(handshake lines), and management
bus (control lines). arc displayed in
IEEE 488 mnemonics. Asynch.'onous GPIB measurements can be displayed in a liming diagram when
moniloring handshake line activity.
Thc OF2's GPIBcapabilily cnables
digital dcsignc."S to design, troubleshoot and inlegrate GPIB systcms
casier and simplel·.
GPIB or ASCn modes arc selecled
frulll the DF2 fmllt panel by pressing

a ME, U bUllon.
Inc:uded with the DF2 is a GPIB
probe adapter with standard IEEE
488 connector and quick connection
to the P64S1 Probe head.

Dc Currenl Measurement
To 100 Amps
The P6303 is a new CUlTent probe
designed to make ac and dc current
measuremenlS to 100A, SODA peak.
The currenl measurement system
consists of the P6303, the AM 503
Currcnt Probe amplifier, a TM 500
Power Module <lncl <lny oscilloscope
with at least a 50-MHz bandwidth
and 10 mV/div vertical sensitivity.
With its large I x 0.83 inch (2.54 x2.11 cm)jaw opening. the P6303 can
make accun~te dc coupled current
meaSUI-emen ts of la rge conductors
which previously were not possible.
The spring-loaded jaw slides open
for placement around the conductor.
There's no need to break thc circuit
under test. For differential or sum
measurements. merely place the
conductors in the probe jaw in the
proper phase.
The P6303 is highly .'ecornmended
for measul'ing CU1Tcnt in X-ray
tubes. SCR moto.' controls. industrial conlrols and powel' supplies. II
is especially useful when making
mcaSUI-ements at high iml>cdancc
points or with current dependent
devices.

C-28 Camera Features
Electric Shutler
The new C~28 Crt Camera features
an eleclric shutter. changeable
magnification, a quality Icns. and
mechanical rigidily.
The electric shut tel· allows remote
operation for operator conveniencc
or system (:ontral of the camera, and
pl"Ovides accurate, repeatable expo·
surc times. The shutters' input tdgge.' is ITL-compatible to simpliry
interfacing to the user's system. ReI ill hi Ii t Y of I he elecll'ic ~hu llcr is
far superior to that of mcchanica 1
shutters.
Mngnifical ion can be changed
f.'om 0.67 to 0.85 to permit ful1frame phologl"aphs of both 8 x 10 em
and 10 x 12 em displays. This is ac·
complished by changing spacing
ringson the easily disassembled lens
barTC!. The economical f2.8Icns
provides the performance needed in
gencl·al crl photography.
The C-28 offers outstanding
strcngth in its frame and crt bezel
altachmcnll1lcchanism.
Two film backs are included with
the C-28 - a Granok 4" x 5" roll film
back and a Polaroid Type 405 back
modified to fil dil'cctly onto the
Granok b<lck. This special intcrface
allows lhe user to quickly SWilCh
from negalive film to Polaroid.
Medicnl diagnostic applications
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New Products
8001 Microprocessor lab with
Optional CT8100 Crt Terminal

The 4014-1 Computer Display
Terminal

including ultrasound, nuclear
medicine. and computerized lomog·
raphy are excellent examples of applications for the C28. II is also well
suited to general pw-pose trace
recording.

an operating system and text editor
to facilitate program development.
Then, the program can be gradually
integrated with a prototype by using
the 8002 emulation and debug
capabilities. The 8001 Microprocessor Lab- which is intended for
users with time-sharing or other
software development facilitiesprovides emulation and debug
facilities, and uses a ROM-based
operating system.

8000-Series Microprocessor
Labs Add 8085 Support

With complete 8085 software and
hardware emulation, software
development support, and hardwu'"c debug capability. the 8085 op·
lion for the TEKTRONIX BOOO-Series
Microprocessor Labs extends the
coverage of this multiple-approach
development aid to 51 ill unother
popular microprocessor. Previously
announced options include support
packages for the 8050, 6800, Z.80
and 9900.
Like the other 800o-Scrics micl"Oprocessor" support packages, the
8085 option packag~ runs as a component of the total Tektronix' systems approach to easing microprocessor based designs. The 8002
Micropl"Ocessor Lab. with dual
floppy discs. up to 64k bytes of user
memory, scparate 16k system memory, and optional terminal provides

Intelligent Graphic Enhancement
for the 4014

Users of the lar'gc screen 4014 Com·
puter Display Terminal now have
the oPPol'lunity to combine the
gl'aphic display superiority of the
4014 with provcn techniques of distributcd proct.'Ssing. All are designed
to reduce data transmission and online time, speed up applications and
interactivity. and further inCl"case
the case of use, inten.lctivity. and
productivity of the 4014.
Three new options allow you to
select the degn.'e of enhancement to
suil your particular needs:
Option 40 provides programmable keyboard capability with

Tektronix, Inc.

P.O. BOll SOO
Beaverton, Oregon 97071

04218bT
1339
MR THOMAS P DOWNEY LAB TECH
GEULOGY \)~PT HS-J10b
CITY COLLEG~ OF NEW YORK
138TH ST. t CONVENT AVE.
N.W YURK CITY NY 10031

storage of alphanumerics and
graphics in local memory. Data may
be entcred from the keyboard 01'
down loaded from the host or local
peripheral devices. Artel'loading,
the data stored for any key may be
displayed on the screen or transmitted to the host or local peripheral by
simply depressing a key, or by the
host transmilling the key value. The
data stored under a key name could
be an entire display, a gmphic segment, n symbol, local commands. or
thc names of several other keys
which also contain graphics.
For conveniencc a onc line editor
is inclu(lcd which maintains the
most recenl typed line in l·efresh.
Graphic data may be displayed in
thc normallocalion or displayed in
new locations by redefining theorigin coordinates. In addition, Option
40 prOVides local clipping of any
graphics oUlside the screen bound·
ary and local buffering of all
communications.
Option 41 adds local rotation and
scaling (upwards and downwards)
of graphics, use of any alternate
down-loaded character set, and
local circle and circular arc generation. To assist in development of an
alternatc character sel. a local symbol design mode is provided in
which symbols orchanlctcl'S Illrly he
defined using the crosshoir cursor or
graphics tablet, then saved on a
loc..,l peripheral or host.
Option 42 adds an interactive buf.
fer 10 the 4014 providing 1023 bytes
of off-screen storage which can be
uscd as a straight buffer capable of
storing or refreshing alphanumeric
or graphic displays, as a text editor,
or in conjunction with thumbwheels
or an optional joystick to provide
moveable picture clements. The picturc e1emcnls may be positioned
anywhere on-screen, rolated. or
scaled locally 01' under program
control.
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Beavefton, Oregon 97077
Editor: Gordon Alhson

Tekscope IS a bimonthly pubHcation 01 Toktronix,
Inc. In it you will lind Mieles covering the entire
scope of Tektronix' prodU(ts. Technical articles
discuss whafs new in circuit and component
design, measurement capability, and measurement technique. Anew prOducts section gives a
briel description 01 products recently introduced
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Unraveling the
Mystery on the GPIB

When people 111' locommunicalc it
helps if they all speak the same language. Even SQ, there nre misunder.
slnndings.

We now have a standard system
forconnccling instrumCnlS together
so lhey call comrnunicnte.lt's called
the General Purpose Interface Bus
(GPIB). The fonnaltcrm is IEEE
Standard 488·1975, "Digitallnlcr.
face for Programmable Instrumentation," This standard specifies lhe
mecnanical, electrical, and fUllctional clements of the digital inlel'·
face system. One would suppose that
wilh such a standard, a group of instruments could be connected la.
gel her as a system and function pcrfectl::. Not nccess::ll'i1y so, an)' more
than people who speak the same
Innguagc communicate perfecily.
Whcn a group of instruments connccted together f<lils to function
properly, il is oftcn difficult to determine the cause. Is it a defective
instrumcnt, faulty connection. timing problem.or progmmming
crror? How can aile determine
which?
One of the mOSI useful instru-

ments in working with digital systcms is the logic analyzer. Early
analyzers usually presented digital
information in one of two formatslogic timing or logic state. The application dictated the typcselected.
Circuit dcsigncn; prefclTcd timing
diagrams, while soft ware designers

chose stale table displays. A thir·d
mode. mapping. appeared later on
some logic state analyzers. providing the system designer a convenient
means of monitoring program flow,
With the introduction orthe
TEKTRONIX 7001 Logic Analyzer and
DFI Display Formatter l • the user
was given a choice of allthn:e display modrs in a single instrument.
Now. the increasing dcmand for
progra III ma ble i nSI rumen Ia tion
llsing Ihe GPIB has crcated a need 10
view data in st ill ~Ulolher format IEEE 488 mncmonics, These
mnemonics repn:sen1. or arc the
cquivalclll of, particular logic patterns occuI'ring on the 8 da1a lines
and 4 SlUtuS lines of the GPIB, ~ll1d
arc dcfined in the standard itself.
The new I)F2 Display FOr"Tnallcr
with its companion 7001 Logic
;\nal)'zer, convcl'ls the binary v:\lues
appearing on the data and stalus
lines into thcir equivalenl
mnemonics and displays the results
on .1 cr!.
How il works
Front punel push but Ions on the DF2
givc the uscr a choice of sevcn display modes: Ii ming, map, binal"y, octal, hexadecimal. CPIB, nnd ASCU,
In the GPIB and AS II display
modes. the user is given the funhcr"
choice of displa)'ing data in binary.
octal. or hcxadecima 1.
In the CPIB mode, data is acquired from lhe GPIB by the 7DOI
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Logic Analyzer through an adapter
that provides a convenienl transition from thc GPIB conncctor 10 the
two P6451 Data Acquisilion Probes
used wilh the 7001Notc that specific assignments are
given each probe input with the exception of channels 0-3 and the
probe qualifier input,
Channels 0-3 and the qualifier
inpul are userdennable. Theycan be
used to view signals from Ihe user's
circuitry or applied to the handshake lines available on the GPIB
Adapter.
Data acquired by the 7DOI is
transferred to the DF2 mernOI'y and
pmcessed for display under microprocessor control. A program ROM
in the DF2 provides permanent storage for the microprocessor instructions.
Figure I is a GPIB display. Note
that it is so labeled at the top of the
right hand column. The GPLB transactions are displayed in hexadecimal, as indicated by a dollar sign ($)
preceding the alphanumeric hex
value. You will note a couple of exceptions -the listen, talk, and secondary address groups are dis-

played in decimal, and therauf
usable-definable lines nre presented
in binal-y. The numberof clock cycles
occurring between the lrigger and
the first line ofthe display (411 top of
screen) is also displayed in decimal,
while the trigger word (at ballom of
screen) is displayed in the previously selected format - in this inSlance, hexadecimal. This intermingling of formats on a single display lets you view cach piece of data
in its most useful form.
Seventeen CPIB events, plus the
cursor position and tl'igger word,
can be displayed on-screcn at onc
liIT.e. As the datu is "scrolled" manually using lhe 7001 cursor contl'ol,
a11254 events acquired by the 7001
car. be viewed. Each of the 17 lines
(bus transactions) contains dala information from the intel·face bus,
disj)layed in IEEE 488 mnemonic
message format.
Versatile triggering and storage
One of the keys to unraveling the
mystery on the GPIB is Ihe ability to
capture the action occurring on the
bw at any sclected point in time,
and examine even IS leading up to
and follOWing that action. The

7DOIIDF2 pl'ovides that abilit)(
The uscI' has a choice of synchronous or asynchronous triggering and
synchronous or asynchronous dala
storage. This makes possible four
combinations of triggering and
storage 10 create a very versatile system.ln synchronous operation, triggering and storage are relaled 10 an
external clock, while asynchronous
operation utilizes a very accurate
internal clock. Let's consider where
each of these triggedng/storing
modes might be used in a CPIB
interface environment.
Synchronously triggering on an
input value set by t.he worclrecognizer switches, and synchl'onously
storing data into the logic anu[yzer
clocked by the negative edge of data
valid (DAV) is the most common
mode for looking at data and control
transactions across the GPIB. For
e;o::ample, one could look at device·
dependent messages being Iransmitted to the controller fmm one
particular device, by sclling the
word recognizer to trigger on the
talk address of that device.
Triggering asynchronously on the
inpul word equal to the word reeog-

".

...
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Fig. 2 The GPIB ProbeAdap:er prO'lloos aconvenlent means 01lnt9l"h.clng theGPIBconneclor to the PE4S1 Probes used with the
71501 Logic Analyzllf. Note Ihallour 01 the signal Inputs and an exlernal quelille' Input 8I"e user-definable.
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nizer switch seuings. and sLaring
CPIB transactions synchronously
clocked by DAY, is useful when the
user wants to trigger on a single
combinatorial event in the circuit
and look at the CPIB transactions
that led up to that event. The userdefinable lines can be connected to
the circuit. and the 7001 can be
triggered asynchronously relative to
the d.ttn being SLared. A typical
example is triggering on the interface clear line (lFC) which occurs
asynchronously to the handshake,
and looking nt the CPIB transactions before and after the IFC occurrence to discover why it was asserted and the effecls it had on the
system operation.
Triggering synchronously on a
CPIB transaction and storing data
asynchronously is generally used
when timing information before.
during, andlor after a CPIB transaction is desired. The most common
example is studying the handshake
cycle around a particular attention
(AT ) message for correctness and
speed. The user can also look at the
effect a particular ATN message has
on the circuit handling the interface.
Triggering the logic anaylzer on
an asynchronous event and recol'ding the timing information of the

input lines is the normal operating
mode of a timing logic analyzer. It is
useful for studying the CPIB handshake and speed performance of the
syste:n. Typical examples would be
examining the asynchronous parallel poll as the controller asserts ATN
and End or Identify (EO!) to command those devices. with the capabilit;, to put their status on the data
lines: and looking at Service Request (SRQ). IFC. and Remote Enable (REN) for their lime of assertion and relationship to other CPIB
lines.
Design applications
The design, debug, and evaluation
stages of a product containing a
CPIB are all ideal application areas
for the 7DOI/DF2. Whether the design is accomplished using hardware techniques or with a
microprocessorlperipheral implementation, the DF2 can save lime in
finding errors, validating the design.
and measuring the performance of
the i:llerface.
Probably the most common design for the GPffi involves a subset of
the total interface capability. The
beauty of the IEEE 488 bus is that
only a portion of its full capability
need be implemented. depending on
what the designer wants the interface to do. This allows the use of the
GPIB while minimizing costs and
design time.
For example, a designer may want
to interface an existing line printer
to the GPIB. This lask involves implementing the Basic Listener function (and optionally Listen Only).
The Basic Listener interface for the
printer requires the receipt of the
My Listen Address (MLA) allention
command, before it prints devicedependent messages (those messages scnt with attention false). Listcn Only forces the printer to always
listen and hcnce prints all devicedependent messages across the bus.
These types of designs are best implcmented in TTL hardware because of their simplicity.
After the design is finished and
buill, the DF2 can quickly check that
the handshake cycle functions prop-

cdy when attention is true and when
it is false; that the interface handles
My Listen Address correctly (if the
Listen Only Mode switch is not set);
and that the device-dependent messages are being printed corrcctly
and no characters are lost or translated.
Microprocessor-based
Interface design
When designing a micropl'occssorbased GPIB interface. the DF2 C1\n
aid in the program development.
debug, and performance measurement phase. A microprocessorbased GPIB interface presents nlOl-e
difficult design and evaluation problems than docs a hardwal'e-designcd
inl,erface. Usually a more sophist icated pan ion of the tOlal CPIB
capability is to be implemented. For
example. functions such as listening, talking, serial poll. remolelocal. and even parallel poll may
be included.
The IEEE488 document needs to
be understood very well in order to
know all of the interdependencies
and interactions of the state diagrams. To glean from the IEEE 488
standard the methods of implementing this sophisticated set offunc·
tions is far from a trivial task. Also,
the firmware must implement these
functions with the least amount of
interaction, It is easy for subtle errors to crop up in such a complex
syslem.
A microprocessor is inherently a
sequential device which means it
can handle only one task at a time;
tasks such as reading from a port,
analyzing the data, making a decision, and outputting an "answer" 10
another port. A strict hardware design can operate in a parallel mode.
executing more than one function at
a time.
While the [EEE 488 state diagrams show various events or messages occurring simullaneously
when moving from one state to the
next, the microprocessor must handle these messages sequentially. The
designer must learn the legal order
of occurrences and the maximum
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amount of delay pennittcd betwccn
them,
Finally, implemenling Ihe
remote-local funClion and/ol,the
interface deal" function n~quires
using inlcn'Upts, This adds complexity to the entire code because
the interl1.lpts occur asynchron"
ously, The software designer must
write pl"ograms with the knowlcdge
that the microprocessor can be intel-ruptcd any time the internlpts
arc not masked" The dcsigncl' must
.. Iso considcr how fast the interrupt
h.. s to bc handled. The intclTupts
cannot be maskcd fol' too Jong because either Remole Enable (REN)
going false or Interface Clcar (lrC)
going truc must be recognized and
handled within the GPIB speciflcalion of 100 microscconds.
The DF2 is uscful in monitoring all
of these design and debug tasks. For"
exnmple, it can be used to measure
Ihe time the micropl-oCeSSOI" takes to
hnndle an inlerrupt, look fonllld illuminate implementation err'QI'S.
and measure the speed performance
of the bus to detel"mine whelhel' or
nol the design goals WCI"C met.
Controller functions analyzed
One of the functions of the CPIB
standlll-d is th•.\I of coni roller. MOSI
conlrollers on Ihe mat'ket today are
calculatol--based, or arc an extcnsian of a minicomputer, These dclIit,;es t,;ulltrolthe bus lhrough t.:,1(CCUlion of program sleps previollsly
loaded into memory.
With anolher dcvie~ on the bus, or"
perhaps a talkcl--Iis!ener simulator
buill up as a tool to handshake with
thc coni roller full speed. thc control·
ler can be checked out for correct
"macro" insll"uction implementation, Onc program step in the conImller memory can be translaled
into many CPIB attention commands 10 perform a specific function, For cxample. the TEKTRONix
4051 CPIBcontrollcr has a poll
stntcment in BASIC which handles
scl·vice n:quests. The control lei"
must Serial Poll Enable ::tli dcvices
on the bus (SPE is a univCI's;:l1 allcntion command), then talk address
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each device sequelltially to find out
if that dcvice was .lsserling Service
Requesl (SRQ)" The DF2 quickly and
easily shows contl-oller management of lhe SRQ function. It displays Ihc sequence of attenlion messages thai sct up the serial poll, the
status byte put out by the device that
wa~ talk addressed, and the sequence of attention messages to
handle further device polling and
sel"ial poll disabling.
Olher controller measuremenls
Ihe DF2 can perform include
monitoring the asynchl"Onous parallel poll for COITCCt implementalion
and speed; verifying that one conlroller passes control 10 anothcr COl'I-cetl)'; and measuring the handshake speed of thc controllcr for
both atlention messages and
device-depcndellt messages into and
OUI of the controllcr.
Summary
The adoplion of IEEE Standard
488-1975 is a big step toward the
goal of effeclive integration of a
gl"Oup of instl"Ulllenls and periphc,"als :0 form an automatcd instrLmentation system.
The numbel-of companies manufactu,·ing CPLB-compatibJe instrcments is growing rapidly, and it
is becoming easier for the end user to
fj nc Ihe particular dcvices needed
for his or' her applicalion.lf a systcm
is being put tOgCthCI-, it is lIer)' likcly
thalll10re than one COmpill1Y's
products will be rcpresented in that
system. Integrating these multiplevcndor purchases can be vCI-y difficult and frustrating because of the
non-standard data transmission
fonnuts used and bcc..'luse of lite
less-th'ln-adcqua te docu menlation
supplied by some manufaclun:rs"
The7DOI Logic Analyzcr and DF2
Display Formauer can transform
Ihis nOl"Olally time consuming and
fru5trating chorc into a very short
system-integration tusk. "po:

1. A Display Formaller-lhe IndIspensable Tool
lor the Dala Domain - Tekscope \tllume 8
Num::l8f 4 t976.
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Many designers and el~ctronic instrument manufacturers are gelling
on the IEEE 488 bus and many more
arc about 10 board. But as with any
bus system, there are a few unhappy
riders.
IEEE 488 crir ic!i. are asking l'Jues·
!ions such as, "Sure. I won', get
smoke if the instruments I connect
are IEEE 48B-compatible, but will
they work?" And. "Even iff carefully
select instruments for the
capabilities I need, will they speak
the same language?" And. "How can
I be sure the instruments I choose for
my system all implement the op·
lional features in the standard
that I need?"
A lot of confusion comes from 100
little understanding of the standard.
So let's find OUI what the standard is
and what it is no1.

A closer look
The bus concept specified in IEEE
Standard 488·]975* is partial to
sm[lll automatic test systems. The

IEEE 488 bus provides more flexiblity for such systems than other
interface standards such as CAMAC
OEEE Standard 583-1975).
ThIS flexibility is no accident. A
primary JEEE 488 objective is to
specify only those interface func·
tions necessary for clear and orderly
communication. Device-dependent
functions - what the instruments
do and how they do it - arc specifically left up to the instrument
designer.
The standard defines an interface
system: first, the bus that connects
the instruments, including the connectors, the signul Ii nes, and the
voltage levels on the lines; second,
the functions used by the instrument
interfaces to exchange data; and
third, control messages and
protocols.
Devices on the bus perform one of
three roles: talker, listener, or controller. As in any good repel10ry theater company, each device may take
more than one role as the occasion
demands. As in a stage production,
the parts arc assigned by the di.
rector, called the controller·incharge by IEEE 488. This role can be
passed around. just as players in a
repertory company may direct one
production, but act in another. At
any time, however, there can be only
one direclOr. Just as aclon; donot (or
should not) stcp on each other's
lines, only onc dcvice can talk at a
time,though more than one can listen. The prodllccr, called the system
controller, relains ultimate authorityand can doubleasdirector-that
is, be both system controller and
controller-j n-cha rge.
Tostagc an IEEE 488 production,
we must select the skills needed by
the actors. These are the interface
functlons defined by the standard;
Source Handshake
Acceptor Handshake
Talker
Listener
Service Request
Remote Local
Parallel Poll
Device Clear

Device Tdgger
Controller'
The designer can choose from a
list of subsets of these functions to
pUI together the most cost-effective
combination. A collection of subsets
sounds strange until you understand
that it's just a shorthand way of noting the device's interface functions.
CO, for instance, states that a device
has zero capability as a controller.
DTI mcans a device can be triggered
to perContl a designer-chosen function when it receives the device lrigger interface message.
To see how these interface functions al'C used on the bus, let's take a
look at the diagram of the bus signal
lines shown in Figure 1. The 16 lines
comprise three groups: data, handshake. and interface management.
The eight data lines are used 10gelher to transfer eight-bit bytcs,
hence the term "bit-parallel. byteserial interface."
The handshake Jines control an
asynchronous, three wire handshake. DAV (Data Valid) is asserted
by the transmitting device, and
NRFD (Not Ready For Data) and
NDAC (Not Data Accepted) are asserted by the receiving device to
pace the dialogue on the bus.
The interface management lines
have several uses. ATN (Attention) is
like the director's megaphone; when
the controller-in-charge asserts
ATN, evcryone pays attention. Two
lines are reserved for the system
controller: REN (Remole Enable) is
asserted for remote control of devices on the bus. and IFC (Interface
Clear) tells all devices to reset their
interface functions. SRQ (Service
Request) can be assel·ted by any device to interrupt the controller.
EOI (End Or Identify) indicates the
end of a data transfer, but can also be
used with ATN in a special polling
mode.
A byte at I time
How arc these lines used by the
interface runctions? Let's take the
source and acceptor handshakes
first. Actually. they nrc (wo parls or
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the same handshake. Figure 2 shows
the slales of Ihesc lines as they are
set by a wiker using lhe source
handshake and a listener using the
acceptor handshake. Note that Ihe
timing diagmm relates Ihe electrical signals on the bus to the staleS of
the source and acceplor handshakes.
By looking at both, it may be casier
to grasp the sequence of the interlocked handshakes than it is to absorb the infamous slate diagrams in
the standard.
I) To begin,lhe source (talker) goes
to the Source Generale Slate
(SGNS).ln this slate, the source is
not asserting a data byte on lhe data
lines or DAY. When no bus driver is
asserting a linc, it rises to Ihe high
level set by the bus terminating
network. The acceptors (listeners)
are in Ihe Acceptor Not Ready Stale
(ANRS), asserting both NRFD and
NDAC. In this condition, NRFD and
NDAC are low.
2) The source sets the data byte on
the data lines and enlers the Source
Delay Stale (SDYS). If this is the last
byte in the message, lhe source can
asserl EOI, as well. The source waits
for the data to sellle on the lines and
for all acceptors to reach the Acceptor Ready State (ACRS).
3) Each acceptor says, "I'm ready"
by releasing NRFD to move to
ACRS. This is one of the points in the
handshake designed to accommodate slow listeners. The NRFD line
can be thought of as a wired-OR
input to the source handshake logic.
Any acceptor can delay the source
nandshake by asserting this line.
4) When the source sees NRFD
high, it enters the Source Transfer
Slate (STRS) by validating the data
with DAY. The source then waits for
the data to be accepted.
5) When the receiving devices see
DAV asserted, they go to the Accept
Dala State (ACDS). Each device as·
serls NRFD because it is busy with
the current data byte and is not
ready for another.
6) As each device accepts the data,
il releases NDAC to move from the
ACDS to the Acceptor Wait for New
cycle Slate (AWNS). Again, all re-
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Fig. 1. IEEE 488 busorg8nilJllion s.howing Ihe bus signal lines and some Iypical
bus. inslruments.

ceiving devices must release the
NDAC line for the source to see a
high level. When the source sees
NDAC high (all have accepted the
data), it enters the Source Wait for
New cycle State (SWNS).
7) In the SWNS, the source can
release DAY. This causes the acceptors to pl"Oceed to the ANRS, theil"
intial state in the handshake.]n
ANRS. they assert NDAC.
8) The soul'ce continues to the
SGNS, its intitial state in the hand·
shake. In this state, it can change the
data lines to prepar'e a new byt.e for
transmission.
This is a typical sequence. The
exact sequence is defined by the
stale diagrams in the standard. The
only requirement is that if whtll
happens on the signal lines differs
from the above sequence, it must
still conform to the state diagrams.
Who's In charge here?
We've just staged a dialogue be·
tween a talker and Iistener(s) using
the source and acceptor handshakes,
but they're not the only ones allowed
to use the handshakes. The source
handshake is also used by the

controller-in-charge to send system
control messages; these are called
interface messages to distinguish
them from device-dependent messages sent from talkers to listeners
(see Fig. 3). Remember the director's
megaphone - ATN? The controller
asserts ATN to get the attention of all
devices on the bus and then uses the
SOUl'ce handshake to send interface
messages on the data lines.
The interface messages that constitute the controller's vocabulary
al·e defined by the standard, They
can be thought of as ASCII codes
given a new meaning when sent by
the controller with ATN asserted.
Three groups of interface messages are reserved for the listen. talk,
and secondary addresses. For instance, when a device sees its talk
address (called My Talk Address)
and ATN simultaneously, it must become a talker. When the controller
removes ATN, the device begins the
source handshake [0 transmit its
data, Similarly, My Listen Address
and ATN tell a device to listen to the
data sent by the talker. Secondary
addresses provide unique addresses
for devices or functions that share a

single listen or talk address. In the
TEKTRoNIX 7912AD Programmable
Digitizer, for example, secondary
addresses select among the mainframe and plug-ins, all of which
share the same IEEE 488 bus inlerface.
The controller uses other kinds of
interface messages for other tasks.
One is the Serial Poll Enable command (SPE) used by the service reo
quest interface function. Suppose an
instrument is designed to assert
SRQ when it has acquired some
data. The controller musl poll the
devices to find the interrupting de·
vice since anyone (or more than
one) can assert SRQ. To conduct the
poll, the controller sends SPE, a uni·
versal command, and then addres·
ses each device in tum and reads a
status byte from each. If the device
asserted SRQ, it can code the status
byte to tell the controller why.
Parallel Poll Configure (PPC) is an
example of an addressed command.
It prepares addressed devices to indicate who is requesting service.
When ready, the devices respond together; so a parallel poll is quicker
than a serial poll, though more complica ted.
Device trigger is another function
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that uses an addressed command:
Group Execute Trigger(GET). h's up
to the inslrument designer to decide
whether to use this function and for
what purpose. This function is provided in the 7912AD to synchronize,
when desired, a digitize operation
with the GET command.
The controller issues the Device
Clear message (DCL) to initialize
internal functions of devices on the
bus. A universal command, DeL,
applies to all devices. Its effect on
each instrument, however, is decided by the designer whocao
choose to initialize any device function to any state that suits the purpose of the instrument.
So far, in addition to reviewing
some of the interface messages,
we've used all the conlrollines excepttwo, REN and IFC. These lines
are reserved for the system controller. JUSI as the producer holds the
ultimate authority in the theater, the
system controller holds the ultimate
authority on the bus with the:se two
lines. Setting REN raises the curtain; that is, it enables remote operation of the devices on the bus. Releasing REN brings down the cur·
tain; when REN goes false, all devices must return to local mode. IFC
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refer to $u:ps described in text.

lisle~r.

The numbers

is used by the system controller to
call a halt to action on the bus; talk·
ers and listeners are reset to receive
commands from the controller-incharge, a role that automatically "cverts to the system controller follow.
ing an interface clear.
Adding II up

With this introduction to the IEEE
488 concept, let's add up the pluses
and minuses for the system designer.
IEEE 488 is a pam/lel system.
PLUS: Flexible configuration - it
works, either in a star or linear con·
figuration (Fig. 4). MINUS: Distance
is limited in either configuration to
20 meters (about 65 feet). To maintain the bus electrical characteristics, a device load must be connected
for each two meters of cable (no
more than IS devices connectcd).
There's a fine poim of etiquette hel-e.
Although you might expect devices
to be spaced no more than two meters apart, they can be separated
more if the required number of device loads are lumped at any point.
A variely of il1sfrUlllelllS can work
logelher: PLUS: Both simple and
complex instruments can be con·
nected; they need only conform to
the partS of the IEEE 488 standard
they implement. You pay only for
what you need. MINUS: Not all in·
struments include all functions. For
ex.ample, not all instruments have
the parallel poll function. The device
trigger is another function that may
be missing. At the end of a message,
TEK instrumems assert EOI when
they finish talking; some others do
nOt. They may send a special character or just quit talking, leaving it up
to the controller to dccide how long
to wait before jumping in to take
control.
Dala freedom (or anarchy). PLUS:
Designers are free to choose appropriate device-dependenl messages.
Even if instruments speak a different language, the standard allows
thcm to be connected. MINUS: At
least one of the instruments in a
Talker/Listener pair must be smal-t
enough to translate if the instl"u-
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Fig. 3. The ATN line is used to di~,inguish belll'cell interface (~YSlcl1l control) ::Ind devicedependenl messages.

ments use different commands or
formals. Onc voltmeter may switch
t.o the 100 mV range when it receives
a ch~\rncter string "VOL 100 E-3";
another may require, instead, a
single ASCII character. The first inStrument may send data in noaling
point decimal; the other in binal-y.
Asy"chrorlolls dala rransfer. PLUS:
The handshake allows both slow and
fast talkers 10 play together on the
bus. MINUS: Everyone goes at the
pace of the slowest device. As long as
the race belongs nol to the swift, but
to the steady, that's all right. But
that may meanu data .-ate of only 20
kilobytes per second, it may mean 10
kilobytes pCI' second, or even less.
Attention to design isrequired to gel
the device interfaces to go fastel-; it
can be done, but it only takes one
slowpoke to hold all devices back.
COli/mOIl dala byte sil,e. PLUS;
Eight bits is a useful size for data. It
fits data processing that operates on
words that an: eight bits in length
(or multiplesof eight bits), as is often
the case. MINUS: Eight-bit bytes are
unhandy if your data happens to be
nine bits wide, or YOUl'controller is a
12-bit machine.
Srandard implCl'IlCl'I/aliol'l. PLUS:
The IEEE 488 electrical characteristics rely on the most common logic
family _ TTL. MINUS: The system
is limited to medium speeds; ECL
could go faster bUI doesn't fit the
spec.
Making It play
There isn't room here to fit all the
praise and blame heaped on the
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IEEE 488 standard to date. If you're
tl-ying to put together a system, you
want to know if you can make it play.
How can you select the !'ight instruments and get them to speak to
each othel'?
In many cases, the best answer is
to lct someonc else do il for you. Buy
the system, 01' at least the main
components, from a single manufacturer who has already done
the homework. For instance
Tektronix offers the CP4165 Control·
ler with an IEEE 488 interface and
TEK SPS BASIC soft ware to run an
IEEE 488 system. Another all-in-onc
controller with an IEEE 488 port is
the TEKTRONIX 4051 Graphic Computing System. Eithel' way, you're
off to a good sum because the
software that remains to be wrillen
amounts to filling in the blanks with
commands and parameters specific
to the instruments in the system.
TEK SPS BASIC commands for
TEKTRONtX acquisition instruments,
such as the 7912AD, make it even
easicr with high-level sortwa,'C that
needs no fill-ins.
Another advantage of buying from
one manufactUl'cl' is thai the system
includes pieces that WCI'C meant to
play together. Some of the minuses
mentioned above arc l'cmoved and
some of the pluses enhanced.
But pcrhnps you wuntto put the
system together yourself for any
number of reasons. If doing it yourself includes designing an interface
or wl"iting extensive soft ware,
there's no way around reading thc
standard. Just as it's expected that a

federal judge understands the ConstilUtion, il's expected that an IEEE
488 designer understands the standard. It's dry reading, but it is thor·
ough and complete. Be assured
you'll eventually find the fine points.
For instance, one more than half the
number of instru ments connected to
the bus must be powered-up to
maintain the bus termination. Some
users found this out on their own
when they discovered intemliuents
on the SRQ line, but they could have
read it first in the standnrd.
The standard is thorough, bul as
designers continue 10 work with it,
mOl'e questions arc going to be
raised. New design lools such as the
7001 Logic Analyzenmd DF2 DispIny Formatter, discussed elsewhere
in this issue, will help answer some
of these. Others may suggcst topics
for future articles on the standard.~
•ANSI Slandard Me I ,/·1975 ant] proposed as
an lEe ~t:lIldard. The illlerfa<;e system isoflcn
called Ihe Generlll Put'pose Inlerface B.-s
(GPIB).

Fig. 4. An IEEE 488 syslem ClIli becunngllrcd
ill cilher a ~lar orll lineal' manner.

Pulse Generator or
Function Generator?
Making an Intelligent
Choice
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ke/lng Bill has an Associ Ie 0/ Sc,once do(]rm'I
lrom Vic/or Valley CuI/6g8 In California and
,ofl/nd .15 an el«lromcs rnslr'!f,;IOr in lila U",/ad
lalts AJ( Force

VcrSfl\ ility - the abil ity to do lllallY

things wcll- is basic.llly a human
chal'<lcterist ie. However. we oflen
ascl'ibc I It is \,j 1'1 tie to i nSI rumen I al.ion which can perform several
fUllctions 01' be used for nHlIlY differcllljobs. When we consider buying a
piece of test equipment and two instruments seem equally capable of
doing our job. we usually choose the
more versatile.
The 40-MHz TEKTRONIX FG 504
Function Generalor and the SO-MHz
PC 508 Pulse Cener<ltorortcn posc a
dilemma fOJ' the potential pulse
gene;'alor buyer. The comparison
charI on p<lge 14 gives a brief summary of I he pulse gencl'<I t ion characteristics of these Iwo instrulllcnts.
They arc vcry similar in many respects and lhe difference in cost is
small. The bettcl'choice might be
obvious, but befol'e deciding. let's
consider some 01 hCI- facial's:
What are the precise rcquirements for a pulse gcnenltol"? will
these rcquin~menls change? Do we
ha\'eolhcr necds which Ihe function
gencrator \IIould fulfill? What is the
application fol' the insln.1Il1CllLprod.lct ion or engineering? Who
will be using il -skilled or unskilled
personnel?
Th~ first quesl ion, of course, is the
most impol't<lnL While the pulse
generat ion ca pabi lit ies of the t \110
instruJl'lclIls arc similar, there arc
some important diffel'enccs, We
should examine these carefully to
determine if both instrumcnts can
do our job, ar,d whrlt the lradcoffs
may be.
Some Important differences
Let's consider, firsl, how the two instnll:1ents genel'ate pulses, The
function generator produces a
squn:-e wave which can be formed
into il pulse by adjusting rl fl'olltpanel symmetry control. The resu It
is an output signal which maintains
rl relatively constant duty cycle with
changing frequency. This is a very
useful signal for checking the rcsponse of power amplifiers, pulse
tmllsfofmcl's. mHI other power sensit ivc devices withoul exceeding

their dissipat ion limits.
The SYMMETRY control in the
FC 504 varies the dut)' cycle of tl,e
square wave ovel' a range of 7% to
93% for frequencies up to 4 MHz,
Since the pulse width is rl functional'
f"equcncy,lhis imposes some operatingconstraints. Fore:»amplc, the
narrowcr output pulses can be generated at
internally controlled
repetilion rate only rlt the higher
frequencies, 1-10we"cI', by triggering
the FG 504 c:»lernatly, pulse widths
as narrow as IS nanoseconds can be
genemted at repet ition rates determined by lhe e:»temal tfiggel'.
The pulse generator uses a diffcl'ent scheme for generating pulses
Separate circuits are used to determine period, or frequency, and pulse
duration. This gives us the capability of gene rat ing constant width
pulses independent of frequencyan important feature in working
wit h logic and control circuits, and
one usually preferred when working
strictly with pulses.
The <lhility to complement the
PC 508 output pulse makes il I>ossible to achieve output dLltycycles of
0%·100%, within 10 nanoseconds,
the minimum pulse duration of the

,m

PG 508.

Figures 2 rlnd 3 illustrate the
changc in pulse width and duty
cycle with a change in frequency for
both the funet ion gencmtor and
pulse gcnerator.
Delayed pulses
Another factor to be considered in
choosing <l pulse generator is pulse
delay crlpabilily, Both the PC 508
and FG 504 have pulse delay capa·
bility but in quite rl different sense.
In the PC 508 you can select delays
(65 ns to greatcr than 100 ms from an
extcrnal signal) with a frollt-panel
control, rlnd operate the delay in nny
ofthl'ee modes: pulse output delayed with respect to an extcrnal
t.-igger input. pulse output delayed
with respect Lo an inlernal trigger
OUlput. and <I pulse output delayed
with respect to an intilial pulse out·
put, The latter is often referred toas
double or paired p~llse generation.

II

Fig, 1. Doth the FG 50.- Funl;liofl Gcm:r:llor tleft} <lml

I'(j .~OIlI·lJl'lC G\'I1I'''llor(ri

-Ill)

olfel;l wide rnl1~c Oll'!llb~ cnpllOIJilics. A thorull~h nllalni of tIU'S<.°l;lP,lhi Iit it" I' "\
be 1ll"C('":lrv to detemmc whidl II1llnll11Clll b bl'tl S'"l<:U to V('\II lin' ,I,

Paired pulses can be generated at
selected l""Cpctilion mtcs with the

delay control determining the time
between the two pulses.
Paired pulse operation is very
convenient to use in evnluating a

circuit's ability to differentiate between t\\/O closely spaced pulses.
In the FC 504, delay from an exlemal signal can be achieved in several different ways While not as
convenient for pulse work as the
delay capability in the PC 508. it has
advantages for some applications.
Wilen the FG 504 main gellt:ratur is

operated in the triggered mode, the
PHASE control can serve as a delay
contn)1 covering a range equal to the
pulse width being generated, The
internal sweep gencrator also can
serve as a source of delay, The sweep
can be triggered externally <lnd the
sweep output connected via an external cable to the main generator
trigger input, The LEVEL control
then scrves as the delay control. Delays from less than lO~s to gl'cater
lhan 100 s can be obtained at repetition fates to ... 5 kHz.
For many logic applications, the
phase lock feature of the FG 504 also
sel'ves as a delay function, For
example, the FG 504 can be
ll"iggered from, and locked to, the
clock signal from a digital circuit.
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The PHASE control can then be used
to control the start of the pulse output over a range of ±90 with respect
to the clock signal. This is a convenient meallS of generating a biphase
clock,
Both the PG 508, with its delay
capability, and the FG 504, with
phase lock, arc often used to generate muliphase clocks, The lauer offers an advantage in operating can·
venience when used to generate the
second, third, 01' fourth phase. The
master clock frequency can be Va!'i~J uver a wiJ~ range and the phaselocked FG 504 will follow without
major I'cadjustment other than occasional range switching,
Pulse shaping capabilities
In many applications, the ability to
adjust pulse rise and fall times is
very important. For example, typical rise and fall times vary widely
between logic families. If we are to
accurately simulate logic circuit
transactions, variable t'ise and fall
times al'c a must.
Faster-than-specified drive signals can calise problems thl'Ough
capacitivc coupling to adjacent circuitry, Conversely, slower-than·
specified drive signals to a CMOS
gate will cause its dissipation to increase greatly during each transition, Adjustable rise and fall times

let LIS al'oid these ulldcsil'abJe concHtions,
Controllable rise and fall times
arc also useful in determining the
characterist ics of edge-triggered
devices.
The fastest rise and fall times in
the PG 508 and FG 504 are nearly the
same - 5 ns and 6 ns, respectively.
Both ha\'e adjustable rise and fall
limes, but with nn important differ·
ence.lnthc PC 508, dse and fall time
can be adjusted independcntl)'. In
the FG 504, one control adjusts both
at the same time, Each has advantages depending on the application,
A single control is more convenient
when simulating limited bnndwidth, On the othel' hand, independent controls permit simulation of
conditions where rise and fall times
arc unequal, such as in ci rcuits hav·
ing uncq lInl slew ratcs or uneqlla I
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output impedances
[ailing signals.
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rising and

Pulse output voltage capability

One of the most important factors to
be considered when pm'chasing a
pulse generator is ilS outPll! capability. It would appear from the comparison chart on page 14 that the
FC 504 has a higher amplitude OUl-

put capability than the PC 508. Let's
lake a closer look. NOle tbe seeming
contradiction between the pcak·topeak signal output capabilities and
the unipolar output capabilit ics.
A unipolar pulse is one which does
nOl cross ground. Both the PC 508
and FC 504 can generate unipolar
pulses. But here again there are im-
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Fig. 5. Typical output pulsewavdor'ms of the IlG 508l'ulsc Gentralor' illusll'ating
\'cnmlilc OUlput le\'el cOlilrol. Front-pllnel pushbutton complements the outJlllt
pulse.

pal'l ant differences in how they are
achieved,
On the PC 508, independent HIGH
LEVEL and LOW LEVEL con Ir-ols
allow you to precisely set the allll>Ltl
pulse over a range of :!:20 vol IS.
Thus, it isa simple matter 10 setup
either posit iVI: or negat ive unipolat'
pulses up to 20 volts in amplitude
(see Figun: 4). The ability to set the
outpullevels precisely is a great
convenience for many logic applications such as measuring noise immunity or rapidly setting the output
to actual logic levels,
The output of the FG 504, on the
other hand, normally swings ± 15
volts around ground, and altenuator
and offset controls are used to
achieve the desired pulse ampl itude
and level. The OFFSET control
range is ±7.5 volts which allows us
to achieve a unipolar pulse IS volts
in amplitude.
The constant amplitude oul put
with post-attenuatar offset provides
an ideal signal for determining
comparator 01' logic thresholds, and
also for detenniningoptimum
amplifier bias volwges.
The PG 508 bas provision fOI' pre·
setting the output voltages, a timesaving convenience in many in,
stances. For example, if you are
working tegularly with a particular
logic family, the preset controls can
be set for that logic family and be
available simply by pressing a
(ront-panel pushbutton. The Qulput
voltages can also be made to track
an external voltage - a safety featun~ for some CMOS applications
where Ihe device can be damaged if
the driving signal exceeds supply
voltage.
Another convenience feature on
the PC 50S is the ability to obtain the
complement of the output pulse
simply by pressing a fronl-panel
pushbulton (see Figure 5). This is
particularly useful in logic testing
where a pulse going in the opposite
direction is often needed.
Clean 50

n source.

An important specification to check
when evaluating pulse output
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A Comparison of the PG 508 Pulse Generator
and the FG 504 Function Generator.
Similar Features

PGS08

FG504

Output Frequency

SOMHz

40MHz

Output Amplitude

I V·20 V p.p from 50 n

±20 V Window

0.1 V-30 V pop from 50 n
±20VWindow

Unipolar Output
Rise and Fall Time

20 V Max

15 V Max

5 ns

6 ns

Minimum Pulse Width

IOns

15 ns

External Trigger/Gute

SOMI-Iz

20MHz

Output Source Impedance

Low Renctance 50

Custom Timing Positions

Ves

Ves

Counted Burst Output
(with DO 501 Digital
Delay)

Ves

Ves

n

I

Low Reaclance 50 n

Unique Features
PG508

FG504

Constant pulse width wilh changes
in frequency

Constant duty cycle with
changes in frequency

Delay and double pulse

Phase lock to an external signal
with phase control adjustment

High/loW level output votlageconlrols

Attenuator and offset controls

0%

7% to 93% duty cycle (to 4 MHz)

to

100% duty cycle (within 10 os)

Independent rise/falll i me contl"oJ

with 100:1mngc
External conlrol of output voltage
electable I MO/SO
input impedance

n trigger/gate

Simultaneous riselfalltimc
control
Allcnllator to 100 mV amplitude
10 kn triggcr/gate/phaselock
input impedance

:3 V; ± slope. trigger controls

-1 V to + 10 V, + slope lrigger
control.

Complement pulse output

Haversine or sin l pulses

3·stale trigger light

Triangle/ramp output, Sinewave
oulput

Control error light

Repetition rale to 0.001 Hz

Preset High/Low level output controls

AM/FM modulation
Triggerable Linl Log sweep with
Linear Sweep output.
Waveform hold below 400 Hz
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amplilude is the load into which the
OUlpul is specified. 801h the PG 508
and FG 504 are designed to provide a
clean 50 n source. Thus. it is not
nccessal)' to tenninate the output
cable into 50 ohms for many applications. This makes the fuJI output
\'ohage available to dri"c MOS,
CMOS, and other high impedance
devices that require largeramplitucle signals.
Burst capability

Both thc PC 508 and FG 504 can provide gated pulse bursts. This is;:\
very uscful featurc for applicat ions
such as loading sh ift rcgistel's and
counlers, or simulat iog serial datn.
For some operations, simply gating lhe generatol'on with an external pulse is adequate. For those aI"
plications where the number of bits
(pu Ises) must be accurately controlled, the DO 501 Digital Delay
unit may be used with the PC 50801'
FG 504 to provide such a capability
up to 100,000 pulses.
The number of pulses desired in
thc burst is dialed up on the DO 501.
and the delayed trigger output from
thc DO 501 is used tagatc the PG 508
or FG 504. A jumper inside the DO
501 convcl'ts the DELAYED TRIGGER OUT toa delay inlerval gatc for'
this application.
Some unique capabilities
w~ have seen that both the PG 508
and FC 504 can pedol'nl similar
pulse funct ions. Then~ arc, howcver,
o cratingdiffcl"cncesand funetionrd
dilTerences I hat may makc oncol' the
olher more suitable for your necds.
Bolh have additional capabilit ies
thai you should consider before
making a final decision.
The PG 5081riggering section has
some fealUl'Cs particularly well
suited to logic applications. A
3-sta tc trigger light tclls you
whether the input tl;ggeJ'signal is
alx)\'c or below the TRIGGER/GATE
LEVELcomrol setting, and nashes
whcn the PC 508 is being tdggcrcd.
It, thus. can scn'C as a logic probe as
wcll <IS being an operating convcn·
iencc. The PG 508 can be triggered
on eilher thc plus or minus slope of
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the lrigger signal. Triggcr input impcdances of SO n Md t Mn are
selectablc by an intcnual switch.
The FG 504 ean only be triggered
from a posit ivc going signal. but the
LEVEL control has an cxtended
rang:: of -I V to + to V, ideal for tdg,
gering from ramps. The VCF input
on the FG 504 can be used toexternail)' frequency modulatc the
gcnerator providing pulse width
modulat iOIl or jitter simutat ion
capability.
Thcre are two 01 hCI' features on
lhe PG 508 which wc should discuss.
ACONTROL ERROR lighl indicates
when Ihc sell i ng of anyone of nine
com:-ols connicts wit h lhe sell ing of
anothcr. If t here is a liming conniet,
forc>:amplc. DURATION exceeds
PERIOD, the light will f1ash.lflhcrc
is a mode connict. for e,>:ample. SO
WAVE DURATION and DELAY pulse
mode seleclcd simuhancously, the
light will come on steady.
The 0 RATION control on the PG
508 has an EXT OUR position. In
this :node. the PG 508 serves as a
pulse amplifier. The output signal
will :>eofthc same duralion as the
trigger' input signal. wilh Ihe output
amplitude and levels deter'mined by
the Olltput controls. This is a convcnicnt mode 10 usc in converting from
one logic family 10 another. Thc rise

and falltimc controls remain operablc in Ihis mode allowing you to
simulate precisely, or change. the
rise and fall timesofthc incoming
signal.
The FG 504, in addition to ils pulse
genel'ation capabilities. offcrs all thc
\'crsatilit) of a high pel'formancc
funclion generntor: a widc mngc
sweep generalor thaI provides
logarithmic and linear sweeps; sine.
havcrsine, sin~, square, and triangle
waves; variable symmetry and risc
time coni rols; amplil ude and frcquency modulation; phase lock 01'cration; indcpendem selection or
SI'II·t and SlOP fl'cqLlcncics for swcpt
applicalions; and "CI'y low output
frequcncics to 0.001 1-170.
Conclusion
For the IllOSt part, pulse generators
are thceasiest to use when pulses arc
)'ouronly n:quiremenl. On the othcr
hand, high quality function
generators which include pulse
capabil ities suitable for digital logic
and other applications offer grcatcI'
\·crsatilit),. One should carefully
considcr these and other diffen~nces
bcfol'c deciding which instrument is
best suited to his or her nceds. ~
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New Products
The T935A Portable Oscilloscope

The New C~5B Oscilloscope Camera

Two New T900~Serles Oscilloscopes

Low-cost Crt Camera Features
Electric Shutler and Sharp
Three-Element Lens.
The new C-SB Oscilloscope Camera
is an improved version ofour popular model C-SA. The camera now fcatures a reliable electric shutler with
speeds fn)m 0.1 to S seconds and an
improved fixed-focus, Ihreeelement, fI6lens.
The C-SB, with its interchangeable adaptel· hoods, mounts easily to
thecrt bezel of most TF.KTRONIXOSCi!loscopes and small monitors. All
adapter hoods have an opening in
the top for a lift-up viewing dODl" or a
Xenon nash unit (to illuminate the
crton instruments without built-in
graticule illuminalion). The nash
unit has a Oipdown viewing door.
The C-5B is the perfect camera for
those requiring waveform photography on a limited budget and who
don't need the more-sophisticated
features of other TEKTRoNIx cameras,
such as single-sweep recording
capability. It is especially I·ccommended fOI" use with the low-cost
TEKTRONIX T900-Series
Oscilloscopes.

The new T932A and T93SA combine
fCtllurcs previously nOI Qund together in low-cost instrumentsincluding dual trace, differential
display, versatile triggering
capabilities, full sensitivity x-y and
variable trigger holdoff.
The T932A boasts a 3S-MHz
bandwidth at 2 mV/div and 10
ns/dlv sweep rate with XIO magniri·
cation control. The T935A, identical
in all these respects to the T932A
also has delayed sweep capabilities.
Like the other T900 family members (with bandwidths starling at
to-MHz), the T932A and T93SA are
reliable, low-cost instruments well

suited for education, consumer electronics repair, and other general
service applications. Features like
color-coded front panels, a beam
finder, built-in delay lines, and a
large 8 x 10 cm crt are designed 10
make accurate scope measurements
easier than c\'cr.

Harmonica Connector to logic
Probe Adapter

New Logic Probe Adapter Speeds
Multi-Pin Connection
Tektronix' new ID-Pin Harmonica
Connector provides efficient, time
saving plug-in capabilities for the
P64Sl Probe, used with the 7001 and
LASOI Logic Analyzers. Thc Harmonica Connector's circuitry terminal eliminates the time consuming mechanics of attaching connect01-S individually. This feature gives
convenient access to data during
development, manufacturing, and
service of cil"cuitry designed to accommodate the .025-inch square
pins of the Harmonica Connector's
plug. Also. the probe head terminal
attaches quickly and easily to the
P64S1 Probe. The patented IO-pin
Hannonica ConnectOl" contains one
ground, one clock or qual ifier, and
eight data lines.
Pricesol these products are shown on thelnQulry
card In the centerfold. Use the card to request
further Information or a demonstration.
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An Ultra-Stable Precision
Demodulator for the
Television Broadcaster

Steve Roth has been with Tek since) 965 and
has applied his talenls to designing televIsion
proeJuCiS during this lime. He pamClpaled in design of Ihe 520 Vecrorscope. the 140 Series
generators. ana the 650 Series color morlitors:
tie IS Pro/ecr Leader lor the 1450 Senes Steve
nas five pa!enrs on television circUitry He received his BSEE in 1964 from Oregon Stare
Univers!fV
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The quality of the television picture
we view in our homes is vastly improved over that of just a few years
ago. Technical innovations in both
broadcasting and receiving equipment have brought about this improvement.
In the forefront of these developments have been advances in our
ability to measure and analyze the
television broadcast signal. Precision demodulators play an important role in this measurement capability. As the major link between the
transmitted television signal and
the baseband (video) measuring
equipment, it is essential that the
demodulator itself not introduce
distortion in the demodulation
process. However, three serious
problems occur in today's demodulators that make it difficult to
achieve and maintain this level of
performance-quadrature distortion caused by envelope detection;
poor long- and short-term stability
of tuned circuits caused by mechanical and thermal shock; and changes
in bandwidth characteristics as a
function of gain.
In the new TEKTRONIX 1450 Demodulator, these problems have
been overcome with new technology
and new components. The use of
synchronous detectors resolves the
quadrature distortion problem. Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters and
low-loss, temperature stable, discrete filter elements minimize the
effects of mechanical and thermal
shock. And constant gain amplifiers
coupled with programmed PIN
diode attenuators produce constant
bandpass characteristics over a
wide range of input signal levels.

)

Fig. 1. The 1450 NTSC Teievision Demodulator
The plug-In down converter customizes the 1450
to any VHF or UHF channel frequency.

Design goals

Versatility and high performance
are often considered conflicting
goals. Both were set for the 1450.
Measurement of signals at the
transmitter site and remotely off the
air were to be made with no changes
occurring in bandpass characteristics. Need for external attenuators
was to be eliminated or minimized.
Measurement of both visual and
aural signals was to be provided for,
and video and audio outputs suitable for rebroadcast were to be
supplied. Ease of both initial calibra tion and field maintainability
were to present a marked improvement over other available demodulators. These and other goals were
coupled with a rigid set of specifications to define a demodulator
that would set a new standard for
the broadcast industry.
Plug-in down converters

The 1450 consists of two major
assemblies-a mainframe containing the power supplies, IF, video, and
audio circuitry; and a television
down converter (TDC) which is a
plug-in front end dedicated to the
customer's channel frequency. The
Standard Broadcast System M TDC
converts the RF input signal to the
45.75 MHz visual IF. An optional
System M TDC is also available for
the 37 MHz IF, and customizing to
other frequencies in that system is
possible.
RF input signal levels from -69
dBm to -3 dBm can be fed directly
to the input of the TDC. For stronger
signals, an attenuator in the mainframe extends the maximum input
range (in 10 db steps) to +27 dBm.

The attenuator is a slab-line, thickfilm device which, in addition to attenuation, provides a clean 50 0.
load for the incoming signal and a
500. source for the filter that follows.
From the input attenuator, the
signal goes to a front-panel connector where it can be easily patched to
the RF Input of the TDC. The TDC is
housed in a milled aluminum housing with several compartments pro-

viding essential shielding between
circuits.

A block diagram of the TDC is
shown in Figure 2. In the TDC, the
signal encounters the first of two
ndpass filters tailored to the
'.nnel frequency for which the
rDC is designed. Each filter consists
of two helical resonators, with adjustable capacitive coupling (see
Figure 3). The helical center conductor consists of a selected number of
silver-plated tungsten turns which
are applied to a ceramic core, using

thick-film techniques. The result is a
low-loss filter with excellent temperature stability.
The first of three PIN-diode attenuators that make up a calibrated
AGC system is located in the TDC.
Each attenuator is controlled by a
PROM tailored to the particular attenuator and its operating environment. Each provides 21.7 dB of attenuation in 0.7 dB steps. With the
1.4 dB obtained in the analog AGC, a
total of 66 dB of attenuation is
realized.
Following the PIN attenuator, the
signal gets a 16 dB boost from a
wide band (50 MHz-900 MHz)
amplifier and passes through the
second filter to the first mixer. Eight
Schottky diodes are used in the ring
mixer which converts the RF signal
to the IF signal. An 8-diode ring is
used instead of the usual4-diode
ring to provide better intermodulation performance.
The first local oscillator (L.O.) is a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
operating at a frequency equal to the
RF input plus the IF. The VCO uses a
quarter-wave helical resonator
(with the same temperature-stable
construction used in the bandpass
filters) as the frequency determining
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element. The use of a VCO and a
sampling phase lock loop yields the
stability of a crystal oscillator, yet
requires only seven crystals to cover
all VHF and UHF channels. Transmitters using ±1O kHz offset frequencies are also easily accommodated. The 6-MHz crystals drive a
snap-off diode frequency-comb
generator which, in turn, drives the
phase detector. The helical resonator in the VCO is tuned near the desired L.O. frequency and then locked
to the appropriate 6 MHz spur. Pullin range of the VCO is = 1 MHz
with a phase lock loop bandwidth of
about 20 kHz.
As a result of the use of a single
crystal to lock to more than one
channel, the first IF may be offfrequency by as much as 100 kHz for
some channels. The mainframe circuitry is designed to handle offsets of
up to 250 kHz. (The converter L.O. is
adjusted to compensate for such
offsets before the SAW filter is
encountered.)
The output ofthe first L.O. is
amplified to about +20 dBm before
being applied to the ring mixer, to

assure good intermodulation performance. A variable attenuator at
the output of the mixer provides an
adjustment to normalize the TDC's
gain for interchangeability.
The IF chain
In the basic 1450 System M config-r
uration, the IF chain is designed t"'function at the 45.75 MHz visual IF,
with 37 MHz being an option. It can
also be custom-configured to other
IFs for those who wish to measure
and analyze the intermediate outputs of an IF-modulated transmitter.
The IF circuitry must handle a
wide range of input signal levels (
(- 20 dBm to -64 dBm) and yet
.
maintain a constant bandpass. This
is accomplished by operating the
amplifiers at a constant gain and
providing gain control with variable
attenuation between stages. PIN
diode attenuators similar to that
used in the TDC are located ahead of
the second and third IF amplifiers
and provide up to 44 dB of AGC. (The
attenuator in the TDC adds another
22 dB of attenuation for a total AGC
range of a to 66 dB.)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the down converter. The use of a VCO permits all 83 channels to be
converted using only seven crystals. The 0·30 dB input attenuators and AGe attenuators
permit operating amplifiers at constant gain over a wide dynamic range of input signals.

The 1450 provides a calibrated
digital readout of the input power
level, permitting the instrument to
serve as a field strength meter with
an accuracy of ± 1 dB and a resolution of ±0.1 dB. Accordingly, the cur-

being prepared by the EIA. (see Figure 6). The filter requires much less
space. There are no calibration adjustments. And the filters' characteristics do not change with mechanical or thermal shock.
However, along with the advantages, the SAW filter concept offers
several design challenges. While

rents in the attenuator diodes must

'''y set precisely, and differences in
-<--lode characteristics must be compensated for. Adjustments are accomplished through digital control
of the diode currents. During the
calibration process, each attenuator

relative response characteristics
remain constant with changes in

is characterized and the respective

values are digitized and burned into
~ROMs. The PROMs then control
)gital to analog converters that
generate the required diode
currents.

A simplified block diagram of the
AGC circui try is shown in Figure 5.
Selection of AGC, and selection of
back porch or sync tip as the AGC
reference level are accomplished by
means of front panel controls. For
AGC, the video output level is sampled at the selected time and applied
to a tracking analog-to-digital converter. The output of the converter
drives the decoder which, in turn,
controls the PIN diode drivers. Both
the PROMs and the digital-toanalog converters are contained in

the PIN diode drivers. Fine AGC is
applied to the IF post amplifier to fill
in between the 0.7 dB steps of the
PIN diode attenuators.
The speed of the AGC loop can be
set also by a front-panel control to
allow the operator to either observe
-<SLOW mode), or eliminate (FAST
}de), variations in input signal
levels such as hum modulation or

airplane flutter.
AGe circuitry also supplies control signals to actuate alarms in case

of loss of the visual or aural carrier.
After the gain control section, the
IF signal is converted to 24 MHz and
\filtered to remove extraneous

ni'ixer output signals. The IF converter mixer is a conventional ring

diode mixer, with care taken to
maintain a high degree of balance in
the mixer.
The filtered 24 MHz signal goes to
the SAW filter preamplifier, and to a
pick-off amplifier having relatively

Fig. 3. The RF Input bandpass filler consists of
two helical resonators capacitively coupled. The
helical center conductor is a series of silverpiated tungsten turns applied to a ceramic core
using thick-film techniques. The result is a lawloss filter with excellent temperature stability.

high input impedance, to provide
the Aural IF signal.
The SAW filter
Some of the most significant improvements in performance

achieved by the 1450 result from the
use of SAW' filters to obtain the desired Nyquist slope characteristics.
Conventional discrete-element
Nyquist filters are complex devices
difficult to adjust and maintain.
Two Tek-designed and manufactured SAW filters are used in the IF
chain. A wideband unit is used for
making out-of-service measure-

ments with only the visual carrier
on. A narrow band unit (which attenuates the aural carrier by greater
than 50 dB) is used for making inservice measurements with the
aural carrier on.

SAW filters offer several advantages over discrete-component de-

signs: The desired bandpass characteristics are more easily achieved.

For example, in the 1450, the
Nyquist slope incorporates the
S-shape characteristics which are in
the new Demodulator Standards

1 See

article entitled" A 24 MHz Nyquist SAW
Filter for the 1450 Demodulator" in this issue.

temperature, the absolute frequency
does not. A SAW filter is also difficult
to drive. It requires low driving and
load impedances (~1O n) and has an
insertion loss of about 30 dB. This
insertion loss, and the fact that the
ultimate rejection desired is greater
than 60 dB, means that greater than
90 dB of isolation between input and
output is required to achieve the desired 1450 Demodulator performance. (This isolation is equivalent
to putting in a megawatt of power
and being able to receive only one
milliwatt.)
The excellent performance of the
SAW filter made the design challenges worth tackling. The
temperature-induced change in operating point was resolved by placing a temperature sensor near the

filter to generate a correcting signal
for the converter L.O. And extensive
shielding techniques at the input
and output of the filter eliminated
the undesired coupling.
The phase lock section
A simplified block diagram of
the phase lock section is shown in
Figure 7.
The VCOs for the converter L.O.
and the reference L.O. have to meet
two conflicting requirements-low
phase noise generation and wide
pull-in range capability. Phase noise
must be low because any phase variations in these oscillators are added
direct!y to the overall detected signals. This could obscure the phase
measurements that the 1450 can
provide. Wide pull-in range is
needed to accommodate the ±100
kHz variation in the incoming IF,
and also to thermally track the SAW
filter.
The response time of the reference
L.O. phase-control loop is made

selectable so that phase errors in the
incoming signal can be displayed
and measured (SLOW mode) or
tracked out and either eliminated or
reduced (FAST mode).
The veos that comprise the converter L.O. and the reference L.O.
are of similar design. Both are composite oscillators, combining the
low phase noise of a crystalcontrolled oscillator (XeO) with
the wide pull-in range of an Le
oscillator.
In both cases, the veo output is
compared to that of an xeo, and the
resulting difference is converted to a
correction signal by a pulse-count
discriminator. The discriminator
aids in achieving a rapid lock by
supplying a large correction signal
when the veo is considerably offfrequency, and a progressively
smaller correction signal as lock is
achieved. This correction signal is
used to balance out the voltage control signal.
The frequency lock circuitry of the
reference veo also accepts a correction signal from a temperature sensor to allow for ten1perature track-

ing of the SAW filter characteristics.
The reference L.O., through the
temperature compensation, is kept
at exactly the frequency to which the
incoming IF signal must be converted, to pass through the SAW filter properly. The limiter output, because it is the same frequency as the
converted IF signal, is then compared to the reference L.O. Any frequency difference between the two
signals is representative of the frequency shift that must be obtained
from the converter L.O. to bring the
converted IF signal "on frequency".
The frequency lock system, however, does not have the capability of
responding to fast phase disturbances in the incoming RF signal. The
reference L.O./converter L.O. phase
lock must work through the SAW filter which has about 7 microseconds
of delay. This limits the rate at which
corrections can be applied to that
loop.
This difficulty is overcome by
providing a method of shifting the
phase of the reference L.O. so that it
can track phase irregularities in the
visual signal. Absence of delay or

storage elements in this controllo1p
allow the phase to be changed as
rapidly as desired.
The correction signal for the phase
shifter is derived by sampling the
output of the quadrature detector
during some "resting time", such as
backporch or sync tip (front panel
selectable). Since the output of th
quadrature detector should be zero
at those tinles, it can be used as the
control signal for the phase shifter.
(A continuous mode of correction is
also available by front panel selection, if desired.) The control loop
will adjust the phase of the reference
L.O. to make the output voltage o(
the quadrature detector be zero at
the selected time.

,r

The limiter
The limiter plays an important role
in the second L.G., video detector,
and aural functions and has some
stringent requirements. It must accommodate a wide range of signal
levels (up to 40 dB with modulation), yet introduce less than one degree of phase shift, at frequencies
approximating 24 MHz.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of IF and synchronous detector. Multiple amplifier stages are used to accommodate a to 66 dB range of AGe
attenuation. Separate SAW fillers are used for "visual only" or "Visual plus aural" operations.
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Fig. 5. AGC circuitry drives three PIN~diode attenuators for AGC range of 0 to 66 dB. PROM control of attenuator current yields
readout accuracy of RF input within ::t:1 dB.

Four differential amplifier stages
provide a total gain of 60 dB. Adjustable current sources for the
amplifiers provide a delay adjustment mechanisn1 for the limiter.
With amplitude variations removed, the limiter output can also
serve as the local oscillator for the
envelope detector. And since any
transmitter phase noise is inher~tly present in the limiter output,
.1le limiter output is used as the local
oscillator for the first aural mixer
when analyzing intercarrier IF
performance.
The synchronous detector
The synchronous detector consists
of t\\'o product detectors--one sup'iying the video output, the other
.fte quadrature output. The IF signal to the video detector passes
through a delay line of approximately 10.4 ns, which corresponds to
90 degrees of the 24 MHz IF frequency. The IF signal to the quadrature detector, on the other hand,
passes through a bandpass filter

Fig. 6. A "textbook" Nyquist slope response is
achieved by the SAW filters used in the 1450.

which has the same 10.4 ns of delay
at 24 MHz, but introduces no phase
shift of the IF carrier. Thus, two signals in time coherence but phase
quadrature are produced to be detected by the product detectors.
The detector/amplifier combinations have a stringent stability requirement because the quadrature
output is the control signal for the
phase lock. Any errors in that signal,
such as those caused by thermal
drift, will cause the phase coherence
between the IF signal and the ref-

erence L.a. to be in error. Since accurate phase measurements must be
made and good transient response
maintained, the phase error cannot
be allowed to exceed I degree. This
means the quiescent output of the
quadra ture detector/amplifier
combination must not change by
more than ± 10 n1V over the operating temperature range. This kind of
performance is typically achieved
only with chopper stabilization
techniques.
In the 1450, the required stability
was achieved with innovative circuit design. An integrated-circuit
doubly-balanced mixer is used as a
current mode switching detector.
The bias current of the Ie is set up to
change with temperature, to main~
tain constant transductance. The
transductance is stabilized if the
dynamic emitter resistances
(r ~ mkT/a)
,
IE
are held constant, which is done by
allowing IE to cancel out the effects
of the T (temperature) term.
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The output amplifier that follows
the detector has been subjected to
equally concentrated design. Since
it is a feed-back amplifier, it is inherently more stable than the detector,
which must exhibit" open loop" stability. The input offset voltage, however, is thermally tracked to compensate for amplifier output voltage
changes caused by temperature variations.
Further, to insure that the potential stability is actually achieved,
the instrument is subjected to environmental temperature cycling in

the calibration process, during
which a single compensating resistor is selected and installed.
The same detector/amplifier circuitry used in the quadrature channel is also used in the video channel.
As noted earlier, the video output
signal is sampled and used as the
control signal for the AGC system.
Any errors in its output will affect
the gain stability of the instrument.
The end result of this attention to

design in the detector/amplifier
stages is a quadrature output well
within the I-degree specification
and a video output level held within
I percent by the AGC.
The correction voltage from the
quadrature output is shaped by
diode matrixes and applied to two
mixers driven 90 degrees apart by
the 24 MHz reference oscillator. The
de levels to the mixers are such that
with zero output from the quadrature detector, the output of one
mixer starts at full amplitude. As the
correction voltage to the mixer increases, the output falls off in a
sinusoidal manner until it reaches
zero. As the correction voltage is decreased, the output falls off in the
opposite direction until it reaches
zero. These are the two limits of the
control signal.
The correction voltage to the other

amplitude sine wave whose phase
can be shifted linearly with voltage.
The bandwidth of this system is such
that corrections can be made at a
line rate, which is actually a limit
imposed by the sampling of the
reference time (sync tip or back
porch).

(

The audio system

in amplitude as the correction volt-

With an audio section bandwidth of
30 Hz to 20 kHz, one of the potential
applications for the 1450 is as an offthe-air receiver for rebroadcast pur-.
poses.
(
The 28.5 MHz aural IF carrier is .
converted to 4.5 MHz using either
the 24-MHz phase lock reference oscillator (" Split" mode), or the limiter output ("Intercarrier" mode), as
the first L.G. Amplified and filtered,
the 4.5 MHz signal is then converted
to I MHz using a 5.5 MHz crystal
oscillator for the second L.G. A lim-

age is increased, and vice versa.

iter renloves any amplitude varia-

mixer is such that its output starts
out at zero amplitude and increases

Fig. 7. Converter L.O. and phase lock circuitry. Two mode system uses a frequency control loop
to give a wide pull-in range, and a phase control loop for fast phase correction.
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The outputs of the two mixers are
combined to give a constant

tions, and the I MHz signal is then
demodulated using a pulse count
discriminator.

The pulse count discriminator is
operated at I MHz to increase the
available output signal, thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio
the same circuit operating at
45 MHz. The discriminator puts out
pulses of constant amplitude and

yer

duration, whose repetition rate var-

ies at the modulating frequency. The
discriminator is an FM detector
which exhibits high linearity, and is
the main factor in achieving the low
.2% 111aximum harmonic distor..Aon specification.
"'I.

Multiple audio outputs are provided, including 600-ohm balanced
line, 8-ohm speaker, and front-panel
headphone jack. Bandwidth of the
audio section is 30 Hz to 20 kHz.
Other outputs include an aural
alarm to indicate loss of the aural
carrier, a calibrated deviation output, and a 4.5 MHz IF output.

Mechanical design

The 1450 interior is shown in Figure
8. Small circuit boards housed in extruded aluminum compartments
comprise the major circuitry. The
compartments provide essential

shielding between the many oscillators and the sensitive circuitry. In-

dividual covers for the compartments give maximum isolation. Interconnection between circuit

boards is accomplished with interface boards and a few rigid coaxial
.-{ines. Easy access to components is
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One of the major problems experienced by the users of precision
broadcast demodulators is the
change in the Nyquist filter's response caused by temperature
change and mechanical shock. To
achieve a reasonable Nyquist response requires a filter with many
elements. Such filters are timeconsuming to adjust and difficult to
keep in adjustment. let, a proper
Nyquist response is essential to the
demodulator's function.
This presents an ideal application
for a surface-acoustic-wave (SAW)
device. These devices are usually
small in size, highly reliable, and
their phase response can be
specified independently of their
magnitude response, a distinct advantage in this application. They
can produce a frequency response
that is difficult, if not impractical, to
achieve using discrete elements; and
once designed, the devices are easily
reproducible.
Perhaps a review of SAW filter
basics would be useful at this point.
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Surface acoustic waves are essentially what the name implies. They
are waves that travel along the surface of a polished substrate, penetrating only a very small distance
into the surface of the material. Scientifically they are called Rayleigh
waves, in honor of Lord Rayleigh
who first described the acoustical
waves that travel along the earth's
surface after an earthquake.
Nearly any material with 1m\' mechanicallosses such as glass, quartz,
ceramics, and some types of metal
will support the propagation of surface waves. The mechanism most
often used to generate the surface
wave is the piezoelectric effect. Accordingly, single crystal piezoelectric materials such as quartz and
lithium niobate are generally used
as the substrate for SAW devices.
The substrate is typically about
two millimeters thick, with the
length determined by the desired
frequency response. Narrow filter
bandwidths at low frequencies, or
very steep skirts at any frequency,
require long transducers and, thus,
long substrates. Surface wave filters
are currently in use from 10 MHz to
1.5 GHz. The lower limit is set by the
practical size li mi ts on the substrates, while the upper limit is set
by the resolution of state-of-the-art
lithography techniques and substra te veloci ties. One sem iconductor
manufacturer recently announced
production of 3 GHz SAW units
using two-stage electron-beam
lithography.

The drawing in Figure 1 illustrates
generally how the surface wave affects the substrate material and how
its effect decreases as a function of
depth into the material. Both longitudinal and transverSe components are present in the surface
acoustic waves. The velocity of thee·
acoustic wave is typically five order.
of magnitude slower than the velocity of Ught, which accounts for the
frequent use of SAW devices as delay
lines. For example, an electrical signal takes about three microseconds
to traverse a cable one kilometer
long. The acoustic wave travels
(
about one centimeter in the same "'length of time. Hence, equivalent delays can be achieved with a substantial reduction in space and weigh t.
Excitation and detection of acoustic waVeS is accomplished by depositing an input and output transducer on the piezoelectric substrate
using thin-film techniques. The
transducers consist of two electrodes in the form of interdigital fingers. (See Figure 2). The spacing between the fingers determines the
frequency of the acoustic wave that
will be generated.
Applying a periodic voltage of the
appropriate frequency to the inpu t
transducer causes a corresponding
displacement to occur in the
piezoelectric material. This periodic
displacement propagates away from
the input transducer in the form of
surface waves in both directions
normal to the fingers of the transducer. As the surface waves travel

down the substrate. they encounter
the output transducer. If the
periodicity of the surface wave and
the fingers of the output transducer
match, an output voltage is generated across the output transducer.
Any filter's frequency response is
7ique!y related to its impulse re~ponse through the Fourier transform. SAW filters are realized by arranging the fi[ ter transducers so that
they produce the impulse response
related to the desired frequency response. Transducers can be made to
produce almost arbitrary, finite, im,\ulse responses by varying finger
)ngths as a function of position
~long the transducer. For example,
to produce a rectangular bandpass
characteristic, its Fourier transform
(sinx/x) is designed into the transducer pattern.
One of the important properties of
SAW filters is the simple metal-oninsulator, one-mask fabrication
process. Once the mask is defined,
device reproducibility is a function
of the substrate characteristics,
metal quali ty, and metal
thickness-all of which can be made
highly consistent. This means devices having a precise frequency response are easily reproducible-a
substantial improvement over complex discrete element filters with
their inherent adjustment and stability problems.
There are, however. some
tradeoffs involved in the use of SAW
filters-one of the most serious
being insertion loss. It was noted
lrlier that conventional biphase
lansducers radiate half the
electrical-to-acoustical conversion
in each direction; conversely, the
output transducer can, at most, reconvert into an electrical signal only
half the acoustic power incident on
it, for a minimum insertion loss
J6dB.
. Another consideration is the effect
of triple-transit echoes caused by a
part of the energy being reflected by
the output transducer and rereflected by the input transducer.
This produces a periodic ripple in
phase and amplitude in the
passband of the filter. The triple-

Fig. 2. An illustration of surface acoustic wave transducer operation. The spacing between
pairs of fingers determines the frequency of the acoustic wave that will be generated. The
input and output transducers are identical in design.

transit signal can be substantially
reduced by electrical mismatching
of the input and output transducers.
However, this also reduces the level
of the desired signal, which then
must be amplified, with attendant
deterioration in the signal-to-noise
ratio.
A final consideration is the bulk
wave effect caused by acoustic energy transmitted through the bulk of
the substrate and reflected from the
edge surfaces. This can be
minimized by the use of damping
material to mount the substrate, the
use of a track changer, and other
techniques, but it is difficult to eliminate completely.
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Some Uses for SAW Devices

Before leaving the discussion of SAW
filter basics we should mention
some of the uses for SAW devices.
Bandpass filters and delay lines are
the two most common applications.
Delay times from a few tenths to
several tens of microseconds are eas-

Fig. 3. (Ai Desired. and (8) actual response of
[he 1450 narrow band filter. 80th curves are In
terms 01 a linear vertical scale.
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ily obtainable. Delays up to 20 milliseconds have been achieved by
passing a signal in a closed loop or
helical path around the crystal.!
However, these millisecond devices
are still in the laboratory stage.
The most important uses of delay
lines to date have been for demodulation functions for receiversparticularly, differential phase shift
keying demodulation, frequency
discrirnina tioD for FM receivers, and
noncoherent moving-targetindicator radar receivers.
Recently-developed SAW resonators are finding increasing use as the
frequency determining element in
VHF and UHF oscillators. Their
small size and high Q simplify
amplifier design and provide better
stability and immunity to external
component variations. 2
Other uses for SAW devices are
still in the development stagefrequency synthesizers, matched filters for correlation applications,
and electronically variable delay to
name just a few.
The 1450 SAW Fillers
With this brief background, let's
considerthe SAW filters designed for
the 1450. There are two of them-a
wide-band unit with a passband of
24-29.5 MHz, and a narrow-band
unit (24-28.1 MHz) which includes a
sound trap to remove the aural
carrier.
The narrow band filter has some
unique characteristics as shown in
the illustration of the desired response in Figure 3(A). The actual response achieved is shown in the
photo in Figure 3(B). Both curves are
in terms of a linear vertical scale.
The actual response is also shown in
Figure 4 with the vertical scale in
terms of dB. The top photo shows the
peak-to-peak ripple to be well
within the 0.4 dB specification,
while the bottom photo shows the
filter out-of-band characteristics to
be significantly better than the
- 55dB specification.
lScientific American, October 1972, "Acoustic
Surface Waves."
zProceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 64, No.5, May
1976. "Surface Acoustic Wave Devices for
Communication. "
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(A)

Fig. 4. The actual response with the vertical
scale in terms of dB. (A) Top photo shows ripple
to be well within OA dB specification. Vertical
sensitivity = 0.25 dB/div and span is 500 kHz!
div. (B) Out~of-band characteristics are better
than -55 dB specification. Vertical sensitivity =
10 dB/div and span = 1 MHz!div.

Both filters use a lithium niobate
substrate. This material has a higher
temperature coefficient than quartz
but is much more efficient in coupling energy between the transducer
and the substrate. With a change in
temperature, the shape of the response curve remains the same but
the center frequency shifts. This
shift is compensated for in the 1450
by placing a temperature sensor
near the SAW filter to generate a correcting si gnal for the I F converter
oscillator.
By SAW filter standards, the physical size of the devices used in the
1450 is large. Packaged size is 1.4 x
2.3 inches. This is due to the relatively low frequency (24 MHz) and
the steep skirt required for the sound
trap. The cover photo shows the
general layout of the SAW fiIter
transducer patterns. The series of
parallel unconnected fingers in the
center of the device constitute a
track changer called a multi-strip
coupler. The track changer trans-

lates the acoustic energy from the
input transducer acoustic track to
that of the output transducer. Since
the track changer is relatively insensitive to the bulk wave energy generated by the input transducer, little
bulk wave signal is seen by the output transducer. To reduce bulk wav<"
effects still further, the substrate is \.
lTIounted in energy-absorbing material. The completed filter is then
housed in a hermetically sealed
package back filled with dry nitrogen to keep out dust and moisture.
In the circuitry surrounding the
filter, both the input source and output load termination impedances (
are deliberately mismatched to the
electrical impedances of the input
and output filter transducers. Although the mismatch increases the
overall insertion loss. it is required
to n1inimize triple-trans it-reflection
effects. The losses involved in the
track changer, losses due to bidirectionali ty, and losses due to mismatching add up to an insertion loss
of about 30 dB for the SAW filters
used in the 1450. This places some
stringent requirements on the output amplifier of the SAW filter to
maintain a favorable signal-to-noise
ratio. The advantages realized by
use of the SAW filter, however, far
outweigh these considerations.
The SAW filters complement the
precision and stability designed into
the remainder of the 1450 circuitry,
to create a demodulator which sets
a new standard for the broadcast
industry. \il

Fig. C" Hermetically-sealed SAW fIlter package
us, -:: in the 1450. PaCkage is 3.6 em by 5.8 em

Spectrum Analyzer
Applications in
Baseband Measurements

The modern spectrum analyzer has
long been used for frequency division multiplex (FDM) baseband
measurements such as hunting for
spurious responses or checking intermodulation. This instrument can
also be used for most of the measurements usually performed with a
selective level meter.
The measurements that a modern

spectrum analyzer such as the
TEKTRONIX 7L5 can make include:
a. Amplitude levels of carriers, test

twelve channels of interest. Note
that the maximum amplitude variation is 2 dB.
Figure 2 shows a search of the full
5 MHz spectrum. A number of active
channels below about 2 MHz are
shown blending into each other. Two
tones occur just above 2.5 MHz. The
remainder of the spectrum display
up to 5 MHz shows only system
noise.

tones, signal tones, data, etc.

Morris Engelson has authored numerous anicles on the design of spectrum analyzers and
:twir application, i-Ie IS weI! qualified to wnw on
this suo/eet ,>-raving \/,iQ{ked with specrrurn
analyzers for over 15 vears. Morris received his
BSEE in 7957 ano' iASEE in 7962. both from
e.eN. Y

b.Spurious signal levels and frequencies due to harmonics and intermodulation.
c. Leakage at channel carrier, group
carrier, or other frequencies.
d. System noise levels.
e. Frequency shifts due to changes in
degree of modulation or other
causes.
£. Identification of random transient
noise burst interference.
g. Determination of notch filter
shape.
h.Checking for harmonic distortion.
i. Checking subsystem transmission
characteristics by means of a
tracking generator.
j. Noise measurements, including

C-message and psophometric
weighting.
The purpose of this article is to
provide the reader with short illus-

spurious.
Harmonic distortion measurements

The 80 dB on-screen dynamic range
of the TEKTRONIX 7LS enables one to

sults, and a description of the in-

to 0.01 %. When a single harmonic is
involved, the measurement simply
consists of determining the dB level
with respect to the fundamental.
This is also known as "dB down".

Tektronix applications literature
referenced at the close of this article.
Wide span search measurements

)

Figure 3 shows all baseband activity for the system of interest. One
can observe a t a glance which
groups are occupied, which are
missing, and whether anything is
there that doesn't seem to belong,
such as a suspicious tone at 1606.5
kHz, subsequently identified as

trations of some of the above measurements. Detailed measurement
techniques, interpretation of re~
strumentation used are available in

)

Fig. 1. Spect nlYn d i~fJ Ia \. of unmodula led
'.:~ttTi<.'I·S rOI"12 c:h;U\lI<:1 bank.

measure harmonic distortion down

Suppose one wishes to check or adjust the relative levels of the twelve
carriers spaced at 4 kHz intervals
bounded by 659 kHz and 615 kHz.
There might be other signals
within the selected range, such as a
pilot tone usually at 656.08 kHz. The
simulated channel bank shown in
Figure 1 displays only the un modulated carriers.

With the measuring instrument
operating normally with digital
storage display, we can observe the

Fig. 2. Zero ~(j.s .\\Hz displa~' of baseband
sp..:ctrurn
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The dB down level is then converted
to a voltage ratio which, when multiplied by 100, yields percent distortion. A simple rule to remember is
tha t distortion changes by a factor of
ten times for every 20 dB change in
level. Thus, at 10 dB/div and the fundamental at full screen, distortion
products 2 divisions down represent
10% distortion, those 4 divisions
down represent 1%, and those 6 divisions down represent 0.1 %.
Figure 4 shows a -10 dBm fundamental and over ten ofits harmonics. This display was taken with
a 7L5 Option 25 in a 7603 Main-

frame. The instrument parameters
are indicated on crt readout. The left
upper position (set at 0 dBm) is
tracking generator output-not
used in this measurement.
We observe the following
amplitude levels:
Fundamental -10 dBm
2nd harmonic - 53 dBm
3rd harmonic -64 dBm
4th harmonic -60 dBm
5th harmonic -71 dBm
6th harmonic -65 dBm
7th harmonic -76 dBm
8th harmonic -68 dBm
9th harmonic -78 dBm
10th harmonic -71 dBm
11th harmonic -85 dBm
12th harmonic -72 dBm
Intermodulation distortion
measurements
The ability to set frequency with a
high degree of accuracy makes it
easy to intercept intermodulation
and other spurious signals whose
frequency can be predicted. The
high degree of accuracy also means
that the frequency of unexpected
spurious responses can be pinpointed and the source identified.
If three tones at 57 kHz, 2600 kHz,
and 2714 kHz are fed to the system
under test, the following second and
third order intermodulation responses will occur:
2(57) = 114 kHz
a. { 2714-2600 = 114 kHz

Theoretically, the pairs of responses fall at precisely the same
frequency, but the actual tones will
be displayed as pairs due to slight
input signal deviations in frequency.
Figure 5 shows the two 2657 kHz
components computed in (b), and
Figure 6 shows the output at 2828
kHz.
Figure 6 also illustrates the usefulness of the 7L5's averaging functions to pick a low level signal out of
the noise.
1200 kHz-1300 kHz
Part of Supergroup
1060 kHz-1300 kHz

Supergroup
812 kHz1052kHz

\

Fig. 3. FujJ baseband spectrum showiIl;2

o,L'\

c:-ai supeq!l"UUpS.

Detailed amplitude analysis
Figure 7 shows a carrier leak at 520
kHz. Carrier leak is the carrier signal
that remains after suppression in a
suppressed-carrier system. Leakage
amplitude is -60 dBm. This is almost 25 dB below the level of the
adjacent signals.
(
Figure 8 shows three channel catriers with the vertical scale expanded by a factor of ten to produce
a display factor of 0.2 dB/div. The
display was produced by connecting
the detected vertical output at the
7L5 front panel to a 7A22 amplifier
set at a sensitivity ten times the 59-mV/div output from the 7L5. Aced
rate vertical calibration is obtained
by changing the 7L5 reference level
by I dB and adjusting the 7A22 variable gain to get the desired vertical
deflection (5 divisions in our example). Since the trace now occupies
ten screen heights, it is necessary.' to
use the 7A22 dc offset control to position the display on screen.
Maximum ampli tude difference is
0.6 dB and the minimum difference
is 0.15 dB. Considering the close frequency spacing of the signals and
the instrument flatness specifications, the measurement has an
accuracy of better than 0.1 dB.

Detailed frequency analysis

Fig. 4. Display of
harmonics.

~10

clBm fundamental and

For detailed frequency observation
it is necessary to reduce the resolution bandwidth to the point where
individual tones can be resolved.
With 10 Hz resolution, the 7L5 can
perform a detailed analysis even qF
frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) sigml,
as illustrated in Figure 9.

b {2600 + 57 = 2657 kHz
. 2714 - 57 = 2657 kHz
2714 + 2(57) = 2828 kHz
c. { 2(2714) - 2600 = 2828 kHz
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Fig. 5. Three tone intermodulation pruduc\~

Fig. 6. T1Ht,t'
::8::5 kHz

~ll

tulle il

lcnnudula!iull

pru,~ u,"

Figure 9 shows the spectral
characteristics of the first channel
(409 kHz) in group three of the basic
supergroup (312-552 kHz). At 50
Hz/div we are only observing 500 Hz
of the 4 kHz channel. With individual components resolved, it is clear
~\lat
, this is an FSK signal. Tone
_inplitude level is -60 dBm (-69
+ 9.1)*. At a vertical setting of 10
dB/div we can easily establish the
level of the various tones, but the
vertical resolution at this setting
prevents high accuracy. For high accuracy, it is necessary to go to a ver~cal setting of 2 dB/div.
.:ooking at noise
The ability to save, and hence to
freeze, a spectral display in the A
digital storage section, while section
B continues to update, permits some
useful measurements. An illustration of the "Save A" feature is shown
in Figure 10. The lower trace displays the shape of a notch filter at
2,057 kHz. There are also several
spurious signals about 300 kHz
below the notch frequency. The
upper trace shows the upda te in
Memory B with the MAX HOLD
function activated. The MAX HOLD
function will hold in memory and
display the maximum amplitude
level that occurs during observation
time. Here a noise burst has increased the system noise by 10 dB
while totally obliterating the effect
of the notch filter.
Recommended equipment
All of the foregoing measurements
)m be made using the following
equipment. Some of the basic features are listed. Complete specifications can be obtained from your
Tektronix Field Engineer or Sales
Representative.
7000 Series Oscilloscope: Any 7000
Series Oscilloscope with crt readout
}ill accommodate the 7L5 Spec--trum Analyzer Plug-in. The 7603
with its large 6Y2-inch crt makes an
ideal choice.

7L5 Spectrum Analyzer: Plug-in
spectrum analyzer with digital
storage.
• At t2411, dBm

~

dBv +9.07

• Frequency range: 20 Hz to 5 MHz.
Good for 600 channel systems.

checking component transmission
characteristics.

• Resolution: Down to 10 Hz. Will
resolve individual FSK tones.

013-0182-00 Balanced Input
Transformer:
• Frequency range: 50 kHz to 3 MHz,
usable from 10 kHz to 20 MHz.
• Built-in terminations: 1240,1350
and NONE for bridging.
Application notes describing in
detail the measurement techniques
used here are available on request.
Customers in the U.S. and Canada
may use the inquiry card in
Tekscope. Overseas customers
should contact their Tektronix Field
Engineer or Sales Representative. Iil

• Sensitivity: Down to -135 dBm.
Good for checking those hard to
find leaks and spurious tones.

• Frequency accuracy: 5 Hz for accurate tuning to desired channels.

Fig. 7. Carrier leak measurement.

"Baseband Measurements Using the
Spectrum Analyzer"
Tektronix AX~3433
"The Spectrum Analyzer as a Frequency
Selective Level Meter"
Tektronix AX~3682
"Swept Selective Level Measurements"
Tektronix AX-3861

Fig. 8. Expanded amplitude rneasurement oi
challnel carriers at 0.2 dBid!\'

1 hree

Fig. 10. The" SAVE A" feature allows COIllparison bc[\\,cen ilt)!'mal operation and op"-~lii()n dlll"ing llois(C hurst.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of FSK signal,

L3 Plug-IN Module Option 01:
Plug-in front end for 7L5.
• Impedance levels: IMO, 6000, 750
for bridging and single-ended
measurements.

Option 25 Tracking Generator:
Provides tracking output level over
the fullS MHz frequency range for
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New Products
SC 50310 MHz Storage
Oscilloscope

DC 5081 GHz Frequency Counter

The 634 Video Display Monitor

Bistable Storage for TM 500

A Gigahertz Counter for TM 500

A new 10 MHz storage oscilloscope is
available for the versatile TM 500
Series. Bistable storage with auto
erase provides a normal stored
writing rate of 50 cm/ms (80 div/ms)
which can be enhanced to 250
cm/ms (400 div/ms) by trading off
storage time. Maximum storage
time is about four hours. In auto
erase mode, viewing time can be
varied from 1 to 10 seconds. The
SC 503 can also be operated in
non-storage mode.
Versatile triggering - auto,
normal, single-sweep - trigger
view, and variable trigger holdoff
add to the SC 503's ease of use. Other
important features include 3%
vertical deflection and time base
accuracy. A full range of input
modes, including X-Y, is provided.
The SC 503 's storage capability
makes it ideal for viewing the low
repetition rate or low writing rate
signals encountered in medical,
biophysical, and electromechanical
applications.

The DC 508 was designed to extend
the TM 500 counter capabilities to
include the critical frequency measurement problems that face the
communications industry with the
opening of the new 800 MHz to 1
GHzband.
The DC 508's 15 mV direct input
sensitivity allows transmitter frequency measure men ts to be made
by using a remote whip antenna or
an inductive probe. Its XlOO audio
frequency resolution multiplier
permits measuring resolution to 10
milli-Hertz in one second. This feature is particularly useful for communications systems involving frequency shift keying and tone
squelch frequencies. For example, a
counter without the resolution multiplier will take 100 seconds to get
the same resolution.
The DC 508 features a 9-digit LED
display which indicates frequencies
and totalizes events from 0 to
999,999,999. Frequency range of the
DC 508 is 10 Hz to 100 MHz (direct
input) and 75 MHz to 1 GHz (prescaler input).

Three New Monitors Broaden Your
Price/Performance Choice

A-4022

Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

1195114
2545
MR F CAPELLUPO ENGR

NEW YORK TELEPbO~E CO
8858 75 AVE
GLENDALE NY 11227

1118

The new 634 Video Display Monitor
offers superior resolution, brightness uniformity, and geometry for
highest q uali ty performance in
medical-imaging applications.
Worst-case resolution is 1100 lines
(nominally 1400 lines) at a brightness of 100 cd/m 2 (30 fL). Geometric
distortion is 0.5% or less over a 9 em
circle at the center of the screen.
The 624 Display Monitor features
improved brightness in a moderately priced X-Y display. A brightness of 130 cd/m 2 (40 fL) and 12 mil
spot size assure crisp, detailed displays even in normal room ambient
light. The 10 x 12 em viewing area
permits more data to be displayed
more clearly, including complex
graphics and alphanumerics.
/
The new 620 Display Monitor is
very lowcost, electrostatically deflected display designed to accommodate OEM's who are now building their own displays. The 620's 10 x
12 cm viewing area,S MHz Z-axis
bandwidth, 2 MHz vertical and
horizontal bandwidth, and 12 kV
accelerating potential make it an
ideal choice for many pricesensitive, good-performance, OEM
applications.
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The 4027 - Adding a Color Dimension
10 GraphIcs

Teksc:ope Is a blmonlhly publication of Tektronix,
Inc. In It you will lind arllcles covering the en'lre
scope 01 Tektronh( produc's. Technical ar'icles
discuss whal s new in circuit and componen'
design. meauemeot capabili,y. and meaSlI"9men"echniqiJ9. A new prodUCIS section gl'<'9S a
brief d9SCIlpton 01 products recently in'roduced
and providesan opportunity 10 request lur,l'er
Informa'ion.

The 4027 Color Graphics Terminal Is a compact,
high performance computer terminal with 8 ras-

ter scan display. The memory required lor both
gaphlc:s and color is greatly reduced by using
the virtual bit mapping UK:hnique developed lor

lhe TEKTRONIX 4025. Up toeighl colors 'rom a
pal&lto 0164 can be displayed s.rnultaneously.

To beller serve cuStomers ..... he maintain thef
TEKTRONIX Instruments, Ihe service Informa'Ion lormerly appearing in Tekscope will bo oxpanded and published In a ptJbllcalion dec:l~ated
to Itwl service !unctlon.

An Easy language forTalklng
with Color Machines
A new colot standard oo'fflloped fror the 4027
graany facilitates selecllng a color and getting II
on-screen wl1h the lirst allampt. It Is easy to
change color Just a shade, or radically.

.....

Reliability - the Continuing Challenge
AeliabUitydoesnl just happen You have 10 make
it happen through people programs, and parse'lGrance. Here Is just a t)r'el overview of some of
the activities dedicated to helping us meellhis
continuing challenge.

Cover; The use 01 color in developing a clfOJll
bOard layout provides a convenient means of
lden'Ifying select elements, as shown In thIS
photo Of the 4027 Coklr Graphics Terminal.

1eksc:ope
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The 4027-Adding a Color
Dimension to Graphics

Our cvcl"yday lives are gl'catly innu·
enccd by the lISC of color. Color"
movies. color television. and color
printing canoy much greater i mp3ct
thanlheir black and whitecQuntcrparis.

Ken Wilfett came 10 18k In OCt()l)or 1975 ah(}( reo
ce/lflng his as in Physics an~ Mathornal/o! from
Whitman Collega and completing /I year In the
compurer sc/6nces graduat, schoolal

Washing/on Stare Univers/l~ Since coming with
Te/l:, Ken IIBs WOIked on the 4020 series Com·
~Ie' TermimJJs and PLOT JO Easy GraphIng
SotrWIH8.

Color has recently entered the
world of computer graphics. And it
offers much more Ihanjust the natural appent of color. For example, it
provides a means of sepal'at iog information in multi-clement Ch<ll"ts
and graphs. It can be used locall
attention to a particular feature in
the display. And it enhances human
pallern recognition.
Color bit map displays have traditionally suffel'ed from the high cost
of memory involved (up to 120 kilobytes), Now. using the virtual bit
map technique developed for the
4025 alphanumerics/graphics tet'minal,1 memory required for colot·
graphics is grc::ltly reduced, In virtual bitllHlpping. the opemlOr uses a
software progrnm to establish a
graphics region on the display
screcn. The rectangular grnphics region can be displayed anywhere in
thedisplay area. with the remuindet'
of the area considered alpha·
numcrics.
Thc graphics region is then
further divided into graphics cells. A
gmphics cell is the same size as an
alphanumerics ccll- 14 dots high
by g dots widc. A uniquc approach to
graphics programming uses a display list and pointet's to .,llocatc
graphics mcmory to only lhose cells
cOlltaining gmphics infonmttion.
The remaining graphics cclls appear
in the display list as spaces. This
greatly diminishes the memory 1"Cquired, cSJk"'Cially for simplcr
graphs,
The addition of colol' to thc
graphics display I"cquires a change
from a singlc memor)' plane to tht"ce
memory planes. Thus, a vit'lual bit
map cell in thc 4027 is a block of
RAM which is 8 by 14 by 3 bilS.
ralher than 8 by 14 by 1 as inthc
4025. Each pixel (l':lster dot) within
the cell may be displayed in any onc
of eight colors by properly sClling
the thrce RAM bits associated with
that pixel, The basic 4027 contains

48 kilob) tes of color graphics memol'y with options availablc to extend

the total 10 192 kilobytes,
While eight colors are enough ror
many applications, thcl"e was a
problem in selecting which eight
colors, in the speclrum of possible
colors, werc appropriatc for a given
application. It was clear that no one
choicc of eighl colors was adequale
for all applications, and thai some
method was nceded fOI' changing the
selection undcr program control.
To provide this capability, a 00101'
map was included in the display
hardware (See Fig. 2), The inpul,s to
the mapping mechanism are the
three bits in the virtual bit map for a
particular point. The outputs of the
map are two bits for each of the three
guns in the color monitor. This allows lhe user, under program control or via keyboard commands, to
set anyone of lhe eight colors availablc. to one of 64 possible selections
in thc map. The Tektronix graphics
terminal color standard (see page
7 ) was developed to a Ilow cas) control ovcrselections from the 64-color
palette.
Polygon concept saves memory
At Ihis point in the design.lhe 4027
looked like a 4025 with colol", However, there is a diffcr'cnce between
adding color to a monochrome
graphics terminal und building a
good color terminal. This difference
rCSLlIis from Ihe fact that lIscrsdemand different operations from <I
colol'(lisplay than the lraditional
select ion of vectors and characters.
Mosi color piclures fot, which a
color Icrminul is used contain
solid-colot'cd areas. This concept led
to lhe developmcnt of the 4027 polygon feature. A polygon is a SCi of

3

points describing the perimeter of
an area. The intcrio.-oflhe polygon
boundary is usually filled with a desired color or pattern. (See Fig. 3).
Here again the virtual bit mapping technique proved to be a major
assel because most polygons contain
entire cells of a fixed color. For these
interior cells. it is not necessary to
allocate graphics memory; a ref·
erence to a solid cell of the appropriate pattern or colol- is simply
placed in the display lisLln general,
s solid area picture (such as a map),
which is displa)'ed on the 4027 as a
set of polygons. will require significantly less graphics memory than
the same picture drawn and cross·
hatched on the 4025. Graphics
memory in the 4027 is used only to
draw the outline of the polygon.
Firmware enables using another
color to border the polygon if
desired.

Fig. 1. The 4027 Color Graphics Terminal, A
molecular modeling application is displayed.
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as the outpot to the power DAC's driving the 'ed,
green, and blue guns 01 the color crt. Each gun Is
driven to one of lour levels Including oil.
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Patterns exlend color choices
In some applications, eight distinguishable area types are not
adequate. In ol'der to mcrcase the
selection, the pattern concept
evolved. Patterns are 1.0 polygons
what dashed lines are to vectors. A
pallern is a uscl'-defined 8 by 14 grid,
where each point in the grid may be
one of the 8 colors. Once the pattern
has been defined, it may be used to
fill polygons. The pattern is simply
repeated over the interior of the
polygon.
There are two major uses for patterns. One is to generale addit ional
colors by uniformly mixing dots of
different colors.

Using this technique, pictures
containing 125 distinct colors have
been generated from palterned mixtures of the cight basic colors.
Let's consider an example of using
a patlern to gcnerate 11 desired color.
Assume the color map for a 4027 has
been set according to Figure 4. Note
thal the colol' map is coded such lhat
Red = C4, GI'een = C2, and Blue Ct. If we add Red and Green (i.e., C4
+ e2) we get Yellow (C6). We are now
in a position to define color pallems.
A master pattern cell consisting of
8 by 14 raster dots, or pixels, is
shown in Figure 5. The numbers in
the master cell can be thought of as
levels which correspond to the
values of Red, Blue, and Green fOl'
the colO!' we desire to generatc. For
example, assume we want to construct a color mixture of Red = 3,
Green"" I, and Blue - 4. Each position in the master cell with numbers
less than or cqualto. (llIi4) must get
a Blue contribution, lhose with
numbers less than orequalto 3 (llIi3)
must gct a Red contribution, etc.

o

}

o

•
Flg. 3. The use of polygons makes efficient use
of memory. Onty the boundary cells require
graptics memory. Forthe background and inlerior cells, • reference to 8 solid cen 01 the appropriate color Is simply placed In the display list.
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Note that the master cell is populated with a repeal of the pattern
outlined in the UppCI' left corner of
the masWr cell. Let's focus our discussion on this sub-cell. (Fig. 6(a).
We start with a cell of all Black (K) <IS
shown in Figure 6(b). Those elements with a valuc of ..3 then receivea RedcontribUlion asshown in
Figure 6(c). Next, those elements
with a value of I receive a Green can·
tribution as shown in Figul'e 6(d).
And, finally, those elements with a
value of llIi4 receive a Blue contribution as shown in FiguI'c 6(e). We then
recode the RCB color codes to lhe
appropriate color combinations

from the color map in Figure 4; the
,·csult is shown in Figure 6(0.
By repopulating the mastcr cell
with this sub-pattern, we havc n
master pallern which exhibits the
proportionate color properties of t he
desired color mixture. It is then a
straightforward task to cncode lhis
pattern into the form needed b)' the
4027.
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cell.

By repeating the foregoing pro-

cess for all combinations of Red,
Blue. and Green in lhe mngc of 0 to 4
we can construct a set of patlenls to
simulate the colors fora S-stcp per

gun color system-a total of 125
colors.
Pallcrns arc also used to fill polygons with more trndiLionnl arca
coverings, such as crosshatch and
stripes. These capabilities arc available in firmware in the 4027, making
much morc efficient memory usc
lhan if they were a pan of the host
software.
More than just a color terminal

The 4027 is more than just another
color t~nllinal-it is a very versatile
alphanumerics/graphics terminal,
One of the important operating featun::s made possibl~ by virtual bit
Inapping is the unique ability to
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Fig. 5. A master paltern cell contains lhe same
number 01 elements as alpt\anumerlc cells. The
numbers correspond to the ValJ9S of red. blue,
and green 'or a selected color. Nole the two·row,
lour-column pallarn Is repeated throughout the
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:a) Basic paltem lor the master pattern
oe I in Fig. 5. Numbers correspond to the values
of red, brue, and green lor a selected color. The
deslrec color Is Red - 3. Green - 1, Blue _ 4.
Starting with an all BlacK cell (bl, Red Is added
(c) then Green (d). and linally Blue (e), The
resultant colOrs are White, Blue, and I\13genta <I).

scroll color graphics and alphanumedcs togethel'. This same technique enables definition of multiple
graphic regions forcasy recall from
local memOI-y.
The 4027 uses the same functional
PLOT 10 Easy Graphing host
softwal'c as lhe 4025 Easy GI-uphillg
offcrs suppOl"t for up Lo six curves 01colorcd barchal'ls, line gr-aphs with
spccial symbols and dashed lines,
legends, titles. grids, hard copy, and
plottcl' control.
For morc dcmanding color
graphic upplicalions, the PLOT 10
Interactive Graphics Library offers
all the support commonly required
in gr<\phicsupplicutions.
A wide range of options allows one
to extend the displa)' and color
graphics memories and cOllnect to a
variety of peripheral devices including Ihe 4632 Hard Copy Unit (Option
06),4642 Pl'intCI', OJ" the 4660 Series
of interacLive digiwl plot tel'S, Both
RS-232-C and GPIB Interfaces are
available, A polling interface pel'Inits multiple-terminal configuralions on the host coml>uter linc. And
a Forms Ruling Option lets you duplicalc essentially any fonn.

Summary
The 4027 ColOl' Graphics Terminal is
l:l compact. high-performance tcrminal with a 13" raster-scan display.
The virtual bit map graphing
lechnique allows one to perform
mal'y graphics functions with only a
modest amount of memory. And a
new color standurd scheme provides
a sirflight-forwal'd, casy-to-lcurn
method of specifying colol'. A wide
range of options perm its tai loring
the 402710 handle loday's applications, and expand e.-sily to meet
tomorrow's.
In the 4027, ulphanulTIel'ics.
graphics. and color merge 10 provide
a new and more versalilc tool for
information display.
1. See "The Virtual Bit Map Brings High Resolution Graphics to the AlphanumerICs Terminal
User." Tckscope Volume 10, November 1,
t978.

An Easy Language for
Talking with Color
Machines

Numerical descriptors are morc
nebulous still. What color is created
with red - 3, green - 3, and blue 2? Or how do you get nesh tonc by
mixing magenta, yellow, and cyan?
Describing and generating colors
al the paint store is an activity with
which wc're all familiar. We decide
to paint the bedroom walls with a
shade like the drapes, only lighter. At
the store we select Ihe Aztec blue
chip fl'om the collection. The clerk
then finds thc numerical machine
instructions for mixing pigments
and mixes the paint. The room is
painted and the color cvaluated. It
should be a lillie greenel' and a lillie
lighlcr, but changing it will be time
consuming and expensive so we decide 10 live with it.
Interactlvltya necessity

SIan Davis has been KlWJfved with computer
ffNm/nai design since comfr.g with T"k"offl'lt In
'968, He worked 0l'I the keyboatd andOfhe, circuits forlhe T4()()2. was fXOf8C' &ngfnHrOO the
4023, SssisiDd on /he 4081 program. and WIiS
pro/ecl/eadfN on ,he 4025 and 4027 programs
Stan received his BSEE BnC SA from Rutgers
UnJvorslry In 1964 800 an MBA from U"'V6fSlfy 01

Pottland in '975.

The world of color is filled with Ull·
clear ::Inc! ambiguous Icnns such as
intensity, value, chromat icily. Mnl1Y
methods c... ist for specifying color,
but most arc "machine" oriented.
E;'lrly in the development orlhe 4027
Color Graphics Terminal, it was apparcllilhal a people-oriented
method fOl'communicating with the
terminal about color was n<.-eded.
But how does one go about selecting
a colo!" and describing it in meaningful, precise terms? Before proposing
a solution to this problem let's I'Cvicw somc methods now in usc,
Television is a light gcnerator-and
is referred to as an additive color
systcm. When red. bluc, and green
are combined in proportionatc
amounts, they add up to a COIOI' pcrceived as white. Colors fOI"
tclevision-based computcr lenninals arc oflcn described as mi;<turcs
of RCB, f01' example, red 3, gl'cell 2,
and blue O.

Lee 1.fttlld develop&d too cotor slanda/d Irx
fhe 4'Jl7 and did a fjrtItJf deal of InnovatJve com,
puter WOfk on 100 use 01 half looes;'" ooIor
grap'llcs. Lee lfICeNltd his BSEE from SyriJCuu
UnJversity In 1965and 8 Masrers in Sc-eflO8 and
Indus/UBI Englneermg from the UrlN6fSityof
Michigan", 1970. He is compJeling his dissef1alion br a doc/ofafe itIlndusfriBl and Operatlons
EngfflfUNlng. also Itt Miclrfgan l.ee t8ughl Com,
puftH SCience lot Ihrea

yealS at the University o(
Kefl/.x;k'r. A newcome/lo the Northwest. he I'I8s
beer. 8t tek since September '977

Printing pigments are light filters
and arc subtract ive. When magenta,
yellow, nne! cyan pigments arc
mixed togcther in equal amounts
and illuminated, they subtractl'Cnected light so that black is perceived. the printing induslry deals
with scparat ions of magenta, yellow,
cyan. and luminance (black and
white). J1dcscribes colors, for
exa:nple, as 75% magcnta plus
2S%cyan.
How do people like you and I
spccify colors? We usc names and
adjectives. Most have a clear idea
what the following names represent;
1'1..-<:1, grcen, blue, black, white.
OI'ange, purple. grey, dark grey.
brown, dark red. pink. But how
aboul dark Ilwgcnta, walnut brown,
Aztec blue. or passionate pink?

We need a betler approach for working with color' terminals.
The speciallhing about a color
terminal is displaying images in the
desired colors. This is best accomplished by interactivity. The
user specifies a color. The terminal
displays it. The user evaluates it and
corrects it if necessary. It is impor·.
tant, therefore, that the methodof
describing colors facilitates this
inleractivity.
To be valuable to Tektronix and
Ihe industry, the method must not
only work with the4027, but also
accommodate future products.
These may have many mOl'e colors
than the 8 Qut of 64 used by the 4027.
The method used to specify colors
should:
• Beeasily leamed and remembcrt~d.

•
•
•
•

Provide fOI' intcraclivity.
Work fordispla:ys,
Work for copying devices.
WOI'k for devices with thousands of
colors.
• Work for computers, data bases,
transmission lines.
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Selecting a method
While the commercial availability
of colol' graphics terminals is new,
color scientists have been around for
some time. Theories and models
",bound. One text alone shows over
30 approaches for thinking about
color. From these, two wCI'e selected
for further consideration-the
double-ended cone and the cube.
The color cubc(Fig.ll relates directly to the hardware. bUI is difficult for people to use because it is
difficult to portl'ay the colors inside
the cube in an organized, meaningful way.
In the double-ended conc (Fig. 2),
colors arc selected by specifying
hue. lightness. and saturation. (This
is often referred to as the HLS
method). These attdhutcs relate to
how colors are percei\'ed rather than
generated. Hue is the characteristic
associated with a color name such as
red, yellow, or green. Lightness is lhe
characteristic that allows the color
to be ranked on a scale from dark to
lighl. And saturation is the extent to
which thc color differs from a gray of
the same lightness. For example,
fire-engine red is highly saturated.
Colors arc arranged in the
gcomctry of a double-encled cone
(Fig. 2). Variations in lightness are
represented along the vertical axis
with black at the bottom apex and
while at the top apex.On a plane
which intersects the cone perpendicular to the lightness axis. all colors al'e of equal lightness. Variations
in saturation are represented by a
radial distance from the lightness
axis. And hue is represenled as an
angular displacement around a circle intersecting the cone.

8

Fig. ,. The cube relates colors in a manner most
comparable to the haJdware, bUilt is difficult to
visualize colors inside the cube. This photo was
takenlrom the 4027.

Stated quantitively, hue is a vadat ion of color advanced by degrees
represented as nil angle from 0 to
360 degrees from a reference where 0
degrees is blue.
Lightness ranges [I-om 0%, which
is black, to 100%, which is white.
And saluration is expressed as a
percentage of the distance to the SUI-face of the cone ranging f!'Om 0%,
maximum white al lhat lightness
level. to 100%, which is fully satul·ated.
The TEKTRONIX 4027 color
standard (Fig. 3) illustrates one
producl implementation of the
double-ended cone. The continuous
and infinite theol-ctienl cone has
been approximatcd by lhe 64 l'egions of color that a 4027 can generate. The figul'e can be used to illus-

Uglllnt ..
VlIII!e

Stlmtllon

Fig. 2. The double·ended cone can be used to
eKpress colors In terms 0' hue, lightness. an:!
saturellon. Hue Is expressed indegrees 'r~mOto
360, lightness 'rom 0 to 100%, and saturation
from 0 to 100%.
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tube. The uSCI'can select any 8 col aI's
from a pulet Ie of 64, to display onscrecn. A three-bit-deep, vii-Will bit
map stores the information l'elatitlg
a color number, CO thl"Ough C7, to
lhe coloI' of a pi.xel (pictUI'C elemcnt
or dot). The red, green. and blue
guns of the cathode ray lube call
each be drivcn in 4 levels. including
off. creating up to 64 colors. A regisleI' arrangement in the display controller, called the color map, rcmembers which of the 64 colors to
generale when. for example. C3 is
called for.
Use of the virtual bil map graphics
lechnique und othcr fcatLu'CS such as
polygons and pat tcrns, gives the
4027 unusual capability with only a
modest amount of gruphics memory.
The 4027 is discussed in greater detail in a companion article in this
issue.
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Fig. 3. The 4027 Color Standard Is one imple-

mentation ollhe double-endecJ cone concepl. It
is relatively easy to specify a desired color In
terms 01 hue. lightness, and saturation using
such a standard.

trate the concept and assist a 4027
user in specifying color. It can be

seen that nrc-engine red can be ab·
t~incd as follows: hue is ,"cd (120"),
IightllCSS is 50%, and saturation is
full (100%). This would be specified
as 120, 50.100.

The HL method of specifying color
pl-ovidcs a terminology and conceptual framewOI'k for working with
color. Il iscnsily IC;:\l"ncd and remembCI·ed. Users aloe able to select a
color from the color cone und get it
on-screen. They nlso find it ensy to
memorize the cone and input numbers to the 4027 that get close to the
desired colol", on the first try. Afler
judging it. they can cnsily change
hue. lightness, and snturatiotl as
needed.
The HLS mcthod wns adopted and
developed fOI' the 4027. It could be
used by other Tektronix terminal
and peripheral pl-OdUCIS. Indced. it
could well serve the industry inlcr·
nationnlly as a mcthod fOI" people
and machines toeffectively internet
with color.

A look at the hardware

Having discussed the me! hod for
specifying color for the 4027. let's
consider thc hardware itself for a
moment. The 4027 uses a delta gun,
shadow mask, high resolution color
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Reliability-The
Continuing Challenge

William Peek is manager of T8slaod Measurement Opere/ions and chairs the Corporate Reliability Committee. During lIis /6 yeafs with
Toktronlx, BI/I has been hosvily Involved In rho
developmenland design Tol< products -wor/(·

0'

ing 88" pro/ao/enginBer in the 7000 Series,

maney/rIg sEwersl product ,lin8s, and most (B-

cently, managing the LaOOfOfOf)' Instrument DIvision. He holdsB B5EE and M$EE ftom Oregon
Stale Un/varsity.

"Colllmitted to Excellence." This

phrase. an integral pan of QUI' company logo, is more than just an advertising slogan. It is the guiding
philosophy for nil or our day 10 day
activities - designing, manuracluring, sell iog, servicing. lriel adherence to this philosophy has earned
Tektronix a reputation as a manufacturer of quality test and measurcment and information display
pl"odtlcts.
Inherent in the tcnn "quality" is
•lnotherconcept-"reliability,"
These arc closely relatcd but sepa"
rate concepts, For example, qual ity
parts may be assembled in a skilled
manncr. But it is their upplicat ion in
the circuitry which ultimlltely deter:nines reliability.

Reliability goals a necessltv
Reliability doesn't "just happen." It
must bc designed into the pl"Oduct
just as any other specificat ion, This
requires selting a reliability goal
carly in thc design phase.
The goal is set thl"ough discussions
between the design engineer, the t"eliability enginecr, manufacturing
engineering, product marketing,
and others. Many factors are involved - operating environment,
type of application, and cost, to
name just a few. The objective is to
establish a reliability gO'll which
wHI ensure continucd customer
satisfaction with the producl.
Oncc the reliability goal has been
Set. a design strategy is selected that
assures reaching the objective in a
cost-effective manner. It may require development of a new integratcd circuit, use of a pt"cmium
part, or spccial tempcratut"c coni 1'01
techniques, perhaps all tl1l"cc. The
design enginccr has extensive support in making thesc decisions.
Component support
With thc rapid changc laking placc
in solid state and other devices, it is
a rcnl challcngc for the design cnginccr to be knowledgeable about
eve."y component. At Tekt1'onix, the
Component Engineering group assists dcsigncrs in this task. Theil"
primary function is to providc
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evalua tion, cha racleriz.l t ion, specification,and applicalion information for Teklronix purchased
components,
Component Engineering consists
of several spcciali"ed evaluation
groups covcl'ing analog, digital,
electromechanical, optoelectronic.
and passive components. Special ists
in e,lch of thcse .\I"CI.IS serve as extcnsions of the product dcsign team,
provid ing component appl ications
guidance .
AnOlher group, Component Reliability Engineering, dctcrmines
cost-effective componcnt screening
and reliability assurance procedurcs, pCrfOl"tllS comparative cvaluations for selcctions of package style
and vendor of highest rcliability, and
performs electrical fln<llysis of components lhat fail.
Typical reliabi lity assurance procedures developed by the group for
discrete dcvices und microcircuits
are b<lscd on MIL-STD 750and
MIL- TO 883. Forcxample, thc procedu."e for MOS memorics is 100%
burn-in Pc," MIL-STD 883, Method
1015, at 12SOC for 96 hours. Digital
and linear microcircuits <Ire temperattll'e cyclcd per MI L-STD 883,
Method 1010. followed by 1000/0
burn-in per MI L-STD 883, Method
1015 at 125"C fOl" 160 hotll"s. A high"
tcmpcnlture functionnltcst is performed at 100°C, followed by electrical teSl at 1'00111 tempernlllrc. Fo]"
Ir<lnsistors we usc a ."cliability lot
acccptancc test using power bum-in
per MI L-STD 750, Method 1036, followed b)' 100% elcctricallcsting.
Note that these are "typical" procedures,and a.'c modified accol"dingly to meet specific reliability
requirements.

Flg.1. T8k uses il's own 5-32JO8efiesTest Sys·
lems to perlorm incomll'lg inspection on mW110m

01 parts annualy.

Component Reliability Engincer.
ing plays a vital rolc in our long.
lcrm reliability program by performing failure analyses of parts
I-cmoved by our field scl·vice centers.
Relllrned parts undergo electrical
tcst s, and those found to be defect ivc
arc analyzed to determine the failure mode. I)[I.-Is al'c filed to be avuil[lble fOI' further analysis at [I latci'
date if desired.
Component Reliability Engineer.
ing also pel-forms special analyses
on request. FOI' example, an cxtcn·
sivc study was pcrformcd to deter.
mine lhe reliability of plastic encapsulated semicondUClor devices
under various humidity conditions.
In an evaluation of devices removed
by our field service centeni. it was
found thai humidity was not a significant contributOI' to field failures.

Tek made components
While most of thc aClivitiesjust discussed are devotcd to ensuring the
reliabilityofpurchascd parts, there
is comparable activity wking place
1'c1alive to Tck-manufacturcd components.ln InallY iIISIUIIl:CS, thedesired performance cannot be
achieved with purchased paris. Accordingly, Tektronix has developed a
substantial in.house component
cap3bility. This includes resistors,
capacitors,tnmsfonners, L'Oils,
switches, relays, cathode my tubes,
solid state devices, printed circuit

boards, ctc. Each of the major component groups has its own reI iability
personnel and programs.
The Integrated Circuit Manufacturing oeM) group has developed
programs and testing capabilities
that are among the most comprchenshe in the industry. Reliabil·
ity programs for new devices arc established at the beginning of the design phase. Drawing upon years of
experience, a checklist of some 34
factors has been prepared, against
which ncw designs must be evalu·
alcd before design acceptance. One
of these factors is the selling of:l
I'cliabilil)' goal fOI-thc dcvicc and
defining life-test conditions.
Reliability inspection paramctcrs
for each device are established using
MIL-STD 883 as a basis. Both mechanical and electrical tests arc
included. A look at just a few of the
tests performed will serve to
illustrate the thoroughness of the
program.
Thermal shock consists of 15 cy·
c1es of -55°C to + 125°C, air-la-air.
with a 4-5second transfer time. Fine
and gross leak checks (on cavity
pnckagcs) follow the thermal shock
tests. On some devices leak checks
are perfonned both before and afler
thermal shock. Next comes 10 days
of tempcralllre and humidity cycling. Tcmperature is cycled once
evcry 24 huurs over a range of -lOoC
to +6SoC at humiditics of90 to 98%.
l'ower may be applied during .. 11 or
p.. rt of this test. The high temperature operating life lest then follows.
Ambient conditions and electrical
condit ions are adjusted 10 yield
junction temperatures from 125to
200"<:, depending on the design of
the device. Typical tesllimcs are
1000 hou~, or as the reliabilil)' goal
dictates. These tests are pcnomlCd
in series to qualifya new product for
cerlificatton.
Production run devices !'eceivc
100% burn-in and 100% testing in
accordance with the reliability goals
set for thcm.ln addition, life tests
ate perfonned on a continuing basis.

II

The lCM group performs its own
failure analysis, Their sophisticated
test equipment includes a scanning
electron microscope(SEM), optical
microscopes, curve tracers,
cameras, and an electron micro·
pl"obe (EMP), The plloto in Figure 3
shows a typical application of the
SEM in determining the source of an
intermittent open in an integrated
circuit lead.
The cathode ray tube is another
key component manufactured at
Tektronix. Reliability programs for
this device ccntci' on maintaining
tight conlrol of production processes. analysis of field returns, and
continuous life testing. New materials and processes are thoroughly
tested before release for use in pro·
duction units.
Tek has one of the finest electrochern facilitics on the West Coast.
Reliability of ctched circuit boards
is primarily a function of attention
to the malcriuls and pt"Occsses used.
A well-equipped metallurgicallaboratory exists to ensure continuing
quality and reliability in the melals
wc usc. Becausc complex multilayer Cil-cuit boards requirc precise
process contt"Ol. much of the lab's
activity is devoled to microscopic
analysis of these boards to assure
electrical and metallurgical continuity of the contacts. Boards aloe
examincd for the qUEllity of
through-hole plating following the
critical processes, and again aftelthe holes have been soldered, as in
the assembly process. Close allention is also given lO handling and
cleaning techniques lo avoid lhe
developmenl of leakage paths.
The fOl"cgoing examples arc typical of the attention given to reliability by all of the component groups at
Tektronix.
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Fig. 2. One hundrod percent bum-In ot memories
and olher solid stElte components weeds oul in'ant 'Tlorlalilles and marginal devices. Operat()(
Is lOading components into the cycling rac~.

Component reliability Information
To realize maximum benefit from all
of this componcnt l-eliability activity, component informalion must be
readily available to the design engineer and other inlerested parties.
This is provided th,'ough pel-sonal
consultation and by variolls internal
publications,
A five-volume in-house parts
calalog lists preferred pans, which
ha\'e been determined to be acceptable for new design. Frequent updating keeps the catalog currcnt. A
companion publication, Device De/"(Iring Gtlide/illcs, provides further
guidance in componetllselection.lt
includes stl'ess and excursion limits,
failure rale informat ion, and derating nOICS. The infonmltion is derived from our own experience,
manufacturers' notes and recommendations, and various reliability
handbooks. MIL-HDBK-217B is
referenced in much of Ihe materitll.

A biwcckly publicat ion, CompoHem Ne\lls, keeps the engineering

community up-to-dale on new components, their appl icat ion, and informalion on quality and I'eliability,
MaItLlFAC1ilrillg, a monthly publicat ion, facilitates communication
among Tek manufaclUl"ing areas. It
also serves as an inforll1alliaison between cngineering and manufactur·
ing groups, with much of thc content
devoled to reliability. Other publ ica·
tions including application notes,
designer's guides, and users' handbooks are published periodically, A
selection of data books from outside
vendors is also readily available,
Anolhcl" sOUl-ce of infonnation is a
computer program called "RELY"
available on our scientific compuler.

Ag. 3. The scanning electron mlCfosoope Is 8
yaTuable 1001 lor performlog<k:la~ed lIIlalysls 01

semiconductor manulatturiog processes.

Source of a lhofmat IrwrrT\lltonl Is shown In this
SEM photo revealing a cracke:l bond wire

This program enables designers and
cvalualOn. to annlyze the effect of
pans population all reliability early
in the design phase. The program,
originally based all MIL.R·26474,
has been updated to LIse MILHDBK·217B gcncl'ic faillll'C niles. It
includes all appl icablc categories in
2178. Base fnilul'c rates for plastic
cncapsulnted devices, 'Nhich arc 110t
included ill 2178, a1'e derived from
Tck field experience dati\. RELY is
widely used to help us keep on largel
wilh resp<..'Ct loour reliability goats.
Product reliability engineering
Mo\·jng up (rum the component
level, leI's consider some of the 1'1"0-

grams and Facilities elcvoted to
product reliability. Tektronix uses a
planned phase system of new product development nnd introduction.
By lhe time a design iscomplelcd,
the reliability pl''Ograrn for thc ncw
pl'Oducl must be established ,:md a
schedule for execution defined.

During prototype devclopmenl, a
number of units will be tested to ensure the l'eliability goal has been
met. Once into production, routine
reliability audit tests (usually 500
hours) are pel'formed to verify the
pl'Oduct meels expect,~d quality and
reliabililY levels.
Product n:liability testing is the
responsibility of the Product Reliability Engineering group. This
group provides consultation in the
sctting of l'eliability goals and predicth'c analysis of rcli::l.bilit), cady in
the design phase. It also establishes
test procedures for verifying l"Cliability. Thc procedUl-es arc designed
around Ml L-781 and arc custom laiJOI"Cd to the pl·oduct.

For example, a vibl'ation test
(usually 500 hours) is included for
portables, to detect problems pecu·
liar to their application. To accelerate life tests, instrumcnts are cyclcd
at elevated temperatures of 400 or
500C. The group operates their own
temperature-controlled test rooms
and shake tables.
A well-equipped environmental
laboratory and trained staff provide
support to the engineering reliability group and othcrs. Their
capabilities and services are divided
into three categories - the
Dynamics Lab. Atmosphcrics Lab,
and Electromagnetic Compatibility
Lab.
As the name implies, the
Dynamics Lab tests how well a
product withstands physical abuse
-shock, vibration, shipping, etc.
Vibration tests are conducted over a
range of 10 Hz to 55 Hz, or higher,
with careful observation of components and mechanical structure. A
"qualification shake" is included
which consists of 75 minutes of
swept and constant frequency vibration. This simulates operating and
non-operating conditions experienced whencvcr the unit is wheeled
on a carloI' transported in a car
trunk. Aseries of rotational drops
simulate bench handling of the
product. The product is then pack.
aged for shipment and undergoes a
vibration test simulating transit on
a ll'uck or cart. The packaging dlup
test calls for the product to be dl"Opped on each corner, cdge, and surface from a height of three feet for a
tolal of 26 drops. Forces up lO 60
"g's" are experienced in this test.
In the Atmospherics Lab the
product is exposed to extremes of
temperature, humidity. and other
elements. Non-operating teslS in·
clude exposure to a high ofl25OCand
a low of -65OC. Operating temperature tests arc also conducted over a
wide temperature range as called for
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A nationwide netwo."k ofTek"
Ironix service centcn. return all dcfcctive warl"anty parts with a rcl)Orl
which gives the instrumenl type. serial number. circuit symbol, part
number, and descdption of the part.
The returned part is tcstcd and thcn
analyzed by the Component Reliability Engineering group discussed
previously.
Failurc data is "ccorded by the Reliability Information Services
group. Failu."e infOI"mation is
gathcl'ed from many sources
worldwidc- Reliability Lab tcsts,
manufacturing plnnts, Incoming Inspection, and manufactul"ing qualityaudits.
Warranly failure data, along with
production dnta, is computerized
and mode available to top management and others on a routinc basis.
Data is supplied in several fOlmats
making it readily apparent when a
problem exists with a particular
production run, a part. 01" an application of a part.
A side benefit of this aClivity is the
ability to determine parts inventories for field service centcrs, This
imprO\cs the scrvice centcr'S' ability
to stock the righl parts for warranty
repairs,
The reliability structure
FIg, 4. CoollnlJOus lile-cycle tesllng 01 cathode
fay lubes ensures product on units meel eKpeeled hIe limes.

in the specificat ion. Storage test ing
is performed al a 50,000 fOOl dev..lion to simul::tle transit in unpl-cssudzed aircraft freiglu companments. The lab also performs salt
spray, sulfide atmosphen~. ultraviolet, nammability, and other
tests_
In lhe Electromagnetics Lab the
product is checked for electromagnetic emanations, either
radiatcd or conducled, and for its
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susceptibility to such signals. Electrostatic dischargc testing is also
perfol"nlcd 10 measure both the
charge build-up on Ihc instrument
and the effects of external discharges on ils opcrat ion. The group
also performs X-I"adiation tests.
Reliability feedback

W:th all of thc foregoing materials.
componcnts, and finished goods
tests, the ultimate tcst of reliability
is the product's performance fOI" thc
customCI", How do we measure that
pcl-formancc?

Thus far we have discussed programs and facilities, but little abOllt
lhe people involved in reliabilily,
Therc is a high level of intercst in
reliability at the coq)orate level. A
Corporate Reliability Committee
provides visibility and coordinal ion
of quality and reliability activities
across the entire product Iinc.
Repo'-ts from thc Reliability Information group showing Ihc perfOI-mancc of each product line and a
comparison of product Iines are reviewcd and discussed by the corporate group.

"

Fig. 6. A unit undergoes drop tesl to ensur(J
packaging will pr9\19nt damage 10 inSlrumonl
during lrans•.

Summary
With all of thc act ivity dcvoted to
l-eliabilily, onc would expect evcI'y
inSlrument shipped by Tektroni:< 10
pel-form perfectly for the entire warI-anly period and well beyond. Mosl
do. But there arc except ions. A host
ofpcoplc<lt Tcktronix <lrc dedicaled
to making those cxceptions a rarity.

/

(

Fig. 5. Thorou\lh lesting 01 printed circuit boards
belore installation In tinal assembly Is an importanl slop In the reliability process.

A subcommitlce, Reliability Engineering Sub·COlllmittee Unit
(RESCU), consisting of reliability
specialists from the business unit.s,
make up a sln<:lller, working group
which identifies and I'csolvcs interdivisional problems.

A corp0l'nIC quality audit group

also randomly selects products from
finished goods inventory and perfOnllS crit ica! examinations. Included is a SOO·hour accelerated life
lest.

In general, the I'el iabil ity engineer
has the responsibility for the reliability program fOl' a panieular
product Iinc. These special isis help
designers develop Ilew products to
meet desired reliability goals. They
also can, and have, put a hold on
production of a new product until
Ihe reliability goal set for that product has been mel.
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New Products
Two New Automated LSI Testers

• -:p.",,_/..,

The 5-3270 20 MHz lSI Tester
Two new automated L I Testers
have been added to the TEKTROMX
5-3200 Series. The 5-3270 represents the slmc-of-thc·art in device
charactcdztllion while the 5-3250
n,..kcs the proven capabilities of the
5-3200 Series available in a medium
cost, high performance pl-oduction
nnd incoming inspccliolllCSl system.
Both machines offer a number of
high performance features. Twenty
megahertz operation permits tcsting the newer LSI devices at their
full opcmting speed. A local memory
of 4K of RAM per pin (shifl register)
is standard, and nn addllional4K uf
RAM is avai [able as nn 01'1 ion. A

scvcn-phnsc clock is slnnclard. with
14 phascsoptional. Relumlo inhibit
(RI) drivcr format fOI- high speed 110
bus tcsting is includcd. Other drive,formats included arc non·return to
zero (NRZ). return to zero (RZ), rcturn to one, and retllnl to complement. Operating software language
is the device-oriented TEKTEST III,
ncld proven on the $-3260, An extensive library of l"Outincs fo,· reducing
lest d<lw is <llso available.

Tektronix, Inc.
p.o. Box 500

Beaverlon, Oregon 97077

25' Storage/Refresh Graphics
Display for OEM Market

GMA 125 Display Module
The GMA 125 is <I high speed, 25-inch
graphics display designed sp<.'Cifi.
cally for the OEM market. Featuring
70% more display area than 19 inch
displays, the GMA 125 is ideal for
computcl--aided design and manufacturing. publishing, and automated cartography.
The dil-ect-vicw-stomge tube
achieves high-quality, high-dcnsity
graphics at low cost. And the substantial refresh (writc-tht-ough)
capability provides intcractivit)'
which gl-eatly enhances the versatil.
it) of the S)'Slem_
A full range of options. including
analog and digital intcl·faces.
minimizcs lhe lime needed for thc
OEM to electronically integrate thc
display into his prodllct.
The high-efficiency, switchingtype power supply I-educes power
cOllsumpl ion and weight. It also
providcs inherent compatibility
with 220 volt. 50 henz power source
for intclTlational applications_
The GMA 125 chassis is a symmctrical struclure so the entire unit can
be rotated if a designer needs a long
axis vcnienl formal. It also can be
mounlcd with any dcgrec of tilt.

The 4010 Series Adds
25" Graphics Capability.

4016~1

Computer Display Terminal

The dcsigners of cJectl"Onic circuit
boards. utility nel works. schematic
diagrams. street maps, and simiklr
applications will welcome the incrc3scd work space provided by thc
large 25" diagomd screen of the
4016-1_ Using a di,·cct view bistable
storage tube display, graphic lines
are sharp, slab Ie, and non-flickering
making it casy 10 study thc finer details of a d(.'Sign. The thumbwheelcont rolled crosshail'cursor makes it
easy 10 inleract pt'cciscly with this
detail.
The 4016-1 was designed for
complete compatibility with
TEKTRONIX 4010·1 application
software, communication suppo,·t.
and Olhcr Teku-onis peripheral deviccs commonly used wilh t.he 4010
Series of terminals.
The 4016-1 includes a convenient
detachable keyboal'd and detachable display.
A variety of hardware enhancemen IS al'C also standard on the
4016-1. They include hardware gen·
crated solid. dashed. and dotted
lines, poinl plotting with soflwnrccontrollable poinl size. incremenlal
"relative graphics" plolting, and
four hardw.. re chm-acter fonTl.. ts.

0421867
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GEOLOGY OE~T EPS-J106
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
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The 4663 - Large Plotter Capability
with Small Plotter ConvenIence
The 46631$ a C-slze Inleracllve dlgl1al plotter
that lealures easy sel-up, plotting on a variety of
media, and last dual-pen plotting. Eldenslve
flfTTlWare provides unusual V9fsalYity even with
8 host oompuiOfol tmited capability.

Tekscope Is a bimonthly publicatIon of Tektronix,
Inc. In it you wll! lind articles covering the entire
&cope 01 Tektronix' products. Technicalarticlas
discuss what's new In circuli and component
design, measurllffi6flt capabi~ty, and m&aSUfltmenltechnlqua. A new products section gives a
brat description of products recently introduced
and prOYkles an oppornmity to request further
Inlormatlon.

Parameter Entry Device Simplifies
ptotter Set-up end Servicing
The parameter entry device rep!aceSlhe usual
prolusion 01 raar-panelswilches and junpers,
with just eight LED-lit pushbutton switches.
The pIotlercan be put In a preselected operatIng configuration by pressing a single push-

button switch.

Updating the Industry-Standard
100 MHz Portable Oscilloscope
The new 4658 update. the industry standard
with new display capability, laster sweeps. and
even better reliability. FrOnl.panellayout remains essentlalty the same 8S the 46510 efflj.
nate the need lor operator reiraining.

Cover; Selting up the 4663 Interactive Dlgilal
Plotter is greatly sknplilled through the use 01'
the parameter entry device pictured here. The
parameter entry card provides lor ste!>'by·step
selection 01 the desired operating parameters.

Tekscope

COPJ,lgtll II lt7', h~l,onl•• Inc. All '1111'111 'l1.....d.
",Inl.,;l In U.S.A. Ttkl,onlx product, .,. eoworl<l by
U,S. Ind lorllgn Plllnl'l Iuu.-;l lne lNndlng. Inlo,·
mlUon In lhll publiCI' on IUJ)I'lldn lhll In III
P'lvIOUII~ publllh"; mlll,111. SlaClIlCllion and !,ICI
chlngl IHlvlllgll ,III,Vld. TEKTflONIX, EK,
SCoPE·MOIILE, TELEOUIPMENT, Ind \0: Ire/lgll,
tl.1d 1.IdoI_fltl, fOf furthl, InIOl'm"lon. eonllel:
TIUIOIII~, Inc; .. P,O. 80. 500. Blnlflon. Ol'l 117077.
Pl'IOM: (5031 644-01": TWX 1110-.""'01; Clbtl:
TEKTRONIX, Sublldllr111 ud dllt"_o'l worldwloM.
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The 4663 - Large Plotter
Capability with Small
Plotter Convenience

OougflU &nQhem

Doug worksd..,. summer "tlldent at T.k witHe
pursuing his B.S.E.E. a//he University of
Washing/Oil. He recelll8d his 8 S.E,E. In 'PBS
and hi" M S.E.E In 1967. Following II stint with
the ntUit~ Doug returned 10 Tek IlJIt lime. He
has worked on vari0f4 m1croproceSllOr lmull(Ja/iOil projects, with hIs 'aunt assignment 88
Firmware Pro/ect Eng/nosr for the 4562 end
4663 {}fg/fsl Plotters

Most plollcrs are either too small or
too large. 100 limited or too sophisticated, for many of today's applications.
The new TEKTRONIX 4663
C-size digital plollcr is designed for'
those jobs requiring the versatility
of a large plotter and the convenience and operating ease of a small
plotter.
In applications like printed circuit board layout, numerical control. mapping, drafting, and report
generation, most jobs fit easily on
the 4663's 17 x 23.5 in plotting area.
The 4663 provides a choice of
plotting media. Any media size up
to U.S. C-size or European A2-size
(420 x 594 mm) paper can be accommodated by the electrostatic
hold-down platen. For automated
production of multiple plots. an
optional programmable paper advance for roll stock is available.
Plolling can also be done on acetate
film for preparingtransparencies,etc.

GUM!her Wmmer
Guenther c(tme 10 TaktfOllllt in 19N whh lin ex-

lensNe background In the design of com·
puterlzed numeric,l controls end prec/$ion
ler(le-«aie pholo pk)tt&rl He has been /n.
voIved with TeK. df/IttJI pkJtter program lkJee
It. t>eglfItIInQ. serv;ng u Project Englfleer for
the 4661, 4662. end 4663

The media choice is complemented by a choice of fiber lip, ball
point, and wet ink multi-color pens.
The 4663 features a dual pen carriage for fast two-color plouing. Pen
selection is programmable, and optimum pen velocity and pen force
for each pen station can be assigned
by the operator.
Versatility with operating ease.
Versatility is often synonomous
with complexity - but not in the
4663. A unique parameter entry
device replaces the profusion of
switches, jumper straps, and other
rear panel arrangements common
10 most plotters. terminals, and
similar peripheral equipment.
Some dozen system paramel,ers
and a like number of interface parameters can be preset using the
parameter entry card. Eight LEDlit push buttons located just above
the card indicate the status of each
parameter. as the card is moved in

or out one line at a time. All that is
needed 10 change a parameter is 10
press the appropriate pushbutton.
The selections are stored in the
battery-backed-up Parameter RAM
which, in the standard instrument,
will retain one complete user·
environment specification (or a
minimum of 90 days. even with the
instrument turned off for the entire
period. Additional Parameter RAM
is available. as an option, to slore
up to four user-environment
specifications. A single keystroke
will recall anyone of the four and
place the 4663 in the selected operating mode, ready for plotting. This
ease of changing parameters makes
it easy to change baud rate, parity,
etc" when switching from one host
computer to another. The para me·
ter entry device is discussed in more
detail on page 8 of this issue.
Simplified control panel
[n addition to the parameter entry
device, a series of front-panel can.
trois provide manual selection of a
variety of commands, Eight major
control groups and two shift keys
gi ve you a choice of over 20 func·
tions from an uncluttered, easy to
understand front panel.
The selections and functions pro.
vided on the parameter entry device
and the front panel provide great
Aexibility in how the plotter is to be
used. Few, if any, selections are required to "get a piaL" However, the
operator can exercise considerable
local control over the production of
a plot without requiring extensive
and cumbersome host computer
support. For instance. graphics
which have just been previewed at
high speed on a graphics terminal
can be replotted as a C-size drawing, at maximum spt..-cd, using a
ball-point pen and coarse alpha
characters (which arc faster). They
can then be planed again as an
A-size drawing (in vertical format
as for a notebook) using a wet-ink
pen and enhanced (high precision)
alpha characters. Both plots can be
drawn without making changes to
the host program.
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Such local configuration capability is ideal for applications where
the plotter is used for output involving several media and pen
types. several different presentations (standard drawings. text illustrations. overheads). or several
different hosts or local storage devices. The 4663 is smart enough 10
provide Ihe desired output under
this wide range of conditions.
The initial set-up selections pro·
vided on the parameter entry card
allow the 4663 to be quickly tailored to the type of pen to be used,
the type of media, and the desired
initial viewport size. The frontpanel PAGE function can be used to
locally calibrate the plotler to the
absolute media dimensions, which
will exhibit minute size variations
as a function of humidity and
printing variations.
In many instances it is desirable
to use only a portion of the page for
plotting. This is accomplished
through the SET VIEWPORT function. Aspecial often-used viewport,
such as a mailing label. can be
saved as a "user-defined" page via
the parameter entry card. The viewport can also be set by the host
computer via the VIEWPORT
command.
In some applications you may
want to digitize a drawingor plot
and transmit the data to the host or
a terminal. Digitizing commands,
the front-panel POINT functions,
and the joystick make this easy
todo.
Other front-panel controls let you
operate the plotter on- or off-line
and in a local or remote mode. Pen
force controls provide for finetuning the individual pen forces
selected by the parameter entry
device. for selecting a desired pen.
and for raising or lowering the
active pen.
Extensive firmware
Extensive firmware is an important
key to the versatility and operating
ease of the 4663.
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Ag. 1. The 4663lnletaCllve Dlgilal Plotter provides lhe versatility 01 a large plOlIer In a convenient and
easy-to-use C·slze configuration.

Operating commands for the
4663 can be divided into six major
groups:
Interface commands
Plotter device commands
Graphic plol commands
Transformation commands
Alphanumeric commands
Graphic input commands
As a typical example of the
firmware capability resident in the
4663. let's consider the transformation commands. These commands
allow you to modify graphic or
alpha commands from a host that
may have a minimal graphics
capability. Forexample, motion
commands can be translated.
scaled, rotated. and/or skewed before being ploued. All of these
modifications can be accomplished
by the control firmware in the piotter, without modifications to the
host or its data.
Transformation is accomplished
by muhiplyingeach incoming
command by a transform matrix
containing the desired modification
parameters (such as rotation, scal·
ing, etc.).
Transform commands also allow
you to change the viewport size and
location, and to define window parameters. The window parameters
are established in World Units. i.e.,
inches, pounds, angstroms. etc .. and
define the values of the edges of the
vicwport. Another command included in the transforms is the clipping control command. This com-

mand allows you toclip al either
thc viewport or the page boundary.
Acomprehensive set of graphic
plot commands allows flexibility in
the choice of dimensional coordinate units, the type oflinc to be
drawn (solid, dashed. etc.), the
coordinate type (absolute or rela·
tive), and the choice of which pen
will be drawing.
The choice of dimensional coordinate units, or graphic units, includes World Units and Device
Units. (World Units are the units
defined by the current window.)
When Device Units are chosen
you havc a furthersclcetion of Addressable Device Units (ADUs),
Graphic Device Units (GDUs), or
millimeters.
ADUs provide device-dependent
device addressing with a numeric
addressable range of from 0 to 4096
on the longest axis of the viewport.
The range of the shortest axis is detcnnined by thecurrcnt aspt.'C1
ratio.
CDUs provide devicc-independent dcvice addressing with a
numeric addressable range of from
o to 100 on thc shortest axis of the
viewport. Using COUs ensures that
any graphics containing only coordinatcs between Oand 100 will be
ploued without clipping. no matler
what the current aspect ratio is. For

millimeters, the numeric range is
the actual axis length in millimet·
ers. These units give a plot of the
same physical size, regardless of the
current viewport size.
Versatile alphanumer~s
Graphics versatility in the 4663 is
complemented by equal versatility
in alphanumerics. Included are a
self-contained character generator,
provision for up to 15 character
fonts (nine of which al-e resident in
the 4663), and a host of commands
to operate on the alphanumerics.
One font can be designated as the
standard font, and another as the
alternate. The characters can be rotated, scaled up or down, or slanted,
independent of the graphics and all
under program control.
There are commands to set the
character size and spacing, if you
desire other than the default set·
tings. You can also print cent.ered
characters for applications such as
identifying a line on a graph. And
the pen can be moved specified X
and Y distances in fractions of the
current chara ter size, to facilitate
drawing superscripts and subscripts.
It is sometimes desirable to draw
alphanumerics in a paragraph for.
mat. A Set Margin Separation
command activates the right
margin and allows you toset the
number of character spaces thaL
separates the left and right alpha
margins. Carriage Retum and Line
Feed functions will be automatically performed to draw a string of
alphanumeric characters within the
margins established.
The alphanumerics capability is
enhanced with options that allow
down-Ioadable character sets, programmable macros, and circular
interpolation. The bller permits
drawing circles or arcs with a single
command. For circles, you need
only to specify the radius, and the
circle is drawn around the CUlTent
pen location. Arcs are defined by
specifying two points on the are,
which begins from its current pen

location. You can choose the
smoothness of the arc or' circle, to
meet the need for a quick overview
or a high resolution finished plol.
Digitizing capabilities
For some applications it is desirable
to digitize the plot on the 4663 and
transmit the data to a host or
terminal.
The joystick, the crosshair on the
pen carriage, and the front-pane]
POINT switches, which allow the
point to be designated as a DRAW,
MOVE, or LAST point, are used in
this function. Digitizing in one axis
only is greatly simplified by using
the Joystick Axis Disable command.
This command allows you to dis·
able either the X or Y axis, or both.
Block diagram discussion
A block diagram of the 4663 circuitry is shown in figure 3. The 4663
employs a functional bus, which is
referred to as the product bus
(PBUS). The product bus is a mod·
ular assembly consisting of a
microprocessor, l1lemol'y system,
power supply, one or more com·
munications interfaces, and several

circuit board assemblies which
interface and control the axis
motors, pen activations, and media
advances.
The circuit modules communicate through a standardized 80 lead
interconnecting backplane. This
functional bus hardware architcc·
ture promotes functional parti.
tioning, which enhances product
serviceability. It also allows updat·
ing the product through advances
in technology, without disturbing
those modules which arc to remain
unchanged.
Bus characteristics include
non-multiplexed, 16 bit address and
8 or 16 bit data, asynchronous bus
transactions of arbitrary length up
to 3.8 ~ (actual transaction time is
defined by the addressed device's
speed capability), and a master
clock frequency of 14.7456 MHz. Up
LO eight prio"itizcd DMA devices
may be accommodated, with serial
poll prioritization of either block
mode or characLer bus DMA transactions. Eight hardware vectored
maskable interrupts and one
software interrupt are supported by
the bus.

ALPHA MODE
NORMAL & ENHANCED CHARACTERS ( HAMJALLY saECTEI»
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8 SELECTABLE CHARACTER FONTS
FOR rHESc FONr
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01 the graphics.
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Asingle etched circuit board contains thc MC68QO microprocessor,
product bus interface, bus controller, RAM. ROM/PROM memories,
processor enhancements, and the
parameter entry interface.
The bus controller arbitrates
interrupt requests to the processor
and DMA activity on the bus (including debug system activity). Bus
transactions for references to nonexistent or malfunctioning
modules/memory are also monitored by the bus controller.
The standard mcmory system
includes eight kilobytes of static
RAM, with about 5.5 kilobytes
available as a buffer pool which
may be used for storing input commands, output data responses, programmable macros, nested transforms. or down-loaded character
sets. The parameter entry device
uses 128 bytes ofballery-hacked-up
CMOS RAM for parameter storage.
This can be expanded to 512 bytes
to accommodate multi-user operating environments.
Up to 34 kilobytes of ROM and 6
kilobytes of PROM can bc accommodated in the standard memory
system. An additional 2 kilobytes of
PROM, used for firmware patching,
can reside in the parameter entry
modulc.
The mcmory system is dcsigned
to provide wide latitude in ROM
versus RAM allocation. (See figure
4). Mapping the 110 space for registers at the top of address space removes the restrictions of where
ROM and RAM may extend in address space. The 6800 processor
hardware vectors are placed down
two kilobytes in the memory map.
This isolates the peripheral circuit
modules from alternative microprocessor implementations, and
allows for flexible partitioning of
ROMs, PROMs. and RAMs.
Multiple resident interfaces are
accommodated on the bus without
compromising available address
space. This is done by bank
switching the Interface Handler
ROM. so that only the firmware of
the active interface is mapped onto
the bus.
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Fig. 3. Functional blOCk diagram of lhe 4663. An 80 lead backplane provides Interconnection lor
plug-in modules.

RAM address space is located at
the bottom of memory address
space and builds up from the bottom. Additional RAM in excess of
the standard 8 kilobytes can be
added in 1 kilobyte increments.
However, it must physically reside
on other than the processor/
memory module.
The firmware patch
As the 4663 is applied to new applications it is sometimes necessary to
modify or correct one or more of the
mask programmed ROMs. This is
accomplished in the 4663 through
the use of a firmware patch module.

The module, which plugs into a
board slot in the parameter entry
device, contains a field programmable logic array (FPLA) and a
fusible-link PROM or EPROM. Interconnects and circuitry required
to use the firmware patch reside on
the processor/memory board.
The port through which the ROM
patch communicates with the
system is also used for installing
diagnostic firmware for troubleshooting.

The FPLA may be regarded as a
partially-populated PROM responding to any programmed address within a 16 bit field. The lotal
capacity of the FPLA is 48 bytes,
The device is applied in product
maintenance by programming the
address(es) of the ROM byte(s)
which Ihe firmware engineer identifies as requiring modification.
Once these addresses have been
identified, the firmware designer
Ihen defines the overlay bytes. The
FPLA, once programmed with inpul
and output lerms, will respond 10
specific progra m med addresses on
Ihe bus by disabling Ihe main system memory and overlaying the
new data byte. Patching ROM in
this fashion imparts no exIra lime
burden on the processor.
Iflhe modification rcquiresadditiona I firmware bytes, one or two
patch PROMs may be included on
the ROM patch. The expansion
bytes are accessed simply by overlaying three byles in the original. to
insert a jump instruction which will
transfer control to the start ofthat
particular code enlargement in the
patch PROM. At the end of the extra
code section, another jump instruction returns the processor to the
original code.
4663 Interface modules
One parallel and three serial interface conventions are supported by
the 4663 through standard and optional interface modules. The 4663
will accommodate Ihe GPffi
(parallel) Interface Module and one
of three serial Interface Modules,
simultaneously resident on the bus.
Only one of the interfaces, however,
may be active at a given time.As
the interface firmware ROM is resident on the particular interface, the
4663 is easily up-graded by simply
installing an optional module in
the bus.
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Serial interface conventions accommodated by the 4663 include:
I. RS 232 AlC at up to 9600 baud,
full duplex, with selectable
DC II De 3 control and selectable
hardware receive flagging for
local host environments.
2.20/60 mA Current Loop wUh external clock capability.

3. TEKTRONIX 4010 Series
Terminal-compatible TTY interface which accommodates data
communication rates up to 307
kilobaud.
Vector generation
The lime-intensive tasks of vector
generation and motor control are
handled by a bipolar microcontroller (Signetics 8X300) in the
4663. By relieving the main system
processor of these tasks, its intelligence is made available for product
performance enhancements.
The microcontroller on the Vector
Generator appears as a DMA device
to the PBUS. Communication be·
tween the main system processor
and the Vector Generator employs:
I. a circular queue in RAM which
contains command/argument
information,
2. rcfcrcm:cs tu ROM-bascd fixed
constants, and
3. references to RAM-based operating environment variables .

Control of Vector Generator activity is exercised through hardware registers in 110 space. Flagging of the main system processor
by the \%:ctor Generator, of task
status, employs the interrupt structure supported by the bus.
Non-functional bus oriented
communicalion by the Veclor
Generator, with the Molor Drive
Module. transports data representing the digital rotor position of
the three motors driving the X and
Y axes, pen selection, and pen force.
The vector generation process
employs digital integrators im·
plemented in the microcontroller,
rather than convenlional hardware
rate multipliers. Digital integrators
exhibit minimum frequency modulation (FM) at low axis drive rates,
whereas rate multipliers will exhibit significant FM at these rates.
Minimizing FM of the axis drive
rates results in reduced plotter line
aberrations and measurable improvements in linearity.
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Parameter Entry Device
Simplifies Plotter Set-up
and Servicing

One of the deterrents to using large.
versatile plotters or other sophisticated peripherals is the set-up lime
required. The 4663 features a
unique solution to this problem.
The parameter entry device provides a convenient means of identifying and selecting operating parameters without the use of conventional rear panel swilches and
jumpers. and volumes of user man-

uals.
The basic elements of the device
include: the parameter COIl)' card.
which serves as a menu of the parameters and values available;
eight LED-lit switches, which indicalc the current selection and provide a means of changing the selection; the initialization LED, which
indicates that the card should be
placed in the "home" position to
synchronize the system; three buffer registers, which provide temporary storage of the LED, switch, and
interrupt status; and a small portion of battery-backed-up CMOS
RAM (located on the processor
board), which provides long-term
parameter storage.
The parameter entry device is not
product bus (PBUS) compatible as a
stand-alone module. but communicates with the PBUS through an
interface located on the processor
board.
How itworks

When the 4663 is turned on, the parameter entry card is placed in the
"homc" position (fully inserted) to
initialize the system. The set-up
that waS in use when the plotter
was turned off is stored in CMOS
RAM (Parameter RAM).
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Fig. 1. Parameter entry device simpUfies plotter sa! up and servicing.

Parameter RAM serves as a condensed copy of all hardware and
RAM based configuration registers.
The hardware configuration regis
tel's are output ports for baud rate
selection, interface enabling, etc.
The RAM based configuration registers serve as common systcm
variablcs which arc referenced by
the operating system.
The user may determine how the
plottcr is set up by withdrawing the
parameter entry card onc line at a
time. noting the switch illumination. The movement and position of
the card is sensed by three phototransistors. A quadrature detector
(Motion Detector) det(.'Cts the direction of card mo\'ement by comparing the order in which sert.. tions
along one edge of the card, cover, or
uncover, two of thc photo-transistors. The third photo-transistor
senses when the card is moved to
the home position.
4

Each timc the card is movcd in or
out, an interrupt is generated that
signals the processor to up-date a
position register in main system
RAM. The position regislcr content
is used as a pointer to address the
Parameter RAM. With each card
movemcnt interrupt, the main systcm pl'Ocessor uses the position
l"t~gister to fetch current line status
and store the information in the Paramctcr LED register, thercby illuminating the apPl'Opriale switch.
Whcn one of the eight switches is
pressed 10 change a parameter
sek'Ction, an interrupt is generatcd
that calls for the processor to read
the switch register and up-date
CMOS RAM and the Configuration
and LED registers. Through this
user-initiated action the operating
characteristics of the 4663 are
changed to the new selection. At thc
same limc, the selcction is recorded
so that the 4663 will power up in
Ihe new configuration.

Fig. 2. Slmplilled block diagram of parameter
entry device.
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A servicing tool
The parameter entry device is also
an important tool for servicing the
4663. Two positions on the parametcr cntry card are dedicated to this
function. The EXECUTE SELF
TEST position allows yOll to
quickly check that all front-panel
lights are working, and then to initiate a program to draw a test plot.
The plot. propcrly executed. assures
the mechanical portions of the piotter at'c working pl'operly.

In the ERROR DATA position, the
LED-lit switches serve as an error
readout display. When the ERROR
CODE switch is pressed, a code pat.
tern indicating the type of enol' will
be displayed. This may indicate system or operating e['rors such as insufficient RAM, a ROM check r;:rror,
framing error, etc.
An optional diagnost ics package
consisting of a diagnostics card, a
diagnostics printed circuit board
module. and a manual, offers more
extensive troubleshooting capability. The diagnost ics card replaces

thc parameter entry card and dirccts the test technician through a
logical series of tests of the plotter
hardware,
The printed circuit board module
contains sockets for three 16 kilobyte EPROMs, a RESTART switch
to reset the whole system, and a
multi-position rotary switch to
select tests. Several test pins on the
module provide convenient conncc·
tion of a test oscilloscope.
The tests are run sequentially and
arc SU'uctul-ed in ascending orders
of complexity relying on hardware
proven operational in previous
tests.
Basic processor operation is verified, followed by tests of the Parameter Entry Device LED display
and switch operation. Verification
of Parameter LED and s\...·itch registers is essential as they will be used
to display test results and enter lest
directives. Tests of the main system
RAM, the interrupt functions, Parameter Card Position Encoder,
CMOS RAM, and ROM checksum
fol1ow. Front panel controls arc
then checked. Both GPIB and Serial
interfaces are checked. and then a
sedes of tests are run on the vector
generator functions. The motor and
pen drives are cxercised, and a
calibrat ion test is performed. Asystem test draws a plot which exercises both pens. The final test is a
media advance test, if that option is
installed in the 4663.
The parameter entry device LEOs
indicate when a particular tcst is
successfully completed or, in case of
a failure, which type offailure ocCUlTed.
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Integral with vector generation is
the process of velocity profiling. [f
the ploller is to draw lines with a
minimum of abel'rations(wigg!es,
overshooting, etc.). the acceleration
and deceleration of the axis must be
tightly controlled.
In the 4663, velocity profiling is
implementcd by controlling the
axis velocity as a function ofposition. The vcctor generator references a table stored in ROM, which
contains the information of desired
velocity versus position. The table
has been optimized for the characteristics of the 4663 mechanism and
drive system, resulting in 600 i pS l
rate of acceleration without adversely impacting the plot quality.
The seldom-sp<..-cified "rate of acceleration" is a true indicator of a
ploller's throughput capability. It is
generally more significant than the
plotter'" maximum ploltingspeed,
when one considers that often the
bulk of an "average" plot is composed of short vectors (0.5 in).
Flexibility of the plotter, in its accommodation of a variety of pen
types and enhanced line quality
modes, is provided by allowing the
user to specify one of four acceleration rates. The acceleration rates of
240,300,400. and 600 i pS l are
selectable on the parameter entry
card and may be changed while the
4663 is plaiting.

Pen speed is also cOl1lroJlable by
the user and may be assigned independently to the two pen stations.
Pen speed limits of 6 to 16 ips vector
velocity, in 2 ips increments, or 16.5
ips axial velocity (23 ips vector velocity at 45', may be selected and
assigned to the pen stations while
the 4663 is planing. To maximize
throughput, only "draw" axis motions are affected by the pen speed
limits; moves are executed at
maximum (l6.5 ips) axial speed.
Axis drive motor and pen control
The 4663 employs conventional 1.80
stepping motors to propel the axes.
Three motors are used -one for the
Yaxis and two for the X axis. Two
motors were used on the X axis to
minimize the drive cable lengths,
which isofprime importance if
high rates of aiceleration are to be
supported.
By having indcpendent motors,
cach driving their respective end of
the Y axis assembly, torque requirements per motor were reduccd. This allowed the use of identical devices for both X and Yaxcs.
which promotes a bcttcr dynamic
mechanism/motor match, and results in improved line quality fora
given rate of acceleration.
Orthogonality of the Y axis al'm
with respect to the drawing surface
is assured, irrcspective of minor
cable tension variations, due to the
initialization sequence that the
4663 observes. During the power up
sequence, the plottcr establishes a
mechanical reference for each axis.

The X axis, however, has two reference sensors (one at each end of thc
Y axis arm) which are used to align
the arm as well as establish the reference point. During the power up
sequence the X axis motors arc
driven independently. Once the references are detected, the X motors
arc controlled in a fashion to align
the Y axis arm. and arc thereafter
electrically phase locked to each
other.
A micro-stepping technique is
employed to control the motors.
Conventional drive techniques, and
their attendant drawbacks of resonance and relatively coarse resolution, are circumvented by the
micro-step drive. Originally employed in the TEKTRONIX 4662
"B" size plotter, the micro-stepping
drive has been refined for the 4663.
Drive resolution is 6400 steps per
motor revolution at a maximum of
42 oz.-in. of torque provided by the
motor/drivc combination. Con·
ventional drives of full-step or halfstep bipolar configurations would
yield slightly more torquc. However, they are limited to a maximum of 400 steps per revolution which would translate to
0.004 inJstcp in the 4663. Microslepping, which involves energizing
the motors with quadrature sine
and cosine currents, nets a linear
translation of 250 millionths of an
inch in the 4663.

Fig. 5. Slmplllied block diagram ollhe tlrmwara
patch. Wnen lhe FPlA receives an error ad·
dress, ~ disables system memory and plM:es
corrected Instructions from the patch PAOM, on
the dala bus.
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Fig. 6. FInite element analysis was used In designing '( axis arm. 80x structure al topol arm
provides rigidity with light weight.

Six transconductance-mode,
high-efficiency, PWM (pulse width
modulated) drive amplifiers power
the threc axes motors. References
for the amplifiers are derived
through a time-division-multiplexed D/A convener. The D/A convcrteroperates at a 2.16 #J.S conversion cycle, with a total of seven convcrsions to be performed. Converted are the sine and cosine data
for the three drive motors, and the
pen force. Data from the vector
gencrator, representing the digital
motor position for the drive motors.
is routed through a 256 x 8 ROM
look-up table which provides sine <b
and cosinc $ data for each motor.
The pen forcc data byte docs not get
translated by the ROM and is. instcad. applied directly to the D/A.
An analog dc-multiplexer extracts
the reference potentials and buffers
them for usc by the motor and pen
amplifiers. Pen force data and pen
selection are contained in an 8 bit
data byte. A 7 bit field represents
the pen force; the remaining bit
selects which pen is active.

The pen drive circuit is configured as a bipolar,linear, transconductance amplifier. Commutating
diodes mounted in thc pen carriage
steer the current to the selected pen,
minimizing the number of electrical conductors needed. The pen
force, either default for a specific
pen type or user definable, is assigned by the main system processor when the pen station is
characterized by the user through
the parameter entry device.
Whenever the pen station is activated. either undcl' program control
or from the front pancl, the specific
pen force is invoked. This allows the
user to intermix fiber tip, wet ink,
liquid ball, or special pens, and yet
maintain optimum force characteristics for each type. Furthermore,
each pen station has a vernier pen
force control on the front panel
which allows for fine adjustment
while the 4663 is plotting. The
range of adjustmcnt is ±25%of the
preselected pcn force.
Front panel and joystick

Front Panel switches arc polled by
an on-board serial memory. Debouncing in both activation and
deactivation is provided by votive
logic. Once a val id state change has

been decoded, the main system processor is interrupted by the Front
Panel Controller which resides on
the Vector Generator. The benefit to
the uscr is a functional, live, front
panel through which plotter functions may be manipulated. For
example. the plotter may be placed
in the "Pause" mode. which allows
the uscr to annotate a plot and then
resume plotting without data loss.
Communication of the system processor with the front panel displays
is through a serial data port. which
minimizes electrical cabling
requirements.
A two channel voltage-tofrequency converter intcrfaces user
manipulation of the joystick with
the vector generator.
The circuits scnsitivity was made
non-linear to maximize the human
factors of cursor positioning. The
joystick axis may be independently
activated under program control to
assist in digitizing graphic data
whi h has 11 in onc coordinate fixed.
With suitable support software, the
tedium of digitizing may be minimized by having the host increment
one axis. following a graphic input
command, and requiring the user to
locate only the remaining axis befOI"C inputting the next point.
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Mechanical design

There rtre many factors to be considered in the mechanical design of
a plotter- plotting speed,line
quality. accuracy, reliability, and
quictness. to name just a few.
Plotting speed is determined to a
large extent by the ability to movc
the Yaxis arm and the pen carriage
rapidly. The Y axis arm is the
greatest mass to be moved and
must be kept as light as possible.
yet be rigid enough to resist bend.
ing and twisting during rapid starts
and stops. If the natural vibral ion
frequency orthe Y axis arm is too
low, vibrations which occur during
operation of the ploller will adversely affect line quality.
The TEKTRONIX 4081 Intcractive Graphics System was used in
performing a finite element analysis
of the pen rail design. The C£fects of
doubling the side thicknesses, top
thicknesses, both side and top
thicknesses, or adding a box struc·
ture to the top of the arm, were
explored. Different types of material were also evaluated.
The final design is that pictured
in figure 6. The arm isan aluminum
extrusion 22.77 inches in length,
with a wall thickness of 0.062 inch.
The top of the rail is an enclosed
box.
Two separate cable, pulley, and
stepping motor systems drive the Y
axis arm, one al each end. This, in
effect, cuts both the load and the
length of the X axis cable in half,
thus increasing the stiffness of the
drive system significantly. This requires careful matching of the
motor capstans to ensure proper
tracking of both ends of the
Y axis arm.
Alignment of the Yaxis arm is
done automatically by a routine
emplo)'ing photo-optic sensors each
timc the plotler is powered up. Although there is no mechanical connection between the two motors,
external forces rarely cause a misalignment since the dc current
levels in the motors produce a very
high holding current.
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The pen carriage drive uses only
one stepping motor and a cablel
pulley system to move the carriage
along the Yaxis.
The pen carriage includes two
pen holder components with their
respective solenoids. a small
printed circuit board containing
two diodes to direct the solenoid
currents, and a crosshair useful for
digitizing and locating purposes.
The entire assembly, without pens,
weighs about two ounces.
The solenQids arc driven with
selected current levels to produce a
writing force on the pens which is
variable from 5 to 40 g. Since the
selected pen force should be const.ant over a range of solenoid displacement, the return spring system was designed to compensate for
irregularities in the solenoid force.
The moving massofpcn and pen
holder is about 15 g. To write con·
sistently with a pen force as low as
sgrams required "fine tuning" the
solenoid, return spring. and bearing
friction design parameters.
The frame of the plotter consists
mainly of aluminum extrusions, resuiting in a lightweight, rugged, yet
inexpensivestructurc. Front and
rear panels are also aluminum extrusions. StrUClural foam, which
combines good apl>earance with
rigidity, light weight, and low sound
transmission, is used for I he side
panels.
Other steps taken to ensure opcrating quietness include isolating
the X and Y axis drive motors and
the bottom pan, from lhe plotler
mainframe.
Serviceability is always a concern
in mechanical design. In the 4663,
the plolting surface is hinged at the
rear. lifting the front of the plotting
surface gives easy access to the electronic circuitry. A support rod keeps
the plotler open, freeing both hands
for servicing. Printed circuit boards
and the entire power supply unit
can be easil)' removed and replaced.

Summary

The 4663 Interactive Digital Plotler
combines the versatility of a large
plotter with the convenience and
operating ease of a small plotter.
Programming ease enhanced byextensive firmware minimizes set-up
time and makes the 4663 ideal for
the mulli-userenvironment.
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Updating the
Industry-Standard
100 MHz Portable
Oscilloscope

Standards change very slowly,
sometimes never. And that is as it

should be. forslandards form our
basis rorcomparison. Soon after its
introduction, the TEKTRONIX 465

became the recognized industryslanda,"d for portable oscilloscopes.
In the mark of a good standard. it
has changed lillIe since its introduction.
Now, the new 4658 updates the
industry-standard with new display
capability, faster sweeps, and even
better reliability.
Front-panel layout is essentially
the same as the 465 so operatol' retraining is unnecessary. The major
change that will be noted is the restyled pushbullons. They are
smaller, giving the front panel a
more open appearance and providing easier function selection.
Harold Busch
Hal, If long-term Teh employee, began his
career In the resr department In 1955. He has II
br08d range of experience In the various aress
of manufacturing. and currently Is Produclion
Menager ror the 4EO and 470 Series OscIlloscopes Hal was Project Manager for the 4658

Display improvements

The vertical mode selection pushbutlons are changed from the selfcancelling type to the push-push
type allowing you 10 display any
combination of vel'tical signals and
extemaltl'igger you desire. For
example. you can look at either or
both vertical channels, their sum or
difference. and the externallrigger.
simultaneously.

The trigger view funcl ion is designed to provide zero-delay between the vertical channels and the
trigger view. enabling you 10 make
accurate time comparisons between
the signal and the trigger. even at
the faster sweep speeds. The quality
of the external trigger view channel
makes it useful as a third input
channel with a sensitivity of about
100 mV per division.
Improved vertical preamplifier
performance permits replacing gain
switching with up-front attenuation, and yields a finer trace width
at the maximum sensitivities.
Horizontal versatility is ex·
panded to complement the vertical
improvements. Top sweep speed is
increased to 2 ns per division for
greater resolution in examining fast
rise time signals. And alternate
sweep switching lets you look at
both A and 8 delayed sweeps simultaneously, at full screen width. A
separate intensily control for 8
sweep lets you set the contrast between A and 8 sweeps, with vertical
separation bet ween sweeps provided by the trace separation
control.

Fig. 1. The new 4658, FrOfll·pallElllayoutls al·
most identical to the 465. New laalures Include
a wider choice of displays and zero-delay exler·
nallrlgger view.
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Fig. 2. Internal views of 118ftlcal (top) and horlzonlal (bottom) circuitry show reduced component count throogh the use 01 Integrated clrculls.
Leyout symmelry makes 4658 easier to build and maintain.

servicing Improvements
A glance inside the 4658 cabinet reveals even more extensive change.
An all-new vertical amplifier replaces discrete components with integrated circuits. Operational
amplifiers replace vertical
"tweaks." And new switch assemblies provide easy access and
high reliability. Soldered-in leads
now have connectors, and jumpers
are placed at strategic points 10
facilitate troubleshooting. Transistors and integrated circuits arc
mounted in sockets for the same
reason. Front panel indicators usc
LEOs instead of incandescent bulbs
for longer operating life.
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While the improvements in performance and serviceability were
being considered, the buildability
of the 465B was receiving equal attention. Printed circuit board layouts allow maximum use of automatic component insertion; the
newly-designed switches are easier
to build; and the reduced number of
adjustments minimizes calibration
time.
The end rcsuh is a new standard
for portable oscilloscopes which
offers new display capabilities, improved serviceability, still greater
reliability, and all at no increase in
catalog price.
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New Products
New 18 Bit Word Recognizer

Two New Digital Multlmetera forTM SOO
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The A6701 Word Recognizer

A new 18 bit word recognizer. the
A6701, provides cost-effective,
casy-to-use digital triggering for

portable and laboratory oscilloscopes and other logic display
products.
The A6701 consists of a control
pod, separate power supply capable
of powering two control pods. and a
set of accessories. Up to four word
recognizer pods can be linked 10gether 10 provide 72 bit capability.
The unit can be operated in either
synchronous or asynchronous mode
with a choice of level or qualified
clock output in synchronous
operation.
Preset TTL or variable threshold
voltage selection, and variablewidth glitch filter add further verA
satility. The clock rate is SO MHz at
18 bits.
Connection to the trigger inputs
is via two lO-wide lead sets. An optional adapter accommodates the
P6451logic analyzer probe.

The OM 502A and OM 505
Digital Multlmeters

Two new 3Y.t-digit multi meters, the
OM 502A and OM 505, bring new
measurement capability and operating case to the TM SOD digital
multi meter family. Sevcn measurement functions make the
OM S02A the most complete 3Y.tdigit DMM available. The OM 505 is
a five-function DMM (de and ac
volts, dc and ac current, and high!
low resistance), ideal for applications where low cost is paramount.
In addition to Ihe basic DMM
functions (dc and ac volts, dc and ac
current, and high/low resistance),
the OM 502A offers dBV and dBm
measurements, tempera lUre measurement, true rms readings, and
autoranging for volts, ohms, and dB
measurements.

The OM s02A's unique combination of autoranging and dB measurements makes it an excellent
choice for communications
applications.
Probe temperature measuremenl,
pioneered by Tektronix, has been
enhanced in Ihe OM s02A. Temperature measurement range at the
probe lip is -SS"C to +200"C, and
the entire P6601 probe tip and cable
are specified for immersion to
140"C.
Pushbutton selection of all functions and ranges, plus easy-to-read
0.5 inch LED display digits, make
the OM S02A and OM 505 fast and
easy 10 use. Achoice of front panel
or rear connector inputs is pushbutton selectable.
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Low Cosl15 MHz Scopes
Excellent Value

8001/8002A Microprocessor LaiJs Add Support for
F8, 3870, 3872, and 1802.

.0-2M
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The F8, 3870, 3872 Emulator
Processor and Prototype Control
Probes.
Two new emulator processors extend the TEKTRONIX 800l/Boo2A
Microprocessor Development Labs
(MOL) capabilities to include the
1802 microprocessor, the Fa microprocessor, and the 3870 and 3872
microcomputers. This expanded
capability is in addilion to the present support for the SOSOA, 80SSA,
6800, TMS9900, and Z80A.

TEKTRONIX MDLs offer the
3870 designer greater designenvironment support than previously available for these chips. The
8oo2A's assembler/l ioker features
provide efficient program coding to
make use of the limited amount of
memory contained in these chips.
The 1802 and FS/3870/3872
emulators are similar to other currently available TEKTRONIX
emulators - for each, a complete
software debugging system, inprototype emulation, and real time
prototype analysis arc available.

The Telequlpmenl 01016
Oscilloscope
Two new 15 MHz dual trace models
have been added to Tektronix' Telequipment line. The new Telequipment 01015 and 01016 Oscilloscopes feature dual trace operation; automatic. normal, and TV
triggering; volts/division ranges
from 5 mV to 20 V; and sweep
speeds from 0.2 microseconds to
200 milliseconds/division. A XS
magnifler increases maximum
sweep speed to 40 ns/division.
In addition, the 01016 is equipped
with these features:
• XS magnifiers for each vertical
channel to extend sensitivity to
J mY/division. Bandwidth is reduced to 4 MHz althis particular
setting.
• Separate pushbuttons to invert
channel 2, and to add channels 1
and 2, permilling balanced differential input measurement.
• Direct X- Y displays using channel
J and channel 2.
• Variable lIncalibrated sweep control permitting continuously variable sweep rates.

Telequipment products are sold and
serviced in the U .$. by selected
stocking distributors. For additional information please use the
reply card accompanying Tekscop(·.

Tektronix, Inc.
p.o. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077
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Merging High Performance
Alphanumerics and Graphics with
Fut Computanon

Tek:soope Is a bimontnty pubticatlon oj Tektronix.
Inc In it you WIll find articles ceveflrtg the entire
SC(lpe of TeKtronix' products. Tectwlical articles
discuss what's new In cirCUtt and component
design. measurement capabi~ly, and measurementtechnlque A new products section gives a
briel description of products receotly introduced
and provides an opportunity to request further
Inlormatiofl.

The atate of de$ktopcomputingls advanced 10 a
new level by two new graphic oomput8l'$ using a
bil·aIioe<l architecture processor.

Dynamic Graphics Gives Best of Both
Stored and Refreshed Display
Techniques
The Dynamic Graphics option 'or the 4054 adds
a high-speed processor and dynamic memory

I"

dedicated to the creation and display of refresh
objects.

t
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[
u

,

M

.

A New Cost-Effective Highly Portable
Data Comm Tester
The 833 can monitor or apply l.,t signals to and
lrom data corrmunication equipment and data
lermlnal equipment. It can also perlorm BERT
and BLERT lestlng. And all this perlonnance Is
contained In 8 package weighing less than 12
pounds.

COVER; The 4050 Series of desktopgrap/11c
computers ara equally at home in architectural,
electronic, geophysical, or bUsiness environ·
ments, prouldlng unique solutions to evel)'-day
problems.

A New OMM Family for the TM 500
Series

Teksccpe

Three new DMMs bfing true rms ac meas·
urements, aU!OI'anging IOf dB and ochef messlKernenls, and the widest lemperalure measuremenl tangs avaiable In a OMM COday, to lhe
TM SOO user.

Simultaneous X·Y, Y·T Displays Using a
SlOG-Series Oscilloscope
The relatlOOshlp between physical lorces Is
otten most easily analyzed when the 101'008 are
p!oned against each other as In an X-V display.
Ail amplitude vefSUS time display often adds
valueble irIlolTllatlon. Both C811 be displayed
simuhaneously on a 5100-Series single beam
oscilloscope.
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Merging High
Performance
Alphanumerics and
Graphics with Fast
Computation

A high rate of market acceptance and
need for productivity improvements in
the office, labor.nory, and in the educational environ men 1 for Icaching and research. point toone thing: desktop
computers arc growing in importance
and application.
When Tektronix announced the 4051
in 1975, ellciting new levels of computing power were available, either in

•
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No"'etrIbM

ve
baClcgf"OCM'l<1 I(l computer i'nd pellpIIe,. dBvgn HtJhasbe.tlfrpvolvedlflne .... prodocl ,
trodUl:f!Otl ana Ir alrtlng progrtIITU kx me 4()
4054 and 4050 Series ROM Packs. He,..
C9Iv80. B SEE /rom the Uruven!ry 01 MmneSOla III '965 and an M. B A from CllUemont
Gt1IdV8t& SC/lool in 1976 He /tcurrent!y a 4050
Ssnes Product Spec 'albf A member of / f.E E.
If)
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small packages called desktop calculators or in the form of microcomputers whose languagc and operation required more cxtcnsivc computcr
knowledge than was desirable for a
user who wanted merely to get his
analysis done.
The 4051. with graphically enhanced
BASIC, brought problem soh'ing 10 the
desktop in the office or laboratory, wilh
easy operation and graphics to make
the results of analysis vcry visible.
The new 4052 and 4054 provide
multi-dimensional enhancements to the
features found in Ihe 4051. These new
members of the family enhance
graphics, alphanumerics, and computing capabililies, by advancing the state
of desktop computing to a new Ic\·e1.

Compatibility provides upward mobility
The primary goal in developing the new
products was to enlarge the 4050 Series
making it a family permitting both
cxisting and new customers a greater
choice of capability. Thus. the 4052 and
4054 were designed with compalibility
as a major requirement. All three nlembers of the family arc completely
software, data lape-, and disccompatible. A customer having a 4051
can move up to a 4052 or 4054 without
having 10 convert programs or data to a
new format. Similarly, TEKTRONIX
Plot 50 Software products and Appl ication programs will operate on any of the
4050 Series desktop computers.

Perform.nce enhancements
Compared with the 4051, Ihe 4052 and
4054 providc:
• An order of magnitude fastcr(IOX averagc) computation.
• Larger memory (32k bytes standard)
cxpandable to Mk bytes (56k bytcs
usable).
• Speed enhancements to graphing
using MOVE, DRAW cxtensions to
4050 BASIC.

and QSrma.stllrs InfumBtlOflaJ he devolU /lis
spar. rim. worlrk!g wlrh. Boy Scoul TtOOp Ind
to ema/&ur flJdio ureilite commvrtlCbfJOIIS.

Fig. 1, The 4052 desklopgraphlc computer provides a newdimenskwl inspeed, memclt)'capaciCy

and simple utllily.
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Fig. 2. BIocIt diagram ollhe 6800 Iype mlctopmcessor used in the 4051 desktop grapnic computer.
• Faster transfcl·of data via thc option 1
(RS232) and GPIB {lEEE-4BB Std.
1975)standard bus.
In addilion, Ihe 4054 provides still
grealer capability:
• Large screen - 19~ display with 13
million addressable points (16 times
the 4051 or4052 display).
• Impro"ed alphanumerics - four
characler sizcs and sirokc gcncrated
charaCICrs.
I Faster, consta nl rate, vector generator.
• Ability to include Dynamic Graphics
- non-SlOI·cd displays of obj<''CIS and
alphanumerics.
A new mUltl-ehlp bit-sliced
architecture processor

Achieving the design goals of compati.
bility wilh 4051 programs and dala
Slructures while enhancing performancc was a challengc met by cngin<.'Cring an all new proccssor.
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The mosl importanl choice in the new
dcsign was the choice of tcchnology for
the hcarl of the processor. The choicea bit-sliccd ,m;:hitectu.·c of bipolar'
Shottky devices - offers scvet"l
advantages:

ne,;ibility permilled an cfficienl processor (does things fast and well) to be
made effective (does only the things
needed and desired) from a user's
point of vicw.

• Modularity, allowing conslruction of
processor word lenglhs in multiples of
4 bilS (e.g.• -', 8, 12. 16 bit ). This technique provides improvcmcnls in
speed and accuracy.
• High dcnsity of functiOlls withoul
sp<.'Cdlpcrformance sacrifices, leading
to a simpler and faster design than
would Olherwise have been possible.
Simplified design also enhnnces
reliability.

To facilitale compatibilily,lhe new processor's instructions are a hybrid of 16bit minicomputer and '·t)'pical" Ont...
chip microprocessor types.

• Microprogrommed design instruClion
sct nc,;ibiJity that a.lIov.. e<J Tektronix
lOCUS 10m tailor the processor and its
repertoire of acl ions (instruci ions) to
suit problem solving "",ilh 4050 BASIC
and graphics. In other words, the

A tailored Instruction set

The 8-bil-wide data palh of the 4051
processor is a naturnl consequence of
implementing a very compact and fum:tional design. The new 4052 and 4054
had to appcnr 10 be equally comfort3ble
with cit her B-bil byle (char3cter)opcrations or with 16-bit (two charactcrs
worth) operations. The characlerorientation of memory is apparent to a 4050
ries user when working with alphanumeric slringsor .....hen saving or
reviewing program or data files.
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Fig. 3. Simpilled block diagram 01 the 4052 graphic computer system.

Compatible operations arc provided
bya new memory design ror the 4052
and 4054. Memory is split into even and
odd address sections with each on its
own data bus. This may seem to be an
insignificant detail. However, from the
point of view of someone writing or
.·unning a program, splitting the memory inlo even and odd halves ullows it to
look like4051 memory, The MEM and
SPA commands relurn quantities of
bywsjust as with the 4051. Data is
READ, INPUT, PRINTed; programs arc
OLDed, APPENDed, and SAVEd in 8-bit
bytes compatible with 4051 operations.
But the result of the split memory and
fastcroddleven busses is to present to
the processor the abil ity to gather twice
the number orbits simultaneously. The
memory and bus organization are designed to match the 16·bit processor.
Thus. compatible operation is provided
without compromising performance
enhancement.
Added instructions were developed
for highly accurate floating point
arithmetic operations. These new instrucl ions (coupled with the memory
design and faster processor) make complex calculations, such us sine, cosine,

and tangent, thirty to rony times faster
than with the 4051. The microprocessor
of the 4051 has no noating point instructions to help wilh such complex calculations.
The results of the new pr·ocessor and
the technology choice arc faster processing as calculations grow morc burdening, simplicity for reliability, and
complete compatibility to enable usc
with existing uscI' and Tcktl"onix written software.
Graphing Improvements

Impmvcrncnts in graphing also are
realized. G.·apnic enhancements to
BASIC -the MOVE, DRAW, RMOVE.
RDRAW and AXES commands - allow
graphics in the user's units, not machine or rasler units. The arithmetic of
convening user-fa mi liar un its to screen
units is done by the processor with its
own floating point arithmetic com·
mands. This makes graphics, using the
4050 BASIC commands, five 10 six times
fasteron the 4052, even though the 4052
uses the same display module as the
4051

4054 provides enhanced graphics and
alphsnumerlcs

The 4054 has greater graphics capability than any other desktop computer, Its
larger· screen, with 4096 x 4096 ad·
dressable points. allows displaying
many sets of curves, objects, maps, or
business dala in grcat detail.
Howcver, more than just screen size
and addressable points have been in·
creased. The display electronics sup·
ports the larger viewing area by providing a faster writing rate at a constant
15,000 centimeters PCI' sccond.
Unlike the display porI ions of the
4052 and 4051. which use a constant
time (4-6 ms) per veclor, the new 4054
display draws at a fast. but constant.
rate. The maximum length vector, a
diagonnl48.2 centimetel"!; long, is
dl'"3wn in under 4 milliseconds, This is
faster than the 4052 and 4051 with
either their longest 01· shol'test vector.
Without a faster writing rale, tile
large screen display would have become
a system bottleneck while drawing
complex schematics, maps, or mechanical or structural designs. In the
4054, high density graphics is provided
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with the support it m:cds to make it
truly useful.
An optional fenturc, Dynamic
Graphics, adds refresh capability \0 the
4054 for even greater Oexibility and interactivity. This option is discussed in
detail c1sewh~r~ in this iSSue.
Enhanced alphanumerIcs
The enhancement o( alphanumeric displays is . .oqually
.
significant in the 4054.
All characters are stroke generated (or
crisper hard copk-s. Th~ 4051 and 4052
offer onc character size - the 4054 has
four. Labeling graphs or large amounts
ofcolumnardata is improved, with
larger character sizes (or labels. The
smallest character size on the 40.54 is
approximately the same as the sizc of
4052 or 4051 characters. With this
character size an entire 64 lines of 132
column print·out can be placed on the
scl"Cen. When using the 4054 as a tcrminal (with Option I) it provides a split
screen view of 128 lines of program
listing.
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When different setS of data are combined on a single graph, as in graphs of
actual vcrsus forccasted sales, the
hardware dilsh·dot vcctol'S (36 of them
visibly unique) nllow distinguishing one
set of data frolll another. Mechanical
engineering applications can use the
dashes for hidden lines, and different
character sizes (or t itlc blocks.
The 4054 can help automate the
drawing PTOCl.'ss. like all other 4050
Series graphics systems, it allows easy
mixingof alphanumerics and graphics
in the same natural way that hand
drawing presents information.
The 4052 and 4051 have a cursor
(blinking arrow) whiLh can ~ Illu\'t:d
around the SCI'eell to sel.. '.Ct (rom a menu
or pick a data point on a cu ....'c. Moving
{he cursor requires an optional joystick
(or defining tne User Ddinable Keys as
"direction keys"). The 4054 has built-in
thumbwhecls for cursor posit ioning.
The cursor ist! full-screen cross hair cur·
sot" morc useful in some mechanical and

other engineering design applications
becallse it is easier to line up obj.. '.Cts
along rcclangular grid lines.
Summary
The new features and enhancements
added to the 4050 Series by the 4052
and 4054 are intended to sen'.... a simple
but userul purpose -to provide Tektronix customers a wider performance
choice or easy-to-usc desktop graphic
computers which will enrich their productivity by providing timely, easy-toperceive solutions.

Dynamic Graphics Gives
Best of Both Stored and
Refreshed Display
Techniques

Mikl TOkoia iOin(ld Tektronix in Aptl/ of '978 and
has been heavily involved in US. and International new producllmroductlOfl programs and
traming for Ihe 4052 and 4054 Graphic Computing Systems. He h8S8 B.SE.E. and B.S. In

Psychology, borh receIved from the Unlvarsity
01 Washington in 1973 After three years 88 8
scientific programmer/analyst, he returfl6d to
the University of Washing/on end received hiS

M B,A, In 1978 He Is currently the 4050 Series
Product Une Manager Mlkl bull' his own house
last summer and delloles his spare lIme /0
reading. gUllar playing and family Belivlties

The bistable direct view storage
cathode ray tube (DVST) permits the
storing and display of complex mixed
graphics and alphanumeric images at
low cost. By storing high density
graphics and alphanumerics on its spccially processed SCI'een, the DVST circumvents the need fOl' and cost of the
memory system required for refreshed
displays.
Without lhe need for large amounts of
memory, meaningful displays of information, interactive complex designs of
objects in mechanical design, and
building layouts arc all possible at
lower cost. The stored display technique is used on the 4051,4052, and
4054 Graphic Desktop Computers.
Standard on all three pluduct displays is a single character of non-stored
display. The page full blinking "F" indicator, the cursor, and the blinking "?"
that appear in response to a 4050 BASIC
program request for keyboard input arc
all non-stored. single-object displays.
These single objects arc provided to
prompt the programmer or USCI' of the
products, via the screen, without cluttering the screen. The Dynamic
Graphics option for the 4054 makes
these and many other non-storable objects programmable, In fact it docs
much more.
Dynamic Graphics expands 4054
flexibility and InteractivUy

The Dynamic Graphics option (4054
Option 30) adds new BASIC commands,
and object storage memory to hold objects created with its new 4050 BASIC
commands.
Objects, user-defined collections of
vectors and/or alphanumerics can be
clocated, displayed, and moved to any
position all the screen without being
stored, unless or until storage is desired.
It's almost like having a superimposed
second screen. Usc the storage mode as
a usual screen display. Use Dynamic
Graphics for creating and moving
objects without affecling the stored
display.
When developing a schematic office
layout, architectural, or other drawi ng,
the portions that arc completed can be
stored on the 19" diugonal scn..' CIl. By
using the Dynamic Graphics oplion,
symbols and lines can be dmwn interactively, withoul storage, superimposed on the same screen. Objects can

be selected from a menu (also displayed
non-stored), moved around, tried in
various positions, and then fixed
(stored) when it's desirable to add them
to the completed portion of the display.
Objects may also consist of alphanumeric lines to allow placing operating instructions on the scJ'(.ocn without cluttering the display. Whell an
operator prompt message is no longer
needed, it is deleted from the screen
without having to crase and redraw the
entire display.
An Interactive example

Let's examine an office layoul application closely and sec how the 4054 with
Dynamic Graphics provides an efficient
solution to the design problem. To
begin, a menu in refresh is displayed in
the upper left corner of t he screen, explaining the functions of the UScI' Dcfin'lble keys.
First, the designer draws the exterior
walls of t he office. Pressing one of the
User Definable keys brings up the
cross-hair cursor. Using the cursor and
the thumbwhccls, the designer defines
the corner points of the walls and doors.
Once the walls are placed. the menu is
returned by pressing a User Definable
key. Notice that the menu can be recalled and erased independently with
Dynamic Graphics. It is no longer
necessary toerase the entire screen to
eliminate the menu.
Next, desks arc arranged. A User Definable key bl'ings up a menu of desks
and other office furniture utthe bottom
of the screen. After the appropriate object (in this instance a desk) is chosen, it
is moved around the scrt..'Cn using the
thumbwhecls. The desk can be tried in
different places in the office; when the
dcisred location is found, an image of
the desk is stored on the office display
with a single keystroke. Successive replicas of the desk can be positioned
around the office by moving the object
with the thumbwheels and storing
copies as the design continues. Similarly, wall partitions, plants, file
cabinets, und conference tables arc
quickly picked from menus, positioned
and stored. Once the plan is completed,
a 4662 or 4663 Digital Plotter plots the
office layout. The procedure is quick,
easy, and highly interactive.
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Fig. 1. Dynamic Graphics oilers a great speed advantage In applications such as designing ollicelayouls, as Illustrated here, where ob;ects stored in
dynamic mflmOfy are called up and disp6ayed in relresh mode.
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Dedicated graphics opllon adds a
dedicated microprocessor
By now you can nppr\:date not only the
power of Dynamic Graphics but also the
computing POWCI' and memory rcquired
to provide this capability.
Dymllnic Graphics is a single circuit
board installed in the4054. A highspeed microprocessor and 32 kilobytes
of dynamic memory arc dedicated to
the creation and display of refresh objl..'Cts. completely independent of the
4054's processor. When Dynamic
Graphics commands arc r«eived, the
microprocessor Stores the objects
created in its own memory. Timing circuits prompt the Dynamic Graphics option to retrace its display memory, producing non·stored images on the SCI'I..'Cn.
The numbe:rof v«tors displayed
without nicker depends on the length of
the vectors. Up to 1,000 vectors avcraging one-half centimeter in length may
be displayed without nicker. The
amount of displayable text is related to
the number of strokes in each character.
At least one fulllineof text, or several
shorter lines, can be displayed in refresh mode.
New commands

New language commands facilitate
writing BASIC language programs to
Cl'eate objccts. The object can be any
meaningful unit: a simple line or word,
a complex 1,000 vcctor object, or a program menu. An ROPEN statement begins the constl'uction l)rOCeSS; sub·
sequcnt vcctOl'S and text strings define
tht,: object. The defi nit ion cant inues
until an RCLOSE statcment is encoun·
tcrcd. An RAPPEND command will ex·
plInd the definition. The specified objcct
is n.:opcncd to add additional vectors
andlor te:<t. ObjL'Ct definil ions can also
bc deleted 01' rcplaced.
Thc object dennit ions, along with
some display informntion automatically provided by the 4054, arc stored
in the Dynamic Cnlphics memory. This
separate memory permits efficient objeci storage which docsn 'I subtraci
from the 4054's read/write memory. It's
easy to build a large sct of objects.
An OblL'Ct appears on the 4054 scn.'Cn
through the VISIBI L1TY command.
This command causes the object's defi·
nition to be repeatedly retraced (re·
freshed), producing a non·stored image
on the scn:cn. The displayed image of
theobjl.."Ct can just as easily be deleted:

the image no longer rdn:shed vanishes
from the screen. However, the definition
remains in dynamic memory. This
allows interactive prompts and pro·
gram responses without cluttering the
screen with unneccessary text.
A BLINK command altematesan
object between visible and invisible
modes according to user-specified on
and off times. It can be used to draw the
operator's allention to a prompt or
indicate an object ncedingsome user
action.
Motion is another major graphic enhancement. The refreshed image of the
object can be moved around the scrl..ocn
either under program control interactively with the thumbwheels, or by
using an optional graphic input device
such as a graphic tablel or joystick. The
CURSOR command replaces the standard cross-hair cursor with a specified
object and places it under dir«1 control
orth.: thumbwhccls.
The FIX command copies the object
onto the screen in slorage mode. You
can quickly place multiple images of an
object by repeatedly positioning and
fixing the object. There is a great speed
advantage with Dynamic Graphics. An
object stored 1Il the dynamic memory
can be displayed on the screen up to 100
times faster than by drawing it directly
from a program onto the screen.

cal dL'Cision aid. Asubmarine is created
and becomes the cursor. Asecond object, a destroyer, can be displayed in refresh and its position determined by the
location of the submarine. It is now possible to simulate evasive maneuvers by
allowing the operator to move the submarine around the screen, trying to
avoid detcction by the destroyer.
To be useful-tools must fit their uses
In designing, you often think in terms of
standard graphic components, such as a
desk in facilities layout, or a transistor
symbol in a circuit diagram. Dynamic
Graphics provides the graphic power to
work dir..>ctly with these graphic clements, not just points or lines.
The examples we've chosen can only
hint at the power of 4054 Option 30
Dynamic Graphics. We know thai users
will apply this increased graphic interactivity in many creative ways.
The 4054 has the most powerful
graphics feature available in a desktop
computer. With the addition of
Dynamic Graphics, thc potential applicalion areas are gre3tlycxpandcd.

No compromise in compatibility

Language compatibility, a major feature of Ihe 4050 Series, is maintained.
The new commands arc ignored by the
4052. and by 4054s without the option.
Special provisions to interaci with optional graphic input devices. such as the
joystick or graphics tablel, have been
incorporated.
New applk:atlon 'or graphics
This refresh capability also provides
real-time simulalions. With the CURSOR command, it is possible to replace
the cross-ha ir cursor with any refreshed
object and place the objcct under the
control of the thumbwheels. Imagine a
4054 with Dynamic Graphics as a tacti-
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A New Cost·Effective
Highly Portable Data
CommTester

Nt YelliN Is. reJaIive newCOft'le( /0 T. having
slatted wlrh 11M DIg,!. s.Mcelnatn.mems
GroUplfl 1978 Alter recatVJt19 his B S N) E1fJc
lronIcs Ph'ISICS"om I..lISMIe ~ ItJ 1974,
h6 worl<edfor Def8PFO Re.MC~. eJr()(glJfflza·
tJon thaI pmvldfls. comput", product relfJ1once s.rvlc., • type olcollsumw s guKle of the
COltlP4/lerlnoU$fry Much 01 ArI s a gila/com
munlCa/,ons bCCJ(ground Itlvo""ed wor/llng wllh
slock mar/(e' mform"lOn systems Hel$ pres
enlly engagfK1/n mariletmg Be IVIIHlS to( DiglttJI
Service Instruments

When pI'ohlems SI,'ike a data communical ions system. fast, effect ivc service is
a must. Forexamplc. there m"C networks
in existence where cost for down time
extends intotcns of thousands of dollars
per hour. The TEKTRONIX 833 Data
Carom Tesler is designed fOl' just such a
function. Typically, a service II..-chnician.
using the 833, should be able to locate
and COlTcct over eighty percent of the
troubles on first call. The remaining ten
to t .....enty percent will probably rt.'quirc
an expert on thc data comm system,
and more sophisticated. expensive test
equipment.
The 833 isa "friendly" instrumenteasy to leam,easy toopcrate, and easy
to carry. It ""eighsjusttwelve pounds.
Applicable toany RS232-C, C.C.l.T.T.
V.24,orcurrtnt loop interface, the 833
can monitor or apply test signals to and
from the modem (DCE)or the data terminal equipment (OTE). It can also be
used to evaluate the quality of the data
link. Microprocessorcontrol gives the
833 unusual versatility and, at the same
time, reduces the numberoffront panel
controls needed to effectively usc that
versatility.
A perusal of the front pand shown in
figure 2 provides an o\'erview or the
many operating configurations :wailable with th~ 833. Note that in addition
to working with synchronous and asynchronous systems, the 833 accommodates systems using the HOLC protocol
and employing standard or NRZI duta
encoding schemes.

Fig. 1. The hign'y portable 833 Oala Comm Test9f
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A wide choice or data rates is provided. Baud rates rrom SO to 9600 bits
per st.'Cond arc available from an internal clock, or you can selcct a supplied
clock rrom the host computer, data terminai, or communicat ions equipment.
Provision is also made to derive the
clock from the data stream.
The 833 can operate in rull duplex or
hair duplex mode with tum-around
delay in hair duplex seleclable rrom the
keypad. The keypad plays an important
rote in 833 operations. It allows you to
program the instrument specifically for
the network under test, e.g., sel«ting
character length, synchronizing signals.
etc. The keypad alsosen:es as mode and
buITerselector.
Operating modes
The versatility of the 833 is evidenced
by the wide choice of operating modes
provided. In the MONITOR mode, data
transmissions in both direclions arc
displayed in realtime and re orded.
Thc portion recordcd is determined by
the START, STOP, and MEMORY CONTROL controls. You can choose to display DCEor DTEdata, or both. Both
arc recorded and maintained irrcspl.'Ct ivc of which is selected ror display. Thc
source of the displayed data, and the
status of the interface lines are also "\-'C.
orded and displayed along with the
data and its location in memory.
In testing data terminals and DeEs,
the SIMULATE, ECHO and REPEAT
modes al"C used. Regular SIMULATE
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Fig. 2, The many operating contiguratk>ns available 10 the 633 user are easily discerll6d from the lunctionallronl-panellayout

mode transmits a message once and
l'ccords the response. REPEAT mode
transmits a message repeatedly, nO(;ording any interleaved l"Csponscs. And
ECHO mode perrOt'mS as the regular

simulate mode but. in addition. echos
received characters back to the trans·
mining device. Trigger sequences may
be used with any of the simulation or
monitoring modes to achieve a variety

of specialized lests.
A message can be entered from the
keypad. or you call select one from se\,eral slored in ROM. Messages in ROM

include an ASCII fox test, uppercase
ASCII characters, a full ASCII character
set, a set of 132 upper case ASCII
characters, an EBCDIC fox test, and
uppercase EBCDIC charactel1;. There is
also provision for a user-defined message PROM with a capacity of2048
bytes,
The SEARCH mode provides a convenient means of searching both the
send and receive buffers for the prcsencc of data sequences of from one 10
thn:c chnractcrs. Thc trigger buffer is
used to hold the specified chal'actc.·s.

check, and a ROM check sum test arc
performed, and all of the LED readouts
arc energized.
In addition to the start· up tests, the
833 can be put in the DIAGNOSTIC
mode and a number of extensive test
routines called up from the keypad.
These include a more thorough test of
memory, the display clements, sl ide
switches, pushbuttons, baud switch,
CPU, and other clements,
CRC calculation
Communication systems differ in the
scheme used to detect errors in data
handling, The 833 calculates three
kinds of message check bytes: CRC-16,
CRC-CCITT, and LRC-8, CRC, or cyclic
redundancy check, is most commonly
performed on bisynchronous messages
that usc EBCDIC code, CRC-CCITT is
another form ofCRC that is commonly
used on systems with HDLC protocol.
LRC-8, or longitudinal redundancy
check, is stilt another form of check
character in which a parity check across
the whole message is performed. It is
commonly encountered in bisynchronous systems that lise ASCII code.

CRC characters Me numbers gener·
ah:d by using message data as a very
long binary number Hnd performing a
mathematical operation on it. The
MARK key is used to select tl'lccharactel' marking the start of each CRC calculation. The uscr selccts the end
charactcr for the calculation by stepping through the buffer until the desired character appears in the readout.
The CRC calculation is then initiated by
pressing the appropriate CRC key, followed by MODE. Results of the tests arc
displayed in the LOCATION and CONTENTS section of the display.
BERT testing
It is sometimes useful to check the
quality of the data line itself, and the
most common method of doing that is
to pc.·fotm bit error rate testing, or
BERT. The 833 provides this capability,
Thc CelTT BERT pattern is a Sll·bit
message senl and read on a looped-back

Extensive self test
As you work with communications systems it is important tokoow that your
test instrument is working properly. The
833 performs a self-test on power up. A
RAM march test, RAM bit independent
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line. or sent to a ,'(.'Ceiving BERT tester
on the other end. SO Ihat errors may be
counted. The 833 will perform thrc..'C
different test lengths -100,000 bits,
1.000,000 bits. or continuous. In the
continuous mode. the test is run until
999 bit errors arc counted or until the
STOP key is pressed. The resulls of Ihe
test reside in scverall'Cgisters. You can
choose 10 read the bit error ralc (which
is displayed real time during thc tesl).
Ihe number or IOOO-bit blocks received,
the block error rate, or the number of
faults. A faull is l'Ccorded each lime the
error nile c;t(ceeds twenty five percenl
over a span of sillly-foureharaciers. Errors may be injecled inlo a LranSmilled
bil stream, and you maycJcar all registers during the test, if desired.
Buffer selt."Ct ion should be an integral
pari of the operating mode: discussion.
There are four sekctable buffers:
SEND, DTE TRIG. DeE TRIG. and
RECV. These also serve an alternate
function in BERT operalion. The send
and receive buffers will hold 255 and
256 characlers, respect ively. The trigger
buffers hold thrce characters.
Messages can be entered into the
END, DeE. or DTE buffers from Ihe
keypad. Messages slored in any buffer.
including the receive buffer, stored message buffers. or user-derined message
buffers (EPROM) can be lranderred to
thc SEND buffer. The Iransfer action
docs not destro)'lhe contents orlhe
buffer transferred. The receiver buffer is
automatically cleared when the START
button is pressed, and rL'Cords whenever
a trigger occurs or the STOP button is
pl·essed.
The EPROM capabil ilies pl"Ovide
users the ability 10 conSlruct a fairly
large set of messages specific to their
needs. and use them in a manner which
makes it appear as iflhey were factory
inslalled. e.g.. with no complication of
thc user interface.
The Interface breakout panel
The interface breakout panel on the
front panel of the 833 is an importanl
troubleshooting aid. II provides dirc..'Ct
access to Ihe interface lines. Twentyfour line disconnect swilches al'C used
to cOlllrollhl"ollghpllt to and from thc
dala terminal or data coml1lunicat ion
equipment. Pillch pins, electrically
conm:clcd lu each side of the disconm.'Cl
switches, provide easy access to any
line.
Also included in Ihe breakout panel
are jumper pins for the probe and
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marker LEOs. and for the -12 volt and
+ 12 voll reference suppl ies. You can
open any line using the breakoul
switch, orcross-<:onnect!ine:s using
supplied jumper wires between Ihe
patch pins. The probe LEO circuit can
also be patched to any line: or, if you
wanl the signal recorded, you can patch
to the marker LED circuit. Any of lhc
lines can be forced HI or to by patching
to one of Ihe reference supplies.
A simplified display

In selecting the type of display to be
used in the 833 many factors were considered - the kind of information to be
viewed, the space required. weight, and
cost being the major factors. Digital
information is presented b)· two 7segment LEDreadouts-onea three
digit and thc other a two digit. The two
digit display presents data in
hexadecimal format. This simplifies the
display and eliminates the need for
memory space for special ROMs fOI'lhc
different code sets. The three diiit display is used to show the location of the
data in memory. and for other functions.
Other LEOs arc used 10 indicale the
source of dala, parit)' and framing errors. trigger and sync status. and the
status of the interface lines. Two LEOs
provide a built-in logic probe function
that can be connected loany interface
line(at the breakout panel) to show its
logic level in realtime. The MARKER
LED serves a similar function but dif·
fers from the PROBE LEOs in thaI the
status is recorded along wilh each
characler.
Summary
The 833 is deSigned 10 provide a costeffeclive solution to Ihe pl'Oblem of scr\'icing data communication systems in
a fast, efficient manner. It can monitor
data now in both directions and allow
)'OU 10 analyze thai data; simulate Ihc
modem. poll multi-terminalsystcms.
and perform BERT testing toch(..'Ck the
quality of the data link. These and many
other tasks can be performed on an instrument which is easy to learn, easy to
operate, and easy to carry to the site of
the nellt problem.

A New DMM Family for the
TM 500 Series

Bill MarK joined rek in 1968 afrer completing hIs
B.S. In Electrical Engmeering Technology a/
Weber Slate Co/lege in Utah, He receIVed his
D.Sec. from the Unlo'efslly of POltland in 1976.
BII/ worked with the Product Evaluation group
doing electrical evaluation on 8ccessones and
general purpose Instruments. He a/so did
high-Impedance aNenuator design for some of
the 400 SImes Oscilloscopes. He /s responsible
lor Ihe electricel design of the DM SOIA.
811/ is an amataur mycologist (one who can

dlscsm between palatable and poisonous

mushrooms) and enjoys gardening. hunting.
and fiShing,

The capability to assemble an instrurncnlation system tailored to your
application isonc of the major benefits

offered by the TEKTRONIX TM 500
Series. Now, thl"Cc new digital mul·
timcters-the OM SOIA. OM S02A, and
OM S05 expand this capability substantially.
In designing these additions to the
TM SOO family, the major' goals were to
improve reliability, increase display
sizc, expand measurement ranges, improve accuracy. enhance operating ease,
and provide a wider choice of measurement capability. All of these goals
have been achieved.
The OM SOIA and OM S02A replace
their earlier counterparts, the OM SOl
and OM SOZ, respectively. while the
OM 50S is a new addition to the family.
The OM SOIA and OM S02A arc
seven-function multiml::ters, ineluding
dc and true rms ae voltage and current
measurement, HI-LO resistance, decibels (dBm and dBV), and tempcrature.
The OM SOIA features 4 Y.z digit rcadout
with 10 /.l-V resolution and 0.05% dc
voltage accuracy.
The OM S02A adds the convenience of
aUlOranging for all but current measurements and provides 3 lh digit readout with 100 /LV resolution and 0.1 % accuracy for de voltage.
True rms measurements

True rros ac mcasurement is a new
capability forthe TM SOO Serics DMMs.
Both the DM SOIA and OM S02A use thc
technique of rectifying the input
waveform, squaring it, riltering it over
scveral cycles, and then taking the

square root of it. This approach results
in a true rms reading for any input
wovcform within the bandwidth ond
crest factor limitotion of the OMM. The
OM SOIA and OM S02A have a crest factorof 4.
Many applications, such as measurements on regulators, power control
til'cuitry, etc., involve signals other than
sinewaves which can only be measured
accurately with a true rms meter. White
noise, two-tone intermodulation tcst
signals, and othercommunicalions signal measurements also require true rms
for accuracy.
The DM SOZA couples true rms dB
measurement with autorangingcapability to provide unprecedented opera·
ting case for communication and audio
measurements. Autoranging el im inates
the traditional need for range changing
'lnd addition of the display reading to
the range setting for computing the
final value. If the test signal source isa
TM SOO plug-in, the ability to switch between rear and front panel inputs
speeds up gain measurements still
furt.her.
Unexcelled temperature measurement
A new temperature probe, the P6601,
provides the OM SOIA with the widest

temperature measurement range of any
OMM available today (-6Z C to +Z40"C).
Temperature measurement with the
OM S02A is -S5 C to +ZOO·C,
The P660l uses a thin-film platinum
resistor mounted on a silicon substrate,
as the sensing clement. This is bonded
to a hemisphuical beryllium oxide tip
for contact with the outside world.

Fig. 1. Three new digital multimeters greatly expand the range 01 measurement capability
available to TM 500 users.
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Electrical contact with the scnsor is via
fine wire bonding leads. The entire
mass is very small which results in
minimum heat sinking of the object to
be measured. lind a rapid response time
(O.S seconds :t::0.2 seconds). The domeshaped tip reduces the amount of surface contact and eliminates the need for
a thermal compound (silicon grease)
and precise probe positioning. Combined heat sinking and thermal gradient errors for common transistor
cases is shown in figure 2. The high
temperature probe body and cable design of the P660l permits immersion in
liquids or use in temperature chambers
at temperatures up to +14O"C.
There are no calibration ajustments
on the probe assembly. Any necessary
adjustment is done in the OM SOIA and
OM S02A which contain the probe
amplifier and linearization circuitry.
A new Sow coat member
The OM 50S is a S·funct ion OMM designed for the many applications best
met by an inexpensive. easy-to-operate
dependable digital multimeter. Education and production uses arc typical
examples. Funclions include de and ac
voltage and current, and HI-LO resisl·
ance measurements. The ac voltage
function is average responding, rms
calibrated, which is a convenience
when comparing results with earlier
readings taken by average responding
melers.

A family resemblance
The OM SOIA, OM S02A and OM 505
have much in common. Ench fentures a
large, bright, seven-segment LED display, pushbullon range and function
seleclion, noating inputs, and selection
of rear and front-panel inputs. Measurement ranges arc the same with II few
exceplions. The chart in figure 3 provides a quick comparison of characteristics.
Some special considerations
Several areas required intensive effort
to m<..'Ct design goals for performance,
buildability. maintainabilily, and
reliability.
Making accurale ac volcage meas·
urcmen15 will serve as a lypical ellom·
pIc. Many printed·circuit boards exhi·
bit a characteristic we call "hook". Hook
may be defined as the effect on a signal's
voltage amplitude caused by a change
in pc-board capacitance with a change
in frequency. This capacitance varies
inversely with frequency and is most
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FIV. 2. Combined heat SInking and lhefmal vracierlt error Introduced by the P6601 when
measuring difterent sized transisk>f packages.

dominant below Ito 20 kHz.'. In addition to pc board matcrial, dielectrics
used in capacitors. switches, and other
components .....ere evaluated for hook.
The effect of hook is most troublesome in OMMs in the atlenualors used
for the ac convcrtercireuitry, where it
can introduce measurement errors of
1% or grealer. The effect is aggravated
in high-humidity environments. Working with our pc-board suppliers we have
established standard tests for measuring board capacitance and determining
which boards arc acceptably hook free.
This allows us to use conventional
manufacturing techniques and yet hold
tighl specificat ions over the enlire operating range of20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Floating input ac measurement is
another area which received special al·
tention. The metal plug-in enclosure
used for the plug-in modules provides
good shielding from external signals
but requires lhe use of gU3I'ded shields
tocliminate the effects of stray capacitance on naating ac measurements.
Both the ac attenuators and input circuitry have guarded shields.
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t "Getting riel 01 hOOk: the hIdd&fl pc-board
capacitance". Electronics, OCtober 12. 1978.
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Summary
The new family of OMMs for the TM 500
Series is designed 10 gi ve you a wide
choice of measurement capability for
yourTM 500 measurement system. Elltended capability, operating ease, large
LED displays, specified accuraciesovcr
t he entire operating range, and other
features allow you to make OMM measurements with greatereasc and confidence in the the results.
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Ag. 3. Cnarl ptO'olidlng rapid comparlson 01 mator cfl8ractenstics ollhe OM 501A. OM 502A
aodDM505.
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To eliminate undesired coupling between digital and sensitive analog circuitry. a star grounding system was
adopted. The star grounding scheme
keeps pc board costs low by nOt rcquir·
ing the use of multi-layer boards.
Ground currents for these different circuits now through separate ground
paths and meet at a common point at
the power supply. The points at which
various ground currentS enter a particular ground return are also carefully
selected 10 prevent generaling undesired offset voltages.
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Simultaneous X- Y, Y-T
Displays Using a 5100
Series Oscilloscope

Medicine and other scientific fields
often call for measuring Ihe relation-

ship between physical forces. By using

J!Oj

transducers toconvcrt such forces into

electrical signals, an oscilloscope can be
used as a convenient and accurate
measurement 1001.

Les Hurlock plied Tek in 1958 and spent sevBral years as service Center Supervisor In

mid-west and west CoBsl Field Offices. Returning to Port/end. he served in Engineering
and Training, whers he authored severallech·
niCel pub/leal/ons. Currently, Les Is Marketing

Product Specialist for ~OOO Series products, He
is heavily involved In applICatIOns fOf'the /ife
sciences marlfet .nd h8S authored 8 numbero'
biomedic811y-oriflnled appllCelion notes

Many physical measuremenlS made
with an oscilloscope involve the relationship betwccn two separatc forces,
onc placcd on the vertical (Y) axis and
thc otheron the horizontal (X) axis of
the display. Applications occur where
onc of thcse forces must also be measurcd as it progresses through time (T),
TEKTRONIX Sloo-Serics Plug-in Oscilloscopes are ideal for such applications, providing simultaneous X- Y and
Y-T displays on a single instrument.
Any single-beam 5100-Series mainfmrne can be used for such displays. A
SIOO-Series dual beum muinframe cun
also be used but will require modification. The set-up USes two single-channel
amplifier plug-ins (or two multieha nnel plllg-ins in I hI; si nglc-ch<lnncl
mode) in the left and center compartments, and a 5Bl2N Dual Time Base
Plug-in in the right hand compartment.
The 5Bl2N controls are Set for dual
sweep operation with automatic triggering. The A Time/Div control is set to
one of the amplifier positions (50 mV or
.s Vldiv), and the B TimelDiv contralto
the desired sweep speed. The B sweep is
triggered internally from the center
plug-in.
With the 5BI2N operating in the
CHOP mode. time base A (now serving
as an 'X' amplifier) is paired wilh the
left hand plug-in to produce an X- Ydisplay (top trace of Fig. I). Time base B is
paired with the center plug-in to present a Y-T display (bottom trace of Fig. I).
Thc 'X' bandwidth (through the
5Bl2N) is de to I MHz, while the 'Y'
bandwidth depends on the vcr·tical
plug-in used. Typically it is I 01'2 MHz.
The X- Y phase shift is not specified
when using time bases in the
"amplificr" lTIode; however, it typically
will bc .. 20 de to 100 kHz.

A typical application
As an cxampleof the value of simul·
taneous X- Y, Y·T displays let's consider
a fa irly COlTIIllon med ical appl kat ion.
One way to measure human respiratory pcrformance is through the usc of
an oscilloscope and a wedge spirometer
with transducer outputs. Typical mcasuremcnts include Vital Capacity. Forced
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FlliI- 1. Combination X·Y. Y·Tdisplay
Expiratory and Inspir'atory Volume and
related parameters. Usually, each
mcasurement requires a separate effort
on the part of both the patient and the
test attendant. The 5100-$eries simultaneous X- Y, Y-T capability allows t\Vo
measuremcnts to be made at once,
saving both patient effort and lab time.
Since this application requires a
permanent record ofl'cal-time activity,
it is convenient to usc a storage oscilloscope and then photograph the resultant display. In this instance, a Slll
Storage Oscilloscope with t\Vo 5Al5N
Amplifier Plug-ins, a 5BI2N Dual Time
Base, and a C-58 Camera are used.
The wedge spirometer has two outputs- "volume" and "flow" (sec Fig.
2). The "volume" output serves as the
'Y' signal and is applied to the inputs'of
both 5Al5 Amplifiers. The "flow" output represents the 'X' signal and is
applied to the A Ext Inputconncctorof
the 5B12N.
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The precise lest sequence is determim.-d by qualiFied medical personnel.
Briefly. the patient is inslrucled to inspire: 10 tOlallung capacity, blowout
forcibly to residual volume, and then
inspire rapidly to lotallung capacity
before taking the mouthpieceoul of his
mouth.
The resultant scope image will show
IWO displays(Fig. 3). The flow-volume
loop is the X· Ydisplay produced by
lime base channel A (X - flow), and the
left amplifier(Y2 - volume). The
volume-time spirogram is the Y-T display produced by the center amplifier
(YI - volume) and channel B time base
(Tl,
Summary
TEKTRONIX 5OQO·Scries Plug-in Oscilloscopes provide a wide range of
measurement capability with a broad
selection of mainframes and plug.ins
available, They can operate as general
purpose instruments, yet fulfill special
measurement needs as in this instance
of pl'oviding simultanoous X·Y, y.T dis·
plays. Application notes covering this
and other applications are available
from your Tektronix Field Office or
Representative. 4
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Itektronix

A Portable
High-Performance
Microwave Spectrum
Analyzer.

Dave Morton received his Ph.D. from Iowa
State University. Dave joined Tektronix in 1971
as a Project Engineer and has been associated with microwave circuit design and
measurement. He currently manages the Tektronix Spectrum Analyzer Electrical Engineering Group and is a member of the IEEE
and its Microwave Theory and Techniques
Group. He and his wife and two daughters
particularly enjoy
enjoy the Oregon Coast in spite of
the rain. Woodworking and photography are
among his spare time interests.

It is often impractical to transport
laboratory instruments to remote
places and highly unlikely that,
once transported, they will function properly under the environmental extremes encountered. Yet
there is a growing need for laboratory spectrum-analyzer measurement capability at remote sites.
The Tektronix 492 meets this
need for making state-of-the-art
measurements over the range of 50
kHz to 220 GHz, both in the laboratory and under severe environmental conditions. This portable
analyzer qualifies under the MILT-28800B, Type III, Class 3, Style C
specification, a very rigid
specification.
Much has been done in the 492 to
make it easier to get the desired
display on screen and make measurements precisely.
A simplified front panel
The uncluttered appearance of the
front panel is achieved by removing
the scales for the frequency, span,
resolution bandwidth, and
reference-level controls from the
front panel. These parameters are
displayed on the cathode-ray tube
along with the signal. Thus, all the
parameters required to properly
characterize the display are available in one place.

Push this button to measure frequency difference.

The three main elements in a
spectral display — frequency, frequency span, and amplitude reference — are controlled by three large
knobs. Other controls are located
where they are readily available.
In the 492 automatic coupling
between primary controls is usually
used to insure display calibration
for virtually all selections. If the parameters manually selected are
such that amplitude calibration is
not maintained, a warning light indicates the uncalibrated condition
and a "less than" symbol precedes
the reference-level readout to indicate uncalibrated value.
The frequency-span control is
concentric with the resolutionbandwidth selector and the
switches that control span-related
functions such as signal identification, phase-lock stabilization, and
automatic resolution selection are
situated nearby.
Concentric with the referencelevel control is the minimum rfattenuation selector. Vertical display factors, video filters, digital
storage, and other signal
processing function controls are
also appropriately grouped for
easier use.

Single frequency tuning
CTR control.

Microprocessor:ontrolled
resolution permits
operation via
single span control.

The bottom control presets
the attenuation. The outer
control sets reference level.
Figure 1. The three main elements, frequency, frequency span and amplitude reference, are
controlled by three knobs.
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Digital storage
The digital storage option provides
flicker-free displays at the low
sweep rates required for highresolution measurements.
Two displays can be stored separately and displayed simultaneously for comparison, or the difference between the two signals can be
displayed. In addition maximum
signal levels can be captured and
displayed.
The 492 with digital storage also
provides an adjustable noiseaveraging threshold to store and
display signals that would
otherwise be buried in the noise.

Single-knob wideband tuning
A most important spectrum
analyzer function, tuning, is digitally controlled in the 492 by a
Tektronix-designed optical switch.
Spectrum analyzers "tune" by

varying the voltage applied to a
voltage-controlled oscillator (vco).
This is conventionally accomplished with a low-noise potentiometer and precise frequency
selection is difficult.
With a resolution of about one
part in two million, the tuning control of the 492 can set an oscillator
with a 4 GHz range to within 2 kHz.
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Figure 2. Timing is accomplished with a
Tektronix-designed optical switch and two
counter/digital-to-analog converter circuits.
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through the use of two separate
digital-tuning systems. One controls the frequency of the YIG-tuned
first local oscillator through its
main, or coarse, tuning coil. The
second controls the second local oscillator. The tuning rate, referred to
the frequency span displayed, is essentially constant for all frequen-

cies and is set with a single control
knob.
Coupled-control operation
In the 492 the resolution bandwidth
is normally operated in the automatic mode. In AUTO RESOLUTION the bandwidth is 1 MHz for
the wider spans. It is reduced automatically in decade steps as the
span is decreased to maintain a
convenient span-to-resolution
bandwidth ratio. The TIME/DIV
control is usually set to automatically select the fastest sweep speed
compatible with resolution. This
assures proper amplitude
calibration.
Thus when the span-control setting is changed, resolution
bandwidth and time per division
are set automatically to provide a
calibrated display. Either control
function can be manually operated.
Zero span is a mode in which no
sweep is applied to the internal
local oscillators and the sweep displayed is a time base set by the
TIME/DIV control. In this mode the
492 may be used as a modulation
waveform display device with the
time-per-division value displayed
on the crt.

Single knob reference level control
Reference level setting in the 492 is
greatly simplified by using a single
control and by microprocessor control of intermediate-frequency gain

;5

.3

Even finer tuning increments are
effected in the 492.
492, however,

to automatically compensate for the
rf attenuation selected. When the
492 is turned on, rf attenuation is
automatically set to 60 dB to protect the input against inadvertent
applications of a large signal.

Attenuator changes are prohibited in the differential amplitude
measurement mode in order that
highly accurate intermediatefrequency substitution-type measurements can be made. An example
of this substitution technique is described in the article " The 492 Is A
New Generation Spectrum
Analyzer" in this issue.

The internal control system
The simplified front panel and the
ease with which measurements can
be made with the 492 are benefits
realized largely by firmware
microprocessor control.
Interconnection of the many circuit functions to the control microprocessor is by means of static address and data buses. A static-bus
system prevents control-signal interference with sensitive rf and
analog circuitry.

Each of the controlled modules
latches its own control status instructions until change is necessary.
To maximize communications efficiency, controlled modules are
designed to operate without the
burden of scanning the front-panel
settings continuously. When a
front-panel control is changed, the
new setting is encoded and a progenerated. The
cessor interrupt is generated.
processor then initiates the necessary actions.
The system firmware that administers the control is modular.
This simplifies maintenance and
repair.
After the power is turned on the
processor reads headers in the
control-system roms. As each required module is found, its corresponding starting address is read
from the header and stored in a
table in system ram. The table can
be filled in any order, thus the modules may exist in the rom in any
convenient order. The rom is
searched from low-to high-order
address. Since only the first header
reference to a given module is recorded in the ram table, repairs are
made by simply placing a desired
routine at a lower address location.

The run-time linker just described is quite circumspect. A
run-time linker allows repair of
routines in production, as well as
facilitating firmware configuring
for the version of the 492 ordered (a
number of options are offered.) If,
for example, the digital-storage
hardware module is not installed,
the run-time linker will not attempt
to load the digital-storage module
starting address, and the 492 will
operate as a non-digital-storage instrument. Such a design enhances
the ability to keep the 492 in service
should a failure occur. Further,
since one set of roms
roms contain the
firmware modules for all instrument configurations, firmware
can be replaced easily and
unambiguously.

Gain
Control

Figure 3. The distributed filter configuration
eliminates the need for a wide-dynamic-range,
low-noise, controlled-gain
controlled-gain amplifier.

The first local oscillator is tunable over a greater than 4 GHz range,
covering the 50 kHz to 21 GHz basic
frequency range of the 492 in only
five bands, while avoiding
spurious-signal displays (undesired
mixer conversion products.)

Depending on the frequency
band selected one of two first intermediate frequencies (829 MHz or
2.072 GHz) is used. The 2.072 GHz
first i-f is used with external mixers
to cover the 18 to 220 GHz bands to
minimize the display of image frequencies. With two first intermediate frequencies two second
local oscillators are required to
convert to the 110
110MHz second i-f. A
100 MHz crystal-based oscillator
provides conversion to the 10 MHz
third i-f.

Signal handling and processing
A high-performance spectrum
analyzer must have a superb
signal-handling system to make
state-of-the-art measurements. In
the 492 state-of-the-art rf subsystems include a 60 dB step attenuator, a three-stage tuned yig
preselector, and a 50 kHz to 21 GHz
input mixer. (See "First Converter"
With Field Replaceable Diodes in
this issue.)

The variable-resolution filters in
the 492 have a shape factor of 7.5 to
1.1. This is achieved by using a distributed filter configuration as shown
in figure 4. This eliminates the need
for a wide-dynamic-range, lownoise, controlled-gain amplifier at
the output of the variable resolution
section. Bandwidths of 1 MHz to 100
Hz are selectable in decade steps.
The logarithmic amplifier is
similar to that used in other Tektronix spectrum analyzers.
analyzers. The
pulse stretcher function and fine
reference-level adjustments also
occur here.
Finally, after detection, the signal
is routed through the video filters (if
selected) and to the digital-storage
circuitry. Instrument-parameter
information for the crt readout is
multiplexed with the video information in the deflection amplifier
circuitry.

Programmability
The programmable version of the
492 is designated 492P. This version
of the 492 is fully programmable by
means of the IEEE 488-1975 (GPIB)
(GPIB)
standard. The 492P retains all of the
front-panel controls of the nonprogrammable instrument. Since these
controls are digitally interfaced, an

instrument "status profile" is available upon request by a controller
such as the Tektronix 4051 Graphic
Computer System.
M
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The Tektronix 492 is a
New-Generation
Spectrum Analyzer

Morris Engelson, Marketing Manager of Frequency Domain Instruments, has written three
books and between 30 to 40 papers ("depends on how you count" says Morris.) He
helped Tektronix enter the spectrum analyzer
field fifteen years ago. He holds a BEE and a
MEE from C. C.N. Y. An ex-New Yorker, Morris
likes the Northwest and is active in school
board activities. His concern for his family and
others is evident from his efforts in keeping
alive the lessons of the Holocaust by talking to
people in schools and other organizations.
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Since the first spectrum analyzers
were introduced more than forty

years ago, many improvements
have been made in technical performance, ease of use, physical and
environmental capability, and
price/performance relationships.
The recently introduced Tektronix
492 Spectrum Analyzer provides
advances in all these areas, and its
wide range of options permits the
user to select the optimum price/
performance combination for his
application.
Frequency range
The top frequency setting on commercially available spectrum
analyzers has been 60 GHz. The options available on the 492 extend
this upper frequency limit to 220
GHz, while maintaining a lowest
characterized frequency of 50 kHz.
Two technological factors contributed to this high-frequency-end
breakthrough of the 492. The first
was the development by Tektronix
several years ago of the first broadband, fully-amplitude-calibrated
waveguide mixers to 60 GHz for use
with the 7L18
7LI8 spectrum analyzer.
Operating on the fifteenth harmonic of the 7L18's 4-GHz local oscillator, these mixers exhibit only
30 dB of conversion loss. The 492 is
designed to use the same mixers.
The second factor is the use in the
492 of a 2-to-6.3 GHz local oscillator
rather than the traditional octaverange 2-to-4-GHz local oscillator.
The new local oscillator makes possible higher operating frequencies
at lower harmonic conversion
numbers. As a result, the 492 has
full frequency and amplitude calibration to 60 GHz using Tektronix
broadband waveguide mixers. In
addition, full frequency span and
input-frequency calibration are
provided to take advantage of
commercially-available mixers to
220 GHz. Thus, millimeter-wave
spectrum analysis is extended by
160
160 GHz!

Resolution
The resolution bandwidth of the
492 is from 100 Hz to 1 MHz. Combined with less than 50-Hz incidental
fm and the wide operating range of
toO-Hz
the first local oscillator, the 100-Hz
resolution bandwidth setting is
perfectly usable over the full coaxial input-frequency range of 21 GHz.
Indeed, respectable measurements
at 100-Hz resolution setting are possible even at 60 GHz. In addition,
sideband noise is sufficiently low to
permit easy observation of 70-dBdown signals only 3 kHz removed
from a carrier in fundamental
mixing mode.
Stability
Drift, incidental fm, and phase
noise sidebands are some of the
considerations involved in stability.
An area that is not usually discussed is how easily the instrument
can be stabilized and how well it
will stay stabilized.
Although automatic phaselock is
no longer special, the 492 has the
advantage of staying phaselocked
no matter what external temperature change or other adverse
frequency-destabilizing conditions
are experienced. This performance
is a result of routine monitoring of
various internal spectrum-analyzer
functions by a microprocessor.
Whenever frequency drift
threatens to disturb phase lock, the
microprocessor readjusts the
local-oscillator tuning voltage to
maintain balance. The advantage of
this system is that continuous frequency restabilization is not necessary, and ease of measurement is
improved.
Dynamic range
A preselector-equipped 492
provides a full 80-dB on-screen
toO-dBc harmonic
display with 100-dBc
measurements.

Sensitivity
Sensitivity for the 492 is -123 dBm
at 100-Hz
lOO-Hz resolution setting for fundamental conversion in a nonpreselected instrument. Because of
the wide frequency range of the first
local oscillator, fundamental conversion extends to over 7 GHz.
Amplitude accuracy
Besides a typical absolute
amplitude measurement accuracy
of 3.3 dB, the 492 introduces
amplitude comparison in 0.25-dB
steps by means of its differential
amplitude (delta A) function. This
variation of the i-f substitution
technique provides 200 quarter-dB
steps for precision amplitude comparison over a 50-dB range. The result is improved ease and accuracy
whenever relative amplitudes have
to be determined, such as in AM,
FM, or pulse signal measurements.
Programmability
All front-panel measurement settings are fully programmable via
the IEEE-488 General Purpose
Interface Bus in the programmable
492P. Control settings and signal
display information can be manipulated by a controller such as a Tektronix 4050 Series Graphic Computing System intelligent terminal.

Technical performance
In the area of technical performance, the 492 introduces advances
in three of the seven most-quoted
performance specifications (highest
input frequency, microprocessor
phaselock control, and quarter-dB
amplitude comparison) without
sacrificing the high standards of
performance that users have come
to expect from modern spectrum
analyzers. The result is an instrument that covers the full radiofrequency spectrum (including
much of the millimeter-wave area),
that stays phaselocked, and that
provides a new standard in relative
amplitude measurements. Some of
these capabilities are illustrated in
the accompanying photographs.
Figure 1 shows a 104-GHz
104-GHz signal
displayed on the 492. The internal
noise level is 40 dB below full
screen, providing 40-dB measurement range at 1-MHz resolution setting.

Figure 2(a) shows two signals of
slightly differing amplitude level.
The vertical display has been set to
2 dB/div, and the reference level in
the upper left corner is set for 0-dB
reference in preparation for
amplitude-difference measurements. Figure 2(b) shows the
same signals after the smaller signal has been set to full screen. The
change in level setting shows as
3.25 dE.^
dB. Iii!!

(a)

(b)

-Jfl

I

t

Figure 2. Amplitude comparison measurements
can be made within 0.25 dB as illustrated in
these two photos.

Figure 1. High frequency performance of the 492 is demonstrated in this photo of a 104 GHz signal
displayed with 1 MHz resolution.
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Making Measurements
with the 492
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By Morris Engelson,
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Spectrum Analyzers are used for a
large variety of measurements in
applications ranging from EMC to
doppler radar, and from FM broadcasting to oscillator purity determination. Whatever the application
the primary emphasis is on checking the amplitude and determining
frequency spectrum distribution of
a signal. The following applications
illustrate some conventional and
some not so conventional capabilities of the TEKTRONIX 492
Spectrum Analyzer.

Using digital storage in FM
measurements
A common spectrum analyzer application in FM is establishing deviation by the bessell-null tech-

nique. The usual procedure is to
change the deviation setting which
produced the display (shown in figure 1) until a carrier null is obtained
as illustrated in figure 2. In figure 2
we observe the first carrier null at a
modulation index of 2.4. Since the
modulation frequency is 10 kHz
peak deviation is calculated to be
24 kHz (2.4x10
(2.4 x 10 = 24 kHz).
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After establishing deviation it is
sometimes difficult to get back to
the original setting. Use of the SAVE
SAVE
feature of digital storage makes reproduction of original settings
easier. This is illustrated in figure 3
where the original spectrum is
saved in one memory while the
bessell-null condition is displayed
by the second memory. After the
measurement is completed the
original spectrum display, held in
the first memory, is available as a
guide for re-establishing the original equipment set up. These measurements were performed at
14.5 GHz. Yet the display is clean and
your ability to resolve the FM
sidebands is unimpaired.

.

Signal purity and stability
measurements
The high stability and signal purity
capabilities of the 492 have already
been shown in the previous photos
at 14.5 GHz.
The 492 is excellent for measuring close-in sideband noise because
of its high stability and purity of
signal reproduction. In figure 4 the
noise level is almost 60 dB down at
a point only 500 Hz away from the 6
GHz carrier, improving to 70 dBc at
2 kHz offset from the carrier. These
measurements were made using a
resolution setting of 100 Hz. The exceptional capability for clean displays designed into the 492 is illustrated in figure 5 which shows the
resolution of 500 Hz sidebands at an
input frequency of 21 GHz.
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Using the delta modes
The 492 features differential
amplitude and differential frequency modes that provide easier
I

is determined to be at 3.00 dB
below carrier (figure 7). The right
sideband is at -3.50 dBc (figure 8)
and the next set of sidebands are
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9). The 492 provides over 50 dB of
measurement range in the delta
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16.25 dB down from carrier (figure

amplitude mode in increments of
0.25 dB.

...

so

After the carrier peak is set to the
full-screen reference the differential

with the reference level control and

,.

."

improving measurement accuracy
over other techniques.

the reference level to 0.00 dB (upper
left corner of figure 6). The first
sideband on the left is then positioned to the top of the display

.
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means for you to make these measurements. The delta A mode increments in 0.25 dB steps, greatly

amplitude mode is activated setting
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Figure 6

The frequency difference (AF)
mode enhances the measurement
accuracy when determining frequency differences between widely
spaced signals. In figure 10 two signal components appear to be 500
MHz apart. But, is the separation
precisely 500 MHz or 510 MHz, or

493 MHz, or what? By reducing the
span to 1 MHz/div. and activating
the frequency difference mode, the
frequency readout is set to 0 MHz
reference (upper center of figure 11).
11) .
Tuning the next signal to center

screen we note that the frequency
spacing is 501 MHz (shown in
figure 12).*-!
12).1ill:
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Packaging a Portable
Spectrum Analyzer for
Performance,
Maintainability, and
Survival.

Car/os
Carlos Beeck was born in Lima, Peru. He came
to the United States as an Air Force Cadet for
engineering training. Carlos has a BSME
BSME from
the California Institute of Technology and received an aeronautical engineering degree
from Cal-Aero. At Tektronix since 1968, Carlos
has participated in component and advanced
mechanical engineering projects including
work on the 7L5, TR 501,
501 TR 502, 7L13, 7L18,
7L18.
and 492. He holds patents for the opto-switch
and the rfrfhybrid package. Outside interests include wood working, inventing and painting.

The design goals for the 492 spectrum analyzer package included
meeting the standards of the rigid
military specification MIL-T28800B, Type III, Class 3, Style C. In
addition, the 492 had to be suitable
for laboratory environments. The
instrument also had to be readily
maintained.
A rugged frame
Aluminum castings, combining
strength with lightness, are used for
the basic frame structure of the 492.
There are a front and rear casting,
and two identical side-rail castings.
The rf deck spans the bottom portion of the frame tying the structure
together.
A longitudinal member from the
front casting to a transverse
member adds further strength and
provides support for plug-in circuit
modules.
These modules plug into a
mother board and are secured with
screws. Any module can be readily
removed for repair or be serviced on
an extender board. The front-panel
assembly and low-voltage power
supply also plug-in and are easily
removed for servicing.

Crt considerations
The best shock survival for a crt of
the size available for the 492 was
about 40 g's. Testing to MIL-TMTL-T28800B indicated that the crt
should withstand accelerations of
at least 100 g's.
Using computer analysis it was
determined that the vibration
dampers, which maintain the position of the electron gun in the crt
neck, should be enlarged to produce
a tube capable of withstanding in
excess of 120 g's.
This rugged crt was then
uniquely cantilevered from the
front casting in a system of glassfilled nylon mounting wedges.
These wedges hold the crt securely
and tighten their grip as the crt encounters shock.
Improved cabinet feet and top
stacking guides of vinyl rubber
were developed to absorb shock and
thereby limit the shock forces
applied to the crt and other components and structures. Maximum
shock applied to the crt with this
system was 80 g's, well within the
100
100 gtarget.
g target.

.

,;3m ,.,

Figure 1. The 492 without covers.
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492 Specifications
FREQUENCY RELATED

Frequency Range — 50 kHz to 21 GHz with
internal mixer, to 220 GHz with external mixers.
Option 08 deletes coverage above 21 GHz (calibrated mixers to 60 GHz available from
Tektronix).
Frequency Accuracy — ±0.2% or 5 MHz,
whichever is greater, +20% of span/div.
Frequency Readout Resolution — Within
1MHz.
1 MHz.
Frequency Span per Division —10
-10 kHz to 200
MHz plus zero and full band max span, down to
500 Hz with Option 03 in 1-2-5 sequence.
Frequency Span Accuracy — ±5% of span/
spanl
div, measured over center eight divisions.
Resolution Bandwidth @ 6 dB Points — 1
MHz to 1 kHz (100 Hz for Option 03) in decade
±20%.. manually or automatically
steps within ±20%.,
selected.

Resolution Shape Factor (60/6 dB) — 7.5;
maximum.
a
-'a

Figure 2. The ruggedized crt and crt mounting wedges.

..

Mechanical innovations enhance
maintainability and performance
Many other innovations, while not
major in themselves, enhance the
buildability, maintainability,
usability, and appearance of the 492
instrument.
Several options allow the user to
order the 492 configured for a particular application. To simplify the
production changes required by
these options the traditional
anodized-aluminum front panel has
been replaced by a clear
polycarbonate-plastic front panel
laminated to an aluminum back
plate. The panel nomenclature and
colors are silk-screened on the back
of the polycarbonate. Thus panel
nomenclature resists deterioration
and the front panel becomes highly
scratch resistant.

The rf deck is also designed to
facilitate the addition or deletion of

components and contributes to the
design goal of maintainability. Any
rf component can be removed or installed in less than ten minutes.
A new method of making semirigid coaxial-cable connections,
used in the 492, contributes to a
very low voltage standing wave
ratio (between 1.01 to 1.02:1.00). The

outer conductor of the coax is flared
to receive a ferrule and nut which
screws on the female portion of the
connector. This replaces the traditional soldered connection.fcr
connection. k
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Offset Frequency (kHz)

Typical filler shape, phase noise sidebands, and sensitivity
factors
SMSlIIVd}llactou:
for fundamental mixing on a preselected 492 (Option 01).

SPURIOUS RESPONSES

Residual (no input signal) — -100 dBm
dBm or
less referenced to input mixer for fundamental
conversion.
Harmonics — At least -60 dBc for full screen
signal in the Min Distortion mode to 21 GHz. At
least -100 dBc for preselected Option 01.1.7
01.1.7 to
21 GHz.

Intermodulation — 3rd order products at least
-70 dB down from two full screen signals within
any frequency span in the Min Distortion mode.
At least -100 dB down for two signals spaced
more than 100 MHz apart from 1.7
1.7 to 21 GHz
GHz for
preselected Option 01.
01 .
STABILITY
(after 2 hour warm-up)

Residual FM — (1 kHz p-p) x n (mixing number)
for 2 ms time duration, improves to (50 Hz) x n
for 20 ms with phaselock Option 03.
Long Term Drift: 200 kHz/hour
kHz/hour unphaselocked,
25 kHz/hour phaselocked for fundamental
mixing.
Noise Sidebands — At least 75 dBc @ 30X
resolution offset (70 dBc for
for 100 Hz resolution)
for fundamental mixing.
AMPLITUDE RELATED

Reference Level Range — -123 dBm to +40
dBm (+30 dBm maximum safe input) for 10
dB/div and 2 dB/div log modes. 20 nV/div to
2 V/div (1 W maximum safe input) in the linear mode.
Continue to page number 13
11

A First Converter with
Field Replaceable Diodes

The instrument architecture of the
492 requires that the first converter,
or input mixer, operate from 50
KHz to 21 GHz. This wide range of
input frequencies precludes using a

Phil Snow received his BSEE from California
State University, LA. in 1962. Prior to coming to
Tektronix in 1974 he designed radar receivers
and radar receiver components and was a microwave hybrid processing services consultant. Phil is presently manager of the Microwave Technology Group in Tektronix Labs. He is
the author of papers on surface acoustic wave
filters and fabrication. His inventions include the
"Resistive Weighted Transducer."
Transducer. " and a "Microwave Integrated Circuit Package."
Package." Phil and
his family live in the Beaverton,
Beaverton, Oregon area.

double-balanced mixer since it is
not presently possible to build an
appropriately coupled input-signal
feed-structure that will function
over such a broad frequency
spectrum.
Since the first local oscillator
(LO) of the 492 tunes over a frequency range from 2 to 6 GHz, a
single-balanced mixer, in which the
LO and RFII
RF/IF ports are isolated, is
the best choice. Single-balanced
mixers generate just one-half the intermodulation (IM)
(1M) products of an
unbalanced mixer and reduce the
signal level of the LO at the RF port,
an important factor for a 492 when
operated without a preselector.
A stripline 3 dB quadrature
coupler cascaded with a 90 degree
phase shifter is chosen as "nearly
optimum" for the first converter.
This configuration provides
broadband microwave performance in a converter package that is
easy to build, reliable, and reasonably priced. The diagram in figure 1 shows the concept of this
four-port network.
A port-to-port analysis of the cascaded distributed circuits in figure
1 reveals that a voltage applied to
port 1 produces equal voltages (reduced by a factor of 0.707) at ports 3
and 4, with a 180 degree phase difference. Equal in-phase voltages
applied at ports 3 and 4 will add at
port 2 and cancel at port 1.1.

Experience from lowerfrequency, lumped-element designs
indicates that the junction of two
Schottky diodes makes an ideal RF
port, with the LO applied to port 1.
Since the impedances of the coupler
and phase shifter affect the input
match at the RF port, the distributed network is designed to operate from 2 to 21 GHz instead of just
the 2 to 6.3 GHz range of the first
LO.
Port 2 is selected as the IF port
because IM products generated in
the diodes are summed in-phase at
this port and do not have to be filtered out at the RF port. Since the
RF and IF ports are not isolated, a
directional filter selects the 2.072
GHz IF. A diplexer selects the 829
MHz IF (see figure 2). These filtering structures are used because they
provide a broadband match to the
non-isolated RF and IF ports.
Due to the reflected resistance of
the balanced feed (50 ohms at ports
3 and 4), the usual mixer conversion
loss is increased by about 3 dB, because half of the RF power is lost in
the resistive loads that appear in
series with the Schottky diodes.
Another 3 dB is lost in the power
split between RF and IF ports since
converted power is removed from
nne port.
only one

-SdBQUAD
-3d8QUAO

Port
Pori2

Port3

x
Portl
Port 1

90·
Phase
Shifter
_ _ _ _ _ Port4

Figure 1.
1. A stripline quadrature coupler cascaded with a 90-degree phase shifter provides
broadband microwave performance in a converter package that is easy to build, reliable, and
reasonably priced.
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Additional 492
492 Specifications
2.072 GHz

Reference Level Steps —10
-10dB, 1 dB, and
0.25 dB for relative level (A) measurements in
log mode. 1 -2-5 sequence and 1 dB equivalent
increments in LIN
LIN mode.
Reference Level Accuracy — Amplitude
change of 0.25 dB ±0.05,1
±0.05,l dB ±0.2 dB, 10 dB
±0.5 dB; to a maximum of ±1.4 dB for 60 dB
and ±2 dB for 90 dB reference level change
when gain change and attenuation do not offset
each other.

50 OHM

RF Port

Display Dynamic Range — 80 dB @ 10
10dB/div,
16
16dB @
@2 dB/div and 8 divisions linear.
Display Amplitude Accuracy—
Accuracy- ±1 dB/10dB
dB/10dB

LO

Port

to maximum of ±2 dB/80 dB; ±0.4 dB/2 dB to
maximum of ±1 dB/16dB;
dB/16 dB; ±5% of full screen in

Figure 2. Simplified block diag ram showing first converter inputs and output, and selection of the

LIN mode.*
mode.
Resolution Bandwidth Gain Variation — ±0.5 dB.

829 MHz and 2.072 GHz IPs.
IFs.

Thus, the first converter has an
intrinsic loss of about 12 dB compared to the usual 6 dB.
dB. However, a
very-flat (±1 dB typical) fundamental is achieved.
Low capacity (0.1 pF) and lowinductance (0.1 nH) beam-lead
Schottky diodes are used as
switching devices in the first converter to achieve wide-band performance to 21 GHz. The Schottky
diodes are mounted on a quartz
thin-film suspended substrate. The
substrate is mounted directly into
the stripline feed-structure of the
3.)
converter (see figure 3.)

The mixer housing need not be
opened to replace the Schottky diodes; only a small, easily removable
"dual diode assembly" is involved.
This simplifies field replacement of
diodes exposed to excessive input
E
power. K
..,

•Flatness and accuracy specifications do not apply to the 30, 40, 50, and
60 dBrf attenuator positions between 19 and 20 GHz.
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frequency for a preselected 492 (Option 01)
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a.

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Internal Mixer — Type N female connector,
VSWR1.45
VSWR
1.45 to 18 GHz, and 3.5 to 21 GHz; with
10 dB or more attenuation.
Optimum Level for Linear Operation —
-30 dBm referenced to mixer.
1 dB Compression Point--28
Point— -28 dBm from 1.7
to 2 GHz for Option 01; otherwise -10 dBm.
Maximum Safe Input Level — +13
+13 dBm without Option 01, +30 dBm (1 W) with Option 01,
zero rf
rf attenuation.
zera
Attenuator Power Limit—
Limit- +30 dBm (1 W)
continuous, 75 W peak for 1 /us
p-S or less pulse
width and 0.001 maximum duty factor.
PHYSICAL

Figure 3. The first converter with the easily- replaceable input-diode assembly.

Environmental Characteristics — Per MIL-TMIL-T28800B type III, class 3, style C.
Configuration — Portable, 20 kg (44 Ib) (all
options), 12 x 32.7 x 49.9 cm (6.9 x 12.9 x 19.7

in) without handle or cover.
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A Switching Power
Supply for the 492
Portable Spectrum
Analyzer

Until recently the weight and power
consumption of conventional
supplies have made the highperformance portable analyzer a
rarity. Therefore, the power-supply
design group for the 492 needed to
develop a compact, high-efficiency
supply. One that was compatible
with the noise-sensitive circuitry of
the proposed analyzer.
The 492 Spectrum Analyzer's
high accuracy called for extensive
use of power-consuming linear circuits. The portability objective
placed stringent limits on weight
and size. The instrument would also
have to meet the requirements of
MIL-T-28800 general specifications,

as well as the specifications for electromagnetic interference of MILSTD-462. High performance and reliability were major design criteria.
And UL and IEC safety requirements were additional design goals.
Added to the challenge was the
noise-sensitive nature of spectrum
analyzer circuits.

A pulse-width modulated supply
A pulse-width modulated (PWM)
circuit topology offered the way to
greatly reduce weight and increase
the efficiency of the 492 power
supply.

David Leatherwood joined Tektronix in 1976
bringing with him experience in miniaturized
and militarized power supplies. He has been in
power conversion since he received his
B.S.E.E.T.
B.S.EE T. from University of Houston in 1974.

He is currently a project engineer with the
Power Supply Design Group. A native of Texas,
David and his wife and three children live in
Portland, Oregon. A member of the Sierra Club,
he collects wine and repairs TVs (for neighbors and acquaintances who discover his
occupation.)

Figure 1. The plug-in power supply is easily replaced.
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Figure 2. 492 Power supply block diagram.

The pulse-width modulator is a
high-frequency, power-switching
circuit. Output voltage is controlled
by varying the duty cycle.
However, this approach required
additional normal-mode and
common-mode line filters that
were low in radiating or receiving
stray fields.

Design highlights
Fast recovery diodes with
resistive/capacitive units (snubbers), which damp energy during
diode turn-off, are used as the main
line rectifiers. Bleeder resistors
connected to the primary supply
rectifiers eliminated the weight of a
separate "housekeeping" supply for
control logic.
The relatively-high switching
frequency of 33 kHz used in the
converter
convertor simplifies filtering and
improves regulator transient response. The output-sense feedback
to the primary control circuits is
quick acting, using a digital signal
coupled via a high-speed optoisolator (typical data-rate capability of 10 megabits per second.) Such
speeds are necessary because propagation delay contributes to inadequate phase margin and poor
loop stability.

The heart of the power supply is
the main silicon switching transistors that convert dc voltage from
the line-filter capacitors to ac
square-wave power at the transformer primary. The transistors
were selected for short storage time
and isolated cases. Short storage
time allows switching at the 33 kHz
rate without damage and noisegenerating cross conduction, while
the isolated case prevents electrostatic coupling of collectorswitching signals to chassis ground.
A PWM supply requires an averaging inductive filter on each of
the nine outputs to dc average the
switching waveform. Lumping nine
secondary inductors in a single
primary-tank choke reduced the
space required for the required filtering in the 492 supply.
In a PWM power-supply tank circuit the peak-to-peak primary voltage can be regulated to any value
up to the dc input voltage supplied
to the switching transistors by simply varying the input pulse width.
The switching waveform's fundamental component is passed
through a series-resonant tank to
the power transformer with little
loss and the harmonic content is
rejected by the reactance of the
inductor.

When the duty cycle is reduced
by increasing transistor hold-off
time in response to load or line
variations, the fundamental component decreases, causing a reduction in primary voltage. The filtering effect of the series L-C transforms
an approximately 400 volt pulsating voltage into a symmetrical
square-wave voltage and a
sine wave current. With squarewave voltage and sinewave current
in the secondary, output diodes
switch at the zero crossing of current. This greatly reduces switching
losses and electromagnetic interference (EMI) generation caused by
diode "snap."
The many supply voltages required by the 492 are provided by
three secondary windings on the 33
kHz power transformer. These preregulated voltages are used for
on-site three-terminal regulators
and for non-critical loads such as
heaters, solenoids, and graticule
illumination.
Circuits requiring tightly regulated voltages, (typically less than
0.5% over full line and load
variations), are supplied by four
linear series-pass regulators. These
regulators, are fed by the preregulated voltages to greatly increase
operating efficiency.
Most 492 circuits plug into a
main mother board. Rather than
have power distributed in a random
manner to the various elements, a
central power area was established
on the mother board. The regulated
outputs are remotely sensed in this
area and radially distributed to the
plug-in module circuits. In this way,
circuit-run losses are compensated
and circuit interaction is
minimized.
The entire switching power supply can be easily replaced for field
repair or operated on an extender
for ease in servicing. 4«t
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New Products
Data Analyzer Combines State,
Timing, Serial, and Signature
Analysis.

High Level Language Support for
Motorola 6800 And 6802

New State-Of-The-Art in Audio
Signal Purity
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308 Data Analyzer
The 308 Data Analyzer is a
keyboard controlled multifunctional, portable data analyzer.
It can be operated as a parallel
timing analyzer, a parallel state
analyzer, a serial state analyzer, or a
signature analyzer.
The parallel timing analyzer
provides 8 channels at 20 MHz with
252 bits/channel memory size. The
8 channel parallel word recognizer
provides internal triggering upon
recognition of preset digital-system
state; this capability is expandable
to 24 channels with the optional
P6406 Word Recognizer Probe.
Digital delay counts up to 65,535
clocks; data can be stored at sample
intervals of 50 ns to 200 ms.
Parallel state analyzer functions
are similar to the parallel timing
analyzer functions except that displays are in binary, octal, and
hexadecimal format.
The serial state analyzer acquires
5, 6, 7, or 8 bits/character data synchronously or asynchronously.
Two-character word recognition
provides internal triggering upon
recognition of present digital system state. Digital delay counts up to
65,535 words; data can be stored at
baud rates of 50 baud to 9600 baud.
The stored data is displayed on the
crt screen in binary, hex, and ASCII
format.

SG 505 Oscillator
The SG 505 establishes a new
state-of-the-art in signal purity
top-of- the-line
(0.0008% THD). This top-of-the-line
sinewave oscillator, addresses
the needs of professional audio
measurement. The SG 505 is
another in the growing line of TM
500 Modular Test and Measurement
products.
FEATURES

Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 100 kHz
;;;:0.0008%
Harmonic Distortion: ^0.0008%
THD (typically 0.0003%)
Calibrated Output: Yes
Step Attenuators Range: +10 to
-60dBM
±0.1 db.
-60 dBM±OJ
Level Flatness (audio range):
±0.1 dB.
:to.l
Maximum Output Voltage: 6 V rms.
Sync. Output: 200 mV rms
sinewave.
Intermodulation Test Signal:
Option 01.

8002A Microprocessor Lab
6800 Modular Development
Language
The 6800 Modular Development
Language (MDL/6800) is an option
for the 8002A Microprocessor Lab.
This option broadens the high-level
language support offered by Tektronix for the Motorola 6800 and
6802. The total MDL//L/,
MDLI JL offering now
includes the 8080A, 8085A, the
8080A subset of the Z80A, 6800,
and 6802.
MDL/6800 is a modified form of
ANSI minimal BASIC. It supports
modular programming and the use
of specific 6800/6802 features and
8002A I/O resources. This allows
program development to be divided
among several engineers working in
parallel. Software can then be
developed in modular components
and compiled separately. Subroutines and data defined in one
module may be referenced by
another. The 6800/6802 I/O and
interrupt structures as well as
8002A peripherals and file I/O can
be accessed with MDL/6800 constructs. The language provides data
handling capabilities for integers,
strings, and arrays of these types.

1/80
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Data Analyzer. This small, IIghtwelghl instrument
packs more measurement power than yOU could
normally carry using bOth hands,
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Portable Data Analyzer
Speeds Test and Service
of Microprocessor-Based
Systems
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Nc.\, microprocessor-b<lsed products are
announced almost daily. Hundreds more
are in the design stage. The circuit com·
plexity and divClosity of signals pI'escnl
in these produclS complicate their man·
ufacture and maintainability. It is imperative. therefore. 10 have an effective,
efficienl means of testing and servicing
such prooucu.
Figure 1depicts a typical microprocessor.bascd system. Thrt:e major
categories of ignal arc present: input
and output signals in serial logic. address and data bus signals in parallel
logic. and timing and control signals
such as CLOCK. READ. WRITE. RESET.
etc.
To test such a s}'stem effectively, each
type of signal must be monitored in an
optimum manner and analyzcd differ·
cnlly. For example. the relationship of
the clock and control signals is best
analyzed using a parallel timing displ;ly.
Bus trans.'lctions ;Ire usu;llly observcd
using parallel state analysis, and serial
data through the communications port
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using serial stale analysis. Signature
analysis compl'esses sequential data
into a four character alphanumeric code
for quick GO/NO GO information,
Modes that can be obsen.'l..'tI as clocked
data can be tested using signature
analysis.
Usually several different instruments
would be needed 10 acquire and displa}'
the varied signals in the desired format.
Now. all of these capabilities - parallel
timing. parallel state. serial state. and
sigm.Hure analysis - are combined in
one lightweight. portable instrumenl,
the Sony/Tektronix 308 Data Analyzer.
The operation of the 308 is controlled
from a front-panel keyboard. which
greatly simplifies mode and parameter
selection. Within the four basic opera·
ting modes, there are several subfunctions available, Forexample, in the
p'lraltel timing mode you can selccI the
menu timing display, liming cursor display, or timing window display. In the
parallel and serial state modes there is a
choice of four displays: menu, cursor,
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Ag. t. Typical tricroprocessor·baSed system reqUIres v8ried dal8 aoquislDon lec:hrllques for
thorough analysis of its activities
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search, and compare. In the signalUre
mode you can select eilher hold or repeal
modes. In addition, there are several
diagnostic displays available for selfchecking the 308's operation.
A menu displayed in Ihe upper portion
of the screen lists the operaling mode
selecled and the operaling parameters
to be set from the keyboard. The data
entr"y format selecled (hc:<adL'Cimal, octal, binary, or decimal), sample or hItch
mode, pte 01' posl-trigger display, trigger
word, source, and delay, and otherl>Cl'linent paramelers arc included in the
menu. It serveS to dil'L"Ct the Ol>crator in
setting up the 308 and lets one know, at
all times, the currenl setup.

Acquired dala is slored in an 8 x 252
bil Data Memory. Siored dala can Ihen
be copied into a Reference Memory and
be available for a Compare funclion.
However, only Ihe contents of Data
Memory can be displayed. In the Compare mode, differences in the two
memories arc highlighted by display in
inverse video. H the two memories
match, Ihe 308 can automatically restar·t data acquisilion and continue unlil
1. difference in daw is detected. The restart feature allows an automatic search
for an inlermittent 1)l'oblem. A count of
the numbc.· of times the memories
malch is displayed at Ihe bottom of the
screen.

Acquiring data
Data and Irigger inpuls are localed at
the side of the 308 to keep Ihe fronl panel
dear for operating ease. An eight channel data probe provides inputs for acquiring parnJlel data al rates up 10 20
MHz. Serial data and signature inputs
are via a single, high-irnp<---dance probe.
Serial word lengths of 5,6,7 or 8 bits can
be selected and data acquired al rates
from 50 to 9600 baud.

Trigger versatility
Ouick, easy selection of a variety of trigger modes is in keeping with the other
attributes of the 308. The trigger word is
defined from the keyboord and can be
progrnmmed in hexadecimal or other of
Ihe data entry modes. Eight inputs to the
trigger are pro\ ided by lhe Data Acquisition probe. These can be augmented by
an optional 16-bit Word Recogni7.er
probe. An eXlCmaltrigger qualifier

Fig. 2. Versatilily, operating ease, and small size make the 308 useful In a wide range of
applications. Here'he 308 is being used to analyze graphic 'ermina! operallon.
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input adds a bil for a total trigger word
length of25 bils. A word recognizer
trigger output is pro\'ided for triggering an oscilloscope or other external
equipment.
When triggering internally from the
serial probe input, the menu calls for
defining two con~utive data bytes as
the trigger word (figure 3). External
triggering can be accomplished by a
single bit via channel 0 of the Data Acquisition pl'Obc. A pl'Ogrammablc tdgger
delay of up to 65,535 counts or words is
available in parallel and sedal operating
modes. Data displays can be either pre
or post delayed lrigger.ln the pre mode
the delayed trigger is positioned lltthe
240th position in the 252 byte data
memory; in the post mode it is posi.
tioned at the 13th position. Data acquisition can be stopped manually at any
time by pressing a STOP key. The last
239 bytes acquired are then displayed.
Data display
Once the data is acquired and slored, it
can be displayed in one of several formats. In the parallel timing format up to
168 eight· bit words can be viewed simulumeously. A window mode provides a
magnifying effecl for close analysis of
timing relationships, by displaying only
84 or 42 words. The window can be positioned anywhere in the 252.byte memo
ol'y by the horizontal position contr'Ol.
For parallel state display, data is conveniently displayed in three fOl'mats
simultaneously - hexadecimaL aclal,
and binary. The same applies to serial
state displays except that octal is replaced by ASCII. Up 10 twelve lines of
data are displayed at one time. The vcr·
tical position control allows the
operntor 10 step forward and backward
through memory
In addition to the usual menu display
modes, several special displays are
ayailable. These include cursor modes,
window, compare, search, and extended
serial displa)'s. Each display meets a
specific need, enabling the operator to
view the desired data in an optimum
manner.
I.n signature analysis mode, the 16-bit
words are converted to a four·ch •• racter
alphanumeric signature and displayed

example of the latter would be analysis
of the parity bil. The activity of bit 7 can
be shown along one line in the timing
display with up to 168 bytes in the display at one time,
In performing signature analysis, correci information depends on both the
gate formation signals and the data Ihey
frame for the signature. A faulty signature can be caused by a faulty signal on
any of Ihe lines - STA RT, STOp' CLOCK,
or DATA. The clock-sampled START and
STOP lines can be observed using paral.
lei display modes, without changing any
probe connections (just press the appropriate keys). Parallel modes are useful in identifying a sluck START line. an
unstable START/STOP line, etc. By applying one of the parallel data input
probes to the signature analyzer data
poinl, the data patlern can be observed
relalive to the gating information.
As the seri;'ll and signatul'C data
memories are identical, a comparison
can be made between data acquired in
each mode. Thus, a reference memory
Fig. 3. Some 01 the many displays available on
the 308. Changing from one display to another is
accomplished by one or two keystrokes.

in one of two formats, In the hold mode.
a signaturc is acquired and displayed
each time the HOLD/RESET key is
pressed. Up to eight signatures can be
displayed at one time, with a < symbol
indicating a change in signature.
In the repeat mode. signatures are repeatedly acquired. If a change in signature is detected, a FAULT sign is flashed
momentarily and the new signature is
displayed. This is a very useful mode for
isolating intermittent malfunctions.

A microprocessor-based system
The versatile acquisition and display
capability of the 308 is accomplished
through use of a microprocessor controlIeI'. Some features arc the result of
firmware residing in ROM, while others
are highly dependent on groups of
hardware components. The simplified
block diagram in figure 4 shows some of
the details. The key factor in determining which features require additional
haJ'dware is the speed with which each
function must be performed. This differs
for each of the subinstruments,
The powerful dIsplays, and thetr abtlily to help the user understand the data,
arc the I'esult of firmware. Over 18,000
bytes of pl'Ogram arc used. The basic instnlmenl control is designed as a state
milch inc, with transactions between
stales controlled by keystrokes. Each
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Acquisition and display synergism

One of the many unique functions in the
308 allows dala acquired in one mode to
be displayed in anOlher, FOI' example,
when using parallel acquisition, the dis·
play call be done with serial displays
that will analyze parity and decode
ASCII.
When using sel'ial acquisition, the
parallel displays can be used to show
octal information, and the parallel liming displays can show a summary of
trends over long sequences of data. An

can be obtained from iI data bus, ilod
compared to test points on the other side
of a USART (communicalions intelface)
and its line drillers.

ACOUISITION
M~MORY

OISPlAY
CONTROL
SERIAL DATA
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o.>TA

I --
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram 01 the 308. The data paths lor the three subinstruments start at the
proo&S, pass Ihrough separate high·speed circuils, thetl merge at the microprocessor controller
for processing and display.
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stale has ilS unique display form. Within
each display state, fields of the display
can be controlled wilh different keystrokes, For example, posilioning of the
cursor or window. The lhree acquisition
syslems can be invoked from any of their
associaled display sl:.l!es simply by
pressing lhe START key.
The parallel logic functions are required 10 work at speeds up 10 20 MHz.
Thus. all of the decisions nt.'Cded 10 Slore
a full acquisilion have 10 be mndc at
hardware speeds: decisions like do I
have a lrigger. have r delayed 10 the delayed triggel" poinl. was lhe <lcquisilion
terminated with a full data memory, etc.
An inleresting part of the parallel acquisition circuilry is dllta latching. In
SAMPLE mode. d[l(a is accepled by
normal setup and hold rules. In the latch
mode. however, each sample period records any change from the previous
sample period's recorded value without
regard to when the change occurred.
This is imporotant when trying 10 observe
changes in data lhal arc nol occurring
ncar clock edges. EX<lmples arc glilches
in the middle of sample intervals and
other nonsynchronous activily, such as
observing pallerns with periods much
longer th1m could be recoloded synchronously.
In the serial data acquisition system,
data speeds arc much slower. The hardware is used to inleropret the bit-to-byte
lransformation protocol. After that, the
byles of information arc completely
handled by firmware. The firmware delcrmincs if a lrigger has been rcceived.
counts the delay 10 lhe delay trigger,
senses protocol erroors, reorienlS lhe acquired data inlo the main dala memory,
etc. Finally, lhe displays are formed by
lhe firlllware in a way similar (0 lhose of
lhe pat'allcllogic an'llyzer.
In lhe signalure ,lllalyzer, the data
input ratcsare. again, 20 MHzo Thus. the
signnture gate formation and data manipulal ion musl bc done wilh hardware
up to lhe poinl where a signature is
formed. Signatures arc lhen moved into
the microprocessor control system
where lhey arc ploocessed fOlo fault information and displayed.
The input circuilry is chosen to milkc a
few probes serve many purposes. Where
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Fig. 5. Easy access to circullry even wilh the 308 powered

sevcml signals 3r"e going to be used together. a multiple input probe is used.
Where changing from onc lesl poinl to
anolher is impol't<.lnt. a single inpul
probe is uscd.
Thc data patl1s for the three subinstruments slun at lhe probes, pass
through separale high-speed acquisition
circuils, and lhen merge al the microprocessor conlroller for processing and
display. Nole the parallel acquisition
circuit contains delay counters. and a
word recognizer. The serial acquisition
has the same functions, btltlhey do not
appe"r in cirocuitry. InSlead, the microprocessor conI roller performs the serial
word recognition und delay counling
funClions.
Self-test diagnostics

[n many instances, v<lhmble lime is lost
trying 10 fix defective equipment Wilh a
test illSln1l11Cnl which is, itself, fault yo A
sel of diagnostic routines resident in lhe
308 precludes the probabilily of lhis
happening to a 308 user.
A self-lest pl"ocedure is invokcd each
lime the inSlrument is powered 1.11'. The
display informs the operator lhal a sclfleSt is in progress and then indicates OK

up facilitates calibration and servicing.

if no errol'S are fOl"med, If an error is
detected, a code denoling the type of
crrordelected is displayed. Aseries of six
user-iniliated diagnostics can then be
called up 10 help in locating the source of
the problem. A sevenlh routine designed
specifically for the service technician is
also resident.
The 30B is mechanically designed for
cas)' access 10 components, and can be
operated and fully calibratcd while
sprcnd open (figure 5). Modularily and
the use of ribbon cable connections
allow quick. easy rcplacement of subassemblies or component pans.
Summary

The task of testing and sen'icing the
myriad of micropr'OCessot-bascd products entering the markelplace is of increasing importunceo The Sony!
Teklronix .308 Datn Analyzer combir'cs
in one compact, Iightweighl instl"ument
the data acquisition nnd display
capabilities needed loeffectively lest
and service such products.
Microprocessor-based. ilself, the 30B
provides a 10W-COSl, yet vcrsa1ilc solution to many of lodny's digital instrument problems.

An Automatic Video
Signal Parameter
Measuring Instrument
with Logging Capabilities

-----------

----------

The "vital signs" of ever)' television
broadcasting system must be monitored
and logged at frequent intervals. II is
required by government regulations 10
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ensure that equipment is set up and operating properly. Of equal importance, is
the opportunity such monitoring affords
rorearly dCIe<:lion of subtle changes in
the transmission system which, if uncorrected. could c\'cntually result in major
failure.
The 1980 Automated Video Signal
Measurement Sel is a microprocessorcontrolled di@ital inSlrumcni capable of
making and recording. automatically,
the majority of common video measurements. II has been designed to alleviate mOSt of the problems associated
with video measurement.
The standard video signal contains
vertical synchronizing pulses, horizontal synchronizing pulses, and acth'c picture elements. The lime bet .....een syn·
chronizing pulses, the shapes and
risetimes of the pulst."S, and the peak-topeak amplitudc of the signal arc rela·
tively easy to measure while actual
broadcasts ar~ in progress. The problem
is that there are many additional factol's

affecting picture quality that require
special test signals to measure. These
pal"ameters include frequency response.
delay of the chrominance .....i1h respect (0
the luminance, differential gain. differential phase, etc. Because these par-ameten affect the quality of the broadcast
picture so dramatically. it is impoI't3nt
that they be measured during the course
of actual broadcasting. especially when
it is considered that the broadcasting
da)' may now be up to t.....enty-four hours
long, In fact. the FCC requires that many
of these parameters be measured during
actual broadcasting,
Special test signals help
There are obvious disad\'antages to
broadcasting lest signals. .such as color
bars, at frequent intervals during the
day while long sequences of measurements are made. Therefore, there are
spt."CiaJ signals that are inserted in the
video signal during the vertical interval,
the time .....hen the beam of a television
receiver is "blanked" as it returns from
the bOllom of the picture tube (0 the top.
These arc callcd vertical intcrvaltcst
signals, 01' VITS. The vertical interval

Fig, 1, The Tektronix t980 ANSWER Automatic VideoWeasuremem set withcompantOl'l hard copy
unit. MeasuremM1!l are made and results logged aulomatically to provide prool-of-pertormance .....Ilt!

unparalleled ease and accuracy
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occurs si"ty times a s(..'Concl <lnd l<lsts for
<lpproxim<ltcly 1.3 milliseconds, or
about the same time as 2[ scan rilleS of
regulmo picture. This interval may <lIsa
contain the VIR signal (Vertic,1l [nterval
Reference) which can be used for automatic correction of certain signal parameters, as well as information such as
the origin of the program material, the
time of day, and captioning for the deaf.
The VIT signals allow accurate determination of how the signal has been affected as it passed through dislloibution
amplifiers, telephone lines, microw,lve
links, switchcrs, and the transmitter.
Generally, me'lsurement ofVIT signals is
made using two special types of oscilloscope: a wavefo.om monitor, and a
vectorscope.
Signal measurement using these two
special instruments involves certain difficulties, however. Accur-acy and repeatability of these measurements al'e
limited by factors such as operator interpretation and the presence of noise on
the signal. It is difficult to recOlod the
results, as this requires photographing
the signal and recording the settings of
the me<lsuring equipment. Instmment
controls must be changed several times
during the course of a set of meaSUl'emcnts and highly trained personnel
must make the measurements.
III COlltrast, the 1980 automatic video
measurement set makes a complete set
of standard operating video mcasurcments in just a fcw minutes. Results of
these measurements arc printed on a
terminal or printer that may be located
many miles from the sitc of the measurement taking. Because the measurement results are simply printed numbers, there is no operator interpretation
of waveforms, and because the 1980 is
almost all digital, the results are accurate and repcatuble. Since the results of
the measurements can be logged on a
printer, there is no need to record the
mcaSUl'ements, 01" waveforms, with a
camera. Best of aiL the 1980 can be run
totally unattended so thcrc is no need for
a skilled operator to spend many hours
3t a repetitivc task.
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Fig. 2. A !rOflt-panel keylock switch controls what happens when power is applied to the 1980. in one
positioo. the 1980 will start itself, run a set of diagnostic programs, and enter its normal monitoring
mode, Other POSilions allow programmil'"lQ the Ins1rument and changing configuration parameters,

These fentulocs make the 1980 ideally
suited for usc as an off-ail' transmittcr
monitoring device. When combincd
with the Tektroni" 1450 precision dcmodulator, thc 1980 can be used to
monitor both the output of thc 1ransmiltcr and the video signal arriving at the
transmitter via the STL (studio transmitter link). Two video inputs, automaticnllyswitchnble, are provided. The 1980
can be set up to make its measurements
continually and only report the results
when a set of lim its arc exceeded, or at
fixed times of day, 01° both. In a typical
transmitter application, thc 1980 would
be set lip to report on the broadcast signal every three hOLlrs, continuously
monitor both the incomill.i!: and outgoing
video, and generate an alarm signal
when either of thesc exceeded predetermined limits.

Thc limits arc set up for each video
source that the 1980 is monitoring, and
there are two pairs of limits associated
with each measurement parameter. The
first pair, thc broader of the (WO, are
called alarm Iilll its and are usually set so
that they correspond 10 what is legally
prescribed. The othcr pair, tighter in
their tolerance, are called caution limits
and signify thnt the signnl is not of the
quality that is should be although it is
still within legal limits. USllally the 1980
would bc set up so that it would print a
measurementl'eport whcn the inner or
caulion limits arc e.\{cceded, and to generate an alann signal at the studio when
the OLlter, or alarm, 1irni ts were exceeded The 1980 can be scI up to monitor
and compare a fLlll sct of measurements
against these limits, or make pnl'tial sets
of lllC<.lSUI'CrnelllS; for instance, to
monitor thc bhlllking intcn'als(the
timing of the signal).

Microprocessor-based versatility
The great versatililY of the 1980 is
achieved by digilizing the video signal
and using a microprocessor to measure
it. The 1980 is programmed in TEK ANSWER BASIC. a programming language
vcry similar to TEK SPS BASIC. TEK
ANSWER BASIC has a sct of measurement commands added to it th:lt reduces
the complexity of programming vidl.."(j
measurcmcnts. There arc spccial commands to digitize the vidl.."O signal and
stOI'C the values in a waveform array. A
wavcrol'm array is a collection of eightbit numbcl'S (rnnging from 0 to 255) that
cnn be interpolated by a progrnmto find
the original peak amplitude. phase. and
other characteristics of a digitized sig.
nal. Measurement commands do things
such as find the ampliludeofa sine wave
with a single BASIC statement. Many of
Ihe measuremenl commands are specifically designed around video measurements.
This programmed adaptability makes
the 1980 suitable for use in almOSI any
transmitter monitoring application. The
VIT signals do not have 10 be in any specific location within the vertical interval. nor do all of the FCC and Network
Transmission Committee Repol·t 7 VIT
signals havc to be present. The 1980 will
scon the entire vertical interval and locate the VIT Signals that are there, thcn
m;lke thc :lppropriatc mcasurcmcnts for
each of thc signals it finds. including the
VIR signal.
The remoteness of many tI'ansm ittel'S
from thc studio makes it very desir<tble
to be nble to mnke "ideo measurements
from a dislance. Sending the signal back
to the studio for measuremenl may in·
troduce diSlortions in the signal that are
not prescnl at the transmitter. In some
cases. off-air reception of the broadeasl
signal at the studio is not possible. especially when one studio is broadcasting
on several transmitters. The 1980 solves
these problems by providing the capability of making the measurements at
the ll':lnsmitler and sending the rcsults
back to the studio by telephone. The 1980
has five RS-232-C interface ports thM
m:lY be connected to modems to send
measurement results in ASCII code, over

a standard telephone line. to a terminal
or printer located in the studio. An Optional RS-366 interface will allow the
1980 to dillithe phone and call the ter·
minal or printer at the studio to report
problems at the lransmitter.
The key to assurance
The 1980 has a key lock switch on lhe
front panel that controls whnt happens
when powel' is :lpplied to the instru·
ment With the keylock switch in onc
posilion, the 1980 will SHH't itself when
power is applied, run a complete sct of
diagnostic progl':llllS. and enter its nOI··
mal monitodng mode of operation.
Other' positions of the switch allow programming the instrument and changing
the configuralion parameters - operations thai are infrequent. The 1980 contains a bantry that keeps the real-time
clock operating for aboul one month
without external power. Another presen'es infonn:ltion slored in the nonvolatile memory. This is important because the memory contains relatively
constant information about the config.
uration of a particular installation. It includes things such as lhe number and
type of terminals, the limits files. the
phone number of the studio. and possibly even small customer-written
programs.
The 1980 "Iso has a fe.llure called ATR
(Aulomatic Timcollt Resel) that takes
contl'ol of the processor whenever six·
teen minutes have gone by without the
eXI..'Cution ofa BASI command. This is
in case of a failure in the instrument.
ATR restartS the inslrument and runs a
complete SCt of diagnostic roulines before re-cntcring the monitoring mode.
The diagnostic programs in the 1980 run
special lest procedures toensure thallhe
instrument is operating correctly. The
results of these diagnoslics are printed
on the masler terminal. and in most
cases it is possible to detcrmineon
which circuit board a failure has occurred, simply by looking al the diag.
noslic printout on the terminal.

Broadcasting requires service from an
instrument up 10 twenty-four hours a
day, 365 days a year.so the 1980 has been
designed with a long mean-limebetween-failure (MTBF) and a shorl
mean.time-to-repair (MTTR). Serviceability has been designed-in from the
Slart with residcnt diagnostic programs
that detect and isolate almost any faull.
The instrument has been designed so
that all of thc circuit boal'ds may be
slipped out of their guides through the
front of the instrument nne! replaced in a
few seconds. The lIO bonrd and power
supply are the only exceptions. They are
removed from the rear becnuse of the
c:lbling conncctions on them. All of the
cireuit boards in the 1980 may be removed without removing the insuu·
menl from its rack.
The 1980'sdigital design. customer-set
hmits. versatility, phone line comp:ltibility. ATR. self-diagnosis. and other features have all been designed to make
unmanned, remole. continuous transmiller monitoring a realislic. economical possibility.
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the digital feedback and memory controller circuitr)'. Jim Prouty did the applications software and larry Morandi.
the debug board. operating system. and
diagnostics.
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Developing a Practical
Automatic Television
Parameter Measuring and
Logging System

JoJJn Lewis rec&/ved hIs B SC(Eng,}

',om Lon·

don Univ8rSily In England end upon 9,8(/U8(/O(I
JOined the Bntlsh Broadcastmg Corporation
Most of his ren yeafs with BBC were spent In the
TV Measurement SectlOll 01 their Engmeerlng
DeSigns Department He emigrafed fa the U S

Sf/dpned reldronllC In 1976 John is mamed, has
two young sons. and spends most of fi,s leIsure
lime wilh his family snd In Ioce/church acl/Ili/iss

Automatic measuremcnt and logging of
the television brondcnst signal has been
a long-sought-after goal. Prior to the intwduction oflarge-scalc: integration and
the microprocessor, however, attempls
to ,lutomate the measurement process
encounlered serious drawbacks: such
systems had limited capability, required
frequent calibration, occupied a lot of
space, and were very expensivc. Now,
with the l:Ivailability of new componenls, the long-sought-arter goal hns become a reality in the new Tektronix 1980
ANSWER AutOmatic Video Measurement Set.
Typically, television signal measurements arc made manually using analog
instruments such as waveform
monitors. vcctorscopes, etc. Tile pl"OCCSS
requires highly skilled personnel and is
time-consuming_ Design goals for the
1980 were to make these same measurements automatically, with grenter speed
and accuracy, and (It reasonable cost.
Measurement results were to be logged
automaticallY,oll site 01- remotely_ The
instlument w;'ls to allow easy selection
of individual teSts, 01· series of tests, and
provide for adding new tests. Reliability,
of course, was essential.

INPLIT

'M'

Digitizing the signal

The key to developing an automatic
video test sctlay in finding a suitable
high-speed analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) for digitizing the video signals.
With the video signal digitized, a micropl"OCeSSOI- could be used to make
almost any measurement desired.
Sampling theorem implies Ihat if a
bandlimited signal. such as broadcast
video, is sampled at a frequency greater
than twice the highest frequency componcnt of thc sampled signal. the original signal waveform can be accurately
reconstructed by mathematical manip.
ulation of the sampled values.
Investigation revealed a sampling frequency of foul' times the color subcalTier
(14.32 MHz fOl- NTSC, 17.72 MHz for
PAL) affords some vel"y significant perfonnnnce advantages for the pal"ticular
measurements to be made. Reviewing
the commercially available ADCs it became apparent that to achieve our perfOl·mance and COSt goals we would have
to develop thc ADC in-house.
A simplified block diagram of the
Tek-developcd 8-bit, 20-MHz ADC is
shown in figw-c I The converter uses a
two-stnge parallel conversion technique
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Earl Matney started hIS electromcs career in Ihe
United StolBS Nevy Eloc/ronies training was fol·
lowed by $lJbmanne school snd nuclear power
school. Camp/eMg an ex/ended lour of dUly,

Eerl brought hiS family /0 the Portiand arBa, /olnmg Tekin /974. Hisoff'workhOufSBrodevoffJdto

famlty actIVities, huntmg. flshmg. and sWdylng
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Fig. t. The a-bit, 20-MHz analOg-tO-digital ~nv9rteruses two-stage parallel conversion. substantially
reducing the numtler of comparatOfs required.
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which affords significanl economies
over the full parallel appro.'lch. For
example, lhe number of comparators
required is reduced from 255loonly 30.
In twe-stage parallel conversion. the
first 4-bit AOC is biased so th,,1 it con·
verts the four most significnnt bits.
The output of the first A drives a
very fast digital-te-analog converter
(DAC). also Tek designed. The analog
output of this DAC is subtracted from the
inpul vidco signal. and the diHerence
signal is applied to the second 4-bit ADC
to produce the four least significant bits
(lsa).
In conventional two·stage pru-allel
ADCs. a samplc.and-hold cil'cuit usually
pre<:edes the conversion process to en·
sure Ihat the signal level does not change
durIng the lime ~tween the IwO conversions. Because sample·and-hold cir·
cuitry is nOI readily integrated onto an
IC chip. an alternate approach was
de\·e1opcd. The input analog signal is delayed by 32 nanoseconds before being
applied 10 the second 4-bil ADC. The
.
strobe pulse is also delay,--d by pn.'Ciscly
the same amount. As the ADC process
occurs in each convertcr "t the instant
the strobe pulse is applied, both converters convc,·t at the same point on the
input signal waveform.
lkvclopment of both a 4-bit ADC and
DAC as integrated circuits nlnkes possi.
ble the high-speed convcrsion needed
and provides other bencfi ts. Linearity is
improved by integrating the tapped
voltage divider into the IC device containing the comparntors, and laser
trimming each resistor to optimally bias
each comparator. Having alliS compal<llOrs in a common thermal environment also improves the linearity of
the con ..ersion process over a range of
temperatures. All of these faclors result
in an g.bit, 20-MHz analog.to·digital
converter with an accuracy of :0.25
LSD.
Improving the resolution

To lake full advantage of the dynamic
range and inherent ac uracy of the ADC.
thl''-~ significant elements arc added
during input signal processingdynamic offsct, dynamic g.lin, nnd
dithcdsec figure 2).
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FIg. 2. Simplilleo b1od< diagram ollhe \980. Considerable signal processing is done to achieve
maltimum resoll..~lon and accuracy. Programmable memory conlroller provides greatllexlbility In
selecting portiorl of vIdeo signal 10 be stored.

Dynamic offset is applied by summing
a precision offset waveform wilh the
input video signal. The offset pattern is
digitally generated by the microcomputer and SlOrcd in the digital fCL-dback
memory. The contents of the memory are
read out in sychronism with the video
input signal, and applied to a pre<:ision
(0.01% accunlcy) DAC. The resultant
analog outpul is then summed with the
input video sIgna L
The output of the summing amplifier
is applied to a digitally-programmable.
variable-gain amplifier. This amplifier is
controlled by the digital feedback memO!)' which has been looded with the appropriate gain pattern by the microcomputer. Figul"C 3 shows the effect of
applying dynamic offset and gain to a
lincnrity test signal. In this example. the
resultanl chroma pOl'tion of the input

Fig.. 3. OIfsel and v8liable gain applied 10 Iinearil)' lest sIgnal greally enhances resolution and
accuracy 01 measurement.

( (

video signal is amplified by about three
times to take full advaotageof the
dynamic range of the AOC.
Finally, a dither signal that causes
successive wavefonn repetitions to have
a slightly different dc tel"m is combined
with the video signal. The pl"Oprietary
digital dither generator used in the 1980
provides a complex analog dither signal
designed to improve both the accuracy
and resolution of the quantization Pl"ocess.
A simplified block diagram of the
dither system is shown in figure 4. The
input video signal is coupled to a summing amplifier and to a clock generator
which generates a clock pulse at the end
of each repetition period of the input
signal. The output of the clock generator,
gated by an output of the feedback
hOMd. is connected to the input of as-bit
counter. A reset pulse coupled to the
reset input of the counter initializes the
system. The counter outputs are coupled
to the data inputs of a OAC whose output
is then summed with the original input
video signal. The resultant signal is then
applied to the waveform digitizer. After
32 repetitions of the video input signal
(32 television lines). the counter is reset
and the process is repeated. Stepping the
analog dither signal through 32 dc levels
yields a resolution equivalcllt to that
achieved if an II-bit AOC were used.
The controller rcgulates the flow of
sampled data to the acquisition memory.
It can be programmed to sample any line
Qr group of lines (up to 32) in the television field or frame: it can sample the
same line in 32 successive frames; or, it
can sample part of a line. skip seveml
frames. and sample that part of the same
Iinc again. The lattercapability is useful,
for example, in conducting bounce tests
or tmnsmission links. Sampled data is
stored sequentially, eight bytes at a time,
in shift registers and thcn transferred in
parallel to the acquisition memory. The
acquisition memory has the capacity to
store up 1032 lines.
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Fig, 4, Digital dither generator produces thirty-two precision levels which are summoowith video input
signal to enhance lesolulion and acx:uracy of digitizing process.

For many measurements. the test signal data is averaged over 32 successive
fr:lmes (one line per frame) to reduce the
masking effectsof random noise, Averaging results in an apparent IS dB enhancement in the video signal-to. noise
nllio,
The microcomputer
The micl'OComputcr in the 1980 is designed around the TMS 9900 16-bit
microprocessor, with extended addrcssing capability. Sevcral memories residc
in the micl'OComputer section. The operating system occupies 44k words of
ROM. an application memOI)' has 40k of
PROM. and therc is 32k of RAM for the
main memory. These arc all16-bit
memories. In addition, there is 8k of
non-volatile memory powcred by
stand-by batteries should power be interrupted. This non-volatile memory
may be used to store the parameter limit
files and other configura lion informa·
tion usually entcred from the keyboard.
There arc several clocks used in the
1980. The sync :md clock generator
associated with the input video signal
basically controls the front-end circuitry
- phase lock, digital feedback, etc. The
realtimc clock (4-MHz) provides timeof-day. dale, and automatic timeout reset. A lIscr can substi lute an ex terna I

I MHzc10ck to lock the time information
to the station master clock if desired.
The main clock controls the processor
:llld associated computer circuits.
USCI' interaction with the 1980 is provided by multiple RS-232, CCITT V.24
input/output pOI'tS, allowing connection
to ....arious types of terminals, printcrs.
modems,'1:tc, An extended form of
BASIC was developed to cfficicntly handle input/output communications and
deal with the speciall'equiremcnts of
pnx:essing thc vidco signal.
Designed for reliability

The 1980 is designed for remOte or unattended operation as well as operation
where the intended use is to relieve engineering personnel frollltimeconsuming, routine testing. In both applications, reliability is of paramount
importance. Accordingly. much effort
was expcnded in both clcctrical and mechanical design to ensure reliability.
All critical semiconductors undergo <\
96-hour burn-in at 12S"C before use in
the 1980. In addition, lhcentire instrument undcrgoes scvel'al hou I'S of bu rn-in
at elevated tcmpemtures to weed OUt in·
fant mortalities.

New Products
Digital Storage of Repetitive Signals to
400 MHz

To assure the operator that the 1980 is
working properly, extensive self-check
diagnostic routines are activated each
time the instrument is powered up.
Some oflhese routines are accessible by
BASIC so theopcralor can progrnm the
1980 to perform a self-check rouline each
time a measurement ermr is detected.
The instrument is mechanically and
clcctdcally configured for casy troubleshooting. The design inc0fl>oratcs the
obi Iity to usc signa lure analysis as om aid
in quickly isolating faulty components
orcircuitry.

Summary

Thcl"c is no longer any need to spend
valuable engineering time making
routine measurements and logging the
results. The 1980 is designed to do this
for you - to provide fasl, accurate. automatic measurement of lelevision signal amplilude. phase. and liming
parameters. As an example. the 1980 can
autOmatically run and log a complete
in-service NTC No.7 measurement
routine in less than one minute. with
worst-case accuracies of :!:0.5%10.5°C for
most measurements. The instrument is
easily programmed to meet special requiremcnts and future needs.
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The 7854 Oscilloscope

A new 7000-Serics Oscilloscope combines 400 MH7. ann log performance with
microprocessor-based wa\'eform precessing to greatly simplify wavefonn
measurements and improve measurement qualit)'.
The 7854 is prcprogrammed to make
common mcasu~mcnt such as rise
time, fan time. pulse width, peak-topeak, RMS, and other measurements at
thc touch of a bulton. TIwough averag·
ing. signals buried in noisccan be reco\'ered and measured with improved accuracy.Averaging also gives increased resoIUlion. with diITcrcnces as small as 0.01
division recorded in the digital siorage
process.

The 7854 can store repetitive
wavcfOI'ms up t0400 MHz and singleshot evcnts at sweep speeds up to
50j.lsfdivision. A choice of 128, 256. 512,
or 1024 horizontal points is provided to
allow storage of muhiple waveforms.
With optional memory. the 7854 can
digitize and store up 1040 waveforms.
A GPIB interface is provided for cuslomers requiring additional processing,
data storage, or coordination of the oscilloscope with other instruments.
As a conventional oscilloscope, the
7854 operates like a 7904 or 7704A. The
choice of more than 30compatible plugin units affords the same versatility enjoycd by users of other iOOO-Scrics inS!l1.lmcnts.
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A Digital Storage Scope with a
Familiar Face

468 Digital Storage Oscilloscope t
The new Tektronil( 468 Digital Storuge
Oscilloscope looks just like the
industry-standard 465B, 100-MHz Port·
able Oscilloscope, and for good reason.
The 468 "drives" just like the 465B. and
in the non-SlOrage mode has the same
characterist ics.
Switching to digital storage, the 468
uses state·of-the-art tcchnology Oldvances to extend digital storage
bandwidths, simplify detection of
aliased signals, and overcomc envelope
cI'rOl' and display jittcr - all problems
plaguing earlicr digital storage efforts.
The 468 uses a 25-MHz, S-bit digitizer
and a unique display intcl'polation technique to achieve a 10 MHz "useful StOI'age bandwidth." To accommodate a
widc range of applications, both sinc
and pulse interpolation is included. An
envelope mode provides dual digitizing
ratcs useful in catching glitches and detecting aliasing.
Operating ease and measurement resolution is cnhanced by signal averaging,
and curSOl'S for measuring both time "nd
amplitudc diffcrences. In addition to the
sign'll Olvcraging option, n GPIB option is
available fOl' waveform Il'ansmission
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Fully Automatic Distortion Analysis
With the intl'Oduction of the Tektl'onix
AA 501 Distortion Analyzer and SG 505
Oscillator, complex distortion measurements become a totally .lutomated
process. Steps such as Ic\'el setting, tuning, and nulling which previously reo
quired scvcnli minutcs of skilled
operalor time, are now done quickly,
pl'(x:ise!y, and automotically by the
AA SOl's internal circuitry.
TheAA 501 and SG 50Scombinalioll
permits harmonic distortion, intcrmodulotion distortion, frequency response, gainfloss, and signnl.to-noise
ratio mensurcments to be accomplished
wilh minimal skill level. At the same
time, both instruments feature state-ofthe-art pel-formonce in rcsidual noise
and distortion. Thc systcm provides a
tOlUl residual distortion or less than
0.0025% (-92 dB), residual noise of less
than 3 microvolls, and fully differential
input with a eM RR of 50 dB at 50 Hz.
The SG 505 OscillatO!' gives a significant
boost to measurement accuracy with
ultra·low distortion, 0.0008% (20 Hz to
20 kHz). In addition, it features an cxtt'cmely not frcquency response, within
0.1 dB fl'Om 10 Hz to 20 kHz, 0.2 dB from
20 kHz to 200 kHz.
~
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A Digital NTSC Television Test Signal
Generator/VITS Inserter

Automated Oscilloscope Test and

Calibration
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CG 551AP Programmable CalibratIon t
Generator

The Tektronix CG 551AP isn fully progr<lmmablc. microprocessor-bOlsed os·
cilloscope calibration generator. It can
be used as part of a computerized system
for the calibl'ation and veriricotion of
major oscilloscope parametcl's, including the following;
Vel'tical gain
Hol'izontaltiming and gain
Vertical bandwidth/pulse
charucteristics
Probe accuracy and compensation
Curl'cnt probe accuracy
C,\librator output accuracy
A diversity of functions, m<lnually
selectable from the front panel. are all
programm;:\ble through a controller via
the GPIB (General Purpose Interface
Bus, lEEE-488). Many of the functions
represent a new state-of·the-art in calibration performance,
The CG 551AP is compatible with any
Tektronix 4050 Scriesol'other controller
operating on the GPIB. A typical system
would include the CG 551AP, a Tektronix
4052 Gr<lphics Computing Controller
and a hard copy unit such as the Tektl'Onix 4631 ora matrix printer such as
the lcktronix 4642 for permanent
documentation.
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The 1900 Digital Test Signal Generator
and VITS Inserter is designed for stateof-the-art performance testing of NTSC
television systems and equipment.
Available in four different vel'sions, the
1900 supports a wide range of transmitter, studio, common carrier, and equipment manufacturing applications.
Standard. full-field signals: moouktted ramp, field square wave, window,
convergence. and VIRS are included in
each version. In addition. each version
provides a special test signal complementlailored to the spedfic application.
The generator's functions are controlled by an internal microprocessor
and its associated PROM memory. Test
signals arc stored as IO-hit digital words
and converted to analog form by a to-bit
precision DAC to ensure signal ,Il,:cunll.;y
and long-term stability.
Since the 1900's signals are stored in
PROM. test signal fOl'mat changes are
accomplished by I'eplacing the appropriate test signal memory. No recalibration is required. and changing industry
test signal SUtnd.u'ds will not cause obsolescence.
RS-232-C and ground closure interfaces <lliow wide-ranging remote control
functions and applications versatility.
The 1900 is available for the NTSC
television standard only.
~ 1900 Digital Generator
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A New Standard In Automatic Waveform
Measurement

76120 Programmable Digitizer

The 76120 is a dual-channel/dual-timc
base programmable waveform digitizer.
It is, essentially, two digitizers in one
cabinel. Each channel accepts a 7000Series vertical plug-in amplifiedfully
programmable with two 7AI6Ps), and
each channel has its own built-in digit.1I
lime base.
Sampling intervals, derived from an
accul·ate, crystai-contl"olled clock, are
sek-ctable on each channel from five
nanoseconds 10 one second. Analysis of
single-shol signals shorter than one
microsecond in duralion is possible at
the faster sampling rates. Samples al·e
stored as 8-bit words in u 2,048 byte
memory for each channel. Each memory
may be partitioned into multiple sectionsof 1024, 512, or 256 words.
The 76120 features the ability 10
swilch sample rates al specificd time locations within a record. This allows increased resolution offast waveform
components. 01" skipping of unwanted
wavcform portions.
Aillhe functions of the instrumenl are
pmgrammablc over lhe CPIB bus
through simple mnemonic commands.
The 7612D is compatible with the
4050-Sedes and SPS PDP-II based
controllers.
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TekscopeCONTENTS
A User-Programmable Logic

Q.slomef lfltOl'malJOfl from TeIllr()l"llll. Ire::

Analyzer for Microprocessor Design
The new Teldrorux 7002 logic Analyzer 1$

Beaverton. Oregon970n

pnlTl8flly a loollOf designing. debuggJng and
'rCll.Jb6eshoollng miCroprocessor systems II can
supportS-bll and l~blt microprocessors The
7002 can acqUIre up 1028 channels (44 OpllOllally) 01 synchronous dala A IImmg option &dds
an additional eight channels 01 synchronous
dalsOf eight channels of asynchronous IlmmgOf
slale intormalion

Td:scq:l9 is aquanertyplblicallOfl 01 TetcU(J'Illl. tne.
In ~ you 'oWllret artlClesc(Mll'1~ the entlre!lCQ)ll
01 TcklralUO:' prOduCts. Technical arhclesdlSC\fSS
whIIl'S new in CirCUli and COfllX)I'"Ient de591
measuremenl capability. and measuremenl
tectvlQ,l8

ECllor: Gordon Allison
GraphiC Deslf1lCr Michael Satterwhite

Digital Storage and Plug-In
Versatility Distinguish New
10-MHz SOOo-Serles Oscilloscope
The new 5223 Digltl.l:et' OscIlloseope oilers
some exciting rte!'N capabl~ties !Of making meaIUJetnenlS in the areas of lTIechar'llcal design,
SUCh 88 structural and engine performance tesl-

Ing: bomedicalre5eatCl'l, SUCh as stwnulos
response and EMG studIes; and sirnlaI
types of applications.

Cover:
The 7002 LogIC Analyzer can be readIly confi·

'Of

gured
a parllCular miCroprocessor by simply
plugging In lhe approPriate personality module
The 6802 Personality Module is in use In
th s inSlance.

Caver photo by Sleven Fish.

A Programmable Data
Communications Tester for
First-Line Technicians
The 834 Data Corrvnunlcallons Tesler provides
both monitoring and sImulation at datalermif'\8J
equipment and data commlJnlcalJons eqUIpment, such as modems. USElf·in8eftable ROM
Packs provide extended programming
capabiMlles and allOw CUStomers 10 design testS
specifically lor Ihelr systems Highly portable
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Tekscope

lnexpens'Y'9, and easy tooperele. the 83.04 II
inlended pnmanly IOf use by lhe
lirsl·

lechnlcian.

New Products
A host 01 new products, Including a new
mlclOprocessor.development·latloraIOfY family
a soPhlstlcaled semioonductOf lasl system,
hlgh-resOlul,on hard copy Ul1ll. and others are
pl'esented In lhls ISSue.

TekUallx, Inc. is an 9QlICll Q:lPOrtlJlllty omplQy(lr
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A User-Programm'able
Logic Analyzer for
Microprocessor- Based Design
The logic analyzer IS the basic tool for de·
signing and debugging digital circuitry.
The characteristiCS 01 a logiC analyzer designed lor working with random-logic syslems d lIer considerably from those reqUIred for work....g with microprocessor.

based systems. Random-logic analyzers
usually emphaSize sampl ng speed and
depth of memory, while analyzers suitable
tor working with microprocessor systems
feature a large number 01 input channels
and extremely tlexible triggering.
The new Tektronix 7002 Logic Analyzer
Is primarily a tool tor designing. debuggmg. and troubleshooting microprocessor
systems. II can support bolh B·bit and

16·bil microprocessors.
The 7002 can acquire up to 28 channels
(44 optionally) of synchronous dala, and an
additional eight channels 01 synchronous
dala or eight ctannels 01 asynchronous
timing or slale mlormallOf'l are aVaJlable
through a timing opllon, lor a lotal 01 52
channels Wilh lhe tlrTllng option inslalled,
the 7002 IS one allhe most powerful, yel
easy to use, looIsavaJlable for wor1<mg with
microprocesso' syslems
The 7002 can be eas.ly programmed
(through a front-page keypad) 10 follow the
complex sequences 01 evenls occurnng In

Fig, t The 7002 LogiC Analvzer IS a versalilc user-programmable 1001 lor mtcroproccssor·based cW

9n

the system under lest Program displays
are dynamic and interactI've, with only
necessary prompllng on-screen at any
given lime
As the prograJ'T'Vnlng cursor is moved,
new prompting occurs. Menus delaultlo
reasonable values to Simplify Input, and the
7002 assumes lhe most logical program
and supplies intermediate program steps.
Displayed dala can be formatted in lhe
baSIC radices and mnemonics perlinentto
the microprocessor under lest.
A series of personalily modules adapt
the 7002 to the clock and bus characteristics of individual microprocessors. The
basic 7002 contains four word recognizers, lwo general-purpose counlers, a
user-conrigurable clock, data-qualilicatlon
cirCUllry, programmable state machine,
and three memories,
A programmable state machine
The programmable state machine is the
key to the 7002'5 flexibility II proVides two
equally po...:erful capabllill es - generatIOn
of a lrigger algorithm that tracks lhe complex, convoluled program llow to tngger
exaclly where the user reqUlfes, and dala
qualification thaI detelTmnes precisely
which dala Will be slored in the acqulsihon
memory. In the 7002, lhe qualify command
works exactly like the tngger command
The user can employ these two commands
10 discard lhe bus transactions 01 no consequence and to slore only that dala which
is 01 interest in solving Ihe problem.
The user can program the 7002's state
machine lor anyone of lour states, with
each slate representing a user-determined
output that is the result 01 a userdetermined input. The state-machine input
consists of lines from the four word recognizers and two counters; the output conSistS of indl\llduallines to the main trigger,
tIming option trigger, data qua~fier, and
lour lines to control the two counters.
The inputs from the word recognlzers
and counlers are called events, and the
outputs are called ccmmands. INhen programming the 7lX>2. the user can link any
event or combinalJO(l of events to any
command or combination of corrmands.
The slale machme executes in realtime
with the system-under-tesl and can enter
anyof Its states In any order. any number of
limes These capabilities allow the user to
program the 7002 to follow the complex
sequences encountered in microprocessor-based systems
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Block-$tructured programming
language
The 7002 programs with a blockstructured language The prograrrl'mng
language uses four tests, each constructed USing an IF·THEN-ELSE syntax
This syntax makes the execution 01 a command conditional on the occurrence of an
event. Events are keyed in 100Iowing an IF
or an OR IF prompt, and commands are
keyed in follOWing a THEN 00 or ELSE DO
prompt. The user can have as many OR IF
- THEN DO clause pairs as necessary
(subject to memory limitations), but there
can be only one ELSE clause in each test.
Only one lest may be active at a lime.
The user moves Irom one lest to another by
eKecuting a GO TO command. The lollowing example shows a program containing
two tests and Illustrates moving from one
test to another This operation represents a
two-level sequential trigger
TEST 1

"'

I WORD RECOGNIZER 11

DATA-XX
I ADDRESS - 4325
I/NMI-X JIRO=X FETCH-X R/W-X
t BA-X INVALOP=X EXTTRIGIN=X
t TIMING WR - X
t THEN DO
1 GOT02
END TESTI
TEST 2
I

21'
2 WORD RECOGNIZER If2

2 DATA"'XX
2 ADDRESS - 694F
2INMI-X IRQ=X FETCH-X r:vw-x
2 BA-X INVALOP=X EXTTRIGIN=X
2 TIMINGWR:oX
2 THEN DO
2 TRIGGER ().MAIN
2 ().BEFQAE DATA
2 ().SYSTOA UNDER TEST CONT.
2
o-STANDARD CLOCK QUAL.
END TEST 2

Pressing the 7002 STAAT button inJliates
TEST 1 When address 4325 IS detected,
the event in TEST 1 becomes TRUE and the
GO TO (to TEST 2) is eKecuted, deactivating TEST 1 and activahng TEST 2 II address 694F IS detected, the mam acquiSItIon memory WIll be triggered and data WIll
be stored. Nole that if address 4325 occurs
again il will be Ignored because TEST 1 is
inactive. Entering this program reqUired
only three keyslrokes plus filling In the
held values

Solving a practical problem
Now,let's conSider a prachcal problem.
Assume there IS a locallon, OUTBUF. that is
the character buller lor a computer hnepnnter. ThIS location IS only wrillen-to lrom
subroullne OUTCHAR Unfortunately, data
on the printer IS not always whal we eKpecl
The problem is to detemllOe whether loca·
tion OUTBUF is bemg wrllten-to from some
other section 01 the code
With a tradItional logic analyzer, we
could trigger on OUTBUF and eKamine the
data result to see if the access was legitimate. We may have to examine many
legilimale accesses before finding the
problem access
Using Ihe 7002 we can locate the illegitimate access quickly and easily The
program IS shown in ligure 2. The Iwo
events in TEST 1 are the detection 01 the
addresses fOf OUTBUF and OUTCHAA. All
events in a test are evaluated simultaneously. If the locallon OurBUF IS wrllten 10,
the 7002 wdltngger If the beglnnlng 01 a
subroutine OUTCHAR IS detecled, the
7oo2WlII progress to TEST 2 As lhere IS no
tngger In TEST 2, the 7002 cannol trigger
dunng TEST 2. When theend 01 subroutine
OUTCHAR occurs, TEST 2 ends, and Ihe
7002 goes back to TEST 1. Thus, we see
that the 7002 wililrigger and display
data only when location OUTBUF is
written to. and only if subroutine
OUTCHAR is not running.
Now, let's assume that OUTBUF was
never wrillen-to 'rom an improper location.
II the error occurs at least once every several minutes (a reasonable time to wait lor a
trigger), the qualify command can be used
to verily the accuracy 01 the data being
written to OUTBUF Rgure 3 shOws the addition to the program reqUired 10 instruct
the 7002 10 acquire only data written to
OUT8UF. If the prinler mallunctions, the
user can manually stop tris program. The
conlents 01 the trace memory can then be
compared to the pnnted text by pulling the
7002 in the ASClllormat mode.
If the error occurs very IntrequenUy, or II
the resull 01 the prevIous eKerClse shows
that correct data was being written to
OUTBUF, we rTUsl employ a tess direct
means to solve the problem
The two COUnlers in the 7002 can be
used either to count discrete occurrences,
or as limers. We can employ the counters to
Insert a fiKed time period as a part olthe

TEST I

"OATA_KXRECOGNIZER
WORD

I

,22 "DATA_C9
WORD RECOGNIZER'

1

3

2

AOORESS_XXXX
2
IO/M_K rNRO_K FETCH_I RfW_X
2
lHACK_K HOLD_K EXTTAIG IN_X
2
TIMINGWR_X
2 THENOO
2
GO TO 1
ENDTEST2
Fig 2.
71 2p1 1farn ... lIl"ggel''II',*,,1oc»
ttor OUH,U
WT
10 utlIe$a subroutIne
OUTCHAR 15 rLJmlT'lg al '!'Ie arne t 'Nt The

PMl0418085 persooaIY'Tlxtl*lSbelng..-d
Wore! r'8COQOlze: 1'5 TRUE .M'len OVTBUF
11~J • ..m1t(Jflla Wrxd recognizer 2. TRUe.
'I
1151 flStrlJC110rl 01 OUTCHAR (ifZI) Woro
recogf'll(lr J 5 TRUE when a RET II'\SCrUel on ..
e.cClJted 1'lCl1C<l1 ng the eod olOUTCHAR EI'\\er·
If'g ~~ S elCtuflS'V6 program requ red ontV e ghl
k.eystrr kes plus I lIng In the I lei values

tflgger, a feature which can be very useful
in some instances, as the follOWing
example shows.
HYPolhesizing Ihat there is a timing error
in the pflnter, we set up an experiment 10
determine If the setup time specification on
the print head is being met We start a
counter when the character is wrllten to
OUTBUF llthe print hammer IS acluated
within 10 milliseconds, the tlnllng specifica·
lion IS being VIOlated and the 7002 will
Irigger. The 7002 program IS shown In
I'gure 4

o
o
Q
o
Q
o
o

QUAliFY

STQREONLYQN
WOAD RECOGNIZER. 1
DATA_KX
AODAESS_05IB
IOIM_XK INAO_K FETCH_' R/W_O
rNACK_X HOlD_X EKTTRIQIN_X
TIt.UNG WR_X
o END aUALIFY

Flg.3. Progr mllddl!loosreqUlredroqu I,lyany
wnle

4

II

AOORESS_051B
IOiM_X INAO_K FETCH_X RfW_O
INACK_X HOlD-X EXT TRIG IN_X
TIMINGWR_X
THEN 00
TRIGGERQ-MAIN
O·BEFORE DATA
O·SYSTEM UNDER TEST CONT
O·STANDARD CLOCK aUAL
ORIF
WORD RECOGNIZER, 2
DATA_XK
ADDRESS-9721
101M_K INRC_X FETCH_I R/W_X
INACK_K HOLD_K EXT TRIG IN_K
TIMINGWR_X
THEN DO
00T02
ENDTESTl
TEST2

)51B

In this eKample, the eKternal trigger line
IS connected to the hammer-dnver signal
and is delined in word recognizer 2 as a
TRUE Word recognizer 1detects lhe write
toOUTBUF
TEST 1wallS lor the write to OUTBUF
When this happens, the counter IS started
and TEST 2 isaclivated.ln TEST 2 there IS a
race lithe hammerdnver IS actuated IIrst,
TEST I

IF

WORD RECOGNIZER 1/ 1
DATA_XX
ADORESS.Q518
101M_X INRC_X FETCH_K RIW.O
INACK_X HOLD_X EXTTRIGIN_X
TIMINGWR_X
THEN 00
COUNTER' 1 2 MS
2 RESET AND RUN
OOT02
END TEST 1
TEST2

, IF
2 WORD RECOGNIZER # 2
2
2
2
2

2
'2
2
2
2

DATA_XX
ADDRESS_xXXX
101M_X INRQ_X FETCH_X R/W_X
INACK_X HOlD-X EXT TRIG IN_I
T1MINQWR_X
THEN 00
TRIGGER 0 MAIN
2 AFTER DATA
0 SYSTEM UNDER TEST CONT 1
OSTANDARDCLOCKOUAL

2 ORIF
2
2
2

COUNTER" 1_OXl102MS
THENOO
GOTOl
ENDTEST2

F~. 4, ProgrMTl \( :h ck lImtng mar~ns "OUTaUF (0518J Iswflltenloa'ldtheharnm,r(fflver.
actuated (as Indicated b~ the TRUE and EXT

TRIG IN) beloraCOUNTER 112 reacheS 10 m
hseconds, we kl'lO'N tho liming spec,tlcatoon has
been vlolaled. ThiS program ~an be set up
using only $Ovon koys1fokes plus fllllOg 10 the
r,olelvaluos

the 7002 triggers. If the timer runs out.
sullicleni setup time has elapSed and
TEST 1 IS actualed again.
IllS poss ble for Ihe 7002 to loop between TEST 1 and TEST 2 millions 01 times
wllhout tnggeflng. The 7002 wllllfigger
only when the liming constra,nt has
been violated
The 7002 also could be eaSily programmed to CheCk that every wnte to
OUT8UF is lollowed by only one actuatIOn
01 the pnnt hammer
The timing option
The ttlggeflng capability of the 7002
makes it an Ideal 1001 ror integrating the
hardware and sortware In a microprocessor-based system However, condllions often require us to analyze the

random-logic CirCUitS aSSOCiated WIth the
microprocessot The hming option available for the 7002 provides thiS capability.
With the tliTllng option installed. the 7D02 is
essentially two logiC ana~'Zers In one - a
52-channel synchronous analyzer (with
expansion ophon), or a 44-channel synchronous analyzer plus an 8-channel
asynchronous logic analyzer.
The liming option uses the 8-channel
P6451loglc Probe to acquire data The
timing option has its own 255 K8-blt acquiSllion memory, 255 lC 8-bit glitch memory.
8-channel word recognizer (the elClernal
trigger input provides a ninth nonstored
channel), and an intemal clock. The sampling rate is programmable over a range of
20 nanoseconcs 10 5 milliseconds. A
programmable 0 to 300 naoosecond filter
is provided for the word recognizer oulput
You can establish the tflgger relalionship
of the ma,n and liming option sections in
any manner you choose For example.
either or both sections can be triggered or
armed from ellher or both sechons ThlS
extreme tngger V9rsatrllty is useful for c1ebuggmg the interaction between a microprocessor and ts peripheral hardware.

Some design considerations
A simplified block diagram or the 7002 IS
shown In hgure 5 The ability to completely
program the triggering and qualificallon
algorithms reqUIres the decision blocks
(such as word recognizers and lhe slate
machine) to be implemented In random·
access-memory (RAM). which places
considerable time constraints on the realtime acquiSillon system. Al the maximum
rate 01 10 megahertz, the word-recognizer
RAMs reqUIre almost a rull clock cycle lor
storage. Ukewise, the counler subsystem
and state machine require another clock
cycle. The 7002 uses a pipeline decisiOn
process lor delaying data lIow to allow time
lor producing complex signals such as
triggers and ql..aliliers. The plpehne conSistS of two sets of data latcheS and the
256x 44-blt acquisl\lon memory Words are
consecuhvely clocked mto the pipeline
latches by Ihe state clock Signal the same
clock edge writes data Into the acquisition
RAM. If the quality signal Irom the state
machine is TRUE.lhen the RAM address
counter Increments. Otherwise. the next
state clock overwriles the same memory
cell and the word IS, efleclively, not stored

The state machine is RAM-based also.
The state-machine latch stores the signals
from Ihe word recognizers.the stateleedback bIts Irom lhe RAM, and the reedback bds rrom the two counlers The
latched data (which represents events in
the user language) addresses a locallon in
RAM that contains the data appropriate for
the next operallon. The dala outputs from
the state machine are the logic analyzer
COfltrollines and represent the commands
issued by the user language.
The dual-counter subsystem is implemented with direct·memory-access con·
tro ler les to conserve space and power.
Under stale-machine control, the glltchless
starUstop allows resolution to be increased
using lime-interval-averaging techniques.
One counter may be used as the loop
counter IOf the averaged measurement.
which is accumulated in the second
counter.
Designing plug-in personality modules
-to allow Ihe 7002 to accommodate
many d,lferent microprocessors Without
dismantling the instrument to change personalities -presented an intereSling challenge To achieve the necessary l1exlbihty.
a programmable clock syntheSizer IS used
and appropnate lirmware is included In the
personality module.
The 7002 clock synthesizer can shill or
di\.ide the input clock by up to lour clock
cycles or times to accommodate multiphase clocks. A programmable external
synchronizer (Esync) locks the 7002 to the
system under test. A programmable waitstate generator tracks microprocessor
wail states,
The programmable clock shifter IS a univer5;81 shift register (see figure 6) It IS
loaded by the Esync signal. The walt signal
asserts the hold line to suspend shllting
The clock divider adds feedback around
the shllter The Esync and walt signals are
generated from the information prOVIded
by the hardware and by the firmware In lhe
personality module
The personality module
The personality mocMe contains; If'lput buflers. bus demultiplexers. special conlrol
generators, and IIrmware. The personality
module firmware prOVides information to
program the 7002 clock synlheslzer and
clock qualilier II also provides inlormation
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Fig. 5. Simpillied block diagram or the 7002 system. The oKpansion ophon allows Ine 7002 to operate with 16·b,! microprocessors and other systems, arid
oll:Iends the address hnes to 24 and the dala lines 10 16. The liming oplion conSists altha P6451 ,

10 formal the 7002 input and output dis-

plays into the radices and mnemonics of
the microprocessor under test.
To perform this format function, a special
interpreter was developed, In display
mode, dala from lhe system is inhibited
and the personality ROM is accessed via
the acquisition bus, Commands are
fetched from the personality module and
executed by the interpreter, This approach
allows extreme flexibility in designing
lulure personality modules, saves
coding space, and simplifies coding
and debugging.
Self-test and diagnostic capabilities
An important consideration in using complex instrumentation is hOw to determine if
it is working properly, The 7002 has three
levels of diagnostics to assist in this tes!.
At power-up, the 7002 checks Internal
subsystems to lhe extent possible wilhOul
having known data input. If problems exist,
descriptive messages are displayed,
TheSe are keyed to Iroublesllootiflylrees in
the 7002 service manual.
The user can call up the Diagnostic
Monitor - Module Test. which employs
service test-generators contained in the
personality modules. To verify all data
pathS through the system, Ihe user plugs
the acquisition probe into the service lest
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Ie AcqUIsition. and Trigger and Time Base blocks.
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Fig 6. Simpli1ted block diagram of the 7oo2's
synthesized clock goneralor Personalily module
t.rmware prOVldos inlormalioo 10 program lhe
synthesiz()r and qualiflor.

socket, and the 1002 acquires known input
data and performs a checksum,
Suspect subsystems can be analyzed
by using lhe Signature Exerciser Mode
which generales test palterns thaI can be
venfied using a signature analyzer.
The diagnostic modes C:..HlsurrI8 eiyllt
kilobytes of ROM (16% of the lotal firmware)
and provide excellent diagnostic coverage
of the 7002 syslem,
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Digital Storage and Plug-in
Versatility Distinguish New
10-MHz s000-5eries Oscilloscope
Before the development althe storage oscilloscope, physical. mechamcal, biomed-

Ical, and similar type measurements were
difficult and time consuming to make.
DlrecHilew-slorage-lube oscilloscopes

changed all afthat. Now. a new storage
Instrument, the Tektronix 5223 Digillzer

OSCilloscope, oUers some exciting
new capabilities

In areas 01 btological research, such as
stimulus-response and EMG sludies, and
In mechanical deSign applications, such
as strucluraland engine-performance
lesting the 5223 simplilies the data colJec-

lion process. The 5223 lakes the guesswork OUl 01 capturing single-shot waveforms by uSing two lea1Ures- bislOpe lng·

gering and prElngger vieWing In addition
10 assured storage perlormance. lhe 5223
provides waveform retrieval via an X-YOUIput port to a chart recorder and waveform

manipulation via the optlOl'lal GPIB fealure.
For display, the 5223 uses a highresolulion, 6Y.1:·inch cathode ray tube
(CRT). Displayed waveforms are sharp and
brigh1, and viewing time Is unlimited. The
large-screen CRT is ideal for viewing multitrace displays. As an example, the 5223
can display up to four stored signals simultaneously, and you can view real-time signals and stored signals together Waveform
measurements and comparisons are lacllitated because you can reposihon and expand the stored waveforms on·screen.
For Signal acqUISition, the 5223 uses the
SOOO-$enes 01 vertical amplifier plug-ins.
These oller wide·ranglng capabilities
from differenllal. 1G-mlcrovoll/division
sensitivity, to gigahertz bandwidth usulQ
sampling techniques.
For real·tlme operation. any of the
5000·8eries time bases can be used. The
new 5825N Digitizer Time Base plug-in
provides digital storage operation. It includes features of special interest to users
making physical, mechanical, biomedical.
and similar type measurements. For
example. when viewing single-occurrence
e....ents. the user otten misses the Information oj interest because of the uncertainly
With whtch the tngger SIgnal is generated
This uncertainty is overcome wllh the
5B25N by uSIng the blslope triggering
mode (see figure 2) In Ihls mode, either a
positive or negatl....e-going signal will trigger the sweep. The trigger level control
ser....es as a sensitivity control to prevent
premature triggering on noise or other extraneous signals,
One of the unique teatures of dlgilal storage is the ability to capture events occur·
ring prior to the trigger e....ent The S82SN,
With continuously variable pretrigger con·
trol, lets you posihon the Irlgger polnt anywhere on-screen The prelrigger porllOO
altha display IS IOtensitied lor easy
identification.
Dlsplav tormat selection

One of the most useful features of digital

fig. 1 The5mO!gltizerOsalloSCQOe "'" th
storage of'epet lIVe &\OMIts utJ 10 10 ","'rlZ

o~>B25~ TIITle Base Ihe522JPfov

."'JI lraoedlg,tal

storage is Ihe capability to display digitized
data in several formats. For example. in
somo applications it is desirable to continuously monitor changes in variablyshaped signals without the interruptions 01
sweep retrace and holdolf time. The roll
mode of the 5223 pro....ides thiS capability.
In this mode, the memory contents are con·
tlnually updated and displayed, with new
data moVing lrom rlghlto leU on·screen
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..

similar to a strip.chart recorder display
(see figure 3) Should a point of particular

Inlerest appear on-screen, you can hold
the display for turlher study by pressing the
SAVE push bullen.

nI

In many Instances, IllS helpful 10 display
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waveforms in Olher than the conventional
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ment are provIded also.
Interpreling the display
Digital storage oscilloscopes usually display the digllized waveform asa series of
dots. In some displays, perceptual aliasing
(a type of optical illuSion inherent in dot
displays) occurs The eye tends to visually
connect adjacent points; however, the
closest dots in screen position may not be
the next in sequence. Perceplual aliasing
is overcome in the 5223 by selecting the
vector display mode. In this mode, the dots
are connected by straight lines
In addition to perceptual aliasing, dot
displays can also show an -envelope
error," which occurs when the dots do not
lall on the peaks of the signal. The user may
not be able to detectlhls condition even
when using a vecior display. as the actual
signal could still be outside the waveform
traced by the vectors. SwitChing to reallime operation quickly reveals if envelope
error IS occurring.
Another type of confUSing display can
occur when too lew samples are taken to
adequately reproduce the real· time signal.
A POSSIBLE UNDEA$AMPLING Indicator on
the5825N alerls the operator 10 thlscondition The remedy is to choose a more ap·
propriate TIMEJDIV selling

...

TRIGGER WltlDOW

!

TRlOGIERlNO CONTROLS

,,·,,"~\I

IISLOPE TRIGGERING:

Dollltd 11M _llllllllv-cl

"V

WlIYllom\ wllllo\llll~lrIgotf.

Fig. 2. Figure (a) a110P shows how a oon ... onllonaltrigger CirculI can miss a display It ~he signal
origmates WIth tho opPOSIte po arlty than eMpOCted If LEVEL had been set al ,3 CRT CIVlSlons, swoep
would nevor have 0000 tnggor9d, Figure (bl 8t bollom shows the operation of blslope trlggOrlng on lhe
same wavelorm 8S deplclod above,
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Digitizing the signal
The 5223 can caplure repetitive events at
speeds up to 10 megahertz, and Single·
occurrence evenlS up to 100 kllohenz

.'~OPE

LEVEL

.UCIIT .....

\

X-Y lormal With lwo idenHcal wide·
band....idth vertical amphlier plug-Ins installed In the 5223, you can selecllhe L VS
A display mode and achieve l().megahertz
x- Y displays with less than live degrees 01

phase shifllnlroduced by the Instrument
'vVhen lhe real-lime signal is displayed, you
can view both the X·Y and Y·T InformatIOn
for a more comprehensive display.
The slored waveforms are available at
rear-panel connectors for making hard
coples on your analOg X-Y ploner. A pen-11ft
s,gnat and PLcnER OUT speed adjust-

.aCIITOM,

lor signal processing and data logging, or
input externally recorded waveforms Into
the scope for comparison or reference
purposes Through software selection, the
data can be output in binary or ASCII code.
Opera\lng as a talker, the 5223 win output
data conlinuously a convenience for those
app~catlOns reqUlnng conllnUOus data
logging or real-time processing

~
HLlel

Fig. 4. Simplified bloCk d agram of the 5223 mom(H'Y system The right memory IS shown In dataill"
Iluslrate the two·page memory system that oJlowsone page lobe written while lhe other ,s bE mg read
and vice versa ThiS scheme prOVides a flickor·free dIsplay

Two types of sampling are used In the
5223 For sweep speeds 01 0.1 milliseconds/division and slower, (eal-llme sampling may be used. To store a complete
waveform, 1024 samples are taken. The
TIME/OIV control selling determines the
sample rale. For sweep speeds 01 50

microseconds diVISion and lasler,
sequenllal·equivalenl-!lme sampling is

used. With one sample laken each sweep
80th vertical channels of Ihe 5223 are

sampled Simultaneously and then digitized
sequenllally The analog-lo-dlgltal con·

verter is a lo-bll succeSSive approXimation
register that converts in one microsecond,
allowmg a maximum samp~ng rale 01
one megahertz.
The I-megahertz clock Irom the digitizer
enters serial data Irom the dlgllizer board
into a serial-to-parallel converter. The
10-bit data byles Irom the converter are
temporarily stored in scratch-pad
memories lor later transter 10 the lelt or
right-compartment memory
The memory system
The 5223 has t'<NO separate memory systems - ooe lor each verhcat compartment
(see figure 4) Each memory system IS, In
fum, divided Into two "pages" 011024
words each. This arrangement allows the
system to write data into one page. while
reading data (lor display purposes) from

the other Once a complete display cycle
has occurred, the functions of the pages
afe Interchanged (il the "acquIsitionmemory IS lully loaded), This scheme
ensures always having a lull memory lor
display. and provides a llicker-iree
display In the roU mode, page sWitching
does not occur
The memory output bullersare SWitched
on, as appropll8te, to apply the stored dala
10 the varllcal digital-to-analog converter.
Conversion 01 the data trom a full memory
page takes about 4.5 milliseconds
At sweep rales 01100 microseconds per
diVISion and slower,the cisplay is chopped
between lhe real-time signal and the stOfed
~nal. Howe'ler, at laster sweep rates, lhe
stored signal IS displayed dUring lhe realtime sweep retrace, to reduce the likeNhOOd 01 display flicker This technique
places some sfringent requirements on the
X and Y amplifiers as they have to SWitch to
the "trace starl" position and settle in less
than the 0 25 microseconds provided by
the delay line

Summary
The 5223 combines digital storage, a realtime bandwidth of to megahertz, and
plug-in versatility in an inslrument designed to give you new measurement
capability and operating ease. Multitrace
stOf'age, PQSltioning and expanSion 01
stOfed waveforms, X- Y plotter OUtpuls,
bislope triggering, prelrigger VIewing, and
other fealures provide Imponant new measurement capability, The 5223 can be
eas,1y converted lor rack mount ng and
occupies only se'Yen Inches of verllcal
rack space.
Acknowledgements
Many people are involved In the successful
complelion 01 a prOlect like the 5223 My
thanks to each one for thatr contribution. I
would like to give special recognihon to
Mike Hurley IOf providing lhe orig,nal product deliOltlOO. Gordon MeIgs deSIgned the
memory system, Dave Dooakdld the digItizer, power, aod mterface CirCUitry; the
GPtB opllon IS the woO< of Brian Rhodeler;
and Roy lewallen designed the 5825N
and X- Y circuitry.•

The optional GPIB
Wilh lhe optional GPIB interlace Installed
lhe 5223's digital functIons can be controlled via a controller such as the
Tektronix 4052 GraphiC Computing System Because the 5223 IS bOth a "talker·
and a -listener," you can oUlput wavefOfms
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A Programmable
Data Communications Tester
for First-Line Technicians
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The data communications industry is expanding at a rapid pace, and so is the
number 01 people involved in servicing
data communications networks. Such
rapid growth has made It Impractical to hire
and train enough technical specialists to
satisfy each user installation
An alternate approach is to train first-line
technicians to a level adequate to solve
most of the system problems encountered,
and situate them In branch offices, They
are on call by an installation in trouble
Highly·trained technical specialists, usu·
ally located at district or regional centers,
back up the first-line technician, With
experts at the factory providing top
level support.
The Tektronix834 Programmable Data
Communications Tester is deSigned
primarily for use by first·line technicians,
Operating ease, portability, and cost are
oplimized for this service tevel. Pro·
grammabillty and multifunction capability
make the 834 a valuabie tool for the techni·
cat specialist as wetl.

Multifunctton capability
Now leI's look at some of lhe 834's
capabilities The instrument can perform
several functions, It can monitor data flow
on bOth sides of the communications network, that is, data from the hOst computer

Fig, 1 The 834 Programmable Data Communications Tester,
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or dala trom a remote terminal. The 834
also enables tM user to simulate data terminal equipment (DTE) or data communications equipment (OCE). Extremely flexible, the 834 can be used With asynchro·
nous or bisynchronous byte·oriented pro·
tocols, or bit-oriented protocols such as
HOLC (high-level data·link contrOl) The
834 can confirm the condition of the carrier
channel by performing bit or block error
rate tests (BERT/BLERT), and can display
or generate cyclical or longitudinal redun·
dancy checks (CRClLRC) All of these
capabilities are contained in a package
weighing iust twelve poundS.
The techniCian's ability to exerCise these
capabilities is enhanced through the use of
ROM Packs, The ROM Packs provide an
extended programming set and specific
and general routines, stored messages.
and test patterns, Each ROM Pack has
space for customer·designed roulines
based on the customer's application. The
tirst-line techniCian can, thus, use custom
programs Without needing to know the
details of the programming language or
taking the time to enter programs via
the keyboard.
Microprocessor control
provides versatility
Microprocessor control makes the 834 extremely versatile, yet easy to operate, It
also simplifies the front-panel controls, The
front·panel contains four major sections: a
five-pOSition mode SWitch, seven-button
display control, 21·bullon keypad, and
interface access panel.
A bright, t6-character, fluorescent display IS used for parameter and message
display, With the four right-hand characters
forming a scratch pad area for data
entry and character translation. Addition·
ally, eight individual LEOs serve as
indicators for control·line status and
operational references,
The 834 provides a menu to assist the
user In setting up the instrument for a particular function. For example. suppose we
select the MONITOR mode In this mode,
the 834 passively looks at data on the
channel and can acqUire up 10 2699
characters from the data stream. Captured
dala can then be displayed on the
16-character readout
To check the operating parameters for
the selected mode, we press the SETUP
button. The first setup parameter displayed
is display coding, This Item in the menu

allows us 10 select hOw the data will be
10rmaUed lor display The default mode IS
EBCDIC Pressing the 0 - and -+ buttons
will display the other codes available: In
Ihls Instance. EBCDIC.." ASCII. ASCII....
and HEX A user·defined COde can also be
used In EBCDIC and ASCII. the control
characlers will be decOded as 3-characte'
mnemonics In the sc,atch pad area
Should we wanlto operate on the control
character via the keypad, it would be convenientto have the character displayed in
HEX. By selecting E8CDIC~. or ASCII",.
the control characters will be decoded as
hexadecimal pairs In the scratch pad area
In the HEX mode. all characte's are dis·
played as hexadecimal pairs
To go to the next. or the prevIous. setup
parameter, we use the tor J bunons Inour
example the next pa,ameter to be setup IS
baud rate. We can choose from baud rates
olSOto 19,200 bits per second Continuing
on through the setup. we can seleclfull or
hall-duplex operation. hall·duplex turnaround. delay. synchronous. HOlC, or
asynchronousoperat,on, bllsJcharacters,
panty and so forth
Triggering capability
A key element in the setup procedure is
delmlng the tngger The precIsion with
which we can detine the tngger point ollen
delermines whether we capture the data 01
Interest With the 834. we can choose: to
capture data preceding. 'ollowlng, or cen·
tered around the trigger event, whelher
triggenng Will occur on DCE or DTE data, Of
neither; whether to trigger on an error condition: or whether to trigger on the pO$llive
or negative tranSition of one 01 the EIA con·
troilines. We can program a 0·to·5 character sequence or use a mask to set up a
().to-25 character sequence {see llgure 3)
The ability to mask select bits .../hen cornparing the Inggercharacter to acqUlfed
data IS useful In working with b,t-onenled
protocols. and enables the 834 to Ingger
0fI a particular address and control-btl
comblnatlOl'l Trigger sequences are entered trom the decimal keypad which IS
pan 01 the 2t-buUoo keypad
Pressrng the START bullon begins data
acquIsition. If a tngger has been programmed, the NO TRIGGER light remains
on untillhe tngger is found When tllgge,Ing occurs. dala IS captured relative to the
tngger event as we have programmed It
During dala acquisition, data characters
are displayed as they are received

rl'llllll""' .. ""\\\\\\\\\
Fig. 2 Throogh 1M use or ROM Pads. ttle Ulio can e.
program! ::U51Ql"'llzedl thl!S~ munel tesl

- o r - bullon, The scratch pad area diSpays the hex equivalent of 1M righi-most
character in the display
Normally, OTE and DCE characters are
displayed in the order in which thay are
received. We can display only DCE or only
OTE characters by preSSing and holding
the appropriate f or ! bullon.

Source error, and coolrolline status also
are displayed In realtime.
Alterdata acquisition. we can use the
_ and -+ buttons to slep through the
caPture-buller contents. We can display
any position In the buller by entering (from
the decimal ke'~pad) the number of characters we want to shift and then pressing the
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834R01'
General Purpose ROM Pa<:k

Table 1 The baSIc 834 programming set Includes 10 H1SlrUCllOns
The ROM Packs prOvide a greatly el(lendod 5el of InslruCllons as shown here.

•

The pro~rammlng
Instruct on set resident in
the basic 834 is 8S follows:
0 HALT:mm
Stop and display
message MM
SEND:mm
Send contenls of
message buffer MM as
a frame
2 RECEIVE
Obtain next complete
dala frame for
processing
3 COMPARE:mm
Search frame for a
match with message
buffer MM
JUMP EQ-ss
Jump to step SS if a
match is found
5 JUMP NE_ss
Jump to step SS if a
match is not found
6 JUMP_ss
Jump to step S5
7 IFTlME_ss
Jump to step S5 ilthe
timer eKpires
8 TIMEOUT#pp
Start timer with value
parameter PP
9 MASK:mm
Use message MM for
mask during COMPARE
operation
10 WAIT#pp
Start timer with value In
parameter PP and do
not proceed to following
step untit timer expires

•

The extended programming
set contained In the ROM
Packs consists of the
following Instructions:
11 LOAD#pp
Load register with value in
parameter PP

12 STORE#pp
13

"
15
16

pp

17

MM

19

21

lhallhe value 10 be specified IS
to be used In the execution of
the instruction.
An arrow (_) Indicates transfer
to another program step

12

Clear message MM
TRANSFR# pp
Invoke key sequence
described by value in
parameter pp

22 SETEIA=nn
Set EtA R8-232 control
line specified by value NN

23 TESTEIA=nn

26

An equal Sign (_) irxhcates

Store register value in
message MM
DISPLAY:mm
Display message MM

20 CLEAR:mm

25

A pound Sign (if) IndK:ates lhat
lhe argument to be specified IS
a parameter.

LOAD:mm
Load registerwilh
character from message

16 STORE:mm

2'

A colon (:) indicates that the
argument to be specilled is a
message.

Store register value in
parameter PP
COMPARE#pp
Compare register value to
value in parameter PP
INCRMNT#pp
Increment value in
parameter PP by one
DECRMNT#pp
Decrement value in
parameter PP by one
DISPLAY#pp
Display value in parameler

27
28
29

Test EIA RS-232 control
line specified by value NN
TESTFRM=nn
Test for Iype of frame
indicated by value NN
TESTKEV=nn
Test for keybOard input
indicated by value NN
BREAK#pp
Send BREAK for length 01
time specified in
parameter PP
BCC:mm
Calculate and insert BeC
for message MM
NOP
Not available in present
ROM Pacl<s
BLOCK:mm
Compare frame to
message buffer MM and
coont bil errors

834R02
Bisync ROM Pack
834R03
Link Test ROM Pack

•••
•••
•••
•••

•••
•••
•••
•••

•••
•••

•••
•••
•••

•••
•••
••
•

•

Simulation programming
When operating in either of the two simulalion modes, the 834 provides the user a
simple, data-communications-oriented
programming language. This language is
similar to the problem-oriented instrUClion
sets 01 programmable calculators.
An 834 simulation program consiS1S of
from one to 99 program steps. one to 50
messages, and one to 50 parameters.
Each program step performs a single funclion (send a message, search a received
message, start a timer, elc,). The users
must put these in proper order to solve their
problem. Messages may be invoked by
program steps to send, compare, display,
and so forth. Parameters are numbers
which may range from 0 to 9999. They are
used as timer values (In milliseconds),
counters. and intermediate storage for
character manipulation.
The 834 firmware contains eleven
instruction types which provide most 01 the
features needed for simple simulations.
Protocol ROM Packs proviae additional instructions which allow more complex
simulations and simplify dealing with
some data simulalion protocols. Table 1
provides a list of all of the available
simulation instructions
Self-test capablllties
The self-lest and self-diagnostics features
of the 834 greatly enhance Is manu/acturability and serviceability. several levels
of self-test are provided. When lhe InSlrument is turned on, the CPU, ROM, RAM and
timers are tesled while the front-panel
lights are exercised 10 allow the operator to
venfy the funclioning of the LEDs and
fluorescent display. If either micro·
processor finds a problem, the 834 displa'fs a message which describes it The
power-up self-test does not test the interlace circuits. An operator, suspecting that
the 834 is not working properly, may turn
the MODE switch to the SELF TEST position
and quickly perform a series of tests that
can lind nearly any operational problem in
the ir1Slrumenl, As these tests exercise
nearly every instrument function, the
operator can be confidentlhat the instrument is working properly if it passes
these tests.
If a problem is found in either power-up
tesling or confidence testing, the problem
can be pinpointed easily. The service procedure defined in the Instruction Manual
describes how to use a digital voltmeter
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FIg, 4, Slmphf,e<! block diagram oltha 834 separate microprocessors control the acqulSillon and dIsplay pro&Csses

and frequency counter in conjunction wilh
the Diagnostic ROM Pack to trace the problem to its source,

The system architecture
The 834 conlains two microprocessorcontrolled systems (see figure 4), A Z80
microprocessor runs the CPU and
inpuVoutput system, while a 6802
(with self-contained RAM) handles the
display processing,
The Z80and 4 kofthe 28 kbytesof ROM
form the kernel of the CPU. The 4 k erasable ROM contains the initialization routines
and power-up self-lesls, Only power, a
clock, and a reset pulse are needed lor the
kernel to funclion. 11 the kernel is funClioning, the CPU can survey the rest of the 834
and identify system problems,
The 16 k bytes of RAM provide a space
in which the CPU can store and relrieve
data. Such data includes messages
received from, or to be transmil1ed to,
the RS-232 interface,
The serial inpuVoutput (SIO) chip plays a
central role in the inputfoutputlunction. It
takes the 8-blt parallel dala off 1he bus and

then, under CPU control, serially transfers
that dala to the interface. Conversely, the
SIO receives serial data tram the interface
and places it on the bus as parallel data,
The 834's internal timer is a programmable baud rate and interval generator
which supplies transmit and receive clock
signals. Thesesignals are used in applications in which 1he 634 must provide its own
clock or the system clock.
The interlace does the signal condilioning between tne RS-232 intertace and the
834110 system. This includes shifting be·
tween RS-232 and TTL levels, decoding
and encoding NRZI, selecting a liming
source, and detecting transitions for the
data-derived clock,
The display proceSSOr seclion of the
834 handles control and decoding tOr
the keyboard, and for the LEO and
fluorescent displays, This section of the
834 is a complete microprocessor system
containing its own 6802 microprocessor
chip with on-board RAM. a 4-megahertz
clock,4 k ROM, LED drivers, and
keyboard deCoding,

Summary
The 834 Programmable Data Communications Tester gives the user a wide range of
capabilities in one compact, easy to use
instrument. It is optimized for operation by
the tirst·line technician. Wilh the help of
customized ROM Packs, the technician
can perform sophistica1ed tests rapidly
and accurately and should be able to solve
most of the system problems encountered,
on tne first call.
Acknowledgements
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to OOr cohorts in the hardware and software
design teams for their indi ...idual contributions to the 834 project. Wendell Damm,
project manager, provided overall direction
and gave encouragement. Dave
Thompson deserves special mention
for his work on the service procedure,
and Garth Eimers for his valuable
marketing input.•
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New Products
High Resolution
Hard Copier

V

/

46341mag.!!lg Hard CO~C'U,:!n!'JIL.~_
The Tektronix 4634 Imaging Hard Copy
Unit produces high quality continuous tone
copies from raster scan video sources in
seconds. Designed 10 provide photographic quality images, the device is

aimed primarily al digital image processing, pattern recognition. remote sensing.
video disc and high resolution
display environments.

The 4634 records on dry silver paper
using a fiber-optic CRT. Clean and convenien!, the dry copy process requires no
toners or developers, The high resolution
copies have a broad gray scale range (12
levels) that reveals fine image detail, and
the large 6)( a-inch image size on
8Y2 x 11·inch paoer makes details
easy to see.
The cost per copy is subslantially lower
than that for similar competilive units.
Front paper load and eXit, and trontpanel contrqls make it easy to Integrate the
4634 into vi!'eo system configurations. It is
self-contained, usually requiring a single
caoleconnection, and can be interfaced to
most rasler scan video sources, either
analog or digital
An automatic gain control circuit tracks
the input signal, making the 4634 less sensitive 10 input signal variations. Image quality is thus more consistent over time, with
minimum adjustment required .•
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Tracking Generator
for the 492-492P
Spectrum Analyzers

TR 503 Tracking Generator with
DC 508 Counter and 492.
The new TR 503 Tracking Generator IS de·
signed to work With the 492 and 492P
Spectrum Analyzers to provide state of the
art performance In making frequency reo
sponse measurements of passive and active devices, swept return loss measurements using an external passive bridge,
and other applications,
The TR 503/492 has a frequency range
of tOO kHz to 1,8 GHz with .:t:1 ,5 dB system
lIC1tness and 50 Hz stability,
The traCking generator is a tWO-Wide unit
compatible With the TM 500 MOdular Instrument Series. When powered by a
TM 503. there is room tor a 1 3 GHz
DC 508A or other counter for making
frequency measurements with
counter accuracy.•

The New TM 500 Series
Function Generators

Counter Capability
Extended to 1.3 GHz
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FG 507 2·MHz Function Generator
Two new function generators broaden Ihe

signal generation capabilities of the versatite TM 500 Series instrumentation. The
FG 501A provides low-distortion Sine,
square, triangle, ramp, and pulse waveforms from 0.002 Hz to 2 MHz in eight decade sleps. MaXimum output level is 30 V
pop into an open circuit, with up to:!: 13 Vol

de offset 'rom son. Waveform triggering,

and gating are provided. A variable phase
control permits phase shifts of up to::!:OO
degrees. Symmetry can beadJusted over a
range of 5% to 95% \0 generate pulses and
ramps. Pulse rise time is "25 ns. Pushbullon-selectable step al1enuators provide
60 dB of attenuation in 20 dB steps, and a
variable amplitude control provides an additional20 dB 01 al1enuation. A vollagecontrolled-frequency input provides a
tOOO:l ratio of swept frequency.
The FG 507 has all 01 the capabilities of
the FG SOlA. plus an internal sweep
generator to internally sweep up to Ihree
decades of frequency with either a linear or
logarithmic sweep. The log sweep allows

.,.- ."
....".

accurate swep:-frequency plots on log
scales or paper. Separate start and stop
frequency dials make swepHrequency
measurements very easy. The FG 507 can
sweep up or down in frequency, dependent on the selting of the two dials A manual sweep capability is a\iailable also The
sweep can be lree-run, or triggered either
externally or manually. A sweep-hold mode
allows the FG 507to sweep to the slop
frequency and remain Ihere until released

•

DC 508A Frequency Counter
Tre DC 50BA Counter, designed to operate
in a TM 500 Series Power Module. measures frequency from 10Hz to 1.3GHz. The
DC 508A provides a diracl input for measuring frequencies from 10 Hz to 100 MHz
and a prescaler input for frequencies from
100 MHz to t ,3 GHz. The DC 50BA totalizes
events lrom 0 to 999,999,999 over a frequency range of 10 Hz to 100 MHz,
A nine-digit display allows resolutions 01
1kHz t01 Hz (0.1 Hz using direct input). An
aL.dio frequency resolution multiplier increases resolution by a factor of 100 times
from 10 Hz to 25 kHz. This feature yields a
resolution of 0.01 Hz in one second. Automatic decimal point positioning and blanking 01 leading zeros simplilies reading
the display.
The direct input sensitivity is 15 mV RMS.
and prescaler input sensitivity is 20 mV
from 100 MHz to 1,1 GHz and 40 mV from
1.1 GHz to 1.3 GHz. The prescalerinput has
a V$WR of 2.2:1 or less and is protected by
an easily-replaceable front-panel fuse._
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New 128-pin
LSI/VLSI/Hybrid
Semiconductor Test
System

A New Microprocessor
Development Family

8550 Microcomputer Development Lab
The Tektronix 8550 Microcomputer Development Lab IS the Initial member of a new
family of products (the 8500 Series) thai will

provide complete design. debugging.
and integration lools for each ollhree
major deSign environments: the singleuser lab. multi-user lab. and host-

The 8550 currently supports the following 8·bit chips: InleI8085A, 8080A, 8048,
8049, 8041A. 8039, 8039-6. 8035, 8022,
8021; Motorola 6800.6802.6808: Fairchild
F8: Mosfek 3870, 3872. 3974, 3876: Ziiog
Z80A: Texas Instruments TMS9900,
SBP9900; RCA 1802; and Rockwell
65OO1A. Tektronix will soon offer lull support, inCluding emulation, lor the Intel
8086/88, Zilog Z8001/2, the Motorola
68000 16-bit microcomputers, and the
Motorola 6809 a-bit micrccomputer.
The 8550 will be compatible with other
members 01 the 6500 larrily. For example,
the 8550 can bedireCtly integrafed into the
8560, which wi I be a complete microcom·
puter development system for up to eight
work stations. Another member, the 8540
Advanced Integration Unit, will be a selfcontained peripheral stat on that provides
hardware/software integration in conjunction with a host computer. It also can be
used to provide 16-bit emulation lor a
single-user system, like tre existing 8oo2A.

computer operation.

The 8550 is a single-user lab and can·
sists of two major components. (he 8301
Microprocessor Development Unit and the
8501 Data Management Unit. The 8301
hOuses the operating system software,
DOS/50, 32 kilobytes 01 stalic system
memory.

32 kilobytes of sialic program

memory, language processor. and
emulator COnlroller, Options include an
additional 32 kilobytes of static program
memory. the real-time prototype analyzer.
and emulator processors. Optional systems software includes assemblers tor all
supported microprocessors, PASCAL and
MDlIp. compilers for several supported
microprocessors. and the Advanced
CRT-oriented Editor.
The 8501 Data Management Unit
handles files and auxiliary 110 for DOS/50
and manages the movement of user hies
between its dual-sided. double-density
flexible discs and the Microprocessor
Development Unit Disc memory capacity
is two megabytes

S-3275 Semiconductor Test System
The Introduction olthe newS-3275128-pin
test system reatfirms Tektronix' commitment to prOVide test soluTions in a changing
and increasingly complex environment. It

''''''

Tektronix, Inc.
P.o. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

0421867

is consistent With our continuing support
policy lor our customer base.
The S-3275 leatures state of the art pat·
tern generation and timing, and has an
analog bandwidth unmatched in the industr)'. An expanded software system improves memory utilization, increases processing speed, and contains a networking
option that permits the S-3275 to be interfaced to any large computer. The soltware
enhancement is also downward compatible for all Tektronix 5-3200 Series semiconductor test systems.
The S-3275 has 20-MHz functional
capability and realtime error logging. The
system'S 128 data channels operate either
as 64 input and 64 output channels, or as
64 inputfoutput channels.
The pattern processor offers sophisticated pattern control and sequencing as
well as algorithmic pattern generation.
Four bils 01 pattern data (Iorce. inhibit.
compare, and mask) are sent by the processor to each pin electronics card at the
20-MHz rate. Force and compare pattern
memories are 64 bits by 4k words deep:
inhibit and mask pattern memories are 64
bi1s by 1k word deep.
In the algorithmic pattern generation
mode, the pattern processor generates
12X, 12Y, 12Z, 16 force data, and 16 compare dala bits on each cycle. The addresses can be scrambled by lhe topological
memory (4k words by 12I::il), an integral
part of the pattern processor.
The clock generator makes 16 clock
phases available to the test station. Sixleen
sets 01 liming data, inCluding slart, width,
and cycle time can be programmed and
selected on a cycle-by-cycle basis by the
pattern processor. resulting in complex,
split-cycle timing.
The networking option, an extension of
the operating system software, provides
the interface 10 user-defined mainframes.
With the option, the user can interface the
lest system to any large computer to obtain
central program management._
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A Microprocessor Development
Lab with an Expandable Future

D.Jstomer inlormationlrom Tektronix, Inc.
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The Teldronix 8550 Microcomputer Deve!opmenl
Lab is the first member 01 a new lamily of advanced lOOs designed for oevelopillg mic/Oprocessor·based prOOllCls. The 8SS0 ~ a sell·

Tekscope is a QUarierty Ptblicaticn Teklronix, tnc
tn It you will lind al1lCles covering the entire scope
01 Teklronix' products Technical arleles diSCUSS
lNtIars nfllN 'n Circuit and component oesign,
measuremenl capability, and measuremenl
tectmlque

coolalned single-user sof1ware develOPment and
hardware/software inlagralion sYSlem that sup-

POI'tS bolh 8- and 16./)il mlCfQProcessors

0'

Edilor: Gordor1 Allison
Graphic Deslgt1er Mlchaet Sallerwhite

Two New Hard Copy Units

Feature low-Cost, High-Contrast
Copies
At1 i'll'lO'o'atllle implemenlalion 01 eleCtrOSlal1C
technology uses mOVII"l9·bell Slyli and a dry toner
system 10 produce sharp, high·conllast copies
il1e~nslvely and with a new level 0' opera1lllg

convenience.

Programmable Calibration
Generator Speeds Instrument
Checkout
Verification and cali!:lralion 01 complex test eQuip.
menl is time COOSLKl1iflg and reQUires skilled
lechnlcians. Autcmatlon of this luncllOf1 cookJ
savs lime and reduce the slIlil leVel needed. The
new Tektronix CG 551AP p,ogrammable Calibra,
lion Generalor rills lhis role for osc~loscope
users.

Slewed·Edge Signals Simplify
Fast Sweep Timing
The use or high-1reQUeflcy sloe waves as timing
signals lor calibrating lhe laSI sweeps on oscilloscopes has serIOUS drav.t>acks. A new Iype ot
timing signat - the slewed-edge pulse - over·
comes these drawbacks and oHers a new level
or accuracy and convenience.

Teklronix is an e<lual owortunily employer.
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Cover
The cover Illuslralion conceptually demonstrates
the multr.er'ldor capability or the new 8550 Micro·
computer Lab. The 8550 supporls a multip11cily
01 devices, 26 OIl present and more in the near
futllfe. tltuslratlon MIChael Sallerwhlle
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Designing W1lh microprocessors is a dynamiC aclMly. NeIN applicatIons 0I1he
device appear dally And tomorrOl.'/S pro-

cessors ....... perform even more cOl'll)lex
tasks. Microprocessor users rrusl choose
their design tools wisety 10 oe able to lake
lull advantage or the processors available
today and those coming along.
As mlclDprocessor capabiliHes increase,
the size and make-up 01 deslQn teams wilt
change. More extensrve programming wiU
be needed 10 efleCllvety put these new
capabihties 10 wor1< II IS if"ll)Ol'tanl that lhe

design tools you chOose today be adaptable
10 your design needs 'I..ellcnlO the future.
The new Tefdrorlx 6500 Modular MicrOCOrTr
puler Oevelopmenl Lab Series is a design
1001 with such flexibility.
Righi now, lhere are lhree major elements In lhe series:
• The 8550 MlCrocorT1XJler Deveklpmefll
Lab (MOL), a self-conlained, sangle-user
syslem that ~ 26 dfrerent chIpS,
Including lhe more popular l&oit processors such as the Z8(X)l, Z8002,
68000, 8086, 8088, S8P9900, and
TMS9900.
• The 8560 Muill-User DeveloPment lab
system, which conlains a dedicaled
central CQrTlputer and supports up 10
eighl wor1<staOOns
• The 8540 Acvanced Integration Unit fOr
performing I'ardNarelsoflWare integration in host com~ter erl'IlrOl"lfl"e(lts

Fig, 1. The 8550 Microcomputer Development Lab Is a versatile soltware development and hard·
waretsoflware inlegratlor1 system lor microprocessor·based product design The system ~ppOrts
many popular 8- and 16·M microprocessors.

The 8560 can accommodate up to eight
users with any combination of 8550s, 85408
or any RS232C termnals, Enhanced per·
formance is achieved With the Te!<trOlllX
CT8500 Terminal.
The 8550 is available now, With the 8560
and 8540 to follow 'Nithin the year.
The 8550 single-user system
The 8550 Mlcrocompuler Development lab
(Iigure 1) consists of two basic units - lhe
8Xll Microprocessor Development Unit and
the 8501 Dam Management Unit. 'N:lr1Ong
togelher, these oolS ~r1 bOth software
development and haro.vareJsoflware
Ir"Itegration.
The 8301 Microprocessor Developmenl
Unit houses a system processor with 32K
bytes of static system memory, 32K bytes
of static program mern:>ry, a language processor, and an emulator conlroller. There
is roem lor plug.;' hardware ~IOOS such
as emulalOf processors, an ackllllOn8l 32K
bytes 01 sla1JC program memory, a real-lIme
prototype analyzer (RTPA), and a PROM
programmer. The 8301 accommoOates up
to 16 p1ug·ln circuit bOards,
Multiple processor architecture
The 8301 uses a multiple-pi'"ClCeSSOI archilecture in a master-slave relatlOf'lship (see
IIgure 2). The system's controller bOard,
s&MIlg as the masler processor, runs the
operallllg system, drects the Ir'()Utfoutpul
(1/0) actIVities lor system peripherals, and
directs all of the Olher system elements
such as the emulator controller, language
processor, PROM programmer, and emulator processors
The language processor operates as a
slave to the system processor and trans·
lates assentlIy language or high level lan·
guage I1tO machIne language lor the emJIator processor. In addition, It runs the editors Including the high-performance advanced CAT editor,
The emulator processor, which is the
same type as that to be used In the prototype hardware under devetopment, runs
user programs and inlerlaces with the prototype hard'N8re. InleroclJon between the
system and emulator processors is conItC led by the emulator controller under the
direction of the system processor, The arm
lalor controller ensures that only one processor has control of the system buses al
any lime.
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Fig. 2. Functional block dIagram 01 the 8301 Micloproc:essor [)eyeIUpment UOII. The system US81
• mulUprocessoI' NChflectut'8 In • mastertslaYe "'aI1gemenl The $y$Iem processor (In the
s~lem conlrolle!1 serves as lhe master. Wllh the emulatOf and lano~ prOC8SSOl'S serving as
slaves. A hlgh-41)88d Interlace provides rapid clal. lransler betW'COO 1M 831)11l!ld 8501 Data

Managemenl Unit

System bus structure
The system bus In the 6301 Is a l00·line
bus slruclure lhal is common 10 all 16 plug.
in circuil bOards. The bus is essenlially unl·
versal in that dala, address, and control
lines are paralleled 10 all bOardS. The ex·
CeptllX1S are the independent debug and in·
ler f\4)1 lines and some control lines lor !he
system and emJIator processors (see figure
3) The separate 6nes result in a virtually
uncrashable archilecture.
The memory structure
In keeping With lhe multiprocessor concept
or Teklronix systems. lhe 6301 memory is
segmented. The sYSIQ"TI an::! prcgram merrories
are iderltlcal 3:2K-byte stalic randomaccess memories (RAMs). The program
memory IS expandable 10 64K bytes by
adding a p~.n memory rnoctJle
The syslem memory is accessed only by
!he system processor and contains DOS'SO.
the operating system. The main resident
part Of DOS/SO is transferred Into system
memory at start·up, With Stbroutines loaded
from the system disc in lhe 6501 Data
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SYSTEM
SECTION

Management Unit (DMU) as needed. The
system memory also provides butler space
for 1/0 activities.
The primary pUrpose of the program
memory IS 10 slOfe the user program during
execulioo by the em..dalOl' prClCeSSOf. The
program memory alsO provides wondng
space fOr the syslem and asserTbler pro.
cessors. but only during program asserrtlly
and edlling activ,ties. During emulation, all
program memory Is aval1able for the target
microprocessor,
The SyStem processor has access to
bOth syslem and program memories. several operating fealures are available to speed
L(l the transfer of data bef\.veen memories,
including direcl memory access lDMA).
memory·to-memory data transfer, and baric
SVlllctWlg of 16Kbjle blocks of data. A
special high-speed Interlace port permits
data transfer belWeen the 8301 and 8501
at a 1536 kilobaud rale.
several emulation modes are avail·
able: mOde 0, mode 1. and mocIe 2 (see
section on emulation capabilities). When
operating in emulation mode 1, a memory
map lunclion is available that allows the
- oJ 2&by te blOcks of l'l"I8ffioperator to assog
ory address space to 8lther the program
memory in the 830 t or the memory 11'1 the
prototype hardware. Assignmenls can be
made throughoul a Iotal adoress space of

PROGRAM
SECTION

,..

".

".

Fig. 3. The s~terr bus conSist' of 100 lines that pl'OYlde connecllon 10 the plug· In Ctr(;tJlt boerds
In lhe 8301. TIl. efTlulal0r controllOf' board separalElS lhose conlro1 and signal lInes thaI are
declicated etlher 101M syslem secllon or to tile program section

64K bytes. This lunction also allows write
protection to segmentS of program memo
ory. as selected by the user,
The 8501 provides high-volume bulk stor·
age ~ to two megaby1es on lV,(l <b.bIe·
density, cb.b1e.sidEJd.disc CUf1)a1.ble drives
with DMA data translers. A 32K by 1&b1t
dynamic RAM board prcMdes terT\?Ofary
slorage space lor the lile manager, device
inlerrupts. and other h.nclions
The 8501 also contains !'NO 1K·byIe
read-OOly memories (ROMS). These ROMs
contain a boot·up program fOf loading the
operating system into system memory,
and a set 01 sell·test routines that are per10ml9d at starlW 10 ensure the 8550 is
ready lor use
The disc operaUng system
The 8550 uses a new operatlf'lQ system
called DOS/SO (lOr Disc Qperallng System,
8550). While Similar to TEKDOS (the cperating system lor Tektronix 8001 and 8002
MOLs) in many respects, DOS/SO provides
several new options for arranging. manipulating, and prOtecting files and a number of
enhanced debugging corrvnands.
005150 sl4'9rvises general input and
output file creatlOll and mainlenance. program assembly an::! cc.T~i1ation. program
executlOfl, rnor\Itonng and debuggJflg,
PROM programmng. and c:onwnunicatoo
OptIOrlaI software (such as asserrtllers)
can be easily corrt>ined with DOS/SO on a
master disc (Which can store ~ 10 t mega·
byte) giving you the convenience of having
all of the assemblers, emulators, and com·
pilers you would normally use, on one
system disc.
DOS/SO Includes several other operallng
conveniences, such as spooling, which
aJla.vs DOS/SO 10 send output to a ~ne
pnnler wIiIe performing other tasks: and
type-aheacf, which albMl yOu 10 enter addl'
lionat commands while lhe previous com·
mand is executing.
File management
The 8501 Data Management Unit handles
Illes lor DOS/SO and manages the movement of user hies between Its fleXible discs
and program memory In lhe 8301
Data management is simpillied by using
a tree-lil<e file structure (see figure 4), v.Nch
albMl the user to specl/y one main system
areclOfy. one root directory lor each disc.
and any number 01 subdireclorleS lSlder lhe
rOOl directory. Data liles may be created
and entered directly into the root directory.

F)g. 4. AA ~ of the DOS/50 lree-like
file structure Tte "mol" 01 the lree is al
the top The rec:angles represent dllllCtor-.
while the sQUQri:'S represenl dala hlea.
NfONS

indlcale. logical connection. Irom

which 8 palh C&'I be deslgl"8tad .... i1h 8 liIe
speclllc:atiort

As liles are accumulated, lhe user may
organize them into specllic groups, each
under its own specilic directory. The user
may create directones wilhln directories
to any level 01 nesting desired.
With extensive nesrr,g. the lila specifica·
tion needed 10 access a specllic Ille can be
lengthy an::! ctmbersome 10 use. 008/50
includes a BRIEF corrvnand. wtuch alkMos
the user to speclly a file by a $Ingle name.
This greatly speeds up access to frequently
used liles.
DOS/50 also Includes an extensive set
of file atlr!butes that allO'..o.' the user 10 designate: the lile owner, who can read Irom Of
wrile to that lIIe, the date and lime 01 Iile
crealion, wtIen the lile was last written to.
when il was last accessed, and so forlh.
These al!rbJtes are especially helpful in
keeping a Ille current when more than one
user works with the hie.
The assembler software packages lOr
the 8550 oHer po.yerlut macros, library
generators, linkers, and other capabilities
designed to enhance the user's
productivity.
Emulation capabilities
Integratlflg haldware and soltware is oflen
the most ~ and lrustratrg
task encountered in destgnlflg a microprocessor·based product The 8550 emulator opllOllS allOw integration In several
stages, gradually translerrlng functions
from the 8550 to the prototype.

Three levels of emulation are available:
• Mode 0, .....-tIlch uses the 85SO's clock,
program memory, and 1'0 signals 10
run the user's program. The prototype
harct.vare is not needed in this mode.
allowing soItware debugging to take
place before the prOlotype IS
operatIOnal.
• Mode 1, (a partial emulatlOll mode) uses
the prototype's cloCk and I/O services.
Some elTMJlators also allow use of !he
8550's I/O services in MOOe 1. The program is run on the emulator, which may
access bOth program memory and protOlype memory, Hcmever, full control 01
the system is maintained by the system
controller. A memory map lunction allows
assignment 01 128-byle bIocI<s 01 mem0ry OO1ress space as P!'EMOUSIy discussed
In the memory structure section. The
emulalor can cperate at lull speed using
either program or prolOtype memory.
• Mode 2. (lhe lull emulation mcx:Ie) uses
only the prototype's memory, clock. and
I facilities and runs the user program
under the emulator processor's control.
The user program can run at lull speed,
90 any problems WIth functions invOlving
critical twrung relationships can be
'esoIYed.
In modes 1 and 2, the emulalor lakes
the place 01 !he microprocessor lhal eventually Will reside in the pr01otype, USing a
prototype control prObe to connect the prototype to lhe emulator.
The prototype contrd prObe Is a critical
link In the emulation system, The ideal emu·
Iator would be transparent to the prototype
hard\....are. That is, the prolotype would
function as thol.gh lhe microprocessor
were plugged directly nlO Its SOCket 00 the
prololype harct.vare. In Tek emJlalors, the
mICroprocessor is mounted In lhe prototype
conlrol prooe pod, close to !he prototype
microprocessor sockel. thus substantially
red.Jcing lhe lOading and propagatiorHime
ellects normally associated with emulators.

to

The real·tlme prototype analyzer
The optooal real·time prototype analyzer
(RTPA) enables the deSigner 10 lOCate criti·
cal lmlng prOblems and hardware1sOltware
seq..oence prOblemS In !he prolotype. The
RTPA serves, In essence, as a logIC analyzer lor an data, addresses. and access
conlrol on the prototype's mICroprocessor
socket. A logic prebe pl'OVIdes an ad:fitional
eight lines for viewilg logic signals all'yWhere
on the prototype bOard.
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Two New Hard Copy
Units Feature low-Cost,
High-Contrast Copies
The ATPA uses a 43-bi1 buller to slore
program information captured from the address, data, and control busses The user
has a high degree of llexibtlity 1'1 selecting
the data 10 be store<:! Every lransacllOll
can be stored and dtspIayed, or a specifIC
WIndOw can be slored and analyzed ...mIle
program execution continues at full speed,
For worKing with 16-bll designs, a trigger
trace analyzer (ITA) option will soon be
available. With a 62-bil wide, high-speed
buffer. it WIlt be capable Of working WIth bus
cycle speeds up to 8 MHz, and storing up
10 16 data bits, 24 address bits, 14 em.Jlatordependent bits. and 8 bits from external
hardware. Up to loor independerll events

can be combined in both logical and se·
quential combinations to form a breakpoint
or data storage trigger.
The PROM prOQrammer
The user's rll'lal step In inlegratng the ham.
ware and SOftware Is corm-itting the pre>
gram 10 PROM and evaluating its perform-

ance In the prototype. A PROM programmer option lor the 8550 will soon be avail·
able that prOVides the capability 10 burn a
PROM with dala from program or prototype
memory, read data 'rom a PROM Into pro.
gram or Pfototype memory, or compate
the PROM's cootents ""';th lhe contents Of
memory The 8550 PROM Pfogrammer will
Sl..4)pOrt the Intel and Texas Instruments
2716,2732, and Intel 8741, 8748, 8749,
and 8755 PROMs.
Conc'uslon
As microprocessors become rT'lOfe numerous and their capabllllies expand, the
number 01 people Involved in puttIng microprocessors 10 worI< will increase draslically
Software deveIopmenl and hara.-,arelSCltt·
ware IntegralJon wtIl becaTle a larger part
Of total projecl design lime and expense.
The microprocessor development lools
you choose tOday shOuld meet )'OUr design
needs tomorrow-. The Tektronix 8500 MOdu·
lar Microcomputer DevelOpment lab Series
will give you the flexibihty to expand your
deSign system as your needs expancl •
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F6g.1. The 461 \ Hard Copy UnU provides 'asl, cleen. 1ow-COSl copies 01 dlrect,vlew·&lorage lube
displays. T'- corrpanlon 4tl12 prOVldee COpies 'rom raster·scan displays or aihOt' video signal

""""""
very eatly III Its experience With computer
graphIC cisplays, TeidtOllIX reoognized the
need lor whal IS now common knOwn as
a "hard copy unit" - a devICe that con·
nects to a terminal or monitor and reproduces, on paper, aU the graphic and
alphanumeric Inlormation that appears on
the screen The concept IS 10 reproc1Jce illformation quickly (n less than 30 secco:ls)
and conveniently so thai the operator need
only press a butk:tl to Obtain a ccpf ThIs
grves the operatcr the Iree<b'n 10 req.JeS1
copies as often as needed. with a mmlmum
of Interruption in the work 'low.
Quick hard copies Oflhis kind are excel·
lent working dOCuments to annotate and
edit as an aid to program develOpment and
debugging. They al90 serve as permanent
records lor the fip. - dOCumenting, lor ex·
afT1)le, r,termediate steps 01 an irflxlrtant
work. sessiOn WItt' the cornputer terminal.
Hlgh-quality hard copieS are ollen Incorporated into reports and presentations, And
when you require extremely hlgh'Quality
(camera·ready) output, hard copies provide
a quick preview end a chance 10 screen in·
formation for errors before sending it to a

0'

plotler lor linal prOClK:tion. This capability
becomes parllCUlarty irnporlant when lhe
display is COIT'(lIel( and final plOltlng can
take several minutes,

A history of expertise In
electrophotographics
TektroniX Inlroctuced its Ilrst rard copy unit
In 1971, and has Sll1Ce developed a broad
line 01 copiers (see figure 2), Pro 10 the
lI'llrociJction 01 the new 4611 and 4612,
all 01 the TektronIX devices were based
on electrophotographic technolOgy, As
the name implies, electrophotograp/'ly is
a ptotographic process, based on light·
exposure techniques, IntormatiOn to be
cq:lied from the display is brought into the
hatd coPY IJlit and processed PortiOns 01
the nformation are then d~yed on a
small cathode tay Il.be (CAn located Inside
lhe hard copy umt. Ught·sensitNe paper
containing a dry Silver emulsiOn passes by
the 'ace of the harck::Opy CRT, and thus is
exposed to the same image as appears on
the display to be cOPied. Bundles of tiny
liber..q>tlC PipeS keep the light 'rom dillus·
Ing as It traveis lhrough the CAT faceplale

to the paper. The paper is heal<levelOped,
WIth the end result being a very crISP, clear
image 01 lhe original display.
The electrophotographIC lechnlQUe has
several acMIntages over other haro-ccpy
tectvlqJes. The process uses no loner,
and image quality is very high. But lhe
technique's mostlrT'4X>flant advantage is its
ability to prOduce true continuous·tone gray
shades. Most other technOlOgies must
simulate gray shading by USIng half.lorllng
methods - lhal is, by varying the 00t sizes
or spacing between dots to represent cil·
ferent shades Of gray.
The abitity Of electrqJhotography to pro.
duce true gray shading makes the Tektrolllx
devices using this technique excel in pro.
vlding working copies from soptlisticated
image.processing systems wllh twelve or
more shades 01 oray (the 4634 Imaging
Hard Copy Unit), and for prOVIding black
and white cq:lies Of rastel-scan cOlOi" lerfTllnat d'lSPIavs (the 4632 VIdeO Hard Copy

paper then allract particles 01 a ~ack toner,
makll1Q the image visible on the paper.
We have alrea<iy discussed the advan·
lages 01 electrq::lholographlC light-exposure
lectriQues. Wty, then. expand into EHecIrostatlC technOlOgy and create the 4611
and 46t'n Because electrostalic technol·
ogy has some Slrong advantages 01 ils
C>Nfl, The paper used in the process is ex·
cellent called "electrographic" or "dielec·
tric:' lhe papal has the look, feel, and
handling charactenstlCs of plain bOnd
papel. The Ironl side 01 the paper has an
extremely thlf'l plaSlIC layer that aids In !he
charge·transfer process ard is barely per·
cephble to the touch. Copies can be af"lllO.
laled with any kind ot wrlllng medium. in·
Cluding len·tip and other Hquid pens. Images
are permanent with no tendency to age
with e.qlOSUre :0 heal or light
Images made usilg electrostatic lecho
~ are very high il contrast That IS,
lines and characters are crisp and blaCk on
a very white background And - perhaps
lhe mosl signllicant advanlage Of electro.
statics - lhe paper is very inexpensive,
resulting in a copy cost less than one·third
that of the dry silver paper used in electro.
photographic copiers.
The 4611 and 4612 Hard
Units have
all Ol these properties IOherenllo eleclrosta!JC lecl'v106O;1y In additllJO, the 461 1 and
4612 are based on an innovative 1fTl)IemenIalion Olthe technology - one which
brings adVantages of its own. The i~

Unil~

The expansion Into elec1rostatlc
technology
The new Tektronix 4611 and 4612 Hard
Copy Units are based on e!eclrostahc
technology - a tectV'liQue involving the
Iransfar 01 an EHeclrical charge to paper. In.
CQTllng If'lformatlOl"l about the lITlage to be
COPed is processed and sent to a pnnting
mechanism which "deposits" the image in
its preliminary form as tiny painls 01 elec·
lrlcal charge. The charged painls on the
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Fig. 2. The TektrOnl~ family tree 01 copiers Irteludes unIts that prOVlOO, In seconds. high ImagequaUty copies of direct-View-storage lube and raster·scan displays. A linltoscan recorder and a
un,t proYklmg a~tenslva gray scale (pholographlc) capab,lltMls are 8Iso available, The 4611 and
4612....-e lhe newest members 01 the lam Iy

mentation developed al Tektronix all<M'S a
lower base unit price than previously possl·
bIe lor an electrostatic harct-cevl device It
also il"fl)l0ve5 both image qua~ty and c:peratar convenience, and pern,ts a very canpacl deslgn. The 4611 and 4612 are only
sixteen inches wide, seven Inches high,
and weigh just forty-live pounds.
A moving stylus for tower cost
and belter image
In most electrostatic ~s, charge
transfer is achieved using a matrix of fixed'II Ie styli as .../ide as the paper beflg
imaged. Wilh up to 200 styli per Inch, the
manufacturing cosl Ol this matrix and the
electronics necessary 10 drive each stylus
is high. The 4611 and 4612 use a novel approach - a moving stainless steel bel! with
raised styli in cootact with the paper (see
figure 3). This belt and the associaled drIVE!
eleclrooic$ are much less complex lhan the
wire malnx and its drl\le ClrcUlry, ard thus
less costly 10 manufacture. /vi added befle.
fit of the m::Mng styli is the ability to p0sition adjacent 0015 with signilicant overlap
to achieve smoother and darker lines and
characters, This Is Illustrated in ligure 4.
As you can see, the line on the right is
smoother and more easily Integrated by
the eye. ThIS Is due to high addressabillty
(numbel 01 dots per If'lChl and sigrufteant
oot O'o'erIap

Dry toner lor less mess and more
consistenl Image density
Most electrostatic inslruments use liQuid·
toning systems. Liquid toner consists of a
suspension fluid (usually Isopar, a highly
relined form 01 kerosene) cootaining suspended, black, charged particles thai are
altracted to Imaged ateas when t~ liquid
Is pumped againsl the paper. These
systems have SENaral disadvanlages - the
tiquids are messy and incooW1l"lient, and as
copies are made, lhe black particles are
used up resulting in a progressively lighter
Image, Copies can become faint and hard
to read. Both concentrale and suspension
fluid roost be added penoclically to maintain
proper mage density. Also, il the paper sits
shU 101' any length of tune III OOllact WIth
!he 1Q..IId applICator, !he loner seeps IntO
the paper and leaves a gray smudge.
In contrast, the 4611 and <1612 are the
first deSklop lerminal copiers to use dry,
single-corrponent, magnetic toner. This
pwKier is inelt and nontO~IC and conslsls
01 particles that are a uniform mix of
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Fig. 3. The 4611 and 4612 employ a unIQue means 01 applyIng ctwge 10 the P&Per. A 0 COI·,nch
thICk sl.am~ steel belt conlams carbide styli attached to raised trtangular portoos 01 the bell
Two ollhe slyti are In oontacl w,U'llhe paper at any point In t,me.

carbOn, wax, and magnetite. The most sig.
nificant benefit 01 single·component toner is
consistent image quality. As loner is used
up in making copies, image density is conSistent until the toner 1$ almost compIetefy
gene One loading 01 po.ycler (aboul lIVe
0IXlCeS) wilt prOOJce apprtlMlately 2,500
copies. Another irrp)rtanl advanfage is thaI
there are no liqUids or separate elements to
mo(, a major step in user convenience.

The Inside story
A schematic 01 the 4611 and 4612 prlrlting

or the dnve pulley). 1his arrangement IS
hOw the high addressabillty (256 potnls per
Inch) and dot overlap are Oblalned to
the line cpJality shotm in ligUle 4.
Charge is deposited on the very thin nonconductive coating on the surface of the
paper, O1arge transfer occurs via air-gap
breakdown when a potenlial dillerence of
650 volls exists between the Writing stylus
and a backing electrOde In conlact with the
condUClrve backsKie cllhe paper. The air
gap is caused by paper-sullace roughness.
The stainless steel bell is biased at - 250
volts and the baCking electrode is driven
from zero to + 400 IIOIIs when an image
IS desired on the paper. Negtglble charge
transfer occurs with a VOltage dillerential
01 less than 300 volts.
Two SlYll are on the page at any one
time. USing two styli r9Qul,es a segmented
baCking electrode and slighUy more com·
plex electroniCS. but pl"oduces approximate·
Iy !Voice the prinllng speed IXlSsibIe vllth a
slngkl sty1us. The controlling CircuItry monitors POSltlOfl SIQ08Js from the !'NO optical
detectors and a~ies 'I01\8ge to the appropriate backing electrode(s) when etther
stylus IS In a position whele image infor·
mation is deSired,
Aller receiving the charge mage. lhe
paper moves pasl an applicator. where
singlfH:Ol11POOerlt magnetic toner is: tl8flSo
lerled to the charged areas on the paper
(figure 5) Because the toner partICles are
magnetic, they form chains along the lines
of flux from the magnet. As the magnet
rotates, these chains are brushed against
the surface althe paper. Because the toner

Two optical delectors provide positiOn
information to control image placement.
One detectQ( lookS at hOles in the bell. pl<>
ducing a sIgnal each time a stylus starts at
the lell edge 01 Ite paper The seccn::l
detector IooI<s at an encoder disc at\8ched
10 the drive pulley. As Ihe pulley rolates.
output pulses Irom the delector provide belt
linear motiOn and position informatiOn. The
resolution of the encoder on the drive
pulley gives 2048 lmageable positions per
eight Inches of StylLS travel (one revolutiOn

mechanism and charge-transfer process is
stn,'111 in figure 3 A Iatenl image is created
on dielectric paper by charge Iransfer from
a carbide stylus altached to a moving
stainless steel bell. The bell scans across
the paper as the paper is being pulled
through the inslrument, formlflg a raster·
scan image. The O.OOl·lnch thick belt has
raised triangular sectJJnS Wlth a carbtde
wnling stylus attached to the lip 01 each
sectIOn. The belt also has square toes
lOcated In lixYd re!auon to each sty1us. to
provide positiOn-sensing by an optical
detector. The belt runs on a set of a·inch
circumference crCMirled pulleys. One pulley
IS drlVef'l at approxlmatety 2500 revolutions
per minute by an Iflduclron molor, gIVing
the belt a har velOcIty 01 330 Inches per
second. The tO\8t copy time lor an l1-lnch
piece 01 paper IS 24 seconds.
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Fig. •. Une qualoly Is. function 01 dot ovenap and lhe number 01 Mkltessable poInls. The ~11
and 4612 have an addressabllity of 256 dots per Inch horkootaliy and 170 dols per tnch YOl'lICa11y
Dot overta~ IS greatar than 60 percent In lhe hQrlzontaJ dlr8Clkln and 40 percent In lhe W!rtlcal
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Fig. 6. The 4611 and 4612 consist of several subassemblies which are built and tested as In·
dlvldual modules. Modular design and conslructlon simplifies bolh manufacture 800 service.
merely exchanging assemblies. On the
manufacturing line, mcx:lularily alkM-'s for an
efficient division Of laOOr. Those items that
require precision assembly are prOduced at
the module level, independent of the flow 01
final instrument assembly. This technique
simplifies final assembly to mainly coupling
together completed subassemblies.

are tied directly to the bOtlom casting,
Because of the excellent heat conducllon
and radiation properties of aluminum, and
the large area 01 the top and bOttom
covers, no cOOling fan is reQUired. GoOO
electrical shielding. greater structural
strength, and smaller size are other benefits
derived from usng alumim..m castings.

An emphasis on reliability
Atlention was given to reliability at every
design phase of the 4611 and 4612. Steps
taken included subjecting critical mechan·
ical components to extensive Iile·tests to
detect possible failure modes and correct
them. irfl)lementing well·established proce·
dures for elevated·temperature life testing
of the electronic circuitry. and putting early
produclion instruments through environ·
mental and life tests 10 ensure that the
4611 and 4612 would meet or exceed
all design goals prior to start ot product
shipment.
The aluminum die·cast top and bollom
instrument covers used on the 4611 and
4612 are examples 01 the commitment to
product reliability. Although more expensive
than plastic or structural lOam, the die
castings aHer several advantages that offset the extra cost, Internal heal rise is an
important reliability factor. The power·supply
heat·producing elements in the instruments

Summary
The 461t and 4612 Hard Copy Units
employ unique electroslatic technolOgy to
produce sharp, high·contrast. permanenl
images 01 direct·view-storage lube. rasterscan, and ather video displayS. With their
ease 01 cperaHcn and lOw copy cost, the
4611 and 4612 are ideal complements to
the Tektronix 4630 SerieS of high image
qualify copiers.
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EleCtron;c systems peNade our commer·
cial, industrial and defense aclivltJes. Eflec-

live maintenance of these systems requires
large numbers of skilled personnel and lest
equipment. However, the use of automated
checkout procedures and equipment can
substantially reduce the time required to
maintain these eleclronic systems.
Programs 2,re now underway in the
armed services \0 extend automated check·
out to maintenance of the test equipment,
itself. The goal is 10 reduce the time and
skill level required to verify calibration of
test instruments used in large numbers,
The Tektrooix CG 551AP Programmable
Callbralioo Generator was develOped to
meel such a need. Designed primarily for
oscillOScope calibralion, it is also useful lor
checking olher test instruments.
The CG 55tAP packs all of the signals
(except sine waves) needed to characterize
oscilloscope performance. into one small,
rUgged package. Included are calibrated
timing signals from five secoods to 0.4
nanoseconds, voltage amplitudes from 40
micrO'Volts to 2CO VOlts, current outputs
from 1 milliamp 10 100 milhafTllS, and fasl,
clean edges wilh risetimes 01 200 picoseconds or less (using the Programmable
Pulse Head accessory),
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FIg. 1. The CG 551AP Programmable calibration Generator provides six different types of signals

The CG 551AP is intended for use in a
test system that uses the IEEE-488 Ganeral Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) and a
controller.
In a typJcaI operation, the operator em·
ploys a program prepared for the particular
oscilloscope under test. The program inslrucls the operator, via the conlroller display, how to set the oscmoscope controls.
The controller then programs the CG 551AP
(via Ihe GPIBj to output Ihe appropriate test
signal to the oscilloscope. The CG 551AP
display sho\.vs the parameters of the test
signal selected. If tile osci'loscope parameter being checked is not in perfect calibration, the operator manually adjusts a control on the CG 551AP's fronl panel so tliat
the CG 551AP's OUlput matct1es the oscillOscope'S calibration. The percent of devia·
tiM from the stand;lrd, and whether the
oscilloscope selling is Slav/, fast, low, or
high, is displayed on Ihe CG 551AP read·
out. The data flom the CG 551AP's display
and the CG 551AP'S control settings can
be sent (via the GPIB) to the controller and
then to a hard copy unit 10 prOduce a
permanent calibration record,
Microprocessor based control
The CG 551AP's syslem 8rcllilecture is designed around the Motorola MC6800 microprocessor. The MC6800 was chosen be·
cause its capabilities best meet the requirements of the CG 551AP, and a family of
support chips was available 10 handle lhe
inputfoutput, GPlB interface, and olher
elements of Ihe design.
A block diagram of the central process1n9 section of the CG 551AP is shown in
figure 2. Firmware instructiOns for system
cperation occupy four kilobytes 01 read only
memory (ROM). Eleven-bit addressabilily
pwvic!es the capability of storing up to
8,' 92 instructions.
Temporary slorage for programming operations is provided by ooe kilobyte of static
random access memory (RAM). A smaller
section of RAM (256 byles) contains
CG 551AP calibration constants, default
values, and olher data tllal need to be
preserved when fhe instrument is powered
dOYv'l1. A battery supplies PQ'Ner to Ihis RAM
during pO'Nar down.
The microprocessor interfaces to the
GPIB through an MC68488 general purpose
interface adapter. Two kilObytes of ROM
s:ore instructions lor the GPIB function.

useful In checking or calibrating oscilloscopes
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CormlunicatlOl'l between the microprOo
cessor and the CG 551AP front·panel con·
trots is via an MC6821 peripheral interlace
adapter (PtA). Another MC6821 provides
interface w~h the amplitude, edge, and
timing circuits.
The Iront·panel TIME/DIV and VARIABLE
contrOls use an oplical switch to generate a
Gray'cOde signal. (Gray·cOde is a binary
c<Xle in which sequential numbers are rep.
resented by binary expressions, each 01
which dilfers 'rom the preceding expression
in one place only: lor example, ססOO, 0001.
0011, etc.). The optical switch contains two
Gray·encoded discs. When the operator
rotates either contrOl, the slotted discs interrupt a light source that illuminates lour
phOtOCells. Output lrom the photocells prOo
vide posilion inlormallon to the microprOo
cessor, 'Nhich thereby determines which
control was turned and In which direction.
As the control rotates, the microprocessor
increments or decrelT'lEl(lts an internal lirm·
ware counter and programs the arrphtude
or timing seclloo to produce the approprl8te output
When n Iroot poncl cootrol or pu::;h
button is changed. or \'Jhen a CQ'T'\IT'laI'ld is
received via the GPIB to change the Irontpanel sailings, the microprocessor raspends by sending senal data Irom rnerTlOfy
10 control data registers in the timlllg and
arrpflude sections of the CG 551AP. The
serial data lr'I each data regISter is latched
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to parallel oulpLA slages by high-level strebe
signals. The latched data determines the
characteristics 01 the output wavelorm to
be generated by the CG 551AP.
Low noIse generation a must
To prOOJce clean, low-level amplitude
signals and jltter·lree high-speed timing
signalS requires a design that limits the
extraneous noise coupled Into Ihe analog
circuitry. Beveral CG 551AP design elements rellectthis concern, specilically the
use 01:
• serial data transfer in 1he analog
sections,
• a separate povver supply lor the central processing unit,
• shielding arrplitude section power
supplies, and
• shielded, m.Jlticot'npartment. aluminum
castings for the timing circuitry.
Powering l4) OrIly the cirCUitry needed to
perform a given 'unction reduces pooNer
consumption, lirMs Internalterrperature
rise. and eliminates potential sources 01
noise.

0'

The timing circuitry
A simplilied blOck d189ram 01 the tmng and
amplitude cIrcuitry is shown In ligure 3. The
main tirTlll"lQ generator PfO\'ides the liming
signals lor all rrodes 01 operalion. The 100
MHz main VOJ oulpUt drives the lime mark
generator Clrcudry. while the H4Hz reference osdlator serves the dual hn:::hOO Of

relerence frequency for the main VOJ and
tJmllg SOJrce lor the cl'q:lping circuilry In
the arrpilude sectlOO.
The main VCO operates at a nominal
center Irequency 01 100MHz and is phaseIoc><ed to the I-MHz relerance oscillator.
The Irequency oftha main VCO is changed
in 100 kHz steps over a range of :9.9 percent by the lront.panel VARiABlE control
The purpose ollhe main IJO) steerll"l9 loop
is to sel the man VCO to the correct harmonIC of 100 kHz, once this is acc0mplished. the steering loop disconnecls and
the sarrpling loop takes over to keep the
IllaIn VCO 00 thai harrTlCrlic.
Tme markers coverlf"l9 the range Irom
10 ns to 5 seconds are defl'ted from the
100 MHz man VOJ freq.JenCY by using
countdown cirCUits. The maf1(ers are
stlapcd 10 PfOVide ~Imun resolution, WIth
equal rise and lall times and a base width
of abOUt lour percent Of lhe period When
~ating in the MAG X10 mode, every
tenth mal1<er is increased in amplItude lor
coovenience in checking the tITling and
linearity of magnilled sweeps. For checking
laSl sweeps, a te<:hniQue called "slewededge" timing is used to generate tirmng
signals Irom 0.4 nanoseconds to 100 nanoseconds. The slewed-edge technique is
discussed in an article on page 14 .
The amplitude section
The standard amplilude calibrator (SAC)
section
the CG 551AP provides voltage
and curren1 amplitude signals over a range
01 40 microvolts to 200 volts and 1 milliamp
to 100 milliamps, respectively. Pulses with
clean, lasl risetimes lor cheCking oscllk>
scope vertical ampilHer response also onginate in the amplitude section.
Two Iloatlng povver ~Iies - low voltage and high voltage - provide de operating voltage for the ~ circuitry. Each
Sl()pIy can be enabled independently to
power-up only lhose circuits needed IOf
lhe lunclicln programmed.
A relerence data register and lloatlng
data register accept and stOfe serial data
Irom the microprocessor. to set up the SAC
circurts. A progratlYT'l8ble voltage relerence,
which includes a mullip/yJng digitaHOoanalog
converter, convens a 1Q.b1t digital Signal 10
an equivalent de analog voltage. This voIl·
age is a~ied to a program'Tlable precision
resistive divider Yotich proYldes a choice Of
eight voltage Ie\IeIs. The output 01 the divQ.
er goes to a leve!translalor (not sho¥m)
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Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of thB timing and amplitude sections of the CG 551AP, Multiple Output amplifiers maintain Unearily and accuracy
over a wide range 0' output amplitudes.

and a voUage-to-current converter. both
programmed by the !Ieating dala registers.
Two separate amplifiers - LOW SAC and
HIGH SAC - are used to handle the wide
range of output voltage available. The LOW
SAC amplifier provides outputs In the 0.1
voU to 10 volt range, and the HIGH SAC
covers the 10 volt to 200 voll range. A SAC
attenuator provides precision atlenuation of
the signal to generate voltages from 80
mil!ivoUs to 40 microvolts,
Three separate amplifiers are used 10
cover the wide range of edge signals and
maintain 'ast, clean outputs.
A single output connector
To make a programmable calibralion sys·
tem trUly effective, all 0' the calibrated out·
put signals from the calibration generator
should be available at a single output con·
nector. In the case of the CG 551AP, this
taSk was no small undertaking. Output sig·

nal afTl>litudes range from 40 microvolts to
200 volts (necessitating a dillerential output
and operator safeguardS); timing signalS
range from 5 secorlClS to 0,4 nanoseconds;
and aberration·free pulses with risetimes of
1.3 to 100 nanoseconds and amplitudes 0'
20 millivolts to 100 volts are available,
(Pulse riselimes of less than 200 picosec·
onds are available using a programmable
pulse head accessory that plugs into the
output connector).
To handle this wide range of signals,
a magnetic lalching relay was designed
which uses 8 contact structure similor to
that developed 'or Tektronix cam switches.
A matrix of these relays provide program·
mabie switching Of the various signals to
the single outPJ1 connector,
The output connector, itsell, required
considerable design eUorl. It provides a
Iloating output for differential signals, sup.
plies + 10 vojts and - 10 volts for the

pulse head accessory, and meets safety
requirements tor the high·level signal outputs.
Programming the CG 551AP
Programming and remote control of the
OG 551AP is accomplished ~ the GPIB,
The CG 551AP can be both a 1alker and
listener outpulling data to, as well as
receiving set-up instructions from, the
GPIB controller,
Allot the CG 551AP output funclions
are programmable using either high·level or
ION·level remote control messages. High·
level messaQes are sent in ASCII and the
CG 5S1AP responds in ASCII. Low·level
messages begin with an ASCII control char·
acter followed by data in 8·bit binary bytes.
Low·level commands require much Jess
space in the controller's memory than do
high·level commands. However, only the
functions 0' changing the 13 basic settings
and the selting overy (Sm) are imple·
mented in Iow·level language.
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Slewed-Edge Signals Simplify
Fast-Sweep Timing
Self lest capablUlIes
To assure the operator that his calibration
syStem is functioning properly, the
CG 551AP performs extensive self·test
routines, When pcr.ver is applied, sell·test
routines check the Internal memory, inter·
nal shill registers, condilions in the liming
and amplitude sections, and calibration
constants saved in the battery·maintained
section of RAM. AJmost eighty error codes
are available for display on the CG 551AP's
readout, to pinpoint circuil malfunctions or
programming errors,

Summary
The CG 551AP can generate most of the
signals needed to characterize an oscillo·
scope's performance, II is intended for
use in a calibration system employing the
IEEE-488 GPIB and a controller, The programmable signals are brought out to a
single Iroot·panel connector, greatly ex·
pediting the calibration function. The
CG 551AP is designed to meet bOth com·
mercial and military needs fQr a reliable,
accurate, programmable calibration source
for automated instrument checkout
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Most modern oscilloscopes are designed lor pulse·type applications, They are
optimized to prOVide a clean transient
response, sold triggering on pulse·type
signals, and fast sweeps for reSOlving
pulse timing relationships.
Typically, it is diflicult to accurately
calibrate the laster sweeps on oscillQ.
scopes because of limitations imposed
by the calibration signals available. Many
calibration generalors use a 1·rnegahertz,
crystal·controlled oscillator as a refer·
ence frequency source. Frequency mul·
tipliers are then used to generate the
higher frequency time marks, which are
output as sine waves. Usually, the
higher the output frequency, the lower
the signal amplitude, and the more pre·
dominate the subharmonic conlent in
the signal.
The vertical amplilier bal"'dwidth 01 the
oscilloscope being calibrated often can't
pass lhese high-frequency sine waves,
resulting in a very limited display ampli·
tude of the calibration signal. The sub·
harmonic distortion present in the test
signal is magnified under these condi·
tions, making accurate calibration even
more difficul1.
A new approach
The Tektronix CG 551AP Programmable
Calibration Generator uses a different
technique to generate fast timing
signals. This slewed·edge technique
uses the leadng edges of fast·rise
pulses as time markers.
The slewed-edge circuitry generates
a series of paired p..lIses. The tirst pulse
in each pair is the trigger pulse - the
second is the slewed·edge pulse. The
trigger pulse starts the oscilloSCOpe'S
horizontal sweep. The circuitry then gen·
erates the slewed-edge pulse so that the
leading edge of the pulse is displayed on
the first vertical gralicule line on the
cathOde ray tube (CAT), The pulse length
is such that only the leading edge appears on screen.
After a period of time sufficient to let
the sweep run and be reset, the circuit
generates another trigger pulse. The
ne)(t slewed·edge pulse is delayed so
lhat it is displayed at the second vertical
graticule line (one sweep division) on the
CAT. On each subsequent $'N8ep, the
delay between the trigger aM slewed·

eelge pulse advances the displayed edge
one sweep division. This procedure con·
tinlJes until a slewed edge Is displayed
for each sweep division (see Iigure 1).
The Slewed-edge pallern is repeated at
a rate that prOduces a flicker-free
display on the oscillOSCope under test.
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Fig. 1. A single slewed edge Is displayed
dUflrlg each sweep. Subsequent slewed
edges are delayed Irom the trigger pulse by
Iinearly·lncreaslng Increments 01 time to pr0duce 8 display similar 10 that shown In (e)

above,
The slewed-edge circuils
A s mplified bock diagram of the
slewed·edge circuit is shown at right.
The generation of slewed edges requires
two oscillators running at Slightly dif·
ferent frequencies. A 100 MHz variable
reference clock supplies timing for the
circuit. The reference frequency is divid·
ed by t'NO to obtain a trigger clock with
a time period of 20 nanoseconds (50
MHz). An offset VCO, phase locked to
the trigger clock liming source, gener·
ates a slewing clOck with a time period
of 20.5 nano~condS (48.78 MHZ).
The periods of both the trigger and
slerwing·edge clocks are divkled further
before the PJlses are generated. The
microprocessor calculates the divider
values based on two requirements: the
period between trigger pulses must be
greater than the sum of the sweep run

·.

culale counts for the respeclive clocks
that will result in a period of 3500 nano·
seconds or longer and also result in
time coincidence ollha t'NO clocks.
Choosing an inilial counl 01 205 for the
trigger clock divider and 200 for the
slewed clock divider results in coincident
trigger and slewed pulses atter 4100
nanoseconds (205 X 20 ns = 21X) X
20.5 ns = 4100 ns).
If we want to genera:e a delay 01 t'NO
nanoseconds between the trigger and
the slewed·edge pulses, the micropro·
cessor must select ollset counls of 209
for the trigger clock divider and 204 for
the slewed·edge clock divider.

and l1oldofl times (in the CG 551AP,
maximum holdoff time is arbitrarily
selecled as 3500 nanoseconds); and the
incremental delay time between the trig-

ger and Slewed-edge pulses must provide a spacing of one sweep division
between each pair of displayed pulses,
The time base selling to be calibrated
determines wtIallhe delay between the
trigger and Slewed edge pulses ShOuld
be. The trigger and slewed-edge dividers

each contain two sets of values (or
counts), referred to as initial and onsel
counts. The initial counts are used to
generate only the first pair of trigger and
slewed-edge pulses. and are usually cal·
culated so the trigger and slewed-edge
pulses are generated simultaneously.
The offset counts are used 10 gerler·

Aller the nicroprocessor seleels lhe
counts for the dividers, the sync Signal
starts the counters in the trigger and
slewoo.edge dividers at the instant when
the trigger clock and Slewing edge clock
pulses are coincident. With the initial
trigger divider count set at 205 and lhe
slewed·edge divider counl sel at 200,
the 1irst trigger and slel'ted·edge pulses
are generated simultaneously, Without
stopping the counlers, lhe control logic
switches lhe dividers to the ollsel
counts (209 and 204), which causes lhe
second sle'-Ned edge to occur two nar'tO'
secondS after the second trigger pulse.
Retaining the same offset counts in·
creases the delay between lhe trigger
and sl8'Ned-Edge pulses by two nal'lO'
secondS on each sweep, That is, the
third slewed edge is delayed four nano·

ate all subsequent pairs of trigger and

Siewed-edge pulses. and are calculated
to allow a delay of one sweep division
between Ihe displayed edges.
Wllh a lrigger clock period of 20
nanoseconds and a slewed-edge clock
period of 20,5 nanosecondS, we have a
0.5 nanosecond lime difference belween
lhe leading edges of the two clocks. If
we counl muUiple cycles of both clocks
we can select any mUlliple of 0.5 nano·
seconds we desire. For example, four
counts of the trigger clock equals 80
nanosecoods and four counts ot the
slewing clock equals 82 nanoseconds,
for a difference of two nanoseconds. In
selecting the inilial counts, we must cal·
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seconds after the third trigger pulse; the
fourth slewed pulse is delayed six naro
seconds after the fourth lrigger pulse,
and so on,
The process continues until 15
slewed·edge markers have been gener·
ated, At this point, the edge counter
directs the contrd logic 10 stop gener·
ating edges. When the control logic reo
ceives the next sync signal, the slewededge pattern is repeated. slarting again
with the initial counts of 205 and 200.
The shift feature
In an oscillOSCOpe, there is an i"herenl
delay between the trigger and lhe slart
of the S'Neep. A delay line is inserted in
lhe vertical signal path 10 compensate
for this delay, AI the faster sweeps, Ihe
tW'O delays usually do not match exactly.
The result IS thaI the sl9\Ned·edge pat·
lern may appear to be shifted to the !ell
or the righl on the screen.
The CG 551AP has front·panel push
buttons that allow you 10 shift the
slewed·edge pattern to lhe left or right
one sweep division at a lime. Internally,
the Shilt is accompliShed by modifying
the initial counts in the trigger and
sle'NBd·edge dividers to adjust the delay
belween the first trigger pulse and the
first sl8'Wed·edge pulse. The shil1 capa·
bility is also useful when calibrating
magnified sweeps.
Summary
The slewed-edge technique offers a
convenient, precise method of cali·
brating the lasler sweep speeds typ~al
of ,eday's oscilloscopes. The slewed·
edge signal may 'NBII become a stan·
dard feature on calibration generators
of ,he future, •
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Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram 01 the slewoo-ooge circuitry. The outputs of two clocks running
at silghlly differentlrequencles are divided down to produce precise. short time Inlervals between the trigger and slewed-ooge outputs.
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New Products
New High Performance
Universal Counter/Timer

A New Pulse Generator
for the TM 500 Series
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The ne-w DC 509 Universal COunterlTimer
is a microprocessor-based, dual-ehannel in·
strument that can perlorm single-shot tim&
interval measurements with 10ns resolu·
tion. With measuremenl averaging. yOu
can achieve l·ps resolution.
The DC 509 performs eight measurement luncHons including frequency, period,
ralio, width, time A to B, events 8 during A,
time manual, and totalize.
Frequency measuremenls to 135 MHz
are made on channel A usir.g the powerful
reciprocal counting technique, which provides high resolution measurement of lowfrequency signals much more quickfy than
dO conventional counling techniques.•
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PG 507 SO-MHz Dual Output Pulse Generator
lhe OUlput pulses in ± 7.5 V and ± 15 V
The PG 507 adds new capability to
Tektroni)(' pulse generator line - simulta·
windows, respectively. Pulse risetime is
3.5 ns inlo 50 ohms.
neous, normal or complementary dual pulse
output at frequencies up to 50 MHz. Dual
You can select pulse periods from 20 ns
pulse outputs are useful in many applica·
10 200 ms and pulse duraHons from 10 ns
tions, such as digital line driver simulation,
10 lOOms. Jitter is D. t % + 50 ps. The
control circuit testing, diHerenlial amplifier
PG 507 can be galed Of triggered externally
lesting, and multiplexer design.
or manualfy, or be free run. A three-state
trigger light tells you whether the input trig·
The PG 507 uses the versatile input and
liming circuitry of the PG 508, and adds a
ger level is above or below ttle TRIGGERI
GATE LEVEL control selling. and Ilashes
second output in place of the variable risel
when the PG 507 is being triggered, It,
fall time capability. Output amplitude is ad·
thus, can serve as a lOgic prObe as well as
justable up to 7.5 V p.p into 50 ohms and
being an operaling convenience.•
15 V into an open circui1. High and low
level output controls allow you to posllion
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Two New Graphic Terminals
Expend Graphic Capabilities

Customer inlO1matK>n lrom Tektronix, inc,

High resoulion, color-enhanced rehash, ard
greater interaclN~Y are combined in a new

TcIISeopc IS a QUarterly publication 01 Tektronix. Inc
In It you will find arllcles oovering lhe 8f1llre scope
01 TcIIlronix' pro<!uC1S Techrlll':sl arlicles discll5S
\IkIafs neoN in circuli and CornpclflOOl desigrl.
measuremenl capabilily, and measurement
teclmique

19·inch DVST graptlic terminal. A SOltware-

compatible 15-lnch rasteroscan terminal provides zoom and pan 'unctions, muNiple view-

porls, and multiple·bit planes tor gray scale

Beaverton, Oregon 97077

and owtr/(lys,
EdiIOr: Gordon Allison
Graphic DesIgne/: Michael Satlerwhile

Software Innovations Increase
Productivity of Desktop
Computer Users
A new software library makes the grapt1ic pawer
0' Teio:'s desktop computers available to users
with little or no programming e~perience and
enhances the Pfooucllvity oj skilled operators.

Three New Portable
Oscilloscopes Designed
for Field Service Use
RuggeOOess, lightweight. and excellent EMI performance characterize the new lroMHz 23CO
Series OscilloscopeS designed eKPresSly lor field
selViCe applications.

Cover
The 4114, 19-inCll OVST and 4112. lS-inch
rasler·scan compuler display lerminals Increase
user proollCllv~y lhrough lhe usa 01 segmenls basic dtsp!ay elemenlS thai ale used again and
again in a diSplay and can be called l.p with a
single corrmand.

Tekscope
A High Resolution Color Picture
Monitor for Television and
Laboratory Use
TIle 690SR Is a pf6clse, slable, color picture
monitor with a unique color-convergence system
that makes seH.Jp a SfT'4:llltled, stfalghl10rward
plOcedure. Plug-In interlace modules and wide
rang& scan circuitry make the 690SR easily
adaptable to specialized a~icatlons.

Tektronix is an equal cpport\.ll1lty ElfTllI<1je1
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Two New Graphic Terminals
Expand Graphic Capabilities
Computer graptllCs users have vaned reQ•.memems - SO vaned that no single
display technology meets every need. The
new Tektronix 4110 Series or graphic terminals otler users a chOice 01 display
technology: for higtl-derlsity graphics, the
high-resokJlion dilect·view-s:orage-!ube
(DVST) display; aro lor dynamiC graphics.
the versatile raster-scan display.
Desgn goals tor the 4110 series were
to expand on the capabilities 01 (he currenl
Tektronix 4010 $eries. increase user pro.
clJclMty, decrease host corrmunicabons
traffrc, and malnlaln compati:lilily ....lith the
40 1a Senas and across the 4110 Senes.
At inlroclJclion, two rnerrbers 01 the
4110 Set'IeS wefe amounced -the 4114
CorTl:luter Display Terminal, a 19-1nch DVST
terminal with refresh graphics and last redraw capabilities, and the 4112 Computer
Display Terminal, a 15-lnch raster·scan terminal with zoom and pan functions, mul·
liple-bit planes for gray scale and overlayS,
and multiple viewports (see Figure 1).

Compallbillty maintained
The new capabifties 01 the 41 10 Series
were achJe\'8d WIthout sacrifiCIllg compatblity with the 4010 Senes. Host sonware designed lor the 4010 can be used
without modilicalion with any 4110 Series
termlnal. As need fO( the expanded capa·

Fig. 1. Tile new 4112 raster·acan teonlna! (left,l and the 4"4 DVST tttmin., (rlghl) provlc» usert
• chOiCe of graphics diSPlay capablllly wIth features deSIgned 10 greatly 11"ICf8aSe !he user's producl/vlty. The 4112 and 4114 we software compatible wtth the 4010 5el1es lermln.'s.

bilitie$ oflhe 4110 8efies arises. the solt·
ware can be mcx:lified accordingty.
Even lhoogtllhe 41 12 and 41 14 use different display technolog~. host software
wril1en lor one terminal can be used
without modification on the other. Compalhility also extends to the hardw"are bOth lermlnals use an identical 16-bit mi·
croprocessor, a common bus struclure,
and identical mass stexage. Each terminal
includes firmware and 32K byles of random
access memory (RAM), and memory can
be expanded up to 1M byles 01 ROM/RAM.
Q>lionalflexble dISk drives add a permanent slOfage capaCity of up to 512K byles
per disk.
80Ih terminals work wrth a common set
of peripherals, such as cflgital pIoners, hard·
copy units, printers. and graphic tableis.
Tile 4110 Series are also suoported by the
Tektronix PLOT 10 Interactive Graphics
Library.
The 4112 and 41 14 allow the user a
de....ice coordinate space of 4096 by 4096
addressable points; however, the actual
dlSPlay resotutX>n (the number 01 points thai
can be displayed on me screen) depends
on the size and type 01 CAT The 4112's
15-inch raster -scan h.be prCWldes a dis·
played resolution of 640 by 480 points, and
the 19-inch DVST of me 41 14 a displayed
resolution of 4096 by 3131 points. The host
can send an identical picture to both ter·
minals in a coordinate space of 4096 by
4096 points. and each terminal will locally
map the picture onto the actual coordinate
space of Us CRT.
Locaf picture segments
Both the 41'2 and 4114 possess r.....o of the
most significant features of the 4110 series
terminals - lOCal picture segments and a
scrollable dialog area. A picture ~l,
as described in SIGGRAPt-i-A(;M's pr~
posed core system of c~uter graphics
standards, is an ordered cOllection of output priTlilrves (for exaJ1l)le. \l9Ctors or lext
strings) defining an image which is part of
the picture on a view surlace. Let's Illustrate the concept of the use of picture segments with an exa~le.
An engineer is using a 4110 Series ter·
mlnalto design an electronic circulI. The
host computer sends the graphics data 10
display representatioos of components,
such as transistors, resistors, and capa·
cilors, on the terminal's screen. Eactl c0mponent is stored in the letmnal's memory
as a separate segnenl. The segment is
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rllIlTt>ered and lherelore can be specified
ildependently 01 lhe other segments. The

designer uses the lemw181 keybOard

c0n-

trols or a peripheral graphics irp.JI device
(such as a graphics tablet) to select the
desired ~ and positkln it onscreen. The component remains cisplayed
at that position. while the designer selects
and positions other ~ts.
The capablIity to store and manipulate
segments Iocaly provides several benefits.
Host COf'lYT'Ulicalicm lratflC is Slbstantialy
redJced as it is no longer necessary 10
relraosnit the entire sequence of graphics
data 10 the lerrr*\al The host need send
cny a corrrnand that says, il effect, display
segment n.
There is a mart<ed increase in repaint
speed (the rale al which an erased display
can be Illdl'8'M1). ThIs capabllity is panicolany vaJuabIe when working with OVST displays COr1tai'ling large nurT'bers of vectors

or a~nurnerics. For exarrpe, a diagram
containing 25,000 short vectors, stored n
RAM. can be redrawn and stored on the
4114 screen in less than hall a secmd.
Refresh augments storage

The 4114 DVST lerminal Is given a slbStantial interactive capabilily by e~jng kx:al
refresh for up to 3CKXl Short vectors. There
is no limilla the number of vectors thaI

can be displayed In the storage mode. In
contrast, the entire 4112 rasler-scan display
Is refreshed.
Both the 4112 and 4114 can perform
local two-dImensional Image transforma·
lions. A segment may be rotated, translated
(shifted in position), and scaled (made
larger or smaller~ The user has the flexiblli·
ty to define a picture segment of a sland·
ard size and Shape, and after It is display·
ed, modify Its image to fit the application.
For example, consider an architectural BJr
plication. The hOSt sends a siandard seg.
ment dspIayed as a square. The square
can be modified locally 10 become the ex·
terior ouliine of the building. The same
standard square, transmlled again by the
tnst, can be manipulated locally 10 becOme
a wIldoN or a dOor.

A user-defined cursor
ft.8 a convenience in graptllc input q)ef8'
00ns, the user can tepGtce the cross-hair
cursor with any picture segment. In the ar·
chitectural application just discussed, the
standard S()J8re could becOme the cursor,
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making It very CO"lVenient for positioning
the square anywhere on the display.
Segments within segments
Another graphics convenience is the capa.
bility to include a copy 01 one or more segments within a segnenl. Cmsider, agUl,
the architectural example. FirS!, lhe host
defiles the exterbr of the building as an IncIviduaJ picture ~ and defines it as
segmenl 1. The Slandard square dispGyed
oo-screen is defined as segment 2. Each
time lhe architect positions and scales the
sqJare 10 create a door or 'Nindow In the
buiding, the hosl program commands the
terminal 10 inc~ a copy 01 segnent 2 (as
it awears on the screen) within segrnenl 1.
In this manner, segment 1 is progressively
modified 10 contain the exterior 01 the
building and aJ 01 its doors and wildows.
The hasl, then, wiIh a si1g1e command 10
display segner11 1, can redraw the exterior
of the building wi:h alaI its ~nlngs.

Classes of segmenl$
tn some appIicatklns, il is desirable 10 m0dIfy related piclUr8 segments as a unit. 1hCs
can be done by grouping several segments
into a segment class. A ~t may belong to one or more 01 a maximum 01 64
classes.
To illustrate the utility of segment class·
es, consider an application that Irrvolves
drawilg a detailed blOCk diagram 01 a complex instrument IDCh as an oscilloscope.
The block diagram could be constructed in
modular form with separate modules for
the lrlgger, liming, horizontal output, and so
forlh. The segments in each or Ihe mOdules
could be grouped into segment classes,
one for each module. Using the host the
user could lhen display or erase any
module by sending a single command to
the terminal.
A 4112 or 4114 equipped 'Nilh the optienal disk drive has the capa<:ity to slore
Iocalty.retalned p:cture segments on the
disk. The disk drive enables the hOSl to load
a segment from the disk into the terminal's
memory directly. This Is lasler and less
costly than retransrnining the dota from the

hoot.
The use of picture segments, segments
wilhin segnents, local refresh and segment
man~tation. and extensNe local memory
al serve to grealy redJce host CCllTmUnications traffic ard Increase the user'S
prcductivhy,

SCROLLABLE
DIALOG AREA

Fig. 2. Communk:alions t!elween the operalor
and the hoSl computer are displayed In lhe
dialog area. The size and local on ollhe dl"
log area can be defined, to avdd Interfering
With displayed grapllk: Information.

The dialog area
In addition to displaying picture inlormation.
a graphics terminal must provide a means
lor lhe ~rator at the k~rd to cx:mmonicate with the host computer and, con·
versely. for the host 10 communicate with
lhe operator. In some graphic terminalS, the
alphanumeric dialog between the operator
and the host is sometimes written over the
picture, necessitating redrawing of lhe plc·
ture. The 4112 and 4114 restrict lhe display
of alphanumeric text to a delined dialog
area (see rlgure 2). Communications be·
tween the host and the operator at the ter·
mlnal are displayed in the dialog area:
graphics information is displayed on the
rest 01 the screen.
The dialog area on the 41t2 and 4114 Is
scrollable. Vv'hen filled with text, the top line
is automallcally moved up and out 01 view
to make room for the I"le)(t line offext at the
bottom. Each line of alphanumeric text lhat
is scrolled out of the dialog area is stored
Iocaly in RAM. This enables the q:lElralQ( to
read previously displayed text by scrolling
backwards with the keyboard thLAllt7-NheeIS.
The user can define the size of the
rnemclIY bulrer used to contain scrolled
text. and can tailor the OfloSCfeen dialOg
area to the applicatIOn by defining its size
and position 00 the screen. The user can
also choose 10 tlJrn the dialog area on
or off,
To provide for the scrollng capability, all
text in the dialog area is displayed J1 refresh. In the 4112, the rasler~n Il.be pre·

The 4114 direct·view storage lube
(DVSl) terminal is given substantial refresh capability through Ihe use of local
random access memory. However, with
flicker·free refresh il Is sometimes diUicult to distinguish between relresl1ed
and stored images on the screen. The
4114 Color Enhanced Refresh option reo
solves that difliCUlly by displaying all reo
fresh vectOl'S in a second color. The
color·refresh OVST displays stored informalion in the usual green color, while
refreshed objects appear as a yellowish.
orange hue easily distinguishable from
lhe stOfed information.

A Direct-View
Storage Tube
With
Color Refresh
ColOr refresh is accomplished by
using a mixture of red and green phos·
phors for the DVST screen. In refresh
mode, lhe writing beam excites both red
and green phosphors, resulting in a
yellowish-orange Irace on the screen.
The refreshed informallon, however, is
displayed al a current density lower than
thai required to store a charge image.

Fi;.1. A 4114 DVST display with color-enhallced refresh. The yeliowlsh<lranQEl hue of the re-

freshed Information makes It easy to distinguish between stored and refreshed portions of
the display.

To remain visible, the Information must
be continually relreshed.
In storage mode, the writing beam
also excites bOth red and green phos·
phors causing a momentary yellowishorange glow. In this case, the current
density is high enough to store a charge
image. After the writing beam draws the
image, only lhe green phosphor contino
ues to emit light. The red phosphor does
no1 slore because it requires a higher
charge level to luminesce than does the
green phosphor.
To achieve enough color shi" to be
easily discernible, the red phosphor
must be 40 to 60 percent of the total by
volume. However, this results in lowering
the slored (green) luminance of the dis·
play. As luminance is alSo a funclion of
power input to the screen, luminance
can be restored by increasing this power. This is accomplished by processing
the phosphor materials in such a way as
to raise the nominal operating voltage
level of the target, and changing the 0ptics 01 the DVST funnel to increase the
fI()(Xj gun current density to the target
These changes result in a stored lumi·
nance 60 percent higher than that of
conventional DVSTs.
Generally, an Increase in the current
density to the screen means a decrease
in the lile 01 the tube. In this instance,
the use 01 rare-ear!tl phosphors yields
a 50 percent increase in lube life,
even with the 60 percent Increase In
luminance.
An additional benefit of the new flood
gun electron optics is improved hard
copy capability. A primary faclor in hard
copy performance Is the dispersion 01
IIQCld.gun electrons In front of the tUbe
target. The new design decreases the
noise around the edges of the screen,
resulting in consistently cleaner copies.•
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sents no limits to the size or the scrOlling
area; the 4114 's DVST displays up to 300
characters in Ihe dialog area.
Raster·scan graphics with the 4112
For applications that do not need the large
screen and high resolution or the 4114, the
raster·scan 4112 offers users some unique
advantages: zoom and pan capability, mul·
tiple viewports, mul1iple-bit planes for gray·
scale and O'Ierlays, a greater degree of
operator interactivity, and lower cost.
The zoom and pan capabilities overcome
the resolution limitations of the smaller CRT
by alk:1wing the user to isolate and magnify,
on·screen, any secti()(l of the 4096 by 4096
point device coordinate space.
To understand hOw lhe zoom and pan
leatures operate, it is necessary to understand the graphics concepts of window and
viev.port as they are used ror the 4' 12. The
windO'N is any rectangular portion of the
4096 by 4096 point device coordinate
space. The viewport ls any rectangular porlion of the display screen. The graphic contents of the window are mapped onto the
viewport. The contents of the wirKbw determine the picture that will be displayed on
lhe screen, The viewport determines the
size and location, on·screen, of the dis·
payed picture (see figure 3).
MULTIPLE
VIEWPORTS

other portions or the screen. The user can
zoom and pan any viewport on-screen
without affecting the images displayed on
the other view'ports. In add~iOf)_ lhe user
can specify which segmenls can be dis·
played in a viewport and which cannol. This
reature allows the user to separately display
pictures that might CNerlap in the device
coordinate space, without the images
overlapping Of)-screen.
Mother powerful feature of the 4112 is
the multi-bit plane capabilify that enables
users to work with a maximum or three
overlays, or up to eight shades of gray,
Overlays are separately-addressable
graphics surfaces. They can be c~red
to the transparent overlays commonly used
in presentations made using an overhead
projector. One of the more common appli·
cations for multi.!)it planes is in the design
of multi'layer printed circu~ boards,
The gray-scale capability enables the
user to "color" a picture with up to eight
shades of gray to contrast various sections,
Panels (polygonal areas of a picture) de·
fined by the user can be rilJed with any or
eight levels ot gray scale. or with a user·
deftned pallern. or with one of '6 patterns
available from the local intelligence of the
4112. A typical application would be the
"cokJring" of a map to mark differences
in rainlall, temperature, ~ulation. and
so forth.

Multiple viewports allow lhe user to dis·
play an entire picture ()(l one portiOn of the
screen, wtlile detailed views or individual
segments of the picture are displayed on
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Summary
The new 41t2 15-inch raster·scan terminal
and 4114 19·inch DVST terminal provide
computer graphics users a chOice of dlsplay technology, more versatile graphics
capability, increased productivity through
the use of picture segments and fast reo
paint, and Io'.ver cost through reduction or
hOSt communications tratfic.
CCrnpatibility with the 4010 Series of
graphic terminals and between units of the
4110 Series allows users to expand their
current 4010 software to incorporate the
added capabilities of the 4112 and 4114,
as the need arises,

Fig. 3. Muiliple vlewports allow simultaneous
display of an entire picture and enlarged
views 01 selected portions ollhe picture.
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In 1975. Tektrorux WllrOOJced its first desk·
top graphic ~ting system - the 4051.
This was followed by the even more versatile 4052 and the graphicaUy interactive.
Iarge-screen 4054. NoN, with the inlroWc'
lion of New Generation PLOT 50 Software.
we greatly emance the usefulness of our
en\lre 4050 Series family.
Since the int'odJclion of the 4051, there
have been major changes In what 4050
Series users want. There is a tremendous
demand lor more applications-oriented soft·
ware 10 enable the user who has little, or
no, programming experience, 10 take ad"anlage of the graphic p:JWer of the 4050
desktop family.
In 1975, users had more time to irlCOfj»
rate new comp..Jllng techniques Into their
proolem-solvFlg activities. FOI' most users,
thiS is not so looay. Inteulsi cefllers 00 productivity, not in the novelty of learnng ne.'/
technology. For e~. In the past, a de·
s'Sn eoglfle6r ellen spent considefable lime
crealilg, adapt ng. and programming statis·
Ileal routines on lhe COO'l'Uter because
such rouMes were no1 available from the
vendor. Today, new statistics packages
must be very easy to leartl and incorporate
into an applica1lOll. Statistcal tasks are a
bolUeneck in U1e design aclMty and need
to be CClIlllIeled in an expeditious and

Fig. 1. The New Generation PLOT 50 Software Is the key to easy use 01 the graphic power
available In Tektronix 4050 series desktop computers.

reiable mamar. AlthOugh lhe proc1JclS

must be SIll)Ie to leam. they must also
cootai"l sulficient pcM'er 10 ~ SOlve the
user's application problems.

Design problems
A number ol design problemS had 10 be
addressed early in the develc:pment ollhe
New Generation PLOT 50 Software. Our
markel research indicaled thai few 4050
Series users' applications Vlere sialic.
Graphic compuling system applications are
diverse, and we had 10 learn mOte abOut
ar:P!ication requiremenls in delall. Olher
factors 10 be considered included user lao
millarity with the har<Mtare, user interlace
trade-offs between menus and commands.
and differences in the learning curves 01
frequent-versus-infrequent users.
y"e deck1ed lhat most 4050 Series users
know lar more about their applicallons than
about their CQr1'1)Ullng eqUIpment. It was
our lask 10 provide the conventi:rls 01 the
awlicallQlS 10 shorten the Iearnilg lime fof
uses Further, it was essential 10 provide a
lriendly i"l1er1ace with lhe software (and the
hara.vare). Many vendors actvertlse lriendly
products: our challenge was 10 satisfy a
wide range of user needs effiCiently. In tangible terms. a first·tlme user shOuld be able
to operate the software w,thin !'NO to lour
hOurs after pawer·~, 'Nilhout having to
study a user's manual.
Help and convenience for users
Most of the New Generation PLOT 50 Sofl·
ware packages Include help fileS, tulorials.
and menus. The tutorials quickly walk the
user through prodUCI functlOlls to rapidly
achieve lamiliarity. The help files give da·
lails of program operation. For example,
With the 4052Dl0 Document Preparalion
package. the user can display (With one
funcllOll key) the menu 01 editing and fOfmaltIng corrrnands. Upcn selectIng a command, the user sees (on-screen) a desc~
too and an example 01 ~ation lor lhat
command. Atter 00tai'Wlg :he needed he~,
the user can easily return 10 the portion 01
the program where dilflcul1y was ertCOUIltared and then CQrlti'lue with the appIicatlOll
from that jX)in1.
Most users prefer to first concentrate on
soMlg their applicalion pretllemS and then
spend secondary eHort familiariZing themselves with the hardware aOO software 10
be used in that appllca,~n. The New Gen·
eralion PLOT 50 Software politely reminds
users to check peripherals (and 'NtIal 10
check lor) to ensure proper operation.
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In 4054006 Picture Composition and
4052D07 Interactive Digitizing. the alIgnment of tablet menus and source documenls Is not important because easy and
quick reference points are established
which enable the software to make the
necessary adjustments. For example, ske'W'
ing erlOl's are noted and automatically corrected so plotler output Is not skewed relalive to the X and Y axes. In each of the application packages there are many acldilional conveniences that help users to
quickly become productive.
Application conventions

To beller understand application conventions. we exchanged ideas with experts In

several application areas. As an example,
one eKchange he'pad us to better understand what statistical techniques many
users expeclto employ when conducting
small-sample statistical analysis. These
"wants" then became the application con·
ventions. We inlegrated Ihese conventions
into a sif11)l&tcrlearn package that provides
users with state-d·the·art techniques that
key on graphics (through pattern recognition) to acid mearing to users' dala.
The value of graphics
Most 01 the New Generation PLOT 50 packages are built arClJnd the power of graphics. Conventional graphic techniques, such
as scalter plots (as used in statisliCS) are in·

New Generation PLOT 50 Software
Library

ckJded, as well as some unique new routines, such as bOx·and·whisker plots and
nOfmal curve overlays for viewing data. A
brief review of some of these routines is
helplul in understanding the power of
graphic inlerpretation.
The statistics packages include routines
for producing a boK-and-whisker plot (see
figure 2). The bOx represents the distribution
of dala abOut some observable median,
while the edges 01 the box relate to quat·
liles, and the fences (whiskers) mark the
range of most of the data in the distribution.
The user has the option 01 examining one
box at a time. or a nwnber Of boxes, to
view variables within a group. or to look at
a comparison of groups.

....."m

-,..

."

IIALUE

UPPER .. ,

4050002 Statistics
Tests and Distributions

Disk-based slatistics for small safll)le and experimental analysis plus exploralory plOlting routines

(Disk)

4050003 StatIstics
Analysis of Variance

ANOVA feaJurlng one-. IWO-. and lhree-way classifica·
lion lechniques plus exploratory plotting roolines

(Disk)

4050004 Statistics
Multiple Regressions

4050D02f4050D0314050D04 (above) packaged as

Llbolty
(Disk)

a library at discount

4054D06 PIcture
ComposlUon

Electronic "skelchpad" using graphic primitives (line,
are, circle. point, bOx, teXl) 10 creale working drawings
or pictures and slA>pictures using 4050 Option 30
Dynamic Graphics

(D;sk)

For prodlJCtion (bulk) digitizing tasks in cartographic,
design engineering, and strip chart analysis awlicatlons inckJding editing and basic calculations

4052D10 Document
Preparation

Powerful command-driven package for formatting,
editing, and preparation of multi·page dOCuments

(D;sk)
<000011 (D;sk)
<05OA 17 (Tape)

MicroPert 2 - Project
Management
4050A16 Presentation Aids
(Tape)
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OBSEIIVED
MElMAN

OUARTILE

"DJ"CENT
..... LUE

4050D13 Statistics

4052 Interactive
Digitizing

-

COHFlOeHce
INTERV"L

"'w..

Muhiple, weighted, stepwise multiple, and polynomial
regressions and exploratory plotting

(Disk)

(Disk)

OUAIITILE

State"f-the-art desktop offering of PERT and CPM
lechniques including rich set of resource management
facilities. graphic charting, and reporting options
For the creation 01 overhead presenlation materials
based on lemplate construction including bar charting,
line graphs. pie charts, and lext

"

.

"".

-'-

Fig. 2. Bo~ and whisker plots enable the user
to quickly determine if a statistical sample
contains a high percentage of valid data. Use
of such plots can save valuable time other·
wise spent analyzing poorly«fISlrlbuted data.

Recall lhatthe purpose of the eKercise in
lhis statiSlics package is 10 analyze a small
sample. Studying notches increases the
user's productivity. Notched-bOx plots are
used to note significant differences between two sels of data. Two sets of data
whose notched intervals do not overlap are
significantly different at roughry the fille percent level (see figure 2). The value 01 this
graphic technique lies in the speed with
which the user can determine whether two
groups of data are significantly dilferenl
statistically,
Anolher of the eKPIOfatory plolting routines in the Statistics packages is the Nor.
mal Curve Overlay. In this case (see figure
3), a normal bell·shaped curve is inverted
and plotted over a histogram represenling

I

PICTURE COMPOSITION

I

, "
GMX

~ \"_.J~r_ _. ,
Fig. 3. The Normal CuNe Over1Iy ptottmg
rouline enabI. 8YItl • casual statistics user
to quickly Spol cIeY'Itlons from an arbi1rar1ly
defined Z8f'O line.

the distrbJlion at lhe data in the S8If1)Ie.
The dotted line repfeseflts an arbilrariy
delined zero-line as a reference point. so
that even a casual slalistics user can qJick·
Iy see devialions from lhe zero-line. These
grBJ*lic lectvliques are included in our soft·
ware because lhey are easy 10 Ieam and
provide po.yerful insighlinlO lhe dala being
anaJyzed.
There are several 01 lhesa pIo"ing techniques in mosl of the New Generation
PLOT 50 Software packages. They are
available by answering only a lew ques·
tlons, by selecling an item Irom a menu, or
by selecting lhe appropriate key on the
4050 series device. In Olher words, no programming is needed, Access 10 Ihe power
of lhese graphk: techniques Is simple and
quick.

Commonality
Each of !he three Slalistics packages
comes wilh a Funcllon Key Overlay thaI lits
on lhe keyboard of the 4050 series compulers. The same functions are located on
lhe same keys In every package. For exam.
pie, Master Menu is key 10, Dala Entry is
key 1, Prinl and PIoI are keys 7 and 8.
respectively. This Is not a major proouel
lealure 001 incicales the care employed in
designing the prOOJcts so users "";1 lind
Ihem easy 10 leam and operale correctly.

Fatal errors
Previous sotlware offerings did no! ilcIude
provisions 10 protecl users who lacked
hardware lam~larity. lrem deslroying programs. For exa~. il you tried 10 plot a
sel of data by selecling a tlslogram func·
lion, with no data present n memory. the
program usually crashed and you had to
restan. Today, the operaling system checks

It!'

USER
WRITTEN
APPLICATION

INTERACTIVE DIGITIZING

~STD

------,~

E-ZGRAPH

PRESENTATION AIDS/

STATISTICS
002·003-004

MARS

I

BPAII

Fig. 4. Dala exchange formals developed for the PLOT 50 software products provide for substan·
tlal gains In user productiVity. Siandard File Format (SFF) files numeric data that can be accessed directly by other PLOT 50 programs having SFF capability. GraphIC Model Exchange
(GMX) provides a similar capebility for graphic Information.

to make sure data is present before attempling to create the graph. If no dala exists, polite instructions appear on the
screen to guide lhe user to the next step
to keep the program going. This type 01
design provides not only lriendly soltware
bullorgiving software.

PLOT 50 Software exchange fonnats
Two dala-bas&oriented standard liling technQJes were dwelq)ed by Te+<tronix lOr
lheSe (and fUMe) software produclS. The
Slanc:lard FIle Formal (SFF) is a lec::trlillJe
lor stomg data n such a mamer lhat the
data can be accessed by other PlOT 50
programs having SFF capability. ('Vok have
lCU'ld lew users wOO enjoy worrying about
marki1g flies CWld Irenng over f~ siZes.)
INhen data entry is <Xlr1'1Pe1e, the user
need activale roIy cne key or function for
SFF cmstrucloo 10 OCClS auKmatically.

File creation Is aUlornalic and access easy
and logical. First. the software prompts
users to liIe dala by name (not number)
because names we create are easy 10

associate and remember. Second, the liles
are called by name, and if you cannot
remember the names 01 all of your files,
directories allow you 10 recall the files one
al a time or to ~st all of them.
The Graphic Model Exchange (GMX) can
be considered the graphic CClf1'l)Iement 01
SFF. In SFF, the user stores ru-neric F1f(lr.
malion. In GMX the user stores graphic or
pictorial Information. l'his means thai a
graph created by one software package
can be called by name by another software
package (with GMX capaMly) and anolher
operalion be per10rmed on that same file
(see figure 4~
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Three New Portable
Oscilloscopes Designed
for Field Service Use
VVhat SFF and GMX mean to the user
are tremendous gains in efficiency because
the data need be entered in the computer
only one time (as o~ed to entering the
data for each different program).
Summary
For people who are not skilled computer
programmers, the New Generation PlOT
50 Software proc!ucts provide the capability
to access the graphic power of the desktop
4050 Series and apply it quickly to their
problem-soMng tasks The need for productivity gains takes precedence over the
novelty 01 learning new software or hard·
ware. For those who have the desire to use
it, the programming and computing power
of the 4050 Series is always available.
These New Generation PLOT 50 Software
products offer a wide range of users the
opportunity to unlOCk the ~wer of the 4050
Series and use it to their own advantage.•

Figure 1. The Tektronix 2336 Is 0Ilfl of thr6fl models a"allable In the new 2300 Series of oscillo-

scopes. The 2336leatures 1IXl MHz, dual trace. and delaying sweep operation, with delta·tlme
measurement displayed on the 4<llglt liquid crystal readout located In the cover. USEI of the cover
10 contain au~llIary lunctlons keeps the main lront panel uncluttered lor easy operation,
The concept of portability has changed
greatly over the years. Tektronix' first oscilloscope, back in 1947, was portable. It
weighed only 55 pounds. and had a handle.
You could pick ~ up and carry it - but not
very lar. It was portable, txJt it was designed primarily for laboratory use,
Today, many OSCiIIOSCqJ8S designed pri·
marily for ~rtability are purchased for laboratory use, and their design is optimized to
accommodate both functions.
The new Tektronix 2300 Series Oscillo·
scopes are designed expressly for portabil·
ity - and more precisely - for field ser·
vice. Small. rugged, and reliable - they
are txJilt to worll in adverse environments.
The 2300 Series includes three instruments: the 2335, a dua~trace, lOO-MHz
bandwidth, delaying sweep oscilloscope;
the 2336, idenlical to the 2335. with a B-
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tr;gger lunction and delta-lime measurement capability: and the 2337, with all 01
the leatures of the 2336, plus a general
purpose digital multimeter. Each of the
instruments weighs less than nineteen
pounds and measures just 5 by 12 by
17 inches,
Concentrating on portability
Because field service requirements were
lhe prime consideration, the designers of
lhe 2300 series concentrated on reducing
size and optimizing ruggedness and reliabililY, rather lhan introducing new features.
There were, 01 course, other important fac·
tors 10 consider, such as operating ease,
display size and resolution, and serviceability, to name Just a lew
The dirTlOOsions 01 the cathOde ray tube
(CAT) usually dictate the mnimum length
and height of an oscillOSCope package.

Because Ol ~s mass, size, and COl'T'llIell
struclure. the CAT is also the component
most vulnerable 10 phYSICal shock. Thus,
worK on the 2300 Series began wilh reo
design of our smallesl, loa·MHz, high·
performance CAT. The result is a CRT
30 percent shorter than ~s predecessor,
haVing a 6.4 by 8.0 centimeler display area,
wrth trace intensity and spot size cpIlmized
for a blight. sharp. highqJahty (race
Unique CRT mountlllQ hnproves
ruggedness
In deslgmng a very portable osciIIoscq)e.
CRT breaKage is a vilal COllCel'n Con\Ien.
tionally-mounted CATs are ~ted at
both ends - a technIQue that has proven
reliable but which can result in h'9h stress
being applied to the CRT If lhe instrument
Is subjected to a severe drop,
The 2300 Series use a canWever mount·
Ing system lhat enableS the CRT 10 with·
stand ShocKS three to four limes grealer
than conventionally·mounted tubes can han·
dle The new mounting system consIStS of a
sngle mounting lhat fastens the Iront Ol the
CRT to the oscilloscope'S rronl S~I,
usng just four screws (see figure 2). A key
elemenl in (he r1"IClU'Itll"l9 system is the Tefl:·
manufactured ceramc tlb!. which makes
it pos.si)le 10 IJghten the mounting screws
directly into the CRT's fume!.

Flgurw 3. The I'1ybrid preamplifier clrcu,1 used In all of !he 2XlO SefIes provides many of the
advantages of WI Integrated circuit but required cons'derabfy lees d8YeIoPment timll.

Cln::ult boards add support

Figure 2. Unique mounting system which suppons the CRT only .t the front panel reduces prot)all,lity 01 oamage to the CRT ShOuld the Instrument be sub;ectedl0 a severe drop.

One of the Ch:l.llenges in porlable-oscitloscope design is to paCK In all the perform
ance needed, yet make the Instrument easy
to service In lhe 2300 series, thIs challenge was met by having the circuit bo:l.rds
a I face outward, forming a boll·llke struc·
ture aroJOO the CAT Ttl!> arrangement provides excellent access for SCrvlCing. In 00d lion, the circurt boards and their mount·
i1gs serve as ternal structural St.(lpOrt lor
lhe ins!rument's chaSSIS Irregular-shaped
ooards were U'.l6d where nocess:lfY. to
utilIze the available spcce
CirCUlt-boord re.J1 estate was con~erved
through JudiCIOUS LISe of Integrnte<:! circuits
and thick·film hybl'ld cirCUits. The pre~rJ1)Ii·
riel circuit (rlgure 3) Is a hybrid consisting of
componenls silk screened onto a ceramic
substrate, With transistors soldered directly
onto the substrate This teo:hnique yields
much 01 ttle advantage 01 an Integrated cir·
CUll, WIth a shorter develOpment tJrnc than
that reqUired lor cuslom 1Cs.
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Considerable thought was given to both
logical organizaHon and spacing of the
front-panel controls to ensure stralghtfor·
ward, easy operation. All of lhe positioning
controls are in a rON at the top 01 the
panet, mode switches are just below, and
the step attenuators and time per division
controls are lined up in the center. This arrangement makes tile oscilloscope easy to
use, even by inexperienced technicians_

Figura 4. lWo-stage hybrid attenualor uses laser·trlmmed resistance and capacitance values to
create a compact, preadJusted attenuator that requires no adjustment after Installation In the In·
strument.

A laser-trimmed altenuator
The input attenuators in the 2300 Series
are also unique. Smaller than conventional
designs, the attenuators are compensated
by laser trimming prior to installation in the
instrument and never need adjustment In
contrast, the typical atlenuator has many
adjustments and must be adjusted after in·
slallation in the instrument. The new design
reduces instrument calibration time and is
rTlOfe reliable than its predecessors.
Deep-drawn cabinet provides protection
The slngle·piece, deep-drawn cabinet housing the 2300 series is a significant achievement. Pure aluminum could easily be form·
ed to the required depth but was not strong
enough, IM::lrking closely with exper1s in
deep drawing aluminum, Tek engineers
he!ped develop one of the deepest drawn
cans 01 6061 T6 alloy ever manufactured,
This accompliShment was essential in mak·
ing the 2300 series lightweight and slrong.
The cabinet also plays an important role
in realizing the design goal for electromagnetic interference (EMI), Portables often
operate within the strong radio·frequency
fields at radio and television transmilters,
Industrial machinery, and so forth. Close
attention was given to EMI at fNery step of
the instrument design, resulting In an EMI
specification of 10 volts per meter (radiated
susceptibility).
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A new front·panel concept
In addition to the CRT, another factor that
determines instrument size Is the lrontpanel space needed for the controls. Controls can be made small and closely
spaced but the instrument will be difficult
to operate. The 2300 series designers use
a new approach that effectively doubles the
front·panel space without increasing instrument size. Portables need a CO'Ier to pro·
tect the tront-panel controls during transit.
Why not use the cover to house auxiliary
functions, such as deUa time readOut and
the digital multimeter1
The cover for the 2300 Series is drawn
from the same tough alloy as the main instrument cabinet Depending on the model,
a panel is mounled in the cover to contain
additional functions. The 2335 has nothing
in the cover: the 2336 contains a liquid
crystal display and B trigger controls: and
the 2337 contains the same elements as
the 2336 plus a digital multrmeter.
The cove, is hinged to the main instrument cabinet, and poy.oer and control leads
are coupled to tile cover panel through a
flexible, lIat cable. A beryllium-copper shiekl
provides EMI protection. One can expect
that the cove, Will be opened and clOsed
hundreds 01 times during the life of the instrument. To verWy reliability, the cable was
tested up to lClO,OOO openings and closings
without an electrical failure.

A new target for Innovation
Usually, in designing a Ile'N oscilloscope,
the bulk of the effort is applied to developing ne"N circuitry. In the 2300 Series, the
focus has been on applying technology and
innovation, not so much to expand performance specifications, but to increase portability, reliability. ruggedness, and manulacturability, while maintaining a popular set
of features (100 MHz, dual trace, delaying
sweep, etc.). The 2300 Series represent a
substantial improvement in held service
inslrumentation.
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Television stations, pro:luClion studios,
development laOOralories. and quality con·
trol facilities need precise color picture
monitors 10 accurately display f!\/ery signal
detail, whether generated by a conventional
color television camera or by a computerbased imaging system.
There are two particularly critical places
in the typical television program prOOuC!ion
lacility where a precise color monitor is
needed, One is the point at which the final
television proouct is displayed to the execu·
tive reS/X)nsible lor final approval of the
proouct. The monitor must accurately portray the program material complete with
any compromises or defects that may be
present. A subjeclive judgment will be
made to determine whether the final proouct is acceptable.
A second critical viewing position is at
camera.control posilions where the quality
of the original signal is established. RegiStration of the three primary colors at the
camera is a critical task; the highestresolution monochrome monitors are often
used in making the initial setup. During production, an accurate color display allows
the operator to observe slight adjustment
errors and make correclions while the production continues. Only a monitor with ex·

cellent convergence can be used for this
task.
In these, and other applications, the
monitor is the quality standard and it must
be extremely stable so that it is not suspect
when picture delects are noted.
The Tektronix 690SR Color Picture
Monitor is designed for just such critical
viewing a~icahons. With the appropriate
plug-in interface mooule, the 690SA can
display piclures originating in either a tele·
vision system or a digital image buffer.
Wide-range deflectkm circuits pl'"oouce
horizontal scan rates from 15 kHz to
37.5 kHz. The 69O$R accommooates conventional Interlaced raster display formats
including the standard 525-line and 625-line
television systems and can cperate at more
than 1024 lines per frame for computer applications. COnvergence circuits track picture size, aspect ratio and scan rate to
allow q:lElration in special appHcalions,
with only minor readjustment.
A high quality CAT
The key element in a high-reSOlution
monitor is a high·resolution cathode ray
lube (CAT). The 690SR uses a delta.gun,
dOt-shadowmask CRT with an extremely
fine shadowmask structure; triad spacing is
0.31 millimeter as compared with 0.6 to 0.8
millimeter for home television picture tubes.
There are approximately 1800 phosphor
dots vertically and 1400 horizontally lor
each color, in the CRT screen. Ellicient
phosphors permit the use of relatively high
brightness levels without sacrificing picture
quality.
Inherent in current CRT technology is a
tradeoff between fine screen struclUre and
screen unitormity. For those applications
where the operator must be close to lhe
display screen. the line screen is less ob·
jectionable than coarser screens. However.
for greater viewing distances a medium
resolution (0.4 to 0.6 millimeter) CRT provides better screen uniformity and adequate
lineness. The medium resolution CRT is 01fered as an option lor the 690SR.
Easy convergence adjustment
Complementin;j the high-resolution picture
tube are hlgh-slability convergence circuits.
The specified convergence accuracy is bet·
ter than 0.5 mm; this is the maximum sep·
aration permitted between any pair of red,
green, 0( blue picture elements (center to
center) and corresponds to less than 0.1
percenl 01 picture height anyMlere on the
screen.

The convergence circuil adjustments are
precision potentiometers with large, easy to
sel knobs located in a lockable front drawer
where they are easily accessible to qualified personnel. Color coded graphics adjacent to each control provide a convenient
reminder of each control function. The convergence signals are matrixed in such a
way that beam motions are approximately
up<lown or Iell-right in response to control
movements, This greally smplifies convergence selup,
A solid white

One 01 the major concerns in a television
program pl'"oductioo is that the color temperature of "white" be set accurately and
not drift. Drilling white balance causes unnatural colors to appear, which is particularly offensive to everyone if skin tones,
snow, or other Iight-coklred areas are involved. It is particularily objectiOnable to a
S/X)nsor to see the color of the proouct
distorted In a ccrnmercial proouction.
To reduce the need fO( white-balance ad·
justment, the 600SA employs beam-current
feedback to offset changes in lhe CRT cutoff characteristics as the tube ages. Carefully designed video circuits ensure that
traCking errors (differences in video gain
between red. blue, and green channels)
are held to less than two percent While it
is not feasible tooay to eliminate whitebalance adjustments entirely. the 690SR
reduces these adjustments to lhe level of
routine maintenance. Such stability ensures
that if a prcblem is visole during critical
viewing of a television proouction, it is not
likely to be in the picture monitor.
Modularity fO( conflgurabillty

M<XIular construction makes it easy to conligure the 690SR for diflerent applications.
The p1ug·in interface module processes the
video input signals for application to the
mainframe,
In the typical display of cor'T1>Uler-generaled pictures, a simple AGB interlace can
be used because no color decOOing is required, In this case, the red, green, and
b'ue signals are bulfered and conditioned
10 drive the 690SR mainframe inputs. Sync
separalion is pl'"ovicled to rotain the horizontal and vertical triggers needed by the
mainframe scan control cifcu~s.
The NTSC television signal decoder is
the first interface available lor the 690SR.
The NTSC decoder contains sync separation, color decoder, wizontal AFC, and
other tunctions necessary for operallon of
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Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram allhe 690SA. Convergence and high voltage circuitry operate lnelependenlly 01 the hOrizontal and vertical deflection
circuitry 10 facilitate operation at dillemnl scan rates and scan sizes.
the 690SR as a television picture monitor.
The In/erface module also includes front
panel controls unique to its functIOn.
A simplified block diagram of the 690SA
is shown in ligure 1. The video amplifier
module contains k:ienticai amplifiers lor the
red. blue, and green channels. Each has
conlrols 101' lo.......level and high·level ·.....tllte
balancing. A feedback loop in each channel
senses CRT caUlode current ooca per dis·
played field This signal maintains the blacklevel current at a prosetlevcl. 1I1US minimizing changos in color balance caused by
CAT aging.
The vkloo response Is matched 10 the
high-resolution CRT 10 minimizo moire pal·
toms caused by out·of·band signals bealing
with thE) sampling frequencies producod
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wtten the CRT beam scans the individual
phosphor dots.
Two factors - greater information densi·
ty and decreased scan times - requlle a
video banctwidth about five limes greater
lhan lhat 01 COl'1ventional television systems.
The CAT in tha 690SR can display ablXlt
tooo piclure elements (pixels) per scan line
as contrasted with the 400 to 500 pixels
per scan line of cOl1ventionallelevision.
(This resolution is not the same as the
nurnber of phosphor dols along a horizontal line. as the CAl beam spot size Is larger
and determines resolution.) In addition, the
line·scan time can be shOrtened from the
conventional 52 microseconds to as little as
20 microsecondS, to achieve a comparable
improvement in vertical InformaUoo density
without flicker. The vidoo amplifier has a

GausSIan response with a riselime or fall·
lime of abOut 14 microsecondS, wttich cO!'·
responds to a minus 3dB point of 24 MHz.
The transient response is essentially the
same for Ialge or small signals. The out·
put stages of these amplifiers utilize dual
MOO power FEfs in a single-ended class A
configuralion.
In the 69OSR. wide.lJancM<idth video response and fas1 scan rates combine with
the beam profile and fine·pilch phOsphor
pattern of the CRT to provide a display
system suitable for bOth conventional tele·
visk:lr1 and high-definition televisk:lr1 and
graphics.
The raster-control module
The 69O$R operates over a wide range of
vertical and horizontal scan rates. The key

The basic ramp

to wde-range operat:on Is the raster-.eontrol
mo::tule This moc1Jle translates the interval

2) consists of a CQ'l"C)8rator, Miller integra·

between suc<:essNe hOnzontal and vertical
triggers, and horiZontal and vertical size informatIOn, into signals that represent linear
displacement across the CAT screen. From
this po6ltionat inlormation, all scan and cor·
rection signals are de\leloped. This umque
architecture minimizes readjustments lor
scan size, linearity, convergence, and dy.
namic locus ...men scan rates are changed.
The conversion from time to position
across the CRT screen is accomplished
using horizontal and vertical constant·
amplilude rarTll generators. The rarTll
generators are unique in that rarTll ampli·
lude Is independent 01 control signal Irequency. Further, the SIC:pe of the ra~ is
changed Without changing the integrator
liming components.

lor, switching transIStor, and peak detector.
A comrol slQnal (the horizontal retrace
blanking pulse) lUrns on me switching transistor, thereby discharging the Integrator
capacitor. The high period Of the control
pulse corresponds to the horizontal retrace
time. When the control pulse goes low, the
Ifansistor turns oil and the Miller Inlegrator
produces a linear ramp whose amplitude is
determined by the reference voltage set·
ling. The slope of the ramp Is determined
by the values 01 AI and Ct and the output
VOltage of the comparator. The peak detec·
tor delects the peak voltage 01 the output
ramp. If the peak voltage is less than the
reference voltage, the OUtpul voIlage Irom
the comparator decreases, increasing the
current IIQINing through lhe MUler integrator.

genElf810f

circuit (Iigure

The slope of the ralT1' increases 10 restore
the peak of the ralTll to the level 01 the
reterence \rdtage. Thus, the 8fTl)IItude of
the ramp Is deternWled by the reference
voltage, independent olthe control pulSe
rreq.Jency.
The raster control module also provides
pincushion and tilt correction signals to lhe
horizontal and vertical dellection modules.
A dynamic focus signal, sent to the high
voltage s~, maintains a sharp locus
over the enlire screen. The horizontal and
vertical rarTll signals are sent to lhe con·
vergence module to provide beam-posilion
Inlonnation.
The convergence circuits
The convergence circuitry uses Iow-power
active techniques wim quality potentiometers and ottler CQrT1XYlents 10 ensure stabil·
Ity and reliability. The convergence module,
located in the Iront drawer, prcwides the
precision correctIOn waveforms, and the
ccnvergence outpUt moclile pI'CNidas the
drMng S9lals for coils i'l the convergence

•.

"",
The convergence circuitry drrves t\OJO
sets ol coils - one set in the mai'l convergence voke, and a secood set in an aux·

,
•

•
INTEGIIo\TOfl

"',
PEAK

OI!fECTO~

•

Fig. 2. Slmplllled schematic 01 ramp generator with constant-amplitude outpot Independent of
control signal frequency. Output of peak detector provides feedback slgll8l to adjust Miller integrator current as needed to maintain constant output amplitude.

i1iary yoke. In the mai'l convergence voke,
the red and green coilS contrOl bOth the
horizontal and vertical positk)ns 01 melr
respective beams. The blue coil, however,
Is positioned such lhat it controls only lhe
vertical position of the blue beam. Horizon·
tat positioning ollhe blue beam is con·
trolled by the blue·lateral signal, which
drives lhe auxiliary yoke. The coils In this
yoke are oriented such that the magnetic
lieid created provides horizontal positioning
01 the blue beam but has lillie affect on me
red and green beams (figure 4~
Four convergence-correction signals are
generated to drive the C()r1l.1!rgence coils:
red convergence, green convergence, blue
convergence, and blJEHateraJ convergence.
Each of these lour signals Is a corrtlinatJOn
of convegence-correction signals. The prj.
mary correction signals consist 01 essentially hall parabOlas, which, when their arll)lihXle and polarity are adjusted, change the
convergence linearity 01 a given area of the
display. The secondary convergence·
correction SIQnals consist of "B" shaped
arK! "5" shaped waveforms that allect the
symmetry top-to-boltom and len·to-rlght.
The convergence matrix is made ~ of
divider nel'NOrks that allow various magnl·
tudes 01 the signals to be picked olf to
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kV to the CRT, along with other CRT q:ler·
ating potentials. Output ripple is synchronized to the hOrizontallrequency. The dc
(static) locus output is adjustable independent 01 the anode voltage.
A rugged design
Another unusual 'eature of the 690SR is its
physical design. The 690SR is designed to
wiihstand severe shock and vibration, and
relies mainly upon convection cooling to
maintain conservative q)erating conditions
for its electronic components. The slructure
and cooling method are interrelated, with
the struclUral supports also serving as thermal guides to direct convection heatllow.
The 690SR is listed under Underwriters
Standards 478 and 1244 (Pending, June
1981), certified per Canadian Standards
Association bulletin 556B, and compiles
with Eurq)ean salety standards lEG 348
a()j lEG 435.

Fig. 3. The 690SR ColOr Picture Monitor Is a hlljh·resolullon monitor suitable IOf both color television production and dlljltallmaglnlj applications. The Option 01 NTSC decoder Interface Is In
use In lhls photo.

drive specific convergence COils. These individual signals are then summed to create
the four converg~nee-correction signals.
The signals are rnatriXed in such a way that
beam motions are generally up-down and
left·rlght in response to control movements.
thus greatly simplifying convergence selup.
The deflection amplifiers

The hOrizontal deflection mOdule contains
resonant-scan circuits for driving the hor·
Izontal deflection yoke windings, Unlike
many display deflection circuits, the 690SR
horizontal deflection circuits operate independent of the high,voltage supply. thus
avoiding compromises in deflection per·
formance and making the high voltage (and
picture size) independent of scan rate,
The vertical deflection module conlains a

linear pD'Ner ampillier to drive the vertical
dellection yoke windings. Also located within this module are the linearity correction
amplifiers lor tq::> and bottom pincushion
and tq:> and bottom tilt. These are active
circuits whose outputs provide a correction
signal to the center 01 the vertical deflec·
tion yoke windings.
Protective circuitry in the raster-control
module limits both the vertical and hOrizon·
tal scan rates to prevent excessive dissipation in the dell~tion and convergence cir·
cuiiry. Scan·lail signalS are generated in the
vertical and hOrizontal delleclion mOdules to
shut down the high·voltage supply, thereby
protecting the CRT should either scan lail.
The high·voltage pcl'Ner supply is a high·
elficiency switching type, which provides 25

Summary
The 690SR is a new type 01 high perfor·
mance color monitOf lor professional use in
television production facilities and development laboratories. It has features which
make it adaptable to both conventiOnal
lelevision and digital cClfTC)lJter environ·
ments, and has built·in potential 'or expan·
sion to serve these rapidly merging lechnologies for years to come.
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0' IOOay's "systems" resemble

what we used to call conglomerations.

Adoption 01 the IEEE·488 Interface standard has maoo It easier to mechanically
and electrically Interconnect instruments

from multiple vendors, HOY-/ever, other
elements (not defined by IEEE-488) differ
from instrument 10 instrument making II
difficult to Integrate the pieces Into an
effective operating system.

As discussions for a proposed new family
of programmable instruments progressed,
it became apparent that much of the com·
patibility problem centered around the
cOdes and formats used to encOde and
transmit data within a system. Accordingly,
a sel of standard codes and formats lor
IEEE-488 instruments was formulated and
adopted at Tektronix.
With the establishment of the codes and
formats standard the task of developing a
powerful, yef simple, IEEE·488 control soft·
ware came into sharper focus. It seemed
feasible to develop a set of software thaf
would make Instrument programming
straighlforward and easy to understand.
The goal for the overall program was to
provide a versalile, modular, programma·
ble inSlrumentatlon system that could be
programmed and used by a diverse group

of people-those Invotved in research, design, manufacturing, servicing, and other
areas. The system should accommodate
users having IllUe or no programming ex·
perience as well as those capable of tackling complex measurement problems.
An instrument·oriented BASIC
Because of Its wide use in Industry, BASIC
was selected as the basis lor the new
software. BASIC can be Quickly grasped
and applied to a wide variety of problems
and tasks, and can be pul to work with a
minimum understanding of the language
as a whole.
Several enhancements to BASIC adapt It
to the Instrumentation task. One extends
the maximum length of variable names
from two characters out to eight. thus in·
creasing the programmer's ability to Iden·
tify variables w11h their English equivalents,
or close approximati()(ls. As an example.
the variable "channel" could be wrllten
CH, CHA, CHAN, or CHANNEL
Another enhancement permits variables to
be defined exclusively within the confines
of a subroutine. This feature lets programmers break down a complex program
Into subroutine modules that can be ap·
proached Independently.
Other enhancements allow any program
line to be Identified wi1h a label, and pro·
vlCle a flexible format for number entry.

Front·panel programming
For the instrument-oriented user, a "learn"
mode provides, essentially. a "nonprogrammlng" method of setting up Instruments on the bus. The user sets up the
Instrumentlrom the Iront panel and by a
single keystroke executes a command that
causes the controlier to Query the Instrument and store the control settings In
memory. This Is a fast, error·lree way of
programming an instrument.

l~==========:::::-i
Fig. 1. The TM 5000 Serles-a programmable lest and measurement system that Is easy to
coollgure, easy to program, and occupies a minimum of space.

A new controller
To fully Implement the new software. a
new instrument oriented controller-the
4041-was developed. The 4041 Is based
on ihe powerful 16-bit 68000 microprocessor and accommodates up to 160 kilobytes of user RAM. The standard configuration includes 32 kilobytes of RAM and a
DC 100 mag·tape cartridge drive that pro·
vldeS up to 160 kilObytes of storage per
lape. The DC 100 is used to store pro·
grams during program development, to
load programs Into system RAM during
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Fig. 2. The 4041 Instrumenl-orlenled controller Is designed to serve needs In bolh engineering
and producllon test. It can be used lor program development, using an optional keyboard or
any RS232-equlpped termll\8l, Of'set up lor "execute only" operation .... Ith programs loaded via

mag-tape cartridges.
"execute only" operation, and for unaltended, long-term data logging.
The 4041'8 Iront panel contains an 1&key

operator keypad. Ten numeric keys, useful
for entering numeric Informallon requested
by an INPUT statement. are user-def(nable
and can be assigned subroutines by the
applications program. A 2Q.<:haracler al·
phanumerlc LEO display communicates
lesl procedures, operator prompts, and
program results. Hardcopy is provided by

a 20-column thermal strip printer.
The basic 4041 is conllgured lor "execute
only" operation. When using' the 404t lor
program development, an optional ROM
sel in a special carrier Is Inserted via the
Iront panel. This lirmware completes the
operating system and permits users to
generate and debug original programs.
Source cOde can be written using an op.
1I0nai keybOard that plugs into the 4041
or any CAT terminal connected via the
AS-232C porI. A hardcopy printer can also
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be connected to the 4041 if an optional

second serial interface has been Installed.
The 4041 Is cornpallb~ in appearance and
mechaniCal design with the mainlrame 01
the new TM 5(X)() series of programmable
Instruments.
A new family of programmables
While -.vorl< was proceeding on the soft·
ware and the controller, a parallel program
was underway to develop a whole family
of programmab~ Instruments, Designated
the TM 5000 Series, the family includes
nine new products at Introduction: a triple
po.ver supply. 135 MHz and 350 MHz uni·
versal counterltlmers, 20 MHz function
generator, 4·Vz digit digital mullimeter,
t6·channel rl scanner. multi-function
interface, and two power malnlrames,
All of the instruments comply with the
Tektronix Codes ard Formats Standard
and have indlviduaIIEEE-488 interface
controllers. Each has its own microprocessor to perform processing locally and keep

bus trallic and demands on the system
controller at a minimum.
All Important design decision was to make
all of the funcllons and parameters set·
table from the Iront panel, as well as being
programmable. This provldes a simple,
straightforward means of programming an
instrument. Lighted controls and digital displays Indicate the status of the instruments
at all times (except for the DC 5009). A
major operating convenience Is front·panel
display of an Instrument's primary ad·
dress, available at the touch of a button,
At power-up, each Instrument performs a
sell-test diagnostic routine to verify its
readiness for use. II no Internal error Is
found, the instrument enters the lOcal
state with its current front-panel settings
and default remote settings, and signals
the controller It Is ready lor service. If an
Internat error is found, an error cOde Is Immediately displayed on the instrument's
front panel.
TM 5000 Series malntrllmes
Two power mainframes: a threa-COf'l1)8.rl·
ment wide (TM 5003) and a six-compart·
ment wide (TM 5006), house and provide
power to the plug·in modules. Both
TM 500 and TM 5000 plug-In modules can
be plugged into either mainframe. This
gives users the optiOn to use bOth manual
and programmable instruments in the
same enclosure to optimize system perlormance and cosl.
A key·and·slot arrangement on the plug·ln
interlace connectors prevents inadvertent
insertion of alien modules. This scheme
also provides a convenient means of
reserving compartmenls for a particular
class of Instrument. For example, the righthand COf'l1)8.rtment of each mainframe Is a
high-power location. A PS 5010 Program·
mabie Power Supply inserted in lhis posl·
tion can supply twice as much power as
from another lOCation.
Separate 2o-pin connectors in each compartment interface with the programmable
modules. These conneclors are paraHeled
and brought out to a single IEEE-488 connector at the rear 01 the malnlrame.
A programmable triple power supply
The PS 5010 Programmable Poo.ver Supply
Is designed to furnish commonly-used positive, negative, and logic supply voltages,
Irom a single unit. The 0 to + 32 and 0 to
- 32 voll1108tlng supplies (referenced 10
a common lront·panelterminal) can each

supply up to 750 milliamps. In a main·
frame hlgh-power slol, up to 1.6 amps at
15 volts Is available. Programming incre·
ments are 10 millivolts from 0 to 10 volts
and 100 millivolts from 10 to 32 volts. Cur·
rent limiting Is also programmable in 50·
milliamp increments from SO milliamps to
1.6 amps. The two supplies can be operaled Independently or sel in a dual
!racking mode.
The logic supply is ground·referenced and
programmable over a range from 4.5 to
5.5 volts in 10 millivolt increments. Here.
loa, current limits can be set in incre·
ments of 100 milliamps over a 100 milli·
amp to 3·amp range.
The supplies have three operating statesvoUage regulated, currenllimited, or un·
defined. Should a supply change from ooe
state to another, for example. from voltage
regulated 10 current limited, the P$ SOlO
will indicate the change 00 its digital dis·
play and send an interrupt to the system
cootroller, The cootroller can then query
the status of lhe supply and take appro·
priate action.
Unique funcllon generator control
The FG S010 Programmable Function
Generator provides the usual capabilities
plus some unique ones. For e>:ample,
users can control waveform symmetry in
ooe-percenl increments from 10 to 90 per·
cenl, and can program phase from + 90
degrees to -90 degrees in one·degree
sleps when operating in the trigger and
gate modes. In the phase·locked mode.
phase wilh reference to the locking signal
can also be controlled with the same reso·
lulion and range.
Frequencies from 2 millihertz to 20 megahertz. amplitudes from 20 millivolts to 20
volts, and offsets from a to 7.5 volts are all
programmable. An error-correction circuit
maintains rrequency accuracy within 0.1
percent. All of the programmable rune·
tions, parameters. operating modes, and
so forth can be set up manually via front·
panel pushbuttoos, The FG SOlO can store
up to ten setups. thereby reducing bus
programming lime during syslem
operation.
CounterfTlmer 1·plcosecond resolution
The 350 megahertz DC SOlO Universal
TImer/Counter also contrlbules some
unique capabilities to the syslem. A proprl.
etary, front-end, integrated circuit, which
was designed and fabricated at Tektronix,
makes possible one·plcosecond averaging
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Fig. 3. The FG 5010 Programmable 2O-MHz Function Generator can store 10 complete panel
setups and has counted·burst and phase lock capabilities as wall as programmsble symmetry
and phase.
resolution. Single-shot time resolution Is
3.125 nanoseconds.
Both the OC 5010 and lhe 135 megahertz
DC 5009 feature a dual·input ratio architecture, with several modes for adding,
subtracting. and calculating ratios of
events on lhe two channels,
All autotrigger function measures Ihe peak·
to-peak input signal amplitude and sets the
trigger level to the 50 percent point. The
DC SOlO uses this same peak·to·peak In·
formation to calculate the 10 percent to
90 percent rise and fall times of the input
signal, A null function sublracts an Initial
reading from subsequent readings. 10
aUlomatical1y compensa(e for differences
in cable lengths. and so forth,
All of the OC 5009 and DC SOlO functions
can be contrdled from the front panel or
the IEEE·488 bus.
A smart 4·1/2 digit mulUmeter

The OM 5010 Programmable Digital Multi·
meter is a 0.015 percent instrument with

extensive math capability. Besides measuring resistance and AC or DC volts, the
OM 5010 calculates averages, handles off·
set and scaling. performs decibel conver·
sions, has a nulling function. and makes
comparison readings for a high.IQI.o'J·pass
sorting mode. This extensive math capabll·
Ity makes the OM 5010 a valuab~ standalone instrument, and greatly reduces
time on the bus when used in systems
applications.
The OM 5010 measures up to 1000 volts
DC, 700 volts true RMS N;, and 20 meg.
ohms Of resistance. A user can slep
through the ranges or use autoranglng
in both manual and programmIng modes
or operation. A dual sample rate provides
4-Yz digit reSOlution at 3 measurements
per second, or 3·Yz digit resolution al 26
measurements per second. As with other
TM 5000 instruments, the OM SOlO is fully
programmable from the front panel or the
lEEE-488 bus.
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inches) reserved for the user's cus10mlzed
circuitry.
For switching high-frequency signals, the
SI 5010 R.F. Scanner provides 16 widebandwidth channels that can be softwareconfigured into a 16-to-1, two 8·t0-1, or
four 4·t0-1 configurations. Opt mum
bandwidth is 350 MHz in the 4-to-1
configuration.
Both the 51 5010 and the MI 5010 have a
real-lime clock and buller for sequence
storage and execuliOr'l, allowing the system
controller to attend to other activities
wflile switching commands are being
Implemented.
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Summary

The TM 5000 Series Programmables are
designed 10 extend the advantages of aulomated lest systems to users previously
denied access because of limited interfacIng capability or programming expertise_ A
new instrument-oriented controller and extended·BASIC language prOVides versatility
adequate fOf even the most sophisticated
applications. And lhe mOdular design provides configurability and compactness
unique in programmable systems.
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Fig. 4. The DC 5010 Programmable Unl'iers.1 Counter/Timer features recIprocal lrequency,
auto-trigger. RISE/FALL mode, and one-picosecond time InteNal averagIng resolution.

Rounding out the system
An important part of any system activity

is Interfacing the test instruments to the
device under lest. Two products In the
TM 5000 family-the MI 5010 Programmable Multifunction Interface and the
515010 A.F. Scanner-make the task

relatively easy.
The MI 5010 and its companion MX 5010

Multifunction Interface Extender module
each provide space for three plug-In
cards. The purpose of the modules and
their cards is to provide a programmable
interface between the TM 5000 instruments and the device under test. and
other non-IEEE-48B programmable
instruments.
Three cards are available at intrOduc1ion:
The 50M30 Programmable Digital 1/0
Card features 16 channels each of digital
input and digital output. Both input and
output are TIL compatible. Typical applications for this card include interfacing with
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relay drivers, switches or custom key'
boards, BCD data from non-IEEE-4BB instruments, and static binary 'WOfds.
The 50M4Q Programmable Relay Scanner
Card serves as a low·frequency scanner
accommodating up to 16 inputs or outputs.
The card contains 16 mercury-wened
relays that can be configured 16-to-1,
8-tO-1, or 4·10·1 by positioning jumpers.
Typical uses include control of larger
relays, scanning a multimeter input over
several signal points, turning on lights or
audible indicators, and so forth.
The 50M70 Programmable Development
card allows users 10 design their 0\Nf'I
special functions, such as dlgital-to-analog
and analOg·to-digital converters, special
word recognlzers, or any other functiOn
needed to complete an automated system,
without concern fOl" interfacing to the
TM 5000 system. The rear portion of the
card contains interface firmware, with the
remainder of the card (about 20 square
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Tektronix cuslomers are well aware of the
benefits plug-in modularity affords oscilloscope users. Now, these same benefits
are available to logic analyzer users. Select·
able, plug-In card modules and a pov.oerlul
mainlrame let you conllgure the new
DAS 9100 digital analysis system to meet
your specific needs. You can have syn·
chronous or asynchronous data acquisition
at speeds up to 330 MHZ, liming resolullon
to 1.5 nanoseconds on 8 channels, and
data widths from 16 channels al 330 MHz
to 104 channels at 25 MHz.
And the DAS can be more than just a
logic analyzer. Two plug-In pattern genera·
tion modules let you generate word widths
up to 80 bUs at rates to 25 MHz, Combining pattern generation and data acquisition
in a single rn«lular instrument provides
greater performance versatility and operating ease than is possible with separate
units.
The DAS mainframe houses up to eight
plug·in card mOdules. Two slots are reo
served for the controller and time base!
trigger mocIules, with the remaining six
slols available for configuring the DAS
to your specihc task.
For dala acquisition, there Is a choice of
four different modules:

Fig. 1. The CAS 9100 Digital Analysis System provIdes a choice 01 performance via plug·ln
card modules. An easy·lo·usa Keyboard, selectable menus, and a large, bright display
facilitates operation.

• The 91A32-32 channels and sampling
rates to 25 MHz; well-suited lor analyzing bus transactions.
• The 91A08-an eight-channel, 1m-MHz
unit with 5-ns glitch capturing capability.
• The 91 A04-with four channels capable
of 330·MHz acquisition and operation in
a hlgh·speed mOOe providing two chan·
nels 01 1.5 nanosecond resolulion.
• The 91AE04-a four channel, 330 MHz
expander module.
Up to tour acquisition modules can func·
tlon In the DAS mainframe simultaneously,
MemOfY depth Is 2048 bUs per channel
with the 91A04 (4096 bits In the two·
channel mode) and 512 bits per channel
with the 91ADS and 91A32.
Two card modules are available lor the
pattern generator. The 91P16 basic unit
provides 16 data output channels, two
strobes, and a clock. An expander mOdule,
the 91P32, adds 32 data channels and
four strobes. Three paltern-generator
mOdules can function in the DAS slmulta·
neously, to generate up to 80 channels of
data and 10 programmable slrobes at
rates up to 25 MHz.

A common controller
The DAS uses a single l80 microproces·
sor to control both data acquisition and
paltern generalion. You can start either
function separately or both at the same
time. The controller card contains 32 kilobyles of system RAM. wllh firmware occupying up to 128 kllObyles of ROM, part of
which resides on the various mOdules. As
the l80 address bus Is not open·ended, a
way 01 mapping a module's firmware Into
the Z80 address space had to be imple·
mented. This is accomplished by 1wo 4·blt
registers that are programmed 10 select
the module and the particular ROM on the
module to be addressed.
Communication between modules Is via
two busses: the controller bus-used for
internal communicalions, and the high.
speed bus, dedicated to control appllca·
lions. TIle controller bus goes to all of the
modules and carries address and data in·
formation. Fasler signalS. such as clocks,
qualifiers, and word recognition travel the
high-speed bus, Communication between
the pattern generator and its extension
modules Is also via the high·speed bus.
Menus for manipulation
Extensive menus provide a high degree of
versatility, yet make the CAS setup straight-
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Flg. 2. lhe menu MlecUon I8Ctlon 0111'1.
CAS kIIybowc1.

forward and easy to undersland. Figure 2
shOws lhe menu section Of the CAS keybOard. There are seven general menus:
five conlrol the data acquisllion function,
one the paMern gen8rslor function. end
one the InpuL'OUlpUt function. several ~
menus can be selected Irom lields displayed In the general menus. Al power UP.
all menus are automatically programmed
with default values allowing IrM'ledlate use
of the CAS capabllhles.
Also al power up, a configuration display
lists the mainframe bus slots and identifIeS
the Installed modIJles. This display tells the
user when pow-er-up self·lests have been
compleled and Indicates which modules
pass or fall. If all elements pass, the screen
displays a message Instructing the user 10
select a channel specification. trigger speci·
flcatlon, or patlern generation menu to
program the desired function.
The Channel Specification menu (figure 3)
controls the way In which Incoming dala Is
formalled and used by the trigger speclftcation. stale table, and mnemonic menus.
However. It dOeS not control how dala Is
acquired. Once probes have been con·
nected to the system uncler lesl, you can
use this menu to change the display of
data channels without manually reconnect·
Ing the probes Of aCQUirIng new data.
Probe pods end channels can be grouped
Into IOglcat display blocks. such as address, data, or control lines, and the order
In which the groups will be displayed can
be dellll8d. A group may have from one to
96 channels. The Channel Specification
menu Is alsO used to selectlhe radix and
lOgic poiarhy of the displayed data. and for
selling the probe threshold voltage lor
each group.
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~ 3. The Channel Speclllcatbn rrenu allOws you 10 group tile dala Input channels and
arrange their display order. SIll probe lhruhold VOltages. and cl'lclOM the dISplay OOIX (helt,
bInary. or oct.l).

Fig. 4, The TrIQg6f Specification menu Is

used 10 set up trlggeting paramelets Including cloCks

and quallfler!l.

Versalil. trtggerlng ~Idea
split acquisition
The CAS provides a wide chOice 01 trigger
setLJP5. Each DAS module has Its ()INn paramelers, which are selected using lhe
Trigger Specificaticrl menu (figure 4). With
the 32-ehannel acqJisltion module Installed. three-level sequentlaltrlggering
(with various logical corT'blnallons), multi·
ple trigger occurrences, arming. and delay
times can be selected. Two clock qualifiers
alsO can be set. Installation Of a 91A08
module adds a 5-rlanoseconrl glitch triggering capability and the trigger-arming
capabili1y when used with the 91A32
module.

The DAS also can aCq.Jire and display Information Irom muniplexed microprocessor
busses. With two 91A32 modules Installed.
a trigger speclficatloo sub-meru allOwS you
to configure the DAS lOr elCternat-spIlt clOCk
operation. By adding modules. ~ 10 three
separate elCternal clockS may be tracked.
In turn. arming anolher mooule for asynchronous acquisition of high-speed data.
As a timing analyzer, the DAS provides
state-of-the-art performance with resolution
selectable from 40 nanoseconds 10 1.5
nanoseconds. The timilg display is enabled by selecting the Timing Diagram
menu. A 1ypical OOiing display is shown In
figure 5. The display inch,des logic events
stored in the acquisillon and glitch memo-

Fig. 5. The liming diagram provides glitch viewing and megnlficatlon up to 10,QC() times for
making high·resolutlon measurements. The portion 01 the timing wIndow being displayed is
Indicated by the dark square In the horizontal green bar at upper right.

Fig. 8. This timing diagram shows simultaneous acquisition 01 synchronous data (Iow·speed
acquisition) and asynchronous Clata (hlgh·speed acquisition), uslrlQ the trigger arming mode.
The low and hlgh·speed displays are displayed in corr Kt time relationship.
ries, and several other elements to help
you in analyzing the data.
When using multiple 330-MHz data acqui·
sition mOdules, the transition lime dOwn
the backplane between modules in lhe
mainframe can be an appreciable part of
a sample interval. Provision is made 10
automatically deskew, or balance out, the
dala paths in each hlgh·speed module to
assure correct lime relationships. Deskew·
Ing is 01 particular Imporlance in the 1.5
nanosecond resolution mode.
The DAS even allows split acquisition 01
data, In which slow and fast acquisition
mOdules operate as linked logic analyzers.
This operation is called lhe "arms mode."

Although many analyzers have an arming
capability, there Is an important difference
in lhe DAS arming mOde-both slow and
fast data are displayed simultaneously and
in correcl time relationship.
To accomplish coincidence of the two data
displays in the arms mode, the fasl data
module samples the slow data's clock and
stores the result in a clock array. The DAS
also records the slow and last modules'
trigger points, and the number of fasl
clocks occurring between the !'NO triggers.
Using these bits of informalion, the OIlS
firmware calculates whatlhe relative onscreen posllions of tile dala should be and
displays lhem accordingly. The positions of

Ille Cursor and the fast and slow triggers
are also displayed.
Of particular imporlance in split acquisition
Is Ihe MAG (magniflcalion) field, which
allows you to increase lhe display resolu·
tion. In default, no magnificalion Is used
and the entire memory content of each
cllanneltrace is sllown. You can select
magnifications of up to 10,(0) times in a
1·2·5 sequence (see figure 6). A memory
window in the upper-right section of the
screen shows the portion of memory being
displayed.
When a 91AOB acquisition module Is in
use, gillches are alv-lays acquired. You
can quickly determine whether a displayed
pulse is data or a glilch by selling lhe
GLITCH field to OFF.
The SEARCH field in the menu allows you
to do two types of searches. Yoo can
search for the next change in data values
(from the memory cursor location) or you
can search for a specific data word. When
data has been acquired using a fast Internal clock rate, the search for next change
of data mode allows you to quickly mewe
to the next area of interest without conlinual scrolling. The logic levels present at
the cursor position are displayed in binary
at the right·hand edge of the screen.
The POD and CH (channeQ fields at 1M
left of the screen identify which data chan·
nels are being displayed. You can use
these fields to display channel Iraces in
any order you choose and can label each
trace with a name consisting 01 up to six
characters. The lrlgger cursor indicates
the position of the trigger word an·screen.
Both fast and slow triggers are Indicated
in spilt acquisition timing displays.
Mnemonics enhance state
table displays
The Channel Specification menu provides
great flexibility in formalling data for the
slate table display. Once data is acquired,
it can be moved around easily and grouped
for fast, eHielent analysis. The State Table
menu (figure 7) gives you a choice of dis·
playing data residing in acquisition memory, or displaying data from reference memory separately or simultaneously with acQUisition memory. You can also choose to
mask out columns of data so that they are
ignored during memory comparisons, or
select a portion of the data in reference
memory, lor comparison.
The state lable display can be enhanced
by use of the Define Mnemonics menu
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(figure 8). With this menu you can iOenlify
events with a word and more easily folk7.v
dala transaclions acquired by the DAS.
Mnemonics can be linked 10 individual
probe inputs for easy separation of data.
Up to 256 mnemonics can be assigned.
When the Define Mnemonic menu Is
selected. the menu "reads" the Channel
Specification menu 10 find out how Ihe
channels are grouped together. II then
provkles a mnemonic table for each valid
group. All 256 mnemonic values can be
enlered under one lable or divided Into as
many as 16 separate groups. The group
table can be used to disassemble data dis·
played In the slate table.
A Irailing words fiekl lets you specify wheln.
er a given mnemonic applies 10 more than
one data value. Many assembly languages
use a series of dala words for one inslruc·
lion. You may want 10 specify a mnemonic
en the first 'NOrd and disable disassembly
on the remaining words. The trailing words
feaMe gives you this capability fOf up to
nine trailing words. In addition, yOu can
use mnemonics fOf labeling calls to sub·
rOUlines or for defining your own custom
labels.
The pattern generation function
In the InlrOductory paragraphs of this article we discussed briefly the pattern gener·
atien capabilities of the DAS-word widths
up to 80 channels, clock rates to 25 MHz,
and up to 10 programmable strObes. Ncm
let's consider this function In greater
detail.
The basic pattern generator module provides 16 channels of data output, plus two
strobe outputs and a clock output. An ex·
tension module adds 32 data outputs and
four more strobes. The basic module and
two expansion modules can be plugged Into the DAS to provide a lolal of 80 data
channels and 10 strobe outputs. Up to 254
different words can be defined in a single
program.
Like the lOgic analyzer funcllon, the pattern generator is menu driven. Two submenus direct Input from the 'keybOard to
sel up the pattern generator for the specl'·
ic application. The Program sLtrmenu (figure g) allows you to specify clock source
and rale. response to input signals from
the system under test, and to program the
data output. Seven instruction keys (Iigure
10) are used with this menu. You can:
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Fig. 7. Using a state lable dl!lplay, both acquisition 81ld reference memory can be viewed
slmullaneously for easy comparison of newly acquired data with known data.

Fig. 8. The Define Mnemonics menu allows you to label numerous values with a custom word
of up 10 10 characters. The traJllng·words feature allows you to apply a-glven mnemonic to
more than one data valua.

• Specify each word In the pattern
generation sequence
• Lcq:> to labeled program lines
• Call labeled subroulines and return
from them
• Program Incremental counting
• Repeat a wOfd n number of times
• Hold the same data output for n clock
cycles (with clOck output disabled)
• Halt data output
• And select the number of active strobes.
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Fig. 10. The pattern generator Instructloos
keyboard simplifies entering Instructions In
the program
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flow. It Is possible to have slbroutines
nested inside the nterrupl routIne. The
system permits ~ to 16 levels of nesllng.

FIQ.I. The Pattern Generator Program sub-menu Is used 10 sel up tne pattern generatofs
output program and select the programmed strobes.

Fig. 11. The Pattern Generator Timing sub-menu Is used 10 dellnethe characteristics of the
programmable strobes and the pattern generator's atart mode (either run or step).

The patlern generatiOn TIming menu (fig·
ure 11) provides contrOl Of two paltern
generation lunctions: lhe mode In 'Which
data will be output-<:ontinuous or step by
step, and the characteristics 01 each
strobe output Three characteristics can
be delined-delay of the strobe output
with respect to the output clock edge, duration of the strobe. and the polarity Of the
strobe. The strobe outpUts can be pro.
grarnmed and combined in a manner to
simulate bus management aCIMty aoo
thus contrOl the Input 01 a programmed
pattern sequence to a prototype.
Interaction with the prototype Is enabled
by programming the pattern generator to

respond In specillc ways to aclive Inpuls
on the DAS's pause, Inhl>it. and interrupt
lines. An actWe "pause" signal from the
prototype wil cause the paltern generator
to stop at ~s most recent Slep in pre>
grammed data output until the prototype
releases the "pause." The pallem generaIOf wilt then lesume Ol)tput al the next
step in the pattern prO\;ram. II the prototype initiates an "inhl>it" signal, the pat·
tern generator's data output lines go tristate, ellactively disconnecting lhem Irom
the bus. lIthe prototype asserts the "Inler·
rupl" line, the pallern program will jump to
a specified subroutine, execute ii, and
then return to the main pallern program

Interfacing the pa«em generatOf
Two dilferent pallern generator probes
were developed 10 provide Inlerlaclng with
the various logic families. The m/MOS
version has active pull-up and pull-dOwn
and accommodates large swings and relativety slow rise and lall times.
Each probe provides ten output channels:
eight dala, one strobe, and one clock.
Additional lines connect 10 voltage ralls
and establish the hlgh- and low·level
thresholds.
The external clock. and pause, Inhibit, and
Interrupt signals are input to the pallern
generator via a clock probe plugged Into
Ihe trigger/limebase module. The same
probe provides a master~X1ernak:lock inpot and two additional exlemak:lock lines
lor extema~split~1ock operalion Of the
32-<:hannel data acquisition module.

CAS applications expended
5evefal optionalleatures allow you 10 appty the DAS to applications outside the
usual design realm. The DC 100 Magnetic
Tape Drive Option prcMdes over 160 kilobytes of permanent storage that can be
used lor saving lest pallerns used In de·
signing and trOUbleshooting a product.
These saved pallerns are quite useful In
testing and evalualing a product In prOdUCtion. Instrument setups and mnemonic
tables also can be stored and used to
automatically restore the DAS to a particular setup.
Another option provides the DAS with
RS-232, IEEE-488 GPIB, and hard copy
unit Interfaces. The RS·232 and IEEE·488
Inlerfaces albN you to operate the DAS
Irom a controller in nel'WOf'ked or automated lest applications. The remote prograJTmIng language SWPOfts all operations which can be performed Irom the in·
strUment keyboard and some addilional
commands that are useful lor automated
test applications.
The R&232 Interface abO elloYls one DAS
10 be linked with another In a master/slave
arrangement for remote operation. The
master DAS serves as the controller lor
selling up and operating the remole slave
DAS, and does not have 10 have the same
complement 01 modules as the slave.
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M optional composite video output allows
dOcumentation of test results and operating parameters through the use of a hard
copy unit such as the T~tronb: 4612 or
4632. ThIs port also may be used lor con·
necting to a remote monitor for group

_no.

setl·test diagnostics
When an Instrument performs as many
funcllons as the DAS. It is Important to
have self-test at power ~. Each lime the
DAS Is powered up, Internal dlagnosllc
tests automatically check out the major
malnrrame components and operallng
firmware.
During the lirst phase 01 the sel'·test, the
DAS tests the major blocks of RAM and
ROM and initializes 110 ports. Alter inltiall·
zatlon Is complete. a screen display (figure
12) lists the Installed modules, which slot
they reside In, and 'Nhether each passes
or falls the sell·test Procedural options are
listed at the bottom of the display. An ell'
tended diagnostic menu can be called up
to run tests that fully d1eck out any
module or the entire system.
To allow you to check out the probes used
with the DAS. a diagnostic lead set Is provided thai facilitates connection between a
pattern generation probe and an acqulsi·
tlon probe. A preset wal<.lng-ones paltern
albNs you to tes1 the complete path from
the pallem generator, through the pattern
generator and acquisition probes, to the
acquisition mOdule, This setup is also a
convenlent vehicle lor learning how 10
operate the Instrument.

Summary
The OIlS 9100 Is a unique combination of
stale-of·the-art logic analyzer and pattern
generator. Ills designed to allow you to
efficiently simulate, stimulate. and analyze
the response 01 digital circuitry. MOdular
design lets you configure the DAS lor today's tasks and el(j)8nd II to meel future
needs. II Is easy to operate. yet versatile
enough to handle even the most demand·
ing application.
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the power-up sell·test•.
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Exciting new measurement capabilities
are announced almost daily In the form of
mlcroprocessor-based products designed
to operate as stand-alone Instruments or
as part of an automated measurement
system.
The IEEE Standard 488, Introduced In
1975, makes the task of assembling a
system much easier by defining a stan·
dard Interface lor programmable Instru·
ments. The standard covers three basic
aspects:
Mechanical-the connector and the
cable.
Electrical-the voltage levels for lOgic
signals and how the signals are sent and
received.
Functional-the taSks that an Instrument's interface Is to perform, such as
sending data, receiving data, and trigger·
ing the instrument.
Using the Interface standard, instruments
can be designed for basic compatibility.
However, this standard is only the first
step In ensuring compatbility. Instruments
from various manufaclurers stili differ In
the way In which data Is enCOded and
transmilled. The situation can be likened
to two persons trying to converse over the
telephone; they have a physical connec·
tiOn, but unless both speak and under·
stand the same language, little communi·
catioo takes place.
To resolve this dilemma for Instrumentation, Tektronix has developed a codes and
formats standard. This standard estab·
lishes a common message slructure,
describes communication elements and
how they will be combined, defines control
protocol, and standardizes features that
are particularly importan1 to test, measuremel'll, and analysis systems.

1.65.
Further, suppose that another device
makes two different types of measurements, such as frequency and phase, and
Is asked to report them. There should be a
means for Identifying each type. This Is
done by sending a "header" that Is a description of the number. If headers and

r,bl.1: Number Form••• (ANSI X3.42)
NR1

375
+8960

Value 01 "0" must not contain a minus sign.

-328
+ססoo

NR2

Cod.. and

+ 12.589
1.37592

Form.ll

Radix point should be preceded by at least
one digit.

-00037.5
0.000

Fig. 1. Set·up times are decreased and easeof·use Is Increased (Improved productivity)
when Instruments use GPIB combined w!lh
standard Codes Bnd Formals and useroriented operating conventions.

Because nearly all of today's IEEE·488 In·
struments use ASCII-coded characters 10
send and receive data, Tektronix has
chosen ASCII coding as standard. In addition, nearly all instruments that send or
receive numbers use the ANSI X3.42 stan·
dard format. This format states, In effect,
that there are three types of numbersintegers, reaIs, and reals with exponentsand that they should be sent with the most
significant character first. Table 1 shows
examples of these formats.
Nole that while a number has been defined,
its use has not. The codes and formats
standard places no restrictions on the use
of a number. It does not mailer whether a
number is from a multimeter, counter, or
spectrum analyzer. In all cases, the syn·
tax, or structure, 01 the number Is the
same.
Instruments that Incorporate microprocessors can perform complex functlons. To
have a computer or Instrument cootroller
fully Interact with such devices requires
code and format conventions more comprehensive than those that simply define
numbers.
For Instance, consider a device that
makes a group of measurements and Is
asked to report them, This requires a
group of numbers to be sent. In the
Tektroolx standard, a comma is used to
separate one number Irom another. As an
example, a digital multimeter might send
measured output voltage limits as - 2.32,

NR3

-1.51E + 03
+51.2E - 07
+oo.OE + 00

Value of "0" must not contain a minus sign.
Value of "0" must contain an NR2 zero
followed by a zero exponent.
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numbers are sent sequentially, they must
be separaled lrom each Olher. A semicolon Is used for ttlis purpose; for example, FRED 3570; PHASE 72.

These welkiefllled formats significantly
enhance data communication compatibility
over lhe IEEE-488 bus.
The human Inter1.ce
The rapid grCJWIh In the numbers of instruments that include an IEEE-48B Inter·
face means more people will be Involved
In connecllng lhese instruments together
to perlorm some measurement function.
TYPIcally, the people will have wldefy diver·
gent skill levels. The manner In which an
Instrument can be programmed will determine the skill level required 10 el1eclively
use it. For InslallC8, CCW"lSider an IEEE-488
programmable power supply. It can be
designed In one 01 two ways. The flrsl Is
with minimal Intelligence that albNs ttle In·
strument to accept some code ttlat can be
conveniently interpreted and executed. As
an example, some po.',er supplies requIre
the sequence 0 8 E 3 to put out 20 \lOlls.
Here, the "0" stands for the D-to.36 VOlt
range, and lt1e "8E3" Is the ASCII repre·
sentation Of the hexadecimal commands
required.
The second method is to design the power
supply wilh a microprocessor and Intelligence to accepl easily understood numbers. In this Instance, to put out 20 volts
from the positive supply of a multiplesupply instrument, the programmer simply
sends the character sequence "VPOS 20".
This melhod 01 Interacting Is obviously
easier for the person writing the original
program and also lor someone who later
has to Ilgure oul what the program Is supposed to do.
Numbers In easily read formats are easily
handled by both computers and people. It
Is also necessary to send Instructions 10
an Instrument In a format other than
numbers. For example, In setting up a
measurement you may want to specify:
trigger external, peak auto, and function
sine. In these instances, we 'can treat the
first word 88 a header and the second
word as a data type that Is dilferentlrcrn
a number.
Other data types, called arguments, are
uselul for various purposes:
Character arguments-lor sending In·
lormallon relevant 10 a header but not
ellpressable as a number; lor ellStnple,
GRATICULE ON or COUPLING DC.
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String arguments-lor sending tellt to a
display or printer.
Binary ~ock arguments-lor sending
binary data of known length.
Unk arguments-lor sending certain
types Of Instrument commands.
End block arguments-lor sending
binary data o1l1lknown length or format.
The same general lormat can be used
for all types 01 communications on the
IEEE·4BB bus. Table 2 delines the meso
sage structure used lor Tektronlll
Instruments.
Message convenllons
While lhe use 01 standard codes and lor·
mats enhances compatibility between de\/ices using the IEEE-488 bus, it does not
solve all 01 the c~tibillty prOblems.
Well-defned operational conventions are
also needed.
A good example Is the need lor a standard
way to terminate messages. Two methods
are currently in use: the f rst sends printer
lormat ctlaracters such as CR or CA LF;
and the other asserts the EOI line during
the lime the last data byte Of the message

is sent.
The first method provides opportunity lor
confusion. For example, it Is possbIe for a
message to contain a sequence Of binary
coded byles which, II perceived as ASCII,
will appear to be a CR LF and thus be
misinterpreted.
The second termination method-asserting EOI concurrently wilh the last byteunambiguously terminates the message.
This is the method specified In the
Te+:tronlll Codes and Formats standard.
Other problems can be created by the
lack of good message handling con.....ntions. A classic example Is a programmable poy.oer supply INhIch executes each
individual command as received. If the
programmer neglects to set the current
limit first and programs a substantial Increase in output voltage, the device under
test could be damaged. A power supply
designed to execute a command only atler
receiving the entire message terminated
by asserting EOf would nol presentttlis
prOblem.
This same con\1ln!lon prevents mlsunder·
standings between a c~ler and a mea·
surement instrument. When Instructed to
send a measurement message, an Instrument sends EOI only when the message Is
ccmpleled, and no more dala is sent unless

directed by the computer to dO so. 1llJs,
the COfl'1)Uter knov.ts the message Is cemp1ete, and the instrument has not been
stepped In the middle of taldng.
The Tektronbc Codes and Formats standard
defines a message to be a cor11'lete block
01 inlormalloo. It begins when a device
starts sending a message and ends when
EOI is sent concurrently with the last data
by1e.

Obviously, It Is important to also Clarify the
beginning of a message. ArI Instrument
sending a message may be Interrupted by
the compuler taking control, perhaps to
conetuct a serial poll. When the Instrument
becomes a talker again, It should resume
sending the message. Thus, the message
beginning is defined as the time when a
device enters the talker active state lor
the first time lollowing a reset or a pre·
viously sent EOI.
There are other elements in the message
convention. lNhen a device is made a
talker, " should 8tw8ys say something. II it
has nothing to say. it shOuld send a byte
of all ones concurrent with EO!. This tells
the listening device that no meaningful
data Is lorthcoming and prevents tying up
the IEEE-488 bus while the COlT\Pllter walts
lor a nonellistent message.
A listening device shCXJld a~Nays handshake, even when It does not understand
or cannot ellecute a particular message.
Under no circumstances should a device
ellecute a message It does not under·
stand. Alter EOI Is received, lIthe Iislening
device Is confused, It should send out a
service request and, OIl a serial poll, notify
the conlroller that the message was
unclear.
Status byte and query convention
The Tektronlll Codes and Formats standard
also Includes a status byte convention to
augment that provided by tEEE-488. The
IEEE-488 standard delines a lacility to
send a byte of status data to the c0mputer. However, it assigns only one bltbit 7-which shows whether a device Is,
0( Is not, requesting service.
There is a need lor inslruments to report
other kinds of status and/or errors 10 the
cOfllXJter. One comnon need is fOr instruments to report i1 they are busy or
ready (bit 5 is used for this purpose). M
other need Is to report abnormal condi·
tlons being encountered (bit 6 Is selected
lor this). More complex COnditions are
reported by other status byte conllgura·

Table 2: Device-Dependent Message Structure
A message repr
mo JOt
of information wh
t
end Is defined. It
w
U '-.csted
between 8 device lun",t1onfng ~ a
talker aM one or more jevlces 'u
tlonlng as II tenl;tr9.

A message begins when the transmit
tlng device's initially addressed to talk
and the re e vlng device Is addressed
8S IIstene

A message Is composed of one or more
message units separated by message
unit delimiters A message unit
':lellmlter I, a semic) In.

P re re two IT
Ie unit types:
1. lAi 8£ Data M
Unit.
>/I/O "'- pt.....
formats are:
a. Headcr (In character argument
format followed by a space and
optloral arguments of any type
separated by commas),
b Noncharacter argument follow j
by optional arguments 01 any ~\
separated by commaa
l. Query Message Unit.
.......onslsts of a character argument
such as 'SET", "10", or "FREQ'
lollowed by • question marn

nfl

SWI

1I.

Argument Types Ind Examples
Character Argument:
TRIGGER

Deflnilion
01"18 alphabetiC ASCII character optionally
followed by any number of ASCII characters excluding space, comma. semicolon.
question mark, the contrOl characters, and
ruOOut.

Noncharacter Arguments:
Number Argument
-12.3

%

A numeric value In any of the formats
shown In Table 1.

String Argument
"Remove Probe"

Opening delmiter (single or double quote)
followed by a series of any ASCII charac·
ters except lor the opening delimiter, and
a closing delimiter identical to the opening
delimiter.

Binary Block Argument

"%" followed by a 2-byte (16 bit) binary
integer specllying the number of data
bytes, plus a checksum byte which
follows the aata bytes. The checksum
Is a twos complement of the modulo 256
sum of the preceding binary data bytes.
This Includes the two byles comprising
the 16-bll Integer specificatiOn.

2 bytes
16 bit
lJjnary

Binary Data

value

values

..,,,
form

8 bits
checksum

link Argument
NT.PT: 1024

Character argument (label) followed by
":" and a value represented In any of the
above argument types.

End Block Argument
@ABCDEFGHIJKL
E

"@" followed by a block of data with EOI
set concurrent with the last data byte. End
block can only be the last argument In a
message and cannot be followed by a
message unit delimiter.

o
I

tlons as shown In Table 3. These status
byles are useful for most purposes; however, some Instruments may have conditions that are peculiar to them. Bit 8 Is
used to Indicate that a status byte Is par·
tlcular to an Instrument.

A standard cOding lor the status byte Is a
convenience when programmlflg a system,
especially II all Instruments use the same
coding. This allow's a common status byte
handling routine to be written lor all
Instruments,

To supply even more detailed information
than the status byle can convey, a set 01
queries are used. Queries take the form
of a header followed by a question mark.
A typical example Is shO'Nn In figure 2,
Here, the computer has aSked the Instru·
ment to state its Irequency setting.
A SET? query makes It possible 10 develop
a program using an Instrument's Iront panel
as an Input to the computer. The programmer using this feature may never need to
know the Instrument's IEEE-488 bus commands. Implementing a SET command
restores the Instrument to the state it was
In when the SET? query was Invoked.
Some fine touches
As Instruments get more complex and
possess computer-like capabilities, more
operational conventions will be needed.
These conventions should make the Instrument easier to use If the intelligence Is
used properly. Here are some examples 01
conventions adopted by Tektronix to enhance both computer/Instrument compatl·
bility and humaNsystem compatibility:
• While an Instrument should always
send numbers In the correct formal
described earlier, It should receive
numbers lorgivingly. Specifically:
• Negative zero numbers should never
be sent, but they should be accepted.
• Any number sent In sclentillc notatiOn
should be sent exactly as dellned In
ANSI X3,42 standard; that Is, with the
decimal point Included. Some com·
puters violate this standard by omitting the decimal pOInt. This "Illegal"
number should be received with an
implied decimal polntlollowlng the
least significant dlgJl.
• II an Instrument receives a number
whose precision Is greater than the
Ins1rument can handle Internally, the
number should be rounded off, not
truncated.
• An instrument should recognize both
spaces and commas as argument
delimiters. Multiple spaces or commas
should not be construed as delimiters
for null arguments,
• An Instrument shOuld receive headers
and character arguments In both upper
and lower case and equate them (a
A, b = B). Some deSklop instrument
controllers have a prOblem sending
upper case alpha characters.

=
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Table 3. Status Byte Conv8nllon

Name
Normal conditions:
Normal status

Code

Function

OOOX 0000

Response to serial poll when
condition of Instrument Is normal.
TeUs conlroHer to ,,",ety device lor
service needed.
Reported alter every power on. Tells
conlroliElf that device Is on the bus.
Tells controller that a task is
completed.

SRQ query request

alOX

Power on

010X CXXl1

Operation complete

010X 0010

Abnormal conditions:
ERR query requested

011X 0000

(XX)()

Command error

011X 0001

Execution error

011X 0010

Internal error

011X 0011

Power fall

011X 0100

Execution error warning

011X 0101

Internal error warning

011X 0110

Reports error but does not identify It.
Controller snould send Query 10
Identlfy errors.
Reports that message received
cannot be parsed.
Siales thai message cannot be
executed.
Slales thaI device Is out of calibration or is malfunctioning.
Notifies controller lhat pl)'Ner failure
Is occurring. Controller may lake
action to save dala or flag suspect
operation.
Warns Ihal device has received and
is executing a command but that a
potential problem exists.
Warns that device has an internal
failure but is continuing to function.

l
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Fig. 2. The use of easy·to-remember QU6fles Is an Important feature of Tektrorlx GPIB Instru·
menus. Many Query commands are formed by adding a Quesllon mar1<; to the mnemonic for the
setting 10 be queried.

• An Instrument sending data abOut Its
front-panel status should use headers
and character arguments that corres·
pond to the front-panel nomenclature.

Compliance with these conventions make
Tektronix instruments "friendly" to a casual
or inexperienced programmer and com·
patible with most computers.

Tektronix, Inc.

There are other features built into Tektronix
intelligent Instruments that enhance their
usability. Here are !'NO examples:
The Service Request (SA) function and
corresponding status byte are very impor·
tant. They can alert the instrument con·
troller to new events or possible malfunc·
tions. For example, sometimes a computer
or instrument does not want to be Inter·
rupted. For these cases, an RaS OFF
message can be sent to disable any ser·
vice requests. To turn the service request
capability back on, an ROS ON is sent.
Another useful convention relales to the
Device Trigger (OD function. Sometimes a
command message sent to an Instrument
should be executed Immediately. At other
times, the command should only set uP
the instrument, and the deSired action
should be executed when the Group Ex·
ecute Trigger Interface message is sen!.
To make the instrument execute com·
mands immediately. the message DT OFF
is sent. Conversely, to make the instru·
ment defer execution of commands, the
message DT followed by a descriptive
character argument such as TRIG or
GATE Is sent.
Summary
The Tektronix Codes and Formats standard
is designed to extend the compatibility of
programmable instruments. This standard
should reduce the cost and time required
to develop system and applications soft·
ware by making It easier to generate
and understand the necessary device·
dependent coding.
Operational conventions are an Important
part of the standard. They ensure that
communlcafions over the bus take place
In a logical. consistent manner and avoid
ambiguities between the transmUted and
received message. •
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Figure 1. The Tektronix 2213 and 2215 Portable Oscilloscopes provide GO·MHz dual·lrace, delayed·sweep operation and a lull 8 by 10 em
display In a package weighing only 13.5 pounds 16.1 kg).

Expansion of electronics into nontradition·

al areas is generating an increasing de·
mand for mooeralely·priCed oscillOSCopes
to use in designing, manufaclUring, installing, and servicing these new products.
Several manufacturers, both domestic
and foreign based, recently have introduced instruments to this marketplace.

The challenge fOr Teklrooix was to develop
a quality instrument which would be

superior in performance, competitively
priced, and supportable by OUf worldwide

sales and service organization.
A thorough evaluaOon of the measure·
ment needs indicated a series of instru·
ments should be developed to best serve
the diverse applicalions.
Firsl of the new series to be intrOduced
are the Tektronix 2213 and 2215 5O·MHz
Oscilloscopes. Both feature dual trace, de·
Iayed sweep operation. sweep speeds to
5 ns/division, and 8 by 10 centimeter full
size displays. Instrument weight is less
than 14 pounds-accomplished by using
new construction techniques and a unique
high-elliciency power supply design.

A new approach
The price/performance targets set for the
2200 Series were formidable. A new ap·
proach to design, manufacturing, and mar·
keting was essential if we were to reach
our goals, We ted< a long, hard look at our
traditional manufacturing procedures, look·
ing for areas where we could become
more productive. One of the most promis·
ing areas for improvement was our basic
approach to oscilloscope construction. The
typical oscilloscope contains eight to ten

printed circuit boards. Th s requires a lot
01 board handling, plus cables and con·
nectors to interconnect the boards. We
needed a new approach, By contrast, the
2213 has only three circuit boards: a main
board, front panel board. and a small
allenuatorlsweep board. The main and
Iront-p.anel boards are connected by
soldered·in straps. which provide maxi·
mum reliability yet afford flexibility for ser·
vicing. For example. any component on
the front·panel board can be replaced
without removing the board.
Most of the cabling in the 2200 Series
is in the form of circuit board runs. a tech·
nique that requires careful design to avoid
crosstalk between adjacent conductors,
The new approach reduces cabling and
connectors by 90 percent and mechanical
components by 65 percent. compared to
olher instruments of the same class. The
reduction in parts and connectors can·
tribute to Improvements in reliability. ser·
viceability. and light weight. as well as
cost.
Another area that afforded opportunities
for cost reduction was component selec·
lion. Commonality of parts simplifies stock·
ing and reduces inventory costs. The front·
panel lever switches In the 2213/2215 are
an excellent e;;:ample, Most are three·
position slide s....itches (the two-position
trigger slope switches are the same switch
slightly modified). Limitln£j the lever
switches to three positiors has the addi·
tional benefit 01 simplifying the Iront panel.
making the scopes easy (0 operate.

Another component cost·saving tech·
nique involves the X1-X10 gain·switching
amplifier used in the vertical amplifier
system. To get the companant density
needed to achieve the targeted bandwidth,
the attenuator resistors are thick·!iIm deposited 00 a substrate, A commercially·
available, 5·translstor array In a 16·lead
dual·in·line package Is 1hen attached to
the substrate using reflow soldering tech·
niques, This takes much less time than
bonding the individual wires of a chip to
the substrate.
As you would expect, automated parts
inserlion is employed extensively, with
about 70 percent of the paris machine
inserted.
Some operating niceties
While manufacturing efficiencies were a
prime des;gn consideration, equal attention
was given to achieving the high perfor.
mance and reliability goals set for the
2213 and 2215.
One of the goals was to include a de·
layed sweep capability in the 2213, the
Iowest·priced scope in the series. A unique
approach that does not require a separate
delaying sweep provides a 1000·cost de·
layed sweep capability suitable for many
applications.
In the INTENSified horizontal mode, the
signal thai triggers the sweep also starts a
delay generator. When the selected delay
time has elapsed, a Z·axis signal is gener·
ated that intensifies the trace lor the reo
mainder at the sweep. Delay is selectable
over a range of 0,5 j.lS to more than 4 ms.
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Switching to the DLY'D horizontal mode
displays the same s......eep (without Intensifi·
cation) but the start of the sweep is de·
layed with respect to the trigger signal by
the amount of delay selected.
For the more complex delaying sweep
applicalions, lhe 2215 provides dual time
base delaying sweep operation with
alternate·sweep display and triggered
B sweep.
The 2213 and 2215 also include operat·
ing conveniences not found on even the
more expensive oscilloscopes. Automatic
intensity and focus circuitry maintains a
bright, sharp trace over a wide range of
sweep speeds. Automatic intensity control
eliminates the need for a separate intensity control for the delayed S'NeeP, which
was sometimes a confusion factor for
novice scope users.
The auto·intenslty circuit (Iigure 2) looks
at the sweep duty cycle and generates a
Z·axls control signal proportional to the
duty cycle. Separate duty cycle circuits
are used lor the delaying and delayed
sweeps and produce Z·axis correction
appropriate for each time·base.
The auto·intensity signal is also applied
to the focus circuitry to cause the focus
voltages to track changes in intensity level.
Versalile triggering
Both the 2213 and 2215 feature peak·to·
peak automatic triggering with level con·
trol over the full range of the trigger signal.
A TV FIELD mode provides stable trigger.
ing at TV field rates, Triggering on horizon·
tal sync and other repetitive pulses Is
enhanced by a variable holdefl control.
In the interest of operaflng simplicity,
selectiOn of some lrlgger modes, such as
INTERNAL AC and DC are not provided
for on the front panel. They are, however,
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Figure 3. New design and construction techniques result In the use of only three circuit
boards In the 2213. Most cabling Is In the lorm of circuit board runs, which reduces the
need for connectors and enhances reliability.
operative within the Instrument When you
are in the NORMAL triggering mode, the
trigger is DC COtlpled. Conversely, in the
AUTO mode, the trigger is, essentially, AC
coupled. All triggering is independent of
the vertical position control selling, and
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the lrace can be positioned anywhere on·
screen withOut having to readjust the
LEVEL contrOl.
Reducing the weight
In a portable instrument, a few pounds
make a lot of difference. weight reductioo
received a lot of attention in lhe 2213/
2215 deSign, The mechanical package is a
mooocoque; that is, the instrument case
contribufes greatly to the structural
strength of the package. This technique
limits the need for heavy internal structural
members.
A new high·efficiency power supply
design allows operation over a wide range
of ac line voltages withouf the need for 1he
typicaily heavy ac power transformer. A
single high frequency transformer supplies
all 01 the secondary voltages needed, In·
elUding tile crt anode voltage drive via a

Jerry Sh8Mon
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Iv.o other roa;or product fatnlieS at rek-the
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Wnen he .ISfl't busy 'IfllNtrIfJ out new ways to do
f1WJffJ W rtl .less. Jefry enPts tIytng and C8mp1nf}.
F~l.Ir.~. The one·plece cabinet provIdes structural strength, helping to elimlnale the
need tor heavy structural members.

high VOltage multiplier. All of !!lese factors
contribute 10 the light weight Of the new
portables.
Complete accessories
Accessories are an il11Xlrtant element in
osclUosc::ope design. The new P6120 lOX
allenuation probes designed lor the 2200
series pravde full 6O-MHz banctwdth
operation at lhe prObe lip. A new Iegrabber probe lip makes il easy to connect to integrated circuli pins with minimum danger of shorting between pins.
For the traveling user, an optionallront
cover and accessories pouch provide pro·
tection for the Iront·panel controls, and
keeps manuals and probes conveniently
stored.
The Tektroni)( C·SC scope camera and
MOdel 200c SCOPE-MOBILE cart are also
among the optional accessories available
for the 2200 Series.
A new mal1l:etlng concept

Ar1 important part 01 the 2200 series plan·
nlng involved discussions on how to mosl
eflectively market moderately.pticed in·
strumenlation. Research indicated that
relatively lew purchasers oflhls type 01
equ~ent need a demonstration belore
makJng the purchase decision. Accordingtv, a faclory order desk was established to
provide prICe and delivery, or tedv1ical information, directly 10 the customer. Those
customers requiring a demo, or service 01
their instruments. have our sales and ser·
vice lacilities available to lhem 'NOfktwide.

Summary
Designing a new price/performance standard lor portable OSCilloscopes has proven
to be an interesting challenge. A 0fNI approach 10 building oscilloscopes has
shortened production times. imprOVed reo
liability, reduced instrument weight, and
produced a quality instrument 01 superior
perlormance at a compelttive price.
Acknowledgements
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A Multiple-User Software
Development Unit
Microcomputer software develOpment is
becoming, more and more, a team efforl.
And, as with any team-oriented project,
there are prOblems of communication,
keeping currsnt on the status of each element in the project. and elficienlly integrating the individual elements into a
finished prOduct.

The new Tektronix 8560 Mul1i-User Software Development Unit is a team-oriented
design 1001. Accommodating up to eight
workstations simultaneously, the 8560 pro-

vides a PO'Werlul. flexible solution to software development problems, The 8560,
learned up with the Tektronix 8540 Integration Unit or the 8550 Microcomputer De-

velopment Lab', leIs you accomplish every

phase of software development. from in·
itial design to hardware/software Integra·
tion, effectively and eHicientiy. (The 8540
Integration Unit is discussed in an arlicle
commencing on page 9 of this Issue.)

Hardware overview
The 8560 uses a multiple·processor ar·
chitecture (see figure 2). The LSI 111'23
main processor executes the operating
system, assemblers, compliers, editors,
and utility programs. A Z80·based disk
controller handles both flexible and hard
disk drives. The main processor makes
high-level requests and the disk controller
handles the details. such as seek oplimiza·
tion. locating the current track and seclor,
reading and writing blocks of data, and
CheCking for errors.
To relieve the main processor of the
burden of handling all of the I/O traffic, an
8088·based processor is provided for each
grouo of four Ita ports. Over 90 percent of
terminal 110 is oll·loaded from the main
processor. The 110 ports are configurable
for RS-232 operalion up to 9600 baud and
RS·422 at 153.6 kilobaud.
Memory in the standard s~'Stem can·
sists of 128 kilobytes of random access
memory (RAM), 35,6 megabytes of hard
disk storage, and one megabyte of flexible
disk storage for transportable memory.
Options expand RAM to 256 kilobytes,
with additional hard disk capacity to be
available at a later date.

An advanced operating system
The 8560 uses a powerful multilasking
operating system called TNIX·. TNIX is a
customized version of the popular UNIX'·
Vers on 7 operating system, oplimlzed for
microprocessor software development
UNIX is a well·established system and in·
cludes ali of the tools essential for increas·
ing programmer productivity-lile manage·
ment, program development, module build
control, Interuser communication, system
maintenance, and text processing,
The command language chosen for a
software development system can be a
major contributing factor to software pro·
duclivity, A well-designed command

, "A Microprocessor Development Labwlth
8n Expandable Future," Tekscope Volume
13, Number 1, March 1981 .
Figure 1. The Tektronix 8560 Multl·UserSoftware Development Unit (lower lefl)8ccomodatas
up to eight workstatlonS,lncludlng mulUple8540 Integration Units and Une prlntflrs.
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• TNtX Is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
, • UNIX Is a trademark 01 Bell LaboratorieS,
Inc.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the 8560 Multi-User Sollware Development Unit. The multi·
processor architecture opllmlzes performance of the various luncllons and permits tasks
to be carried oul In backQround mode.
language should: be easy to learn, be Ilex·
Ible enough to be customized for individual
needs, support pcl'Nerful command files,
and allow unambiguous task processing

and information flow.
Learning lime can be minimized through
the use of a menu-driven command Ian·
guage. However, once the language is
mastered, the requirement 10 use menus
can impede productivity (see figure 3).
The TNIX menu-driven program (GUIDE)
overcomes the necessity for users to reo
spond to menu·driven queries. As a task
proceeds, GUIDE prints oul the com·
mands being used, which helps 10 shorten
learning lime. However, one doesn'l have
to use GUIDE for entering commands
Once the syslem is learned, the user can
enter commands directly. Command
menus on the 8560 also can be changed,
allowing lhe user to customize the system.
Command files aliON mulliple com·
mands to be executed quickly and without
typographical errors. Most systems allow
parameters to be paSsed to a command
file, thereby increasing their flexibility and
ease of use. The 8560's command Ian·
guage also allONs variables to be defined
by the user, and supparls structured programming commands like "iLthen".
else", "for" loops, "while", "until", and
"case" statements. As an example, see
figure 4. When these concepts are com·
bined and used in a command lile, users

can define or combine commands to perform tasks that would normally require
large, complex programs to accomplish.
The 8560 also allows the output of one
command to be passed as input to another command, without the use of tempo·
rary "holding" files. This "pipe" construct
allows information to be easily passed
through the system while being processed
by a series of commands. large amounts
of data can be quickly reduced to a man·
ageable amount and output in a format
allowing quick analysis by the user. All 110
devices are handled as ordinary files,
trereby eliminating the special programming usually required to handle external
devices.
Multitasking increases productivity
A multitasking system increases a soft·
ware designer'S productiVity by performing
two or more tasks at the same time. With
the 8560, time-coosuming tasks. such as
assemblies or compilation, can be execul·
eel in "background" mcx:la while the user
is 'ree to perform simpler tasks, such as
editing or file manipulation, in normal (fore·
ground) mOde, The 8560 supports t'NO line·
printer ports, allowing listings to be printed
in background mode (otherwise known as
lineprinter spooling) while users proceed to
perform other tasks. By having t'NO line·
printer ports, users can access either high.
speedlmedium-quality, or low·speedJhigh.
quality printers on lhe same system. Short
printout jobs don't have to await comple·
tion
a lengthy printout, and printout
quality does not have 10 be sacrificed.
Background tasks also can be prioritized
to minimize the impact of multitasking on
olher 8560 users.

0'

Figure 3. This graph depicts the relative
productivity achievable with a system that
employs menu·driven commands, with a
system thaI does not, and wllh one that
uses a combination of menu and com·
mand language. The 8560 uses the lalter
approach.

set 'Is I grep
do
Iptr $;

'.our'

done
Figure 4. The above command tile checks
the current directory IOf all files wllh the
e)(\ension ".out" and outputs them to the
lineprinter,

FHe management
In a multi·user system, with source code
0: dOcumentation shared by several users,
file management is a critical element. The
8560 uses a hierarchical lile structure that
permits multilevel directories and con·
trolled access to files, Directories allow
a user to quickly locate liles of interest
wilhout having to peruse the enlire list of
files 00 the diSk.
Access to flies is controlled by assign·
irg each user a unique password. Three
groups of users may access each liIe on
the 8560. These Include the owners of the
lile, members of the O<Nner's group, and
all others. Each of these groups may be
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assigned read, write, and execute
permission.
Another important 8560 file manage·
ment feature is the ability to link to liles In
other directories. The same information
can be found under multiple directories,
without requiring duplicate liles, When a
Ille is updated, the same information is
available to someone accessing the liIe
through a differenl directory. The need to
recopy modilied files is eliminated.
The capability to directly execute, copy,
or link to another's file, with appropriate
access contrOl, contributes greatly to productivity in a multi-user environment

Automated build control
In any major software development task,
program management is critical. The targe
number of interdependent modules generated by the design team must be combined without build errors. Build errors
usually result from combining wrong mod·
ules or wrong versions of the cOfrect
modules,
The 8560 uses an automated approach
to the build problem. Using a command
called "make", programs can be automatically generated Irom only the most up,
to-c!ate source code. "Make" utilizes a description file, which defines all intermodule
dependencies, and associated commands
to generate each module. UpOn execution,
"make" compares the modification date
of an OUlput module (I.e, an output file)
with the appropriate input module (i.e.
source code file). II the modification dale
of the input module is later than that 01 the
output module, then the output liIe is recreated, This procedure greatly reduces
the time needed to produce an executable
program because it is no longer necessary
to reassemble or recompile every module.

Interuser communication
Effective comunication between team
members is essential lor software development to proceed smoothly and with a minimum 01 problems, The 8560 takes an innovaHve approach to Interuser communication. A command called "mall" allows a
user to send a message to another user
and store it in a private mailbox for that
user. If a user has mail, the system automatically notifies the user when he or she
logs into the system. The mail can be
qu;ckly viewed and then either deleted or
retained for future reference. A user can
also use Ihemail system to receive notifi-
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cation when a spooled printer output Is
completed.
Each user can determine who else is
logged into the system and send ames·
sage directly to a user by executing the
"write" command and referencing the
user-identification. To avoid interruption of
a critical task, each user can decide
whether or nol to allow direct communication. If necessary, a command requiring
special authorization Is provided to send a
system message to all users regardless of
messages being turned off.
Users can also use the 8560's dOCu·
mentation tools with the mail system.to
generate memos and so forth.

Opllonal software expands capability
TN IX includes several oPtional software
packages that allow a user to add capabili·
ty as needed. An auxlJfsfY utilities peckage, containing over 30 programs, enhances operating flexibility. An "awk"
command aHows the user to search a file
for a selected pattern and then execute a
command upon its occurrence. This is a
powerful tool for reducing data from the
optional Trigger Trace Analyzer. Another
command, "be", provides a binary calculator that lets the user enter arithmetic
operations into the system and gel results
back with unlimited precision. This command also performs base number conversions, such as binary to octal, hexadecimal, etc. Other programs in this package
provide batch editing, general preprocessing, and useful file manipulation.
The documentation package is another extremely useful option. This pack·
age greatly simplifies the many tasks involved with producing quality documentation, For example, when text is entered into a liIe. formatting commands are Included to generate the page layout desired.
The resulling file is then passed to a formalting utility that produces the document.
To change the page layout, only the lines
containing format commands need be
changed, The formatting utility will automatically generate the revised layout. If
IhA text is to be typeset, as 'or ffiClnuels
production, the 8560 can generate output
suitable lor commercial phototypesetters.
Other time-eonsuming taSks, such as
table generation a1d typesetiing of mathematical equations are elticiently handled
by special commands. There are commands 10 look for spelling errors, generate
a permuted index, and so forth. In addi-

tion, special reports, manuals, business
letters, specifications, and 'other docu·
menls can easily be created on the 8560.
Users have complete contrOl over paragraph justif;cation, indentation, underlining,
bold·tacing, page headers and trailers,
footnotes, and character tonts. These "ac·
tive" documentation tools improve prodUCtivity substantially,
The optional native programming
package contains 23 programs which provide high level and assembly language
support for the 8560. A C compiler can be
used to develop utilities that will enhance
8S6O operation. Several supporting programs simplify and extend the use of C.
A "program beautifier" command will
Clarify program structure by indenting
nested loops, procedures, and so forth.
Programs 10 perlorm syntax cheCking
and program linking are also provided, In
addition, an assembler is Included for developing special purpose routines which
can execute faster.
BASIC, another high level language, is
also provided for development 01 a variety
of applications.
The auxiliary utilities, text processing,
and native programming packages are
provided to allow the user to tailor the operating system to a particular need. As
category C software, they carry a low
priority for updating; however, these paCk·
ages have been under development for
several years and typically are error·free,

Summary
A sol1ware development system should
enhance individual and team efforts in producing a reliable, quality product. 1\ should
eliminate many 01 the tedious programming, documenting, and manual software
management tasks that design teams
encounter,
The 8560 Multi·User Software Development Unit meets all of these requirements,
and more. The Innovative interu$9r communications system facilitates sharing 01
desiGn information. A hierarchical !lle system with controlled access allows files to
be organiZed and accessed in a manner
that maximizes team productivity, Automatic build control and user·programmabie command files save hours of processing time and keyboard entry. And the
companion 8540 Integration Unit allows
software and hardware to be integrated
in a controlled manner, with effective tools

A Powerful New Tool for
Integrating Microcomputer
Hardware and Software
for rapidly isolating and resolving any
problem that may exist.
The TN IX operaling system includes
several commands designed to maximize
elficiency when using the 8540 Integration
Unit with the 8560. For example, the operating system recognizes those commands
that are uniquely 8540 ana' passes them
directly to the 8540. The system also can
selectively access up to eight 85405 coo·
nected to a single 8560. The 10llowing article discusses the 8540 Integration Unit.
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Figure 1. The 8540 Integration Unit, pictured with the CT8500 CRT Terminal and prototype
control probe, provides complete coverage of the hardwarelsoltware Integration process
during microcomputer de-sign.
Intel/rating newly-written soflware and
prototype hardware can easily consume
as much time as wriling the software
itself. The new Tektronix 8540 Integrallon
Unit turns this diflicult task into an orderly,
elficient process.
The 8540, with an 8560 Multi·User Soil·
ware Development Unil (or other host
computer) and a system terminal, forms
a complete microcomputer development
system. The system provides a powerlul
set of tools for testing microcomputer pro·
grams and prototype hardware, with full·
emulation and PROM programming
capabilities.
Soflware is developed on the B560
(which also provides mass storage and lile
managemen!) and then is downloaded fo
the 8540 ....ia the built·in high·speed (153.6
kilobaud) Interlace.
For host computers other than the
8560, an opHonal communication interface
is available. The major interface parame·
ters of this interlace are software select·
able through the 8540's operating system,
so the communicaHons package can be
tailored to Individual host situations,
Using commonly available R8-232·C
ports and the optional communications in·
terface package, the 8540 can be interfaced to most host computers in B mailer
of minutes. All communications parameters, such as parity, echo, and turnaround
delay, can be set directly Irom the
keyboard.
Three basic operating modes are avail·
able. The oajecr code rransfer mode permits transferring object code modules be·
tween the host and the 8540's program

memory, with full error checking and reo
covery during the process.
Terminal mOde aliOlNs the user's termi·
nal to communicate directly with the host
computer. The terminal is physically con·
nected to the 8540: however, a single
command routes the terminal directly to
the hOst. making the 8540 transparent to
the user.
Local mooe provides direct communication between the terminal and the 8540,
for controlling the emulation and debug·
ging process.
Emulalor SUPPOrl
The 8540 uses interchangl3able emulator
mooules to allow you to conligure the
8540 10 your applicatloo. The 8540 supports both a-bit and 16·biI microprocessors
including those listed in Table I.
Table- 1

Chips The 8540 I.U_ SuppOrlS
16·bit
Z8001
Z8002

6809

a·blt

8088

6800

8086

6808

68000
TMS9900
SBP9900
SBP9989

6802
Z80A
808011,
80851\
8049

8048
8039
8039·A
8035
8021
8022
8041A

Using an emulator processor identical
to that largeted for the prototype, the 8540
provides real-time emulation. This means
that the prototype code can be executed
at the specilied operating speed of the
target processor, while under control of
the 8540's debug system.
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Three modes of real·tlme emulation
Emulation takes place In three progressive
modes that allow gradual introduction of
harctware and software, In mode 0 (system
mode), the software is executed on the
8540's emulator processor, Program input
and output can be simulated using system
resources in the console display, keyboard, or 8560 file system. Thus, you can
begin debugging your program before the
prototype harctNare is available, or con·
tinue debugging should the harctware be·
come inoperable.
In the next phase, Mooe 1, the 8540
emulator connects directly to the prototype hardware via the prototype control
probe. In this mode, the program resides
In 8540 memory and can be transferred to
prototype memory in sections as small as
128 bytes. This technique, called mapping,
allows the program to be gradually transferred into the prototype on a step·by·step
basis. The program can interact with pro·
totype I/O, development system 110, or
both,
In MOde 2, all 01 the code resides in the
prototype memory. This mode is used to
make a linal check with the actual prolotype memory devices (SUCh as ROM or
PROM) in place, The control prObe reo
mains in the microprocessor socket on the
prototype to provide continual debugging
control during program execution.
During all three modes of emulation.
prototype code execution is under control
01 the 8540's powerful debug software.
For easy reference, key breakpoints may
be entered using mnemonic labels (sym-'
bOis) Instead of numeric addresses. At
each break~nt. the status of all 01 the
processor's key registers, flags, and status
bits is displayed. You can also display the

processor's register status and associated
code execution on a cycle·by·cycle basis.
Any register or memory location can be
modified right f'om the keyboard.
The 8540 de::lUg commands are inte·
grated into TNIX, the 8560 Software Devel·
opment Unit's operating system, so the
user can control bOth 8540 and 8560 reo
sources with a unified, compatible syntax.
This capability also allows the 8540 to use
8560 resources, such as lile 110 and data
reduction, to enhance the debugging
operation.
Trigger trace analyzer
Many debuggirv;J situations require detailed
analysis or real·time code execution and
the effect on other key points in the hard·
ware, The trigger trace analyzer (TTA), a
modular option to the 8540, provides a
complete facility to acquire real·time data
in bOth 8·bit and 16-bit processor·based
systems. Up to 255 bus transactions oc·
curring before, during, or aller a specified
event can be captured. AA 8·channel data
acquisition probe allows you to select and
monitor up to eight points in the prototype
hardware. For further details on the trigger
trace analyzer see the article commencing
on page 12.

System overview
The 8540 operating system (0040) is simi·
lar to ooSJ50 Version 2, the operating sys·
tem developed lor the 8550 Microcomput·
er Development Lab', A few commands
are different. but the key difference is that
commands execute much faster in the
8540 as they ale stored in PROM memory
rather than on disk.
, "A Microprocessor Development lab with
an Expandable Future," Tekscope Volume
13, Number 1, March 1981.
AS·~
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OPTIONA,t
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PROM
PROORA,MMER

COMMUNICATION
INTERFACE
lOp1.11

+--

A functional block diagram of the 8540

is shOwn in ligure 2, A dual·processor ar·
chitecture (in a master/slave arrangement)
enables the 8540 to support several diller·
ent microprocessors, using the same oper·
at ng system. In this contiguration, the sys·
tem processor serves as the master, and
the emulator processor as the slave. The
system processor and emulator processor
have completely separate memory space
so that system program and user (proto·
type) programs do not conllict.
The 8540 contains a 100·line system
bus structure that provides most 01 the
connections to the plug·ln modules and
options housed In the mainframe. The em·
ulator controller bOard separates thOse
control and signal lines that are dedicated
to either the system section or the program section. Bolh the system processor
and emulator proceSSOr sl1ale the basic
bus slructure, with the emulator conlrolier
serving as arbiter under the direction of
the system processor.
The system processor resides on the
system controller board ard provides over·
all control of the 8540 It directs all I/O ac·
tivity for the system peripherals, per/orms
all system utility funclions, and executes
the debug program-controlling the emu·
lator processor through separate debug
hardware,
To allow you to configure the 8540 for
your specifiC application, the emulator processors are designed as plug·in mOdules
and assigned option status. An emulator
option i.ncludes both hardoNare and sott·
ware for the target microprocessor or
m crocomputer. The emulator processor
interfaces with the prototype harctware via
a prototype control probe. Advanced probe
design makes the emulator processor

OPTIONAL

INTERFA,CE
CONTROttER

CONTROt
PROBE

CONSOlE)

:----"1
I
I

11111
SYSTEM

"OM
EEPROM

SYSTEM
MEMORY
IRAMl

SYSTEM BUS

SYSTEM
PROCESSOR

EMUtATOR
CONTROt.tER

EMUtATOR
PROCESSOR

EMULATOR
MEMORY

EMULATOR BUS

Figure 2. Functional blOCK diagram of the 8540. A wide selection of options allow you to configure the 8540 to your design needs.
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Should a fault occur that prevents the
operating system from booting or prohibits
ROM·resident diagnostics Irom running, a
program called Critical Function Mooitor
(CFM) is automatically entered. The CFM
contains several test routines and a limited
set of user commands that are entered
from the system terminal. This program, in
conjunction with a series of LEDs located
on the system controller and system RAM
boards. will usually isolate the source ot
trouble.
The ROM·resident diagnostics provide a
means of verifying system performance,
and a tool for troubleshooting in the event
that a failure is detected during the run·
ning of a test. The menu-driven diagnostics
ale easy to use, and run automatically
after being initiated by the user.
Figure 3. Emulators and prototype control probes for the 8540 fealUre slate·ol-the·arl
design that allows your programs 10 run at lhe full operaUng speed 01 the targel
microprocessor.
practically transparent to the prototype
and allows prototype code to be executed
at the lull operating speed ot the target
processor. without adding wail states or
stretching clock pulses (see ligure 3).

Versatile memory menlpulatlon
Memory in the 8540 consists of two major
sections-system memory and program
memory. System memory includes 240K
bytes of ROM, which contain the operating
sYstem and software tor optional equipment. Also resident on the ROM board are
4K bytes of EEPROM used for updating
the operating system and for storing
unique user-developed command strings.
The contents of the EEPROM can be
changed from the system terminal
keyboard.
The operaling system is loaded from
system ROM and executed in the 84K·byte
system RAM. User symbol table inlorma·
tion employed in symbolic debugging is
also stored in system RAM.
Program (emulator) memory consists of
32K bytes of static RAM, optionally expandable to 256K bytes. II is used lor star·
ing prototype code downloaded from the
8560 or the host computer.
The system processor has control of
both system memory arid program memory. As preViously mentioned, in emulation
mode '. program memory can be mapped
into prototype memory in 128·byte blOCks,

alJov.'ing orderl!' transfer of proven pro·
gram segments to the prototype.
When 'NOrkil"lQ with devices such as the
Z800lIZ8oo2, 68000, and 8086, whose addressing capabilities exceed the 8540's
program memory. the Memory Allocation
Controller (optional with tne Z800112 al'ld
68000 emulators) can be used to allocate
program memory in 4K-byte blocks over
an address space of up to 84M bytes.
PROM programming
OllCe the prototype code is debugged, it
can be put into firmware using the optional
PROM programmer available lor the 8540.
The PROM programmer consists 01 a controller board, Iront·panel assembly, and a
characteristic module to adapt the programmer to whatever PROM family you require. The 8540 currently supports 2716,
2732,8748, 8741A, and 8755 PROMs,
System diagnostics
When attempting to Integrate soltware and
prototype harcMiare, it is essential to know
that your Integratkln tools are working properly_ The 8540 has two resident diagnostic test programs for verifying system
operation.
The power-up diagnostic tests are run
automatically during power-up or restart
conditions. These tests verily the circuitry
within the 8540 that is required to boot
and transfer the operating SyStem from
ROM into the 8540's system memory.

Summary
The 8540 Integration Unit is designed to
help you accomplish the entire software!
hardware integration process in an orderly,
ellicient manner. The 8540 can be easily
interfaced to most host computers or any
01 the 8000 Series of Tektronix microcom·
puter development unils, such as the
8560.8550, and 8001. State·of·the·arl
emulators allow your programs to run at
lull speed, while the advanced trigger
trace analyzer captures uo to 255 bus
transactions and select logic operations
lor analysis. The 8540 supports most pop·
ular 8- and 16·bit microprocessors and
microcomputers.
Acknowledgments
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A New Real-Time Debugging
Tool for the 8500 Series MOL
The Trigger Trace Analyzer (TTA) is a modular optiOn for the 8540 and 8550 thai al·

lows you 10 monitor the buses and select·
ed control signals in prototype hardware,

while your program executes at normal
speed, The TTA provides precise control
of the selection of dala 10 be slored and

analyzed. Up 10 255 bus !(snsaclions and

logic signals 'rem various polnls on the
prototype can be captured and stored in

the TTA's acquisillon memory and displayed for analysis,

The TTA monitors 64 bits or information
that you can select in any combination
(using software commands) to define a
trigger signal for acquiring dala or lor
other purposes. The 64 bits of informa·
tion monitored include:
• the address bus (up to 24 bits)
• the data bus (8 or 16 bits)
• the data acquisition probe (8 bits)
• the emulatOr·dependent bus signal
interlace (uP to 11 bits)
• the external event Qualitier (1 bit)
• counter output signals (4 bits)
All of these signals are input to an evenl
comparator, which functions as a word

Figure 1. The Trigger Trace Analyzer option includes two plug·in modules, bus Interconnecting cables, an a·channel signal acquisition probe, and lin Interface panel that Includes
the lour trigger channel outputs.
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recognizer (see figure 2). The output of the
event comparator is ANDed with the output of a programmable general-purpose
counter, to generate a trigger signal. There
are lour such trigger channels in the HA.
These triggers can be used independently
or interactively to construct a powerful
data acquisition trigger, The outputs of the
fOur trigger channels also are available externally (via BNG connectors on the TTA
Interface panel) for triggerir.g external
equipment.

Defining an event
To baUer comprehend the flexibility the
HA oilers in delinlng a trigger point, leI's
consider some of the event control commands used to specify which input data
constitutes an event. There is a separate
command lor each of the event comparator input sources. There is also one command thaf you can use to specily all inputs-the "eve" command. The "ad"
command is used to deline a specific ad·
dress or range of addresses as an evenl.
The commands
ad 1 105E
ad 2 500 530
specify Ihat event 1 occurs whenever the
program accesses address 105E, and that
event 2 occurs whenever the program accesses an address within the range 500 to
530, inclusive. The "ad" command can in·
clude a "·n" command modifier that de·
lines the event as anything other than the
value specified. For example,
ad ·n <I 1000 10FF
defines' event 4 as any adcress outside the
range 1000 to 10FF.
Mother event command, "ctr", defines
an event as a pattern of the outputs 01 the
fOUr counters associated with the event
comparators. The pattern can include 1's,
D's, or X's (don't cares). For example, the
command
ctr 1 10XO
causes event 1 to occur .....-hen counter 1
is high and counters 2 and 4 are low.
In addifion to triggering on individual
events, it is possible to trigger on the occurrence of multiple events. By using the
"cons" command, events can be linked
together so that Ihe occurrence of one
event arms the comparator of the following event. All of the events within a seQuence must occur on consecutive cycles
01 the specified type. The "cons" command requires you to select one bus

"'ODA~IS

"

DATAl")
Il,I$!llON UI(ll)

,

PIIOIEIi

The breakpolnl parameters "stop" and
"cont" can be set as a parameter in most
01 the evenl and counter commands.
eVENT
COMPARATOR

EVU;TQl,I AlIftU(ll

;::t

COUNTER QUTPUTSI'I

'A'OO(A

SIGNAl

GENERAL
SOU'lCE

PURPOSE

COlJNTER

Figure 2. Each trigger channel has liS own 64·!nput event comparator and programmable
general-purpose counter. You can select from several evenl con1rol commands to speclly
which Input data constitutes an event. The lour trigger channels can be linked togelher to
provide almost unlimited trigger selections.

mode in which all of lhe events are cans;dered. The bus modes are: eye-all bus
cycles are allowed; let-only fetch cycles
are considered; and emu-only emulatordependent bus cycles are considered.
The general·purpose counters
We discussed, previously, the ability to
specify the output of the four general.

purpOse counters as inputs to lhe event
counter, to construct an event The
counters also can be used singly or
together for other purposes. let's take
a look at their capability.
The "cou" command defines the
counter operation. This command selects
a value to be counted, a source that is
counted, a gate signal that will enable or
disable the counting process, and the kind
of signal that will be output when the
counting operation is completed. For
example,
cou2v:4 s:ev1 o=delay
programs counter 2 to be asserted afler
the fourth occurrence of event 1.
The "v" or value parameter may be set
anY'Nhere between 1 and 65,536, with the
value assumed to be decimal unless specified otherwise.
The source parameter, "s", oPtions include counting of: clock intervals Irom
200 ns to 2 ms in decimal steps; occurrences of event signals for channell, 2, 3,
or 4; occurrences 01 trigger signals for
channell, 2, 3, or 4; the number of bus
transactioos; the number of emulator
cycles; the emulator's clock signal; and
the event qualifier signal. Only one of the
lalter three may be selected at one time.
However, each of the lour counters may
operate on the selected signal.

A gate parameter, "g", places a restriction on the Indicated counter and specifies
those condlliol'ls dLJring which the COI,mter
may count. Most of the conditions in\lOlve
the output state afthe next lower number
counter, so the "gate" parameter is only
valid ror counters 2, 3, and 4.
The "restart" parame;er allows you to
have the counter reloaded with its initial
"value" when the "gate" source is asserted. The options are ON and OFF.
The last COlJnter parameter to be considered is "output". As the name implies,
this parameter controls the OLJtPUl of the
counter. There are live options: when
"arm" is spec lied, the counter output remains high; "dlsarm"-the output remains low, When "pulse" is specilled, the
counter output is lOw, pu ses high when
counting is complete, then goes low again.
In "delay", the outpulls initially low, and
goes high after counting is complete.
"timeout" produces the reverse of
"delay".
The breakpoint command
The breakpoint command controls the effects 01 an event's trigger signal, For each
trigger, this cO"Tlmand can set a breakpoint, clear a breakpolnl, and enable or
disable the "continue" function.
The breakpoint, if enabled, causes a
program to halt execution when an event
and its associated trigger s~nal occur. A
trace line is displayed on the system terminal and control is returned to the operating system. The "cont" function, if enabled, interrupts lhe program when the
event and its trigger signal occur, and a
lrace is displayed, However, control is rEr
turned to the program, which continues
execution at full speed.

The acquisitIon memory
Now Ihat we have discussed how thoroughly we can define when data will be
captured, let's iook at what data can be
captured. The acquisition memory Is a
255-by-62-bit buffer, The Input data available for storage Includes that monitored
by the event comparators with the exception of the counter outputs (see figure 3).
The "acq" command specifies what
data Is 10 be stored when the trigger signal occurs. "acq all" stores all 01 the
most recent 255 bus transactions, which
can include the eight inputs Irom the
P645l data acquisition prObe. "acq ev4"
stores only those transaclions delined as
9\lent 4. A parameter called "for expression source" allows you to specify acquisitions at some point other than the end of
a program. The expression must evaluate
to some number belween 1 and 65536.
The source portion of this parameter identifies a specific kind of bus transaction,
with the options available Identical 10 the
source parameters used with the "cou"
command, An "aftertrlg 4" parameter
disables the counting 01 the source until
trigger 4 occurs.
A typical acquisilion command may appear as this:
aeq all for 10 eye aflertrlg4
which would store all bus transactions until the occurrence of the tenth cycle after
the occurrence of trigger 4.
The display command, "disp", allows
you to select tne porlion 01 acquisition
memory to be displayed on the system terminal. You may display all of the bus transactions stored, or display only some
number or transactions you want to see.
The information displayed when you
enter the display command Includes an
address, data, an opcode mnemooic, the
states of the eight data acquisition probe
signals, and symbols representing the type
of bus oPerations that occurred.
A typical application
Now leI's consk1er a typical application
that in\lOlves using two channels of the

ITA.
Problem: Provide timing lor an interrupt
routine located al 10Cl0H to 1024H,
Solution: Trigger channel one is used to
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Figure 3. The acqulsillon memory is similar to the buffer memory of a logic analyzer. This
figure shows the contents 01 the acquisition memory al1er 265 samples of Input data have
been taKen. Only the most recent 255 samples are relalned.
detect the start of the interrupt routine and
activate channeltwo's counter. When the
interrupt routine is completed, channel
two's word recognizer is used to stop the
counler. The tOllowing command sequence is entered:
ad 1 1000
ad 2 1024
cou 2 v ",0 s'" 200NSEC 0'" ARM
Q",SEQH·s

Where: ad 1000 enters the hexadecimal
value HXX> into the address portion of the
channel one word recognizer.
ad 1024 enters 1024H inlo the channel
two word recognizer
COU 2 selects the channel two counter
v", 0 puts the channel two counter's initial
value at zero
s 200NSEC selects 200 nanoseconds as
the counting unit
o=ARM sels up EVENT 2to cause the
breaKpoint
9 = SEQH selects channel one's trigger
output as the source that will enable the
counter
-s Indicates that a breakpoint will occur
when the channel two trigger goes active
This command sequence prOduces a
channel one trigger at the start of the interrupt routine, l000H, This trigger then
activates the channellwo counter which
begins counting in 200 nanosecond increments, Channel two's word recognizer

=
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proouces a trigger when the interrupt
routine is completed at 1024H. This sec·
ond trigger causes a breaKpoint to occur
that automatically stops the counter. The
resulting counter value is then read by
calling up the trigger status display, which
will show the counter's value at the time
of the breakpoint.
Conclusion
The trigger trace analyzer option for the
8540 and 8550 is a powertul real·time
debugging tool. You have almost unlimited
capability to specify the trigger conditions
for acquiring data while ~'our program executes at full speed, Bus transactions, plus
logic states from eight selected points in
the prototype hardware, can be captured
and stored lor analysis. The TTA is a valu·
able adjunct to the 8540 and 8550 in facilitating software and hardware prototype
integration. •

New Products
New 19·inch Computer
Display Terminal
Features Color

New LSI Production Test
System Features Vertical
Test Station

The 5·3220 LSI Production Test System

The new 5·3220 accommodates analog
devices and duaHamily hybrids such as

CODECs and ADCs, in addition to highspeed digital circuits. The 5-3220 is oflered as a production-oriented complement to the engineering and characterization capabilities available 'or &3270 Test
System users, The 8·3220 utilizes the
TEKTEST III control software used in all
8·3200 systems; thus, programs originally
developed lor engineering use can easily

The $·3220 system software-TEKTEST
III-is a high.level, English.like language. It
provides the extensive data logging and
data reduction capability needed by lIsers
in all segments of the semiconductor
industry, •

The 4113 intelligent color lerminal is in·
tended to answer the need of CAD and
mapping markets for computer design
tools with high dala communications
speed, high addressability. and a virtually
limitless choice 01 colors.
With host communications up to 9600
baud (19.2K baud with flagging). the 4113
provides display speed suilable for a broad
cross·section of CAD and mapping appli·
cations. User interactivity is enhanced
through locally·retained piclure segments.
The 4113 has 4096 x 4096 points of ad·
dressability viewable in 640 by 480 blocks.
with local zoom and pan capability,
In its basic three·bit·plane configuration,
the 4113 allows the user to work wilh
eight colors simultaneously. An optional
fourth bit plane enabies displaying of up to
16 colors al once. The user can select
Irom as many as 4096 colors, each vari·
able by lightness, hue, and saluralion,
The Tel<tronix Color Standard Is used,
which makes cOlor selection precise, last.
and easy to learn,
An optional three·port R$·232-G periph·
eral interface enables locai control of devices such as the Tektronix 4662 and 4663
Interactive Digital Plotters, 4641 and 4642
Printers. and Teklronix hard copy unils and
graphic tablets. •

be condensed and used in higtwolume
prOduction or incoming inspection

environments.
The essential test·related fealures 0' the
larger systems are retained in the 5·3220,
allOwing (with no loss of speed or accuracy) functional (pat1ern) testing as well as
DC parametric and single·pass AC para·
metric lesting.
The $·3220 is the first &3200 Series
system with a vertical test station. This
new mechanical configuration enables the
user to interlace a wide variety 01 aula·
matic device handlers and wafer probers
with minimal interconnect cabling. The ver·
lical test station is integral with the can·
IroVstimulus equipment rack. resulting in
reduced floor space requirements-an im·
portant consideration in prOductiOn areas.

The 4113 Computer Display Terminal
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TekscoQe Index 1980-81
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1980

Volume 12 Number 3
1980

Volume 13 Number 2
1981

A Portable High-Performance
Microwave Spectrum
Analyzer

Digital Waveform Processing
in a High-Performance
lOOO-Series Oscilloscope

Two New Graphic Terminals
Expand Graphic Capabilities

The Tektronix 492 is a NewGeneration Spectrum
Analyzer

Automatic Distortion
Analyzer Speeds Distortion
Measurements

Making Measurements with
the 492

Volume 12 Number 4
1980

Packaging a Spectrum
Analyzer for Performance,
Maintainability, and Survival
A Switching Power Supply
for the 492 Spectrum
Analyzer

Volume 12 Number 2
1980
Portable Analyzer Speeds
Test and Service of
Microprocessor-Based
System
An Automatic Video Signal
Parameter Measuring
Instrument with Logging
Capabilities
Developing a Practical
Automatic Television
Parameter Measuring and
Logging System

A User-Programmable Logic
Anaiyzer for Microprocessor
Design
Digital Storage and Plug-in
Versatility Distinguish New
to-Mhz 5000-Series
Oscilloscope
A Programmabie Data Communications Tester for First-

Line Technicians

Volume 13 Number 1
1981
A Microprocessor Development Lab with an Expandable Future

Beaverton, Oregon 97077

Three New Portable
Oscilloscopes Designed for
Field Service Use
A High Resolution Color Picture Monitor for Television
and Laboratory Use

Volume 13 Number 3
1981
TM 5000-A New Family of
IEEE-488 Programmable
Instruments
Configurable State-of-the-Art
Logic Analyzer Gives Choice
of Performance
Codes and Formats Standard
Adds Compatibility and
Capability to IEEE-488
Instruments

Two New Hard Copy Units
Feature Low-Cost, HighContrast Copies
Programmable Calibration
Generator Speeds Instrument
Checkout
Slewed-Edge Signals Simplify
Fast Sweep Timing

Tektronix, Inc.
p.o. Box 500

Software Innovations
Increase Productivity of
Desktop Computer Users
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7000-SERIES PLUG-IN OSCILLOSCOPES

The 7633 Storage Oscilloscope is a 100-MHz directMview storage oscilloscope with a stored writing speed capability of 1000
cml.us. The instrument features multi-mode storage Including
varIable persistence, bistable and conventional nonstore modes.
In addition, a fast writing 8 x 10 div (.45 cm/dl... ) mode is
Included which provides the Instrument's top writing speed.

:;,

Crt readout provides quick on-screen reference of measurement
parameters, And a selection of 30 dilleren! 70DO-Series plugins permits 'custom-tailoring' the Instrument to the job from
the outset, and expansion of Its capabilities as the needs arise.

j

tff.;:·

.. :

I~ll

The 7623A Storage Oscilloscope is electrically the same as
the 7633 without the fast-writing reduced scan mode of operation. All other operating modes are included, with a stored
writing speed of 135 cml ~IS in the fast storage mode. The
7623A offers low-cost multi-mode storage for those applica~
tlons not requiring the faster stored writing speed of the 7633.

... $3650
..... $3750
Sub $400

7633 Storage Oscilloscope
R7633 Storage Oscilloscope
Option I w/o Crt Readout
7623A Storage Oscilloscope
R7623A Storage Oscilloscope
Option 1 w/o Crt Readout

.
.
.

$3000
$3100
Sub $400

---_.
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPES

I

The 466 Storage Portable extends laboratory-standard storage
oscilloscope measurements from the test bench into the field.
rhe 466 features variable persistence and fast transfer modes
of storage; and in fast, reduced scan operation can achieve
a stored writing rale of 1350cml,usec.
Its bandwidth is DC to at least 100 MH:;: within -3 dB. Using
its X10 magnifier, the 466 achieves a 5·nsec/dlvlsion sweep
rate. Vertical deflection sensitivity is 5 mV/dlvislon.
With many features and operator conveniences based on the
well-proven 465 portable oscilloscope, the 466 is designed
for use with minimal operator training. Its easy-to-use controls are functionally grouped to facilitate operation.
Without panel cover or accessories, the 466 weighs Just 26
pounds.

466 STORAGE PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

$3850

Roturn lhe on closed Inquiry care! lor lurlher Inlormnllon on tho produCls.
or coplos or tho Ilteraturo descrlbad In lhls supploment.

U.S, Sal os Prlcos FOB BOl\vorlon. Oregon

5000-SERIES PLUG-IN OSCILLOSCOPES
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The 5A38 Dual Trace Amplifier Is designed for use in the 5400-Series Oscilloscopes. It provides two input channels with 35 MHz bandwidth and
deflection factors ranging from 10 mVI
div to 10V/div, Operating modes in·
elude channel 1 only, channel 2 only
(normal or inverted), dual trace (alter·
nate or chopped), and added. Crt
readout of the deflectIon factor 1$
Included In the 5A38.

5A38 Dual Trace Amplifier. ,

(

$350

The 5A45 Single.Trace Amplifier pro~
vi des the 5400-Serles Oscilloscope with
60 MHz bandwidth and deflection factors from 1 mV/div to 10 V/dlv (25 MHz
bandwidth below 5 mVldlv). Crt readout of the deflection factor Is Included.

....:..

•

5A45 Single-Trace Amplifier

$250

The 5640 Time Base operates In the
5400-Serles Oscilloscopes to provide
sweep rates Irom 0,1 ,us/div to 5 sId iv,
Sweep rate is extended to 10 ns/dlv
by the 10X magnifier. Capabilities Include internal and external triggering
to 60 MHz and single sweep operation,
Circuitry for crt readout of sweep rate
Is included,

5B40 Time Base ' " , " _" " "" $275

The 5403/041 VarIable Persistence Storage Oscilloscope pro~
vi des a Jow cost means of conveniently displaying hard-to-view
waveforms, Low rep rate signals are easily viewed as con~ (
tinuous traces. With the 5.us/div writing speed, single-shot
phenomena and extremely low rep rate signals can be readily
viewed in normal room light. As part of the versatile 5400
Series the 5403/041 Includes 60 MHz bandwidth, crt readout
of deflection lactors, three plug~ln capability, easy bench-to~
rack mount convertibility, and a choice of 20 plug·lns.

$2275
$2275

5403/041 Oscilloscope
R5403/041 Oscilloscope "

Options
Option
Option
Option
Option

I
3
4
5

Without crt readout ""."",
Programmable crl readout
Protecti,e panel co'er (cabinet model only)
Reduce writing speed to I di,/I's ,

sub
add
add
sub

$350
$ 60
$ 15
$300

PRODUCTS LISTED IN PREVIOUS SUPPLEMENTS
Supplement No, 1
7L13 Spectrum Analyzer
7012 AID Converter and Ml, M2, M3
7A24 Dual Trace Amplifier
R7912 Transient Digitizer
DPO/3100 Measurement System
5403 Oscilloscope Syslem
214 Storage Oscilloscope
4623 Hard Copy Unit
4014/4015 Computer Display Terminal
Plot·10/0eclsion Maker

Supplement No. 2
31/10 Graphic Calculator System
'061 Oscilloscope
075 Oscilloscope
408 and 412 Monitors
Copyright © 1974, Tektronlll:, Inc. All rlgMa ro!orved. Printed In U.S.A.
Foreign lind U.$A Product' of Te'klronllC, Inc. are covered by U.S.A.
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cation supersede! all previously publlshad material. Specification and
price chango prlvllegos reservod, TEKTRONIX, SCOPE-MOBI LE, TELEQUIPMENT, (InC!
(In,) reglstored trademerks or Teklronlx, Inc.,
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COMPUTER INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

The 31/53 Computer Instrumentation System. TektronIx introduces a major innovation In computer Instrumentation systems
with Its newly announced 31/53 system. Containing an expandable memory processor, a wide range of program step
capability, an alphanumeric keyboard and printer, digital tape
cartridges, a complete library of standard mathematical and
statistical sonware, Interfacing to 0/ As and to an optional
high performance digital plolter, the system Is being marketed
for less than $6000. Included in this price are typical mUltImeters and counters of the TM 500 Series.

Capable of data acquIsItIon, data transformation, dala processing and analysis, the system enables the user to log, store,
compare, and analyze measurement data as It arrives. Voltages to 2 kV, current measurement to 2 amps, resistance measurement to 20 megohms, frequencies from DC to 550 MHz
and a wide range of temperatures In Fahrenheit and centi-

,

.

grade-all these are avaIlable in a single standard 31/53 sys·
tern. Data can be recorded and viewed on an alphanumeric
thermal printer, an easy to observe readout and a high performance plotter. Data transformation and analysis are accommodated by the expandable programming capability 01 the
system. 512 program steps is the system standard. Up to 1000
memory registers are available.
Markets for which the portable system is designed include
those largely manually served In the past by stand alone meters
and counters in rackmounted higher-priced systems. These
markets include design, evaluation and manufacturing of electronic products, Including components; computer field servicing; mechanical design and evaluation; and Ihe firm's long
establIshed medical, physics, resource exploratIon, engineerIng and atomic energy fields..

TELEVISION PRODUCTS

•i

The 1420-Serles Vectorscopes are compact, Y2~rackwidth instruments designed 10 display vectors of the chromlnance and
burst components of althar an NTSC (1420), PAL (1421) or
PAL M (1422) composite video signal. This series provides
a low-cost way to meet basic vectorscope requirements In

CCU's VTR's and similar applications. The instrument Is parttcularly well suited for side-by· side rack mountlng with the
TEKTRONIX 528 Waveform Monitor, The 1420 weighs a lillie
over 15 pounds with an optional carrying case.
The Inlernal gratlcule is designed for the veclor display of
color bars and burst. A special grallcule feature allows differential gain or phase errors to be determined to reasonable
accuracy for many applications - wilhin 20 and 5%.
Two Joop·through Inputs accept the signal for dIsplay on the
crt or for externally locking Ihe subcarrler regenerator oscll·
lator. A front-panel lever switch selects the signal from either
of the inputs for phase locking the subcarrier regenerator, A
second fran I-panel lever swItch selects the signal to be displayed on the crt and can attenuate one channel for viewing
large signals, A front·panel GAIN control varies the size of
tha crt display above and below unity.
PAL (1421) and PAL M (1422) displays are switch able to an
"NTSC FORMAT",

NTSC Vectomope 1420
PAL Veclorseope 1421
PAL M Veetorseope 1422 "

$1450
$1450
$1500

SPECTRUM ANALYZERS

The SL4N Spectrum Analylor covers the low-frequency range
from 0 to 100 kHz and offers both high performance and economy. Unique features Include pushbutton seleclion of 50 n,
600 n or 1 Ml! Input impedance with calIbration appropriate to

Ihe selected impedance. Dynamic range is 80 dB with Intermodulation distortion more than 70 dB down from two fullscreen slgnats. A built-In tracking generator Is standard. ThIs

low-frequency swept-Irant-end spectrum analyzer operates with
any 5000-Serles System, using two of the three compartments.
We recommend the 5L4N Spectrum Analyzer with a 011 Storage Display Unit and 5103N mainframe as the optimum system

for all applications.

5l4N Spectrum Analyzer
5103N/Dll Storage Scope

.

Complete Price

$1950
$1095
$3045
SEMICONOUCTOR MEMORY TEST SYSTEMS

5-3400 Systems. Tektronix signals a major commitment to
the semiconductor memory lest systems market by announcing
a new series of systems. Four models are Inillally offered des- (
ignated S-3420 through 8-3450. The low cost 8-3420 Is configured for general receiving Inspection applications. The
8-3430 and 8-3440 are lunctlon testers equipped for bipolar
(ECl, TTL) and MOS memory ICs, respectively. The S-3450
provides both function and de parametric test capabilities.
Each system features Interactive keyboard as well as stored
program operation. Stored programs are loaded with paper
tape. Because of the modular nature and bus structure of the
8-3400 systems each offers many options and each Is field
expandable.
Prices will vary from $40,000 upward dependent upon options
chosen. Deliveries are expected to begin within 90 days after
receipt of order.

U.S. Sal os Prleos FOB Boaverton, Orogon

Tektronix, Inc.

NEW liTERATURE
TM 500 Series Application Note No. 4 describes a method
of measuring resistances up to 20 n with a resolution of
one milllohm using the OM 501 Digital Mullimeter and the
PS 501 Power Supply.
1M 500 Series Application Note No. 4 describes a method
of measuring resistances up to 20 n with a resolution of
one milliohm using the OM 501 Digital Multlmeter and the
PS 501 Power Supply.
Photometry/Radiometry Application Note No. 6 discusses
the use of the TEKTRONIX J16 Digital Photometer in making luminance and Illuminance measurements, and stresses
the Importance of color correctfon and cosine correcllon.
CRT Recording Cameras booklet contains complete Informatron on TEKTRONIX Cameras, including a camera se~
lectlon check rlst and a discussion of films, lenses, etc.

P. O. 80X 500 . 8EAYERTON, OREGON 97005· Phone: (Aroo Code S03j 644·0167 . T%x: 36-0",,85
Cabl.: TEKTRONIX' OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS IN OVER 40 COUNTRIES
TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES in principal cities throlJgholJt the world. Consull T.lophone Directory
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PRODUCTS
SUPPLEMENT NO.1 TO 1973 CATALOG
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPES

465 and 475 Oscllloscopes-The low cost of the 465 with 100
MHz bandwidth at 5 mV/dlv and the 475 wllh 200 MHz at 2
mV/div represents a price/performance breakthrough for
portables that assures lOp value for the future.
A big 8 x 10-cm CRT display, new versatrre trigger selectIon,
trigger view, and automatic volts/dry readout are just a few
of the many features designed into these lightweight portable
Instruments.

At less than 23 pounds, the new 465 and 475 are easy to carry
(25.3 pounds with panel cover and accessorIes). They use
less travel space and are about 20% lighter than the TEKTRONIX 453A and 454A, the world's most widely traveled
oscilloscopes.
The 465 and 475 can be operated from either a free-standing
battery pack or one which attaches directly to the oscilloscope.
Both are small and Ilghtwelghl, providing a handy solution
for making measurements In difficult environments.

465 Oscilloscope
, , , , ,, , , ,
Option 4 EMI Modification "
Option 5 TV Sync Separator
475 Oscilloscope
Option 4 EMI Modification

(

$1725
Add $75
Add $100

, , .. $2500
Add $75

SEMICONDUCTOR CURVE TRACERS
The 577 Curve Tracer is a solid-state system for measuring
the parameters of semiconductor devices such as linear rcs,
tunnel dIodes, Zener diodes, signal diodes, rectifier diodes,
NPN or PNP transistors, field effect transistors, and sllcon controlled rectifiers. The 577 can be used with elther the 01
Storage or the 02 Nonstorage display module,
Two test fixtures are presently available for the 577. The 178
Linear IC Test Fixture Introduces the capability of displayIng
the characterIstics of linear les; gain, common-mode rejection
ratio, power supply rejectIon ratio, input current, supply curront, and 1/F noise are among the characterlsllcs that can be
displayed. The 177 standard test fixture enables fast, reliable
measurements of the characteristics of IWo-, three- and fourlayer semiconductor devices.

.. •
•••••

.'(\

.

Return lho on<:losed InQuiry cord lor lurlher Informstlon on lho produC1S.
or coplos of 'he literature doscrlbed in lhls supplement.

577/01 Storage Curve Tracer "
577/02 Nonstorage Curve Tracer """".'
177 Standard Test Fixture
178 Linear IC Test Fixture, , , , , , , "
U,S. Sal09 PrlC09 FOB Bellvllrton, Oregon

$2000
$1550
$300
$900

7000-SERIES PRODUCTS

-----

.~-~----------

------'

The 7603N Option 11S Ruggedized 50-MHz Oscilloscope System
meels rigid envIronmental and electrical specifications required
by the military. The complete system Is qualified under MIL.
0·24311 (EC) end appears on U,S, Navy QPL-24311. Tekt,onlx,
Inc. has developed and built Into this system performance which
Is unmatched In versatility and flexlbillty. The System consists
of a three-plug-In mainframe, two sIngle-trace amplifiers, a
dual time base, and a fronl-panel cover with probes and acces-

(

sories.
This system (mainframe and plug·lns) Is compatible with the
TEKTAONIX 7000·Serles product line, providing added measure·
ment convenience and flexibility. TEKTAONIX 7000-Serles
Plug-Ins Include Amplifiers, Samplers, Spectrum Analyzers, TOR,
Curve Tracer, Differentials, and other Time Bases.

7603N Option liS Oscilloscope System (AN/USM·281C) "

$3025

The 7011 Digital Delay Unit provides very accurate, stable deIsys fo, TEKTRONIX 7000-Se'les Oscilloscopes with CRT
READOUT, The unit offers both time delays and the ability
to delay by a number of events. These delays enhance scope
waveform viewing, and ara available as output signals for
other applications.
Delay·by-Tima: Following a trigger and after a pre-selected
time, this unit will give a delayed trigger output. The delay
time Is Indicated on the scope CRT READOUT and Is displayed along with the measured signal.
Oelay-by-Events: Following a selectable number of events after a master sync or Index pUlse, the unit provides delay outputs. The 10w-J1tler delayed trigger output Is especially usefUl
In disc, computer, radar, and other timing applications.
Accuracy: 0.5 ppm :t2 ns, Jitter: less than 2.2 ns,
time: 100 ns to 1 second. Resolution: 1 ns.

Delay

7011 Digital Delay Unit '"','''''''''''',,'''''''''''

$1475

The 7015 Universal Counter/Timer provides more convenIent
counting and timing measurements with greater accuracy and
confidence at a lower cost per measurement.
The 7015 can be used with all 7000-Serles Oscilloscopes with
CRT READOUT. Signals from the scope can be used to arm
and control the Counter/Timer. The measured signal can be
seen on the CRT, along with the measurement interval and the
counter Schmitt trigger signal. Signals can be preconditioned
through the various 7000-Serles plug-Ins.
There are eight modes for this DC-to-225 MHz Counter/Timer:
Time Interval • Time Interval Averaging • Period • MUltlperiod. Frequency. Frequency Ratio. Totalize. Manual
SlOp Watch,
Resolution Is 10 nanoseconds In single-shot time measurements, and 100 picoseconds in time Interval averagIng. TEK's
unique CRT READOUT displays a full eight digits,

7015 Universal Counter/Timer """'"
Copyright C 1912, reklronlx, Inc. All rig hiS reserved. Inlorma·
lion In lhl' publlcallon aupe"ed08 811 provlously published ma-

terial.

Spocilleallon

end

price

chango

prlvilo~

e

reservod.

TEKTRONIX, SCOPE-MOBILE, TELEQUIPMENT and
ale regl.·
tered trademork8 01 Teklronlx, Inc. U.S.A. ond Foreign Products 01
Tektronix, Inc, ore covered by U.S,A. ond Forolgn Patent8 and/or
Palonts PendIng. PrInted In U.S.A.

U.S. SIlos Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

"" $1475 (

The R7903 Oscilloscope Is the widest bandwidth, real-time os~
cilloscope available in a 5V4-lnch rackmount today. General
purpose measurements up to 500 MHz at 10 mV/dlv can be
made using the 7A19 Amplifier plug ln.
8

A complete line of plug-ins Is available for a varIety of applications. Included are: Amplifier, Time Base, Digital Counter,
Digital Delay, Digital Multlmeter, Spectrum Analysis, Sampling,
TOR, and Curve Tracer plug-Ins,
CRT READOUT Is available on the R7903, Its use reduces
sel-up time and measurement errors; It also Increases opera
tor accuracy and speed.
8

The R7903's porformance can be extended to 1 GHz via direct
CRT access with the 7A21N Direct Access plug-ln. Less than
4 V/dlv driving signal is required and the Input can be either
single ended or differential. CRT READOUT and vertical amplifier functlons are bypassed and Inoperative when direct access Is used.
The R790a system Includes Instrument options, thus allowing
you to custom tailor the system to your measurement requlrments. These options give you: • a brighter CRT for increased
writing speed • EM! modification • phosphor change •
pulsed gratlcule for slngle shot photography • deletion of
CRT READOUT.
8

$2900

R7903 Oscilloscope
R7903 Opllons

Option
Option
Option
Option
Option

1
3
4
8
10

W/O CRT REAOOUT
EMI Modification
Max Brightness CRT
Phosphor Change (PH)
Pulsed Graticule

.... Sub $400
Add $75
Add $350
.............
No Charge
..... Add $100
.......

ELECTRO·OPTIC PRODUCTS
The J16 Option 2 Digital Photometer/Radiometer Is a portable
photometer/radiometer which provides measurement readout
In metric units. A choice of five probes provides accurate
measurements of illuminance in Lumens/m~ (Lux), Irradlance
In Candelas/m~ (nits), and luminance In mllllwalts/m 2, Each
probe uses a silicon photodlode which has excellent long~term
stablllty and reliability. Easy-to-read 2V2-dlglt LED readout
reduces measurement error, particularly In low ambient light
condltlons.
At least two hours of continuous operation Is provided by the
Internal rechargeable batteries. A shoulder strap Is provided
for carrying ease and the bottom of the case and probe have
a standard 1Al Inch-20 mount for tripod or optical bench use.
A standard versIon of the J16 Photometor/Radlometer Is also
avallable which provides readout In conventIonal units.

Jl6 Option 2 Digital Photometer/Radiometer without Probe
J6501 Illuminance Probe, Option 2 .
J6502 Irradiance Probe, Option 2 . . . . . . . . . .
J6503 Luminance Probe, Option 2
16504 Uncorrected Probe
16505 LED Test Probe, Option 2
Return Ihe on closed Inquiry card lor further Information on the products,
or copIes of the literature described In this supplemont.

U.S. Sal09 Prlcos FOB BOAverton, Orogon

$600
$200
$250
$250
$150
$250

TELEQUIPMENT PRODUCTS

(
The DM64 Oscilloscope, the world's least expensIve bistable
storage oscilloscope, Is now available in the TELEQUIPMENT
product line. The heart of this oscilloscope Is the proven CRT
from the TEKTRONIX 560~Serfes Oscilloscope storage line. The
CRT Is a single screen version of the CRT used in the 564
and provides a full 8 x lD-em display area.
The normal stored writing speed is at least 25 em/ms. Wrillng
speed can be increased to at least 250 em/rns by using the
Enhanced Mode. The storage view time Is up to one hour.
The bandwidth of the DM64 Is 10 MHz at a deflection factor
at 10 mV/cm; using the X10 gain extends the sensitivity to
1 mV/cm. Sweep rales extend from 100 ns/dlv to 2 sec/dlv.

A full complement of verllcal dIsplay modes is included: channel 1, channel 2 (normal and inverted), chopped (approx 150
kHz rate), alternate, and added, X-Y relationships can be
measured with the same ease as Y-T measurements.

oM64 Oscilloscope

... $1095

The 083 Oscllloscope-A bandwidth of 50 MHz at 5 mV/dlv
and the concept of plug-In selectabllity are the main features
of this oscilloscope. The plug-Ins Include a differential amplifier, a dual-trace amplifier, and a Dual Time Base, The CRT
In the 083, from the field proven 7000-Serles TEKTRONIX line
of oscilloscopes, has a display area of 8 x 10 dlv -1,22 cm/dlv.
A 15-kV accelerating potential gives the 083 a clear and bright (
display to view and measure delayed sweeps, Swoep rates
extend from 2 s/dlv to 100 ns/dlv (to 10 ns/dlv with X10 magnifier),
A full complement 01 vertical display modes Is Included: channel 1, channel 2 (normal and inverted), chopped (approx 350kHz rate), alternate. and added, Signal delay permits viewIng the leading edge of the waveform,

083 Oscilloscope
V3 Dual-Trace Amplifier
V4 Differential Amplifier
S2A Dual Time Base ...

$800
$295
$295
$400

NEW LITERATURE AVAILABLE
Digital Counter Application Note describes use of the 7014
Digital Counter and a current probe to make frequency measurements. Advantages of this method of measurement as well as
complete Instructions Bre given.
The TELEQUIPMENT Catalog provides complete Information
on the entire TELEQUIPMENT product line, Including a characteristic curve tracer, and the new storage and plug-In oscilloscopes,
Machine ContrOl Data Sheets on TEKTRONIX N/C systems aro
available In a packet which explains the position of Tektronix,
Inc, as a machine control supplier. The 15 data sheets Include Information on turning, milling, positioning, verifying,
and editing applications,

Spectrum Analysis and CATV Systems Booklet discusses the
new FCC requirements for cable television systems and how
a TEKTRONIX Spectrum Analyzer can be used to make these
and many other measurements, Also Includes a brief tutorial
on spectrum analyzers and specifications of TEKTRONIX
Spectrum Analyzers.
Time Domain Refleclometry Application Note No.2 covers some
fundamontals of coaxial cables, This note, written In an easyto-read question and answer style, leads you through some of
the old mysteries 01 coaxial cables, The paper covers such
items as how to figure dB losses In a line and how to determine the optimum impedance of a cable. These and other (
questions are answered using very IlUIs math.
u.s. Sales Prices FOB Bllaverlon, Oregon

Tektronix, Inc.

P, O. BOX 500 ' BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005· Phone: (Area Cod. 503J 644-0161 . T"811: 36-0485
Coble: TEKTRONIX· OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS IN OYER 40 COUNTRIES
TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES in principo' cilieJ Ihroughout the world, Comv!t Telephone Directory
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Select the Right System for the
Highest Return
Consider the Alternative: Test
and Measurement Automation
Are you making manual tests and
measurements? Are they too slow? Do
they require too much labor? Are they
too unreliable because of poor
repeatability or operator errors?

TeSI and measurement automation may
offer a solution. Finding an automated

solution 10 a lest and measurement
problem is a three·step process:
1. Is the test or measurement suilable

lor automation?
2. What kind of system would be
best-a specific-application system or
a general-purpose system?
3. Which particular system is best for
your needs?

USER NEWSLETTER
SUMMER 1985
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Also In This Issue
GURU Links IBM PC to
GPIB Instruments . .. at Low Cost

2

This article suggests guidelines lor
answering lhese questions while focusing MP 2902 Performs a Variety of
4
Audio Tests .. . without Programming
on computer-controlled test and
measurement instrumentation that uses
the IEEE Standard 488 communications
deSigned specifically lor lesl and
bus.
measurement systems.
The articles on pages 2 and 4 describe
two systems at opposite ends 01 the
When Is the Cost of a System
spectrum of possible system solutions.
Justified?
One is GURU. a lOw-cost. highly verSaOne way to identify and prioritize test
tile. general-purpose solution lor users
and measurement automation oppor·
who want to use Iheir IBM PC or IBM
tunities, is to ask yourself these
PC compalible personal computers to
questions:
run individually selected lest and
measurement instruments. The other
1. Which operations have the
system is the MP 2902 Audid Measurehighest labor costs? CUlling high
ments Package. a set of high·
labor costs is a major automation bene·
performance, programmable audio
fil. but don't forget to consider the
instruments run by a controller
Contillved on page 6

Figure 1. A wide range of IEEE Standard 488 test and measurement systems are available to meet specific and generalpurpose automation needs. The Tektronix systems shown here. left to right. are: MP 2901 Inspection Test Station
Measurement Package; MP 2101 Acquisition/Processing Measurement Package; a few of the many configurable
Tektronix test and measurement instruments; and the MS 3101 Acquisition/Processing Measurement System.

Tektronix·
COMMIT ,to TO EICCfU,lJ'¥:E
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GURU Links IBM PC to GPIB
Instruments . . . at Low Cost
Low Cost Combines with
Hardware and Software
Flexibility
Tektronix GURU (GPIB Users Resource
Utility) is a low-cost hardware and software tool that transforms your IBM PC

OURU OPIS

INTERFACE BOARD
TEST AND MEASUREMENT
INSTRUMENTS

into a versatile, low-cost, instrument
controller. Compatible with Tektronix
and other manufacturers' GPIB equipment, GURU opens the door to many
applications that previously didn't justify
a systems investment. (Refer to figure 1.)
On the system-solution spectrum,
GURU provides basic controller
functions for the smallest front-end investment.

EI

Versatility Starts with
the Hardware
On the hardware side, GURU allows
you to use an IBM PC (IBM XT, IBM
AT, or IBM-compatible computer) to
control IEEE Standard 488 (GPIB) test

INPUT10Ull'UT DaVlCl!S

and measurement instruments. The
GURU hardware components are the
GURU GPIB Interface Board (which is
inserted in the PC) and a GPIB cable
(for connecting the GPIB instruments to
the IBM PC). You may connect any
GPIB instrument or GPIB input/output
device to your IBM PC to develop a
system shaped to your specific applica-

Figure 1. GURU hardware, consisting of a GPIB Interface board and GPIB cable
hardware. unites the powerful and versatile IBM PC with the world of GPIB test
and measurement instruments.

tion needs.

GURU Software Provides a
Variety of Tools
A GURU manual that combines detailed
hardware and software reference
material with tutorial information lakes
the beginning user from basic GPIB
concepts 10 applications programming.
Users may access all GURU GPIB
commands from the IBM PC's
MICROSOFT BASICA language. Thus,
users who are programmers can readily
develop BASIC language applicalion
programs. (Refer to figure 2.)
TPG.BAS, the GURU Test Procedure
Generator, is the right tool if you want
to develop test and measurement
programs quickly. without coding.
TPG. BAS allows users to generate a
program that runs a specific test or

measurement sequence without writing

2

GURU SYSTEM SOFTWARE

I

Use,·Wri1Ien AppIIc8lIons

r

GURU Test P_ure Gen_or

II
II

"I
IL

UHr·Wrltten Subroutlnn

J
J
J

GURU-Supplied SubrouUnn

J

BASICA

J

GURU GPIB Oriverl

J

MSOOS

J

Figure 2. GURU's wide range of system software opens the IBM PC controlled
GPIB test and measurement system to users with various levels of programming
skills.

a single line of code. You need to know
only the details of the test to be
performed and the equipment to be
used. TPG.BAS walks you through the
test program generation process step
by step, allowing you to choose items
from easy-to-use, self-explanatory
menl)$.

The test procedure generation process
begins when you enter the Main Menu
and select an appropriate menu item
(refer to figure 3). After telling GURU
what equipment is included, you can
move to the Function Menu (refer to
figure 4), the primary tool for developing
a test procedure program. The menu
includes all the individual steps that
might be used in any test procedure.
For example, pressing the W key adds
a "wait for operator input" step to the
procedure. GURU automatically asks
the system operator for the information
needed at each step.
TEK DIG.BAS, the GURU Digitizer program, provides menu items that allow
users who have included digitizers in
their systems to:
• Select a digitizer.
• Change the digitizer settings.
• Learn settings from a digitizer or
restore them from a disk file.
• Acquire a waveform from the digitizer.
• Store waveform data on a disk or
display it.
• Recall waveform data from the disk.

These additional functions extend the
flexibility of your GPIB system to include
a wide range of waveform measure-

Figure 3. The GURU Test Procedure Generator Main Menu is the starting point
for developing automatic test procedures for a system that uses GPIB test and
measurement instrumentation.
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BASIC Subroutines Extend
GURU Power
For users who want to code their own
applications programs, GURU supplies
SUBS. BAS, a set of BASIC language
subroutines (refer to figure 5). These
subroutines perform functions common
to many test and measurement applications. The subroutines are designed for
user-written applications programs, thus
reducing your software effort. Each
subroutine is thoroughly explained in
detailed GURU documentation.

Figure 4. The GURU Function Menu lists the test procedure steps you can use
to generate a test program for your specific application.

Su1routinps Mfnu:

Status,

(I) s.I.cl. d.,ic.
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Wcl.IJPto!'tl :

test ,wl.

.nt.. ,,'ochon (11l1tC'1.):' 14_
Figure 5. Item 14 on this Subroutines Menu graphs waveform data.
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MP 2902 Performs a Variety of
Audio Tests ...without Programming
MP 2902 Ties Together a
Package of Benefits
The Tektronix MP 2902 Audio
Measurements Package automatically
performs a wide variety of complex
audio tests and measurements, without
requiring you to write a single line of
code, (Reter to tigure 1,) The MP 2902's
position in the system-solution spectrum
is high performance for a specific
application area (audio measurements),
The MP 2902 offers the benefits of
automated top-of-the-line audio analysis
equipment without the high cost of sohware development. For even the most
complex tests, the MP 2902 speeds
testing, provides fast and low-cost
documentation, allows operation by
lower skill operators, and ensures
measurement procedures are consistent
from day to day,
Producing automated test procedures
for GPIB audio test equipment was
time-consuming and difficult until
Teklronix introduced Audio Test
Procedure Generation sohware, Audio
TPG is a tool which simplifies converting
manual tests into software and eliminates
the need for software coding, in most

Figure 1, The MP 2902 Audio Measurements Package offers the hardware and
software needed to create a variety of audio tests, quickly and easily, At low
cost, it automatically documents test results in graphic or tabular form,

cases.
The MP 2902 hardware includes a
distortion analyzer, oscillator, and color
computer display terminal. The package
sohware includes a test procedure
generator that greatly simplifies the
creation of test programs. Non·
programmers need no software training
to use Audio TPG to generate test
procedures that may be easily
converted to BASIC programs, Programmers appreciate Audio TPG's
creation of documented, error·free
BASIC code,

MP 2902 Hardware Unites
Programmability and
High Performance
The MP 2902 components are
designed to work together and are
selected to make measurements to
international standards, Under the direction of the 4041 System Controller
(designed specifically to control GPIB
test and measurement instruments), the
AA 5001 Programmable Distortion
Analyzer, the SG 5010 Programmable

4

Figure 2. The Audio Test Procedure Generator Main Menu structure is simple.
You first see the Main Menu when initializing the MP 2902, This menu is the

starting point for a sequence of easy-to-use interactive menus.

Oscillator. and the optional DC 5010
Universal Counter-Timer set up and
make frequency response, distortion
(THO + Nand SMPTE. DIN and CCIF
IMO) versus frequency or level. pcwer
computed from voltage. and signal-tonoise measurements. Adding optional
equipment makes automatic switching
possible as well.

,.

Using MP 2902 test and measurement

instruments ensures extremely low
residual noise and distortion, permitting
measurements on top-grade professional

Figure 3. The Editor Menu lists the steps you can take to change the test
procedure.
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Figure 4. The Audio TPG Tests Menu lists the tests that are stored in Ihe MP
2902, for retrieval, editing, or execution.

Figure 5. This THO versus frequency tests menu is an example of MP 2902 test
menus. The menu lists the parameters and actions you may choose for a
specific test.

and consumer equipment. This package
provides fUlly balanced analyzer inpul,
balanced or unbalanced oscillator
oulput. lIoaling or grounded,
50/150/600 0 to malch all types of
audio equipment.
Sollware or manual control selects the
synthesized frequency stimulus to lour
or more digits with 0.01% accuracy,
offers lully programmable lilter and
detector selection to accommodate a
wide variety of measurement standards,
and provides high-level oscillator output
to test headroom and clipping
thresholds of line level devices. The
oscillator offers burst, squarewave, and
amplifier modes.
With Audio TPG. you first create a
sequence of lests by following interactive screen menus displayed on the
4105 Computer Display Terminal. The
test sequence consists of the sleps in
the manual test procedure. (You direct
Audio TPG through the 4105
keyboard.)
The first menu in the sequence is the
Main Menu, shown in figure 2. Aller
crealing the lest procedure database.
you can select a translation sequence
to automatically convert the test procedure database to a BASIC program
or you can execute the test procedure.
The result 01 translation is a complete
BASIC program thai has utility routines
to support data logging and merging of
tests. You can modify the program to
meet your unique test requirements,
To add, delete, or change steps in the
tesl procedure. you call the Editor
Menu (figure 3) and select the
appropriate user keys on the keyboard.
The Editor Menu Ihen aulomalically
displays Ihe Tests Menu (figure 4).
which lists the audio tests you can
select for editing. Picking an Item on
this menu displays the parameters and
actions available for a specific test. Figure 5 shows the test menu for THO·
versus-frequency tests.
Contmued on noxt page . .
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MP 2902 Simplifies Results
Documentation
At your command, Audio TPG stores
lest data on tape or olher storage
medium. This data can be retrieved
and displayed in tabular or graphic
form, or printed in tabular form. Figure
6 shows a display 01 a Irequency'
dividing network's Irequency response.
For more information about the MP 2902
Audio Measurements Package, check the
appropf/ate box on the reader reply card.

Figure 6. In this graph, the MP 2902 plots a frequency dividing network's
frequency response, from 1 kHz to 40 kHz. The dashed lines represent the ± 3
dB points at a 10·kHz reference frequency. The user entered the graph subtitle
when the test was created.

Continued from page I

impact of a faster process: Can
downstream operations handle Ihe
higher Ihroughput. and must upstream
operations increase their output?
2. Which operations have caused
quality problems? Quantllying Ihe sav·
Ings due 10 better quality (lower costs of
scrap. reject. rework, and field lallures)

INSPECTION

is difficult but important to estimate.
Two advantages of automation that
improve quality are consistent
processing and dala recording. Consis·
tency is inherent in automation: Systems
don't get tired or careless. Automation
makes massive amounts of performance
data available for analysis and for use
In correcting quality problems. An aiter·

native approach is to flowchart and
analyze your operations. Look for high

levels of repetitive activity: Jow levels of
mechanicai activity: high levels of data
referencing, retrieving, and recording:
and high concentrations 01 manual test
and measurement equipment. Figure 2
shows a simplified example and
analYSIS.

ASSEMBLY

CALIBRATION

QUALITY CONTROL

Electronic,
plastic, and

metal
components
Printed
circuil boards
Integrated
circuits

R-,"Ive?

Medium

High

High

High

Mechanical?

Medium

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low

High

High

Medium

Low

High

High

Dat8 quantity?
Test and measurement
Instrument use?

Figure 2. In this simplified work-flow diagram and analysis. qualily control is the most likely candidate for test-andmeasurement automation. High levels of repetition and instrument use, plus large amounts of data, qualify this operation
for automation. A high level of mechanical activity usuatty disqualifies an operation for automation using computercontrolled test·and-measurement equipment.
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Once you have evaluated your operations for automation opportunities. and
found one or more, decide whether the
savings justify the expense.
If, aner a thorough economic analysis, a
system is justified, how should you
select a system?
The first issue Ilere is 1I1e kind of
system: Should it be a monolithic or a
modular system? In a few applications,
a monolithic system may be the best
solution if it uniquely answers specific
needs. Otherwise, a modular system (a
system of replaceable, programmable
instruments run by a computer) is the
way to go because it oHers application
flexibility (you can select specialpurpose instruments for special
applications).

Selecting System
Components
Performance and functionality. Define the
performance you need. For example, you
may need a 4 V2-digit digital multlmeter having
0.01% accuracy and a 5·MHz function
generator that can provide a counted burs/
of square waves.
Level of Instrument programmability_
Programmable instruments may be talkers
only, listeners only, or tslker/listeners. That
is, they may send information, recewe infor·
mation, or both send and recewe information
over the IEEE Standard 488 communications
bus that connects all the instruments and the
computer. Talkerllisteners are best because
they simplify programming, troubleshooting,
and system maintenance.

Compare the programmable (GPIBaccessible) features to the manual (frontpanel accessible) features. They aren't
always the same. You may need both to
cover al/ your applications.
Instrument Intelligence. An instrument's
Intelligence (local processing power) allows it
/0 do tasks thaI would slow the system
computer. For example, some mu/limelers
can average measurements and some
oscilloscopes can perform Fast Fourier
Transformations and then pass the results to
the computer.

What are the Checkpoints for
Selecting a System?
By far the best approach to building
modular systems is selecting
instruments compatible with the IEEE
Standard 488 (GPIB). Instruments built
to this standard of electrical and
mechanical compatibility can communi·
cate with each other without special
programming. The criteria summarized
in the sidebar below will help you select
from among the many IEEE Standard
488 instruments on the market today.

Product Eva/ual/on /s a Prime
Candidate for Automation
When you',e looking for automation
opportunities. don '( overlook the newproduct·introduction flow, Product evaluation
groups perform well defined tests (such as
reliability and electromagnetic interference)
on many products. Automation here can
provide high payback with no risk of inter-

fering in the manufacturing process. An
additional benefit is that lests written for product evaluation of/en can be directly transferred to production use.

you can use one controller to develop
programs and the other (less expensive) cantrol/ers /0 run them.

important here.) When controller speed is
important, ask the controller manufacturer to
run a lime trial on your applics/lon.

Command language. The instrument's
command language (not the controller's)
should have powerful multifunction commands
as well as commands for Indivlduallunctions.
For example, 8 single initialization command
(called INIT in Tektronix instruments) should
set alf of an instrument's functions to an
initial state. Initializing all functions
indwidually might require you to program
several hundred characters.

Personal computers or system con~
trollers? Because of their lower price
compared /0 system controllers, personal
computers are popular for some IEEE
Standard 488 system applications. Tektronix
has designed the GURU hardware and software package for these users.

SET? is another Tektronix example. With just
thIS one query, you can ask an instrument to
report all its current settings, lettmg you
decide which you would like to change.
HELP aids new users. This command tells an
instrument to Jist all the commands that the
instrument recogt'lizes. Because the commands are mnemonic, the list helps new
users find the right command.

Speed. At first, the system speed issue

Some instruments have the ability to store

seems simple: How fast can the system set
up the equipment. make measurements,
process the data, and record It? Looking
more closely revea's that system speed is
made up of many individual speeds: CPU
(central processing unil), controller bus·
transfer, instrument bus-transfer, local instrument processing, and instrument measurement speeds.

front-panel settings. These settings can be
recalled by a command from the computer,
making the system faster and more efficient.
Also, more instrument Intelligence allows you
to use a less intelfigent (and less expet'lsive)
contrOller. To reduce system cost, some
manufacturers offer controllers that can be
used only to run programs, not to develop
them. If you build several slml/ar systems,

Evaluate each application to decide which
speeds to optimize. For example, if you need
to make 1,000 voltage measurements and
average them, buying a high·speed digital
multimeter with lots of local processing
power is investing in speed where it matrers
most. (Because the digital multimeter sends
only one number-the calculated result-to
the controller, bus-transfer speed isn't

The initial hardware cost of PCS is low.
However, the longterm cost may be much
higher, Developing software for PC·controlled
systems is considerably more difficult. A PC
requires detailed instructiOns to control
messages on the IEEE Standard 488 bus. A
controller performs this function automatically.
For sophisticated programmers who have
simple applications, the PC route may be
better. For anyone who has complex applica·
tions, the system controller route is better.
Software availability. Almost all instrument
controllers can be programmed in BASIC, an
easy-to·learn language that works well for
most applications. Language enhancements
are usually available on firmware modules
(plug·ln ROMs). Using these enhancements
is much easier than developing your own
BASIC software, and the extra cost is small.
Documentation (manuals and other aids) and
technical support (applications engineers)
should also be available.
Memory size. How much memory Will you
need? Typical applications require 64 to 128
Kbytes 01 RAM. Simple app#cations, using
one instrument, might require only 16
Kbytes. Very complex applications might
require 512 Kbytes or more. With most
controllers, you can add RAM as you need
it. at low cost.
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The TM 500 Family

The TM 5000 Family

TM 500 is a family 01 manual Tektronix
lest and measurement instruments. They
are mechanically and electrically compati·
ble with each other. They are designed for
compactness and mOdular mounting in
eight mainframes. TM 500 instruments
can lunCllon individually or in combination.
The TM 500 famIly Includes: digital
counters, digital mullimelers. power supplies. pulse generators, function

TM 5000 Is a family 01 programmable,
IEEE Slandard 488 (General Purpose Interlace Bus or GPIB) compatible test and
measurement Instruments. The TM 5000
family includes: digital counterllimers,
power supplies, signal generators, function generators, a digital mUllimeter, an
audio distortion analyzer, an RF scanner,
and a mullifunCllon interlace syslem.
Commands lhal control TM 5000 Instru·
ments conform to the Tektronix Standard
Codes and FormalS, ensuring qulck·l0·
tearn. easy-to-remember, and compatible
programming.

generators. oscilloscopes. oscilloscope
calibration Instruments, and audio/lowfrequency plug-ins.

Publisher's Statement
TM Not•• InlOl'ffiI TM 5OO/TM 5000 users llnd owner,
about new Tektronix InSlruments and aboUt Instrument
appllcallons

Copyright C>1985 Tektl(M'llll:, Inc All nghl, reserved
Printed In U.S.A. Tekllonb products If. coyeled by U.S.
end IOfelgn palents. Issued lind pending inlormlllion In
thiS PiJbllClllion supersedes lhal In all previously pub·
IIshOO mata,laI. SpeclTlcallon ana price cnange prlv·
lieges 'eserved. TEKTRONIX, TEK. SCOPE·MOBllE,
are registered trademarks.
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Fa, rurther Inlormallon, conlacl Tektronix. tnc.,
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton. OR 91077. Phone (503)
644·0161. TWX 910·467-8108. Cabltt TEKTRONIX, Sub'
sldlarles and dlslrlbul018 worldwide.
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